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GENERAL REVIEW
(WITH A CHART)





The aim of the international cooperation for the study of the sea is: to pre- introduction

*
• • r • 1 • "'"^ of the inter-

pare for a rational exploitation of the sea on a scientific basis^ national study of

the sea

Since the time, when the International Conncil for the study of the sea was

formally constituted and held its first meeting on the as'"* of July 1902 at Copen-

hagen 2, a comprehensive study of the hydrographical conditions, biology of the

food-fishes and plankton of the northern seas, has been begun in the interests of

the fisheries and of fisheries legislation, under the direction of the International

Council and the Bureau in Copenhagen, by the various national committees of

the nine participating states, namely:

Belgium — Denmark — Germany
England and Scotland — Finland — Holland

Norway — Russia — Sweden.

The principal endeavours of this study, which strives to arrive at practical

ends by common international work along scientific lines, are:

I. The investigation of the hydrographical conditions obtaining in the North

Sea, Norwegian Sea, Barents Sea, White Sea, as well as in the English Channel

and Baltic, and the connection of these conditions with the circulation of the

waters in the ocean.

II. The study of the biological conditions of the animal and plant worlds in these

seas, with special regard to the food, the reproduction, growth, and the

distribution and migrations of the different food-fishes.

III. The solution of the problem, how far the deep-sea fishery as a commercial

industry stands in general on a rational basis; whether the quantities and the

consumption of fish, taken from the seas mentioned, are in a proper proportion

to the production occurring under the prevailing natural conditions, and whether

any disproportion between production and consumption arises from a general

or local overfishing, or from an injudicious employment of the fishing apparatus

at present in use.

1 Résolutions textuelles de la Conférence internationale pour l'exploration de la nier, réunie :\ Stock-

holm 1S99, p. 1.

2 Procès Verbal de la réunion du Conseil permanent international pour l'exploration de la mer.

Copenhague, Juillet 1902. Rapports et Procès-Verljaux des réunions. Vol. I. p. i— 37.

Principal

ndeuvoursoflhe

investigations



Each of these principal endeavours embraces a number of special questions,

which were formulated in detail at the Conferences in Stockholm 1899' and Chris-

tiani 1901 2, and were definite^ included in the program of the international

investigations by the resolutions of the authoritative meeting in Copenhagen 1902 ^
It is clear, that the large and varied tasks undertaken by the international

investigation of the sea, could not be completed within the space of two years.

Foreseeing this, the first international Conference in Stockholm in 1899 unanimously
recommended to the participating states, that the proposed program of investigations

should be given at least five years for its accomplishment*- The Christiania Con-
ference also resolved to recommend to the participating states, that a space of at

least five years should be at the disposal of the investigations. As it appeared,

however, at the authoritative meeting in Copenhagen 1902 ^ that grants had been
preliminarily voted by some of the participating states for the period of three

years only, and the wish was in some cases expressed at the same time, that
Concentration practlcal rcsults should be chiefly aimed at, the International Council, having regard

"invèltigatkfnT
^^^ thcsc Hmitatious in fact and in time, resolved '^ to concentrate the biological

investigations of the first years on certain practical and important problems, and
in particular, to make the two following problems the object of investigation in

all the countries interested in the fisheries of the North Sea and neighbouring

waters.

Special problems (a) Thc migratious of the principal food-fishes of the North Sea fisheries,

especially of the cod and herring.

(b) The question of overfishing of those parts of the North Sea, including the

Skager Rak and Kattegat, mostly fished in by the British, Dutch, German and
other trawlers, with special regard for the plaice, sole and other flat-fish, as well

as the haddock.

To ensure uniformity in carrying out these investigations, two Committees^

were formed by the International Council, each under the direction of a convener;

one of these, Committee A, was to investigate the problems connected with the

migrations of fishes, the other. Committee B, the problems connected with over-

fishing. The investigations of Committee A extend over the entire region under

survey in the international scheme, more especially, the North Sea, Norwegian
Sea and Barents Sea; the investigations of Committee B are restricted to the North

1 Conférence Internationale pour l'exploration de la mer à Stockholm 1899. Résolutions tex-

tuelles, p. 2— 28.

2 2. Conférence Internationale pour l'exploration de la mer à Christiania 1901. Texte des Réso-

lutions, p. I— 27.

3 Procès-Verbal de la (première) réunion du Conseil Permanent International pour l'exploration

de la mer à Copenhague, Juillet 1902. p. 1—37. Rapports et Procès-Verbaux. Vol. I. 1902—03.

Copenhague, 1903.

4 Résolutions textuelles de la Conférence internationale pour l'exploration de la mer réunie à

Stockholm. 1899. p. i.

5 Procès-Verbal de la réunion du Conseil international pour l'exploration de la mer réunie à

Copenhague. Juillet 1902. Annexe A. Rapports & Procès-Verbaux. Vol. I. 1902—03. p. 32.

ö 1. c. : p. 16— 19.

7 Procès-Verbal de la réunion du Conseil international à Copenhague de 1902. p. 18 et p. 29.
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Sea, Skager Rak and Kattegat. In order that the investigations of the fisheries

conditions in the Baltic should keep pace with those of the other seas, a third

committee, Committee C, was instituted for the Baltic.

.

It was evident from the beginning, that the statistical portion of the investiga-

tions would play a prominent role, especially for the problem of overfishing.

Accordingly, special weight was laid on statistics in the program of Committee B.

The experience of the first year showed that it was necessary, however, both for

the working out of certain problems as for a general treatment of fisheries statistics,

that the Bureau itself should undertake the elaboration of the material sent in by

the various countries^.

Statistics

As regards the hydrographical work during the seasonal cruises, no occasion ^"«''^"^^ °|'.^^'j'=

arose for introducing any further limitations into the program accepted at the investigations

Stockholm and Christiania Conferences, than those which would arise of themselves,

during the progress of the investigations, from the force of external circumstances

and natural conditions. It was foreseen, iudeed, that great hindrances to the work

would arise from storms and unfavourable weather conditions, especially in the

colder periods of the year. These hindrances would chiefly appear in the first few

years, so long as all the participating countries did not have steamers at their disposal

specially constructed and equipped for such investigations. This was declared an

indispensable condition for the successful accomplishment of such a program, by

the Conference at Christiania^- Unpreventable shortcomings in the scheme of

observations also arose, because some of the countries taking part in the work

were not yet ready with their preparations in igo2, and Belgium did not join the

investigations until the spring of 1903 ^. It seemed advisable, however, to postpone

any changes in the original hydrographical program, until the first few years'

experiences had been gained.

In the elaboration of the hydrographical program at the very beginning, at

the Stockholm Conference, the greatest care had been taken to ensure the agree-

ment and uniformity of the methods of observation, and to determine exactly the

accuracy and the amount of error in the instruments, as well as the physical and

chemical constants of sea-water of different origin.

The aims first-mentioned were attained by the institution of the Central Labora-

tory at Christiania 1

The determination of the constants of sea-water, which was considered an ^'

extremely important preliminary investigation for the international study of the

sea, was made by M. Knudsen in the interval between the Stockholm of 1899 and

I Procés-Verbal de la Réunion du Conseil international à Hambourg de 1904, p. 12, 13 et p.20, 2i_

= 2. Conférence internationale pour l'exploration de lamer, réunie à Christiania 1901, p. 2, sub. D.

3 Procès-Verbal de la réunion du Conseil international Copenhague Février 1903. Annexe G
Rapports & Procès-Verbaux. Vol. I. p. 86.

4 Procès-Verbal de la réunion du Conseil international Copenhague, Juillet 1902, p. 22 & 23.

Rapport sur le laboratoire central à Christiania. 1902— 1903. Rapports & Procès-Verbaux. Vol. I.

p. XL. Id. 1903— 1904. Rapports ,& Procès-Verbaux. Vol. II, p. XX.

st.Tnts of

sca-water

k
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Knudsen's
^j^jg fjj-g^ meeting of the International Council in Copenhagen in 1902. The costs

of the preparation of the "Hydrographische Tabellen" i, amounted to 18,40x3

Kroner. About one half was defrayed by contributions from scientific societies and
academies in England, Norway, Sweden, Germany and Russia, and the remaining
half by a contribution from the Copenhagen Carlsberg Fund and the International

Council for the study of the sea.

Reports on A rcvicw ovcr the general aims and administration of the international investiga-
"

"""''"•'""°"'
tions, is contained in the two administrative Reports, for 1902—1903 and 1903— 1904 %
submitted to the governments of the participating countries, and in the Proceedings
of the International Council ^ and of the three Committees A, B and C '*, published

in the course of these years.

In the present Report, the Bureau wishes to supplement the earlier Reports

by the following

Report on the Rcvicw ovcT the Organisation of the scientific and practical
organisation of irj_l-i • i* ,•< *, .t-i i

tiie international
'W '^ ^ o^ ^hc 1 u t c r u a 1 1 o u a 1 1 n V c S 1 1 g a 1 1 o H S , its methods, means and

work results, in so far as these have assumed a definite character at the
present time.

Bureau Thc dircctiou of the work is entrusted to the International Council for

the study of the sea, whose executive organ is the Bureau. The Bureau has its

seat at Copenhagen and consists of three ordinary members, the president, vice-

president and the general-secretary, and of four extraordinary members, the hono-

rary treasurer residing in Copenhagen, the director of the Central Laboratory, and
of two other members chosen by the International Council. When the Bureau has

to consider general questions regarding finance and administration, or wishes to

make proposals to the participating countries or to the International Council, the

outer executive is consulted and this consists of the ordinary and extraordinary

members together.. The scientific assistants of the Bureau are:

First assistant (physicist), Docent Martin Knudsen.
Second assistant (biologist). Dr. H. M. Kyle.

Technical assistants, as draughtsmen etc., are called in by the Bureau, according

to requirements.

Publications In addition to the Reports of Administration and of Proceedings, the Bureau
has also the duty of editing and publishing the following series of scientific reports.

I Hydrographische Tabellen, nach Messungen von Karl Forch, J. P. Jacobsen, Martin Knudsen
und S. P. h- S0RENSEN, herausgegeben von Martin Kxudsen.

- Rapport administratif sur 1902—03. Copenhague. Septembre 1903. 52 p. Rapport et Procès-

Verbaux, Vol. I, 1903. — Id. sur 1903—04. Copenhague, Octobre 1904. 39 S. Rapports et Procès-Verbaux,

Vol. II. 1904.

3 Procès-Verbal de la réunion du Conseil à Copenhague, Juillet, 1902. — Id. à Copenhague, Février

1903. — Id à Hambourg, Février, 1903. Rapports et Procès-Verbaux, Vol. I et II. 1903 et 1904.

4 Procès-Verbaux des réunions des commissions spéciales. Edinbourg. Septembre 1902; Copenhague,

Février 1903; Stralsund, Juillet 1903; Amsterdam, Décembre 1903; Hambourg, Février 1904. Rapports

et Procès-Verbaux. Vol. I et II. 1903 et 1904.



a. Bulletin des résultats acquis pendant les courses périodiques

Of this series, the following have been published:

Bulletin for 1902— 1903. Four numbers: for August and November 1902, and
for February and May 1903. — Idem for 1903— 1904. Four numbers: for

August and November 1903 and for February and May 1904.

b. Publications de circonstance

Of this series, the following have appeared:

No. I. C. G. JoH. Petersen, How to distinguish between mature and immature
Plaice throughout the Year. 8 p. i pi. July 1903.

No. 2. M.'^RTiN Knudsen ,
On the Standard-Water used in the hydrographical

Research until July 1903. 9 p. July 1903.

No. 3. The Literature of the ten principal Food Fishes of the North Sea. In the

form of compendious monographs. 112 pp. 10 PI. August 1903.

No. 4—5. Martin Knudsen, Ueber den Gebrauch von Stickstoffbestimmimgen
in der Hydrographie.

— , Gefrierpunkttabelle für Meerwasser.

Zusammen: 13 S. September 1903.

No. 6. Harry M. Kyle, On a new Form of Trawl Net, designed to fish in mid-

water as well as on the ground. Preliminary notice. 8 p. November 1903.

No. 7. P. J. van Breemen, Ueber das Vorkommen von Oithona nana Giesbr. in

der Nordsee. Mit einer Karte. 24 S. November 1903.

No. 8—9. T. Wemyss Fulton, On the Spawning of the Cod (Gadus morrhua L,.)

in Autumn in the North Sea. With a chart.

— , A new Mark for Fish. Together: 14 p. March 1904.

No. 10. G. O. Sars, On a new (Planktonic) Species of the Genus Apherusa. 4 p.

With a plate. March 1904..

No. II. Martin Knudsen, at Tabelle, Anhang zu den igoi herausgegebenen
hydrographischen Tabellen. 23 S. Mai 1904.

No. 12. Catalogue des poissons du nord de l'Europe, avec les noms vulgaires

dont on se sert dans les langues de cette région. 76 p. Mai 1904.

No. 13 A. Die Ostsee Fischerei in ihrer jetzigen Lage (Erster Teil).

I. Uebersicht über die Seefischerei in den dänischen Gewässern innerhalb

Skagens. Im Auftrag von Dr. C. G. Jon. Petersen bearbeitet von Andreas
OtTERSTR0M.

IL Uebersicht über die Seefischerei Schwedens an den süd- und östlichen Kü-
sten dieses Landes. Bearbeitet von Dr. Filip Trybom und Alr Woli.eb.kk.

Zusammen 59 S. 6 Taf. Juni 1904.

c. Reports on the Results of the International Investigations

The present report is the first of this series.

The Bureau is the executive organ of the International Council. Its sphere

of work is controlled by the regulations drawn up by and for the Inter-

national Council, as well as by its own business-regulations, which have been

communicated to the Council'.

Procès-Verbal de la révinion du Conseil de Copenhague. Février 1903. Annexe F: Règlement

du Bureau. Rapports et Procès-Verbaux. Vol. i. 1903, p. 79—85.
2*
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Central

Laboratory

Committees

The Central Laboratory in Christiania undertakes the duties of testing the

apparatus and methods and of supervising the uniformity of the observations. Its

sphere of work is controlled by rules and regulations^ drawn up by the Interna-

tional Council and is superintended by a director chosen by the Council. The
officials are:

First assistant: Dr. V. W. Ekman, physicist.

Second assistant: Dr. Charles J. J. Fox, chemist.

Annual reports on the work of the Central Laboratory for the years 1902— 1903

and 1903— 1904, have appeared in the Reports of Administration for those years ==.

During these two years, the Central Laboratory has been specially engaged in

the following labours:

I. The Laboratory has provided the expeditions fitted out by the various countries

with hydrographical apparatus.

It has controlled the water-samples sent in by the participating countries.

The Laboratory has prepared normal-water and holds it at disposal.

The apparatus and instruments employed for the hydrographical investigations,

which have been sent in to the Laboratory, have been tested there.

New apparatus and instruments (water-bottles, current-measurers, ground-samplers

etc.) have been constructed by it.

Various special investigations have been undertaken by the Laboratory (as, of

the gases dissolved in sea-water, the compressibility of sea-water etc.).

2.

3-

4-

6.

To ensure efficient direction of the work in each region, the Bureau has the

right to take counsel with experts and bodies of experts, who are called together

for this purpose to a place determined by the Bureau.

Of such meetings, the following have been held:

at Edinburgh, September 1902: Meeting of Committees A and B,

- Stralsund, Juli 1903: — — — C,

- Amsterdam. December 1903: — — — B,

- Copenhagen, July 1904: — — the hydrographical assistants

of the laboratories of the participating countries.

In addition, Committees A, B and C met at Copenhagen in February 1903,

and Committees A and B at Hamburg in February 1904, when meetings of the

International Council were held at these towns 3.

The resolutions and protocols of these meetings were laid before the Inter-

national Council, which decided how far these were to act as guiding rules for the

international work.

As mentioned earlier (page 2), three committees of experts were formed by

the International Council in July 1902. These committees are at present constituted

as follows:

1 Procès-Verbal de la réunion de Copenhague, Février 1903. Annexe B. Règlement du laboratoire

central. Rapport et Procès-Verbaux. Vol. I, 1903. p. 64—67.

2 Rapports et Procès-Verbaux. Vol. I. 1903, p. XL-XLIV. - Id. Vol. II. 1904. p. XX- XXIV.

3 For the Proceedings of the meetings held by the Committees, see Vols. I and II of the "Rap-

ports et Procès-Verbaux".
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Committee A: For the problems' concerned with the migrations of the principal committee a

food-fishes of the North Sea. Members:

Dr. JoHAN HjORT, Bergen^ Convener.

Prof. D'Arcy W. Thompson, Dundee.

Mr. Walter Garstang, Lowestoft.

Prof. Fr. Heincke, Heligoland.

Dr. N. Knipowitsch, Petersburg.

Dr. C. G. JoH. Petersen, Copenhagen.

Dr. H. C. Redeke, Helder.

Committee B: For the investigation of the biology of the Pleuronectidae committee b

and other fishes taken by the trawl. Members:

Mr. Walter Garstang, Lowestoft., Convener.

Dr. T. Wemyss Fulton, Aberdeen.

Prof. Fr. Heincke, Heligoland.

Prof. G. GiLSON, Lonvaiîi.

Dr. C. G. Job. Petersen. Copenhagen.

Dr. H. C. Redeke, Helder.

Dr. F. Trybom, Stockholm.

Committee C: For the problems concerned with the fisheries in the Baltic, committee c

Members :

Dr. F. Trybom, Stockholm., Convener of Committee Ci, (for the north-eastern

part of the Baltic).

Dr. C. G. JoH. Petersen, Copenhagen, Convener of Committee C, (for the

south western part of the Baltic).

Prof. Karl Brandt, Kiel.

Prof. O. VON Grimm, Petersburg.

Prof. H. Henking, Hanover.

Mr. J. A. Sandman, Helsingfors.

The duties of the conveners of the commitees are fixed by the rules and regu-

lations passed by the International Council '. They have to arrange the reports

sent them by the members of the committees, to draw uj^ summaries of the results

and to transmit these to the Bureau of the International Council. Preliminary

(annual) reports have been sent in by the conveners and published as Appendixes

to the Reports of Administration for 1902— 03 and 1903—04. Two general summaries

are added to this Report as Appendixes G and H: namely, one by Dr. J. Hjort and

Dr. C. G. JoH. Petersen (chiefly concerning the Danish and Norwegian fisheries

investigations), in which the work of Committee A during the years 1902—03 and

1903— 04 is also reported on, and a second, on the work of Committee B, by its

Convener, Mr. W. Garstang.

In addition, the Conveners of Committee C, Dr. Petersen and Dr. Trybom, have

Procès-Verbal de la réunion de Copenhague de Février 1903. Annexe E. Rapports et Procès-

Verbaux. Vol. I. 1903, p. 77.
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The

research-steamer

"Poseidon"

has

been

built

for

the

investigations

and

has

a

length

of

4.5,9

m.

It

is

used

regularly,

as

also

the

motor-

boat

of

the

Heligoland

Biological

Station.

The

other

vessels

are

used

"occasionally".
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each sent in a Report on the present condition of the Baltic fisheries. These have
been pubhshed together as Nr. 13 A of the "Pubhcations de circonstance". (See

the Hst of these pubhcations, p. 5.)

In order to carry out the scientific and practical investigations in the regions^

to be explored by the different countries, national committees were formed by most
of the participating states. The appended list gives a review of the organisation

and personalia of these national committees. See List I, p. 8 and 9.

Means for With regard to the means for carrying out the national investigations, the

""imernatTolai"
-^^^'^^ ^° ^^ mcntioncd are the laboratories and steamers, fitted up for the scientific

investigations work, which arc at the disposal of the various countries. As regards the labora-

tories, some of which were specially instituted for the present investigations (e. g.

the Swedish station of Bornö), others of which had already for manj' years been
successfully engaged in marine investigations (e. g. the laboratories of the Kiel

Commission, the Danish Biological Station etc.), reference may be made to the

papers and annual reports etc. published in the countries concerned. Several of

these are not exclusively restricted to the carrying out of the investigations, but

are also open and available for the studies of home and foreign scientists, as for

the wider treatment of problems concerning marine biology ; of such institutes, the

HeHgoland Biological Station, the Zoological Station at Helder and the Marine
Laboratory at Plymouth, may be named. In this connection, the course of study

founded at Bergen on the initiative of Dr. Joh. Hjort has to be mentioned here.

For some years, a course of study extending over several months, on the theory

and practice of marine investigations, has been conducted in the laboratories of

the Royal Norwegian Fiskeridirektion and in scientific institutes of the town of

Bergen by various specialists of the Fiskeridirektion.

The majority of the steamers have been specially built for this purpose, some
have been chartered for longer or shorter periods, others are inspection-steamers

etc. belonging to the Navy or other departments. The seasonal cruises, the prac-

tical fisheries investigations and the other biological and hydrographical investiga-

tions are carried out by means of these steamers.

The material obtained during the seasonal and other cruises of investigation,

is worked up scientifically b)'- the analysts, the ph3'sicists, chemists and biological

specialists, according to the program framed by the Conferences at Stockholm and

Christiania. See List II, p. 10 and 11.

Methods With regard to the hydrographical portion of the work, the general method
followed in the international investigations is to take soundings and water- and
plankton-samples from various depths, simultaneously at fixed stations at sea and
at different periods of the year. The seasonal cruises are made in the beginning

of the months of February, May, August and November. The same stations are

visited during each of these seasonal cruises, so far as unfavourable weather-

conditions do not prevent it. These stations form an outstretched observation-net

' Proposals for the hydrographical subdivision of the regions to be investigated were made at

the Stockholm Conference, and for the biological and fisheries subdivision at the Christiania Conference.
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over the regions investigated, as is shown in the accompanying Chart (Plate I). The
red points on it indicate the stations which were visited on the seasonal cruise

during Aiignst 1903.

The aim of this method is to determine the changes occurring during the course

of the year in the hydrographical conditions and in the distribution of the plankton,

and also to some extent in the distribution of the (so-called pelagic) fish-eggs,

larvœ and young fish floating in the sea. List III gives a review over the seasonal

cruises carried out by the various countries.

The seasonal cruises are naturally not suited to the study of the problems

connected with the influence of the deep-sea fishery on the stock of fish and the

migrations of the fishes, nor those concerned with the biological investigation of

the sea in general. In these cases, the scientific investigations must employ the

methods of the practical fisheries and study their results, partly by control-experiments

on the fishing-grounds and investigations in the laboratories, partly by critical treatment

of the statistical data collected in the various countries. Of great importance in

this connection, are the measuring and setting out of marked fish, especially flat-fish,

in the North Sea, the Skager Rak, Kattegat and Baltic. This method is used

systematically on a large scale in the international investigations.

List III: Seasonal Cruises
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gives a review over the cruises, made by these vessels up to September 1904, on

which the fisheries experiments : the measuring, marking and setting out of fish etc-

were made- The same cruises were often utilised for investigations on the

occurrence and distribution of the fish-eggs and larvae, the rate of growth and

geographical distribution of fishes, their conditions of food and reproduction. Re-

ports on certain results of these investigations have already been given in numerous

publications, which have appeared in the various countries. A list of these is

given in Appendix F of the Report of Administration for 1903—04. For the most

part, however, these investigations have not yet been completed; the results of

some of them have been sent in to the Bureau, and are published here as appen-

dixes of this General Report. (See Appendixes D, F, F, G and H.)

A brief report on the present state of the investigations is given in the

introduction to Appendix A as also in that to the Appendixes D— K. These

introductions are not so much intended to show, just at present, the results

attained by the international investigations, but rather to explain the plan and

purpose of the investigations, partly also, the methods followed in working out

the various problems. The Appendixes which are published in the name and for

the responsibility of the authors, may be considered as so many "Capita selecta"

concerning varioris problems in details, chosen from the field of the general

investigations. No one will be surprised, that these treatises are not quite evenly

representative of every field of the study of the sea; in this first report on the

general work, indeed, only those papers on the investigations could be included,

which were known to contain definite even though preliminary conclusions. '

Copenhagen, October 1904 HeRWIG

Pettersson

HOEK

The General Review has been tran.slaled from the German bv Dr. H. M. Kylu.
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APPENDIXES

Remark: The appendixes are published in the name and on the respon-

sibility of the different authors.





APPENDIX A

ON THE PROBABLE OCCUREENCE IN THE ATLANTIC CURRENT

OF VARITIONS PERIODICAL, AND OTHERWISE. AND THEIR

BEARING ON METEOROLOGICAL AND BIOLOGICAL PHENOMENA,

WITH AN INTRODUCTION
BY

OTTO PETTERSSON

WITH 7 AND 16 FIGUßES IN THE TEXT
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INTRODUCTORY^

1 o gain a general view of the circulation of the waters, and the distribution

of the plant and animal forms of life, in the north eastern part of the Atlantic

Ocean, we must first of all consider the bathymétrie features and the topography

of the bottom of the sea 2.

There is a deep region, the Norwegian Sea and the Polar Basin, surrounded Bathymétrie

by coastal banks, which extend in the north-east to the submarine plateau of

the Barents Sea, and form to the east, the Norwegian coastal bank "Havbroen",

and in the south, the still shallower North Sea plateau. The North Sea plateau

is furrowed by a deeper channel, the so-called "Norwegian Channel", which permits

of the communication of the deeper water-layers of the Norwegian Sea with the

Baltic through the Skager Rak and Kattegat (Fig. i, p. III).

The eastern coastal banks of the Norwegian Sea extend from the entrance of Topography

the Polar Basin, N. W. from Spitzbergen, along the Norwegian coast and north

from the North Sea and Shetland Isles, as a submarine ridge (Wyville Thomson
Ridge) as far as the Faeroes, and from these islands to Iceland (Fseroe-Iceland

banks). The large Icelandic submarine plateau is connected with the Greenland

coastal plateau by an elevation of the sea-bed in Denmark Strait. These barriers

cut off the deeper regions of the Norwegian Sea from those of the Atlantic Ocean,

at a depth of about 400— 500 m.

The area of the deeper regions of the Norwegian Sea, south Area

of 80° N. L., is about 2,ooo,cxxi kilometer

The area of the shallower coastal region^, is about 2,600,000 —
the Barents Sea and White Sea with about 1,500,000 D —
the Norwegian coastal banks, "Havbroen" 180,000 —
the North Sea with the Belts 600,000 d —
the Baltic 360,000 D —

Consisting of

' The Introduction has been translated from the German by H. M. Kyle.

2 Reference may be made to the bathymétrie chart (Fig. i) and to the recently pubUshed paper

by O. Krümmel: Die deutschen Meere im Rahmen der internationalen Meeresforschung, .\ugust 1904.

3 The topography of this region of the shallower banks, which borders the deeper region of

the Norwegian Sea, has been described in detail in the recent work of the Director of the Central

Laboratory: "The batliymetrical features of the North Polar Seas with a discussion of the continental

shelves and previous oscillations of the shore-Une". The North Polar Expedition 1893—1896, edited

by F. Nansen. Vol. IV. Christiania, 1904.
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In addition to these, there are the deeper regions of the Polar Basiii and the

Siberian and North American coastal banks, concerning which we have as yet no
exact data, also, the Greenland coastal banks, the area of which can be estimated

at about 700,000 km. If we omit the whale and seal fisheries, the entire fishery

is carried on only over the shallower coastal banks and plateaus which border the

deep region of the Norwegian Sea. We should commit an error, however, if we
left out of consideration, in studying the biological conditions of the food-fishes,

the deep region of the sea of 2,000,000 D km, where no fishing is carried on,

and limited our investigations to the 2,600,000 D km of the rich fishing banks and
shallower plateaus. Attempts have already been made in earlier years to gain a

fundamental insight into the problems, which have now been taken in hand by
the international work, partly by means of a general statistic of the fish caught
by the various countries in the North Sea, partly by means of the biological and
statistical investigation of a certain specially rich fish-area', which might serve as

an index of -the productivitj', as regards fish, of a tolerably large region of the sea.

The reasons, why little progress has been made along these lines, become
evident when we consider the results of the hydrographical and biological investiga-

tions of recent years.

The hydrographical investigations lead us to believe, that a close relation

exists between the occurrence of certain food-fishes in our seas and the distribution,

on the surface and in the depths, of the so-called Atlantic water (or more strictly,

of the oceanic water of over 35 °/oo salinity, coming from the more southerly regions

of the ocean over the submarine banks between Scotland and Iceland).

The Atlantic This Is tlic well-kuowu warm current of the North Atlantic Ocean, which

was formerly believed to be an offshoot of the Gulf Stream. The international

investigations have shown, that in recent years the Atlantic water has entered the

Norwegian Sea almost exclusively between the F'seroes and Scotland over the

Wyville Thomson ridge. Another branch, which presses towards the north between

Iceland and the Faeroes, passes ordinarily not at all or but a little distance beyond

the crest of the submarine bank between these islands 2.

The Atlantic water has a higher salinity {35'00%o to 35'6o°/oo) than the

remaining water of the Norwegian Sea with a salinity of somewhat under 35 %o,
but is specifically lighter than the latter owing to its higher temperature, and
thus streams into the Norwegian Sea as a surface-current. Owing to the influence

of the Earth's rotation, it is then bent to the east and sends a branch round the

Orkneys and Shetlands over the northern North Sea plateau into the depths of

the Norwegian Channel as far as to the Skager Rak. The trawl-fishery is carried

on in this water of Atlantic, origin over the whole northern North Sea plateau

(deeper than 80 m) as far as the Dogger Bank, and over the western and southern
Branches 01 the slope of thc Norwcglau Channel (Great Fisher Bank, Jutland Bank etc.). The
Atlantic Stream

I As for example, the Moray Firth, the Lofoten banks etc.

- A similar hydrographical situation was also detected in these regions by the Danish Ingolf

Expedition in the summer months of 1896 and 1897. See: Den danske IngoUexpedition. I.

Hydrografie af M Knudsen. PI. I. Kobenhavn, 189g.
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Bathymétrie chart

Fig. I

main branch of the Atlantic Stream in the Norwegian Sea, takes, however, a

northerly direction along the Norwegian coastal bank, its water-masses being

distributed on the surface over the great depths of this sea and sending thence

various branches, both to the N. W., N. and N. K. These jjortions of the warm
Atlantic Stream only remain so long on the surface, however, until the density of

the water has on cooling become greater than that of the surrounding water. The
Atlantic water is then covered by water of a different origin and forms intermediate
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way, the presence of Atlantic water has been ascertained on the Greenland coastal

banks ' under the ice-bearing Polar Stream at a depth of 200—300 m, and even in

the ice-covered Polar Basin to the north of the Siberian Islands 2. The most
important offshoots of the warm Atlantic Stream of the Norwegian Sea, are those

Jan Maya Lofoten

Jan Mayen - Bodo
8- 11 Aiié-lSOU.

Fig- .1

which enter the Barents Sea as nnder-cnrrents

northwards along the coastals banks of Bear

Island and Spitzbergen and south of Bear Island \

It is a general character of all these oceanic under-

currents — which can be explained on hydrodyna-
mical grounds — that they always flow over the

deepest depressions and channels of the sea-bottom.
Fig. 4

LeUand-BiT^cn
S-HJaiLWOa

I C. Ryder och K. Rordam, Hydrografiska undersögelser utförda pâ den östgröulandske expedi-

tion. iSgi och 1892.

= F. Nansen, The Norwegian North Polar Expedition 1S93—96. Scientific Results. Vol. III.

J ly. Breittuss, Petermann. Mittheilungen. 1904. Heft II.

S
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Atlantic Water

Arctic water

Continental

coast-water

The distribution of the Atlantic water, according to the depth, is shown by
the two hydrographical sections on page V, of which Fig. 3 represents a section

across the Norwegian Sea between lyofoten and Jan Mayen '^, and Fig. 4 a section

across the North Sea^ along the 60''' degree of Latitude for January 1903. The
Atlantic water is denoted by shading.

From the chart as from the sections, we see that water-layers of different origin,

designated by strokes and points, also occur in addition to the Atlantic water.

Thus, on the left (western) side of the Atlantic water-area in the chart, and on the

left side and underneath in the section Fig. 3 (Norwegian Sea) there is Arctic

water (shown by strokes); and on the right (eastern) side of the Atlantic area on

the chart and Fig. 4 (North Sea section) as far, for example, as the coast of the

Scandinavian Peninsula, there is so-called coast- or bank-water (shown by points).

The sections Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, which are on the' same scale of lengths and

depths, give a representation of the distribution of the Atlantic water in the deep

Norwegian Sea and in the relatively shallow North Sea. The quantity of that

water is greater indeed in the Norwegian Sea than in the North Sea, but in the

former sea it seems to play but a secondary role in comparison with the surrounding

water-masses. The principal mass of water in this region consists, namely, of cold

water of Arctic origin, which forms both the surface layer between Greenland and

the Atlantic area, and the deeper layers, 2—5cxx)m deep, of the Norwegian Sea.

In the Norwegian Sea, therefore, we find Arctic water both on the surface

and in the depths. Both arise, in part, from the Polar Stream: partly, from the ice-

bearing Greenland Polar Stream and the East Icelandic Polar Stream ordinarily

ice-free, and partly from the Icelandic coastal stream which forms a branch of the

latter; in part, from a mixture of the waters of the Polar Stream and Atlantic

Stream. Opinions still differ regarding the origin of the Arctic bottom-water^.

The peculiar characteristic of this water, which fills the large troughs of the deep

region of the Norwegian Sea from the bottom to the level of the submarine ridge

between Scotland and Iceland, aboixt 400—600 m below the surface, is its low tem-

perature, which goes down to — 1.3° C. and is the lowest to be found in the deep

regions of any of the oceans on the Earth 1

On the eastern side of the Atlantic Stream and in the Barents Sea, in the

Norwegian Channel and in the Skager Rak, we find a mixed water which is

formed of Atlantic water and coastal water from the fjords of the mainland and

the so-called Baltic Stream coming from the Skager Rak.

Arctic plankton-forms are sometimes found in this eastern boundary-water of

the Norwegian Sea and North Sea, especially in spring. This has led to the sup-

1 Constructed from F. Nansen's preliminary account of the first cruise of the "Michael Sars" in

August 1900.

2 According to the German investigations during the fishery cruise in January 1903 with the

steamer "Poseidon". Mitteil. d. deutschen Seefischerei-Vereins. October 1903.

3 See F. Nansen, "The Oceanography of the North Polar Basin"; Norwegian Polar Expedition,

Nr. 9, p. 146; and O. Pettersson, "On the Influence of the Ice-melting upon Oceanic Circulation";

The Geographical Journal. September 1904. XXIV. Nr. 3, p. 319.

4 With a single exception, namely, in Bransfield Sound in the Antarctic regions, where O.

Nordenskiöld has recently found a temperature of — i-6°C. at a considerable depth.
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position, that a communication can be established between the Arctic water on

the west side and the Norwegian coastal water on the east side of the Atlantic

Stream, in such a way that, either the Arctic surface water flows locally at times

over the warm Atlantic area in the colder periods of the year, or the Arctic water,

as drift -water, presses towards the east underneath the layers of Atlantic water

through certain deep channels in the coastal bank e. g. through the Norwegian
Channel. This question is not yet decided. Only so much may at present be said

with certainty, that the animal and plant life of the plankton and of the bottom,

in the eastern boundary-water of the Norwegian Sea and North Sea and in the fjords

where such water enters,

contains a not inconsiderable

number of Arctic and boreal

forms. This means, that the

Atlantic Stream does not form

an absolute barrier between

the western and eastern boun-

dary-waters of theNorwegian
Sea. No evidence has as yet

been found by the internatio-

nal investigations in favour

of the hypothesis, that these

organisms are to be regarded

as relicts of the glacial period

etc. in the Scandinavian

seas. <vo o>'
Fig. 5It may in general be

said, that the Atlantic Stream

constitutes a boundary — though not an absolute one — between the Arctic water

of the Norwegian Sea and the coastal waters of its boundary regions.

The Norwegian Sea with the Barents Sea comes within the influence of the

Atlantic water flowing in between the Fœroes and Scotland. Of the true North

Sea: the Norwegian Channel, the Skager Rak and the deep northern plateau as

far as the Dogger Bank are directly affected by this influence. The southern shallower

North Sea plateau is hydrographically divided from the northern by the Dogger

Bank, and receives its contribution of Atlantic water chiefly through the English

Channel. The water which enters the North Sea through the deep gut of the

Channel, comes from a southern branch of the Atlantic Stream and has a some-

what greater salinity and higher temperature than that which enters the northern

North Sea round Scotland. Sometimes, the presence of water of lower salinity is

detected even at the western end of the Channel, arising probably from coastal

water coming from the Irish Channel '.

At the eastern mouth of the Channel, the Atlantic water remains unmixed

only over the depressions between the English and Dutch coasts. On the shallow

' Donald J. Mathews: Paper read at the 'meeting of the Hydrographical Assistants, July 1903.

5*

Northern North

Sea plateau

Scutlicrn Norlli

Sea pl.ïteau
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plateau between the Dogger Bank and Holland, the Atlantic Channel Stream

quickly loses its identity, as a mixed water is formed from the Atlantic water and

the river water flowing from the mouths of the Rhine, Scheldt, Weser and Elbe.

This can be seen from a comparison of the following hydrographical sections.

(Fig. 5 and 6)'.

The German Bight and the south-eastern part of the North Sea between

Jutland and the Dogger Bank contain this water chiefly. It is only in the deep

guts and channels of the sea-bottom between the English coast and the western

slope of the Dogger Bank, that a communication takes place at times between

the Atlantic water on the northern North Sea plateau and the water entering

through the English Channel. Although the separate character and movement

Hefer. «»J -(-34^8 /«

100 *»>jv

Fäfhoms Meter asTïtsë
re +M34

fj 4:3*.67

tsr silver

Fig. 6

of this water is difficult to determine, owing to the strong tidal currents in the

Channel, yet systematic temperature-observations have succeeded in showing, that

a true "Channel Stream" exists in the south-western part of the North Sea,

the velocity of which in October—November 1903 was estimated at 6 cm per second

or 5 km per day on the average 2. As the investigation of the movements of the

water in the southern North Sea may be expected to have great practical impor-

tance, because the migration of the young fishes and the fry of certain flat-fishes

seem to stand in relation thereto, stream observations in these regions, both in-

directly and directly (by current-measurers used on light-ships), are proposed.

I The sections, wliicli are taken from the Bulletin of the International Study of the Sea for

Aug. 1903, Nov. 1903 and Febr. 1904, show that the Atlantic water (of over 35°/oo sahnity) occurs in

much greater mass at all periods of the year in the neighbourhood of the eastern entrance to the

Channel (Ostend and Orford Ness) than further to the east (Helder-Dogger Bank).

= See: E. von Everdingen und C, H. Wind, "Oberflächentemperaturmessungen in der Nordsee"

Pubücations de Circonstance, Nr. 14. Copenhague. 1904.
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Two different branches of the Atlantic Stream enter the North Sea, one round S""ci'« «f *>=

the Orkneys and Shetlands to the north of Scotland, the other through the Eng- in tue North se»

lish Channel. This can be seen from the surface-chart. The Dogger Bank and

the Fisher Banks form a kind of water-shed ^ between the two hydrographical

regions. The isobathe of 80 m. divides the region of the banks from the northern,

that of 40 m. from the southern region. The Norwegian Channel with the deep

part of the Skager Rak may be considered a fourth hydrographical region. The
Skager Rak forms a funnel, through which inflows of water from both regions,

especially from the Norwegian Channel, enter the Belts and the Baltic through

the Kattegat. These inflows have here the character of under-currents, as speci-

fically lighter water from the Sound and the mouth of the Kattegat, forming the

so-called Baltic Stream, is flowing on the surface. The hydrographical profiles of

the Kattegat, the Belts etc., show the inflowing and outflowing water-layers in the

form of two wedges superimposed on one another in opposite directions (Fig. 7).

It is only in rare cases, that the water-layers of the under- and upper-currents

are moving in opposite directions. Usually, the whole water-mass is moving in

the same direction, but in such a manner that, with a heightened hydrostatic

pressure from the south (caused, for example, by

a change of wind from the Baltic side), the upper

layer is moving more rapidly northwards than the

lower, and vice versa 2. On account of this to and

fro movement of the water of the under- and

upper-currents, the friction of the layers on one Fig. 7

another and on the sea-bottom causes such a mix-

ture of waters to arise, that about two-thirds of the oceanic water which enters

the Kattegat is carried out again to the ocean with the Baltic Stream^.

In the channels also, where two hydrographically different water-layers cannot English channel

be distinguished, as in the English Channel and the Sound (southern part), we
may consider the movement of the currents to be much more intermittent than

continuous. The inflow of water from the Channel into the North Sea ' reminds

one to a certain extent of the outflow of warm water (from the region of the Bay

of Biscay) and of cold water (from the Irish Sea) through a narrow opening. The
current-changes which appear at times in the Sound, have some similarity to the

inflow of Baltic water into Lake Malar 5. The general hydrographical situation in

the regions to be investigated has thus been described in the briefest manner.

1 This relation was first discovered by the investigations of the German Gun-boat "Drache''

in i8Si, 18S2— 18S4. With regard also to the tidal currents, the Bank region, especially the Dogger

Bank, forms a boundary between the tidal waves entering bj' the Channel and the north of Scotland:

see O. Kriimmel, 1. c.

2 Cronander, Om ytström och bottenström i Kattegat. Svenska V. A. Handl. Bd. 38, Nr. 2,

1894, p. 25.

3 M. Knudsen, Ein hydrographischer Lehrsatz, Annalen der Hydrographie und maritimen Meteo-

rologie. Juli, 1900.

4 Donald J. Matthews : 1. c.

5 H. Witt and G. L,undell, Nâgra hydrographiska iakttagelser i Mälaren och Saltsjön under Fe-

bruar och Mars, 1895.
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These conditions were already known in the main from eai^lier investigation, before

the beginning of the international investigations, and in not a few cases, even in

details.

There remains yet to investigate, if these hydrographical conditions are con-

stant from year to year and from one season to another. A solution of this

question can only be gained by the method chosen by the international investiga-

tions, namely, simultaneous observations at the same oceanic stations
at different periods of the year and over a series of years.

A period of two years is naturally insufficient to settle this qiiestion. If we
bring into consideration, however, the results of the preliminary observations made
over a period of lo years before the international investigations began, and also

the phenomena accompanjang the fluctuations in the circulation of the oceanic

waters, which clearly indicate an annual periodicity, the evidence for a flood-

period of the Atlantic water during autumn and an ebb-period during spring,

Anmui periods gaius greatly in weight. A brief account of these things is given in this Appendix.

It is shown:
that, during the autumn months, there is regularly an inflow of warm water

through the deep channels in the most easterly divisions of the North Atlantic

water-system, in the Barents Sea as in the Kattegat and Belts, whilst cold currents

prevail in the spring;

that the volume of the Atlantic Stream north-east of Shetland, as also the

temperature and salinity of its waters, increases from June to September;

that the water-level in the Norwegian Sea, the North Sea and the Baltic

' shows an extraordinarily well-marked annual period, the highest water-level on
our coasts occurring in October^, the lowest in March.

Annual periodic Thcsc phcnomeua are related to the fact, determined previously in 1897

ti.r chcuiTii'o'n
^"^ 1898^, that the real circulation of the Gulf Stream in the region of the trade

of the winds, extends only as far as the Azores during spring (March), but in the course

of the summer and autumn gradually spreads to the east and north-east. This

flow of the warm surface-water of the tropical and subtropical regions continues

like a wave through the North Atlantic Ocean, and is felt in the most distant

regions of the Atlantic Stream system as a rise in oceanic level and a quickening

of the warm under-currents.
Correspondence Invcstlgators wlU Tcquirc to pay the greatest attention in the future to the

fluctuations of study of thc periodic and unperiodic fluctuations in the hydrographical conditions,
the Gulf Stream ^g j^ j^^g ^gg^ showu, that SL large group of phenomena undergo corresponding

phenomena varlatlous. Thc most important of these are:

meteorological phenomena (pressure and temperature of the atmosphere),

plankton-biological phenomena (occurrence of various plankton-species),

migrations of fishes.

1 Or rather, in October and December with a secondary minimum in November. See diagrams

in the Appendix.

2 See Appendix.



For studying the problem of the variation or non-variation in the annual water-

and heat-convection of the Atlantic current, the boundaries of its eastern ramifications,

such as the Barents Sea, Skager Rak and Kattegat, should be chosen. Hydrographically,

these seas are among the best

known. The projections of

the Atlantic current entering

there disappear at intervals,

being then replaced by water

of different origin. This too

is a point in our favour, as it

facilitates this kind of research.

Sections across the middle part

of the current, somewhere be-

tween theShetlands and Faeroes,

should be resorted to only as a

secondary means of evidence.

As long as this evidence can-

not be founded on rational

dynamic principles, or on exact

current measurements, an est-

imate of a current's intensity

from the diameter of the water-

layer is to be erroneous. In

one unit of time the smaller

and more rapid current may
carry a greater mass of water

through a given section than

a greater current of less veloc-

ity. Far more reliable results

can be expected from an in-

vestigation of the origin of

the current itself (in this case

the Gulfstream-circulation proper of the Trades), that is, if the pulsations of this area are

found to be in concordance with the variations of its remotest current-branches.

The courses of the Atlantic current branches in the Barents Sea represented in the Barents Sea

current chart on this page, are determined by the troughs and deep channels of the sea bottom.

Fi2 Current chart of the Barents Sea [alter Knipowitsch a. Breitfu,ss]

= Atlantic current branches

= = = = — — — as undercurrents

—I^^ Cold arctic current
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Regarding this great body of Atlantic water, which enters the Barents Sea, or the so-

called North Cape current, I quote the following passage from Dr. L. Breitfuss':
Barents Sea "The geographical position of the North Cape current and its ramifications is constant,

quite as constant, as is that of our rivers. Seasonal changes occur, but only in the in-

tensity of the current, in the range of its temperature and in the degree of concentration

of the salt held in solution by its water". Of what nature are these changes? The
answer is contained in the following tables, giving the salinity and temperature of dif-

ferent waterlayers found at varying depths in the most southerly of the current ramific-

ations during June and November:



- s
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Statement is born out by the synchronous variation of the sahnity. The expansion of

the North Cape current is accompanied by an abundant immigration of cod and had-

dock, of which more -will be said later.

1898 1899 1900
vivir\Tiijxx:xi?aii nrarvvvivnvmEcxxiJUinnirv^vvi'vii vm ix x xi xn
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ßornholmdeep Undercurrent

of the Baltic

Nov. 6t'' 1893. i6°2'Long. E. 55=23' Lat.N. Oct. nth igoi. i5°39' Long. E. 55=20' Lat.N.

in Meter
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Great Belt Observations of more than lo years, 1889— 1899, show the mean temperature in

the depths of the Great Belt to vary as follows ^
:

May 4°-3 C
August .... 8°-i C
November. . ii°-5 C

Kattegat In the Kattegat, the fluctuation between a warmer undercurrent in the autumn and

a cooler in the winter and early spring is very marked.

All along the deep channel of the Kattegat lightships are anchored. The most

northerly of these is anchored off Skagen, the one farthest south, off" Schultz Grund,

just at the northen entrance to the Great Belt. On board these vessels hydrographie

obsei-vations have been made daily since the year 1881. Comparing the mean tempera-

tures in 23 m. depth, we find that:

The temperature at the entrance to the Kattegat is about 4°-3 C. higher than at the

entrance to the Great Belt during July—August—September. During October—November

—December the temperature of the Belt-entrance is about o°7 C. higher than at Skagen.

Heatwave in ^ heatwavc ftom the Skager Rak thus penetrates into the Baltic during the
the Kattegat

autumn.
In the spring, the undercurrent carries cold northern Bank-Water through the Kattegat

into the Baltic. This annual fluctuation regulates the biology and fisheries of that sea.

In proof of this statement, we need only to mention the mackerel-fisheries of spiing and

summer and the herring-fishery with drift-nets in winter, which begins as soon as the

southern Bank-Water sets in. The first hint of the existence of such a fluctuation was

given in 1877 by the German investigators Möbius and H ein eke. These observers

communicated their discovery, that among the migrating fishes, fishes that periodically

Northfishes visit the Kattegat without spawning there, one group (10 species) only appear there during

soutrfllhes
^^^^ ^^^^ ?^^^ °^ "-^^ y^^'^' whereas another group (18 species) appear only during the latter

half of the year. Further it became evident, that the former group migrated from the

Norwegian Sea, while the latter had their origin from the Atlantic 2. This phenomenon

was explained in 1890 by the discovery of the annual hydrographie variation of the

Kattegat 3, In 1899, the connection between the fluctuations of the undercurrent, and the

thermal periodicity of the deeper layers was elucidated +. Since then, another phenomenon

of this kind has been discovered by the Danish biologist Dr. C. G.J oh. Petersen. Cod

above a certain size is scarce in the Kattegat in summer , but abounds there in winter.

There are, however, exceptions to this rule, of which later will be spoken. Generally

speaking, the relations between hydrography and fish-migrations have been first, and most

thoroughly, studied in the Kattegat.

North Sea A clear conception of the growth of the Atlantic current in autumn can be formed

Summer 'and
^o™ ^^e accompanyiug section (Fig. 4 and 5), which from the slope of the North Sea

Autumn
^ j^^ Knudsen. Beretning 1. c.

2 Möbius und Heincke, Die Fische der Ostsee. Berichte der Commission zur Untersuchung der deut-

schen Meere, 1877—1881. IL p. 278.

3 O. Pettersson och G. Ekman, Grunddragen af Skageracks ocli Kattegats hydrografi. Kgl. Sv. Veten-

skapsakademiens Handl. Bd. 24. (1891). Nr. 11, p. 147.

4 M. Knudsen, Beretning fra Kommissionen for videnskabelig Unders0gelse af de danske Farvande.

II. 1899. p. 49.
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plateau east of Shetland extends northwards over tjie deep region of the Norwegian Sea.

The diagram is constructed from deepsoundings made at the same stations in June and
in September 1899 by the'Swedish expedition to Greenland.

The shaded area represents a cross-cut section through the core of the current, the

salinity of which exceeds 35-25 "/oo. From June to September a powerful expansion of

this core had taken place, as is shown by the figure.

From the following charts (Fig. 6, p. 10) it appears, that the annual fluctuation of the variations in

1 • ,..,.,.'..., ^ ,^ . . ^ ,
the Gulfstream-

northern seas m reahty is due to periodic variations m the Gulfstream-circulation of the circulation

eoMa.

Fig. 4. Section of tlie Atlantic current, May—June if

Fig. 5. Section of the Atlantic current, September 1899

Atlantic. Preliminary to the international exploration an investigation ' was carried out tor

one entire year (1899) regarding the variations in salinity, temperature, and plankton of the

surface-layer of the North Atlantic. The accompanying surface charts give the position

of the areas of 36 "/oo and ^y^/oo salinity. The Gulfstream-circulation proper formes an

eddy surrounding a sargasso-sea. In March this eddy touches the Azores. The area

between the Azores and the African coast is during this season filled with colder water

of less salinity. In November and December the area of Gulfstream-water has expanded

in a north-easterly direction towards the coasts of Africa and Southern Europe. The area

of tropic (Desmo-) plankton has done Hkewise. During the first months of the year the

Gulfstream-area contracts, regaining its most westerly position in March.

As final proof of the ebb and flood of the Atlantic current the following diagrams Annual tiuctu-

(Fig. 7, p. 11) are given. They are derived from the latest publications of meanvalues of
ations in

the waterievel

I Cleve, Ekman ct Petter.s.son
, Les variation.s annuelles de l'eau de surface de l'océan ,\tlautique.

Appendix A
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the Swedish, Dutch and German water-gauges and represent the annual fluctuation in

the waterlevel at the North Sea, the Kattegat and the Baltic coasts.

So long as only Swedish and German observations were at hand, this fluctuation

was ascribed to the riverine supply of fresh water to the Baltic. In opposition to this

conjecture stood, however, the synchronism which the Baltic and Kattegat level fluctua-

tions evinced with one exception (the nonappearance of the maximum in February) by

the water-gauge at Varberg (Kattegat).

If, on the other hand, only Dutch observations had been accessible, the inferences

drawn from them would certainly have pointed to the wind as originator of the fluctu-

ations. Now, since a comparison of facts has shown the analogy of the fluctuations in

Fig. 6. Gulfstream-circulation in March and November 1899

the North Sea, the Baltic, and the Kattegat i, such inferior explanations are excluded, and

we must acknowledge the fluctuations to be the outcome of a general pulsation of the

ocean, extending from the tropics to the Polar Sea. The fluctuation of the north-

ern seas is analogous with that of the Atlantic.

1 A very interesting paper on this subject is H. Geelmuyden's "Resultater af Vandstandsobservationer

paa den norske Kyst". VI. (Norske Gradmaalings Kommissionen). On page iS the following quotation is

to be found: "The fluctuation (in the waterlevel) displaying its minimum in spring and a corresponding

maximum in autumn is very marked at all the Norwegian stations. Towards north, however, the appear-

ance of both is delayed." Prof G. explains the fluctuation as being the result of atmospheric pressure,

winds etc.

It is a wellknown fact, that in Bohuslän on the Skager Rak the water annually attains its highest level

in October and its lowest in spring.
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A météorologie phenomenon, which is obviously connected with the flow of the

Atlantic current in autumn, is the characteristic retardation of the seasons peculiar to

one part of Northern Europe. The eastern part of Europe has a continental climate.

The coldest month is January, the hottest July. This rule holds also for the coast of

the Atlantic proper. Thus in Scotland, Ireland and the southern and western part of

England January is the coldest month of the year. But in the countries surrounding

the Norwegian Sea, the North Sea and the Baltic, as f. ex. the Shetlands and Faroes,

Influence of

the annual

period. Retard-

ation of

the seasons
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land, Bornholm a. o. in autumn has been ascribed to this^ circumstance. But for the

open ocean, oiher considerations must be taken into account, and we must distinguish

between the real and the apparent debit of heat from the water. If we calculate the

difference in the quantity of heat stored up in a column of water of one square metre

diameter from the surface down to the under-limit of the Atlantic water at one of the

stations of the international investigations at different seasons of the year, we obtain

the apparent value of the exchange of heat between the sea and the air or the amount

of heat, which the water would have lost or gained supposing, that it had remained in

the same place between both observations. In order to know the real heat-debit, we
must also take into account the amount of heat, which has been brought to the spot with

the waters of the Atlantic current in the meantime. In want of reliable current obser-

vations, the following considerations may help to form an idea of the daily interchange

of heat between every square meter of the Atlantic area of the Norwegian Sea and the

atmosphere.

Heat exchange The heat glvcu up by the water is mainly absorbed as latent heat by the water,

and
^^ which evaporatcs from its surface. According to the most reliable observations^

Atmosphere 3-77 Kilogram water are given off from every square metre of the Norwegian Sea between

61° and 66° Latitude. The latent heat corresponding is 2260 units. To such circumstances

we must ascribe the fact, that the temperature of the air West of Lofoten is about 27°

higher in January than the normal, and likewise the retardation of the winter season,

which for that place goes so far, that the coldest day at the island of Rost falls upon

the 25* of February.

Correspond- But apart from this retardation of the seasons, it may be, that the climatic conditions
ance between ^f northern Europe would show the same stability as those of the tropical countries if

the temperature . ,. . r i a i
• i i i i i- i

•

of the air and the yearly periodicity of the Atlantic were not troubled by unperiodic perturbations,

of the sea
^^j-ga^jy before the commencement of the international investigation , the existence of

such perturbations had been proved. The following diagram (Fig. 8) shows the corre-

spondency between the oscillations of the surface temperature of the sea in January and

February during 30 years at the stations Utsire, Hellisö and Ona at the west coast of

Norway and the variations of the mean temperature of the air at Orebro in the central

part of Sweden 3. The full-drawn line represents the variations of the temperature of the

water, the dotted line those of the air.

Besides such fluctuations in the amplitude of the period, there frequently occurs a

shifting in the phase of the period or a delay in the appearance of the maximum flow

of the Atlantic current, which can be delayed from November to January and even

longer,

influenceofthe The vei'y Opening-year (1902— 1903) of the international investigation was typical of
perturbations

^^^^^ abnormal conditions. The full-drawn Une in the diagram (Fig. 9, p. 14) represents the

normal annual variation of temperature in the surface-layer of the sea off the Norwegian

west coast in Thorshavn (Faroes), Papey (east coast of Iceland) and the named Norwegian

1 O. Pettersson, Ueber die Beziehungen zwischen hydrographischen und meteorologischen Phäno-

menen. Meteorol. Zeitschrift. August 1896.

2 Of Professor Mohn during the cruise of the Vöringen in 1876—78.

3 It must be observed, that the mean temperature of every place in the southern part of Sweden

shows the same oscillations on a greater or smaller scale as those observed at Orebro.
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west coast stations. The monthly means are calculated from the observations of the

Norwegian Meteorologie Institute in Christiania and the Danish Meteorological Institute

in Copenhagen'. Comparing the dotted line, which represents the actual variations

1874 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 M 87 68 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 00 Ol 02 03 04
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Anomaly of compensation in shape of a surplus of temperature in tlie surface layer during this and
'

orthe''wrter the foUowlng months until April 1903, the flow of the Atlantic current thence subsiding,

of the surface This hydrographic situation is still more pronounced in the temperature curves of

Thorshavn (Fjeroes), where it appears as a retardation of the phase of the period, the

maximum occurring a whole month

later than usual.

This fact is still more obvious if

for the temperature variations at the

surface, we substitute those at 200 m.

depth, where the periodicity and the

disturbances of the Atlantic current

are fully developed. The surfacelayer

is in direct contact with the atmo-

sphere, and its variations of temper-

ature become more or less the retarded

reflection of changes in the terrestric

seasons.

The Scottish station Sc. 8 lat.

éi°32' N. long. 3°io' E. is situated west

of the entrance to the Norwegian

channel. Here the Atlantic current

bifurcates, sending one branch polar-

wards through the Norwegian Sea,

another across the North Sea plateau

into the Skager Rak. In summer the

surface is covered by a layer of coastal

water up to 100 metres in thickness.

At 200 m., however, pure Atlantic

water is always found. This site,

therefore, is very favourable for sound-

ing the core of the Atlantic current.

The tables on p. 1 5 give the tem-

perature and salinity at 200 m., the

store of heat in kilogram-calories of

the 200—300 ra. layer (calculated from

the freezing-point by using the ther-

Variations of mal coustauts of pure water), and the diff"erence in that heat store found to have arisen

in dM^rMayers ^^ ^^^e interval of two successive seasonal cruises, -|- denoting gain, — loss of heat. The
[North Sea] quantity d denotes the daily mean of this loss or gain.

We find, that the maximum temperature and saHnity of both years (8°é7 C. and

35-26%o in 1902 and 8°79 C. and 35-3o''/oo in 1903) was recorded in November or

December for the 200 m. depth, whereas the minimum sahnity and temperature was

observed in May or August. This is a verification of the statement previously made,

that the flooding of the Atlantic current takes place at the end of the year. The max-

imum increase in heat occurred between August and November. November to May,

1902
I irBTiTT-BrmTnin'iiriiEi
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the water gives off large quantities of heat by convection to the atmosphere. The values

for this given by the tables are, however, only apparent. In reaUty, the loss of heat of

the water is much greater, as the water is not stationary, and new stores of heat are

continually supplied by the Atlantic current.
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The extremely well defined ebb of May 1904 observed at Sc 8 is apparent in the

exceptionally low waterlevel at S Skag 8 during that month.

The occurrence of the Atlantic flooding during the latter part of the year and of

Fig. 10. Temperature of the Atlantic water at a depth of 200 m. Scottish Station Sc 8

1902—1905 = 1903— 1904
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The period 1902— 1903 affords an excellent instance of this, that winter, as everybody

knows, being noteable for its warm and stormy weather. The cause of this was the

intense activity developed by the centre of the barometric depression in the North Atlantic.

It is not my intention in this paper to deliver any opinion on the ultimate cause

of the connection of hydrographie and météorologie phenomena. My present purpose

is only to discuss the relations found to exist in the manifestations of both.

As already mentioned the flooding of the Atlantic current in the period 1902— 1903

culminated later than usual. December 9''' to February 10* the temperature in 200 m.

depth at Sc 8 fell but o-°6^ ^. This slight apparent loss of heat suggests a more aboun-

dant supply of water from the Atlantic current than usual.

In the course of winter this salt and warm water is carried northwards into the Warmwater-

Norwegian Sea, where in lat. 70° it formed a surface-layer of great magnitude. The ^'^^^^'^^^^ ^g
J"^"

deepsoundings of the Norwegian cruiser Michael Sars, February 1903, show, that in 1902-1903

70° lat. this layer extended from the iceborder about 4°3o' long. W to 11° long. E. East

of the O meridian the thickness of this layer was found everywhere to exceed 500 m.

the temperature varying from + 3° to +4°C. ; at the surface the temperature ranged between

+ 4°'38 and -|- é°-05 C. The accumulation of warm water caused the iceborder every-

where to recede considerably. In the surfacewater atlantic plankton was found every-

where between the 69°''' and 70°''' lats., even among the drifting icefloes near Jan Mayen ^.

A host of climatic and biologic phenomena accompany the anomalous hydrographie

conditions of the winter 1902— 1903. Among these we need only mention the mild

and stormy character of the weather, the postponement of the spawning-period of the maiies in the

cod, the postponement for more than 2 months and partial failure of the Lofoten cod-

fishery and the migration along the Norwegian coast of arctic animals such as seals

(Phoca groenlandica and annulata) and the white whale (Delphinapterus leucas). Specimens

of these were found in the veiy harbour of Christiania.

The following winter the flooding commenced earlier. This is evidenced by the

large increase in the heatstore during August—November of the 200 m. layer at Sc. 8

and of the 60 m. layer at S Skag. 8 (see table pag. 15 and diagram fig. 11). The Norwegian

Reports also contains a statement to the effect, that the temperature and salinity of the

southern Norwegian Sea already in November 1903 were relatively high, and that plankton

of southern origin abounded there. The hydrographie conditions of this year approach

nearer to the normal state than those of the previous year. The climatic conditions of

both years differ too. A glance at the accompanying synoptic charts (Fig.12, p. 18) representing Barometric

the weather of the true winter-months, January, February, March of 1903 and 1904 will ™he winter

show this to be the case. The accumulation in high lats. of warm water during 1902— i903 and 1904

1903 acted as recruiting ground for cyclones and barometric depressions. The trend of

J Were it possible to compare the heat total of the water column from surface to bottom (350 m.

in December and in February (which is not practicable on account of the heterogeneity of the surfitce-

layer) the result would give an increase of 52875 calories in the heatstore of tlie water.

2 See the description in the Norwegian annual report 1902— 1903, p. 4. by Dr. Hjort in; Aarsberetning

vedkommende Norges Fiskerier. i Heft. 1903. The author states, that among this southerly plankton of

the surface specimens were found of such plankton as in summer only inhabit the deep regions (the

boundary layer of Arctic and Atlantic waterj, among these he mentions Boreophausia and Nyctiphanes.

3) See the Norwegian Report for 1904, Heft i, p. 95.

Anlag« .\
^

Climatic and

biologic ano-

winter

1902-1903
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the isobars in the northern Norwegian Sea reveal the constant recurrence of such

météorologie phenomena.
Correspond- xhe hydrographic anomaly of 1902— 1903 with its characteristic postponement of

^drographLf t^c Atlantic flooding and formation of an extensive warmwaterarea in the northern

andmeteoroiog-]vs[orwegian Sea, is not unprecedented. The mean atmospheric temperature of the pre-

"in the winter Ceding Warm-winter 1 897— 1898 for Scandinavia (Stockholm) was December 3°-i, January
1897-98 4°.j^ March 2°-i C. above the normal. The hydrographic state of this year too was

characterized by the formation during the cold season of a warmwater area in the

Jairoar 1903 rêbruar 1903
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The statements made above disclose the near connection of the disturbance in the

annual hydrographie periodicity with important chmatic and biologic occurrences. The
relation to each other of these phenomena merit a close investigation.

The disturbance is here treated of as unperiodic. Its investigation is of too recent

date to allow of its regularity being proved. A glance at the representation on pag. 13

of the annual variation in the water- and air-temperature during the cold seasons of the

past 30 years will, however, satisfy us of the existence of such a regularity. The general

impression is that the maxima and minima of the water- and air-temperature during the

cold season reappear with great regularity every second year. This suggests a two-years

period for the disturbance in the hydrographie periodicity. Meteorologists have long

been acquainted with this phenomenon, which is known as "the even and odd years''^.

The "even" of the past 30 years have as a rule been characteristic of more temperate

winters than have the "odd". The diagrami shows that this rule applies to the oceanwater

Fig. 13.' [Temperature 2 of the water March i£ Fig. 14. Mean monthly isobares for January 1898

as well as to the atmosphere. Even the exceptions to the rule such as f inst. the period

1886— 1887- \ appear in the hydrographie series If we take the proved regularity

of the years 1874—84 and 1893— 1899 to be the effect of some systematically operating

agent, we must regard the irregular period 1886— 1888 as due to the interference with the

two-years period of some stronger disturbing agent. The joint tendency of this and other,

biologic, phenomena seem to foreshadow the existence also of secular periodicity in the

oceanic circulation, the origin of which must be of cosmic nature. One phenomenon secuiar periods

of this class is the appearance and disappearance in the Skager Rak of the winter-herring.

Since 859, the earliest date recorded, this fishery has returned with intervals of on the

whole III years, though frequent irregularities in its appearance have occurred''.

The elucidation of this problem belongs to the future. The all-engrossing task of

the present is the study of the annual periodicity, its disturbance and accompanying

1 Woeikoff, Die Schneedecke in paaren und unpaaren Wintern. Metcorolog. Zeitschrift. Febr. 1895.

2 N. B. The punctuated area means atlantic water.

3 Known in météorologie littérature as "the cold spell".

4 A. Ljungman, Nordisk Tidssl;rift for Fiskevi. 5. Aargang. Kobenhavn 1880.

3'
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phenomena, the existence of which have been fully proved by authentic observations

conducted according to the claims of science.

The manner in which prevaihng hydrographie conditions affect the living organisms

of the sea is twofold. They either depend entirely on the motions of the water for their

temporary residence, in which case they are drifted by the sea-currents f inst. from higher

into lower lats., or being stationary within certain geographic limits, their physiologic

functions are affected by modifications resembling chmatic changes in the salinity and

temperature of the surrounding water. Plankton, animal and vegetal, fish-eggs and larvse

belong to the former, fishes to the latter category. For instance we may assume, that

the atlantic plankton found by "Michael Sars" Febr. 1903 in the neighbourhood of Jan

Mayen was conveyed thither by the retarded flood of Atlantic water. Another example

is this:

Annual changes Accotdiug to obsetvations made by the Swedish Greenland-expedition in 1899 the

of the Plankton plaukton-character on the northern slope of the North Sea plateau had completely

changed from June to September. The list of principal forms given below is compiled

by Professor Cleve and is illustrative of this condition.

Norwegian Sea 61°—62° Lat. N., o°-37— i°i9 Long. E.

31. May

—

2.Junei899.
Phaeocystis Poucheti, Chaetoceras decipiens, Calanus finmarchicus from 25 m. depth

and in deeper layers.

8. September 1899.
Ceratium macroceros, tripos, Paracalanus parvus, Centropages typicus.

Calanus finmarchicus was met with at a depth of 100 m. only and in abundance in

greater depths at 6o°55' Lat. N. and o°2o' Long. E.

As the hydrographie situation exhibited corresponding modifications it may be

inferred, that the plankton of September entered the Norwegian Sea with the

Atlantic water ^.

All plankton-biologists agree, that the hydrographie state of the Norwegian Sea is

closely connected with the character of the plankton pervading it. As to the ultimate

cause of the annual variations in the character and distribution of plankton, opinions

differ. From the observations of the "Michael Sars" during her first cruise in 1900, it

is evident that, judging by the specimens of chief species collected, the boundaries of

the different planktonregions are nearly concurrent with those of the three waterareas,

that we discern, i.e. the Atlantic, the Arctic and the littoral or bank water.

According to Cleve each kind of water is predominated by a special type of plankton.

Thus Trieho- and Sira-plankton (T and Ti) denotes Arctic, Chaeto- and Styli-

plankton (C and S) Atlantic, Tripos -plankton (Tp) littoral water.

To the annual variations in the hydrographie state correspond modifications in the

distribution of plankton-types. This feature is wellknown in the Skager Rak. Cleve 's

analytic studies of plankton collected monthly during the past 10 years at two stations

on the Skager Rak coast, have proved beyond doubt the correspondence of hydrographie

I Specimens of the wellknown southerly form Velella spirans were in September collected even east

of the Shetlands.
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and plankton variations therein. The tendency of these changes is for the plankton of

the Skager Rak to assume an arctic character in spring, an atlantic in autumn.

The periodicity of the plankton-variations is, hovirever, more pronounced in the

west of the North Atlantic and Norwegian Sea. Early in the year an excessive develop-

ment of vegetal planktonlife takes place in these parts. It is preceded by a period of

sterility, the winter. In the borderregion of Atlantic and Arctic water, the former being

richer in animal, comparatively poor in vegetal plankton, an exuberance of planktonlife

developes during summer, in which a few wellrepresented species of large Copepoda

predominate affording ample nourishment for cod, herring a. o. fish. Nor is this plankton-

wealth confined to the surface-layer. The layer subjacent to the Atlantic current and

separating it from the cold bottom-layer displayes similar characteristics. The abundance

of nourishment occasions the big summer fisheries ofl" the coasts of Iceland, Shetland

and the Faroes.

In the following I will try to trace from an hydrographie point of view the corre-

spondency between the periodic and unperiodic changes in the state of the Ocean and

the fish migrations.

The fish-species that predominate in the borderregion are here

mentioned as "North-fishes".

The species, that inhabit the Atlantic current proper, are here men-
tioned as "South-fishes".

The arctic water proper is not inhabited by food-fishes^, conse-

quently there are no fisheries.

The term "South-fish" is not synonymous with tropic fish, nor does "North-fish"

imply arctic fish such as the arctic cod or the "Lodde". . Nor do I propose to use this

classification in the same sense as once Moebius and Heincke, who thus nominated fish-

species appearing as casual visitors to our seas, neither residing nor spawning there.

The geographic distribution of the "South-fish" is in the temperate Atlantic. That

of the "North-fish" is in the Norwegian Sea and surroundings of Iceland and Fc-eroes,

i.e. every place where Arctic and Atlantic water comes into contact. It follows, that

both categories of fish are found at such places as for instance the sea around Iceland,

the North Sea and Skager Rak, where enter the ramifications of the Atlantic current,

forming a commixture with diö"erent local sorts of seawater.

The category "North-fish" comprises many of our common food-fishes, f inst. the

ling, the cod, the winter-herring, the haddock a. o. The abundance of these in the

North Sea and on the coast-banks of Scandinavia occasions the big winter-fisheries of

cod, herring etc. The classification into "North-fish" and "South-fish" however is of

necessity a relative one.

As already stated the "North-fish" mostly inhabit the borderregion of the Atlantic

water. We know, however, that the Atlantic current is subject to annual periodicity as

well as to unperiodic changes, the eff'ect of which is to cause shiftings in the position of

the borderarea. These shiftings have connection with the fish-migrations. The field of

I Food-fish is inclusive only of such fish as is used for human nutriment. The arctic water is

inhabited bv a fish the "Lodde", which as food for cods, coalfishes etc. plays a part of the greatest impor-

tance in the economy of the seas.

North-fishes

and

South-fishes

The

North-fishes
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hydrographie changes and fish-migrations extends far beyond the precincts of the North

Sea into the Norwegian Sea and northern Atlantic. The origin of these variations is the

akernate encroachment of Arctic and Atlantic water upon the littoral shoals and plateaus

of the Barentz Sea, the Scandinavian peninsula and the North Sea.

Periodicity of In Spring wheu the Atlantic flooding subsides, the Barentz Sea is invaded by Arctic

the Barenîzsèl
"^^^^^ and the fisheries off the Murman Coast cease. Further north in the vicinity of

the never-abating flows of the North Cape current good catches of cod, etc. can still be

made with the trawl. With the setting in of the Atlantic flood a vast immigration of

food-fishes into the Barentz Sea takes place. The food-fishes frequenting these parts

therefore have the character of "South-fish" rather than of "North-fish". In the autiamn

1902 this immigration of fish from the Norwegian into the Barentz Sea was studied

in all its phases by means of fishing-experiments in the deep channel extending from Nordkyn
eastwards into Barentz Sea ^ The fishery conditions of the Barentz Sea have been minutely

examined through the scientific fishing-cruises of the Russian Commission. In summer
and autumn, when circumstances best favour the sojourn of our "North-fishes", there is,

however, a vast region to the east of this sea, in which all attempts with the trawl

prove fruitless. This is the region of pure arctic water. In the chart on pag. 3 the

compass of the trawling in summer and autumn according to Russian data^ is given.

Could similar lines be traced for the spring-fisheries, their position would be somewhere

in the west part of that sea.

Longiineflshery Qj-, jj^g slope of the Notth Sea plateau towards the deep of the Arctic sea, the core
on the North

Sea plateau in of the Atlantic current is found all the year round from surface down to a depth of
summer and in -00—8oo m. In the two sectious On pag. 9 the isohaline 3V2S°/oo outlines a cros-
the Skager Rail ^ .

, , » ,

3J J /oo
_

in winter sectiou of the Current. Underneath the Atlantic current and separating it from the cold

arctic bottomwater is the layer, whose opulence in Copepoda and fish is mentioned on

pag. 20. Here in summer the Swedish fishermen carry on their fisheries by line close on

Shetland in 1 50—200 m. depth. In the hydrographie sections it is evident, that the

position of this layer in June is closer to the surface than in autumn. To the latter

period the fishermen are obliged to set their lines further north and at greater depths,

300—400 m., in order to catch the ling, the hahbut a. o. In winter when the Atlantic

flood subsides and Arctic water predominates, these fishes are caught in the Skager Rak.

Recent investigations has proved beyond doubt, that the hydrographie, periodicity

exercises influence on the return of the trawhng in the North Sea. The fishery statistics

' K. Dahl, Fiskeriforsog med Skolpen.

2 L. Breitfuss writes : "The biologj' of the Murman Sea is the outcome of above-mentioned liydrologic

elements. As soon as the temperature of this sea sinks below zero , the bottom-fauna undergoes a

complete transformation. The trawling outside the Gulfstream area had as a rule but negative results.

... As a rule the food-fishes remain at the Murmancoast and the fjords from May to the end of October,

when they again in a northwesterly direction seek the open sea." (Vortrag, printed in; Verhandlungen

des V. Internationalen Zoologen Congresses. Nachtrag).

3 Professor Henking's paper on the Fishing in the North Sea by German trawlers (Mitteilungen des

deutschen Seefischerei-Vereins No. i, 1901) bears evideuce to this statement. Professor H. divides the

foodfishes of the North Sea area into summer- or winter-fishes, according to the season (Winter = Nov.

—April, Summer = May— Oct.), to which they appear in greatest number (see tables pag. 15 et sequ.).

Henking's "winter-fishes" are identic with the "North-fishes", his "summer-fishes" with the "South-fishes".
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in use being purely quantitative were not adapted to tiiis Ivind of study. Previous to the influence of the

II IT-"! Tijrcijj hydrographical

commencement of tlie international work, however, the rishery Board tor Scotland and periodicity on

the Deutsche Seefischerei-Verein ot Germany had each arranged for the employment of a ">« '"wüng in

• , 1-1 1 V 11 11 .the North Sea

new method in collectmg statistics, by which not only the total but also the species,

size, gender etc. of the individuals in every catch is recorded. Data thus collected intimate,

that the fréquentation of the same fishinggrounds by North-fishes is variable according

to the season. Thus the percentage of fuUgrown cod in every catch brought in winter

by trawlers from the Dogger Bank into German harbours is double that of summer.

The supplement F by Professor Henking, gives instances of this founded on statistic data

of the above-described kind and treating both of North-fish and South-fish. According to

these the fréquentation of the former is greatest during the ebb of the Atlantic water,

that of the latter during the flooding. It suggests a permanent migration of the food-

fishes inhabiting the North Sea. It has already been stated, that cod above a certain

size quit the Skager Rak and the fjords of Norway during summer, returning there

in winter.

Dr. Hjort's account^ of the cod-migrations in the Norwegian and Barentz Sea as Life-cycius and

well as the recent observations by Dr. Schmidt^ of the seas surrounding Iceland give
""^tJ^Tcod

°

to hand, that the lifecyclus and migration of the North-fish compass an area of consider-

able geographic extent.

We know that Iceland is surrounded by cold arctic water, a projection of the East-

Greenland polar current. In the borderregion of this cold littoral water and the Atlantic

current south of Iceland is the spawning-place of the cod in spring (chiefly March and

April). The eggs are found only where the temperature of the water is above 5° C.

The cold water to the north and east of Iceland is void of spawning cods and cods-eggs.

Eggs of certain arctic fish-species take their place.

The spawning-period over, a large portion at least of the cod go west and northwest

following the course of the coast-current and that of the Irminger-current. Later on in

summer the fisheries commence on the northcoast of Iceland. The fishfood is here in

abundance, the large Copepoda & Schizopoda predominating in the border region of

Atlantic and Polar water. The herring shoals now caught with drift-nets during

summer on the north- and east-coasts of Iceland seem to undertake wanderings of a

similar nature. The fishing for herring commences off" Cape North thence gradually

proceeding southeast-wards. Thus in course of summer all food-fishes inhabiting the

borderregion: the cod, the herring, the fish-brood north of Iceland pass east-wards.

Dr. Schmidt says: "We are here evidently confronted by a general eastward movement

the cause of which no doubt is the influence of the warm eastgoing current along the

north coast of Iceland during summer."

The observations made by the Danish Ingolf-expedition 1895—963 have proved the

existence during summer of this comparatively warm eastgoing current.

On the coastbanks of northwestern Iceland the East-Greenland polar current meets

and mixes with the last projection of the Atlantic Irminger-current, the water of which

1
J.

Hjort, Fiskeri og Hvalfangst i det nordlige Norge. Bergen, 1902.

2
J.

Schmidt, Fiskenunders0gelser ved Island og Fa^roerne i Sommercn 190^ Skriltcr udgivne al

Kommissionen for Havundersogelser. Nr. i. Kobenhavn, 1904.

3 Den Danske Ingolfexpedition ; II. Martin Knudsen, Hydrografl. Kobenliavn, 1898.
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Migrations of

the lierring

has a temperature of 6° — 7° C. During summer this mixed water is further heated on

the comparatively shallow coastal plateau of northern Iceland till its temperature measures

5°—6° C at the surface and 2°— 3° C. at 200 m. depth. During June—August the fish

and fish-brood travelling with the Irniinger current to the north of Iceland find thermal

conditions almost equalling those of the south-side during springtime. Besides nourishment

is here in abundance consisting partly of plankton, partly of arctic fishes such as the

"Lodde". As soon as winter sets in the hydrographie situation in the borderregion of

the polar current is entirely changed, a sufficient ground from which to explain the

wandering towards east and southeast of the North-fish.

It is noteable, that the herring of the North-Sea area also migrates in this direction,

beginning at the Shetlands gradually passing the Dogger Bank and so on to the Skager Rak.

Finally the appearance at times of large shoals of herring off the Swedish westcoast in

winter should be born in mind. Since the commencement of the last herring-period in
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The accomodation ot these periods to the annual hydrographie periodicity is not

more incongruous than is the wellknown fact, that the animals of the dry land, f inst.

the migratory birds, have adjusted their migrations and physiologic functions to the

predominant climatic conditions.

The south-fish is an inhabitant of the Atlantic water proper and appears in greatest The South-

number at the flooding of this water. The mackerel, the hake, the Belone belong to '^^''^^

this category.

The question whether the sardine and other fish-species only found in the southern Migrations

North Sea extend their wanderings through the Channel into the Atlantic must be left
'"

'J'^

^"""i""
^ "

.
North Sea

to the future to solve. In any case the most important fishmigrations are those under-

taken within the southern North Sea itself

Dutch investigations have shown, that both flatfish and shellfish of this region

undertake seasonal wanderings between the continental shoals and the Dogger bank. As
already stated the North Sea south of Dogger forms hydrographically a semi-isolated

area. Recent Dutch' observations show, that this is the case in a biologic sense too.

North of Dogger where the interchange of water by the way north of Scotland and Migrations

the Shetlands takes place on a large scale between the Atlantic and the North Sea, the '"'Î'TO''^'""
, .

^ ^ North Sea

migration both of South-fish and North-fish seems to attain far greater dimensions.

As an illustration of this the experiences of Professer Henking in his study of the

hake may be quoted. The hake is a typical South-fish, which to the fisheries of Spain

and France is of the greatest importance. In our hits, it arrives towards the end of

summer with the setting in of the Atlantic water and disappears again in winter.

Henking says^:

"The hake is remarkable in this regard , that the difi"erence in quantity caught

during summer and during winter is surpassed by no other known species. During
winter (November—April) the total catch averages 2 pounds, while in summer the daily

catch averages 100 pounds.

Appendix F contains an account of the appearance in the North Sea and Atlantic

of this fish. The mackerel too must be considered a South-fish although its predatory

habits and strong swimming capacity bring its rovings tar beyond the compass of the

Atlantic water proper.

So fir the influence of hydrographie periodicity on fishery conditions may be con-

sidered as proved. The hydrographie periodicity, however, is subject to disturbances

chiefly appearant in the retardation of its maximum from autumn to winter. In what
manner do these disturbances aff'ect the fishery conditions? The full answer to this

question which practically is of vital importance will not be at hand for years yet to

come. Summarizing the experience of these two years we should say, that to the

1 H. C. Redeke, Vangststatistieken van hoUandsche Stoomtrawlers 1903—-1904. Mededeelingen over
Visscherij, Nr. 130, Oktober 1904. Dr. Redeke says (I.e. p. 217):

«Zoo blijkt uit dit statistisch onderzoek, en hierop zoudc ik ten slotte nog even de aandaclit willen

vestigen, dat, gelijk reeds menige andere waarneming ons leerde, het /.uidelijk deel van de Noordzee een
min of meer zelfetandig gebied vormt. Hoewel er in het noorden geen zichtbare grenzen bestaan, lieeft dit

gebied toch zijn eigen vischwereld, zijn eigen bodem-tauna, zijn eigen plankton, kortom zijn eigen levende
natuur, waarin slechts zelden zwervelingen uit het noorden indringen».

2 Henking; Die Befischung der Nordsee etc. 1. c. S. 5 and 6.

Appendix A J
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Influence of the (Jig t^^j-lj an ces of the hydrographie situation correspond disturbances of
disturbances in

,
.... . p. , . ^ ^ , .

the hydro- cqual magnitude m the winterrisheries 01 bcandinavia.
graphic situ- Each of the winters 1903, 1898 and 1896, in which the flooding was retarded, are

noteable for the failure of certain of the winter-fisheries.

The statements rendered in this paper will appear sufficient to remove all doubts

regarding the existence of a near connection between hydrographie, météorologie and

biologic phenomena. It is desirable therefore, that the statistical investigations of the

fisheries of our seas pay careful attention to the annual variation of hydrographie and

plankton-biologic conditions which occur in these seas.

fisheries
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vDince August 1902. a rich material has been collected during several seasonal cruises

in the Fseroe-Shetland Channel which forms part of the Scottish region in the inter-

national investigations of the sea. This material has been worked up and has now been

published in two larger papers: "Hydrographical Investigations of the Fœroe-Shetland

Channel and the Northern Part of the North Sea during 1902" by the present author,

and "Scottish Hydrographie Research during 1903" by A.J. Robertson. As the results

of these investigations are also of importance for the other North European seas, a

short summary of the contents of the papers mentioned will be given in the follow-

ing pages.

The observations in the Channel have been made along two almost parallel lines:

a northern from a point N. W. of Shetland to the Fœroes, and a southern, which runs

from a point S. of the Fjeroes to Fair Island between the Orkneys and Shetlands.

Schematic sections along the more southerly of these two lines are shown in the Figures

I—4 (p. 15) for four different periods. Only one complete series of observations in the

Channel is available for the winter half-year, viz. for December 1902, as heavy storms

have rendered work impossible in the other months of the seasonal cruises.

The peculiarities of the hydrographical conditions in the Channel, which have

appeared each time during the investigations of these two years, are as follows: the

Atlantic Stream ("Gulf Stream") has always been passing through the Channe.l as a surface-

current on its way towards the Norwegian Sea; water from the western part of the

Norwegian Sea has been streaming on the surface round the north of the Faeroes into

the western part of the Channel; and lastly the heavy cold bottom-water, which fills

the depths of the entire, large basin of the Norwegian Sea, was pressing along the

bottom of the Channel. The dimensions of these different water-masses and their mutual

relations, change greatly within a tolerably brief space of time, as the figures clearly

show. The regional variations have also been found to be very great, so that it is

necessary to have stations quite close to one another in order to be able to follow the

variations. As the network of Scottish observation-stations has been fairly complete,

however, it has been possible to study these variations in a much better way than

hitherto.

If we investigate the Atlantic Stream, first of all, we find that it changes very greatly

in extent, in rapidity of flow and partly also in direction. Its main portion is represented
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in the figures by trebly crossed lines, indicating water of higher salinity than 3
5 '2 5 °/oo.

The Stream enters the Channel from the Atlantic in a direction varying between north-

east and south-east, and when in the Channel, follows a more northerly course

along the Shetland bank. In August 1903 , the Stream came along the southern

section, so that Fig. 4 gives partly a longitudinal section through the Stream whilst the

other figures are cross-sections. In 1902 and 1903, the Stream was limited as a rule to

the eastern half of the Channel in the neigbourhood of the Shetland Isles, which may
have been quite surrounded by the strongly saline Atlantic water. From time to time,

indeed, the Stream fills almost the whole surface of the Channel between the Fseroes

and the Shetlands; but these are obviously only exceptional cases. The depth of the

water which streams through the Channel into the Norwegian Sea, can in general be

placed at 5—600 m.; the relatively unmixed Atlantic water, with a saUnity of over 35-2 <;°/oo,

has a depth varying between 200 and 500 m. With the help of V. Bjerknes' dynamic

theory, numerous approximations have been calculated for the rapidity of the Stream's

flow ^ These calculations have given the following results amongst others : in August

1902, the average rapidity on the surface was about 10 sea-miles per 24 hours (0-2 m. per

second); in December of the same year, it was probably a Httle less; in May 1903, it

was about 15 sea-miles (0-3 m. per second) and again about 10 s. m. in the following

August. The rapidity of flow varies but little in the upper few hundred meters; some-

times the greatest rapidity of flow is at a depth of about 100 m. Great masses of water

are therefore carried by the Stream into the Norwegian Sea. An attempt to calculate

this quantity for August 1902 gave 4,000,000 m3 per second.

The Atlantic Stream send off'shoots into the North Sea, partly through the opening

between Scotland and Shetland, partly round the north of Shetland. A distinct periodicity

occurs in this inflow of Atlantic ocean-water into the North Sea. It has long been

known, that the northern North Sea plateau (north of the Dogger Bank) was covered

by water of very high salinity, which in summer had a temperature as low as ca. 7° C.
;

the true North Sea water of lower salinity lies above this bottom-water as a layer

40— 60 m. thick. The temperature remains almost the same throughout the whole year,

but was a little higher in December 1902 than, for example, in August. Regular obser-

vations have now shown, that this North Sea bottom-water is of Atlantic origin and

that if comes into the North Sea almost exclusively in the winter half-year. In December

1902, it began, as a branch of the Atlantic Stream, to pour into the North Sea round

the north of Shetland; later, in the first months of 1903, it possibly came mainl}' to the

south of Shetland. The Atlantic water was then cooled down in the North Sea during

the cold period of the year; in winter, the temperature at the oottom is a little higher

than in summer, as the minimum spreads but slowly down into the depths. This water

remains for the most part in the North Sea throughout the whole summer until the

next winter; its movements in all probability are but slow. The same conditions are

probably repeated regularly and not restricted to the two years spoken of here. The low

bottom-temperature occasionally found in summer by earlier investigations speak in

favour of this. The reason why the inflow of the Atlantic ocean-water through the

I) According to the method, described in Sandström and Helland-Hansen's paper; Ueber

die Berechnung von Meeresströmungen (Report on Norwegian Fishery and Marine Investigations. II.

4. 1903.)
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Fieroe-Shethnd Channel into the North Sea, is at its maximum in winter (in March in

1903, according to Robertson) and minimum in summer, must be sought for in

several different circumstances. Thus, the magnitude and the direction of the Atlantic

Stream play some part; secondly, the force with which the East Icelandic Polar Stream

opposes the Atlantic Stream; also, the amount of inflow of freshwater from the Baltic

WA
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It is well-known, that a. portion of the Atlantic ocean-water always streams between

the Faroes and Iceland into the south-western part of the Norwegian Sea and there

mixes with other water of less salinity, mostly from the East Icelandic Polar Stream.

This mixed water runs mainly in an easterly direction; from it, a larger or smaller

portion bends southwards into the Fseroe-Shetland Channel after passing round the north

of the Féeroes. The impression was gained, that the masses of water were always tending

from the north-east of the Fseroes towards the south or south-east, in the months of 1902

and 1903 investigated. In August 1902, the salinity of this water was relatively high, as

a strong inflow of Atlantic ocean-water had taken place to the west side of the Fseroes ; the

southerly movement then extended past the Faeroes into the western half of the Channel.

In May 1903, this layer came no further than into the most northerly part of the Channel

on the surface; in August 1903, it penetrated some distance in a southerly direction, first

as a surface current and then probably as a deeper current under the Atlantic Stream in

the more southern part of the Channel. When the mixed water has penetrated to the

south and meets the Atlantic Stream, it is bent from its course and follows the latter

in a north-easterly or northerly direction ; thus, in August 1902, the surface layer had a

cyclonic movement about the centime of the Channel, where the forward movement at

that time was very slight. A thin layer of lower temperature and relatively lower

salinity was found on the surface of this central portion of the Channel; this was a

prolongation of the East Icelandic Polar Stream, which had pushed its way through a

narrow opening to the north-east of the Fasroes; probably it has remained at the same

spot for a long time without being carried away. The water-masses moving in a south-

erly direction on the east side of the Fasroes, have a much smaller rapidity of flow than

the Atlantic Stream; according to calculations, it amounts to but a few centimeters

per second.

With a single exceptional case, it has been found that the deepest parts of the Channel

are always covered by ice-cold water (with temperature below 0° C.) of constant salinity

(34-92 °/oo). This is exactly the same water which is found everywhere in the deepest

layers of the Norwegian Sea ; it is thus an offishoot of the bottom-water of the Norwegian

Sea towards the south. In a section of the Channel, this water-layer is found to have

the form of a wedge-shaped mass as a rule, with its apex sometimes at the side, some-

times in the centre of the Channel. It has been considered hitherto, that this bottom-

water had been drawn into the Channel as a "reaction-stream" due to the Atlantic Stream

on the surface. In agreement with F. L. Ekman's investigations on such reaction-

streams in the mouths of rivers, it has been found that the bottom-water of the Fœroe-

Shetland Channel rose higher towards the surface in the southern than in the northern

part. This appears to have been the case also in December 1902, though to a small

extent, and again in May 1903, but not in the two August months. It is probable that

the bottom-water often moves hke an "active" stream; calculations with regard to the

deepest layers, have given a rapidity of flow of several centimeters in the second. It

has also appeared, that temperature variations may be relatively large (several tenths of

a degree) within a short time, in depths as great as 1000 m. Thus in August 1903, the

bottom-water generally present had quite disappeared from the southern part of the

Channel (see Fig. 4); at 1000 m., the sahnity was then 35-03 7oo and the temperature
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17° C. As Robertson believes, the unusual bottom-water was a continuation of the

mixed water from the northern part of the Channel.

It will be clearly seen from the figures, that very important variations occur in the

hydrographical position, not only during the year but even in the same month, when
one year is compared with another. (See Figs i and 4, for example, both sections

being for August). It is only when the investigations will have extended over a larger

number of years, that clearness will be gained regarding which variations are perhaps

periodic and occur so that their regularity may be ascertained, what their cause is, and

which variations on the other hand are of a more chance character.
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rdydrographical observations have been carried on in the waters between

Scotland and Iceland for a number of years. These observations have shown, that

the Golf Stream at all times fills almost the whole region between the Shetland

Islands and the Fseroes, but that the influence of the Polar Stream can be

detected, as a rule, in a lower salinity of the oceanic waters in the immediate

neighbourhood of the latter. The Polar Stream is therefore not very far distant.

It is obvious beforehand, that the East Icelandic Polar Stream is subject to con-

siderable fluctuations from year to year, both as regards extent and position; yet,

the observations make it seem probable, that this stream is always present to the

north-west, north and north-east of the Fseroes. In winter and spring, the temper-

ature of the southern part of the Polar Stream is much lower, on the surface, than

that of the Atlantic Ocean. In the summer and autumn, on the other hand, the

difference in temperature between the two is considerably less, as the upper layer

of the Polar Stream is warmed by the sun and the wind. Consequently, we find

that the East Icelandic Polar Stream has a cooling influence on its surroundings,

especially in winter and spring. We may, at present, investigate its influence on

the temperature of the air at Thorshavn on the Fseroes.

When the wind blows over the Fseroes from the direction of the East Icelandic

Polar Stream, it naturally brings cold with it, especially at the periods of the )^ear,

when the surface of the Polar Stream is greatly cooled, in winter and spring

especially therefore. We should therefore expect a very low air-temperature at

Thorshavn at these seasons, when a northerly wind is blowing. But the direction

of the wind at one single station does not give perfectly trustworthy information

of where the wind is actually coming from; to ascertain this, we must consider

the position of the centre of the cyclone at the place of observation. For this

purpose, I have used the «täglichen synoptischen Wetterkarten für den Nord-

atlantischen Ocean und die anliegenden Teile der Kontinente, herausgegeben von

dem dänischen meteorologischen Institut und der deutschen Seewarte ^, simultaneously

with the Danish meteorological annual reports.

That the northerly winds bring cold to the Fseroes, is well-known both to the

dwellers on these islands and to the meteorologists connected with the climate

there. I will not refer any further to this well-known fact, therefore, but I would

bring to notice that this effect is to be ascribed to the East Icelandic Polar Stream.
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The proof is as follows: when the cyclonic centre is so placed, that the wind
which blows over the Fseroes, undoubtedly comes from the Kast Icelandic Polar

Stream, a regular fall of the air-temperature below the average will ensue, and
this will be the case more in winter and spring than in summer and autumn. It

is therefore of interest, to observe the variations caused in the temperature of the

air by the reciprocal action of the warm water of the Atlantic Ocean and the

cold East Icelandic Polar stream.

For this purpose, I have noted down the observations for each single day,

over the period from December 1883 to November 1892, and divided the whole
material into two groups. In the first group, I have placed all the days on which
it could be determined with certainty, that the wind' came from the region of the

Gulf Stream, whilst the second group comprise the days when the wind came
from the Polar Stream. Those days have been excluded, on which it could not

be concluded with absolute certainty, from the direction, of the winds and isobars

alone, whether the wind blew from the cold or warm region, even when the

temperature of the air left no doubt about the matter. Further, the days of no
wind and those on which the wind had changed its direction from the one region

to the other, have also been left out of consideration in this investigation. Lastly,

those days are also excluded on which the wind had remained weak for one or

more days after changing its direction. Experience has shown that the wind,

after changing its direction, must blow for some time with a certain force in

order to effect any change in the temperature. As a rule, but a few hours are

sufficient.

On separating the material in this way, 987 out of the total 3288 days fall

into the first group and 849 into the second. If we now take the monthly averages

for the temperature of the air, we having the following table:

Difference between
Temperature of the air the air-temperature

with the wind from
Wind from the Wmd from the tjjg Gulf Stream and

1883— 1892 Gulf Stream Polar Stream the wind from the
Polar Stream

December 6-2° o-o° 6-2°

January 5-3° — 0-4° 57°

February 5-8° — o-6" 6-4°

March .' 5-6° — i-i° 67°

April 7-2° 2-5° 47°

May 8-3° 4-4° 3-9°

June 10-3° 77° 2-6°

July 10-9° 9-4° 1-5=

August 11-4° 9-0° 2-4°

September .... 10-2" 6-8° 3-4"

October 8-8" 4-2° 4-6"

November 7-4° i-8° 5-6°

Average 8-i° 3-6° 4-5°
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We see from this table, that the maximum difference in the air-temperature

occurs in March and is no less than 67°. Further, we see that the cooling effect

of the Polar Stream is in a high degree evident throughout the whole year, and

is much greater in winter and spring than in summer (67° temperature difference

in March against 1-5° in July).

With regard to the temperature throughout the year, it has to be remarked,

that the minimum-temperature occurs in January and the maximum in August

(end of July), when the wind comes from the Gulf Stream; whilst, on the other

hand, the minimum falls in

March and the maximum in

July when the wind comes

from the East Icelandic Polar

Stream. This appears clearly

from the curves shown in Fig. i.

From the two components, the

air-temperature conditioned by

the Gulf Stream and that con-

ditioned by the East Icelandic

Polar Stream, we might ascer-

tain the monthly average-

temperature. In this case, how-

ever, we should not leave any

of the observations out of

account and must in any case,

have regard for the number of

days included in both groups,

in order to obtain the true

mean-temperature. If we pass

over the temperatures not

included and form the average

value from the two temperature-

series , by giving the weight

987 to the numbers of the first

series on the table and the

weight 849 to those of the

second, we obtain the monthly temperatures shown in the first colunni of the

following table. In the second column are given the actual mean-temperatures as

calculated for a period of 25 years ". It will be seen from this table and the

accompanying curve (Fig. 2), that the two series of the temperatures agree well

together.

• Meteorologiske Middeltal og Extremer for Fseroerne, Island og Grönland. Appendix til det

Danske Meteorologiske Instituts Aarbog. 1895. II Del. pag. 5.

2 The upper curve signifies: "Temperature with wind from the Gulf Stream", the lower curve;

"Temperature with wind from the Polar Stream".

ff
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Mean-temperatures
calculated from the

table above
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Since the East Icelandic Polar Stream exercises such a great influence on the

climate of the Faeroes, the question arises, whether its influence can also reach

still further to the south and east. It can be well understood, that this cHmatological

influence becomes the less, the further we go from the East Icelandic Polar Stream.

To determine the action of the Polar Stream on the cHmate of West Europe would

be a very difficult task, demanding considerable material for its solution. I would

only remark here, that the winds coming from the Polar Stream in Marchj would

cause the air-temperature on the Shetland Islands and west of Scotland to be

l^ig- 3

ca. 3-5° less than the mean-temperature for this month. This 3-5° is at all events

a considerable lowering of the temperature, and it would thus be probable also,

that a specially strong flow of the Polar Stream and a corresponding weakening

of the Gulf Stream, would lower the air-temperature of the neighbouring countries

below the mean-value for considerable periods. If we compare, for example, the

position of the boundary-lines representing the 35 °loo isohalin and the 10° isotherm

(P^ig. 3), in August 1902 and August 1903, we see that these lines extend much

further to the south towards Scotland in 1902 than in 1903. Corresponding to this,

there was a characteristic difference in the air-temperatures of Scotland, England

and Norway, as the following table shows:
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Average of the observed Normal average

air-teinperatures in August temperature for

1902 1903 August

Sumburgh Head (Shetland) 9-8° 107° 12-0°

Stornoway (Hebrides) 10-9° ii-i° i2-8°

Shields (England) i2-i° 13-8° 14-9°

Skudeness (Norway) 107° 12-4° 14-0°

The figures show, that the air-temperatures were considerably lower in August

1902 than in August 1903, and even the latter year was much below the normal

as indicated in the last column.
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PLANKTON INVESTIGATIONS '

1 he investigation of the occurrence and distribution of the forms of life, which

together constitute the plankton floating in the sea, has made great progress

during the first two years of the common international work. Plankton-nets have

been used almost regularly at every station during the seasonal cruises, and both

the surface and the deeper layers of the sea have been investigated. Horizontal

as well as vertical hauls have been made; in order to separate the plankton-forms

dwelling in the different layers of water from one another, closing nets of various

construction have been used. In order also to obtain the smaller forms, especially

those of the vegetable plankton, the finer qualities of silk gauze have been em-

ployed. Plankton-nets of coarser material (cheese-cloth etc.) have also been used,

especially on the surface, to catch representatives of the larger forms of the

plankton, with which, as is well known, the eggs and fry of fishes are reckoned.

The extraordinarily rich material, collected in this manner, has been worked

out after each seasonal cruise by the specialists of the various countries with

perseverance and conscientiousness; almost all the species could be determined,

and detailed lists of the forms found, with indications of their occurrence and

abundance at the various stations, could be forwarded quarterly to the Bureau

and published in the Bulletin. The tables for the first two years fill abut 350

closely printed pages in quarto, and constitute a truly comprehensive enumeration

of the commoner plakton-forms as well as of very many rarer forms of the North-

European seas, with a statement of the fishing-places and the abundance estimated

by the different naturalists. The material could in general be mastered in this

way, when it was only necessary to limit the determinations to estimates of the abund-

ance and when the desirability of a more exact determination of the abundance

had not been agreed upon. One of the plankton investigators (Dr. C. Apstein, Kiel)

counted the numbers each time, basing his calculation on a sq. met. and from the

figures thus obtained, calculating the quantity of the organisms in one cub. met. From
these latter numbers the frequency was then determined by means of a previously

constructed table. By many of the plankton investigators, however, the total

volume of the catch was given.

Apart from the seasonal cruises, plankton was also collected from the sea in

several of the participating countries, as follows:

1°. Surface-plankton, by many steamers trading regularly across the North Sea

and Atlantic Ocean.

2°. Surface and deep-water plankton, by numerous boats stationed at fixed points

(light-ships).

The results obtained from the elaboration of this material, have only been

partly published as yet, (Prof. P. T. Clkve prepared lists of the plankton collected

by numerous steamers in the North Sea for the Bulletins of 1902—03 and 1903—04);

I Part I and 2 are translated from the German bv Dr. H. M. Kyle.
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they will certainly contribute greatly to the better comprehension of the changes in

the plankton according to the seasons of the year and' conditions of the currents.

Here follows a list of the specialists who have been engaged in the determina-

tion of the plankton-forms in the different countries:

Belgium: Professor G. Gilson and Prof. Meunier for the vegetable plankton, aided

by Dr. H. van Heurck and Dr. H. H. Gran, and by Prof. G. O. Sars for the

Crustacea.

Denmark: Museumsinspektor C. H. Ostenfeld for the phytoplankton and Tintin-

noidea, Dr. C. Wesknberg-Lund for the Zooplankton; Mag. Sc. Ove Paulsen for

the phytoplankton and Tintinnoidea (Atlant. Ocean).

England: Dr. L. H. Gough, aided by Dr. A. M. Norman, R. H. Worth, E. T. Browne,

W.Wallace, Dr. E. J. Allen, Dr. Th. Scott and W. J. Beaumont.

Fi7iland: Dr. K. M. I^evander.

Germany: Dr. C. Apstein; his assistants in the work were Cand. Phil. Conrad, Dr.

Zander and Dr. Rauschenplat.

Holland: Doctorandus P. J. van Breemen, aided by Dr. J. Bo eke.

Norway: Dr. H. H. Graîs'; assistant, Cand. Hjalmar Broch.

Rttssia (Murman coast): Prof. P. T. Cleve (phytoplankton). Dr. A. Linko (Zooplankton).

Scotland: R. M. Clark (plankton with exception of the Crustacea), Dr. Th. Scott

(Crustacea).

Sweden: Professor P. T. Cleve.

The following list gives information concerning the number of the expeditions

and stations at which plankton was collected during the seasonal cruises, and

concerning the divisions of the sea investigated.

Number of the plankton-stations, hauls at each station etc.

Countries Region of the sea

Number

of

stations

Number of

plankton

tables

delivered

When fished

Belgium /

DeniDark '

England

Finland
]

Germany
^

Holland

Norway

Russia

Scotland

Sweden }

Eastern entrance of theChannel, southern

part of the North Sea

North Atlantic Ocean

Danish Waters

English Channel

Gulf of Bothnia

Gulf of Finland

Baltic

North Sea

Baltic

North Sea, southern part

Norwegian Sea

Arctic Ocean

North Sea, northern part

Skager Rak

Baltic

'I'he Sound

>9

i6

14

24.

12

9

44
21

24

16

9

I

since August 1903

only in May and August

since November 1902

» February 1903

l\Iay 1903

» »

November 1902

February 1903

August 1903

May 1903

August 1902
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It need hardly be said, that the knowledge of the plankton-forms living in the

northern seas, has been very greatly widened by these investigations of the first

two years. Some idea of the wealth of forms may be gained by the help of the

following figures:

the phytoplankton is represented in the hauls by more than 325 species, the

Zooplankton by about 600 species;

of the phytoplankton ^^ 200 species, belong to the diatoms, -4^ 75 to the Peridineje

and 4z 50 to the remaining smaller groups
;

of the Zooplankton, 4r 70 species are Radiolaria, -f; yo species Foraminifera, 4- 70
species the remaining Protozoa, 4; 60 species Coelenterata, + 10 different larval

forms of Echinodermata, + 50 species Vermes (in the general sense); over 100

species Copepoda, 130 species of Crustacea belonging to other groups. Then, some
species of Bryozoa, Tunicata, Mollusca and Prochordata occur either as larvse or

adult forms; lastly, the eggs and larvse of various species of fishes are also repeat-

edly taken.

To have an exact knowledge of the elements forming the plankton at one's

disposal, is indeed the first condition which must be fulfilled if we would form a

true picture of the distribution and, in general, of the extraordinarily important

role played by the plankton in the economy of the sea. As is well known, two
different things are considered when we speak of the great importance of the

plankton for the production of the sea.

a. The drifting (so-called pelagic) eggs and larvse of many fishes as also the

young fry of many species belong to the plankton of the sea: we may call this

the "active" important part of the plankton.

b. The larger plankton-forms (Crustacea etc.) feed upon the smaller, which
again are dependent for their support on the very smallest of the phytoplankton.

Since the larger plankton forms constitute the chief food of very important food-

fishes, and the other fishes (the predatory fishes) live upon the smaller, mostly
plankton-eating fishes, it is clear that all plankton-forms, either as direct or

indirect fish-food, play an extremely important even if "passive" role.

The plankton investigations, which have been made up to the present on the

so-called seasonal cruises, have done more for the expansion of our knowledge
regarding the plankton-forms of the second category than for those of the first.

In order to study the occurrence and distribution of the pelagic fish-eggs,

fish-larvse etc, of the principal food-fishes, it is self-evident that expeditions at

intervals of three months are quite insufficient. This part of the investigations

had therefore to be carried out independently of the other plankton studies and
as a matter of fact, it has been taken along with the fishery investigations:

as is shown more closely in Appendix E great advances have also been made in

this field.

With regard to the important plankton forms called passive above, the hauls

made during the seasonal cruises have contributed valuable material, not oui}- for

the separation of the species but also for the geographical and bath>-metrical

distribution of the various forms. A very useful foundation for further investigations

has thus undoubtedly been laid. What is still required, for a true picture of
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the occurrence, distribution and passive importance of the plankton forms, are

quantitative hauls and quantitative determinations of the composition of the

hauls. The signs used at present, cc (very common), c (common), -(-(neither

common nor rare), r (rare) and rr (very rare) may suffice for the hydrographical

aims of the plankton investigations, but other quantitative determinations are

necessary for the study of the plankton as microscopic substratum of the organic

life in the sea.

It should not be forgotten for a moment, however, that the regular collection

of plankton on the seasonal cruises formed a section of the hydrographical and

not of the biological program, both at the Stockholm (1899) and Christiania (1901)

Conferences. That the plankton-studies of the first two years suit the demands of

the hydrographical investigations and determinations to a greater degree than

those of the biological, is therefore sufficiently clear.

The view which is at present held regarding the distribution of the plankton

in the northern seas, so far as the hydrographical aspect is concerned, rests mostly

therefore on qualitative investigations and determinations. This view may be

again presented here brieflj^

As already mentioned, the investigations have succeeded in determining the

distribution of the various plankton-organisms very exactly, so that we are now
in a position, not only to state the distribution of each single species, but also to

group together the species which have a common distribution: that is, we can

now describe the communities of the plankton-forms as they occur in the different

regions. First of all\ we must distinguish between the plankton-communities

which are restricted to the coastal waters (the neritic groups) and those which are

at home in the open sea (the oceanic groups). Each of the larger regions, however,

produces several plankton communities, according to the period of the year. Thus,

for example, the Arctic waters in the neighbourhood of the coasts during the spring

months contain a very rich vegetable plankton (neritic Tasnio- and Siraplankton),

whilst the open Polar Sea contains predominantly an oceanic plankton at this

time (Chaetoceras criophilum), which later in the year is replaced by another plankton-

community, distinguished specially by numerous specimens of Ceratium arcticum.

The same holds for the organisms met with in the Atlantic waters which

stream through the Fseroe Channel into the Norwegian Sea, along the west coast

of Norway or further south, right into the North Sea. The forms which specially

characterise this water are, amongst others, Ceratium intermedium, Arachnactis,

Salpa and Doliolum.

Along the coasts, that is, wherever there is coastal water, we also meet with

plankton-communities, as already mentioned, which are characteristic for these

water-masses. The success has also been attained here of demonstrating a regirlar

series of plankton-communities changing with the periods of the year.

It is everywhere the vegetable plankton especially which plays the chief role

in this connection; the various larger regions have all their special plankton-

communities, as e. g. Iceland, Norwegian west coast, the southern North Sea, the

Danish waters, the Baltic.

I For the summary which follows the Bureau is indebted to Museumsinspektor C. H. Ostenfeld.
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As we have now learnt to know the plankton forms characteristic for each

region and for each period of the year, we are to a certain extent prepared to

state where a species met with has come from; we can therefore use the plankton

as an indicator of the oceanic currents. As stated above, we can follow the At-

lantic forms along the west coast of Norway, also into the North Sea and the

Skager Rak (e. g. Arachnactis)
; we know the forms which reach to the Skager

Rak, Kattegat and Baltic through the Jutland current from the English Channel

and the southern part of the North Sea, as also the other forms again which are

carried with the Baltic Stream through the Belts into the Skager Rak. To the

south-east of Iceland, we find a sharp boundary between the Atlantic plankton to

the west and the Arctic plankton to the east, which accords with the hydrographical

boundary. We can follow the Atlantic plankton in the north along the west coast

of Iceland, and the Arctic plankton to the south as far as north of the Fseroe

Isles (East Iceland Polar Stream). The plankton is thus an important aid to

hydrograph}' and the greatTmass of observations, which the international investiga-

tions of the sea have brought together in the plankton tables, has in great measure

contributed to form a basis for this method of plankton-investigations.

Further, the plankton investigations of recent years have shown, that the

distribution of the plankton is by no means uniform everywhere. The Arctic

waters are specially rich quantitatively in the summer months, and especially so in

the neighbourhood of the coast. This is also the case with the Lim Fjord

and the Kattegat, further with certain boundary regions between Atlantic and

Arctic waters (e. g. in the basin of the Denmark Straits, where the Atlantic

water of the Irminger Stream and the Arctic water of the East Greenland Polar

Stream cause a rotation of the so-called basin water). On the other hand, other

boundary regions (e. g. over the Fseroe-Iceland Ridge, where there is no rotation)

are imdoubtedly particularly poor in plankton. The why and wherefore of these

differences are but imperfectly known; we may hope, however, that future in-

vestigations may throw fuller light over these phenomena, though we can only

state them as facts at present. Their importance is great from the practical

standpoint also; we have to deal here with conditions which have this great

importance just because certain fish, e. g. the herring, seem to regulate their

wanderings according to the richness of the plankton.



2. BIOLOGICAL AND FISHERIES INVESTIGATIONS

Slockliolm Con

ferencc

Introduction It was the intentioii from the beginning, that the biological section of the inter-

national investigations should be concerned especially with the study of the food-

fishes and the condition of the fisheries: the fish eggs, the young stages of fishes.

Initial program a.nd the adult fishes, were to be studied as carefully as possible, with regard to their

occurrence and distribution, and their conditions of life and development. The
observations on marketable fish were also to embrace the migrations, food, and

dangers to the stock arising from natural enemies as well as from the fishing by
man. As to the methods to be employed for this purpose, the Stockholm Program '

mentioned the following: experimental fisheries investigations, which were to be

made alongside those of the fishermen on the known fishing-grounds, and also

outside these; the compilation of a fisheries statistic regarding the experiments

thus made; the use of similar apparatus; the marking and setting out of fish of

certain species. The same program also mentioned the desirability of making an

endeavour to draw up a general statistic of the fish landed in the various coun-

tries, and that materials shoiild be collected for the preparation of fishery charts.

. The Christiania Program ^ was much more detailed; it may be regarded as a

further elaboration of the first. In addition to the biology of the food-fishes and

the fisheries statistics, attention was also devoted in this 2 «^ program to the study

of the bottom-soil and of the plankton from the biological aspect; quantitative

plankton-hauls were to be made in addition to the qualitative hauls, the organisms

of the water-layers lying immediately ower the bottom were to be more closely

investigated, and systematic investigations were to be undertaken on the micro-

scopic animal and plant life of the bottom, with special regard to the food of the

food-fishes.

The participating countries generally took measures to proceed along the

lines indicated by this program. When the time came, however, to pass from the

stage of preparatory conferences to that of beginning the work, it appeared neces-

sary that the common investigations should concentrate their attention, at least in

the beginning, on the working out of some principal problems, if vahiable results

were to be obtained within reasonable time. The resolutions of the first meeting

Necessity of

concentrating

the worl:

1 Conférence internationale, Stockholm, 1899. Résolutions textuelles, p. 10— 12.

2 2. Conférence internationale, Christiania, 1901. Texte des résolutions, p. 10— 19-
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of the International Conncil, which met at Copenhagen in July 1902, were directed R«o'""°"s of

, . T the Copenhagen
to this end." Meeting

Two main questions then appeared specially in the forefront, both of which
were regarded as of extraordinary importance, both from the economical as from

the general scientific standpoint. Whilst the various investigators now utilize the

greater means at present at their disposal for the investigation of numerous other

questions of general marine biology, material is being collected at the same time

for the solution of these main problems. This material is worked up more or less

by a specialist appointed by the International Council, in part sent also to the

Bureau for further elaboration.

The problems placed in the foreground by the first meeting of the International

Council, were:

a. the problem of the migrations of fishes, and

b. the problem of so-called overfishing.

A short description of the importance of these problems and what is expected

from their solution, ma}' be allowed here.

The migrations of fishes. On the formation of Committee A (see p. 7 of ^iie migrations

this Report), two of the principal food-fishes for the North Sea and Norwegian Sea
fisheries were chosen as examples of fishes whose migrations should be specially

studied: viz. the herring and cod. It was not expected, that the investigations

would be restricted entirely or even mostly to these, but there was a well-grounded

hope, that the results of the investigations regarding these two species, would
also be valuable for the elucidation of the migration-problems in general and thus

for manj^ other species. The choice made was also a very good one; the herring

and cod in themselves belong to the most important food-fishes occurring anywhere,

and, at the same time — so far as present experience goes — the}- belong in many
ways to two quite different types of migratory fishes.

The herring is a so-called pelagic fish, which, like many of its allies (sardine T^e herring as a

anchovy, shad etc.) undertakes migrations and collects in shoals at a certain period
'"'°'"°'^

of the year, and thus forms the objective of a fisher)-. It is specially characteristic

of these fishes, that they do not occur on the same fishing grounds the whole
year through, but are met with only at a certain season. For example, the herring are

found on the western side of the North Sea, off the Shetland Isles, at the end of

June, off Newcastle in September, and in the southern part of the North Sea in

November. Similar differences occur on the eastern side of the North Sea as far

as the Skager Rak: on the Bohuslän coast, the herring can be found from Sep-
tember to February; on the Norwegian coast, especially between Stavanger and
Kors Fjord, the so-called spring-herring (Vaarsild) is caught in February and
March, whilst the fishery of the so-called summer-herring (Fedsild) takes place

exclusively in the summer and autumn months, and, as a rule, on the coasts of

the northern provinces of Norway.
These are but a few examples, which might easily be added to from the inves-

tigations made by Heincke on the races of the herring; wherever a herring race

Rapports et Procès Verbaux. Vol. I. Procès-Verbaux des réunions du Conseil p. 16-19.
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is found, it is represented by ver}' numerous individuals, but in the main, only at

a fixed season. The period of its occurrence lasts sometimes only a few weeks,
sometimes several months; apart from this period, the herring does not occur at

the usual places. In the different parts of the North Sea and Norwegian Sea the

herring swarms are found at very different seasons, and at certain places two
different races appear in the course of the year: one in spring and one in autumn
or winter. It is always definite races of herring which approach the coasts or

other fishing grounds, each race at its own definite season.

Whilst the herring live pelagically, and the fishing thus takes place in the

open sea with drifting apparatus, the eggs are laid demersally on the bottom.

The spawning-grounds of the herring were discovered many years ago on the

German and Danish (Baltic) coasts, also at Scotland, some places on the English
as well as on the Dutch (Zuidersee) coasts. These have been studied in detail at

various places and described in various papers. The various herring-races spawn
at different periods of the year and under different physical conditions, which
are however definite and fixed for each race; it holds good in general, that the

herring spawning in spring come to the grounds lying near the coasts, where
the water is often brackish, whilst the herring spawning in summer and autumn
have their spawning places in deeper water and further from the coast, where the

salinity is higher.

The cod as a Ou thc otlicr haud, the cod, likewise the cod-group of fishes in general, is a
migratory fish

^ottom-fisli which is taken , not with drift-nets, but with lines and trawls. Also,

it is only in part correct to say, that the cod is not caught on the same grounds
throughout the whole year. Whilst this holds good for the Norwegian fishing-

grounds, where the spawning cod ("Skrei") are taken in March and April especially,

and the feeding cod ("L,odde") in April and May, and likewise for the Icelandic

waters, where a true summer fishery for cod takes place, the case is different for the

cod on the Dogger Bank and so-called Fisher Banks, in so far that, it would be diffi-

cult to say, at what time the cod fishing (lines and trawl together) actually takes

place. Although the winter fishery of the cod in the North Sea, taken as a whole,

is more important than the summer fishery, (a 'difference, which occurs chiefly from

an examination of the coastal banks, as appears from Prof. Henking's analysis

of the hauls of Geestemünde steamers), yet in general, the cod is present in the

North Sea throughout the whole year in such large quantities, that it forms the

object of a definite fishery (the line fishery) in all months, as well as an important

part of the catches of the trawls.

The presumption thus arises, that different races or forms are present here

also, and that, for example, the North Sea cod, which Prof. Heincke from his

investigations considers a stationary fish (i. e. localised), represents a different race

from that of the Norwegian cod of the lyofoten banks. It appears, however, as if

the cod races were not quite so sharply marked off from one another as those of

the herring; instead of having demersal eggs laid at fixed spawning grounds, like

the herring, the cod has so-called pelagic eggs, distributed far and wide; it is not

possible to divide the cod into spring and autumn spawners^, nor to distinguish

I See, nevertheless, the note by Dr. Wemyss Fulton on the cod spawning in the North Sea in

autumn, in Public, de Circonstance Nr. 8—9, Copenhague. 1904.
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any which penetrate into brackish waters in order

reproduce in waters of high salinity.

to spawn, from those which

These two forms (herring and cod) have therefore to be closely investigated,

so that, firstly, a true picture may be obtained of their migrations in relation to their

development, life-history and reproduction, and secondly, that light may be thrown

on the general problem of migration. That these things are of the greatest im-

portance in the economical working of the fisheries, appears from the great value,

of the fishes mentioned; the more we understand of their natural history, the sooner

we shall succeed in reaching a rational fishing of the extremely valuable fishing

grounds.

From the beginning of the international investigations, a valuable working-

hypothesis, as explanation of the migrations of fishes, has been at the disposal of

naturalists, namely, the hypothesis of the Scandinavian naturalists: Pettersson,

Ekman and Cleve. According to this, it is the marine currents, arising from

the reciprocal action and opposition of the oceanic Gulf Stream, the cold Polar

Stream coming from the Arctic Ocean and the freshwater effluents of the continent,

which are of first importance for the explanation of the distribution of the migra-

tory fishes, just as they are of extreme importance and even of essentially

predominating influence, for the climate 'of middle and northern Europe. As is

well-known, this hypothesis of the close connection between the migrations of fishes

and the oceanic currents has been elaborated by these authors with great care for

the exceedingly interesting case of the Bohuslän herring. The international inves-

tigations accomplished up to the present, do not yet lead to any conclusion on

this point, so far as can be judged from the results to hand.

That the physical conditions of the sea, temperature, salinity, currents etc. are

of extraordinary importance for the migrations of fishes is generally admitted —
how close the connection is, however, if any parallel or pei'haps causal connection

exists between the phenomena, is still a matter over which opinions differ. Mean-

time, Prof. Pettersson has endeavoured (see, Appendix A to this General Report)

to give a comprehensive sketch of the periodicity in the fluctuations of the Atlantic

Stream and their connection with meteorological and biological phenomena, espec-

ially the migrations of fishes. This will certainly contribute to throw light upon
these difficult points.

Our knowledge of the life-history and development of the principal fishes

coming into consideration here, has also made great advances, however, in other

directions. This holds especially for the cod, as appears from the fisheries inves-

tigations carried out by Dr. Joh. Hjort and Dr. C. G. Joii. Petersen, especially in the

Danish and Norwegian waters. So far as it concerns thp cod, this paper (Ap-

pendix G) may also be regarded as a preliminary report over the work of Com-
mittee A conducted by Dr. Hjort.

These authors have been able, more especially from their own investigations

and those of Dr. Jon. Schmidt in the waters of Iceland and the Faeroes, but also

from the observations of other members of Committee A, to give a comprehensive
picture regarding the spawning of the cod, its spawning time, spawning places,

Pettersson-

Ekman's

hypothesis

Hjort-Pctcrsen's

investigations
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development of the 5'oung cod, their natural history during the first year, and
the later stages and migrations of this fish. Some gaps still occur here and there,

but in many ways it must be regarded as an enrichment of our knowledge of

this extremely important fish. Interesting observations have been reported, especi-

ally with regard to the migrations of the cod. The answer to the question, which

is of greater importance for the Norwegian fisheries than for those of the North

Sea, viz. where the large cod frequent during the months in which they are not

found on the coastal banks, seems to be, that they wander far out into the

Norwegian Sea and are distributed pelagically over a large area of the ocean and
over water-layers of considerable depth. At this time they feed upon forms which
lead a pelagic life (especially such fish as herring and lodde).

Henking's views A hypothcsis similar in the main has been expressed by Prof. Henking
(Hanover) for the North Sea, namely, that the large cod, which spawn in winter

on the coastal banks, are pelagic in summer over the deeper North Sea banks.

He thiis believes, that they do not leave the North Sea; with the assistance of

the statistics for a number of German steam-trawlers, the same author has reported

on the distribution and migrations of numerous other North Sea fishes to the

meeting of the International Council in February 1904 (Hamburg). This report

appears as Appendix F to this General Report.

Fulton's discovery If we add to this, the interesting discovery by Dr. Wemyss Fulton (Aber-

deen), that spawning cod occur in autumn at a certain part of the North Sea, as

also the detailed picture of the developmental history and occurrence of the cod
Heincke's report iu thc North Sca, procurcd by Prof. Heincke (Heligoland) from the investigations

carried out especially by the Germans and reported on here in Appendix E of

this General Report, it may certainly be said and with satisfaction, that the inves-

tigations of the first two years have contributed in a marked manner to the

increase of our knowledge of the natural history of this species.

With regard also to the other migratory fishes and the problem of migration

in general the reports just mentioned of Prof. Heincke and Prof. Henking maj'

be consulted with interest. For so far as these papers bear on the present problem,

their contents may be summed up as follows.

Henking's results The rcsults reached by Prof. Henking are:

The fluctuations in the curves representing the catches of food-fishes can

only be explained on the supposition, that the number of the fishes in front of

the trawl actually varies. Migration may take place in two directions: vertical

into higher or deeper water or bottom-layers not reached by the trawl, horizontal

into other parts of the sea. For the various fishes, the author then comes to the

following conclusions:

The haddock is a summer fish i.e. caught in greatest quantities in summer;
the most probable explanation of its occurrence in increased quantities in the

summer, might be that it seeks the water-layers on the bottom more in summer.

With regard to the hake, the supposition of an inward migration on a large

scale is highly probable. It is practically not taken at all in the first three to

four months of the year, then it appears in ever increasing numbers — perhaps

with the inflow of Atlantic water.
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The plaice is taken in greatest quantities in the summer months over the

entire region of the North Sea. The reason for this, Prof. Henking is unable as

yet to conjecture. In the Kattegat, the greatest quantities are taken in the winter

months, whilst in the Skager Rak, a slight increase in the catch occurs in autumn.

The gurnard is distinctly a summer fish in the southern North Sea, but just

as distinctly a winter fish in the Kattegat.

The lemon -so le and witch are, in contrast to the plaice, marked summer

fishes in the Skager Rak, whilst the material for the North Sea is not sufficiently

representative to permit of anything definite being said.

Sole, turbot and brill are similar: in the Skager Rak, they show a distinct

minimum in the summer months, and are therefore to be regarded as winter fish

there, whilst they occur more uniformly in the southern North Sea.

The cod shows fluctuations in the quantities, which might lead to the belief

that migrations occur between the various parts of the sea; in the true summer

months, considerably fewer cod are taken in the southern North Sea than at other

times, at the same periods rich hauls are made in the Skager Rak. The Skager

Rak gives up some of its supply to the Kattegat, so that an increased fishery

takes place here in the first half of the following year. The Kattegat receives a

further increase from the north, however, like the southern North Sea, in the

months towards the end of the year. An increase in the quantities of the cod

thus occurs in the southern North Sea in the winter months. It cannot be said,

however, that the account given is the only possible explanation.

The catches of the ling show a maximum in winter in the Skager Rak, and

somewhat later in the southern North Sea. In the Skager Rak, a second maximum
occurs in the middle of summer.

Data are also given for the cat-fish, dab, green cod and pollack, and

the rays, but for these reference may be made to the paper itself. Prof. Henking

calls the picture given by the occurrence of the cod-fishes still a "varied kaleido-

scopic picture"; full clearness has not yet been obtained, we are still too near the

beginning of the investigations.

With regard to the results of the investigations published by Prof. Heincke, Heinckc's results

only the conclusions are given which he has reached with respect to the mi-

grations of the food-fishes more closely studied. As to the methods used by

the Heligoland naturalists, only that of the age-determination by means of the

otolith rings, as applied to the flat-fishes and especially the plaice, and the results

attained by it, may be mentioned here.

For the plaice of the German Bight, the experiments in setting out marked

fish have given some direct po,sitive results, which Prof. Heincke summarises

as follows:

1. The great majority of all plaice marked are recaught in the same narrow

region in which they were set out.

2. The plaice may in some cases migrate very quickly from one region to

another.

The biology of the plaice in the eastern North Sea, offers the following picture.

The larvîe migrate into the warm, quite shallow water close to land, and pass the
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youngest bottom-stages there. From the end of the first year, the young plaice

migrate gradually and regularly, as they grow larger and older, further out to sea

into ever increasing depths.

It is shown, that the biological character of the flounder is similar to that

of the plaice, but it is more a coastal fish and passes the first year of its life on

the bottom mostly in brackish water and in rivers.

The picture presented by the dab is essentially different from that of the

plaice; it appears to be distinctly a stationary (localised) fish, as the eggs , larvae

and all the age-groups are distributed evenly and beside one another over a

wide area.

The long-rough dab appears as a flat-fish which is limited in its occur-

rence almost entirely to the northern North Sea. It gives the impression of a

stationary fish whose biological character is similar to that of the dab.

The biological picture, which the c o d in the German Bight offers, is strikingly

similar to that of the dab; the cod appears here as a stationary fish, all develop-

mental stages of which, from the egg onwards to the spawning fish, are passed

within the same region. Thus, all stages are found intermingled together at the

most different places, without any appearance anywhere or at any time of a ladder-

like distribution according to age and depth.

Only the larger and older individuals seem to undertake any migrations worth

mentioning; for example, in the south-eastern parts of the North Sea, they keep

more to the open sea during the summer, but in winter — for the purpose of

spawning — they seek the shallower parts of the region.

The biological picture given by the haddock is essentially different from that

of the cod; the haddock is distinctly a migratory fish. The earlier stages are

passed through on both sides of the loom. line and its migrations begin from the

third mostly the fourth year onwards; they then wander into the shallower regions

of the southern North Sea in order to seek out the feeding-places there. On the

approach of maturity, they return again in the course of the winter into the

northern North Sea in order to spawn. After the conclusion of spawning, migra-

tions to the feeding-places in the south again take place — and this to and fro

movement appears to be repeated regularly each year.

On the other hand, the biological picture presented by the whiting is similar

in general to those of the dab and cod; it is a stationary fish, whose eggs, larvse

and adult forms of all ages, occur at the same spots and beside one another every-

where within the region investigated^

A considerable number of discoveries have also been recorded by the Heligo-

land naturalists regarding other food-fishes — their elaboration, however, has not

yet been completed.

From what has been said above, and better still, from the reports themselves,

which appear here as Appendixes E, F and G, it is undoubtedly clear, that the

investigations carried out so far on several species have also the greatest import-

ance for the solution of general problems, and that the international investigations

have made good progress in this field.
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The problem of the so-called overfishing. Concerning the great eco- The problem ot

* overfishing

nomical importance of the second main question whose treatment was undertaken

by the international investigations, but few words are necessary. The sea-fisheries

in most of the countries bordering on the North Sea developed to an important

industry during the foregoing century, and in many this development still contin-

ues. The production of the sea is enormous: is it sufficiently great, however, to

satisfy the demands upon it? and if well-grounded doubts concerning this arise, is

it not time to recommend the consideration of how the productivity can by pro-

tection be eventually increased?

Huxley was of the belief in his day, that the productivity of the sea was

so great, that man's influence on its wealth was scarcely worthy of regard by

comparison. The experience of the past 25 years has shown, however, for the

North Sea and for certain species, that man's influence is not by any means so

harmless. It is the resident species in the North Sea, the so-called 'stand-fish',

which specially come into regard here, and amongst these, more especiall}--, the

flat-fishes (Pleuronectidae), which live on the bottom and are well suited to the

trawl-fishery. Amongst the round fishes, the haddock may be added to these.

When the enormous development of the trawl-fishery in the North Sea is taken

into consideration^ there can be no wonder, that it is specially these fishes and

not the migratory fishes occasionally visiting this sea, which give rise to the view

that the so-called overfishing is taking place.

Is there overfishing in the North Sea? This is indeed the first question ''^ °^<^''f"''""g... - taking place?

which must be settled, and to answer which, the International Council appointed

a special committee at its first meeting (Copenhagen, July 1902). From the begin-

ning, overfishing was understood to be too severe fishing, and this meant that

more fish or better qualities of fish were taken away than the natural produc-

tion could regularly replace. If overfishing is taking place, then, consequently,

the catch gradually becomes smaller, quantitatively or qualitatively. Since other

circumstances, however (unfavourable physical conditions, for example) may
possibly cause a similar decrease in the catches, occasionally at least, and a not

unimportant fluctuation may thus arise in the fisheries, it is only a decrease

extending over a long period of years that can be taken as final evidence of the

occurrence of overfishing.

It had therefore to be investigated first of all, if the catch of the principal evidence from
^ '

1
• J r ^" catch

fishes of the North Sea really displayed such a decrease over a long period of

years. By catch is intended total catch and not the average catch per day or per

fishing vessel. If the number of vessels fishing on a certain region changes or

increases, or if the number of fishing days increases, owing, for example, to the

more general use of steam power, it is then very possible, that the average catch

per day or per vessel will decrease without any diminution in the productivity.

On the other hand, the total catch may be used with certainty for the answering

of the question, whether overfishing is taking place; certainly, it is conceivable,

that the total catch may decrease because fishing has been carried on during fewer

days and with fewer vessels, and it is not excluded, that this may have occurred for
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a limited area and for one or other species, yet in general it may be said, that this

has not been the case for the North Sea and for the principal species.
Fisheries j^ jj^jj thcrcforc to be determined, as far as possible, whether the total catch of

the more important species in the North Sea has shown a marked decrease during

the latest years, and it is obvious, that the solution of this question was only to

be expected from the study of the fisheries statistics. This study belonged origin-

ally to the program of Committee B constituted by the International Council; it

appeared necessary, however, during the second year of the common work, that

this work should be taken over by the Bureau. The manner in which the Bureau

has proceeded with the work, may be mentioned.

It appeared advisable to begin the statistical work with a description of the

statistical material available in the various countries which fish in the North Sea.

From the beginning, the Bureau has had no illusions as to the absolute worth of

this statistical material for the solution of the principal questions concerned. In

most coimtries, however, great pains have been taken for many years, and great

expense incurred, in the collection and regular publication of annual reports over

the fisheries and in the formation of statistics regarding these matters; it there-

fore seemed of practical value to investigate, what was already available and to

test how far it might be utilised. The work has now arrived at the stage, that

the first two portions can be published here. It is divided into three parts, two

of which are already completed.

Part I is based on the published annual reports and the available statistics

etc., and brings the existing material together in the form of short descriptions

of the principal sea-fisheries of the various countries.

Part II gives a summary of the available statistical material, and endeavours

by its means to elucidate, if and how far, overfishing has taken place.

The third part is not yet finished; it will consider the methods and manner
in which, judging from the knowledge gained of existing fisheries statistics, the

statistics of the future may be arranged in the various countries.

The fisiieries pg^j-^ J ^y^^ p^j-)- jj ^rc added to this General Report as Appendix J and
'"

differe°nt
' Appcudlx K. Part I has been drawn up, partly by Dr. Hoek (for Germany,

countries Hollaud , Bclglum and France), partly by Dr. Kyle (for Sweden, Norway, Den-

mark, England and Scotland). In the main, the method of treatment is the same

for all the countries; where it is not quite the same, this depends for the most

part on the different manner in which the administration of the fisheries, the

compilation of the fisheries statistics and the annual reports, are arranged in the

various countries.

The statistics j^ Part II (Appcudix K) which has been drawn up by Dr. Kyle, the statistical

' «*"""'"' data of the various countries regarding the principal North Sea fishes have been

summarised, in order to ascertain how far these may be utilised for conclusions

concerning the overfishing problem. The plaice is dealt with in most detail, and

a description is given, first of all, of the plaice fishery at certain parts of Norway
and in the Kattegat, whilst the North Sea fisheries are dealt with later. In many
ways, the North Sea fisheries are similar to those of the Kattegat. As the latter

is smaller, however, the physical conditions simpler and the available statistical
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material in a better condition, it was to be expected, that a nsefnl snmmary would

be more readily attained for the Kattegat than for the North Sea, with its much
more complex conditions. On the other hand, owing to the similarity of the problems,

a conclusion applicable to the Kattegat would also be of some value for a judgment

of the conditions in the North Sea. As with the plaice, the statistical data regarding

the other important food-fishes of the North Sea (sole, turbot, brill, haddock, cod

and herring) are next subjected to a critical review; whatever might be of use in

answering the question, whether overfishing and decrease of fish is really taking

place or not, is then brought together. Briefly reviewed, the results, so far as the

available statistics permit a judgment, are as follows:

Plaice (Pleuronectes platessa) and haddock (Gadits aeglefinus). It cannot

be said, that the quantities of these species landed since 1892 have undergone a

decrease; the current stock in all probability remains almost constant, in spite of

the strenuous fishing. A deterioration has occurred, however, in the composition

of the current stock of both these species: the quantities of the large fish landed

have greatly decreased relatively, those of the small have greatly increased relatively;

the average size of the plaice and haddock landed has therefore decreased.

With regard to the sole (Solea vulgaris) and turbot (Rhombus maximtos),

the statistics show an unmistakeable decrease, as regards the total quantities caught

in the North Sea: the quantities of the large fish have continually decreased, and

the quantities taken of the small have not sufficiently increased so as to maintain

the total quantities at the same uniform level.

Brill (Rhombus laevis). The quantities taken do not show a decrease.

With regard to the cod (Gadus morrhua)^ the available data permit no con-

clusions to be drawn regarding the North Sea, as the quantities stated in the

statistics of the various countries are too greatly mixed with those taken outside

the North Sea, at Iceland, the Fœroes and elsewhere.

The quantities of the herring ('C/?;/^« Iiarengus) have increased on the whole.

With regard to the total quantities of all fish landed; these give no occasion

for very pessimistic views regarding the fisheries as a whole. Nevertheless, when we
remember, that the trawl fishery of the North Sea is chiefly concerned with the

catch of the species mentioned, namely, plaice, haddock, sole and turbot, it must

be concluded from what has been shown regarding these species, if any value

at all is put upon the statistical data, that these fisheries are in a more or less

critical position. By this is to be understood, however, not that an exhaustion of

the fisheries is possible, but that the trawl fisheries are gradually becoming more

and more dependent on the smaller classes of food-fishes, as well as on those

species which were formerly disregarded.

The efforts of the Bureau have also been directed to other statistical labours. staiiMics of

From previous reports and preliminary investigations, it appeared exceedingly

probable, that the catch of smaller and less valuable specimens of plaice is going

on at certain parts of the North Sea and in cetain months on such a large scale,

that it must certainly be considered harmful to tlie regular production. The atten-

tion of the Bureau was specially drawn to this matter on the part of England.

3

smallII plaice
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The Bureaix was thus induced to bring it before the meeting of the International

Council of the 25* and 36"' of February 1904, and in the following manner:
I. The International Council considers it highly desirable, that full and careful

statistics be collected at the chief ports of entry on the question of the destniction

of small fish, with especial reference to the size, place and season of capture of

young plaice and other flat-fish, and desires to bring before the governments
concerned the necessity of allocating out of the funds for fishery research at their

disjjosal, a provision sufficient for the thorough carrying out of this work.

II. The International Council resolves that it is desirable, that in the event

of a law being passed in Great Britain giving powers to make experiments for

restricting the destruction of under-sized flat-fish, powers be also taken by the

various governments concerned to make experiments for restricting the destruction

of under-sized flat-fish.

These proposals were accepted. In order to make the material as uniform as

possible, the Bureau drew up a circular with regard to the collection of the statistics,

special reference being made to the measurements of the plaice. This circular

was sent to the nembers of the Council in April 1904, and contained the following:

1. The total quantity of the plaice landed at the port has to be determined

monthly. So far as this cannot be carried out by direct weighing, measure-

ment of volume, enumeration or other manner, a subsidiary estimate has

to be made.

2. It has to be ascertained, what proportions of the total quantity are formed

by the various trade-divisions (e. g. large, medium, small).

3. Measurements of the fish in the smallest category are specially to be under-

taken. Such measurements are to be made as often as possible and for as

many specimens as possible, and should indicate the total length, from the

snout to the tip of the tail, to the nearest 0'5 cm.

4. It is of the utmost importance that the ground, where the measured fish

came from, should be ascertained with the greatest possible exactness.

5. The collection of the statistics is to begin as soon as possible; in order to

procure immediately an explanatory model for Point i, the monthly total

quantities for 1903 should be ascertained as far as possible from existing

statistics. This may be done according to the chief trade-divisions already

in use.

6. It would be of the highest value, for a number of the purposes of the

international investigations, if these statistical enquiries were not restricted

to the plaice, but were extended to include other flat-fish as well.

7. Whilst the procuring of the necessary material is the work of the separate

states, the Bureau untertakes the further elaboration of the material sent to it.

The most of the countries concerned began the collection of the material in

April and May; measurements and other data concerning many thousands of plaice

have been forwarded to the Bureau up to October, even longer by some countries.

The further elaboration of the material has been commenced; the conclusion of the
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work and the preparation of a report on its results could not be made in sufficient

time, however, to be published in the present General Report.

When the Bureau had taken over the statistical work, Committee B, which, '«vestigations

on the natural

as already mentioned, was originall}' formed to work at the problem of overfishnig, history of the

could then devote its attention entirely to the biology of the Pleuronectidse and p'»'"

other fish taken with the trawl. Several reports, though preliminary in part, have

already been made on the results of these investigations. These are shown partly

in Appendix E of this General Report by Prof. Fr. Heincke, parth" in Appendix G
by Dr. JoH. Hjort and Dr. C. G. Joh. Petersen. The "Preliminary report on

the natural history of the plaice, based on the investigations of Committee B",

sent in by Mr. W. Garstang, the convener of the Committee, is entirely devoted
^"'"""f'

to this theme and is published as Appendix H of this General Report. To this

is added as Appendix H', a special report by Dr. H. C. Redeke ("The distribution

of the plaice on the Dutch coast"). These reports together form a valuable addition

to our knowledge of this fish; neither of them, however, is to be regarded as

completed. Mr. Garstang reports on the results of the experiments with marked

fish, on the migrations of the plaice, which are divided by him specially into

summer and winter migrations, on the intensity of the fishing, the rate of growth

of the plaice, the experiments on the transplantation of the plaice, on the vitality

of fishes taken with the trawl, and finally on the trawling experiments and the

protection of iindersized fish. Briefly summarised, his results are as follows:

From the experiments with marked plaice, it appears generally, in his opinion)

that the plaice of the eastern and southern parts of the North Sea show a fixed

southerly tendency in the winter months, which changes to a northward and

seaward tendency in the course of the spring and summer. On the other hand,

the tendency on the western side of the North Sea, north of latitude 53°, is distinct!}-

northerly in winter.

With respect to the intensity of the fishery, it is clear from the experiments

with marked plaice, that this is much greater on the coastal grounds than on the

deep-sea grounds further from the coast.

With regard to the rate of growth of the plaice, the experiments with marked

and recaught plaice give in general such different results, both for the various

sizes and the various grounds, that the further treatment of this problem must be

postponed for the present.

The transplantation experiments have given important results, according to

Mr. Garstang. On the one hand, it appeared, that the plaice on the Horns Reef

ground are not able to attain their maximum increase of growth there; in his

opinion, their growth is stunted, probably because this region is overpopulated.

When these fish are transported, however, to the Dogger Bank which has a better

store of food, they increase rapidly and greath" in size; their rate of growth is

greatly increased. The advantage, which the fishery might reap from such a

transplantation when made on a large scale, is pointed out by Mr. Garstang.

The results obtained by the experiments on the vitality of the fishes caught

by the trawl, seem to show, according to Mr. Garstang, that but few of the small
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plaice taken by the fishermen under the ordinär)' conditions of the trawl-fishery

will live when returned again to the sea.

Passing to the trawling experiments carried out by the investigation-steamers,

Mr. G.\RSTANG reports, that the material placed at his disposal enables him to

calculate the following factors for many of the lOO North Sea fishing grounds estab-

lished by him and for the four quarterly periods (January—March, April—June,

July—September, October—December), viz. :

a. the average size of the plaice captured;

b. the average catch per hour, for plaice above and below 30 cm.; and

c. the proportion of small plaice, under 20 cm., in the catches.

The author calls special attention to the following general results:

(i) In the whole region between the Dogger Bank and the coastal grounds, the

average size of the plaice taken is considerably greater in the winter quarter] than

in the summer quarter, especially than in autumn when the size is at its minimum.
On the other hand, the impression is gained, that the maximum size on the Dogger
Bank occurs in summer and the minimum in winter.

(2) It appears from the fisheries experiments, that the small plaice are in much
greater quantity on the eastern part of the North Sea than on the western, even

in one and the same depths.

Mr. Garstang concludes his report by referring' to the importance of the

results obtained by him for the problem of the undersized fish; so far as can be

judged as yet, in his opinion, an increase in the number of small plaice on the

coastal grounds would still further retard their growth there; the question then

arises, whether such results would be of general advantage to the fisheries or not.

Redckc's report Dr. Redeke traccs the variations in size etc. of the plaice taken on certain

fixed stations as uniformly as possible throughout the year. He describes the

migrations undertaken by these fishes and discusses their causes. He has come to

the general conclusion, that the distribution of the plaice in the North Sea near the

Dutch coast is a function of or varies with the size, and is so regular, that one can

almost say the size of the plaice varies in centimeters as the depth varies in meters.

Fisheries To Committcc C, which was established somewhat later than the other com-
investigations

jjj^^^ggg .^^g entrustcd the fisheries investigations relating to the Baltic. Its work
m the Baltic '

.

was really introduced with the meeting at Stralsund m July 1903, where programs

were discussed and determined as to the main lines. The work has begun with

the preparation of a work, in which reviews over the fisheries (fish-grounds, apparatus,

statistics, laws and regulations etc.) are to be given for the various countries

participating in the Baltic fisheries ; the intention being, to form afterwards a general

work on the Baltic fisheries from these separate reports. Two of these reviews

(for Denmark and Sweden) have been sent in and published by the Bureau i; that

for Germany is almost completed; those for the other countries are in preparation

and will appear soon.

Distribution With regard to the actual investigations, no final reports are yet to hand.
of the plaice

/pj^Qgg fQj. ^jjg western part of the Baltic have been specially concerned with the
in the Baltic ^ -^ ^

I See: Publications de Circonstance Nr. 13 A. (p. 5 of this General Report).
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distribution of young plaice, and from the German side, a first report was published

in December 1903 1, a second in December 1904^, whilst a notice published at the

same time on the occurrence of young plaice in Neustädter Bay may be regarded

as a thirds. In Appendix G of this General Report, Dr. Petersen, the Convener

of Committee C 2, which is specially concerned with the plaice in the Baltic, pays

attention to the occurrence of the plaice in these waters. The chart (Tab. IX) which

he gives with this Appendix, indicates in the Baltic the boundary-lines to the east

of the pelagic eggs, the pelagic young fish, the bottom-stages of the young and

the adult fish of the plaice.

Meantime, Dr. Petersen has published an extensive paper in the XII''' Report

of the Danish Biological Station, in which he describes, where and under what

conditions plaice-eggs may develop to young fish in the waters within the Skaw4.

This paper is based on the international material available up to that time and

was prepared as an explanation of these matters. It also concerns the problems

taken in hand by Committee C2 for the Baltic. From his investigations, Dr.

Petersen comes to the conclusion, that the eggs of the plaice which are met with

from the Skaw as far in the Baltic as Bornholm, can as a rule pass through all

the pelagic stages to the bottom-stages only where the water renders it possible

for them to reach the coasts at certain periods. The j^oung can then come on to

the low, clear beach lighted and warmed by the sim, which seems necessary for

their development, whilst those which are obliged to remain in the cold, dark

and deep water-layers of the Baltic obviously die as a rule.

In the eastern part of the Baltic, as in the Gulfs of Bothnia and Finland, the

investigations have been specially concerned with the salmon and eel. These

investigations belong to the program of Committee C i, whose Convener is

Dr. F. Trybom. They have begun with the marking and liberation of specimens of

the species named. These investigations are making good progress though no

reports are as yet to hand.

The purely biological investigations may be but briefly mentioned here. The investigauons

better means at present at the disposal of the investigations naturally lend them- °"
'^'„V^^^l"""

selves at the same time, exceedingly well to the investigation of various questions

important in biological regard, though these questions are onl}- indirectly connected

with the main problems taken in hand. As examples of these biological investiga-
.

Bi°i°g'"'

tions. Prof. K. Brandt's work on the cycle of physiological changes ui the sea

and the importance of nitrogen compounds for the production in the sea, may be

mentioned. This is a continuation of several investigations carried out b)' V. Hensen

I Krüger, A., Ueber die Verbreitung junger Schollen an der deutschen Ostseeküste im Sommer
und Herbst, 1903. Mitt. d. D. Seefischerei-Vereins. 1903.

' Reibisch, J., Weitere Untersuchungen über die Verbreitung junger Schollen an der deutschen

Ostseeküste im Sommer 1904. MitL d. D. Seefisherei-Vereins. 1903.

3 Duncker, G. , Junge Goldbutt {
Pleitronectes platcssa, Z,; in der Neustädter Bucht. Mitt. d. D. See-

fischerei-Vereins. 1904.

4 Petersen, C. G. Joh. , Hvor og under hvilke Forhold kunne Rodspsettens .^g udvikle sig til

Unger indenfor Skageu? Beretniug fra den danske biologiske Station. Xll, 1902 og 1903. Kjoben-

havn, 1904.
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long before the beginning of the international investigations. In Appendix D, the

Brandt's %vork present General Report publishes a paper b}' Prof. K. Brandt on the production

and conditions of production in the sea, which will assuredl}' contribute to the

elucidation of the phenomena connected with this theme. The main object of the

work reported on in his paper, was to improve the methods of determining quanti-

tatively very small amounts of nitrogen compounds, silicic acid and phosphoric acid,

so that trustworthy observations might be made on the vertical and horizontal

distribution of these food-stuffs and their dependence on the seasons. When we
remember, that it is these inorganic substances, which are at the disposal of the

marine plants in such small quantities, that they control the amount of the production

in the sea, further, that marine animals are dependent on plants for their existence,

nothing need be added to what has been said above to show the fundamental im-

portance of these investigations of Prof. Brandt.
Other biological Qthcr blological investigations — e. g. over the part played by the bacteria in
investigations

^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ occurrcuce and distribution of various plankton-animals (as Calanus

finmarchicus) which form the main constituents of the food of fishes, also experiments

to ascertain whether the fin-rays, vertebrae etc. of fishes vary when the eggs and

young are reared in waters of low salinity — have also been taken in hand, but

have not yet so far advanced, that the results can be published in this General

Report. It is hardly necessary to call attention to the great importance of these

biological investigations, even for the solution of fisheries problems. Just as the

physical and chemical investigations are preliminary to the study of the hydro-

graphical conditions, so the biological investigations and observations are necessary

for the just understanding of fisheries problems. Only when exact knowledge of

all the biological conditions and phenomena is to hand, will it be possible to form

a true and reliable picture of the occurrence, distribution and migrations of the

animals, and of man's influence on their abirndance.
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Ihe practice of agriculture has received great benefits from scientific investigation

of the cycle of chemical changes on land, by agricultural chemists, plant physiologists,

bacteriologists, animal physiologists and by distinguished advocates of agricultural economy.

It is now a question of utilising the experience and the results of investigation gained

on land for an economy of the sea. It is self-evident that in this, we must take

account of the special conditions which the organisms living in water experience as con-

trasted with the life surrounded by air.

As many results of science have already been adopted with advantage in the management

of ponds, we may be allowed to expect that similar principles can be introduced into the

management of the sea, in such a way that the natural production can be helped out in

the most rational manner possible. For all investigations which have as end the ascer-

taining of the productivity of a given area of water, a knowledge of the organic and

inorganic changes in the sea and the discernment of the natural relations between pro-

duction and conditions of production are quite indispensable. We have to thank V. Hen se n^

for the advancement of the aims and for the methodical grounding of all general marine

biology. As I myself have been engaged in this field for 17 years, 1 have taken some

pains to advance this branch of study as much as possible after the opportunity offered

itself, with the organisation of the international investigations of the North-European seas,

to make some voyages in the North Sea and Baltic on a German research-steamer, well

equipped for scientific work, and to investigate some questions of general importance with

the help of colleagues, also to improve the already existing methods so as to obtain

results free of error.

Just as on land, the true production in the sea, that is, the formation of new

organic substance, arises exclusively from plant-life. It is only the plant which, owing

to the possession of chlorophyll, can form organic materials from inorganic (carbonic acid,

water and a number of salts) in the presence of light. The animals on the other hand,

are all consumers ; they must all take the organic materials necessary for the building up

of the body and the maintenance of life from the plant-kingdom. On the death of animals

and plants the complex organic substances which composed their bodies, break down again,

in consequence of the activity of certain bacteria, into the same simple inorganic materials

from which the plants construct organic substance.

The determination of the true production depends therefore entirely on the plants,

' Ueber die Bestimmung des Planlttons oder des im Meere treibenden Materials an Pflanzen und Tieren.

(5. Bericht d. Komm. z. wiss Unters, d. deutscli. Meere. 1887).

1*
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which occur in the sea chiefly in the form of extremely small chlorophyll-bearing organisms.

The ocean in its entirety is comparable to very uniform and thickly populated pasture-land.

The microscopic plants (diatoms, Peridineae and flssion-algœ), which compose this pasture,

are distributed like the finest particles of dust through the upper water-layers, sufficiently

permeated by hght. It is only where the land rises above the oceanic pasture which

covers the greatest part of our Earth, that larger plants, such as sea-weeds, red algae,

green algae and sea grass, are found on the very narrow and also very defective ledge of

the coast. On the thickly populated pasture — of the land as of the ocean — the stock

of plant-life appears to be very scarce because the newly formed plant-substance is con-

stantly being preyed upon, yet a closer investigation shows immediately that a very

important amount of useful organic substance must in truth, be constructed in the course

of the year.

There is but one method for determining the production of plant-substance in the

sea, namely, the plankton- method instituted in 1887 by V. Hens en of Kiel. This method

seeks to determine, as exactly as is possible in anything, the quality and the quantity of

the smaller plankton-organims contained in a column of water of known dimensions. To

ascertain the production for a region, it is necessary to make such hauls regularly once

a week during a year at the same places. The same has to be done at other coast-

places. The counting of the plankton, though it takes time, is quite indispensable, as it

is only by exact numerical determination of the plants on the one hand and of the

animals on the other, that we can estimate the production and consumption. For the

commonest forms of plants and animals occurring in the plankton, we must determine by

repeated investigation and observation, the rate of reproduction, the duration of the

various developmental stages under varying conditions and the total organic changes of the

species concerned; also for the commonest animals, the amount of food required and the

kind of food. All these must be determined before we can estimate the production from the

numerical data, obtained from a series of observations extending over at least one year.

This is best done if, for the few dominant plant-species, we consider the quantity

taken in the first haul as capital, the reproduction as interest, and then from previous

knowledge of the rate of reproduction, calculate the year's production from the interest.

After one more year the capital is again almost as small as at the beginning. The interest

has all been consumed. From the quantity and species of the animals, as well as from

their ascertained requirements in the way of food, we can prove catch by catch, if the

consumption has been as great in reality as the calculation has made it.

The production of plant-substance in the sea may then be compared with that on

land by arranging the chemical composition, as to quality and quantity, along parallel lines.

We may determine how much organic substance in general, and in particular how much

albumen, fat and carbohydrates, are formed per unit of surface during the course of the

year, on the one hand for land e. g. a pasture, on the other hand, for water. The two

more closely studied, main groups of plankton-flora, the Peridineae and the diatoms, are

very nearly related in composition to the best forage, and in autumn the plankton of Kiel

Bay has in general almost the same composition as pasture '.

' K. Brandt, Beiträge zur Kenntnis der chemischen Zusammensetzung des Planktons. (Wiss. Meeres-

untersuch. iU. Kiel 189S).
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The very numerous hauls of plankton made during the German quarterly cruises, have ^''^ preiimin-

ary work al-

been subjected to enumeration by Dr. Ap stein, partly with Dr. Rauschen plat, in order ready carried

to determine exactly, the horizontal and vertical distribution of the principal plankton- °"' f»"' ">«

(> 1 T»T 1 ^ determination
organisms m the regions of the North Sea and Baltic, and their relation to the seasons of the actual

of the year. The results of the investigations for 1903 will be published this winter, production in

those for 1904 not before next summer. The opportunity has been utilised also, to make ^nd Baltic

special hauls for the investigation of the chemical composition of the plankton. A portion

of this new material has already been worked out by Dr. Stiehr. Further investigations

will also be set on foot to ascertain the structure, development, reproduction and habits,

of the characteristic plant and animal forms of the plankton and their relation to other

organisms, as well as to the outer conditions of life. Work is also being done on the

plankton-methods, viz. comparison of the different nets, the quantities of the smallest

plankton-organisms escaping through the pores of the nets, and the best method of

quantitative estimation of the hauls. With respect to the last. Dr. Apstein has just

published an essay in which he maintains the indispensability of counting the plankton

and the unserviceableness of mere estimates ^.

Whilst these investigations are intended so to perfect H e n s e n ' s plankton-methods

that a great, coherent investigation of the true production (e. g. in the North Sea) may be

made in the not distant future, other preparatory work is also being done, which will

contribute to deepening and extending the value of the results reached by the plankton-

investigations. The aim of these new investigations is to learn more definitely, the general

conditions of production in the ocean and to determine the factors on which the produc-

tion depends ''.

As the existence of animals is dependent on that of plants, so are these again Theconditions

of production
dependent on the general conditions of production for the amount of production.

To gain information concerning the productivity of a region of the sea, it will probably

soon be sufficient to make an exact investigation of the general conditions of production,

which are very much simpler and more uniform in the sea than on land. For this, we

shall require to take into consideration, the scarce but indispensable food-stuff of plants

dissolved in the water, and also the intensity of light — both of which investigations have

been but little pursued hitherto — as obviously, the varying amount of the production in

the sea depends mainly on these two factors.

This will only be possible, however, when we have made more detailed and extended

investigations and are better informed than al present, of the natural relations between

the conditions of production and the actual production.

The plants produce just so much organic substance as is allowed by the general

conditions of life in the land- or water-region considered, and in fixed relation to the

amount of inorganic food-materials at their disposal. In this, however, they come under the

law of the minimum. If one of the indispensable constituents of plant-food is present in

very small quantities, the production is also small. The production ceases entirely if one

of the indispensable constituents is absent.

Almost all marine plants, macroscopic or microscopic, take the nourishing salts not

' C. Apstein, Die Schätzungsmethode in der Planktonforschung (Wiss. Meeresunters. Kiel).

' K. Brandt, Ueber den Stoffwechsel im Meere, 1. u. ,'. Abhandl. (Wiss. Meeresu liters. IV. u. VI.

Kiel. 1899 und 1902).
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from the ground, like land- plants and sea-grass — the only marine blossoming plant, but

from the surrounding water. This holds good for all algae, for the small floating plankton-

algae as for the ground diatoms and the larger fixed algae. The food of the algae, of by far

the great majority of marine plants therefore , must consequently occur in dissolved

condition in the water, and the sea-water itself is like a very weak solution of plant-food,

which contains all the inorganic materials necessary for the formation of organic substance.

If we consider the composition of the sea-water on the one hand and that of marine

plants on the other, we find that there are but few isolated inorganic substances; and

these are available for the plant-life in such relatively small quantities, that they — having

regard to the law of the minimum — command the amount of the production in the sea.

The substances of chief importance, according to the present state of our knowledge, are

the inorganic nitrogen compounds (ammonia, nitrites and above all nitrates), salts

of phosphoric acid and silicic acid. Very small quantities of these food-stuffs occur

in sea-water, of many indeed only traces. For the building-up of organic substance in

marine plants, the silicic acid is much more necessary than the nitrogen compounds, and

these again are required in greater degree than the phosphates. Exact chemical analyses

have therefore to be made with regard to the composition of the principal plankton-plants,

in order to learn, how much they require of these food-materials which occur in traces.

Further, detailed investigation is necessary concerning the content of sea-water in regard

to these rare food-materials, in order to judge how poverty in the one case, richness in

the other, may arise. Lastly, simple experiments are also wanted to test the correctness

of the conclusions, which have already been won from the chemical analysis of the

organisms and of water. According to the methods used in modern agriculture (e. g.

by employing a method recommended by Zuntz' for fresh-water ponds), we can determine

the food-stuffs which are especially favourable to the growth of the various forms, and

which of the food-stuffs is present in minimum quantities at certain times and in a certain

region of water, by adding the separate food-stuffs, which possibly are present in minimum
quantities, to the sea-water containing living plankton-plants to be investigated. The

results of these three series of investigations must agree with one another. Also, for the

further elucidation of the results gained, we require to have bacteriological investigations,

investigations of the bottom and also of the composition of the water in general, in addition

to the usual hydrographical investigations.

Of these manifold investigations, which are quite indispensable for a deeper insight

into what is going on in the sea, only a portion could at first be carried out. Above all,

it is necessary to improve the methods for the quantitative determination of very small

quantities of nitrogen compounds, also of silicic acid and phosphoric acid and to such

an extent that trustworthy information may be gained regarding the horizontal and vertical

distribution of these food-stuffs and their dependence on the seasons of the year.

Investigation The grcatcst difficulties are presented by the nitrogen compounds, ammonia, nitrites

°comp"ou'n'ds" '^"*^ uitratcs, which must be distinctly separated as much as possible. In his work recently

published, on the method of the quantitative determination of nitrogen compounds in sea-

water. Dr. Raben^ has also given a number of values for the quantities of nitrogen

' K. Knauthe, Die Karpfenzucht. Neudamm 1901, p. 147 et seq.

^ E. Raben, Uebçr quantitative Bestimmung von Stickstoffverbindungen im Meerwasser, nebst einem

Anhang über die quantitative Beslimmung der im Meerwasser gelösten Kieselsäuie. (Wissensch. Meeresunters.

Vlll. Kiel 1904).
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compounds occurring in the waters of the North Sea and Baltic. 44 samples of surface-

water from the North Sea and Baltic contained on an average 0-08 mgr. of nitrogen

pr. liter in the form of ammonia, and 0189 mgr. of nitrogen in the form of nitrites and

nitrates, altogether 0'279 parts of fixed nitrogen in a million parts of water.

In the investigations of Raben so far published, a difference according to the seasons

of the year is not clearly marked. We should expect, however, from general considerations,

that the nitrates especially, which are the most important, would show a regular decrease

or increase according to the seasons of the year. In the analyses made by Dr. Raben
of the water-samples collected in 1904, such a difference appears very clearly both in the

Baltic and in the North Sea, as is shown in the averages below. The number of the

various samples analysed is given in brackets.

1 liter of surface-water from the open Baltic.

Nitrogen as ammonia Nitrogen as nitrites and nitrates

February (13) 0-068 mgr. 0-199 mgr.

May (13) 0-Ü65 « 0-170 "

August (13) 0-057 » 0-095 ..

1 liter of surface-water from the open North Sea

Nitrogen as ammonia Nitrogen as nitrites and nitrates

February (12) 0-063 mgr. 0-216 mgr.

May (15) 0-065 » 0-217 »

August (13) 0-061 . 0-079 «

It is of great interest, on the one hand, to see the agreement of the values for February

and May, and on the other hand, the very small amount of nitrates dining August, both

for the Baltic and North Sea. The great diminution in the nitrates and nitrites during

the warm period of the year 1904, 1 consider to stand in relation to the great decomposition

of the nitrates and nitrites by the so-called denitrifying bacteria, which are more active

in warmer than in colder water.

Investigations are in progress at present, with the aim of reducing as much as possible

the size of the error still occurring, though closely determined, in the quantitative deter-

mination of nitrogen compounds. At the same time, it is also being determined why

and from what circumstances. Dr. Feitel and I obtained different results in our direct

examination of freshly obtained samples from Stettin harbour and mill-water in August 1904,

from those obtained by Dr. Raben, who examined thoroughly, some weeks later, sterilised

samples from the same regions.

From the determinations of Raben, we may assess the average content of the water

of the North Sea and Baltic in organic nitrogen compounds, at 0-2 parts at least in 1,000,000

parts of water. The question is now, if this amount is sufficient to explain the quantity

of albuminous nitrogen in marine organisms. Earlier investigations ' have shown that

1,000,000 parts of sea-water from Kiel Bay contain on an average only 0-03 parts (0-0097—0-052)

of albuminous nitrogen. Consequently, about 7 times as much inorganic a's organic

' K. Brandt, Beiträge zur Kenntnis der chemisclien Zusammensetzung des Planktons (Wiss. Meeresunt.

Bd. 3. Kiel 1898). Derselbe, Ueber die Bedeutung der SUckston'verbinduiigeii für die Prdduklioii im Meere

(Beihefte z. Botaii. Centralbl. XIV. 1904).
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nitrogen occurs in the western Baltic. Even in the case of the greatest quantity of

albuminous nitrogen yet found, the quantity of fixed nitrogen occurring in inorganic form,

is at least four times greater than that in the_ other form.

For land-plants, such an extensive absorption of the food-stufFs, which must be taken

from the ground through the roots, is impossible. It is also known, that the absorption-

coefficient as regards nitrogen compounds, amounts to only a few per cent for the land-

plants. That the small plankton-algae can use up the food-stuffs to such an extraordinarily

greater degree, is readily comprehensible when we consider, that they float in a solution,

even though weak, of plant-food, that they take up the food-stuffs over their entire,

relatively very large surface and that they are in general distributed in the upper, light-

illuminated water-layers in a sufficiently uniform manner so as not to disturb one another too

much in the absorption of the food-stuffs of their immediate surroundings. We may

believe that the absorption-coefficient e. g. for nitrates, is greater than 50 "lo. Conse-

quently, the nitrogen compounds will be in sufficient quantities in general in the northern

seas, even though it is not altogether excluded, that they may occur in minimum quantity

at many seasons and under special conditions.

It is quite different in the warm seas. It is a very striking fact, that the plankton-

organisms occur, not in very much greater, but to all appearance in smaller, quantities

in the tropical than in the colder seas in spite of better light and higher temperature,

though we might expect and it has many times been asserted that they did. I have

endeavoured in an earlier paper to explain this by the following hypothesis':

"If the denitrifying bacteria of the sea, like the closely investigated denitrifying bacteria

of the land, develop a strongly disturbing activity at higher temperatures, only a relatively

small production would take place in the warm seas in spite of much more favourable

conditions (according to the law of the minimum), owing to the great disturbance amongst the

indispensable food-substance; whilst, in the cold seas, more nitrogen compounds would be

at the disposal of the producers owing to the retardation or suppression of the disturbing

process." It is necessary, therefore, to seek for the denitrifying bacteria in the sea and

determine at what temperature they are most active. The first investigations have been

made by Erwin Baur-, who showed that denitrifying bacteria with a high temperature-

optimum occurred in Kiel Bay. By means of different culture-methods. Gran** has also

discovered several species of another group of denitrifying bacteria on the Dutch coast.

The German quarterly cruises gave us, later, many opportunities to add to and determine

the wide distribution and relative abundance of both groups of denitrifying bacteria in the

open North Sea and Baltic *.

Sterilised culture-solutions according to the methods of Baur and Gran, were mixed

during the cruises with I cc. of water or a small sample of the bottom-soil. These rough

cultures taken at different seasons of the year showed different results. The Baltic was

always found to be richer in these disturbing bacteria than the North Sea. In August

' Ueber den Stoffwechsel in Meere 1. u. 2. Abhandlung (I. c). Ueber die demnächst beginnenden inter-

nationalen Untersuchungen der nordischen Meere (Verhandl. V. Internat, zoolog. Congress. Berlin 1901).

' Ueber zwei denitrifiziereude Bakterien aus der Ostsee 1901. (Wiss. Meeresunters. Kiel. VI).

^ Studien über Meeresbakterien I. (Bergens Museums Aarbog 1901. Nr. 10).

* R. Feitel, Beiträge zur Kenntnis denitrifizierender Meeresbakterien (Wiss. Meeresunters. Kiel. VU.

1903). K. Brandt, Ueber die Bedeutung der Stickstoll'verbindungen für die Produktion im Meere (Beihefte z.

Botan Centralblatt. XVI. 1904).
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1902 and 1903, they occurred very commonly, but in August 1904, more rarely than at any

period of year yet investigated. In general they seem — apart from this exceptional case

— to occur in greater abundance in August and February than in May and November.

All the samples of denitrifying bacteria, even those taken in February, thrive better in the

warmth than in the cold. The two groups of denitrifying bacteria act differently physiologi-

cally and their distribution is also different. The one group, reared in Baur's culture-

solution, occurs in general in greater quantities and more uniformly in the North Sea and

Baltic than the other group reared in Gran's culture-solution. Whilst the latter play

their part on and in the bottom-soil chiefly, less on the surface, and are but seldom

found in the middle layers, we may meet with Baur's denitrifying bacteria in almost all

layers of water and in the most varied bottom-samples. They occur almost always in the

surface-water of the North Sea and Baltic, and they are even more numerous in the

bottom-samples from the Baltic than Gran's bacteria, but decidedly less than these in

the bottom-samples from the North Sea.

Though it appears from the general distribution of the denitrifying bacteria in the

home-waters, that they play an important role in the sea, and though it appears very

probable also, from the evidence regarding their better growth in warm water, that the

relative richness of the cooler seas is connected with the smaller disturbance of the

nitrates and nitrites, yet detailed investigation is wanted concerning the denitrifying bacteria

of the warm regions of the sea and the content of the tropical seas in regard to nitrates

and other nitrogen compounds. If such an investigation shows, contrary to expectation,

that the warm seas have just as great or even a greater content of nitrates than the

colder, then my hypothesis regarding the disturbing role of the denitrifying bacteria in the

tropical seas cannot be maintained. We should then require to give a new explanatory

hypothesis and investigate more closely. The other plant food-stuffs occurring but in

traces, e. g. calcium phosphate and silicic acid, would then come into consideration. The

termination of this further investigation will be gained most quickly by well-regulated

rearing experiments with separate culture-solutions.

First of all, our endeavours must be directed to make the methods of receiving and investigation

preservation, and of the quantitative determination of the silicic and phosphoric acids, as a°jd'an/phos-

free of error as possible, and to determine for the home-waters the amount of these food- phaies.dis-

stuffs during the different periods of the year.
^°'^wat"r^^*

Since the beginning of the quarterly cruises of the "Poseidon", water-samples have

been collected suitable for this purpose, and then examined in the laboratory by Dr. Raben

for their silicic and phosphoric acids. Up to the present, Dr. Raben has only reported on

the quantitative determination of the silicic acid dissolved in sea-water, based on values

obtained from 25 analyses during the year 1903. If we also lake into consideration the

silicic acid determinations of water-samples taken in August and November 1902 and in

February, May and August 1904, all made by Dr. Raben, we now have 61 quantitative

determinations, 27 for the North Sea and 34 for the Baltic. The average of ail these

determinations is 09 1 mgr. SiO^ per liter, for the Baltic alone 0'978, for the North Sea

0"84. I give below, the average of the 34 analyses of the open water of the Baltic, the

number of the various samples examined being given in brackets.

Appendix D 2
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August 1902 (4) 1-037 November 1902 (3) 1'26

February 1903 (2) 1-45 May 1903 (1) 0-65

August 1903 (1) 0-93 November 1903 (6) 1-084

February 1904 (6) 1-015 May 1904 (2) 0-655

August 1904 (2) 0-926 mgr. per Liter.

These figures are of interest in several ways. From August 1902 on to November and

then to February, the amount of the dissolved silicic acid increased. In May 1903, the

amount was very small; it was greater in August and still greater in November, fn

February 1904, the amount was not so high as in the preceding year; but in May 1904,

there was again a very small quantity which again increased towards August, if we exclude

for the moment the abnormal value of February 1904, we obtain a curve which agrees

with the annual changes in a group of plankton-plants, viz. the diatoms. This parallel

would be still clearer, if investigations had been made in the intervals between the seasonal

cruises. As shown first of all for Kiel Bay and then for other North-European waters

also, the minimum of the plankton occurs in our waters in February and March (according

to the year). Immediately afterwards follows the spring-maximum, which is caused by the

luxuriant growth of the diatoms (chiefly Chaetoceros). In the period from May to July or

August, the total quantity of plankton organisms is relatively small. In late summer and

autumn a second maximum occurs, which is smaller in volume than the spring-maximum

and comes in part from the copious development of certain diatoms (especially Rhizosolenia),

but chiefly from the fact that the large Peridineae (Ceratium) have the main period of their

development in October. As the number of the Ceratium gradually decreases towards

February, the quantity of the plankton-organisms diminishes to a minimum.

The spring maximum is to be explained from the circumstance, that the plant food-

stuffs are greatly stored up in the winter — dissolved silicic acid amongst others — and

then the rise of temperature and increased intensity of the light, render an immense

production possible of quite definite diatoms (Chaetoceros). These diatoms require a very

large amount of silicic acid; the dried substance of Chaetoceros consists of silicic acid

to about one half, that of Rhizosolenia to about one third. Before the period of propagation

in 1903, the water was richer in dissolved silicic acid than at any time previously. In conse-

quence of the very great demand for this food-stuff — occurring still only in small

quantity — the conditions of nourishment became so bad , that the propagation ceased

and the resting-stages were formed. In fact, after the diatom-maximum in May of both

years, the amount of silicic acid was very greatly reduced. That the silicic acid occurs

at a minimum at this time, and that the diatom-propagation is thus suddenly brought to

an end, appears very probable from the fact, that about 1 part of diatom silicic acid occurs

in a million parts of water at the period of the strongest increase of the diatoms. At this

period the relation between dissolved and diatom silicic acid was about 1 : 1 ; it is thus

many times more unfavourable that the relation between the inorganic and organic forms

of the nitrogen compounds.

In consequence of the small demand during the summer months, a similar enrichment

of the water as regards silicic acid, again takes place in the period from May to August

or September, and this in most years brings on a late summer maximum of diatoms, which

soon disappears and is almost always much smaller than the spring maximum. It consists
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mostly of Rhizosolenia, which require less silio.ic acid, so that a further increase in the

dissolved silicic acid may go on in to November. Ft is not yet explained how the cessation

of this second diatom maximum occurs, nor how it is replaced by the luxurious growth of

Ceratium.

The spring maximum of the diatoms is very different in different years, as I have

shown from volume-curves in an earlier publication ^ In 1891, the quite unusual case

occurred, that the spring maximum of the diatoms was smaller than that of the autumn.

The relatively small amount of dissolved silicic acid detected in February 1904, as shown

above, leads to the conclusion that the spring maximum will have been unusually small

in this year also. Such a conclusion stands in agreement with the great abnormality,

that the Ceratium forms were already occurring in great quantities in the middle of June.

If the diatoms have not increased so greatly in the spring of 1904, the silicic acid must

have been used up so much, that only the minimum is present for Chaetoceros, conse-

quently, the other food-stuffs have been used in less quantities than usual and the Ceratium

forms (constantly occurring in Kiel Bay) have been able to propagate very strongly about

two months earlier, in consequence of the greater nourishment.

Though I have hitherto considered it almost impossible, that phosphoric acid could

occur reduced to a minimum, basing this conclusion on the older information in literature

concerning the amount of this important food- stuff in sea-water, yet, from the new analyses

of Raben, which have given very much smaller values than the earlier investigations, I

must recognise the probability that, just as the silicic acid is at a minimum at the end of

the spring maximum, so the Ceratium propagation in autumn is dependent on the amount

of dissolved phosphates. The fact that the autumn maximum is caused by the propagation

of plant-species different from those of the spring maximum, shows that plants, with

different food-requirements, find the most favourable conditions of life and above all of

nourishment at the different periods of the year. According to the as yet unpublished

investigations of Dr. Raben, concerning the best method of exactly determining the amount

of phosphoric acid in sea-water, this amount seems to vary a great deal. In February and

May, only a small quantity of phosphoric acid occurred (0-14—0'25mgr. P^ 0^ in the liter),

but in autumn, a great deal usually (to 1-46 mgr. in a liter of Baltic water), so that much
phosphoric acid is present at the beginning of the propagation-period of Ceratium.

Rearing experiments on the commonest plankton-plants under the influence of different

food- stuffs, offer a means of determining their food-requirements, and the most favourable

composition of sea-water as a nourishment-solution for plants. From such experiments,

with which I am at present engaged, it appears that the addition of calcium phosphate

alone, in autumn, causes a very distinct increase of microscopic plankton-plants, whilst

without this the propagation is extremely small. From similar experiments, Knauthe (I.e.)

has already shown it to be in high degree probable, that the poverty of plankton, which

has been remarked in ponds and freshwater lakes during the summer, is due to the lack

of phosphates. As the method of quantitative determination of phosphoric acid in seawater

has already been so far tested by the above-mentioned preliminary investigations, that

accurate results may be expected, a large number of investigations on water-samples

taken from the North Sea and Baltic at different times should now be made. These will

show whether the phosphates occur at a minimum according to the period , e. g. in

' Die Fauna der Ostsee, insbesondere die der Kieler Buclit (Verhdl. Deutsch. Zool. üesellscli. 1897).

2'
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summer. From the analyses of the chemical composition oT planJiton-organisms, which

Dp. Stiehr has carried out at Kiel during the past year, it has been determined, just as

for land-plants, that Ceratium and Rhizosolenia require about 2*5 times as much nitrogen

compounds as phosphates. Less phosphoric acid is thus absorbed than nitrogen. At

the time when it is at a minimum therefore, the phosphoric acid must be present in

the sea in still smaller quantities than the nitrates. We must remember, however, that

owing to the high molecular weight of the phosphates, the absorption-coefficient for these,

according to the law of osmosis, will be smaller than for the nitrates.
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Introduction

ihe first condition for a right understanding of the habits and habitats of the food-

fishes of the sea, and in general, of the production of the sea as regards useful fishes, is

an exact knowledge of the occurrence and distribution of these food-fishes at all the

various stages of their life, 'from the egg on to the adult mature form. The plaice is the

most important, ground-dwelling food-fish of the North Sea. In the interests of the sea-

fisheries we wish to know, under what conditions the plaice lives in the North Sea, how

it nourishes itself and reproduces its kind, whether an overfishing of the stock is going on,

if it is a stationary or migratory fish in the North Sea, and whether, according to the answer

to this question, an influx from other seas is occurring to compensate for the fish removed

or not, and whether finally, fixed protective legislation at certain regions of the North Sea

has a possible prospect of good results or not. In order to settle these and many other

points, we must of necessity first investigate and determine above all possibility of objec-

tion, the following facts. Where and when does the plaice spawn? Where and in what

relative amounts are the free-swimming eggs and the planktonic larvse hatched from

them? When and at what size is the metamorphosis of the plaice-larvse complete

and does their life on the bottom begin? Where are these youngest bottom-stages of the

plaice to be found, how fast do they grow there, and what size do these young plaice

reach at the end of their first year? Where do they live and how large are they in the

second, third and following years of their life? At what size and in what year of their

life, do the plaice become usable for a rational fishery, at which age are they mature for

the first time, and where do they frequent at that time and in the following years of their

maturity? How old can a plaice in the North Sea become in general and — in connection

therewith — through how many years can they, by production of eggs, contribute to the

maintenance of the stock? Do the plaice make regular migrations in the course of the

year from one part of the sea to another, how far do such migrations extend and do the

older plaice travel further than the younger? and so on.

What we must know regarding the plaice first of all, holds also for the other

important food-fishes, especially for the cod and haddock, and then also for the turbot,

sole, dab, whiting etc.

Tbe Biological Station of Heligoland, as a cooperator in the international study of the

sea, has endeavoured as far as possible to determine these points concerning the natural

1*
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history of the food-fishes by special exact observations. It has been obliged in the main,

to restrict its attention to the region specially assigned for the German investigations, i. e.

the eastern and south-eastern part of the North Sea, and the western and southern part of

the Baltic, but chief attention naturally was devoted to the North Sea. With regard to

the south-eastern portion of this sea — the true German Bight — we had already col-

lected, long before the beginning of the international investigations, a large number of

observations regarding the natural history of the food-fishes, which could now be utilised

and their correctness tested by fresh investigation.

The following have taken part in carrying out the investigations — both at sea as

well as at the laboratory of the Station — the director Dr. H ein eke, the subdirector

Dr. Ehrenbaum, the scientific, assistants Dr. Strodtmann, Dr. Bol au, Dr. Maier and

Dr. Immermann. Ehrenbaum and Strodtmann have investigated the eggs and

larvae of the food-fishes; Heincke their youngest, fully-formed stages; Heincke, Maier

and Immermann the determination of the age and maturity; the last-mentioned and

Bolau the distribution of the older fishes; Bolau their food and their migrations as

determined by the setting-out and recapture of marked fish. The following account of the

most important results attained through the investigations of the Biological Station, is

accordingly to be looked upon , as a comprehensive common report of all the workers

mentioned.

As already mentioned in the beginning, the observations on the natural history of the

fishes are to form the basis for an exact knowledge in the future of the habits and con-

ditions of life of the food-fishes, for a rational comprehension of the productivity of the sea

as regards food-fishes, for an answer to the questions whether overfishing is taking place

in the North Sea, if protective legislation is possible with any chance of success, and for

many others. One may also add, that these observations are the only possible

basis for many of these questions, for all but one absolutely indispensable.

Several very serious demands are therefore made on the investigation of this region.

The first of these demands is, that very many observations must be

made, in order to gain the broadest basis for our future knowledge. Above all, it is

necessary to obtain many continuous series of similar observations. We. must take

whole series of tow-nettings for eggs, for example, during the months-long spawning-

period of a food-fish, such as the plaice or cod, at short regular intervals and simul-

taneously if possible, at several places of the often widely - extended spawning region.

Again, in order to determine exactly the occurrence of young plaice of the first and second

year, we must fish for these at one and the same suitable spot with suitable apparatus

throughout the entire year, if possible at weekly and not less than monthly intervals. To

take a third example, in order to comprehend the migrations of the plaice within a fixed

region throughout the year, e. g. in the German Bight, we must mark and set out not

merely several hundreds but several thousands of plaice. Lastly, such series of observations,

when once successful, must be continued for a certain minimum number of years, in the

same manner as is done in other scientific fields with all series of observations, if the

general rule, free from chance fluctuations, is to be learnt.
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We must confess that the investigations of the Biological Station up to the present in no

wise fulfil, and indeed could not fulfil, this demand for numerous and continuous observations.

We have made our observations, partly by means of the research-steamer "Poseidon",

partly with the vessels of the Biological Station, in the neighbourhood of Heligoland and

in the shallow waters ("Wattenmeer") and estuaries of the German coast, from the island

of ßöm in the north to Borkum in the west. It is only for the neighbourhood of Heli-

goland, however, that we have gained continuous series of observations of moderate com-
prehensiveness. This was not possible on the cruises with the Poseidon. From October

1902, when the voyages began, up to the present (beginning of November, 1904), it has

been at our disposal altogether 122 days, and of these, 100 at most were working days at

sea. In addition, we utilised the quarterly cruises of the Poseidon to make tow-nettings

for fish-eggs at its stations, and occasionally also some hauls for the larger fishes. All

these cruises, however, were not sufficient to make a satisfactory number or continuous

series of observations; above all, it was unfortunately not possible to fish for the eggs,

larvae and youngest fully-formed stages of the fishes, at a larger number of places within

the extended spawning grounds of our most important food-fishes, nor at sufficiently varied

periods during the long duration of the spawning time.

The following account of our results shows everywhere these gaps in the observations.

They are the consequence of the manifold difficulties, which always arise at the beginnings

of so extensive a work and can only be overcome gradually.

The second demand, contained in the aim of our labours, requires that
every single observation is to be of the greatest exactness possible, and
that the facts are to be learnt as they are in reality. This demand for exact

and certain observations is even more important than that of numerous observations. Its

importance becomes clear at once, when we picture the difficulties which all observations

still meet with at sea, simply on account of the sea, and consequently, the great danger

there is of drawing hasty, wide reaching conclusions from imperfect, unsuccessful obser-

vations. Some examples will illustrate this point. It may be desired to ascertain the

occurrence or absence at a certain place in the North Sea of the pelagic eggs and larvae

of a food-fish, e. g. plaice; granted that the eggs and larvae of this species are so well

known that they can be distinguished from those of all other species with certainty. Long
experience in this field has taught us that a certain observation can only be gained in

such a case, when hauls are made after H ens en' s example with good egg-nets from the

bottom to the surface, and not merely horizontally, but above aU vertically. As we cannot

fish well with one net everywhere and for all purposes, we must constantly employ several

well-tried instruments one after the other, to obtain a trustworthy observation (we use 3

to 4 different kinds). The employment of a net in only one way — e.g. the hori-

zontal surface net — will in all cases bring an uncertain, in many cases quite

a false result. No eggs and larvae at all may be caught, for example, though they are

present in reality in quantities.

The difficulties are quite similar if we wish to determine the occurrence and distri-

bution of the fry of our food-fishes, after they have given up the larval stage or better

called, the purely planktonic life, and have either changed to a complete bottom habitat or

have reached such a size and capability of free movement, that they can no longer be

counted with the plankton, helplessly subject to the movement of the water, even though
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in the free water over the bottom of the sea. Not ouly are quite other kinds of fishing

apparatus required here than for the eggs and larvse, but these new apparatus for young fish

must also be of many different kinds and satisfy specially strict conditions, if they are to

display the actual facts in any way exactly. In order, for example, to be able to deter-

mine for certain, if the first, youngest stages of the plaice and dab (PI. limanda) occur at

a certain part of the bottom of the sea or not , we must employ a net with sufficient

stretch to cover a large area, with a ground rope sufficiently sharp to bite into the ground

and lastly with a mesh in the bag as small as possible, in order that small flatfish of 10

—

12 mm. in length can be caught in it. With such apparatus, we must fish at the most

different depths, from close to the shore to 100 m. and more, and sometimes slowly, some-

times fast; the latter especially, if we wish to take young gadoids like the cod and had-

dock, as well as flat-fish.

Again, other apparatus are necessary for the sure capture of the larger, active fish-

larvse, e. g. herring-larvse, and young gadoids of 3—10 cm. and over, which swim in the

free waters of the upper and middle layers. They must have, especially, as wide a mouth
as possible in order to be able to fish through a relatively large section of water; they

must — at least at the hinder end — have sufficiently small meshes, and they must finally,

also be strong and resisting and permit so much water to pass through, that they can

be towed according to requirements with a moderately great velocity — several nautical

miles per hour — without tearing or otherwise hindering their fishing-capacity. They must,

lastly, be usable at different depths.

All these conditions, again, cannot be fulfilled by a single kind of net alone; several

different nets are constantly to be used at the same time, in order to be able to determine

the true state of things. If only one kind of net is used, quite a false result may be

obtained, e. g. the absence of a certain species, which really occurs in abundance.

The experience, that very different and specially constructed apparatus
are necessary, and that several of them must constantly be used at the

same time, in order to determine for certain the occurrence of the eggs,

larvse and later young stages of the food-fishes, is one of the principal
results of our investigations in this field. This experience holds also, however,

for a much larger field in the investigation of the occurrence and distribution of the food-

fishes, namely, for the capture of larger and the largest fishes. It may be considered cer-

tain, that the practice of the sea fishery has no single net which takes all fish dwelling

on the spots fished. Even more, there is not a single net which, even if it catches only

a portion of the fish present of a species, e. g. the plaice, brings up a true, at least

a natural, representation of the various sizes on the ground. The large Otter trawl ordi-

narily used in the deep-sea fishery of the North Sea, with about 90 foot head-line (com-

mercial trawl), catches, for example, the small plaice under 12 cm. not at all or only in

relatively very small quantity; they escape through the meshes. This same net, further,

catches more fiat-fish or more round fish, according to the nature of the ground rope and

according to the rapidity of sailing during fishing. Smaller ground nets with smaller

meshes, on the other hand, bring up naturally the small plaice under 12 cm., but of the

larger kinds, they obviously take relatively much too few.

Lastly, it must still be mentioned that there is, for large areas of the bottom of the

North Sea — namely, all those with more or less stony rough ground — still no apparatus
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whatsoever, which can give us any trustworthy information regarding the fish-population

of such grounds. The line- fishery is often the only means available here and it is

a very untrustworthy method. It unfortunately yields no information whatsoever regarding

the younger stages of the fishes.

Although all these things are tolerably well-known, as a matter of fact, or should be

known, they must always be repeated again, and they require the greatest consideration

when it is a question of scientific fishery experiments and of the estimation of their results

for wide-reaching conclusions, or for the formation of theories regarding the migrations of

the food-fishes etc. We are of the opinion that very many wrong inferejices have hitherto

been made in this connection. Above all, it is necessary to strongly guard

against drawing wide-reaching conclusions from negative results in scien-

tific fishery experiments, and against building any hypothesis on them. On
account of the undeveloped condition in which our technique of the scientific fishery is at

the present time, it is, for example, practically never possible to conclude that no young

plaice or young cod in their first year occur in this or that spot, because no one has as

yet found them there. Only in single, quite few and quite special cases have we a certain

right to make such a conclusion.

On the other hand, the proof furnished by a positive observation is

incontestable. We rely — especially in this account of our results — only on them.

Positive results, however, have only sufficient value for further conclusions, when it

is possible to distinguish with perfect certainty the captured eggs, larvae and early young

stages of food-fishes according to their true species. The difficulties here have also been

greater than desirable, hitherto.

For example, the eggs of two of our principal food-fishes, the cod and haddock, are

not always to be distinguished from one another in the early stages of their embryonic

development, and this holds also for the larvae of some nearly related flat-fishes, especially

when the pigment characteristic for the species is lost in preserving. Our observations

have shown, that very many erroneous determinations are contained in earlier works on the

larvae and young forms of the food-fishes.

The exact separation of the various age-groups of the food-fishes has

proved to be quite an indispensable, though very difficult work. The methods used

hitherto, of measuring the numerous fishes of a catch and then of distinguishing the age-

groups by the maxima and minima of the curve constructed from the measurements, has

turned out to be very untrustworthy in most cases , and given rise to many wrong con-

clusions. The discovery of Reibisch of Kiel, that the layers in the otoliths of fishes

showed the periodic, that is, the yearly growth of the fishes, has first displayed the possi-

bility of a true and exact determination of the age. We have devoted special attention to

this matter and applied the investigations of Reibish on the otoliths, to many thousands

of fishes. At the same time, similar signs of periodic growth have been found on numer-

ous other parts of the bony skeleton of fishes, and closely studied. We believe we are in

the position to record a number of positive and certain results from this work.
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A. The apparatus and methods used

1. The fishing for planktonic eggs and larvae.

For this we have four different nets in use, two for vertical and two for horizontal

fishing, or in other words, for quantitative and qualitative hauls respectively. A detailed

description of these apparatus and the method we use in fishing with them, is given in

the work of Ehrenbaum and Strodtmann on the eggs and young forms of the

Baltic fishes (Wissen. Meeresunters. VI. Abteilung Helgoland. 1904. p. 57 et seq.)

The most important of these nets is the quantitative egg-net, designed by

H ens en (see Hensen u. Apstein, "Ueber die Menge der im Winter laichenden Fische".

Wissensch. Meeresunters. II. Abteilung Kiel. 1897. p. 1 et seq.). It is furnished with silk-

gauze No. Ill and so measured, that it filters vertically a column of water of ca. Vs m^
by an average velocity of 0-5 m. in the second. Then the actual catch of the net has to

be multiplied by 3, in order to obtain the number of the eggs and larvEe occurring under

one square meter of the surface. The great importance of this net is twofold.

Firstly, it fishes through the entire column of water from the bottom to the surface, and

thus gives information whether eggs and larvae occur at all at a definite spot in the sea.

Secondly, it gives information regarding the quality, i. e. the relative abundance (per square

meter of the surface) of the planktonic eggs and larvae in a fairly large, uniform region of

the sea. Numerous parallel hauls, which we have made with this net, have unmistakeably

confirmed again and again the assumption underlying all H en s en' s quantitative plankton

investigations, viz. that the fish-eggs and larvae floating in the sea within a region of limited

extension, are equally distributed. Consequently, the quantitative egg-net of

Hensen is, in fact, the only apparatus at present, which can give us any,

approximately true information with regard to the occurrence and quantity

of the fish-eggs and larvae of the different species. The information given

below for the various species, has been gained with this net particularly.

A fault of this net is, that it takes very small quantities of eggs, on account of its small

dimensions. Thus, the occurrence of very sparsely distributed eggs of a species (1 or but

a broken piece, per square meter) may escape detection, if no parallel hauls or only a few,

are made with it. Also, the small number of the eggs and larvae taken, is naturally a dif-

ficulty otherwise. This is helped out by using the so-called large quantitative vertical

egg-net which has a diameter at the opening of 2-5 m. (the foremost ring is in the form

of a hinged closing hoop), and in a vertical haul filters the column of water contained

beneath ca. 2 square meters of the surface. The manipulation of this large net is cer-

tainly difficult and, especially in the superficial layers, untrustworthy, whereas it is of good

service where, as in the eastern parts of the Baltic, the planktonic eggs are quite absent

in the upper layers and only occur in the deeper.

To take very large quantities of eggs and larvae, our qualitative horizontal nets

are of use. A suitable apparatus for the surface layers is the well-known and often de-

scribed Heligoland young-fish net, constructed by us. For horizontal fishing in the

deeper layers, at a certain distance about 5 to 10 m. from the bottom, we use the so-called

Heligoland otter young-fish net which is described in detail and figured, in the work
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cited above of Ehrenbaiim and Strodtman and in Appendix E of the Proceedings of

Committee B, Amsterdam, December 1903 ^

The bag of the net is constructed either of fine-canvas, canvas, so-called 'iron'-yarn,

or silk gauze No 1 , and is about 3 m. long with a beaker or bucket at the end. This

is made fast to a quadrilateral frame of gas-tubing ca. 18 mm. in diameter. On the under

side of the frame, there is a zinced iron plate of 72 x 72 cm. surface, movable on hinges,

which can be fixed by iron bars at an oblique angle of 125° inclining downwards and

forwards — the so-called 'shearing-board'. The whole net is connected with a wire warp

of 7 to 8 mm. thick, by means of 6 wire bridles of the same thickness. The net is let

down perpendicularly to the required depth, and the boat going quite slowly or even

drifting, it fishes ^steadily almost horizontally at the fixed depth, as it tends to go down-

wards from the strain on the rope and the resistance of the water pressing on the shearing-

board. This net has proved to be very useful for the capture of the larvae and young

forms of the food-fishes, which occur usually in greater numbers in deeper layers of the

water than in the upper, but it is also very useful for the qualitative fishing of eggs in

deeper water. The net has already had a wider distribution and is at present being used

in neighbouring countries.

2. The fishing for pelagic young fish.

For these, we chiefly employ two different kinds of nets , in addition to the otter

young-fish net, with which tolerably large, fully-formed young fish of several centimeters

long are occasionally caught.

Firstly, the so-called Hjort's ring-net, constructed from the model of the net used

by Dr. Hjort for pelagic young fish. A conical net of hemp of about b^U-ra. long with a

detachable bu-cket at the end, is fastened to a round ring of zinced gas-tubing 3Va cm.

thick with a diameter of 2-60 m. The net is connected to a 7 mm. strong steel warp by

means of 3 bridles each 4 m. long, and is towed very slowly or simply when drifting,

through the water. To keep the heavy ring near the surface or above a certain depth, a

skin or leather buoy is made fast to it with a sufficiently long line. This ring-net of

Hjort's fishes excellently the smaller pelagic young fishes, at various depths, but does not

stand rapid towing and can therefore catch relatively few fish — the quick swimming young

fish, as herring and mackerel etc., almost not at all. Our second pelagic young-fish net

is the so-called Heligoland three otter-boards net which we have constructed for

our own special purposes. It is an apparatus of the largest dimensions. The net is conical

in shape, made of hemp, with 600 meshes round, 30 m. along the side, and so made

that the size of the mesh decreases gradually through 20 stages from 8 cm. in front to

a/é cm. behind; then follows a cylindrical sack of 4 m. in length with 600 meshes, V2 cm.

wide, in the round. The sack can be closed behind. The opening of the net is hung to a

hemp rope of ca. 2-7 cm. thick and is 45 m. in circumference. Three pairs of eyes or loops

are made in the hemp rope at distances of 14 m. apart, to which the 3 otter-boards are

attached by means of shackles. These 3 boards are of oak, 3 cm. thick, 1 m. long and 70

cm. broad, strengthened with iron bars. Of these boards, the two upper have quite the

structure of trawl otter-boards and are also used by us for the Heligoland young-fish

trawl, to be described below. The third or lower board is constructed somewhat differently;

it is weighted with iron only on one of the shorter borders, not as is usual on the longer

' Conseil Intern, p. I'explor. de la raer : Rapports et Procès -Verbaux ties Réunions. Vol.11. 1904. p. (62).

Appendix E 2
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border, and this border weighted tends to go downwards in fishing. Each board is connected

by 4 chains to a bridle of 12 mm. wire-warp ; the three bridles are each 90 m. long and

are shackled on to the large steel warp of the Poseidon. The manipulation of the net is

done in the following manner. The warp with the 3 bridles runs from the winch over a

large block fastened to a boom on the foremast, and on running out lets the 3 boards,

lying loosely together with the attached net, go overboard into the water. When the 3

boards and the bridles are some distance out in the water and the ship is set in motion,

the 3 boards spread out from one another in 3 directions, in consequence of their structure

and the peculiar manner of fastening the chains to the bridles. The net thus opens of

itself and remains open so long as it is pulled through the water. The width or stretch

of the net depends upon the speed of the ship, the depth in which it fishes and the

length of warp out. If the net is quite open, it has a triangular opening of about 100

square meters, if only Va open — which is more frequently the case — it has always still

50 square meters as the area of the opening.

The advantages of this net, which has proved an excellent net, are various. Firstly,

the easy and convenient manipulation from the steamer, where a steam-winch,

strong, steel warps and a boom are disposable for shooting the net. Then the possibility

of towing relatively fast — we fish ordinarily with a speed of 3 to 5 nautical miles per

hour and mostly for an hour. Thirdly, the size of the net, which, along with the speed,

allows, not only the pursuit of the young fish through large stretches of water and the

catching of many, but also the capture of larger fish. For example, we have taken herring

up to 24 cm. in length with it (in January 1904, we caught in an hour's haul in the

mouth of the Elbe, ca. 5400 herring and sprat of 7 to 16 cm. in length), also whiting

up to 26 cm. in length, and plaice and flounder of similar size. On the other hand, the

net also catches small, even the smallest young fish and larger larvae of 1 cm., also

smaller, in quantities. Fourthly, the possibility of fishing in all layers of water,

even just above the ground. Thus, in the Skager Rak we once let out a .length of 350

meters warp , and the net was for some time on the ground. It brought up various

whiting and haddock up to 35 cm. in length, and smaller ground-dwelling animals such

as sea-urchins, polyzoa etc. In July 1904, we made two parallel experiments with Hjort's

ring-net and the 3-otter-boards net, at the same spot on the slope of the western Skager

Eak, over 109 m. in depth; both times the hauls were made at slow speed, for one hour

close to the surface. Hjort's net brought in 130, the 3-otter-boards net about. 1000 young

fish of 2-5 to 11 cm. in length, the larger of which were only in the latter net. On
hauling in the 3-otter-boards net, it was observed that many, obviously hundreds of fishes,

probably young, escaped through the meshes and were lost.

A fault of the net is that it lets many young fish escape, as mentioned above, as

the meshes are only small enough in the hinder part of the net. If we make the meshes

smaller in front, the permissible speed and the power of resistance of the net are distinctly

lowered. Perhaps it is advisable to construct a smaller, similar net in addition to our

large one, which would have smaller meshes of about 3 to 4 cm. at the opening.

3. The fishing for small and the smallest bottom-stages of the young
fishes.

After we had, at the beginning of our investigations, used the so-called Petersen trawl

suggested by C. G. J oh. Petersen, we constructed in consequence, a specially small net
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with bag of very small meshes, for the capture of the youngest bottom-stages of the food-

fishes. We call this apparatus the new Heligoland young- fish trawl. It is a trawl

of 20 m. in length, 5 m. in the wings in front, 3 m. in the bag and 12 m. in the true

middle part of the net. The ground-rope and head-rope measure each 14 to 15 m. in

length. The two wings, which each join on to '/a of the front part of the middle portion

of the net, are constructed in the same round shape as the middle portion. The ground

rope is a so-called leaded rope, i. e. a hemp rope with lead weights round it. The width

of the meshes of the net, decreases from ca. 4 cm. in front to V2 cm. behind, by 9 stages;

the mesh in the bag, which is 3 m. long, is also V2 cm., and is reduced on tarring the

net to 4 mm. The bag is closed by a rope.

The same two otter-boards are used in this trawl, as serve for the upper boards of

the 3-otter-boards net. The chief differences between this and the ordinary otter-trawl

are, that the upper and lower parts of the net are exactly alike; it differs from Petersen's

trawl by its smaller length and the quite different structure of the wings. Its great

capacity for taking the bottom-fishes seems to be due to this special construction, as well

as the leaded ground-rope and the small size of mesh in the bag. It bites deep into the

ground right from the wings; the edges of these are arched inwards like the middle

portion of the net; lastly, the small mesh does not permit even the smallest of the bottom

fishes to escape.

We fish with this Heligoland young-fish trawl at all depths and even on tolerably

rough ground, usually however but a short time, about 15 to 30 minutes and with the

low speed of 1 nautical mile per hour. With longer fishing, the net fishes so well and is

often so full, that it is difficult to get it in and it may be torn, though on the whole, it

has the advantage of great resisting power.

This net undoubtedly catches the youngest stages of all our food-fishes; we

can well believe this at least, for the plaice, dab, long-rough dab, whiting [G. merkmç/us),

cod, haddock, Gadus Esmarki and others. We have not rarely obtained several hundreds

of the commoner species from the most different depths down to 140 m., thousands indeed

in a single short haul of 20 to 30 minutes; in addition also, numerous individuals in

older stages and even quite large specimens, 50 cm. and more. The catches of the various

invertebrates of all classes were, in many cases, enormously large. As a specially striking

proof of the great fishing capacity of this net, it may be mentioned that we have taken

the interesting small gobioid, Crystallogobius Nilssoni, which has hitherto been considered

a rare fish, in thousands of specimens.

A second net we employ for the capture of ground-dwelling young fish with good

results, is the so-called shrimp-net or trawl, which the fishermen of our shallow seas

("Wattenmeer") use for catching Crangon vulgaris — but with the difference, that we

fix the net to otter-boards instead of a beam, and make the bag of the same thick material

as for the Heligoland trawl.

The shrimp trawl differs from the Heligoland trawl by its smaller size (10 m. in length,

of which 3 m. go to the bag; 6 m. in breadth, in front) and by the complete absence of

wings. It fishes just as sharply and is usable in the same depths as the other — but it

catches much less.

^ 4. The fishing for the larger bottom fish.

For this purpose, we ordinarily use on our research-steamer the large otter-trawl with

2*
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90 foot head-line, as used on the German steam-trawlers. We vary the experiments with

this net, employing different kinds of ground-rope and different cod-ends (with different

sizes of mesh). Further, we employ a smaller otter-trawl of only 50 foot head-line,

the so-called Hjort's trawl from data given by Hjort. We have not yet used a beam

trawl on the Poseidon. On the motor boat of the Biological Station at Heligoland, we

employ mostly a small otter-trawl of 50 foot head-üne, also a small beam trawl.

B. The method of determining the age of fishes

We begin here with the determination of the age of the plaice and other flat-fish

by means of the otolith-rings. It was first pointed out by Eeibisch, that the otoliths of

the plaice showed alternating dark and white rings in addition to a white kernel by

reflected light, and that a dark and white ring together denoted a year's growth.

Along with the Kiel naturalists, we have extended these investigations on the otoliths

to other fishes, and have deepened the entire investigation and examined the otoliths of

many thousands of fishes.

If we examine, in the summer months, the young plaice of about 30 to 50 mm. in

length, which have been born without any doubt in the beginning of the same year and

therefore belong to the 0-group, according to the notation used by C. G. J oh. Petersen

and adopted by us, we find that the otolith by reflected light shows an inner white kernel

and an outer dark more transparent ring. The inner kernel consists frequently, further, of

an inner small, particularly white, kernel point, round this a thin darker ring — the inter-

mediate kernel ring, and a broad white ring — the kernel ring which forms the chief

mass of the kernel. If we now examine other young plaice of about 100 to 150 mm. in

length, caught on the same ground and at the same period of the summer when the 30

to 50 mm. plaice are taken, we find the otoliths very different; they consist now of white

kernel, dark ring, white ring, dark ring. Such plaice belong to the so-called I-group of

Petersen, that is, they have lived one full year. In plaice of 180 to 220 m. in length,

examined in the summer, the rings of the otoliths of the I-group are increased, by another

white and dark ring; we have here the Il-group of over two full years and so on.

Consequently, the number of the completed years a plaice has lived, is

indicated by the number of the white otolith-rings which are present
outside the kernel.

This method of determination is, according to our thorough investigations, always

reliable. We find further , that the white rings contain more organic substance than the

dark, the latter more inorganic; also, that the former are formed in spring, the latter in

summer and autumn; and that the growth of the otoliths ceases probably for a time in

winter, from which arises a sharper boundary between an inner dark ring and the next

following white ring.

In the plaice, the first 4 to 6 white rings succeeding the kernel, can usually be very

clearly distinguished. In larger and older plaice, the otolith becomes thicker and more
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opaque, and the new annual rings appearing become thinner and thinner, so that the deter-

mination of the age from the otoliths becomes more uncertain, even when sections are

made. As the majority of all the plaice taken in the North Sea are, however, not over 6

years old, this difficulty is not much met with in practice.

It is especially remarkable, that the investigation of the otoliths almost always permits,

with sufficient certainty, the separation of the 0-group of plaice, i. e. those which have not

yet completed one full year and are thus in the year of their birth, from the plaice of

the I-group and later years.

The results of our method in analysing a catch of plaice according to number, size

and age, and the value of this analysis for the determination of the age can be seen from

150
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form such favourable characters for the age-determation as in the plaice, owing to their

irregular lines or their relatively greater thickness. The separation of the 0- and I-groups

can be made here also, almost always without great difficulty, but the older stages are

often very difficult to distinguish or not at all, by means of the otoliths. It was desirable

therefore, to discover, if possible, still other anatomical signs of the age. First of all, the

scales had to be thought of, as undoubted age rings had long ago been discovered in

them, e.g. in the carp. Recently also, J. Stuart Thomson had closely studied, with

some success, the age-layers on the scales of sea-fishes. We have also examined the scales

and found them useful for the determination of the age in a few fishes, e. g. in the lemon

dab [Pleuronectes microcephalus).

We have soon discarded the scales, however, as we discovered other organs more

suitable. An extensive and thorough investigation of all parts of the bony skeleton showed

us the noteworthy fact, that the growth in length, breadth and thickness of all bones of

the skeleton, is periodic and that the longest of these growth-periods, viz. the year, was

constantly marked in special layers, though with very different degrees of clearness in the

different bones, and only in relatively very few with a sharpness suitable to a rapid, certain

and at the same time, practical determination of the age in practice. The investigation

showed further, that in the bones when air-dried, just as in the otoliths, two layers always

belong to each year's ring, one white and one dark and transparent by reflected light.

The white layer contains more bony cavities and is, correspondingly, relatively poorer than

the dark layer in connective tissue with fixed calcareous matter. The yearly growth,

which probably ceases completely in winter, as in trees, begins always with the formation

of a white layer, then is continued with the dark layer and ends usually with the form-

ation of boundary lines more a less sharply marked.

The bones which display the age-layers most clearly are, in general, the vertebrae,

especially the inner aspects on the walls of the cavities between the vertebrae, further the

flat bones of the gill covers, especially the sub- and interoperculum, lastly, certain parts of

the bony shoulder girdle and pelvic girdle, especially the coracoid and scapula. To these

may be added, the so-called urostyle and the neighbouring bones, forming with it the end

of the vertebral column, viz. the epural and hypural bones, certain parts of the suspensory

apparatus of the jaw, the hyomandibular.

It is not the same bones of the skeleton in all species, which show the age-layers

most distinctly. In the plaice, it is the vertebrae — the rings on the inner side of the

cone — and the sub- and interoperculum, which determine the age almost as clearly as

the otoliths. This holds also for the turbot. In the sole, it is practically only the verte-

brae that can be used. In the gadoids, the flat bones of the pectoral girdle, the coracoid

and scapula, are best suited for the determination of the age, especially in the cod which,

for the rest, is one of the most difficult species on which to determine the age. For the

haddock, the vertebrae especially are very useful, and quite exceptionally, likewise the

rounded swollen lower part of the Clavicula of the shoulder girdle, characteristic of this

species; a section across this bone is usually sufficient for a certain determination of the

age. In the herring again, the vertebrae are very suitable, also, especially for the 0-, I-

and Il-groups — the bones of the gill-cover.

The proof, that these layers in the bones are just as good age-layers as those of the

otoliths, can be undoubtedly displayed by us and others from numerous comparisons, e. g.
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the number of the otolith-rings agrees with the number of rings on the vertebrae in one

and the same fish.

The extension of the age-investigations from the otoliths to other parts of the bony

skeleton of fishes, gives an essentially wider and more certain basis than hitherto, for the

determination of the age. The information they give, render it possible above all, to detect

and to distinguish also the age of the older and the oldest stages of the food-fishes. For

example, the annual rings on the bones of the gill-cover enable one to detect with

certainty, that large plaice from 60 to 70 cm. in length are 20 years old and more, and

that, from the 8*'' year onwards, the yearly growth in length is small in comparison with

the earlier rate of growth and decreases more from year to year. A turbot of 19 pounds

weight (21 lbs. English) is at least 11 years old, a large cod of 100 to 120 cm. 9 to 11

years. Large Norwegian herring of about 300 to 350 cm. in length are 6 to 8 years old.

C. statement of the results

It may be explained in the beginning, that special cruises for the investigation of the

eggs and larvae of the food-fishes, were only made by our research-steamer "Poseidon" during

March 1903 and 1904, in July 1903 and in June 1904. On the other hand, in the

important spawning months of January and February, either no hauls at all could be

made or only in February during the hydrographical seasonal cruises, and then, only quali-

tative hauls for the most part. During 1902, 1903 and 1904, eggs and larvae were also

sought for during the May seasonal cruises, mostly qualitatively, more rarely also quanti-

tatively. Cruises with the Poseidon for fishery investigations, for the young and larger

fish, were also made in October and November 1902, in March, July and September 1903

and in January, March, June and July 1904. It must also be specially mentioned here,

that everywhere, where a series of hauls of all kinds was made, the temperature and

salinity were also determined.

1. The plaice [Pleuronectes platessa)

Eggs and larvae. Plaice eggs were fished by us during the March cruises in such

small quantities, that we must believe that the spawning period of the plaice was practi-

cally over by this month. A further sign of this was, that just as many larvae (74) as

eggs, were taken altogether (all the vertical hauls taken together).

The largest quantity of eggs and larvae was taken on the 6"i of March 1903, N.W.
from Heligoland near the 40 m. line (German Station I), namely, about 32 per square

meter of surface; almost as large a number was met with close to this spot, both to the

north (Sylt outer ground) and to the south (N. from Terschelling), but only on the 40 m.

line. Smaller quantities were also found nearer to the land, about the 20 m. line, both in

the southern and northern parts (to 56° N. L.) of the region sailed through. In the open

North Sea (Great Fisher Bank, Dogger Bank), plaice eggs were often met with singly but
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never in great quantities. Of the larvse, some were often far on in development (stage

when the fin-rays were forming) , so that from this also, it may be supposed that the

height of the spawning period was already over.

On the May cruises, plaice eggs were no longer met with in the North Sea, here and

there, however, larvae and several times older stages, but never in any quantity. In the

hauls made in the open North Sea, on the Dogger Bank and Great Fisher Bank, these

larvse were obtained only very rarely \ e. g. once on the northern part of the Great Fisher

Bank and on the western edge of this bank (German Station IV); more frequently, though

still on the whole rarely, on the stations near the coast within the 40 m. line, in the

north near to the Jutland coast and in the south in the German Bight.

The small number of plaice larvse, also of the younger plaice (without fin-rays) met
with in May, leads one to suppose that the largest quantity of these had already taken up

the bottom habitat.

Amongst the numerous young flat-fishes in the latest planktonic stage, which were

taken in -July, the plaice never occurred in the open North Sea.

The planktonic plaice larvse, according to our observations in the North Sea, reach a

length up to 17 mm., yet, as a rule the metamorphosis to the adult form and the pelagic

life, are ended at 14 to 15 mm. in length.

The youngest bottom-stages and the 0-group. The smallest completed

bottom-stage of the plaice observed by us (incomplete stages i. e. still in the process of

metamorphosis, were never found on the bottom), measured about 13-5 mm. in length. We
have taken these earliest bottom-stages, and the somewhat larger stages to 50 mm. in length,

from the beginning of June to the end of August, and with but isolated ex(!eptions only

within the 20 m. line in the immediate neighbourhood of the land, mostly on sandy ground,

more rarely on muddy ground. We have hitherto obtained the youngest stages from 14

to 25 mm. in length, always and only when we fished with suitable small-meshed hand-nets

and shove-nets quite close to the shore in —3m. in depth, thus within the tidal region;

for example, at the base of the rocks and on the sandy island at Heligoland. At the latter

place we take them, for example, in June, often in quantities in the so-called "Seyen", that

is, the small, shallow pools left on the beach of the island at ebb-tide, in whose loose sand

warmed by the summer sun the small plaice like to revel. The somewhat older bottom-

stages of the 0-group (from 25 to 50 mm. in length) were mostly found at the same

spot, but also in smaller numbers further out, 2 to 4 nautical miles from land, on

somewhat deeper ground, 10 even 20 m. in depth. On the g'*» and 10*'^ of July 1903, we
caught 2 small plaice of about 30 to 40 mm. in length, with the Heligoland trawl on sandy

ground in 16 and 25 m. depth, the one 20 sea miles W. from Amrum, the other about

25 sea-miles from land at Vyl light-ship.

In the open North Sea, we have only once taken a small plaice of the 0-group

in our numerous hauls with the Heligoland trawl and the shrimp trawl, which otherwise

brought up many thousands of smaU young fish, especially many young flat-fish of the

species Limanda and Drepunopsetta. This specimen was 48 mm. long and was taken on

the South-west Patch of the Dogger Bank, where we fished on fine sandy ground within

19 to 32 m. Its otoliths showed no white ring round the kernel. It would be of the

' The détermination of these larvae with certainty, and especially their separation from the dab

{Pleur, limanda), leaves much to be desired on defective preservation.
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greatest interest to learn, whether such plaice of the 0-group occur frequently and regu-

larly on this south-west patch of the Dogger Bank, the shallowest part of the open

North Sea.

The still older plaice of the 0-group , of over 50 mm. in length, have been fished in

very large quantities in late summer and autumn, but with few exceptions, always within

the 20 m. line and here almost constantly in the neighbourhood of the land, especially, on

the shallow sands of the Elbe and Weser estuaries in the "Wattenmeer" and imme-

diately off the shallows of the German coast. The 0-group occurs here, without exception

with the I-group. Both groups considerably overlap as to size. Towards the

end of their first year, i. e. in December, the young plaice reach an average length of

about 7 to 8 cm., from 9 to 10 cm. as a maximum, according to our observations in the

German Bight of the North Sea. We have, unfortunately, not made any extended obser-

vations as yet, regarding their habitat in winter.

The plaice of the second year, therefore of the I-group, which have lived

a complete year, reach an average length of 13 to 16 cm. in the German Bight of the

North Sea, from 18 to 20 cm. as a maximum. These also, we have only taken — with

very few exceptions — within the 20 m. line, where, with the plaice of the third year

(Il-group), they form the great mass of the so-called under-sized plaice on the young-

fish grounds. The richest of these young-plaice grounds lie off the islands of Amrum
and Sylt in the north, off the mouths of the Elbe and Weser in the centre, and off

the islands of Juist, Borkum, Ameland and Terschelling in the west.

The third year's group of the plaice just mentioned (Il-group), reach an average

size of 18 to 20 cm., about 25 to 28 as a maximum. We have found it in great quanti-

ties within the 20 m. line, outside this line also, though in smaller quantities, as far as the

40 m. line, but beyond the latter line only very exceptionally.

It is the fourth year's group of plaice (Ill-group), with an average length of 25

to 27 cm., which is first caught in quantities worth mentioning in the open North Sea

beyond the 40 m. line, although it has also been met with in greatest numbers within

that line.

These discoveries — which, it must be remenbered, are limited to the period March

to October — have shown without exception the noteworthy fact, that the occurrence

of the young plaice, from the coast to the open sea, is arranged like the

steps of a ladder as regards the increase in size; the smallest and youngest

occur quite close to the land, the largest and oldest the furthest out.

The curves added here (Fig. 2) give the percentages of 7 hauls of plaice made by us

on the 23''ä and 24^^ July 1903, on a ground to the north-west of the island of Juist as

far as the 40 m. line: 5 hauls with the 90-foot trawl and 2 with the Heligoland young-

fish trawl. We see (1), that the number of plaice caught increases as we pass from the

open sea towards the coast, (the number 1561 of the haul made close to the land with the

Heligoland trawl, should be multiplied several times for a true comparison, as this haul

lasted only 35 minutes, whilst those with the large trawl were always much longer, from

2 to 4 hours); (2) that the average size of the plaice steadily decreased from the sea

towards the land, from about 24 cm. to 9 cm. The two parallel hauls with the large and

the small trawl (V and Va) at the same place, are worthy of remark; they show very

clearly, that the hauls with the large trawl do not take all the size-groups present, and

Appendix K ^
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that many more of the smaller plaice are only retained by the narrow-meshed young-fish

trawl. Just as remarkable is the fact, that a haul with this latter net, on the same spot

and immediately after haul I with the large trawl, brought in only 5 plaice, of which none

were under 24 cm, in length. From this we may conclude that smaller plaice, than those

shown by curve I, did not really occur there in any quantity worth mentioning.

I. 40 m. 70sm.fr.Land, 133 plaice 90 f.Trl.

II. 37 m. 50 sm. -

III. 30 m. 30 sm. -

IV. 25 m. 16 sm. -

V \
,, /15m. 12 sm.
Va.'

VI. 7m. 2sm. -

- 116 -
- 121 -
- 767 -
/3351 —
V 366 —

- 1561 -
HeUg. Tr.

i,^ä^
16 18 £0 22 ?<! 26 28 30 32 Ih 36 38 52 65

Eig. 2. Analysis of 7 hauls of plaice with the 90 foot trawl (I—V) and the Heligoland young-fish trawl

(Va & VI), arranged according to size. The numbers are the percentages of the total caught each

haul. The 7 hauls were made on the 23rd and 24th of July 1903, on a line north-west from the island

of Juist as far as to the 40 m. line.

The results of the 7 hauls just mentioned, are again represented graphically in the

accompanying table (Fig. 3) in somewhat different form, in order to show the relation

between the size of the plaice and the depths and distance from land more clearly.

With regard to the distribution of the various size-groups of the plaice in the

winter months, we still lack sufficiently numerous observations. It is probable, that

the relations are somewhat different from what they are in the summer. Many places of

the coastal waters within the 20 m. line, where small and medium plaice, to 30 cm. in

length, are caught in quantities in the summer, are fished in winter without result, at

least from November to February, as e. g. in the neighbourhood of Heligoland. On the

other hand, it has repeatedly been shown by positive results, that relatively more large

plaice of 40 to 60 cm. occur even on these grounds in winter, from January to March,

than in summer.
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Otherwise, the plaice of the older years (6 and over) are relatively, and indeed

absolutely, more numerous beyond than within the 40 m. line.

The two sexes of the plaice. Commencement of maturity. We have

determined the sex of very numerous plaice and found, (from 43,500 specimens in round

numbers), that in every 100, about 53 are males and 47 females on the average. Within

our region of observation the females are, on an average, somewhat larger than the males

at the same age; how much larger they are, cannot as yet be exactly determined.

So far as the age is concerned, at which the plaice becomes mature, i. e. spawns

for the first time, we have not found a single female which did not possess at least 4

white otolith rings and had therefore completed 4 full years, amongst the plaice which

were undoubtedly ripe and whose otoliths were examined. On the other hand, we found

several males which

were ripe after 3 full
-^"'^ Distance fromW in sm. 40 m. Line

years. The average size

of the plaice at first-

maturity in the Ger-

man Bight of the North

Sea is for the males,

about 30 to 35 cm.,

for the females 35 to

40 cm.

The yearly in-

crease of growth
in the plaice is

greatest in the 2'^'' to

the 4* year, especially

in the 3"''^, according

to our investigations;

after the attainment of

maturity , the yearly

growth gradually be-

comes less and is very small in the older stages. We have examined some large plaice of

66 to 70 cm., which were certainly 20 years old and over that, and had consequently
spawned 15 times and more. Unfortunately, we have caught relatively few large plaice, as

yet, of over 55 cm. in length, probably because we have made relatively few hauls in the

open North Sea and it appears from our observations already mentioned, that the largest

and oldest plaice are caught furthest out in the sea.

We have not been able, as yet, to determine from our own observations, at what parts

of the North Sea the spawning or fully-ripe plaice collect together in large shoals. The
spawning time must occur between January and April, with the maximum probably in
February, but hitherto, we could only begin our investigations as a rule in March. A
moderate number of large ripe plaice was twice taken in this month, 30 sea-miles N.W.
from Heligoland and on the Oyster Bank; a smaller quantity was found c. 65 sea-miles
N.W. on the 40 m. line, in the so-called Clay Deep, the southern mud bank on the
southern part of the Jutland Bank. These discoveries of spawning plaice were made in

Pig. 3. Distribution of the plaice caught in the 7 hauls mentioned, graded

according to depth, distance of the fishing-ground from land, and their

average size.
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the same region where the plaice eggs were found in March. It may be considered, that

a spawning ground has thus been discovered W. and N.W. from Heligoland between this

place and the 40 m. line.

At the end of September, we caught a number of large plaice up to 60 cm. in length

on the Great Fisher Bank and north of this on the Fladen ground. Amongst these, the

spawn was running from one female of 60 cm. in length, and several males were nearly ripe.

We have examined a large number of plaice with regard to the degree of matu-
rity of the sexual products. This is a method partly of distinguishing between the

ovaries and testes which have never spawned and those which have spawned at least once, i. e. it

can show the limits between the unripe and ripe plaice. Hitherto, this examination of the

sexual products has been the only sure way to determine ripeness; the signs given by

C. 6. Job. Petersen of the beginning of maturity — the appearance of rough scales on

the gill-covers and fin-rays in the males, and in both sexes the appearance of white rings

round the red spots — are uncertain. According to our observations, it is true, the

really ripe males always have rough scales to a more or less extent on the gill-covers

and fin-rays, in contrast to the quite smooth females, and this roughness is as a rule

quite absent from many young and still obviously unripe males; it is clear, therefore, that

this secondary sexual character, as a matter of fact, does develop at the age of so-called

puberty (first on the fins, then on the cheeks) , but it does not make its appearance at a

sufficiently well-defined period, but so gradually, that a sharp distinction of the ripe from the

unripe males is impossible by its means alone. The appearance of the white rings round

the red spots is quite useless for the determination of first-maturity; they occur rarely, it

is true, before this period, but they are also very often absent or extremely slightly deve-

loped in plaice distinctly mature for a long time, even as large as 60 cm. Probably these

rings are more strongly developed in the main, only at the actual spawning time.

The investigation of the sexual organs enables us also, to ascertain the interval which

elapses between the end of one spawning period and the beginning of another, and the

rapidity with which the formation of new sexual products proceeds. We have observed,

that the most developed sexual products in the middle of July have reached stage IV on

our scale, the majority however, only II— III or III, that is, the eggs were clearly

recognisable with the naked eye or at most already flattened against one another. On
the 8*'' of July 1904, we caught 10 large plaice of 40 to 56 cm. in length, north from the

Dogger Bank, the sexual products of most of which were in stage III—IV, but one female

of 53 cm. and one male of 41 cm. were in stage VII, i.e. had not quite spawned, as

numerous ripe eggs were present in the mostly emptied ovary of the one, and some milt

still ran from the other.

The migrations of the plaice in the German portion of the North Sea.

Direct positive results with regard to the migrations of the plaice, are only given by the

marking of the fish and setting them out again into the water. In the 2 years from the

2b^ of September 1902 to the 24^^ of September 1904, we have put out 4015 marked

plaice in all, 1764 with aluminium rings and 2251 with marks of vulcanised india-rubber.

To obtain the percentage of fish returned, we must deduct from these, 800 which were

only set out on the 23''^ of September 1904. Of the remaining 8215 plaice, 372 were

recaught, i.e. 11•6% of the number set out. These numbers are much too small to give

a satisfactory basis for further conclusions, even with regard to the German Bight. We
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shall content ourselves here, with stating the most obvious of the positive results of the

experiments and with making a few appropriate and, it appears to us, simple and certain

conclusions.

The greatest quantities of these 3215 marked plaice, viz. 2004 specimens or 63 "/o,

were set out in only two regions, namely, in the neighbourhood of Heligoland (20 sea-miles

round) and in the neighbourhood of Horns Reef. Of 1320 plaice set out at Heligoland,

183 were recaught; no less than 168 at Heligoland itself, within 1 to 443 days of replac-

ing them in the water, and only 15 in other parts of the North Sea. Of the 689 plaice

set out at Horns Reef, 90 in all were retaken, 83 at Horns Reef, therefore near to where

they were set out, within 1 to 184 days and only 7 in other parts of the North Sea.

Of the 15 plaice set out at Heligoland, but retaken elsewhere, 10 did not leave the

German Bight (i. e. Borkum — Tail of Dogger Bank — Horns Reef) ; the interval between

the setting out and recapture varied from 68 to 354 days; the places of recapture lay in

all directions. Of the 5 others, which had migrated out of thisi region only one was retaken to

the north, namely, on the Little Fisher Bank after 472 days; the other 4 had gone to the

west and south-west, one in 116 days as far as Puzzle Hole (c. 145 s. m.), the second in

313 days, as far as the eastern edge of the Brown Ridges (c. 180 s. m.), the third in 125

days, to off Scheveningen (c. 200 s. m.), the fourth lastly, in 281 days to off the mouth of

the Maas (c. 210 s. m.).

Of the 7 plaice set out at Horns Reef, but not recaught there, none were retaken

over 120 s. m. from where they were put into the water; 4 had gone to the south, 2 in

28 and 29 days as far as Norderney (88 s. m.) ; 3 to the north , 1 in 43 days as far as

Lökken in the Skager Rak (c. 120 s. m.).

Concerning the plaice set out in other parts of the North Sea than at Heligoland

and Horns Reef, some of those retaken are especially remarkable, namely, 7 put out on the

Great Fisher Bank at the end of September 1903. With the exception of one, which had

gone easterly as far as Holmen's Ground (c. 85 s. m.) in 104 days, all had wandered to

the south, one for example in 138 days to the Oyster Bank (c. 170 s. m.), another in 214

days to Graadyb (c. 195 s. m.)

The noteworthy results of these experiments seem to us the following:

(1) The great majority of all the plaice marked were retaken within

the same narrow region in which they were set out. Of all those set out in

the German Bight, only a few, about 3 to é^/o, were recaught beyond the boniidaries of

this region, and most of these had gone to the south, west and south-west along the

German and Dutch coasts. It cannot as yet be concluded, therefore, that the great mass

of plaice, especially of the still immature, in the German part of the North Sea, make

relatively extensive migrations yearly, over 50 to 100 s. m. and more in one direction.

The critical value of this conclusion is frankly not very great, as yet. We do not know,

for example, whether the plaice set out at Heligoland , and recaught there only after a

large number of days, have not in the interval wandered some distance away and returned;

we must remember also, that the probability of retaking the plaice marked, is greater where

and when the fishery is greater, and smaller when the plaice wander far and distribute

themselves in all directions. It is quite possible, therefore, that relatively many more

plaice have in reality wandered far beyond the region investigated, than the experiment

allows one to suppose.
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(2) The plaice may wander very quickly at times from one region to

another. The two plaice which had gone from the Horns Reef into the Norderney

district (c. 88 s. m.) in 28 days, had travelled daily on an average not less than 3 s. m.,

and this holds good also for a plaice which had wandered from the Horns Reef towards

the Skager Rak, ca. 120 s. m., in 43 days.

To obtain certain conclusions here, many more plaice must be set out yearly than

has hitherto been the case, and the experiments must be continued over a larger number

of years.

The question whether two or more distinct local races of the plaice exist in the

North Sea, has not as yet been closely investigated by us. We have, nevertheless, some

grounds for believing, in agreement with English naturalists, that two races occur, viz. a

southern plaice, extending from the English Channel to Heligoland, and a northern

plaice, extending from Heligoland to the North, the first of which is constitutionally

smaller than the second. We have once received spawning plaice of very small size,

caught at Borkum by a German sailing cutter in the month of March; one female with

running spawn, measured only 22 cm.

Speaking in general from our experiences, the biology of the plaice in the

eastern parts of the North Sea presents the following picture. The spawning of the

eggs takes place on wide areas from the 20 to the 40m. line and even further out; from

these areas, the larvse, when they approach the end of their metamorphosis, wander — at

least the great majority do — iiito the warm, shallow waters close to the shore and pass

the youngest bottom-stages there. From the end of their first year onwards, the young

plaice migrate gradually in a mass, as they become larger and older, further out to sea

into greater depths, and one finds, furthest from land in the open sea, scarcely any but

the older groups of 5 years and over.

2. The flounder [Pleuronectes flesus)

The eggs and larvae.

The data concerning these are not quite exact, in so far as the eggs could not always

be distinguished with certainty from those of the dab and the sprat, nor the larvse from

those of the dab.

In our vertical hauls during the March cruises, 91 eggs and 79 larvse were taken

altogether. Thus, the spawning period for the flounder seems also to be over, for the most

part, in March. At Heligoland, we found flounder eggs from the end of January to the

middle of April.. In agreement with our earlier observations, the main quantities of the

eggs and larvse were met with over depths of 20 to 40 m., yet nearer the 20 than the

40 m. line, thus somewhat nearer land than for the plaice. They were found in this zone,

both in the southern and northern parts of the region fished, as far as Skagen , and

especially numerous N.W. from Heligoland. Beyond the 40 m. line, they occurred but

rarely, and not at all in the open North Sea.

Older larvse (in the metamorphosing stages) were not yet noticed in March. They

appear, however, in the plankton at Heligoland in the second half of April and beginning

of May with greater regularity, and are 9 to 12 mm. long. Similarly, isolated specimens

were found during the seasonal cruise in May e. g. on the outer Jutland Bank on the

40 m. line. In May, the older metamorphosed stages are already met with in brackish
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water and in the rivers, in smaller qnantities also in the "Wattenmeer". The larvse leave

the open sea, as a rule, before the migrating eye has reached to the ridge of the head.

Young and older stages.

Just as we have never found the eggs of the flounder in rivers or in brackish water,

we have on the other hand, never observed the first bottom-stages (about 13 to 15 mm.
long), and on the whole, the 0-group, except at these places; for example, on the

sandy beach at Twielenfleth on the Elbe a little below Hamburg, where we caught them

with the hand-nets in very large quantities on the 12*'^ of June 1903. How far the

flounder of the 0-group occur in the "Wattenmeer", has yet to be determined. P'lo under
of the 1- group occur together with plaice of the same size in the "Wattenmeer", and

occasionally also off this, as well as in the rivers and in brackish water.

Flounder of the older years' groups are accustomed to venture considerably

further out to sea; we have met with them regularly, in great numbers, between the main-

land and Heligoland as well as close to Heligoland on the rocky ground of the island,

especially in autumn and winter, further, in isolated specimens as far out as the 20 m. line

all along the German coast.

The flounder grows much more slowly than the plaice, and does not

grow to so large a size; we have taken them up to about 50 cm. only. A female

flounder of 42 cm. in length, caught at Heligoland in November, was at least already 8,

probably however 9, years old according to the rings of the otoliths and the bones; a

plaice of similar size is only 4 to 5, at most 6, years old. Corresponding to this, the

flounder reaches maturity at a smaller size. We have received spawning

flounder of 23 cm. and onwards; in Scotland, mature flounders have been observed at only

18 cm. in length.

We have taken flounders with running spawn in the beginning of January, once

in great quantities off the mouth of the Weser just beyond the 20 m. line. In March,

we found similar flounders or specimens just spawned, further out to sea, 30 sm. N.W.

from Heligoland and at Borkum Reef on the 40 m. line, also in the neighbourhood of

Horns Reef and on the southern Mud Bank.

The biological character of the flounder is similar to that of the plaice,

but it is more of a coast-fish and passes the first years of its life on the bottom, mostly

in brackish water and in rivers. Like the plaice, it spawns always in salt water;

its larvae wander from there during the metamorphosing stages towards the coast and the

first bottom-stages, which, like those of the plaice, are always formed perfectly symme-

trical, are found in quite shallow water immediately on the shore.

3. The dab (Pleuronectes limanda)
Eggs and larvse.

5124 eggs and 228 larvse altogether were taken in the vertical hauls of March 1903.

The developmental stages of no other fish were taken m such enormous quantities. This

arises partly, from the fact that the spawning of this fish is at its height in March, partly

because the dab is certainly the commonest fish within the region investigated.

The eggs were found in greatest numbers in the shallower parts of the southern North

Sea, between the 20 and 40 m. lines. The maximum, with ca. 800 eggs and larvœ per

square meter of surface, was met with to the north of Schiermonnikoog over 27 m. in
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depth. A spawning centre obviously occurred here. Verj' large quantities of eggs

were also found, however, to the north and west of this, in the deeper waters between the

Dogger Banli and the Dutch-German coast. The quantities decreased further to the north

beyond Horns Reef, occurred only sparingly at the Skaw and were quite absent in the

hauls over the deeper parts of the Skager Rak. On the Dogger Bank itself they were

somewhat scarce, but again became more numerous on its northern edge and then, in the

direction towards the Great Fisher Bank, they gradually decreased. They also occurred

afterwards at the Great Fisher Bank to the amount of 25 per square meter of surface.

Older larval stages were not taken in any quantity worth mentioning.

In May also, we still found very large quantities of dab eggs, though not to such

an extent as in March. We obtained the largest quantities of 50 to 70 eggs per square

meter on our Stations I (40 m. line, N.W. from Heligoland), II (south-east corner of the

Dogger Bank), XV (southern Horns Reef) and V (northern portion of the Great Fisher

Bank) ; at the last place, the spawning had without doubt begun later than in the southern

North Sea; (even in August, considerable quantities of dab eggs were taken on the Great

Fisher Bank and some single eggs also, at the end of September). We took somewhat

smaller quantities, but still worth mentioning, of 20 to 30 eggs per square meter on

Stations 111 and IV (south and west of the Great Fisher Bank) and XIV (south of the

Jutland Bank). On the other hand, but insignificant quantities were taken at all the

Stations VI to XII lying within the region of the Skager Rak.

Dab eggs were taken at Heligoland from the end of January to the middle of July,

in greatest quantities from March to May. Larvœ were also taken with the eggs, as a

rule often in very considerable numbers and always in young stages of development, before

the formation of the fin-rays. These stages, however, are mostly no longer quite young

but are so far advanced, that their separation from plaice larvae of similar size, as above

mentioned, presents considerable difficulties.

In July, further advanced larvae of the dab were taken in no small numbers at

numerous points of the region under survey. They were mostly in the earlier and later

stages of the formation of the fin- rays.

Thus, all stages of the metamorphosis were observed, partly from the planktonic speci-

mens, partly from those taken on the bottom, and at the same time a very striking
fact was displayed. It appears namely, that the dab is distinct from all other flat-

fishes in that the stages, where the left eye is already on the ridge of the head, are never

taken in the plankton. The dab thus changes over to the bottom-life at an
earlier stage of metamorphosis than its nearest allies, the plaice and
flounder, in which all the metamorphosing stages are always planktonic.
Specimens with the eye on the ridge, usually 15 to 17 mm. long, represent already the

earliest bottom-stages. In these, the body-pigment, which develops greatly during the first

period on the bottom, is seen in active process of formation.

The earliest bottom-stages and the fully-developed 0-group of the dab

have been taken by us, from June on, at very numerous places of the entire region under

survey, in the eastern and northern North Sea, from the mouths of the Elbe and Weser as

far as to the 100m. line between Scotland and Norway, in depths from 1 to 100m. and

under the most varied conditions of salinity and temperature , from 31 to 35 per mille

and 6 to 13° C. Beyond the 100 m. line, they gradually became scarcer. It was remark-
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able, that we took the 0-group of the dab in almost every haul, but in none

in very great quantity (100 to 1000), as e. g. whiting, cod, Drepanopsetta etc. of

similar age, although we should expect this judging from the enormous number of eggs.

The largest quantity we caught, amounted to 57 and was taken in one of our hauls with

the Heligoland trawl, which usually lasted from 20 to 30 minutes, on the 21^* of July

1904 in 37m. on the northern portion of the southern Mud Bank. It is further remark-

able, that we have taken the youngest stages, the 0-group of the dab, extremely

seldom in quite shallow water immediately on the beach, as is the rule with

the plaice and also the flounder; almost without exception they were found in deeper

water. This great and striking difference between the occurrence of the plaice and flounder

on the one hand, and that of the dab on the other, as well as in the distribution of the

youngest bottom-stages, is shown also in the older stages. These stages of the dab are

distributed over the entire region investigated, intermingled with one another, and never in

such a graded distribution from the coast outwards as with the plaice. Young dabs of

6 cm. in length, were found at numerous places from the Great Fisher Bank southwards

as far as the beach at Heligoland, to the mouth of the Elbe and to the "Wattenmeer", in

common with others of 15 to 20 cm. and larger. At Heligoland, we have several times

caught, on previous occasions, thousands of dabs of the I- and Il-groups with one haul

of our small trawl in about 10 to 20 m. depth. Dabs of the most different sizes are so

regular in their appearance in the hauls with the large trawl, that we were once very

much astonished at not catching a single dab, either in our large or small trawls, at a

spot beyond the 100 m. line, 58° N. L. and 1° 10' E. L. in 134 m. It seems almost, as if

the limit of this, the commonest of the North Sea flat fishes, occurred here. In the Skager

Eak, we have taken dabs at even greater depths than 100 m.

According to our observations, the dab becomes mature at a very small size,

in the Heligoland region, at any rate, from 16 cm. onwards. We have not yet made very

close investigations into the age of the dab.

The picture which the biology of the dab in the North Sea offers us, is

essentially different from that of the plaice, as our observations show. The dab appears

to be distinctly a stationary fish, as the eggs, larvae and all the older stages of the adult are

distributed uniformly and beside one another over a wide area. A graded distribution of

the various age-groups, according to depth and distance from the coast, does not occur;

just as little is there a migration of the metamorphosing larvae from the sea to the coasts

in order to reach the bottom there — a phenomen so characteristic for the plaice and

flounder.

4. The long-rougli dab (Drepanopsetta platessoides)

Of the eggs and larvae of this species, 77 eggs and 8 larvae altogether were taken

in the vertical hauls of the March cruises of 1903. The height of the spawning was, how-

ever, not yet passed in March. The greatest numbers, 36 eggs and larvœ per square meter

of surface, were taken at the north edge of the Dogger Bank. Quantities of 12 to 20

per square meter were found on the Great Fisher Bank, and of 6 to 8 .
in the neighbour-

hood of the Skaw. Further, small quantities were also taken on the outer Horns Reef

ground. In the south eastern portions of the North Sea, they were practically absent.

On the May cruises Drepanopsetta-la,rvx were found regularly, especially to the north

of the Dogger Bank and in the vicinity of the Great Fisher Bank; they were mostly

Appendix E ^
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young forms, often in the stage when the fin-rays are forming; eggs were still found in

the beginning of May. Some eggs and larvae still occurred in May at the Skager Eak

Stations VI—XII, though fewer than on the Great Fisher Bank.

The largest planktonic larvae of Drepanopsetta we have caught in the North Sea,

measured about 26 mm. in the fresh condition, the smallest fully formed bottom-stage i. e.

with completed metamorphosis, was about 24 mm. It may be expressly mentioned here

that, just as in the dab so also in Drepanopsetta, the change from the planktonic to the

bottom-life often occurs before the completion of the metamorphosis, as we have

not rarely found the latest transition-stages already on the bottom.

The 0- group of Drepanopsetta, from about 24mm. in length onwards, we have

as yet never found in the southern parts of the North Sea, but only to the north

of the southern part of the Dogger Bank, as far as the slope of the North Sea plateau

towards the ocean and the Norwegian channel, in depths of 22 to 148 m. (Skager Rak),

mostly on muddy sand or purely muddy ground, with a bottom-temperature of 6° to 9° C.

and salinity of 35-1 to 33-2 "/oo. We took it in greatest quantities (from 35 to 220 in

one 20 minutes haul of the Heligoland trawl) on the Great Fisher Bank (66 m.), and north

from the Fladen Ground (134 and 87 m.), less on the slope towards the Skager Rak, still

less south of 56°N. L.; only on the western edge of the Dogger, were 12 per haul still

caught. All these hauls were made in July; the largest specimens of the 0-group then

taken, measured 45 mm. in the preserved condition.

Older Drepanopsetta of the I- and Il-groups etc. have only been taken, in

our hauls with the large and the young-fish trawl, in essentially the same region in which

we took the eggs, larvae and young bottom- stages. We have taken Drepanopsetta only in

quite isolated examples south from the Dogger Bank, on the Oyster Bank and Heli-

goland Ground, and then always somewhat larger, over 20 cm. in length. Most of them

were taken on the 100 m. line and beyond, north of the Fladen Ground and on the southern

slope of the Skager Rak, further on the Great Fisher Bank, just where the majority of the

bottom-stages of the 0-group were found; lastly, in the deep region north of the Dogger

Bank, somewhat less on the northern and southern Mud Bank. Younger stages from 8 cm.

on, were found together with the older of 30 cm. and more in length. It is remarkable

that we never caught very large quantities in the hauls with the large trawl, at

the most, 350 specimens in one haul.

Concerning the age, rate of growth, commencement of maturity, spawning etc. we have

as yet made no observations.

The long-rough dab seems, therefore, a flatfish which is limited in its occurrence almost

entirely to the northern North Sea. It gives the impression ot being a stationary fish,

whose biological character is similar to that of the dab ^Pl. limandaj.

5—6. The cod (Gadus morrhuaj and haddock fGadus aeglefinusj

The eggs and larvae of these two species must preliminarily be dealt with together,

as they cannot always be separated with certainty according to the species. Their eggs

can only be distinguished, when the embryos are so far developed, that they show the pig-

mentation characteristic for each species. We have therefore not been able to determine,

how many eggs of cod, and how many eggs of haddock were contained in each of our

hauls, but had to be contented with determining, whether the well-developed embryos
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represented only the cod, or only the haddock, or both species. The occurrence of larvae of

both species can always to some extent be settled with certainty. A confusion of the larvae

of the cod with that of the saithe fGadus virensj, which might easily occur, will scarcely

come into consideration in the present work, as the saithe plays no great part, probably,

in the region investigated in March.

In March 1903, altogether 3750 eggs of these two species were taken in the vertical

hauls; amongst these, there were only 114 with certain haddock-embryos and about twice

as many with certain cod-embryos. Of the larvae taken with these eggs, 65 in all were

those of the haddock and 534 those of the cod.

From this, the following is clear. As the spawning time of both species, to our

knowledge, is essentially the same (January to May), many more haddock larvae should be

taken than in the case in reality, when we consider the relative numbers of the cod and

haddock in the North Sea, namely, that the haddock is relatively much more abundant

than the cod. We may conclude with certainty therefore, that our March cruises have not,

in the main, lit upon the principal spawning grounds of the haddock so much as those of

the cod. From observations made in previous years, it appears, that very great masses of

haddock eggs occur about the middle of March in the open North Sea to the north of the

Great Fisher Bank, between 59° and 60° N. L. On the other hand , we have never found

spawning haddock in the southern North Sea, though spawning cod have been taken;

consequently, cod eggs aud larvae are certainly to be expected here principally, if not

almost exclusively.

Haddock.
In the neighbourhood of the land, as far as to the 40 m. line, unmistake-

able haddock eggs and larvae were taken during our seasonal cruises either
not at all, as in the southern part^ of the North Sea, or only in very small
quantities, as in the neighbourhood of Horns Reef and at the Skaw. In the

south eastern parts of the North Sea, haddock eggs become somewhat more common to-

wards the centre between the 40 m. line and the south edge of the Dogger, and increase

further in numbers in the neighbourhood of the latter. On the Dogger Bank and beyond
its northern edge, they were often just as numerous as those of the cod, taken at the

same time. Haddock eggs were also found in the few hauls made on the Little Fisher

Bank. On the Great Fisher Bank, the number of the well-developed, certain haddock
eggs amounted to about three times those of the cod, in a total quantity of 300 eggs of

both species per square meter.

Cod.

Cod eggs and larvae were taken in March at all the regions investi-
gated, almost without exception, from the 70 ro. line in towards the land they

were distinctly scarcer and were sometimes quite absent. Cfreater abundance of eggs, to

over 100 to 450 eggs and larvae per square meter, occurred N.W. from Heligoland within

and beyond the 40 m. line in the centre of the southern corner of the Dogger (Clay Deep),

further, on the north corner of the Dogger and the centre of the Great Fisher Bank.
Contrary to expectations, few cod eggs were found on the Jutland Bank and at Horns Reef

(10 to 30 per square meter); they only increased to the west of this in the neighbour-

' In the Heligoland plankton, we have previously taken but few isolated haddock eggs —
1—2 yearly.
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hood of the 40 m. line (40 to 100 p. square meter). In the neighbourhood of the Skaw,

as in the true Skager Rak, their number was very small.

Eggs and larvae of cod and haddock in May.

Both the eggs and larvse of these two species were still taken at most of the German

Stations in the beginning of May; altogether, there were about ^/s as many larvse as eggs,

a sign that the spawning time was essentially already past.

At Station I, some few eggs only were taken, at Stations II to VI but increasingly

towards the north, eggs and larvse of both species. The maximum, at Station VI

(northern Fladen Ground) amounted to 72 eggs, as well as 6 larvae of cod and 48 larvse

of haddock per square meter. Considerable numbers of haddock (24 per square meter) were

also found on the west slope of the Great Fisher Bank (St. IV). On the Skager Rak sta-

tions, eggs and larvse of both species were found in very varying quantities. On the Little

Fisher Bank, the Jutlfind Bank and at Horns Reef (Station XIII—XV), they also occurred,

but in very small numbers. It is very remarkable, that the size of the larvse of the cod

and haddock, taken in the May hauls, did not exceed a total length of 10 mm. as a rule.

The fully formed cod.

The smallest fully formed bottom -stages of the cod taken by us, had a length of

25 mm. in preserved condition (alcohol); this was in the middle of July. The average size,

at which the larval stage of the cod ends, in the region under our survey, cannot as yet

be stated with certainty, owing to the lack of the necessary complete data.

We have searched at very many different places (over 100) for the young bottom-
stages and the 0-group of the cod, in our region from the mouths of the Elbe and

Weser as far as the Dutch coast, N. W. of the Dogger Bank and to the 100 m. line, over

this easterly as far as the Skager Rak, chiefly in June and July in the open sea, but also

from August to December on the coasts of the German Bight. The noteworthy result of

these observations, is, that the 0-group of the cod is distributed over the whole
of our wide region in the summer and autumn months, and occurs, though not

at every part of the sea, yet, in each of the somewhat larger regions. ' The smallest

bottom-stages under 30 mm. in length, however, have as yet only been found by us in the

northern North Sea (northern Mud Bank and Great Fisher Bank). This may only arise,

because we have insufficient observations for the southern North Sea for June and July,

We found specimens of 30 mm. and onwards at several parts of the southern North Sea.

e.g. between Heligoland and the Dogger Bank on the 40 m. line, on the southern Mud
Bank as well as far to the north, on the 100 m. line. We have found specimens of 40 mm.
and onwards, from the middle of June to the beginning of July, also quite close to

the land, e.g. at Lister Deep near Sylt in 10m. depth in great quantities, and in the

mouths of the Ems and Elbe, in the latter river, as far as the opening of the North Sea-

Baltic canal.

The greatest quantities of these young cod of the 0-group — from 100 to over 200

specimens in o n e haul of our young-fish trawl — were taken in the first half of July, on

the Great Fisher Bank and the northern Mud Bank (27 to 66 mm. long); many more also

(from 40 to 100 in o n e haul), in the middle of June between Heligoland and the Dogger

Bank on the 40 m. line, as also in the Lister Deep at Sylt, and in the Skager Rak at

108 m. in the middle of July; somewhat fewer (20 to 40 in one haul), on the southern

Mud Bank, N. W. from Heligoland on the 40 m. line, on the sands at the mouth of the
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Elbe, in the Clay Deep at the south corner of the Dogger, and in the deep water of the

north-west corner ot this bank, as well as on the eastern parts of the Oyster Bank etc.

The temperature and salinity of the water, where these small cod were taken, varied

from 6° C. and 35 "/oo salinity in the region of the Great Fisher Bank, and beyond the

100 m. line in depths of 70 to 134 m., up to 20° C. in the shallower coastal waters of the

southern North Sea at 10 m. depths, and down to salinities of 31-30 and less pro mille in

the mouth of the Elbe.

The places, where we obtained most cod of the 0-group in June und July, agree in

general with those spots, where most eggs and larvae had been fished previously. Never-

theless, it is indisputable, that, as the eggs and larvas were not found in the immediate

neighbourhood of the coast, the young fry must have spread out from the regions, where

they were born and thus succeeded also in coming close into the land.

It is remarkable, that we caught practically no young cod in our hauls with
the surface nets (Hjort's net, three-otterboards net), which brought us numerous other

young fish of the year. We obtained some few specimens, of 3 to 5 cm. in length, but

three times with these nets, namely, once respectively on the Fladen Ground, at Horns

Reef and on the east edge of the Dogger Bank, in the middle of July. It seems, there-

fore, as if the pelagic life of the young cod in the North Sea ceased soon after the com-

pletion of the metamorphosis, and that, when they have once changed over to the life on

the bottom, they rise again but rarely into the upper water-layers.

The further fate of the 0-group has been investigated by us on the German coast and

at Heligoland. Whilst we found them in June mostly 3 to 5 cm., at the highest 8 cm.

long, in July mostly 4 to 6 cm., at the highest 11 cm., in August some were already 12 cm.

and in September 13 cm. At the beginning of October the most of the young cod on the

coasts of the mouth of the Elbe were 10 to 15 cm. long, the smallest but 7, the largest

18 cm. We found them at Heligoland to be from 6 to 18 cm. in length in October and from

12 to 20 cm. in November. It may reasonably be doubted, whether all these small cod belong

still to the 0-group, and not — at least some — to the I-group, and this can only be

solved by close investigation of the age on the otoliths and bones. We have already made
such determinations, but not yet in sufficient number as the cod is a very difficult subject

in this regard. We may, however, believe, e. g. that a small cod of 17 cm. in November
certainly belongs to the O-gi'oup, another of 20 cm. on the other hand already to the

I-group. We have reasons for believing, that the small cod at Heligoland are on an

average about 14 cm. at the end of their first year, 18 cm. perhaps at a maximum and 8

to 10 cm. at a minimum. Cod of the 0-group kept in our aquarium grow very quickly

in the summer and autumn, especially with good feeding, e. g. from the beginning of

August to the middle of September not less than 1 mm. daily on an average, from thé

middle of September to the end of October, still V2 to Va mm. daily; in the middle of

November we had cod of the 0-group in our aquarium up to 15-5 cm. In the open sea,

the growth would certainly be greater.

Shortly before closing this report, we were able to make some further hauls with the

young-fish trawl on different stations of the seasonal cruises, from the 14"' to 23"' of

November, and in some of them we captured the cod of the 0-group. In the deep sea

north of the Dogger (69 m., Stat. Ill), these measured 6 to 13 cm., at St. XI (southern

slope of the Skager Kak) 7—9 cm., at Stat. XV (off Sylt, 25 m.) 6 to 18 cm.; the two largest
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of these — 17 and 18 cm. — might belong to the I-group, whilst those of a complete

series from 6 to 15 cm. are certainly all of the first year.

Cod of the 1-, II- and lll-groups.

We estimate the average length of the I-group of cod of the southern North Sea at

20 to 25 cm. during their second summer, that of the Il-group in their third year at

about 35 to 40 cm. Both of these groups will naturally overlap considerably as to size,

just as with all fishes. With regard to the occurrence and distribution of these three

groups (of the second to the fourth year), it is a remarkable result of our hauls, that all

three groups of the young, immature cod are found everywhere intermixed
over the whole region under survey, and that there is no regular division

according to age and size. We have taken cod of 16 to 25 cm., of the I-group

therefore, both in depths over 100 m. on the Fladen Ground and in the Skager Rak, and

at the German coast and at Heligoland, also on the Great Fisher Bank, to the west and

east of the Dogger Bank, at Horns Reef and elsewhere — and the same holds good for

the other groups. At Heligoland, especially, all three groups are met with, both close to

the rocky ground on the island and further off the whole year through; the fish of

the 11- and Ill-group are relatively more abundant further out to sea, than those of the

I-group. The two former groups, therefore cod of about 30 to 50 cm. in length, are taken

in quantities with hand-lines from spring to late autumn.

On account of our insufficient observations up to the present, we cannot yet state with

certainty, at what age, and at what size the cod spawn for the first time in the North

Sea, or in the southern North Sea in particular, chiefly because we have not yet had the

opportunity of catching large quantities of spawning cod, or cod approaching ripeness, or

even . those which had spawned. It is certain, that we have taken such cod in small

number from 60 cm. onwards in length, and it is probable, that some spawn for the first

time at 50 cm. or a little greater length. We learn from the bones, that a cod 50 cm.

long has lived at most 4 complete years, and we believe — provisionally — that the cod

does not spawn for the first time, until it has lived 4 complete years, prob-

ably at the end of its 5th, at latest the 6t^ year. We kept a female cod in our Heligoland

aquarium from September 1902 to June 1904; it spawned there in January 1904 (but not

in the previous year) and measured, in June, 66 cm. in length. Its age, according to the

vertébrée and bones, was 5V2 years. It had therefore spawned at the end of its 5* year

for the first time, but the sexual products had begun to ripen in autumn 1903, therefore

after the completion of the 4*^ and in the course of the 5* year.

Our further investigations on the age permit us to take as tolerably certain, that a

North Sea cod of 75 cm. in length is at least 7 years old, one of 85 cm. at least 8, of

95 cm. in length about 9, and of 100 to 110 cm. in length at least 9 to 11 years old.

Certainly, the yearly increase of growth also decreases here after the beginning of maturity.

Such large and older cod have been found within the region under our survey, mostly

far distant from land in the open North Sea in summer; in winter, however, especially on

our March cruises, they are also common near and on this side of the 20 m. line and often

quite close to the land, e. g. close to Heligoland, Horns Reef etc. It is known, that very

large and dense shoals of large cod, quite near spawning, occur on the trawling grounds to

the north and south of Horns Reef between the 20 and 40 m. line in winter, especially in

December, and give occasion to a very rich fishery. We have, unfortunately, not yet had
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the opportunity of fishing there at this time lor the mature cod; we have met with these

on our seasonal cruises, only in March 1903 and 1904, and always in small quantities only,

as also on the fishing grounds of Borkum Reef, Oyster Bank, Heligoland, Sylt inner

ground, Horns ßeef and southern Mud Bank.

The biological picture, which we obtain of the cod in our region from the investig-

ations sketched above, is strikingly similar to that of the à2,h(Pl.linianda). The cod
appears here as a stationary fish, whose developmental stages from the Qgg
to the spawning fish are all passed through within the same region; to such

a degree, indeed, that all the stages are found intermingled at the most different places,

without anywhere or at any time, showing a graded distribution according to age and

depth. Only the larger and older specimens seem to make any migrations worth mention-

ing, as, in the summer they live more in the open sea, e. g. in the south-eastern parts of

the North Sea, whilst in winter — assuredly for the purpose of spawning — they frequent

the shallower parts of the region from the 40 m. landwards. The largest cod of 1 m. and

more in length and 10 and more years old, live furthest from laud apparently and in the

deepest part of the region.

We are not yet able to show positive results concerning the migrations of the cod

by means of the marking and setting out of fish.

The fully formed haddock.
The smallest fully formed young haddoch taken by us, measured 24 to 26 mm. in pre-

served condition. We are unable to state, as yet, at what average length the transition

from the larvae to the adult form is completed.

The occurrence and distribution of the fully formed haddock of the first year — of

the 0-group — shows an important and very striking difference from that of its two

nearest allies, the cod and the whiting (Gadus merlangus). We have hitherto taken
them only north of 55° N. L. and mostly far out to the north of 57°N.L. in

and over the great depths from 60 to 100 m. and more. We have captured but

one single specimen south of the Dogger Bank, on its south-eastern edge in the so-called

Clay Deep from 47 m. (middle of July, 1903), also once a single specimen on the southern

Mud Bank in the three-otterboards net (middle of July, 1904).

The greatest quantities were found in the first half of July, 1904, north from the

Fladen ground on muddy ground at 134 m.; 2 hauls of our Heligoland trawl, of 20 minutes

in all, brought up here 237 small haddock of the 0-group from 3 to 10 cm. long, most of

them 6 and 7 cm. Large quantities (from 40 to 50 in one haul) were also taken, further

to the north of the first-named place in 106 m.; otherwise, we mostly obtained only

] to 10 specimens in one haul with the ground-nets. It was remarkable, that we brought

up but very few young cod at the places, where we obtained many young haddock on the

ground , and conversely , where many cod of the 0-group were found , very few haddock

were taken. The former occurred chiefly on sandy, the latter on muddy ground. Another

remarkable difference in the occurrence of the 0-group of cod and haddock was also

observed; in our surface nets (three-otterboards net and Hjort's net,) we obtained the cod

very rarely, as already mentioned, and always only in some few specimens, where the had-

dock was often abundant. Our greatest catch of young fish with the three-otterboards

net was made on the slope of the Great Fisher Bank towards the Skager Kak over
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a depth of 103 m. on the 12* of July 1904, and brought up over 1000 young fish in one

hour from 1 to 15 m. depth, consisting of about 900 whiting and 100 haddock, the latter

from 3 to 11 cm. in length; cod were quite absent. On the following day, further to the

east on the southern edge of the Skager Eak, in 184 m., we obtained not a single haddock

with the ground net, but 29 haddock of 3 to 10 cm. in length with the three-otter-

boards net. A haul with the Heligoland trawl on the Fladen Ground in 83 m. depth, on

the 9'*' of July, only brought up some few whiting; a haul with the three-otterboards net

at the same place, in about 1 to 30 m. depth, gave several hundreds of young fish, mostly

whiting, but also 17 haddock from 3 to 6 cm. in length.

We may therefore conclude, that the young haddock of the North Sea retain the

pelagic habitat after the completion of the larval stage longer, and up to a greater length

(11 cm.) than the cod, or otherwise, comes up from the bottom into the upper water-layers

offener than the latter. It is similar in this to the whiting.

The salinity of the water at those places of the North Sea, where we caught young

haddock of the 0-group with the ground-net, varied from 34-6 to 35-1 "/oo and the corre-

sponding temperatures from 6-5° to 7-1° C. On the other hand, the salinity and temper-

ature of the surface water-layers, in which we found the 0-group with our pelagic nets,

varied from 32-1 to 35-1 "/oo, and from 12-4° to 15-7° C. The low surface salinity of 320/oo

was found in the Skager Kak (Baltic stream), where 35 "/oo was found at the bottom. As

some haddock were also taken at the bottom here, though very few, we may conclude,

that the young haddock, from 3 to 10 cm. in length, may stand well a somewhat great and

sudden change in the salinity and temperature of the water.

From lack of sufficient material, we cannot as yet say with certainty, what average

size the young haddock reach at the end of their first year. Similarly, our investigations

concerning the older stages of the haddock from the I-group to the spawning age, are also

very deficient, especially as regards the determination of the age from the otoliths and

bones. Nevertheless, we have some certain discoveries to show, and these allow some few,

but important conclusions concerning the biology of this fish.

In July, 1904, we caught not only many haddock of the 0-group, but also large

quantities of the succeeding age-groups, in the north-western part of the North Sea on

the 100 m. line with our shrimp-trawl. These captures, which along with some smaller, we

were able to make in various parts of the northern North Sea in the middle of November of

this year, shortly before closing this report, gave some data regarding the relation between

the 0-group and the I-group. The accompanying curve (Pig. 4), gives a graphic represen-

tation of the size-relations of the 1836 haddock taken in these hauls. From the hauls 1

and II, which were made at the same place, but the one with the Heligoland young-fish

trawl, the other with the large trawl, we see at once, that the first net (I) with its small

meshes catches chiefiy the small and smallest fish from 3 to 10 cm., representing here the

0-group of the haddock, but the larger, belonging to the I-, II- and succeeding groups, in

smaller numbers. The large trawl (II) has taken no haddock under 14 cm., those from

15 to 21 cm. chiefly, also a goodly number from 24 to 32 cm. in length.

We learn from this table the following: (1) The curve, giving the measurements of

all the haddock taken on the 10* of July, shows two deep and one shallower depression

and two high and two lower maxima. The deep minima lie at 11 and at 22 and 23 cm.;

they obviously separate the 0-group, with the maximum at 6 cm., from the I-group with
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the maximum at 19 cm. and further, the latter also from the Il-group with a maximum

at 26 cm. The shallow depression at 30 cm. seems to indicate the boundary between the

II- and Ill-groups, with the apex of the latter at about 32 cm. From this, the haddock

taken in July of 3 to 10 cm. in length, would be 2 to at most 6 months old (0-group),

those of 14 to 21 cm. 14 to 18 months (I-group), and those of 23 to 27 cm. 26 to 30

months old (Il-group). (2) In November, the size-groups are essentially different. The curve

(III) clearly shows a very deep depression at 20 and 21 cm. and another shallow one at

ijrp

1. 100 m. line. Heligol. trawl. 287 spec.
10. July, 1904.

II. lOOm. line. L. 90 ft. trawl. 990 specimens.
10. July 1904.

Til. Northern North Sea. Large and Heligol.
trawl. 559 spec. Mid Nov. (1904.

0-,J- Ofp O-group, I-group (of the first, second years).

I Grp

X-^r:--..

Eig-. 4. Analysis of catches of haddock in the northern North Sea, according to length and
number. Percentage curves. 1836 specimens altogether of 3 to 50 cm. in length. I und

II were made — in July, 1904 — at the same place, one after the other (58° 0' N. L. — 1° 10' E. L.

100—134 m.), the first mth the Heligoland young-fish trawl, the second with the large 90 ft. trawl. Ill is

composed of 4 different hauls made, from the 10th to 22nd of November 1904, at different parts of the

northern North Sea in 64 to 100 m., partly with the young-fish trawl, partly with the large trawl.

27 to 30 cm., also 3 distinct maxima at 17, 26 and 33 cm. It is certain, that the first

maximum at 17 cm. represents the 0-group, which have thus grown, on an average, from

10 to 11 cm. in the four months from the middle of July to the middle of November,

therefore very considerably. The maximum at 26 cm. may represent the 1-group, which

have therefore grown about 7 cm. on an average, in the four months. Whether the max-

imum at 33 cm. represents the size of the Il-group must remain uncertain. (3) The

0-group in November and the I-group in July are relatively but little distant from one

another as regards average size, namely, only about 2 to 3 cm.

Although it is certain, that this separation of the various age-groups in July and

November will have to be altered on further more exact investigations, especially the posi-

tion of the minima and maxima of the curves, some correct conclusions may yet be drawn

-Vtipenilix E ^
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already, namely firstly, that the young haddock of the 0-group grow very quickly in the

months of the summer and autumn, and may be about 14 to 17 cm. long at the end of

their first year, and secondly, that the rate of growth must be much slower in the

winter and spring, perhaps only half as great or even less.

Our investigations of the age of the haddock, from the otoliths and bones, are as yet,

too defective to permit of certain results. Nevertheless, we have found, that haddock,

taken in March of about 25 cm. in length, were at least 2 full years, perhaps already

3 years old, according to the rings on the bones; those of about 30cm. in March, were at

least 3 years old, perhaps already quite or nearly 4 full years old.

Concerning the occurrence and distribution of the youngest stages

of the haddock, our investigations give a most important result. These

small Jiaddock of 14 to 20 cm. in length and mostly of the I-group, have been taken in

the northern North Sea at many places, even in the Skager Rak. On the other hand,

they were found only in quite insignificant quantities in the southern North Sea, and

none at all under 18 cm. in length, even though we fished at the same places with various

nets, quite small-neshed nets also. Further, we have always found the fish of 20 to 25

cm. in length, to be in very small quantities in the southern North Sea, and only those

of 25 to 30 cm. and over, occurred more frequently. The great majority of all the had-

dock, taken by us in the southern North Sea, consisted of larger and older fish of 35 cm.

onwards to 60 and 70 cm. and more. The catches of the trawl and line-fisheries show

the same thing. From our investigations on the age we believe, that the larger haddock

of about 45 cm. onwards to 70 cm. and more must be considered 5 to 10 years old.

We cannot as yet determine from our investigations, the size and age at which the

haddock spawns for the first time, with certainty, but can conjecture it with some

amount of probability. In March, 1904, we captured altogether about 1500 haddock from

16 to 66 cm. in length at six different places of the North Sea from the Barren Ground

in the south to the Great Fisher Bank and the Skager Kak in the north. These were

measured and examined as to their sex and degree of ripeness of the sexual products. The

great majority of these haddock were found at the spawning time, i. e., they were almost

ripe, had running spawn or were even spent. The smallest female distinctly ripe, measured

28 cm., the smallest ripe male 26 cm. The great majority of all the ripe fish measured,

however, 32 to 36 cm. It may be considered certain, that the majority of these were

going to spawn for the first time in their life. They were thus about 33 to 34 cm. long

on an average, at first-maturity, and the majority were probably just four years old, in any

case three.

It is only the hauls just mentioned, made in March, which have given some conclu-

sions regarding the places, within the region under our survey, where large

quantities of spawning haddock occur. With exception of the haul on the Barren

Ground, these were all made in the northern North Sea. Otherwise, with quite

insignificant exceptions, we have never found spawning haddock in the

southern North Sea. Numerous large haddock (to over 90 cm. in length) used, in

earlier years, to be taken in quantities with long-lines by the Heligoland fishermen and by

ourselves on the fishing-grounds in the neighbourhood of Heligoland, in autumn to De-

cember, and in spring from the end of March onwards, but only extremely seldom were
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any found with almost ripe or quite ripe sexual products. Apart from these, all those

taken in autumn were in various stages of-ripeness, those taken in the spring were all spent.

We have several times caught medium and large haddock on our June and July

cruises ; so far as their sexual products were examined, they were all spent or — in July •

—

in process of developing new sexual products for the ensuing spawning period.

We may therefore conclude with considerable certainty, that the mature haddock

spawn only exceptionally in the southern North Sea, but that, they not only occur there

in the last months of the year before the spawning time, often in great quantities, but also

return after the completion of spawning, often in very large swarms.

We can thus recognize distinct migrations from and to the spawning and
feeding regions; and these migrations extend at times over very great distances.

Positive observations on the wanderings of the haddock, by means of marking and setting

out fish, have not yet been made by us.

The picture, which the above investigations present to us regarding

the biology of the haddock, is essentially different from that of the cod.

The haddock is distinctly a migratory fish. It is born in the northern, deeper

parts of the North Sea, in greatest quantities on both sides of the 100 m. line, and it

always passes here the first and, with few exceptions, also the second year of its life.

It is only from the beginning of the third year, but mostly only in the fourth, that it

undertakes further migrations; thus, the haddock come to frequent the shallower regions

in the southern North Sea, in seeking for the feeding places there. When they are

becoming ripe, they return again to the northern North Sea in the course of the winter,

in order to spawn there (from January to April). On the completion of spawning, they

migrate again to the south to the feeding places — and it appears, as if this to and fro

migration were repeated regularly each year.

7. Tlie WMting (Gadus merlangns)

The eggs and larvae of this species may be regarded as rightly determined for the

most part, although, in many points of the region investigated, especially in the May hauls

of the northern part of the North Sea, confusion with other gadoid eggs of the pollack —
poor cod groups (pollachius-minutus) is not impossible; the eggs and larva; of these groups

are insufficiently known, but are probably very like those of the whiting.

In the quantitative hauls of March, 2000 eggs and 257 larvae were taken altogether.

By far the greatest quantities, from 100 to over 4U0 eggs and larvœ per square meter,

were taken in the centre of the south border of the Dogger, in the so-called Clay Deep,

where great masses of the eggs of cod and dab were also found. Apart from these, about

130 eggs and larvae per square meter were taken 40 miles N. W. from Heligoland in over

40 m. depths, of which the great majority (-/s) were larvae. Both stations seemed spawn-

ing regions, as the eggs were taken but sparingly in the intervening regions.

The quantities of eggs taken at all other parts of the region investigated were

smaller, although they never quite failed in the south-eastern North Sea. As with the cod

eggs, they were very rare or were quite absent in the immediate neighbourhood of the

coast. North from the Dogger and from Horns Reef, the whiting eggs were met with only

in small quantities: their number was also very small on the Great Fisher Bank and in

the Skager Rak. They were absent at the Skaw.

5"
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At the beginning of May, eggs and larva3 of wWting occurred at almost all the sta-

tions, and the eggs so outnumbered the larvae, that the end of the spawning period seemed

far distant. The greatest quantities were found on the northern part of the Great Fisher

Bank at Stations V and VI with 98 and 204 eggs and larvae per square meter, then at

Stations IV and II west of the Great Fisher Bank and on the Dogger Bank, with 44 eggs

and larvse per square meter.

At the end of May, eggs were still found, though in smaller quantities. A maximum

with 59 eggs and larvae per square meter occurred at Station V in the Skager Kak. Some

eggs were still found even in the middle of June 1904, in the southern North Sea. The

larvae were in all possible stages of development, even to the fully formed little fish. Young

forms of 20 to 23 mm. were taken already at the end of April.

We took the whiting eggs at Heligoland from the end of January to the end of May.

The 0-group of the whiting (first year). As in all gadoids, so with the

whiting, the boundary-line between the later larval stages and the fully formed young-fish

cannot be sharply drawn; it lies between 15 and 20mm. in length. We have found these

youngest stages of the fully formed whiting and the larger fish of the 0-group in the

summer months, especially from the beginning of June onwards, everywhere in the

entire region under our survey, from the mouths of the Elbe and Weser to the 100 m.

line and mostly, in greater quantities than any other young of the food-fishes. We took

them in great quantities both with our young-fish trawl (up to 1000 and more in half an

hour) and our pelagic nets ; once, we took 900 specimens in an hour with our three-otter

boards net. The following remarkable phenomen occurred in our numerous hauls in

July. The smaller and younger whiting of 2 to 5 cm. in length, were taken pelagically

in far greater numbers than on the ground, where, as a matter of fact, they were very

rarely observed under 4 cm. in length, and only from 5 cm. and more in great quantities.

For example, amongst the 900 whiting taken in the great haul with the three-otterboards

net, as mentioned above, only about 50 specimens were from 6 to 7 cm. in length, all

others measured only 2 to 5 cm. the most 3 and 4 cm. Conversely, of several thousands

of young whiting, which we caught in 2 hauls with our young-fish trawl on the southern

Mud Bank in July 1903, only a small percentage was under 5 cm. in length, most meas-

ured 5 to 8 cm. Further, it was found to be characteristic of many of our pelagic young

fish hauls, that the largest fish taken in them were almost always whiting, and that our

three-otterboards net caught those from 20 to over 25 cm. by no means seldom.

We may therefore conclude, that the whiting of the North Sea retains the

pelagic habit for a very long period in its youth, even longer than the haddock

and longer than the cod especially, and that it often rises in great quantities into the

upper water-layers after its first descent to the bottom, even in the older stages. In agree-

ment with this, we have noticed in our aquarium, that young cod and whiting of the

0-group show a characteristic difference in their habits. Whilst the young cod prefers to

remain on the bottom and to seek hiding-places between stones and plants, the whiting

always moves about more in the middle and upper water-layers.

It is well known, that the young whiting, so long as they are still small and lead a

pelagic life, are almost always found together with jellyfish {mosüy Cyanea). Whether

this characteristic resort of the young-fish, close beside the jelly-fish, even between their

tentacles— as we have often remarked in our aquarium and sometimes near the surface in the
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open sea — is a kind of true commensalism or not, and of what kind, is not yet known.

It is certain, tliat we have practically, never taken the pelagic whiting in our surface net

without also taking the jelly-tish, and usually, the more whiting there were the larger was

the number of jelly-fish. For the rest, we are unable as yet to say definitely, from lack

of definite observations, how far the young fish of other gadoid species, e. g. young had-

dock and cod, also live together with jelly-fish; wa may only mention, that all our

pelagic young-fish hauls contained jelly-fish, and that haddock and cod, if

they occurred in such hauls, were always found together with whiting, and the latter was

in the majority almost with exception.

When the young whiting of the 0-group descend to the bottom of the sea, they also

succeed in getting to the coast very quickly and even tolerably far into the mouths of

rivers. We have, for example, found them in quantities, from 55 m. in length and more

on the sands of the Elbe estuary along with young plaice, in July and August, and once

together with cod as far as the opening of the IS'orth Sea— Baltic canal. They penetrate

also into the "Wattenmeer" and in autumn are in very great quantities, in length

from 6 to 15 cm., both here and on the entire coast of the southern North Sea; at this

time, they already mix with the I-group and with small plaice and cod. Many hundreds

may be taken here with one haul of the narrow-meshed ground net. Small shrimps

(Crangon) form part of the chief food for the young. Beyond the rocky ground at Heli-

goland also , we have found young whiting of the 0- and I-groups in great quantities

in autumn.

From lack of sufficient and suitable investigations we are unable as yet to say, how

large the whiting is on an average at the end of its first year, and how large the various

older stages (I-group etc.) are. We have observed in our aquarium, however, that the whiting

grows relatively very quickly in its first year. A young and well-fed whiting, for example,

grew from 60 to 115 mm. in length from the 30*^ of July to the 19"' of September i.e.

in 50 days, therefore on an average 1-1 mm. daily. In the middle of November, whiting

of the 0-group reared in our aquarium measured up to 14 cm. in length.

With regard to the occurrence and distribution of the older stages of the whiting

(from the second year onwards), it appears from all our observations, that they are

distributed like the 0-group over the entire region investigated, and the age-groups show

no separation in place or time. We have taken whiting of all sizes and stages,

beside one another, both beyond the 100 m. line in depths of 100 to 200 m. and in

close proximity to Heligoland and the German coast, and usually in no less quantities in

the depths of the northern North Sea than in the shallow parts of the southern.

We have not yet closely investigated the size and age at which the whiting are ripe

for the first time. Whiting with running spawn have often been taken at various

places in the region under our survey, from March to June; in great quantities at Heligo-

land from March to May at sizes from 18 to 49 cm. As spawning whiting have already

been observed at a length of 20cm. and less, we may conclude with tolerable certainty,

that the maturity of this gadoid begins earlier than with the cod and haddock, probably at

the end of the third year, perhaps exceptionally and in the smaller males even earlier.

The biological picture we get of the whiting, agrees in general with
that of the dab and cod. Like these two species the whiting is a stationary
fish, whose eggs, larvœ and fully-formed individuals of all ages occur everywhere at the
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same spots, and intermingled with one another, within the region investigated. The
whiting has this in common with the dab especially, that it is the most abundant
species of its genus in the North Sea. A specific characteristic of the whiting,

which distinguishes it, especially from the cod but also from most other gadoids, is the

strong tendency towards a pelagic habit of life during the first year, which,

also, it never seems to give up entirely in later years.

8. Concluding remarks

We have still to describe a large number of observations, made in the region nnder

our survey, concerning a number of other food-fishes, above all the turbot, sole, witch

[PI. cynoglossus) , sprat and herring, but these observations have not yet been so far

worked up, as to enable us to make a comprehensive report regarding them.

If we summarise the results of our investigations in the German portion of the North

Sea, described briefly in preceding pages, it appears, that many important facts concerning

the distribution of the food-fishes could already be determined in the two years since the

beginning of our investigations, and that a view has been gained of the right course to

be taken, in order to advance. It is also clear, however, that very great gaps have yet to

be filled up in our region by new and continued observations, in order to attain the end

placed before the international investigations. As regards the earliest developmental stages,

the eggs and larvse of our food-fishes, more frequent observations must above all be made
in the months of January to March, and especially in February, in the northern North

Sea; further, special attention must be paid to the, as yet, but little known eggs and larvae

of certain gadoids, e.g. of the saithe (G.virens), pollack {G. pollachius) and of the pouts

{G. luscus, G.minutus nnd G. Esmarki). As regards the young fish in their first year,

similar investigations are desirable in May and June, especially in the northern North Sea,

in order to know, more accurately, the transitional stages between the larvae and earliest

bottom-forms, even for the haddock and cod, and their occurence as regards the especially latter

species ; these are specially necessary at such parts of the sea-bottom, where the ordinary

fishing apparatus cannot as yet be used. With respect to the occurrence, migrations and

spawning of the older stages of the food-fishes, the following investigations have still to

be made. Kesearch-cruises must be undertaken in the winter months, in order to deter-

mine, for the North Sea, the regions and periods at which great collections of spawning

plaice, cod and haddock occur. The number of marked plaice set out must be considerably

increased and similar experiments have to be made with the cod and haddock.

The method of determining the age of the food-fishes has to be extended and applied

to more species, and at the same time, their rate of growth must be tested experimentally.

Lastly, more exact investigations are to be made regarding the proportion of the sexes,

and the fertility of the fishes and also, regarding the various stages in the maturation of

the sexual products.
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Additional note

In the preceding report, an explanatory remark has been omitted from Section C
("Statement of Eesiilts") p. 15, with regard to the extension of the cruises made by the

Biological Station in the North Sea, in search of the eggs of fishes. This remark is

necessary, so that others may know in what parts of the North Sea we have made hauls

for fish-eggs. The following note may be expressly added, therefore:

In March 190.3, these cruises extended from Heligoland in a north-westerly direction

over the Dogger Bank as far as to 56° N. L., and in a northerly direction, as far as

the neighbourhood of Horns Eeef and the Jutland Bank. Further, some hauls were made to the

east and to the west of Skagen. In March 1904, egg-hauls were only made incidentally,

and that, chiefly at the 17 fixed trawling stations of the "Poseidon", with exception of the

extreme west and south. Thus, the occurrence of the eggs and larvae within a large part

of the North Sea, especially the whole of the very important north-western part, has

practically been omitted, so far, from our investigations.
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If, in response to the invitation of the Bureau of the International Council for the

study of the sea I give here some observations on the periodic occurrence of the principal

fishes, based on the rich statistical material of the "Deutsche Seefischerei Verein", I am
nevertheless well-aware, that in so doing, I am raising an old and a difficult problem.

It has been well-known for long, that most of the fisheries are carried on at certain

periods and that the existence of such periods is almost always conditioned by the habits

of the fishes. If the fish occur in quantities worth catching, the fishermen as a rule

are soon on the spot and do not move until the catches no longer repay the costs of

the time and labour. Thus arises a fishery-period'.

The occurrence of fixed period appears most clearly, when we consider the catch

of any single species.

For hundreds of years, the great herring fishery in the North Sea has begun,

continued and ended at fixed times as if along a pre-arranged course. The Scandinavian

waters, however, present an even more classic example of the fishery-periods. In the

unique fjords and along the fringe of the mainland in front of them, seasonal periods of

a special kind occur in addition to the annual fluctuations.

The Norwegian cod fisheries also furnish a classic example. Advanced posts

of the fishermen are already on the watch in December to see, if the cod shoals are

approaching the Lofotens. The telegraph sends the good news far through the land,

and the fishermen like the fish are quickly on the spot, and in the course of April they

both disappear again together.

Similar examples might be given in quantity. I may further mention here, only the

mackerel, which is the object — apart from the important fishery in the Channel —
of a considerable drift-net fishery from the coast of Norfolk and Suffolk in the North

Sea in May, June, and further, in September and November ; but in August and September

on the other hand, it engages the attention of the Norwegian and Swedish fishermen in

the Skager Rak and north-western portion of the North Sea.

In the neighbourhood of the German coast, the mackerel is a rarer guest; but it

appears here regularly also, though with fluctuations. It penetrates close to the coasts

of East Friesland. In igo2 it was comparatively abundant, and was taken in quantities

at Heligoland in the summer ol 1902. In 1903 it occurred only rarely, as in the years

preceding 1902 generally.

The garfish (Belone vulgaris) is similar. Its fishery near the coasts lasts from

April to July. In 1902, it occurred here in but small quantities, but at the end of May
to the beginning of June, it gave rise to a rich catch at Föhr and Sylt.

I) A fishing-period of quite a different kind is seen, e. g, in the oyster fishery; the limitation of the fishing

to the cold season of the year is conditioned by the circumstance, that the oyster must reach the consumer

living. This is difficult in tlie warm months, especially as the spawning period then affects the condition

of the animal.
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The same fish ("geep") appears once in the year, at the end of April and in May,

on the Dutch coast and it is said there, that "southern winds and warm weather" are

the cause of its appearance.

I may yet mention lastly, that a young herring, in company with the sprat, is

accustomed to appear every year, from the middle of November to the end of March, in the

mouth of the Elbe, usually in great shoals but also only sparingly (as in the winter of

1903—04); further, that the plaice and haddock have also their special fishing-period in

the German Bight. These examples should be sufficient to illustrate the variations in

the quantities of fish, and reference to the species better known as migratory fishes,

such as salmon, eel, sturgeon and shad, is hardly necessary.

Whilst the regular variations in the occurrence of each of the food-fishes, which like

the herring, cod and mackerel give rise to special fisheries, have long been known, the

same may also be said regarding the smaller fisheries near the coast. In both, the

fishermen are accustomed to rely upon the appearance of the fish at certain times, just

like the peasant upon the fruit of the land.

The fishery of the steam-trawlers is different. There is no longer any fishery-

season for these, 'any natural pause, as is shown in the above-mentioned fisheries. We
might therefore make the supposition, that the stock of fish on which the trawlers depend,

would remain at all times approximately the same.

This is not the case however. The unequal quantities which the various steamers

bring to land, the changing of the fishing-grounds and lastly the formation of special

tendencies amongst the captains of the steamers, show that it is not so ; there are some

who especially search for the "prime" fish, i. e. the most valuable flat-fishes such as

soles and turbot, and others who specialise on the cod, haddock etc.

It is just the increase of specialisation and chiefly of experienced fishermen, who can

still here and there make a good catch, where others obtain little or nothing, which should

make one careful in drawing conclusions from a negative result. Conclusions from the

catches of fishermen alone, regarding the migrations of fishes are especially, extremely

risky and in no way trustworthy without the most thorough proof. Who would conclude

without further investigation, for example, that we are dealing with a migration between

the two following places, because the North Sea herring fishery begins in June not far

from the Shetland Isles and is carried on in November at the entrance to the Channel?

What was believed by the old Hamburger Andersen 150 years ago, is no longer main-

tainable. The catches of the fishermen therefore, raise problems mainly, the solution

of which require special investigation. The fishermen ordinarily use only one fixed method

and the information derived from this, is often not sufficient for conclusions free of error.

The trawl-fishery is such a one-sided method. It analyses only a mass of water,

which lies 1— I'/zm. over the bottom. It is not easy to know therefore, whether even

the true ground-fishes may not rise at times from the bottom-layers, or bury them-

selves in the ground, and may really be present, even though the trawl takes them, if at

all, in but small quantities.

If the catches of the fishing-steamers are analysed, accordingly, for the frequency of

the various species, the analysis is exclusively of the bottom-layers, which alone are

fished by the trawl. The source of error arising from the net passing through the upper

water-layers on hauling in, may be neglected here as unimportant.
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The greatest difficulty in the way of estimating the value of the catches of the

steamers lies in the exact determination of the fishing-grounds. I believe, however, that

we have succeeded in determining the fishing-grounds with sufficient accuracy for the

years igo2 and 1903, to be spoken of here. How that has been done has been explained

in the annual report of the Deutsche Wissenschaftlichen Kommission for 1903 ^

The catches of the Geestemünde steamers have served for the calculations of 1902;

for 1903, those of the Bremerhaven steamers have been added.

In the course of 1904, thanks to the advances made by the circles concerned, similar

data for Hamburg, Altona and Nordenham have also been placed at the disposal of the

Deutsche Seefischerei-Verein. This attained, the whole fleet of German steamers
has been won over to the work.

In the following, a review will be made over the various fishing-regions which come
into consideration.

I. The northern North Sea

I include in this the Great Fisher Bank, the Fladen Ground, the Long Forties and

the portion of the North Sea plateau lying to the north of this, as far as the Shetlands

in the west.

The material for 1902 has been gained from 137 voyages of steamers. In the months

of May, June and July the northern parts of the North Sea are not frequented by the

fishermen from Geestemünde. The number of the fishing days, including the days sailing,

amounted to 1.35,5.

In 1903 the northern North Sea was visited by only 23 steamers with 230 days in all.

As the German steamers do not fish in the north in all months of the year, the

material has therefore some gaps. Nevertheless there are always certain signs, the breaks

in the curves of the catches can be filled out by estimations.

The quantities of fish in 1902 and 1903 were constituted as follows:

1. Haddock (Gadus aeglefinus L.). The average catch per day over the whole

year, amounts in pounds ('/z kg.) to :

1902 1903

I Sort 72'25 pounds 3379 pounds

11 „ 130-23 „ 96-31 „

in „ 324-69 „ 229-53 „

IV „ 255-92 „ 300-77 „ I

Whiting (cf. 2) .. . 218-31 „ 80-51 „ /

Two distinct maxima occur in the catches in 1902, namely, a smaller in March, a

larger in August.

These two maxima are found equally in all four sorts.

In 1903, the first maximum occurred already in January, the second in July to August.

I Will appear in print shortly ; Die Betheiligung Deutschlands an den Internationalen Untersuchungen. Bd. I.

(Berlin, Salle).
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The greatest catches in both years were made in the warmer months.

The hydrographical depth-charts appended, show that in 1902, oceanic water of over

35'25%o extended in August far over the North Sea plateau. In this month, it is

true, only three German steamers were fishing in the north, but I am quite certain, that

the, rich catches of haddock are not made in the water with high salinity, but in water

under 35-25 %o.
In November again, the German steamers were fishing further north than in August;

as the curve of 35'35°/oo water is inclined towards the east, the catches were made in

the medium kind of water with 35'00—35-25 7oo salinity.

It is probable for 1903 also, that the catches of the few steamers were made in

water of less than 35'25%o salinity.

2. Whiting (Gadus merlangus) is greatly mixed with the Haddock (IV sort) in

the catches of the German boats. The maxima seem similar to those of the haddock.

3. Cod (Gadus morrhua L.). The average catch per day for the whole year, amounts

in pounds to:

1902 1903
I Sort 68-23 pounds 78-74 pounds

n „ 10978 „ 129-53 „

178-00 pounds 208-27 pounds.

The maximum here, occurs in the second half of the year.

4. Ling (Lota molva L.). Average catch per day in pounds:

1902 1903

20-79 pounds 15-91 pounds.

Two unimportant maxima occurred in 1902, in March and October—November. In

the months of mid-summer, there is an unmistakeable depression in the catch.

The available portion of the fishery for 1903 is not in opposition to this, only, the

first maximum is in April or perhaps May.

5. S ai the und Pollack (Gadus virens L. and Gadus pollachius L.). Average

catch per day in pounds:

1902 1903
23-89 pounds 1 7-09 pounds.

A distinct maximum lies in October to December 1902, a second, indistinct, in March.

In August, an unmistakeable minimum occurs.

The available data for 1903 agree perfectly with these results.

6. Gurnards (Trigla). Average catch per day in pounds:

1902 1903
28-21 pounds 6-03 pounds.

In 1902, a high maximum occurred in August, a smaller in February.
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The available data for 1903 give quite different results, the high catches, especially,

which help to raise the curve so high in August and September 1902, viz. 18274 ^^^

86 pounds respectively, are here absent.

7. Hake (Merluccius vulgaris Fl.) Average catch per day:

1902 1903
12-86 pounds 3-64 pounds.

The hake had a prominent maximum in September with steep ascent from July

—

August, and just as steep a descent to October; then, from January to March there was
a distinct falling-off to almost complete absence.

In 1903, the average catch was distinctly less than in 1902. The reason for this

lies, on the one hand, in that the catch for each of the months was less than in 1902,

but more especially, in that this region was not fished in during September 1903. For

the rest, the result is just the same as for 1902: the curve rises in July—August 1903.

The form of the curve in December 1903 corresponds well with that for 1902. There

is an almost complete absence of the fish in January to April (see Fig. 1, 2, page 19).

8. Catfish (Anarrhichas lupus L.). Average catch per day:

1902 1903
5'47 pounds 8'8o pounds.

The curve of the catches of this species shows, for both years, apart from minor

fluctuations, a tendency to rise during the first months of the year, but a distinct fall

again from July—August onwards.

The maximum accordingly, lies about July, the minimum in January.

9. Sole (Solea vulgaris Quens.). This species lives in the more southern parts of

the North Sea, and further is considered more a dweller in the shallower coastal regions.

It is in agreement with this, that the sole is only represented in our catches by an

average of:^ 1902 1903
I sort 0-41 pounds 0-36 pounds /r^ 1»

n „ 0'09 „ 0-02 „ l^'i^-^
I"

"
°-^^

" PLIB
0'50 pounds 0'56 pounds. v^

The quantities are too small to demand further consideration. nT^ -

10. Turbot (Rhombus maximus L.). This species likewise lives more to the

south and in smaller depths. Our catches agree with this.

The average catch per day was:

1902 1903
I-II sort r8o pounds I sort 209 pounds

HI „ 077 „ 11 , 1-59
.,

2-57 pounds 3'68 pounds.

The minimum lies in the cold months, the maximum in summer and autumn.
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11. Brill (Rhombus laevis Rond.). This agrees with the turbot in respect to its

habitat. The average catch per day was:

1902 1903
077 pounds 0'62 pounds.

The very small quantities do not permit further conclusions.

12. Plaice (Pleuronectes platessa L.). The following were the average catches per day :

1902 1903
I-II sort V65 pounds 20'33 pounds

HI „ 19-86 „ 9-01 „

27-51 pounds 29-34 pounds.

A strong maximum occurred in August and September 1902, and the same maximum
is found in August 1903, (there was no fishing in September 1903). In both years, a

minimum occurred in the cold months.

13. Pleuronectes cynoglossus L. and PI. microcephalus Donov. or witch

and lemon dab, are taken together. Both are northern forms, cynoglossus prefers in

general, the greater depths, microcephalus the intermediate.

The proportions of these two species, in the quantities landed under the common
name from the various fishing places, cannot be made out from the existing statistics for

1902 and 1903. To clear up this point, our work must be continued.

The average catch per day of both together was:

1902 1903
80-97 pounds 70-74 pounds.

A distinct maximum lies in the winter months (about October to April), and a distinct

minimum in the summer months (only about 8 pounds as the average per day in August

of both years).

14. Dab (Pleuronectes limanda L.). This forms but a small part of the total catch.

The average catch per day of fishing was:

1902 1903
6-35 pounds 1 1 -39 pounds.

The catch was largest in the winter months of both years (October—February).

15. Halibut (Hippoglossus vulgaris Fl.) has only amounted to about 3 pounds

per day on an average, for both years. As the fish has a great weight, this means but

isolated catches, from which no general conclusions can be drawn.

16. Rays. Their average per day amounted to:

1902 1903
21-01 pounds 26-29 pounds.

Most are taken in the months of November—December, the least in July—August.

The first months of the year have about the average.
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17. Angler (Lophius piscatorius L.).

1902 1903
0-7 (+ 1-14) pounds 3-19 (+ ro5) pounds.

It has thus a very unimportant role. It is brought to land chiefly in the first months

of the year.

II. The southern North Sea

I include here the banks (1)^ Borkum, (2) Norderney, (3) Heligoland, (4) Sylt inner

ground, (17) Sylt outer ground, (9) Clay Deep, (10) Barren Ground, (5) Horns Reef,

(20) Horns Reef outer ground, (13) Southern Mud Bank, (14) Northern Mud Bank,

(11) N. E. Dogger Bank, (12) Little Fisher Bank, (6) Jutland inner ground, (18) Jutland

outer ground.

It is difficult to separate the banks for general statistical purposes, as they lie close

to and join one another. Consequently, it is only rarely, that the steamers fish one single

bank exclusively.

It seems preferable, therefore, to take these banks together, provisionally.

So far as the steamers give detailed returns of their catches, it is possible to enter

into an analysis of separate banks.

All the banks mentioned have this in common, that they lie almost completely in the

German Bight of the North Sea, connected as by an outstretched hand by the Dogger

Bank, which points towards the Skager Rak like an extended finger.

The hydrographical conditions are also characteristic, as is shown by the bottom-

curves on the subjoined Charts for 1902 and 1903; along the coast, there is a broad

stream of weakly saline water, in the centre, there is a curve of 34°/oo salinity, which

varies relatively little in the various months and is fairly well limited outwards by the

curve of 34'8 %o salinity.

Water of 35 %o salinity not rarely pushes down from the north, however, far over

the outer banks, as for example, in May and August 1903; on the other hand, the

southern Atlantic water may also penetrate from the Channel far into this part of the

North Sea, as was the case in February 1903, and drives the water of weaker salinity

close in to the coast so that greater and more rapid gradations of salinity occur there.

The temperature also varies considerably in these tolerably flat parts of the North

Sea; this can be readily understood lor the immediate neighbourhood of the coast, but

even at station D 1 near the centre of the region, temperature-variations from not quite

-H 5° to almost + 15° C^ have been observed (1903).

It is evident without further explanation, that periodic fluctuations in the stock of fish,

including also the food of fishes, are extraordinarily favoured by the manifold factors

mentioned, viz.:

' The numbers are the same as those used in a paper to be cited later (p. 19, note).

2 As in this summary generally, I speak here only of the bottom water-layers.

Appendix F 2
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(1) the presence of weakly saline coastal water with the Atlantic water of high salinity

further out,

(2) the mingling of northern Atlantic water with more southern Atlantic water from

the Channel,

(3) the variations in temperature, and lastly

(4) that the strong tidal currents in the south, gradually change over into tidal rest

in the north.

The extent, to which fluctuations in the stock of fish occur, may be seen from the

following summary. The material used for 1902 comes from 869 voyages (of steamers)

of 6,615 days duration, and for 1903 from 869 voyages (of steamers) of 6569 days

duration.

1. Haddock. The average catch per day over the whole year amounted to:

1902 1903
I sort 16374 pounds 104-82 pounds

n „ 116-05 „ 118-35 „

in „ 259-22 „ 378-62 „

IV „ 190-43 „ 587-50 „

It may be remarked generally, that the IV [sort represents a mixture of small haddock,

whiting and, in inconsiderable quantities, small cod also, and is consequently better left

out of consideration.

For both years, 1902 and 1903, two distinct maxima occur: a very high maximum
comes in July—September for all three sorts, then a rapid fall is succeeded by a small

rise in November, whilst a period of good hauls especially for the larger haddock, occurs

in January (1903), February (1902).

A well-marked and distinct depression then lasted for three months, from March—May
in 1902, February to April in 1903, and a further three months for the larger fish, in

1903 from October onwards and in 1902 from November onwards.

The distinct minimum for 1903 thus occurred at the same period as the inflow of

the southern Atlantic water of high salinity.

2. Whiting with an average in round numbers of

1902 1903
239 pounds 132-28 pounds

may -be left out of account here, as it is mixed with the IV sort of haddock.

3. Cod. The average daily catch is:

1902 1903
I sort 1 14-46 pounds 96-36 pounds

II „ 223-83 „ 215-96 „

338-29 pounds 312-32 pounds.

The cod has a very distinct depression at the same period in the both years, namely,

in the summer months May (1903) June (1902) to September—October. It is well-known,

that the cod often reappears in great shoals in October—December. From November to

March—April, the catches were well over the average (see Fig. 15, 16, p. 25).
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We have thus a phenomenon before us, quite similar to the great cod fisheries of

Norway, which are likewise at a maximum in winter.

The picture can be still further perfected, as we know from detailed journals of the

banks of Heligoland and Sylt outer ground, that the cod had practically disappeared from

there in September—October 1902.

4. Ling (Lota molva) shows the following averages:

1902 1903
9-93 pounds 8-17 pounds.

The maximum lies in March—April with somewhat more than twice the average

amount, the minimum in June ; both years agree in this. In the remaining months the

catch is fairly uniform (Fig. 19, 20, p. 26).

5. Saithe and Pollack (Gadus virens and G. poUachius).

These species are no common in the southern North Sea. The average catch per

day amounts to:

1902 1903
i3-83pounds 8-25 pounds.

The catch shows but little variations in the various months. From the special journals

of catches, it appears, that these fish appear only occasionally and in small quantities on

the most southern banks, e. g. in the winter of 1902 on the Horns Reef Banks, likewise

however in May—June ; a shoal of them occurred at Heligoland in November 1902. Single

specimens are taken on the southern Mud Bank. At Borkum, they were absent in

December 1902.

We may therefore consider these species, when they occur in the southern parts of

the North Sea, as visitors from the north

6. Gurnards (Trigla). With the two species Tr. gurnardus and Tr. hirundo
the weever (Trachinus) is also included.

/ The average catch per day is:

1902 1903
52-56 pounds ca. 48 pounds.

The take of these fishes in December, January, February, March of both years was
practically nil. Then it suddenly rose and reached its maximum with 129-48 pounds in

June 1902 and 131-60 pounds in May 1903. This agreement is almost ridiculous, when
we remember, that more than 70 steamers with 450—500 voyaging days form the basis

of the calculation for both years.

7. Hake (Merluccius). The average catch pr. day is:

1902 1903
28-73 pounds 17-33 pounds.

The curves, representing the occurrence of this interesting fish, are in perfect agree-

ment for both years; from December to May it occurs only in traces, but the quantities

increase from June onwards and reach a maximum in August—September; then they

rapidly decrease and vanish towards the end of the year (.Fig. 3, 4, p. 20).
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The hake occurs but seldom apparently on the most southerly North Sea banks,

from which we may conclude, that it comes from the northern North Sea.

8. Catfish (Anarrhichas). The average catch per day amounts to:

1902 1903
5-92 pounds 5'53 pounds.

It is caught in all months: the curve has a steep rise and the maximum is almost

at the same place (March or April) in both years, then there is a gradual decline to the

minimum in December with almost complete disappearance.

9. Sole (Solea). The following is the average catch per day:

1902 1903
I sort 6*82 pounds 8-94 pounds

11 „ 2-60 „ 4-18 „

in „ O-Ol „ 0-03 „

9-43 pounds 13'15 pounds.

The catch is fairly uniform in all months, but on the Sylt outer ground there was a

considerable rise over the average in October—November 1902 and again in November-
December generally in 1903.

The most southerly banks of the North Sea are specially productive as regards soles

10. Turbot (Rhombus maximus). The average catch per day amounts to:

4^^ 1902 1903
^.* I— II sort I9'6i pounds 15-90 pounds

y III „ 18-13 „ 24-77 „

37-74 pounds 40-67 pounds.

Both years agree in having a distinct and sharply rising maximum in May and June
;

the quantity at the maximum is mjore than double the average. A second smaller

maximum lies in October, extending in December in 1903. The remaining months show

considerably smaller catches.

11. Brill (Rhombus laevis). The following is the average catch per day:

1902 1903
7-43 pounds 6-94 pounds.

No specially remarkable fluctuations occur in catches of this species, just as might

be expected from the small average. The fluctuations, such as they are, indicate a slight

increase in winter.

12. Plaice (Pleuronectes platessa). The average catch per day is as follows:

1902 1903
I-II sort 4179 pounds 35-60 pounds

III „ 294-21 „ ^79^45 „

336-00 pounds 2 15-05 pounds.
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The average for 1903 thus shows a very marked decrease from that of 1902; the

greater part of the decrease lies with the small plaice. How far it is really so, could only

be determined by extensive measurements.

The curves showing the results of the catches are again extraordinarily similar in

both years, a fact which can only stand in relation to the special habits and habitats of

the plaice. The fluctuation in the catch of the small plaice is very considerable; the

curve rises rapidly from the minimum in February to the maximum in June to August

(Fig. 7, 8, p. 23).

In addition, a smaller rise is noticeable in the late months of 1902, which has to be

referred to the circumstance, that an unmistakeable renewed abundance of the smaller

plaice occurred on many banks, e. g. Heligoland, Sylt outer ground, partly also the

Southern Mud Bank. The increase of large plaice occurs chiefly in the months of late

summer and autumn.

13. Witch and lemon-sole (PI. cynoglossus mostly and microcephalus). The

average catch per day amounts to :

1902 1903
6' 17 pounds 4'34 pounds.

The fluctuations in the quite insignificant catches are not in general sufficiently

distinct to require special illustration here.

14. Dab (PI. limanda). The average catch per day amounts to:

1902 1903 L

10-44 pounds 6'03 pounds. i^

The catch varies but little, yet a distinct maximum lies about March—May, a mini-''-

mum in December to February.

15. Halibut (Hippoglossus). This is an inhabitant of the colder regions ; the average

catch barely reaches a pound, a proof of its rarety in this region. It was taken, however,

somewhat more frequently in March—April of both years, but in still quite inconsiderable

quantities.

16. Rays play no small role in the southern North Sea. The average catch

amounted to:
1902 1903

42-05 pounds 42-28 pounds.

A great agreement in the catches of the two years ! They agree also, in that the

greatest catch was made in December (to February 1902), whilst a second increase occurred

in June—July (Fig. 23, 24, p. 27).

A number of other species, as angler, dog-fish, sturgeon, conger, need not be con-

sidered here, but the mackerel requires a few words. Mackerel are taken in all months

except January to March', and on all the banks from Borkum to Norderney, Southern

Mud Bank and along the coast as far as the Little Fisher Bank.

?) Nevertheless, ca. 200 pounds of mackerel were landed from the Little Fisherbank in February 1902.
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In 1902, they were found in somewhat greater quantities in June, and again in 1903
in unusually great numbers during May; they were also caught by the steam-trawlers in

considerable quantities on the banks of Norderney, Heligoland and Sylt. If we compare
this with what has been said previously (p. 3) regarding the occurrence of the mackerel

in the neigbourhood of the coast, we obtain an interesting picture of the occurrence of

this migratory fish in the southern North Sea.

III. The region of the Skager Rak
(Skager Rak, Hanstholm, Hirtshals, the Skaw)

In this region, the trawl fishery is limited to the southern, shallower part, or the

margin of the mainland on the Jutland coast. The deeper, northern part of this water,

has not hitherto been fished.

The hydrographical conditions are of especial interest, in that the weakly saline coastal

waters grade, so to speak, in layers into the highly saline waters of the Skager Rak with

relatively sharp transitions (as shown by the accompanying chart), and the periodic fluc-

tuations in those conditions, which have been specially studied by the Swedish naturalists,

are accompanied by corresponding changes of temperature. Otherwise, the conditions

here are less complicated than in the southern North Sea, because the fresh-water outflow

from the coast and the slope of the bottom are quite unimportant.

In 1902, the fishery was carried on here by 725 steamers with 5,929 voyaging days,

in 1903 by 809 steamers with 6,865 voyaging days.

It may be mentioned here again, that these figures do not refer to the total catch

in the Skager Rak, but only to the portion which forms the basis for the following

contribution.

1. Haddock. The average catch per day amounts to:

1902 1903
I sort 81-23 pounds 57"io pounds

n „ 107-84 „ 104-49 „

ni „ 506-16 „ 403-09 V

IV 383-89 „ 856-05 „
\

Whiting 299-84 „ 168-79 „
I

For both years and especially clearly in 1903, the maximum for the larger haddock

(sorts I and II) lies in the months May, June and July; a minimum just as distinct in

January (February) and November—December.

Exactly the same is the case for the small haddock; the curve rises like a mountain

from the minimum in the months of spring, reaches its maximum somewhat later than

that of the larger haddock and then suddenly falls again in November—December.

The precise data in the journals of the catches confirm the picture given above,

I
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2. Whiting are not always separated from the small haddock, and the quantities

have therefore been mentioned above. So far as they are distinguished, the largest

maximum lies in October, a smaller from March to May (1902). In the following year

(1903), the maximum occurs in March—April, but is absent from October.

3. Cod. The following is the average catch per day:

1902 1903
I sort 202'4i pounds 17V84 pounds

11 „ 148-16 „ 138-35 „

350-57 pounds 316-19 pounds.

Both years show two maxima, namely, in June and again in about December.

Depressions occur between these two periods (Fig. 17, 18, p. 25).

The data in the journals of the catches for 1902, show similar positions for the two

maxima; but the summer maximum is somewhat later, in July.

Ling. The average catch per day is:

1902 1903
45-65 pounds 40-64 pounds.

The curve showing the fluctuations in the catch of this species, is extraordinarily

similar in its course to those of the cod, and both years are the same in this; a very

great depression in April—May and a second smaller depression in October, are separated

by sudden elevations with maximum points in August and December—January. The

latter may apparently be delayed into February.

The more precise data of the journals of the catches show the same movement in

the same fluctuation in the intensity of the catches (Fig. 21, 22, p. 26).

5. S ai the and Pollack play an important role in the Skager Rak. The average

catch per day is:

1902 1903
165-21 pounds 103-18 pounds.

The curve of the catches is almost identical with those of the cod and ling, viz. a

distinct maximum in July (1902) or August (1903) and a second in November (1903) or

December (1902).

The journals for 1902 show quite the same curve.

The elevations in the curve for these species are very prominent, thus in 1903, the

greatest depression of the average in February, with 18-94 pounds, is contrasted with a

maximum of 198-79 pounds in August. In 1902, the catch was greater and the maximum
in July was as high as 348-69 pounds.

6. Gurnards play but a small part in the Skager Rak. The average catch

amounts to:

1902 1903
6-77 pounds 5-83 pounds.
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The catch is quite small in the winter months, December to April, and increases in

summer and autumn. In October 1903, it reached an average per day of 27-5 pounds.

7. Hake. The remarkable occurrence of the hake in the Skager Rak is of as great

an interest as its occurrence in the other regions mentioned previously. The average

catch amounts to:

1902 1903
72-i6pounds 30-21 pounds.

In spite of these great differences in the total quantities, the occurrence of the species

during the various months is quite the same for both years, and the separate curves are

very similar.

There is practically no catch in January, February, March, April. Then a sudden

rise with high maximum in June (159 pounds average, 1903, as high as 413 pounds, 1902);

then a steep fall and gradual attenuation to December (Fig. 5, 6, p. 20).

8. Catfish. The average catch per day amounts to:

1902 1903
15' 1 1 pounds i6'94 pounds.

Both years agree in having the maximum with an average over 40 pounds in July,

the minimum at the end or beginning of the year. Further, the form of the curve is

very similar for both years. It is also remarkable, that the April maximum which occurred

for the southern North Sea, is distinct likewise for the Skager Rak.

9. The sole only occurs in small quantities in the Skager Rak; the average catch

per day only amounts to:

1902 1903
I sort 0'63 pounds 0-69 pounds

n „ 0-22 „ 0-32 „

0'85 pounds l -01 pounds.

In spite of these insignificant quantities, there is an unmistakeable minimum in the

warm months (July, August) and a very distinct maximum in the winter months,

December—February ; these are clear for both years and are seen also in the precise data

of the journals. February of 1902 stands highest with 6'56 pounds, thus exceeding the

February average cf the southern North Sea, the true home of the sole.

10. Turbot. The following is the average catch:

1902 1903
I-II sort 2-96 pounds 2'83 pounds

III „ 1-11 „ i-06 „

4'07 pounds 3-89 pounds.

The agreement in the catch of the two years is remarkable. Both agree also, in

having the minimum in summer and a considerable maximum in the last months of the
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year. They differ in that a greatly increased catch also occurred in the spring of 1902,

which was not quite the case in 1903; in the latter year, on the other hand, a high

average occurred in August.

11. The brill shows the following averages:

1902 1903
1 '45 pounds 1-58 pounds.

As with the turbot and sole, there is a distinct minimum in the summer and a maximum
in the winter. The greatest average of both years, with 8'3l pounds, occurs in December
1903, the same month in which the turbot had the highest average, viz. l6'06 pounds.

The sole had also a relatively high average in this month, viz. 3'15 pounds per day or

1227 pounds alltogether.

12. Plaice. The average catch per day amounts to:

1902 1903
I-II sort 7-37 pounds 8'04 pounds

in „ 40-93 „ 19-09

48-30 pounds 27-73 pounds.

The minimum for both years, with ca. '/j of the general average, lies in the summer,

for 1902 in July (and the data of the journals confirm this), further in June for 1903.

Both years agree also, in that the maximum lies in September with almost double the

general average; further, the curves agree in having a broad elevation in the months

August—November. (Fig. 9, 10, p. 22).

13. Witch and lemon-sole have an average per day of:

1902 1903
230-77 pounds 220-60 pounds.

This is a very remarkable agreement, when we consider the great numbers which

form the basis of the calculations. Further, the curves for the two years show quite a

striking resemblance, even in the small fluctuations, and only differ in that the highest

point i. e. the maximum falls in May for 1902, but in June for 1903, whilst it occurs

in July according to the journals for 1902.

It is quite unmistakeable, that the minimum lies in December—January; the curve

rises high above this in all the remaining months. (Fig. 13, 14, p. 24).

14. Dab. The average catch per day is:

1902 1903
30-82 pounds 35-99 pounds.

The course of the curves is exactly the same as for the witch and lemon-sole; a

minimum in January is followed by a rising increase in the catch to the highestpoint
in May. From this onwards there is a rapid, though not quite uniform, fall to the

depression in December.

.Appendix P 3
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15. Halibut. The average catch per day is:

1902 1903
3-20 pounds 3'03 pounds.

A small increase in the catch is noticeable in February and March and also in

August— September.

16. Rays contribute considerably to the catches in the Skager Rak. The average

per day is:

1902 1903
72'15 pounds 70-34 pounds.

In the summer months, from about May to October, the catch is under the general

average, with a minimum in June (1902) or Juli (1903).

The catch in December to March lies high above the average. (Fig. 25, 26, p. 27).

In addition to the unimportant species taken by the trawlers and mentioned in an

earlier page, as angler, dog-fish and mackerel, some special species are taken in the

Skager Rak. The Norway haddock (Sebastes norwegicus) and the Great Silver

Smelt (Argentina silus) may be specially mentioned here. Both live in the deeper

water-layers and are only caught apparently in the summer half-year.

Further, the occurrence of herring in the catches of the trawlers is interesting. The

trawl is not usually the right apparatus for taking the herring', and even here it has only

the character of an extra-catch, on account of which the opinion has occasionally been

expressed,- that the herring are not taken on the ground but in the higher layers on

winding in the net. This does not seen altogether a satisfactory explanation. I will

content myself with stating the following data of the herring catches in 1902—03.

1902
In February 800 pounds

„ June 600 „

„ October 900 „

„ November 13,950 ,,

„ December 1 100 „

1903
In January .

.

„ February .

„ March

„ September

„ October . .

„ November

„ December

.

1200 pounds

1300

200

100

62

750

100

Retrospect

It appears from the summary, given in preceding pages, that considerable fluctuations

occur in the stock of almost all the food-fishes, considered at the different periods of the

year. In view of the considerable material which forms the basis of our review, it can

hardly be considered, that the fluctuations in the curve of the catches is referable to the

I Nevertheless, this is the usual method of fishing for the winter-herring in the mouths of the Elbe (see p 4).
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captains of the boats wishing to avoid the capture of certain species at certain periods of

the year; there remains no other possibility, therefore, than that the number of fish in

front of the trawl has actually varied.

This means the admission of a migration; as a simple breaking-up of denser shoals

or the collection of scattered fish in shoals can only come in question, when wide areas

are connected with the phenomena.

The migrations may take place in two directions:

i) vertically, into higher water-layers not fished by the trawl,

2) horizontally, into other parts of the sea.

- 120

12 3 4 8 9 10 II 12

Fig. I. Hake: northern North Sea, 1902

A.
12 3 7 8 12

Fig, 2. Hake: northern North Sea, 1903

N.B. The figures i— 12 under the line represent the months (i ^January etc.). The figures alongside

the curves represents the average catch per day in pounds (Q = 0-5 kg. = ri lb. Eng.).

It may be accepted, that both kinds of migration may participate in producing the

fluctuations in the curve of catches. We have therefore to ascertain if the facts given above

speak for the one or the other. In this I consider the data given as facts; the ascer-

tained agreement — almost astonishing in many cases — in the course of the curves

for the same region for two different years, as is shown in Fig. 1— 26 (p. 19—28), does

not permit us to consider the fluctuations due to mere change.

According the position of the maxima in the various months, we can divide the

fishes into summer- and winter-species — as I have already done in a previous work'.

So far as the true North Sea is concerned, the division given there is a suitable classi-

fication. It will appear from the following, how far variations from it occur in the wider

region now considered.

I) Henking, Die Befischung der Nordsee durch deutsche Fischdampfer (Mittheilungen des Deutschen See-

fischerei-Vereins, 1901, Nr. i).
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Fig. 3. Hake; south. North Sea, 1902
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Fig. 5. Hake: Skager Rak, 1902
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Fig. 4. Hake; south. North Sea, 1903
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Fig. 6. Hake; Skager Rak, 1903
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The haddock (Gadus aeglefinus L.) is a summer-species. It is tal<en in greater

numbers in summer than in winter over the whole southern and northern North Sea, in

the Skager Rak and in the Kattegat. Why does it occur in increased quantities almost

everywhere within this large region at the same time? Once upon a time the probable

explanation would have been, that it sought the bottom-layers more in summer than in

winter.

The case is quite different with the hake (Merluccius). It is known as an inhabitant

of both sides of the Atlantic and as a swift predatory fish. In the most southern parts

of the North Sea it is only a somewhat rare visitor. It is probable therefore, that it

comes from the north, where it is more frequently caught.

Whether the hake, so far as large quantities are concerned, is a stationary inhabitant

(stand-fish) of the North Sea, may be doubted. The notion of an emigration on a large

scale has greater probability. In the first three to four months of the year it is hardly

taken at all (see Fig. l—6). Then it appears in ever-increasing numbers, perhaps with

the inflow of Atlantic water (see annexed Chart for 1903, May-curve). We may picture

how the first shoals quickly spread over the plateau of the northern North Sea and

appear in dense masses in the Skager Rak (Fig. 5—6) and Kattegat already in June ; in

August they also cover the southern North Sea in considerable numbers (Fig. 3—4),
whilst the shoals following lead to the maximum-stock in the northern North Sea about

September. They thus undoubtedly enter into more weakly saline and warmer waters.

Pettersson states, that the hake spawns on a bank off the Swedish coast north

from Marstrand in August of each year, and disappears completely in September. It is

possible that it wanders back generally to the Atlantic Ocean at this period. After Sep-

tember it quickly becomes rarer everywhere (Fig 3—6). Late in the year, a second

increase in the catch occurs only in the northern North Sea — as if the fish were on

the return journey.

The possibility of extensive migrations arises also from the circumstance, that the

hake occurs in the catches of the trawlers only as large fish seemingly, more rarely as

medium-sized specimens. The measurements made by us, show the foUoving:

Place of capture Date of capture Total length
cm

Mouth of the Skager Rak 18. June 1904 58— 84

Hanstholm end of June 1904 70— 93

„ end of July 1904 43— 82

20. October 1903 39—44, 54—100
Hirshals 15. July 1904 65— 95
Maseskär 6. July 1904 65-5— 103

Horns Reef 13. December 1903 76— 81 (only 2specim.)

Heligoland 25. June 1904 50, 72— 105

The correctness of the picture sketched in the foregoing will have to be ascertained

by further investigations'.

I) The picture agrees in general with the data given by Fulton for the catches of trawlers in the northern

North Sea for the year 1901. Two maxima also occur here, often quite uninistakeably, but somewhat later in

the year. See Fulton, North Sea Investigations, II. (20. Ann. Report. Fishery Board of Scotland. Pt. Ill,

Table III. 1902).
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Catfish (Anarrhichas) shows certain resemblances to the hake, though the same

extremes do not occur.

The plaice (Pleuronectes platessa L.) is taken in greatest quantities in summer

over the whole North Sea (Fig. 7 and 8). Whether this arises simply from local causes,

or whether regular migrations of considerable extent also occur here, e. g. to or from the

English Channel or Kattegat, where the greatest catches are made in the winter months, I

cannot yet venture to say. In the Skager Rak, the catch shows a small rise in autumn

(Fig. 9 and lo).

The gurnard (Trigla) is distinctly a summer-species in the southern North Sea,

in the Kattegat just as distinctly a winter-species. For the northern North Sea and the

Skager Rak such certain distinctions cannot as yet be made.

If a fish appears as a summer-species in the one region and as a winter-species in

the neighbouring, the suspicion arises, that we have to do with a fixed condition, i. e. a

migration. More cannot be said at present, particularly as several species are included

under gurnards in commerce, though Trigla gurnardus predominates.

The witch and lemon -sole (Pleuronectes cynoglossus and microcephalus) show

an interesting contrast to the plaice; compare Fig. 7—10 with Fig, 11— 14. They are

distinctly summer-species, especially in the Skager Rak (Fig. 13 and 14). It seems to be

different tor the northern North Sea, yet nothing can be said for certain as the material

is not sufficiently comprehensive. In the southern North Sea they occur more uniformly

and only in small quantities (Fig. 11 and 12).

The dab (Pleuronectes limanda) shows a similar condition to the foregoing, and the

curve of the catches is similar both for the North Sea and Skager Rak.

Sole (Solea), Turbot (Rhombus maximus) and Brill (Rhombus laevis) are similar

to one another in occurrence but essentially different from the species mentioned above.

In the Skager Rak, their catches show a distinct depression in the summer-months, and

they thus seem to be winter-species here. In the southern North Sea their occurrence is

more uniform.

The saithe and pollack (german: "Köhler") must be treated carefully in seeking

for wider interpretations, because two species are included here (Gadus virens and

G. pollachius), the proportions of which in the total quantities have yet to be ascertained.

Regarded as one species, it can only be said, that they are taken by our steamers

chiefly in the winter-months of both years in the northern North Sea, but on the other

hand in the summer-months, with a second increase in November—December, in the

Skager Rak.

We may therefore conclude, that a migration of these fishes takes place between

the two regions, and the southern North Sea is but little concerned in this migration. In

the most southerly parts of the North Sea, the saithe and pollack are obviously visitors

only coming from the north in greater or smaller shoals.
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Fig. II. Witch a. Lemon-sole: south. North Sea, 1902 Fig. 13. Witch a. Lemon-sole: Slcagei- Rak, 1902
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Fig. 12. Witch a. Lemon-sole: south. North Sea, 1 903 Fig. 14. Witch a. Lern on-sole: Skager Rak, 1903
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The cod (Gadus morrhua L.) shows very interesting fluctuations in the quantities,

which might lead to the view, that migrations occur between the various regions. I have

considered the available data from this standpoint and may therefore sketch out the

following picture : in the true summer months, considerably fewer cod occur in the southern

North Sea' than at other times (Fig. 15 and 16). They have perhaps, under the influence

of the rising temperature, migrated to the Skager Rak, where at the time when the

southern North Sea is poor, rich catches are being made (Fig. 17 and 18). The northern

North Sea may also recieve immigrants from the south in late summer.

«tt
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Fig. 19. Ling: South. North Sea, 1902
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Fig. 21. Ling; Skager Rak, 1902
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Fig. 20. Ling: North. North Sea, 1903
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Fig. 22. Ling: Skager Rak, 1903

The Skager Rak gives off something of its store to the Kattegat, so that an increase

takes place here in the first half of the following year; like the southern North Sea,

however, the Skager Rak receives a new increase from the north in the months towards

the close of the year.

There is thus an increase in the quantities of the cod in the southern North Sea in

the winter months.

I I speake here only of larger fish, which can be brought to market, Small undersized cod occur in

summer also, but J Aq not know in what relative quantities.
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It can by no means be said, however, that the view given is the only possible

explanation. Further material must still be obtained for the comprehension of the matter.

Such material exists already perhaps in the report of the Committee on the migrations

of the fishes.

The Ling (Lota molva) has a double maximum. The one lies in winter and is

distinct in the Skager Rak (Fig. 21— 22), also in the southern North Sea, though somewhat

later. In the Skager Rak a second maximum occurs in the middle of summer (Fig. 21—22).
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Fig. îj. Rays: south. North Sea, 1902
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Fig. 25. Rays: Skager Rak, 1902
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Fig. 24. Rays: south. North Sea, 1903
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Fig. 26. Rays: [Skager Rak, 1903

Lastly, the rays, under which are to be understood the two species. Raja clavata

and R. bat is chiefly, may be mentioned. Further information concerning their relative

proportions, has yet to be obtained.

The rays are of interest in that they show a distinct depression in the Skager Rak

during the summer months and a very high catch in the winter (Fig. 25 and 26). The same

holds for the southern North Sea, yet a distinct and repeated increase in the summer is

noticeable here (Fig. 23—24).
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As appears from the foregoing data, the periods in the occurrence of the food-fiishes

make a somewhat "kaleidoscopic and varied" picture. Perfect clearness cannot as yet be

brought into the matter, we are still too much at the beginning of the investigations.

As yet we know too little, of the living conditions of the various species in the different

parts of the sea, of their food, down to the plankton, and of their rate of growth. Even

regarding such an important feature as the spawning-period, every year brings .new

surprises. With increasing knowledge of this region and a continuation internationally

of the hydrographical investigations of the sea, we shall perhaps succeed in ascertaining

the order of the fishery-periods in the North Sea, and their causes.

MISPRINTS

Page 6, Line 8, for: 35-35 °/oo read: 35.25 °/oo
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INTRODUCTION

it is self-evident that the common work of marine investigation, in which the North-

European nations have joined, must take its commencement from what we already know con-

cerning the sea and the life of the sea. From the beginning therefore, the investigations have

been so instituted as to use and further the methods and results which existing institutions

have already worked out in this field of enquiry. The international work is so closely bound

to these results that it is often impossible, in the following review of the later work of tlie

last two years, to show what comes from the present and what from the earlier investigations
;

moreover, it was to some extent the same naturalists who conducted the work formerly as at

present. We have thought it better accordingly, for the sake of continuity and the deeper inter-

relations of the work, to keep chiefly to the facts and we have laid less weight on what both

series of investigations have obtained separately. We would point out however, that the

historical development is such, that the new and extended international investigations are

in all essentials based on the results achieved by the earlier; tlie aim of both is the same and

the means are of the same kind, but tlie new means regarded from the purely quantitative

standpoint are greater. We have every reason to expect that the results will likewise be greater.

The following report will perhaps confirm this view even though all the material is far

from having been worked out.

I. GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF FISHES

The region witliin whicli the international investigations are being pursued, offers in its

various parts the most varied physical conditions for the life of fishes and the practical fisliing

industry. Thus, experience has shown above all that depth, temperature and salinity, have the

greatest influence on the occurrence of the various species of fishes and on tlie richness of

the animal life.

It follows therefore, that the first preliminary condition of all fisheries investigations, whether

practical or theoretical, must be an exact and purely geographical knowledge of the various

parts of the ocean, and that only on such a basis, can wider plans be built for tlie detailed

study of tlie natural history and migrations of tlie various species.

I*
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In this respect, the international investigations have been able to build upon the results of

earlier expeditions. The Wyville Thomson Expedition and the Danish Ingolf Expedition have

collected valuable information concerning the North Atlantic Ocean. From the earlier English

and Scottish investigations also, we have numerous data concerning the distribution of the fish-

fauna in the different parts of the North Sea. The investigations of recent years have rendered

it further possible to collect a much more comprehensive material; and much more information

especially could be gathered concerning the fishes, because apparatus was for the first time

employed, calculated to make larger catches than those used by earlier expeditions; also, the

endeavour has been made, in connection with the hydrographical investigations, to procure

systematic information concerning the physical relations under which the fish taken lived.

We shall therefore begin the following description of the principal results attained hitherto

from the international fisheries investigations, with a survey of the geographical information

which exists concerning the general distribution of the fishes within the region under investigation.

1) The deep basin, which occupies the entire central portion of the

Norwegian Sea, has depths as great as 3700m. in its centre, and by far the greatest

part is more than 200 m. deep. Towards the east, south and south-west, this deep-sea basin

is bounded by banks wliich, in spite of many depressions and elevations in the sea-bottom, form

a continuous surface from Spitzbergen to the Denmark Straits and slope down towards the

great depths of the Norwegian Sea.

The numerous hydrographical investigations of the years 1900—1904 have shown, that the

great masses of water occupying the central portion of the Norwegian Sea possess an uniform

character. All water-samples from depths of 1000 to 3000 m. showed the same salinity and

the same temperature both in summer and in winter ; namely, on an average 34,92 "/oo salinity

with a variation of 0.04 "/oo, and a temperature varying between — 1.1° to — 1.2°.

A glance at the chart of depths (Plate 1) gives us a picture of the distribution of the

cold bottom-water in the Norwegian Sea. The depths over 600 m are shown on the chart in

various shades of blue. We may say in general, that the region of the Norwegian" Sea marked

by the blue colour has everywhere cold water at the bottom, otherwise all the coastal banks,

distinguished by brown colour, are covered by warmer water.

It has been concluded from the homogeneity of these water-masses, that they have but a

very slight movement. As to the origin of the bottom-water of the Norwegian Sea, the hydro-

graphical investigations have led to the conclusion, that it arises from the wide region between

Jan Mayen and Spitzbergen, where the bottom-water rises to the surface and where the salinity

and temperature are the same as at the bottom further south.

Numerous fishery investigations, by means of which endeavours have been made to learn

the fish-fanna of the deep basin, have shown that the same characteristic forms obtain from the

southern Shetland-Fseroe Channel to as far north as Spitzbergen, namely:
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Cottidœ: Cottunculus microps, subspinosus.

Liparidse: Oareproctus Reinhardt!, Paraliparis bathybii.

Ophidiidss: Eliodichtliys regina.

Lycodinse: L. muraena, flagellicaiida, frigidus, pallidus, similis, eudipleurostictus, seminudus.

the sliark: Somniosus microcephalus and

the ray: Raja hyperborea.

The earlier statements, that this fauna was present only in sparse quantities, have not quite

been confirmed. Thus, for example, on the 29"' of August 1901, at 63°13' N. L., 6°32' W. L.

we obtained 34 Paraliparis bathybii, 1 ßhodiclithys regina and 17 Lycodes frigidus in a two

hours haul with a large trawl of 50 foot head-line at 1735 m. depth. Similar good catches

have also been made in the Shetland-Fseroe Channel; further, to the east of Iceland at

66°20.5' N. L., 12°10' W. L. the Danish investigation-steamer "Thor" obtained 4 Eaja hyper-

borea, 1 Somniosus microcephalus and 20 Hippogiossus hippoglossoides on 225 hooks at a depth

of 855 m (bottom-temperature — 0.60).

Thorough investigations to determine the limit of this deep-sea fauna in the upper layers,

showed that it could be sharply defined. Thus, for example, on the 29"> of June 1902 at

62°32' N. L., 1°56'E.L. a long line was set out, the one end of which was at a depth of

390 m. and temperature of 6°.l, the other at 450 m, temperature — 0°.2; the length of the

line was ca. 2200 m. At the deeper end, fish of the deep sea (Eaja hyperborea) were taken, at

the other end, fish of the coastal banks (Sebastes, Macrurus). This limit has thus the practical

importance, that it marks the division between the worthless species of the Arctic and the

useful species of the coastal banks. With the changing of the oceanic currents this limit

rises or falls, so that the useful species appear higher or lower on the slope of the coastal

banks. Differences may also appear between different regions of the Norwegian Sea, according

as the oceanic currents are stronger in one or the other. We should especially expect, to find

great differences where the strongest currents meet, for example at the Fœroe-Iceland ridge,

just as it has been found that the limit along the long slope of the Norwegian coastal banks

can be different at different places.

2) We find the greatest contrast to the depths of the Norwegian Sea in the deep basin

of the Atlantic Ocean and on the southern slope of the great submarine ridge

which, from G-reenland to the North Sea, forms the boundary between the two seas.

The hydrographical section (Fig. 1) shows the relations of salinity and temperature in the

ocean, above and on both sides of the Paeroe-Iceland ridge. The salt Atlantic water, which

presses from the south over the ridge, is brought to a sudden stop (interruption?) by mixed

layers, whicli come from the north. On the nortli side of the ridge, the low temperature of

0° lies in depths which vary between 450 to 600 m. ; the surface of the ridge is washed by

layers of 2°— 4", whilst the southern slopes indicate water of 6° down to a depth of 700 m.

The Danisli Ingolf Expedition luis shown that tlie animal life, especially the lower animals,

is different on the two sides of the Pïeroe-Iceland ridge. Our fishery investigations liave shown

us that a triple fauna exists here in agreement with the hydrographical conditions, namely, the
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arctic in tlie cold water on the north side, the atlantic in the warmer layers on the southern

side ^nd even a fauna on the ridge itself, just as we find on all the coastal banks of the

Norwegian Seas; this will be described later in greater detail. If we fish in a straight line

from the Fseroe Isles southerly towards the Atlantic Ocean and in different depths, we find

the first Atlantic fishes, Centrophorids , which we know from the Portugese and West

African coasts, already at 400— 600 m. These appear at the same time with such forms

of the coastal banks as the halibut, Spinax niger, Chimsera monstrosa etc. In greater depths

on the other hand, e. g. from 700— 2000 m,

we find the pure Atlantic fish-fauna; amongst

these are fish which remind one strongly of the

species on the coastal banks, and are so similar

to these indeed, that a very close examination

is required to discover that they belong to

other though nearly allied species. There is,

for example, a Chimsera (Ch. mirabilis) which

stands near to the Chimsera monstrosa of the

coastal banks, and we find a small shark

(Etmopterus princeps) which is related to the

Spinax niger of common occurrence in the Nor-

wegian fjords.

In addition to these forms, which are so

nearly related to the fishes of the Norwegian Sea,

the majority at these depths consists of such

widely different and Atlantic forms as e. g.

the Notocanthidse (N. bonapartei), Mursenidse

(e. g. Synophobranchus pinnatus), Haloporphyrus

eques) Halargyreus (affinus) , Trachyrynchus

(Murrayi), various species of Macrurus especially

of the genus Coryphsenoides , and the above-

mentioned Centrophorus.

The great richness in individuals on the

southern slope of the Iceland-Shetland ridge is

of great biological interest. In a single haul of

an hour at 61°7'N.L., 9°33'W. L. a catch of

about 300 fish could be made by a trawl of 50 foot head-line at 765 to 828 m; amongst these fishes

were : 4 Chimsera mirabilis Coll. n. sp., 14 Spinacidse (Centroscyllium Pabricii), Emopterus

princeps. Coll. n. sp., Centrophorus (squamosus), 15 Notacanthus bonapartei, 73 Haloporphyrus

eques, 94 Halargyreus affinis, Coll. n. sp., 74 specimens of the genus Coryphsenoides (C. rupestris

and sequalis) in addition to several specimens of various other forms.

In a similar haul of the trawl at 59°23' N. L., 7°50' W. L. at a depth of 1057 m, 127

fish chiefly the same species were caught.

These hauls with ordinary large apparatus give a new picture of the richness of the

great depths of the Atlantic Ocean, a region whose peculiar character has just been disclosed

Fig. 1.

I
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for the first time, but to whose varied biological and physical conditions no detailed study

has as yet been devoted. Although this Atlantic deep-sea fauna has the greatest interest for

the study of the geographical distribution of animals, this region has of necessity been kept in

the background of the international marine investigations for the sake of the economically more

important regions.

We may mention here also, that the Danish investigation-steamer "Thor", using large

pelagic nets, has made the first catches of bathy-pelagic eggs and young stages of deep-sea fishes.

The first steps have thereby been made towards a study of the natural history of these deep-

sea fishes.
_^

Whilst the great depths of the Norwegian Sea and the Atlantic Ocean have relatively

still masses of water, the upper layers to a depth of 700—800 m. show some change and

movement. The conditions of life here, must accordingly be much more varied and diverse, and

it is not merely the momentary relations which have to be considered but the whole change

throughout the year.

3) The slope of the coastal banks towards the depths of the Norwegian
Sea must be regarded, both from the biological and physical standpoints, as a specially charac-

teristic region. This region embraces the depths from 200 to ca. 600 m., on the long stretch

from Spitzbergen and Iceland to the North Sea. It may be divided geographically as follows :

the slope and banks of Spitzbergen,

the Barents Sea with the bank of Bear Island,

the Norwegian coastal banks from Barents Sea to Eomsdal bank,

the Norwegian channel, which runs along the west coast of Norway from the Skagerak

to the entrance of the North Sea into the Norwegian Sea,

the slope of the North Sea banks, called "Tampen" by the Norwegian and Swedisli

fishermen,

the Fseroe-Island ridge,

the east slope of the Iceland bank.

A few years ago, only small portions of these large regions had been investigated with

fishing apparatus, and the first comprehensive survey of all these parts of the ocean, now ren-

dered possible by very extensive investigations and experiments, represents an important result.

It is evident from what has been said above, that this region passes over into the cold

area of the Norwegian Sea at its lower boundary, and in such a maimer that the boundary

between the two regions is subject to certain fluctuations upwards and downwards into the

depths. As average depth, perhaps 500—600 m. can be taken.

In the layer between 200 and 600 m. there are great variations; we have found that

temperatures from -J-
1.5° to 8° can occur, and these differences will probably have great

influence on the vertical wanderings of the fishes along the slope, the more so, because the

variations of temperature are connected with similar variations in salinity and currents.

The fish of this region belong everywhere to the same species, and this holds good over

the whole stretch from Spitzbergen and Iceland as far as the North Sea slope. The most

important forms economically are the following: ling (Molva molva), tusk (Brosmius brosme),

Norway haddock (Sebastes marinus), cod (Gadus callarias), halibut (Hippogiossus vulgaris).
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catfish (Anarrliiclias minor and latifrons), rays (especially Raja batis and lintea), more rarely

larger specimens of haddock (Gadus aeglefinus). These species play by far the greatest role

and occur especially in the upper part of the region. Deeper down and near to the boundary

of the cold water, these forms are joined by the following species : the blue ling (Molva byrke-

lange), the black halibut (Hippoglossus hippoglossoides), Macrurids (especially M. Pabricii), the

great silver smelt (Argentina silus) and the arctic shark (Somniosus microcephalus).

Closer study of the numerous haxüs made during the investigations, at depths from 200

—

600 m., shows many other things. It appears for example, that the ling constitutes the chief

portion of the summer catches amongst the round fish, on the stretch from the Shetlands to the

Lofoten Islands, whilst the cod is so rare over the same region especially in summer, that in

a series of experiments with long lines, only one cod on an average was taken on 700 hooks.

Further north, e. g. in the Barents Sea and on the stretch from the Pseroes to Iceland, the

relation is different. Here the ling occurs only sparingly, whilst the cod is caught in distinctly

greater quantities.

The fishery investigations have also shown us, that the quantities of the above-mentioned

fishes are not constant, either at all places or at all seasons of the year

Prom the experience of the fishermen, as also from the scientific fishery experiments, it

appears that the ling and likewise the halibut, collect together in shoals at certain times and

places where, at other times, but few are found. The halibut is especially abundant in late

autumn on the Norwegian coastal banks, whereas only a few are taken in summer, the ling

on the other hand appears chiefly in the summer. In the Barents Sea, the regular migrations

of the shoals of cod can in general be determined already. They move in the summer far to

the east and retui'n again in winter towards the west.

More will be said concerning this in describing the natural history of the cod. The

condition of the bottom has great influence on the quantitative distribution of the fishes. On

the coastal banks are depressions, flats or elevations. The depressions have mostly soft,

muddy bottom, whilst the higher flats, slopes and elevations are often covered with sand,

gravel and stones, from the size of millet seed to that of ballast stones. The fishery investiga-

tions have shown that in the muddy depressions (e. g. the Barents Sea or the stretch between

the Lofotens and ßomsdal bank) only a poor fish-fauna occurs, whilst good catches can be

made on more stony ground. From this arises the necessity for investigating the bottom, and

great pains have been taken to do this on the Norwegian fisheries investigations.

During the summer; the Norwegian and Swedish fishermen fish with long lines in this

region for the above-mentioned species, at 200—500 m. depth.

4) The portions of the region under observation which lie in less than 200m. have

however, by far the greatest importance for the study of the fisheries and natural liistory of

the fishes. These comprise the following banks :

the Iceland bank, the E,omsdal bank,

the northern and southern Pseroe bank. the Lofoten—Troms© bank '.

the North Sea,

' To these are joined a series of smaller banks along the Norwegian coast, which are so small

however, that they cau be indicated only by the aid of larger charts.
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The smaller the depth the greater are the changes in the physical conditions and the

more varied is the animal life. Whilst it may seem right to regard the vast area of the sea-

bottom which lies between 200 and 600 m. as one single characteristic region, neither from the

point of view of the natural history of the fishes nor from the study of the actual fisheries,

can we consider the above-mentioned banks, whose depths are all less than 200 m, as a group

of regions similar to one another; we find everywhere so different physical conditions, so

different animals and fisheries, in the various depths from the beach to the 200 m. line,

that we must seek to form still narrower districts.

It may be said in general, that 3 regions can be distinguished «on all the known banks.

The first region embraces depths from 60—200m, and is characterised chiefly by the

following fishes:

Flat-fishes: witch (Pleuronectes cynoglossus), long-rough dab (Drepanopsetta platessoides),

megrim (Zeugopterus megastoma), as well as younger (smaller) specimens of the

halibut (Hippoglossus vulgaris).

Eound-fishes: haddock (Gadus aeglefinus), cod (Gradus callarias), green cod (Gadus virens),

whiting (Gadus merlangus).

For the fishery, the witch amongst the flat-fishes and the haddock amongst the round-

fishes have by far the greatest importance. It is characteristic that the plaice, the lemon sole

and the dab are absent or occur but sparingly. It is of general biological interest further, that

we find the young of the fishes which inhabit the slope of the coastal banks in this region, e. g.

small and medium-sized specimens of the ling, tusk, catfish, Norway haddock, great silver

smelt and halibut in quantities, and it is only the younger stages of these fishes which

chiefly occur in this region.

The second region embraces the depths from 20—60m. It is chiefly characterised

by the flat-flshes (plaice, dabs, lemon soles, young specimens of halibut, e. g. of 20—40 cm. in

length) and the younger stages of haddock, whiting and cod. The witch is absent, the ling,

tusk and the larger haddock occur only sparingly. In this region are the spawning grounds of

the cod and haddock.

The third, the littoral region from the beach to a depth of 20m, is above all the

region of the young of most of the useful species, namely, plaice, dabs, cod and haddock

during their first year.

For the better understanding of the physical relations of these three regions, we shall

consider more closely the largest and most important of the banks mentioned here, namely the

North Sea banks (see Table 11 and III).

As a rule, this is considered as inclining uniformly from the German Bight down

towards the northern slope. A closer examination of the bottom of the Nortli Sea bank shows

however, that the actual conditions are essentially diflerent, as a series of irregular depressions

and slopes occur here.

Along the east coast of Scotland and north of England, the 40—50 m. lines run parallel and

very near to the coasts. From Flamborough Head, the 60 m. line bends strongly from the coast

towards Hanstholm on the Jutland coast. Thus, the North Sea bank is divided by the 60 m. line

Appendix Or 2
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into a southern shallower and a

northern deeper region. The

transition between these two

regions is very sharp at some

places. On the north edge of

the Dogger Bank, for example,

the bottom falls within a distance

of a few miles from 60 to 90 m .

Further to the east the boundary

is less sharp, because the 60-80 m.

deep Great Fisher Bank inter-

venes between the two regions.

We have stated above, that

the fishes of the two deep regions

are very different; not less diffe-

rent are the hydrographical con-

ditions, if we examine them at

different periods of the year. If

we compare the two longitudinal

hydrographical sections of the

North Sea, from Heligoland to

the slope of the Norwegian Sea

(Fig. 2 and 3), we see that

the entire mass of water has

almost everywhere a temperature

of 6°— 7" in May. In mid-

summer (August) the conditions

have changed. In the deeper

layers (below 60 m.), the same

conditions of temperature have

persisted, but on the shallower

banks we now find temperatures

up to 10° and 14°. We thus

have the great main difference

between the two regions, that

the yearly temperature-fluctua-

tion amounts at most to one

degree in the deep water, whilst

variations of 6—^8° may be found

in less depths.

The differences in the

catches from the different parts of

the North Sea are in agreement

I

4
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with these, great differences in the pliysical

conditions. One who knows the North Sea

fisheries will be able to conclude, from the com-

position of the catches on the market, from what

parts of the North Sea they come. It may be

added also, that the configuration and nature

of the bottom exercise a great influence on the

distribution and abundance' of fishes, apart from

the hydrographical conditions named. Many

fishes prefer stony, others sandy ground. Where

there is a depression in the bottom, the water-

masses often remain at rest, soft mud then collects

and the gaseous condition of the water becomes

unfavourable for animal life. On such places

accordingly, only small catches are made.

This is especially distinct in Swedish and

Norwegian fjords, but similar phenomena may

be found in the open North Sea. Thus for

example, hauls with the trawl have shown

that there is a barrier (Bressa shoal) in the

northern North Sea, which shuts off a more

southerly depression, about 40 m deep, on the

muddy bottom of which but few fish live,

whilst on the barrier itself and further north a

richer animal-fauna is to be found.

5) In the foregoing, we have only con-

sidered the fishes which live on the bottom

and are caught there. Of even greater prac-

tical and scientific importance however, are the

migratory pelagic fishes. Carried along

by the various marine currents, these fishes also

distribute themselves on various bio-geographical

regions which are limited by the cur-

rents, not only vertically but also horizontally.

Thus, in the Norwegian Sea, the polar current,

the Atlantic current and the coastal streams;

in the North Sea, the Atlantic current, the

coastal streams of the western and southern

North Sea and the weakly saline Baltic stream

of the eastern North Sea, exercise different

influences on tlie geographical distribution of

the pelagic animals and fishes.

^ SSI'

^ tLK
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The most important pelagic fishes within the region of the international investigations are

the herring, the garfish and the mackerel. We must add to this, that almost all the economi-

cally important species are pelagic, especially in their earliest stages.

Of the international investigations accomplished up to the present, some have importance

also for the comprehension of the geographical distribution of these fishes.

Herring have been taken hy driftnets in the most different parts of the North Sea, and

it was thereby made apparent, that their sexual organs were differently developed according

to the distribution of the different streams; for example, the "Michael Sars" in September

of this year, caught the "fat-herring" in the eastern Baltic stream of the North Sea and ripe spaw-

ning or spawned herring in the Atlantic stream to the west, or the western coastal stream.

These important observations should be thoroughly studied further on the working hypothesis,

that the "fat-herring" of the eastern North Sea belongs to a branch or race spawning

in spring on the Norwegian coast and is distinct from the summer or autumn herring spawning

on the western and southern North Sea banks, and that the boundary between the oceanic

currents is also the boundary of these two races.

The international research-steamers have also been specially engaged in the study of the

pelagic young stages, as the catches of the fishing steamers can give no information inithis

direction.

In sections II and m, more detailed evidence wül be given of the great influence, the

oceanic currents have on the distribution of these pelagic young fishes.

During the observational cruises in the Norwegian Sea, observations were also made on the

pelagic wanderings of the fishes, which were formerly believed to lived only on the coastal

banks or on the slopes of the Norwegian Sea towards deep water.

Thus, the following fishes have been observed in the uppermost layers, to 180 m. deep,

out in the Norwegian Sea far from the coasts and over depths of 1800—3600 m; herring, cod,

haddock, green cod and Norway haddock (Sebastes viviparus); west from Iceland also, the

large shark (Somniosus microcephalus), likewise herring and Norway haddock in considerable

quantities, the latter for example to the number of 65 on 600 hooks over 2900 m depth.

The young just hatched were also taken in large quantities over great depths, both near

Norway and near Iceland.

Having endeavoured in the foregoing to give a survey of the geographical distribution of

the different fishes, we will proceed in the following pages to an account of the fisheries

investigations themselves.

The earliest fisheries investigations during the sixties of last century showed already, that

all practical fishery questions, with which wide circles were then engaged, could only be under-

stood and solved by thorough acquaintance with the natural history of each separate species.

FoT this, the investigation of the development, rate of growth and migrations of the different

species, are of special importance.

In the following pages, we give first of all a short survey of the general methods of work,

and of the aims and results of the international fisheries investigations (Section II), and then

as a special example, the results in more detail of the investigations into the natural

history of the cod (Section III).



II. METHODS OF WORK AND GENERAL RESULTS

A. Methods of work and apparatus

It can be readily understood that, ever since fisheries investigations have been insti-

tuted at all, endeavours have also been made to bring a variety of methods into use for the

investigation of the nature and amount of the fishes within the area investigated; it was

immediately felt that advance had to be made according to a fixed plan, if general conclusions

were to be in any way obtained from the results of the investigations. It would be quite

ideal naturally, if we knew what species and how many individuals of each species were

present in the waters to be studied, how quickly they grew and so on. For a small inland

sea such an investigation is often easily carried through; it is therefore easy to understand,

why such investigations have already been carried much further with regard to fresh water

than for the sea (rational practice). In the investigation of large areas of the sea again,

the matter becomes more difficult and more complicated, as it is not so easy to gain a view

over the momentary fish-quantum, and as fishes wander to and fro as a rule. Accordingly, in

order to obtain as good results as possible in such an area, various methods have of necessity

been resorted to. We shall mention the most important of these methods in the following.

One of the earliest endeavours to institute systematic investigation of the fish-quantum in

a section of the sea, was certainly V. Hensen's quantitative hauls of pelagic fish-

eggs with apparatus specially constructed for the purpose; his methods are still in use, thougli

in more or less modified form, and advance has been further made on the road indicated

by him, especially after the apparatus had been enlarged; nothing is now easier than to

demonstrate the presence of a species of fish at the spawning time by the capture of pelagic

eggs. Though it has not been found easy to calculate the existing fish-quantum by means

of vertical hauls and purely quantitative determinations, yet the fishing for eggs in tliis

manner and also by means of horizontal hauls has everywhere yielded splendid results.

Nevertheless, in order to ascertain the resorts of spawning fish witli greater accuracy

than can be attained from the pelagic eggs — not all fishes also have pelagic eggs — it has

been necessary to proceed to the capture of the fishes themselves with real fishing apparatus.

The next thing necessary was to study the catches of the fishermen, as these can

easily be procured at certain places and at certain times. In this way, good information has

been obtained concerning the mutual quantitative relations of the fish-species occurring in the

hauls, and it has been possible to study their size at the beginning of maturity, and

amongst other things, to ascertain their food by investigation of the contents of the stomaclis.
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Where such catches were ohtaimahle in great quantities, it has been possible to go a step

further and obtain from a close study of a large number of catches (journals) an idea of a

number of other catches, that is, a representative statistic to a certain extent.

In this way, the appearance of the fishes at different periods of the year has been ascer-

tained; and without actually fulfilling the requirements of a true statistic, namely, that it

should give information over the total quantities, this method has yet learnt us which

species form the main contributions of the various fisheries (trawl-, long-, line-, snurrevaad- or

driftnet-fishery). In the countries where the true statistic is only slightly represented, the

representative statistic has naturally had the greatest importance.

Nevertheless, it is not possible to remain at this stage; in as much as we should like to

follow the life of a fish, so to speak from birth to death, it has constantly happened that the

data obtainable from the practical fisheries fails in some point or other. Either for example,

the quite young stages of the species concerned are not brought in at all by the fishermen,

or the species is not taken at certain periods of the year and in such assortments that the

required information is forthcoming; consequently, special investigations with profes-

sional apparatus had to be undertaken.

The great expeditions which have been fitted out within recent years for the purpose of

investigating the animal-life in the sea — especially at great depths — have been restricted

mainly to the use of fishing apparatus wliich had only the width of a few meters (dredge).

In the international investigations however, with, it is true, a somewhat different program, stronger

fishing apparatus chosen from that which fishes the most and best, has been employed in all

lands; the modern ottertrawl especially, has proved to possess an extraordinary importance for

these investigations. In the shallower parts of the sea, to a depth of ca. 200 m, it has been

possible to use directly the ordinary ottertrawl with a stretch of ca. 30 m. in the ordinary

manner of the fishermen. The principal change made, has been to surround the narrow end

with a sack of smaller mesh in order to gain possession of the smaller fishes also; in addition,

many other attempts have been made, e. g. in Scotland, to study and to improve the fishing-

capacity of this apparatus. In the deeper seas, especially near Norway and Iceland, it has

been necessary nevertheless to emploj' the ottertrawl in much deeper water, at a depth of

some thousands of meters, and a change was thus necessitated in the use of the ordinary

fishing apparatus. The change consisted chiefly in this, that only one line was used in towing

the trawl and that the two otterboards were connected by means of a crowfoot, so that both

could come on board at one place, i. e. over one gallows (see Dansk Biologisk Stations

Beretning, VIII). This modification of the apparatus has everywhere proved itself of prac-

tical use during the international investigations of late years, at Iceland and Norway.

The investigations have also been obliged to employ other apparatus. Thus, long-lines

have been much used, both lines lying along the ground and lüies floating in the upper

water-layers. Seines for fishing on the coasts have also done good service, complementary to

the trawl-fishery, for the investigation of the young of the flatfish and gadoids. Drift-nets,

especially for herring, have been much used, especially from Norway; it is easily seen however,

that the investigation of a mass of water perhaps 100 times deeper than the driftnet is either

very imperfect or very protracted; we are lacking here an investigating apparatus for the

capture of fishes and other larger animals, e. g. inkfish, which live up in the water, an appa-
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ratus which would lead to a result quicker than the driftnets. Several endeavours have been

made to procure such an apparatus, but up to the present always without practical result. If

it must be admitted therefore, that the technical part of the investigations has made great

progress, there still remains much to be desired. The unevenness of the bottom of the

sea offers insuperable difficulties at many places to the use of all apparatus designed for

towing on the ground, and if we occasionally remedy this by the use of other apparatus,

such as long-lines and set-nets, we do not altogether obtain the wished-for results.

We have spoken here chiefly of the apparatus for the catch of larger fish, and younger

fish in the bottom-stages; but, for the capture of fish in their youngest stages, when they are

usually pelagic, the investigations have employed other apparatus with important results.

We do not feel satisfied with the few young fishes which can be obtained by means of

the so-called pelagic net of but small size, and attempts have therefore been made to exchange

the tolerably close material of this net for another which has a somewhat wider opening, and

the mouth of this net has now been as much enlarged as is possible from the practical stand-

point. In order to take more young fish than can be done in vertical hauls, such large nets have been

towed for many minutes in a more or less horizontal direction through the masses of water,

where the young of the fish concerned were believed to live. In this manner, for example. Dr.

Hjort obtained fine collections of young fishes in Norway. Of recent years however, the

so-called young- fish trawl — constructed by Petersen and described by Schmidt (Mske-

undersegelser ved Island og Fseraerne, pp. 37—38, fig. 11) — has been more and more used

for the pelagic fishing of young fish in the sea. It is constructed on the principle of the

ottertrawl, but the net consists of thickly woven hemp, ca. 19 threads to 3 cm. With this

apparatus many hundreds of hauls were made at Iceland and the Feeroes in the years 1903

and 1904, and extraordinarily large collections of pelagic organisms, especially fishes,

have been brought home. The apparatus was used both at the surface and in great depths,

and by a peculiar modification of the lower ends of both the poles which hold the net open,

it has been used on the bottom with success, both over soft muddy ground and where the

bottom was covered by not too large stones. The youngest bottom-stages of many fishes

which have not been taken in any other way, have been obtained with this young-fish trawl,

especially of flat-fish. Its fishing-capacity is so great, that many thousands of pelagic young

fishes have been taken by it on the shallow coastal banks in the course of 10— 20 minutes.

Further out iu the open sea, on the other hand, the young fish appear to be much less

numerous per cubic meter of water; by increasing the duration of the hauls however (to several

hours), the success has been attained of catching the eggs and young of characteristically deep-

water fishes, concerning which we have hitherto had practically no information, in no small number.

To the first results of the new investigations in the open sea belonged the obtaining of

large collections of pelagic fish eggs which were in part quite unknown in literature, in part

wrongly described; before these collections could be worked out in the manner required

by the investigations, a purely zoological systematic preliminary investigation of

the young fishes has been necessary. Considerable literature concerning the young

fishes and theu- determination, existed in various countries certainly, especially in England, Scot-

land, Ireland and Germany, and the endeavour has also been made to describe the fish-eggs; for

several portions however, a critical revision has been considered necessary, and it was especially
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necessary to hatch out the living fish-eggs on board the investigation-vessels, in order to follow

the development etc. of the fish quite from the egg onwards, hy means of these young and by

series of older stages. Ehrenbaum has contributed much to our knowledge of the coast-

fishes of the southern North Sea in a work recently published. Williamson in Scotland

has described a series of stages of Pleuronectes cynoglossus. Petersen in the Meddelelser

fra Kommissionen for Havundersegelser, Bd. I, has represented a series of stages both of this

fish and of two other species of Pleuronectes, and his investigations over the remainiug Pleuro-

nectidse are to be expected in the near future. Jobs. Schmidt has undertaken the inves-

tigations of the gadoid species. The preliminary investigations are thus making good progress.

A method which has already been employed for many years in the service of the fishery

investigations, especially by Petersen for the Danish waters, is the method of measurement.
If a quantity of fish of any species has been taken, it often happens, on measuring and

arranging these fish one after the other, according to a plan like the subjoined (PI. IV) showing

the cod from east Iceland, that they form various groups according to size, i. e. that

certain lengths are represented by far more fish than others, for example 5, 12, 22, 33, 61,

68 cm. in the subjoined plan. In this plan therefore, there are 6 such lengths. With other

fishes, e. g. several of the Pleuronectidse, a different number of groups appears, and at other

places, e. g_ Denmark, different groups are found for the cod than those given. Investigations

concerning the appearance of such groups at different periods of the year, have now shown that

they signify the yearly growth of the fish as a rule. It must be remembered that, in a given

region, all cod usually spawn together at the same time of year and not in equal portions

throughout the year. It wUl be understood therefore, why the young of the different yeai'S is

of such different sizes in the plan, and that, from such a measurement of a very large number

of fishes of all sizes occurring in a region, we can obtain an impression of how quickly the

fish grow on the average. This method is at present in use almost everywhere, where thorough

investigations are being made, and it has appeared from these, that the fishes grow very differ-

ently under different conditions. As the method is so generally used we shall not dwell

further upon it, but mention only that it can give a view over the rate of growth and age of

fishes only in general; the age of the individual can often not be determined by it. This want

in connection with, the measurement-method seems in part to be helped out by other methods

for the age-determination of the fishes, namely, by investigation of the otoliths (ear-stones)
;

these investigations have been carried out by German scientists especially. Possibly the inves-

tigation of the bones will also give information concerning the age; too little has as yet

appeared, however, for one to be able to judge concerning this method.

Quite a different method of obtaining information concerning the rate of growth and

migration of fishes is that of marking living fishes. This method has been brought into

use, chiefly by the Danish biological station, and has led to extraordinarily great results so far

as the plaice is concerned. To the living fish two bone-buttons are attached, which are held

in position by a silver wire and a number is burnt on one of the buttons. It has been

shown that fish marked in such a manner can live and gTOW. When a number of fish thus

marked were set out in Danish waters, a portion of them have been caught again and

sent in by the Danish fishermen within a short time; the same thing has happened in the

North Sea, where many thousands of plaice have been set out of recent years. If the fisher-
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men state where the marked fish have heen recaiight, it is possible to determine, in addition

to their rate of growth, also their wanderings during the time which has elapsed, and

to gain in this way good information concerning the biology of the plaice, which would

otherwise be difficult to obtain. It has also resulted from these marking experiments that the

number of marked fish returned is extraordiuarily great; thus, the Danish experiments have

shown, that 43.4 "/o out of 1099 Jplaice set out in the North Sea have heen recaught within

14 months, 58.5% out of 121 plaice marked in the Skager Eak were recaught within the

same period, and in the northern Kattegat even 80 "/o of the marked plaice have been returned

within 4 months. In addition, it has to be noted that a portion of the fish recaught are in

various ways lost, i. e. not returned. Through these high percentages, one gains a good notion

of the intensity of the plaice fishery in the North Sea and Danish waters.

The marking-method has also been used for other species as well as the plaice, e. g. for

the cod and eel, and it will assuredly prove to be practicable, with certain modifications, for

various other species of fish.

It is indeed of the greatest interest to be able to determine how far the migrations of

the fishes extend, and if we could also learn fixed recognition-marks for the fishes from

different waters, this would have an extraordinary importance. The scientist who has first

begun such race-investigations on fishes, is Fr. Heincke. His race-investigations,

based on measurements, number of vertebrae and so on, are well known. For other species

also, the number of the vertebrae and fin-rays seem to have great importance. Thus, we know

that the plaice of the Belts have a smaller number of fin-rays than those of the North Sea

and the Skager Eak. From such race-investigations, carried out on dead material, various

conclusions can already be made; but the inheritance and constancy (fixity) of the characters

cannot be determined in this way. Purely experimental attempts at rearing the young fish,

such as are in the program of Committee C 2, are necessary in order to solve such questions.

B. Examples of the results obtained

. 1. Eggs, larvae and young fishes

The economically important fishes can be divided, as regards their natural history, into two groups :

fish, with floating pelagic eggs,

fish, which lay their eggs, demersally, on the bottom.

The eggs of the first group develop, and their larvae hatch out, whilst floating in the water; those

of the second group, on the other hand, carry through their development on the bottom. The

small larvae which come from the eggs are pelagic in both groups, the duration of the pelagic

stage is however, different for almost every species. In some species the larvae seek the bottom,

in others the larvae remain pelagic during their change to young fishes, even much longer in

some cases. As the first pelagic stages are in the highest degree dependent on the movements

of the surrounding water, an exact investigation of this period of life has great importance for

understanding the fate of the eggs and larvae, and also, the distribution of the later, first bottom-

stages. For this reason, specially great attention has been devoted to these .investigations, and

this had the practical advantage also, that it was easier to find the free-floating eggs, larvae

and young fishes with pelagic nets than the demersal eggs on the bottom with di-edges and trawls.

Appendix G- 3
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Hens en has made the endeavour to determine the quantity of the spawning fish by counting

their eggs, but this has proved to he impossible up to the present, partly owing to the

lack of uniformity in the distribution of the eggs, arising from the currents and the distribution

of the spawning fish.

On the other hand, it has been shown that the study of the distribution of the earliest

pelagic stages gives us a means of determining the distribution of the spawning fish-shoals,

and this study had the double importance: on the one hand, of finding new spawning-grounds

(e. g. fishing-grounds) and on the other hand, of giving a view over the geographical extension

of the spawning-region of a species. The solution of these problems by fishery experiments

in search of the large spawning animals only, would have been connected with much greater

difficulties.

Thus, the investigation of the pelagic young stages has the double importance of ascer-

taining the distribution of the spawning fishes and the fate of the eggs spawned. We shall

display what may be reached in this direction by some examples.

a. The young stages of the genus Gadus (cod group)

On the south coast of Iceland, Schmidt^ has investigated the distribution of the eggs,

pelagic larvae and young fishes at various distances from the coast (Ingolfshöfde), and has

found that the small larvae and young fishes which come from demersal eggs, were floating in

the immediate proximity of the coasts; further out, he found the larvse of the pelagic eggs,

and still further out beyond the coastal banks, the larvae of the purely pelagic, viviparous

fishes. Particulars are shown in the following table:

During the 1st and 2nd of June 1903, the fishing was carried on at each station at

the surface for 5 minutes with the pelagic net and 10 minutes with the pelagic trawl.

Distance from the coast
4 nautical

miles

10 nautical

miles

23 nautical

miles

.54 nautical

miles

57 nautical

mUes

95 nautical

miles

Depth in meters

Total number of pelagic eggs

.

Total number of pelagic larvae

Percentage of pelagic larvœ from

Demersal eggs

Pelagic eggs

Pelagic viviparous fishes

32-70
300—400

3

100 "/o

100

291

93%
7»o

106

3

182

67°/o

33%

1044

50

100 "/o

over 1080

50

100 "/o

1440—1880

300

100 "/o

From this example it appears, that the larvae and young fishes which come from pelagic

eggs, are to be found further away from the coast than the larvae of the demersal eggs. The

further study of the fate of the pelagic young fishes proves that the duration of the pelagic

stage is different for each species. This can be exemplified for the most important species of

the genus Gadus especially.

Jobs. Schmidt, Piskeriundersogelser ved Island og Paeroerne i Sommeren 1903.

Kommissionen for Havundersogelser, Nr. 1, p. 41 (Dansk), Kebenhavii 1904.

Skrifter udgivne af
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To be able to demonstrate tMs, it was necessary to study the systematic of the various

stages thoroughly as these were formerly little known. We are at present, especially

throug'li Schmidt's researches, in a position to be able to distinguish very early stages of

the different species.

At Iceland, the investigations of the steamer "Thor" have shown that the 4 most impor-

tant species, green cod (G. virens), cod (G. callarias), haddock (G. seglefinus) and whiting (G.

merlangus) seek the bottom and give up the pelagic mode of life in the order named. The

green cod and the cod go later as small young fish nearer to the coasts and are found, for

example in summer, close to the shore on the Iceland coast; the young of the haddock on the

other hand, could be found in quantities principally in deeper water, for example, at a size of

4—6 cm. in depths of 63— 72 m. ; the young whiting remain pelagic for a very long time.

We have made similar observations on the Norwegian coast and in the North Sea. During 1904

especially, a very comprehensive material has been collected by the various investigation-steamers.

As however, it has not been yet possible to complete the great work of determining and

coordinating the material, we shall give here only a short description of the results obtained

by a single steamer ("Michael Sars") for the years 1900—1903, stating at the same time,

that the results for the year 1904 will agree with these in their entirety, perhaps even display

the relations of the separate regions much more clearly.

The Norwegian material for the years 1900—1904, has been arranged in such a way

that a chart with the number of stations in series has been drawn up for each of the four

species, green cod, cod, haddock and whiting. On each chart is stated:

1) whether the young fish are pelagic or bottom-stages;

2) whether their size is greater or less than 2 cm; and

3) whether the stations were made before or after the first of June.

It would be desirable perhaps, that the charts should also contain data of the hauls

which give no results for one or more of the 4 species of gadoids. As negative experiments

however, had to be made in great number, and this had not yet occurred on preparing these

charts, we shall only mention them in the following text. A comparison of the 4 charts, PI.

V—VIII, will give for the rest an idea of the extent of the observations.

Chart 1, PI. V refers to the 83 stations on whicli cod of the 0-group were found in the

period from 1900— 1903. It appears from the chart, that pelagic young fish over 2 cm.

were found after the 1st of June only in the Norwegian Sea, with but one exception. In the

many hauls which were undertaken in the North Sea, on the surface and in the middle layers,

we only obtained other gadoids after the 1st of June (see e. g. Chart 4). We find tlie small

larvae under 2 cm. in the North Sea, chiefly in the neighbourhood of the coastal banks; for

the Norwegian Sea, the numerous catches of these stages have not been marked, so as not

to put too much on one chart (see Section III).

The relation is therefore as follows: pelagic cod over 2 cm. (up to 9.5 cm. indeed) have

been found in the Norwegian Sea, whilst only a single pelagic cod of 2.5 cm. was found in the

North Sea. The numerous investigations of the year 1904 have shown, that the small cod in

the North Sea seek the bottom already at a size of 2 cm, and that they have been found

' Schmidt, 1. c. p. 81-84.

3*
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exclusively or quite predomiaantly in shallower waters, especially on the coastal banks. In the

Norwegian Sea on the other hand, they remain much longer pelagic, not only those which are

carried over great depths by the oceanic currents, but also those which remain on the banks.

Chart 2 PI. VI refers to 26 stations where Gadus virens was taken. It appears from

this chart, that at a size of over 2 cm. it was only found on the Norwegian coasts.

Chart 3 PL VII shows 71 stations at which the 0-group of Gadus seglefinus was taken.

The distribution of the small haddock agrees with that of the young cod. It appears however,

1) that more pelagic haddock were found in the North Sea than the cod and 2) that very

large young of G. seglefinus, to over 11 cm. long, are occasionally met with pelagically in the

Norwegian Sea.

Chart 4 PI. VIII refers to 44 stations where the 0-group of Gadus merlangus was

fished. "With some few exceptions all these belong to the North Sea, and the

young whiting are here found in masses, both under as well as above 2 cm., and they were taken

both before and after the 1st of June. They have been taken pelagically in the Skager Eak,

in drift-nets over 54 m., and also in the North Sea, to a length of 30 cm. From this Chart 4

it can also be seen directly how many hauls were made in the North Sea without taking large

young fish of the other species; since then, in 1904, many more hauls have been made with

similar results.

Prom this Chart, accordingly, the same conclusion can be made for the North Sea as for

Iceland, namely, that the four species named show quite a distinct order in leaving the pelagic

stage. First the green cod, then the cod, then the haddock and lastly the whiting seek the

bottom and the coasts. This relation plays the greatest part in the distribution of the bottom

stages of these fishes, which will be shown for each species and each part of the region under

observation in a later more detailed report of the international investigations.

b. The young stages of the genus Pleuronectes (flounder group)

In the foregoing portion, it has been shown that the young stages of the cod-group are

distributed in the sea in a different manner for each species ; there is no doubt however, that quite

analogous relations also hold for the flounder-group. Certainly, the occurrence of the latter has

not yet been so closely investigated, that one can draw up charts of wide areas for these

species whilst still in the pelagic stage, but their occurrence in the Skager Eak and the remain-

ing Danish waters is known in general, so that various facts of essential importance can be

made clear. In the Kattegat, there live, amongst others, adult individuals of the following 5

flat-fishes: plaice, fiounder, dab, witch (P. cynoglossus) and halibut, though in different quan-

tities. They are all taken by the fishermen, but the halibut, though it occurs quite as far as

Kiel, is yet not common till we come to the Skager Eak. Of the fry of these 5 species, only

those of the 3 first named are met with inside the Skaw ; and they are found here in all stages

from the egg onwards etc. The pelagic eggs of the plaice appear already in winter and then

the pelagic young fish ; later (in spring) the fry of the fiounder appears and lastly that of the

dab (during a great part of the summer); but even in the first bottom-stages, after the trans-

formation has taken place, a characteristic difference is shown in the occurrence of the young;

the bottom-stages of the plaice and flounder just transformed can only be found in quite

shallow water, but a few feet deep, on protected and warm sandy shores, whilst the bottom-
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stages of the dab are never found on such places, but only in water ca. 18 m. deep. This

difference in occurrence is so characteristic, that years occurred between the first discovery of

the young of the plaice and flounder and that of the dab; in fact, it was possible to find them

at many places, only after the new young-fisli trawl had been brought into use, and always

in deep water. By this relation therefore, the young of the dab is at once distinguished from

that of both the other species; but between these two also, there is a characteristic difference

in distribution as one nears the Baltic; the young of both, it is true, occur together on the

shallow sandy shores of the Kattegat and Belts, yet certain places seem better suited for the

flounder, others for the plaice; the bottom-stages of the plaice, however, have not been found

in the Baltic further than the south of the Danish islands, whilst the flounder has been met

with quite to Finland, where they have been discovered in 1904 by Sandman.

With regard to the fry of the witch, no specimen of this species of a length less than

10 cm. has ever been found inside the Skaw in spite of the most zealous search, though the

adult stages are extremely common in the deeper parts of the Kattegat; when however, the

international investigations from Denmark began, some quite developed bottom-stages were found

in the depths of the Skager Eak; but the true resort of the fry is probably to be sought

for still further out towards the open and deep sea along the coasts of Norway, Iceland, the

Pseroes and Shetland; in the greater part of the North Sea also, it will probably be quite

absent.

The fry of the halibut has never been met with off Denmark. The smallest individuals

found by us were ca. 30 cm. long. It is curious that the fry has been able to escape notice

hitherto at most other places also. But in this year, this fry has been found in extraordinarily

deep water in the Atlantic Ocean south from Iceland: it must also occur naturally, along the

Norwegian coasts though it has not hitherto been discovered there.

The facts described concerning these 5 flat-fishes show therefore, that of 5 species which

live in the Kattegat so close to one another that it is quite possible to take specimens of

all 5 species in one single haul of the trawl, only the 3, namely plaice, flounder and dab, go

through their entire development from the egg to the adult fish in the Kattegat; whilst the

fourth, the witch, appears only as individuals of relatively grown-up form, from which we must

conclude that they wander in at certain times from the deepest part of the Skager Eak and at

other times wander out again; and the specimens of the fifth species, those of the halibut, are

to be considered as visitors, coming from a stock whose true resort is to be found extremely

far distant from the coasts of Denmark. This conception of the occurrence of -these fishes in

the Kattegat, has only been learnt and could only be learnt by systematic investigation of the

special biological features of each single species in its various stages.

c. The peculiarities of the Baltic

In the Baltic the distribution of the age-groups of several species of fish has quite a special

character, which is associated with a decreasing salinity towards the east and north and also with

characteristic conditions of temperature. It is now generally accepted, that the eel (Auguilla

vulgaris), which is to be found as adult as far as St. Petersburg, never spawns in the Baltic;

and the latest Danish investigations have confirmed, that its larvse (Leptocephalns brevirostris)

occurs only in deep water (c. 1800 m.), e. g. south from the Tseroe Isles, but could not be found
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in the North Sea. More investigations are still wanted however, to elucidate the occurrence

of the young- eels, and we shall therefore not discuss this species any further.

The flounder (Pleuronectes flesus) and the turbot (Rhombus maximus) occur in almost

the whole of the Baltic, and Sandman has this year shown that both species also spawn there.

But, though the adult plaice (Pleuronectes platessa) occurs in decreasing numbers as far as

the Stockholm archipelago, young fish of this species have never been found east of Bornholm,

though spawning plaice and eggs in quantity have been found east ofthat island (see Chart, PI. IX).

Concerning the cod (Gadus callarias), that it occurs in great quantities at Finland has

been proved (Sandman), but it is improbable, to judge from the present investigations, that it

can spawn in the Baltic. It must therefore, like the plaice, wander into the inner parts of

the Baltic in half or quite developed condition.

It can be readily understood that the unfavourable influence which the brackish water

exercises in general on the true salt-water species, is more fatal for the young than for the

larger fish; yet is impossible to say beforehand, which species can best resist the influence

of the brackish water in the young stages. For this, an exact investigation is necessary and

for each species, _ a task of Committee C 2.

For the species of fish whose young cannot live in the Baltic, it will always be impossible

to do anything by artificial rearing. Special enquiries have often been made by fishermen of

these regions concerning this, yet to distinguish exactly which species could be reared and

which not, must be left to future investigations.

d. The herring

The herring has demersal eggs which are deposited as a rule on sandy or stony

bottom, and whose distribution is only ascertained with difficulty. A good method of finding

the spawning places was accordiagly to capture the newly escaped larvse.

The spawing places on the Norwegian coast are but little known; the most northerly

places known hitherto were those of the Eomsdal bank. During the numerous fishery experi-

ments on the coastal banks, the small herring larvse were however, found in the last few years

in spring on the various small banks (Halten bank, Sklinna bank) up to 65° N. L. and after-

wards also, the spawning herring were taken in drift-nets and discovered in the stomachs of

ling. It has not yet been possible to make a systematic investigation of the occurrence of the

herring larvse either in the North Sea or in the region of the Norwegian coastal banks, as

so many and so difficult other problems had to be solved.

At Iceland, Schmidt has shown that the young herring larvse are limited to the same

region as the young cod (see Section III). They were only found on the south and west coasts

of Iceland within the warm Atlantic water, and were absent in the cold water of the north

and east coasts.

Information from the fishermen agrees with this; they state that they have never seen

spawning herring on the north and east coasts of Iceland.

2. The older stages of fishes ("larger fishes")

It has already been shown, that the young of the various species of fishes occur differently

and live under different conditions, according as they belong to one or other species. It is
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quite as characteristic, however, for' the older stages (the half- or fully-grown fish), that they

should keep each by its own species, so that one can indeed affirm that there are not two species

which have quite the same distribution or exactly the same mode of life. The biology of

each separate important species must accordingly be studied by itself, if we

vrish to penetrate deeper into the comprehension of their relations and habits of life. We are

acquainted with fishes which pass their whole life in small enclosed fjords, and with others which

always wander about in the various layers of the ocean and only periodically come to the

coasts at certain times of the year. If we wish to attain to an understanding of the period

decline and increase of the fisheries, it is worth while to study exactly the habits of life of

each single species.

a) We know that the viviparous blenny (Zoarces viviparus) and various smaller

fishes pass their whole life in the smallest fjords; if their number decreases or increases we

must accordingly seek for the reason, firstly, in the purely local conditions. We call such fish

stationary or non-migratory fishes.

Other fishes are like the eel, which also lives in small fjords and in fresh water, but

has come in from the ocean during its youth and remains only until it is grown; then it

wanders back again to the ocean; it is thus a temporarily stationary fish. Again,

the mackerel and garfish are true migratory fishes, which appear only for a short

time in the year at the coast or in the fjords, chiefly only to spawn; then they disappear

again into the open sea.

b) The plaice is one of the salt-water species which have been studied the most; its

habitat during the various stages of life and its migrations, are known by the marking of

thousands of specimens ; so closely has it been investigated that methods were devised to

increase its yearly productiveness in the Kattegat and North Sea, by interfering at the stage

of life prejudically affected by the fishery and by helping the small plaice over the difficulties

which nature had placed in their way (see further Appendix H).

c) The cod has likewise been closely studied from Iceland to Norway and the North

Sea, and there are thousands of measurements with regard to it from the most different regions.

We would refer to the writings of Joh. Hjort and simply mention here, that as regards this

species also, the question of cultivation and increase of the quantities by artificial rearing has

played a great part amongst the fishing population of the various countries. Fish-rearing

establishments were, however, erected before any knowledge had been gained of the occur-

rence of the young fish in the waters where the stations were erected, and before it was

known whether the stock of fish was to be considered in general as a small local stock, which

might be influenced by a relatively few millions of small young fish just liatched, or as the

small part of a great whole on which not even thousands of millions of small young fish could

exert any influence worth mentioning.

It is possible that we have to do with small conditions of things at some places, at others

however, with enormously great; with regard to this, the investigations seem already to

have given an answer in part.

The investigations on the biology of the older fishes consist, partly of fishery experiments

with different apparatus, partly in the study of the fisheries themselves and theh* results; by

means of these, the occurrence of the species in the different periods of the year can be given
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on charts. We have ascertained, that the plaice is never taken in quantity at greater depths

than 100 m., whilst the cod is common at depths of 300 m. ; the halibut has been found at

600 m., the ling at 400 m. Below 800—1000 m. are found the true deep-sea fishes, which

are without economical importance.

3. Other results

By means of these investigations on the biology of each separate species, an enormously

great material has been collected for the solution of all the questions belonging here ; at the same time :

a) new fishing grounds have been found which were previously unknown to the

fishermen, e. g. on the Norwegian coasts and at the Fseroes.

b) new economically important species of animals were found, e.g. the nor-

thern prawn (Pandalus borealis) at Iceland; the species had previously been discovered in great

quantities on the Norwegian coast during the Norwegian fishery experiments.

The Norway lobster (Nephrops norvégiens) occurs so frequently at various places at

Iceland that it might, if used, provide the raw material for a special conserving industry (similar

to what is done in the Mediterranean).

The ink-fish (Ommatostrephes todarus) was found in enormous quantities at Iceland and

might, as it is much used as bait, indeed as very valuable bait, be made the basis of a special

fishery, as is now done at other places, e. g. in Norway at certain times of the year.

c) Nevertheless, the most important results of these investigations are not to be sought,

in general, in these more or less previously expected discoveries; such discoveries have as

a rule been made, and in the future will certainly also be made, only in the far distant

waters which do not directly touch the countries having the greatest interest in the rational

exploitation of the fisheries, e. g. in the North Sea itself, where all the banks have already

been fished and where all important species of fish serve as food for man. Here, the results

are to be sought for in quite a different direction. In these waters, which are situated so favour-

ably to the markets (high prices, fresh fish) and for carrying on the fishery — on account of

which the fishing is much more intense than in more distant waters, the problems are not solved

by much fishing. It is a question much more of how to obtain as much as possible from

the productive capacity of the ocean, and opinion is getting stronger that the countries

must do something here, either because it is feared, that the intense fishery will diminish or

has already diminished the productive-capacity, especially of valuable species, or because it is believed

that by means of suitable regulations a still greater production than the present can be reached.

To be able to determine whether the yearly product of the fishery of one or

other species has decreased, it is necessary above all things to have an accurate system of

statistics over a long period of years; such a system, however, can naturally not be produced

within such a short time as has elapsed since the beginning of the international investigations;

further, the movements of the fishing-fleets, improvements in the methods and many other

things are hindrances to the attainment of such uniform statistics, so that it will perhaps be

long before we possess a system which really displays something concerning the decline of a

particular fishery, what is considered as over-fishing (see paper "What is over-fishing?" by

C. Gr. Joh. Petersen, Jour, of the Mar. Biol. Association, vol. VI, No. 4, December 1903).

The results of the latest investigations have shown us, however, that this is not indeed
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the kernel of the matter, regarded from a practical standpoint. Speaking practically, it is quite

indifferent whether the historical development has brought about a decrease of a fishery or not,

if we can only state the means by which it may be restored. In Petersen's opinion, this can

be done in the case of the plaice (see Appendix H).

The Danish investigations have shown, by the marking of plaice in the North Sea, that

an extraordinarily large number of marked fish are recaught by the fishermen and returned,

so that we may conclude therefrom, that it is above all man who is weakening the stock, and

that we can increase the production of the yearly quantities for the use of man by suitable

regulations, in this case especially, by forbidding the landing of plaice under a certain size.

Petersen has attained to these results only after many years' investigations, as it was

necessary to study the life of the plaice and also the influence of the fishery on it, and at the

same time to ascertain in what manner man could best interfère in the matter. By reason of

the great tenacity of life displayed by the plaice and on account of the manner in which its

various age-groups are distributed in the sea, he has especially recommended the prohibition of

the landing of the smaller fish and believes that this will be the best method. But how the

matter should be arranged as regards other species to be protected, is a question which

can only be answered with regard to the North Sea, when an exact knowledge of the fisheries

and of the natural history of the fishes has been attained. Various regulations can be thought

of (width of meshes, close periods, closed areas etc.), but which of these would give the desired

results in a given case, would require such a thorough investigation as has been made in

Denmark in the case of the plaice.

d) It has been shown above, how it may be expected to improve the fisheries of a certain

species by protective legislation, but the idea of finding other ways, by which the results

of the productivity of the sea may be increased, is also at hand, and for a long time tlie idea

of artificial rearing of the eggs of fishes has played a great part ia discussions.

As will be described more closely in Section III, concerning the natural history of the cod,

investigations are at' present being arranged in Norway to determine, if the setting out of

pelagic young fish, just hatched, into Norwegian fjords exercises any influence whatever on the

quantity of young cod some months old, and if the local stock in these fjords is thereby

markedly increased compared with other neighbouring fjords where no young is placed. For

the large stock of cod in the ocean, such artificial propagation of pelagic young fish will

scarcely have any importance whatever.

There is nevertheless another way to obtaia greater usefulness from artificial propagation
;

namely, by rearing small young fish until they are so large that they remain on the bottom

and are to some extent stationary; when they are then set out, they remain on the spot and

are not carried miles away by the currents, as happens otherwise to the small pelagic young

fishes. The small plaice become stationary bottom-animals at about 1 cm. long and when some

months old; if they were reared in quantities and set out when 1 cm. long and some months

old, much would be attained. Such experiments have already been undertaken at various places

and been successful with a small number of individuals. Endeavours similar to these have

already been taken up in the program of Commitee C 2 and work is being carried on in various

countries in this direction.

Appendix G 4
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Before this end is achieved however, there is still another way to increase the stock in

the North Sea and in the Kattegat, namely by transplantation of small plaice from the

regions where overpopulation exists, to others where they are in smaller numbers but on the

other hand, grow much faster.

This transplanting method, which has given good economic results annually for a long

period already, can undoubtedly be also used in larger waters, and investigations as to the degree to

which this may be successful at various parts of the North Sea, have already been carried out by

Committee B. The Danish investigations have shown that a transportation of young plaice

from the coasts to other parts of the North Sea, to the north and west coasts of Jutland,

brought in a greater amount to the fishery, as the recaught marked fish were more valuable

than all the transplanted young fish together. These experiments have been carried out on too

small a scale as yet, they merely give us a sign from and to what places the transplantation

is to be made. For the rest, reference may be made to Appendix H with regard to this matter.



III. THE NATURAL HISTORY OF THE COD

From the most ancient historical accounts (Sagas), we know that the cod fisheries have

played a most important role in the region of the Norwegian Sea for hundred of years. They

represented there the true great fishery, in comparison with which aU others were in the shade-

In the southern part of the ocean, in the North Sea, the cod also played an important part

certainly in the products of the fishery, hut it entered more as an additional catch along-

side of other economically more important fishes. Of the various cod fisheries again, those

fisheries which were carried on during the spawning season had a special character. In Norway

the spawning cod was thus given a special name ("Skrei") and the skrei-flshery was spoken

of in contradistinction to the others.

Both the fisheries as well as the natural history of the spawning cod, have accordingly

had a prominent place in the fishery investigations for a long time, and we shall begin the

following description with this section of the life of the cod.

1. The spawning- period

a. In the Norwegian Sea as in the North Sea, the cod collect in shoals at certain

spawning places during the spawning time. In the Norwegian Sea the spawning period em-

braces especially the months February—April; at that time it is almost exclusively the cod

that is found on the spawning grounds, and they press together in great quantities on a narrow

spot. In the North Sea, on the other hand, the conditions are of a more complex nature ; the

cod spawns here at various periods of the year and many other fishes, especially the haddock,

also spawn at the same place and in the same quantity. It was advisable accordingly, to

undertake the important task of gaining a view over all the banks where spawning cod can

be caught in the different regions, by means of scientific investigations of various kinds.

As mentioned before, it is well-known tliat Hen s en has endeavoured to determine the

amount of the spawning cod in the North Sea by quantitative investigations of the pelagic

eggs. The circumstance however, that pelagic eggs of many species occur in the North Sea

at the same time, makes such investigations so to speak, very difficult or impossible. One is

obliged therefore, altogether or in any case for the most part, to determine the amount of tlie

spawning cod themselves. This can be done either by special fishery experiments or by study-

ing the journals of the catches of the fishermen.

In the Norwegian Sea, it has proved that, in addition to the fishery experiments, the in-

vestigation of the pelagic eggs is a valuable aid in the search for the shoals of spa\Mi-

ing cod. We shall therefore consider here the investigations in the Norwegian Sea first of all,

4*
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Round the Norwegian

Sea the sea-hottom slopes

for the most part rapidly

from the coast and this forms

a slanting declivity, the

so-called "landbakke". At

some places however, it

expands in depths of 54—
90 ni. to smaller or larger

banks, which are in part

directly connected to the

coast, as at Iceland, and

partly cut off from the

coast by deep channels (the

majority of the Norwegian

banks).

It has been known in

Norway for hundreds of

years that the cod spawns

both on the declivity as on

the various small banks, in

depths of 36— 126 m., and

for just as long a period,

a great coast fishery has

been carried on at these

spawning places. In the

course of the last 20 years,

a North Sea fishery of

spawning cod has deve-

loped from the coast

fishery, and is chiefly

carried on on some of the

banks lying far from the

coast. A few years ago,

a series of similar banks

had never been investi-

gated with fishing appar-

atus, and no certain in-

formation was forthcoming

concerning the regions of the sea in which the cod shoals chiefly spawned.

By comprehensive investigations of the distribution of the cod eggs in the year 1901, it

appeared that these were only to be found on the coastal banks and never over the great

depths of the Norwegian Sea, and that they had a limit towards the north almost at the

Fig. 4
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island of Sörö (West Finmark) ; also, that in the whole Barents Sea only single cod eggs were

spawned (in some fjords of Mnmark). From Sörö to the North Sea the cod spawns, however,

on suitable spots and partly on the steep coast declivity, partly on the banks.

Through numerous investigations in the years 1902—1904, all the banks of the Norwegian

coastal sea have now been systematically studied, so that we have at present a view over all

the larger spawning places of this sea; this is of importance in two ways. Firstly, the

region where this economically important fish occurs at the spawning time, has been sharply

determined geographically; and secondly, various new and important places for the fishery have

been demonstrated. As an account of these would carry us too far in this brief statement, we

shall only describe here the conditions on some small specially characteristic and typical banks.

The greatest cod fisheries in Norway take place on the stretch from and at Lofoten to

Tromse. Near to the land here, there is a series of banks lying in depths under 90 m. and

indicated on the accompanying Chart (Fig. 4) by Roman figures. They are, as the Chart shows,

separated from one another by channels not exceeding 300 m. deep. When the spawning time ap-

proaches the cod collect on these small banks exclusively. In different years, the appearance of the

shoals may vary somewhat, both as regards time as depth, but it holds good as a rule, that

they collect on the slopes of the small banks towards the channel and that they gradually

make for the edge of the banks in order to spawn. The fish shoals are thus crowded to-

gether on a small space, a factor of importance for the fertilisation of the eggs. As not only

the masses of fish but also the eggs floating on the surface of the water are thus concen-

trated on a very limited ground, it was possible to find the spawning fish-swarms by this

means so that the quantity of the eggs, in the entire water to the surface, was investigated.

For example, on the region represented on the accompanying charts, the following quantities

of eggs were taken during April 1901 in a horizontal haul of 5 minutes duration with a net

of 1 m. diameter:

On Malangs ground, bank 1 8470 and 3565 eggs

In the channel between banks I and 11 10 —
On the bank II 3636 —
In the channel between banks 11 and III 170 —
On bank III 957 —
On bank IV 2333 —
On the slope of the bank towards the depths of the Norwegian Sea 83 —
Beyond the coastal banks in a great number of hauls —

This experience, that the region of the floating eggs is so restricted during the spawning

of the cod, led to comprehensive fishery experiments to determine likewise the occurrence of

the adult cod. This appeared the more important, as previously, only banks II and VI had

been fished, whereas pra,ctical fishery experiments had never been made on banks I, III,

IV and V.

In agreement with the distribution of the pelagic eggs, the fishery experiments showed tliat

very large quantities of spawning cod occurred on bank I, the Malangs ground. Thus, the re-

search-boat could take as many as 5800 cod on 17,8U0 hooks in one day, and afterwards in
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the course of a month, the research boat along with other steamers and sailing vessels took ca.

700,000 cod. During the entire spawning season (February— April) ca. one and a half million

cod were taken by these boats. The fishery experiments and the investigations into the occur-

rence of the pelagic eggs showed therefore perfect agreement in their result. If we now look

closer at bank I, as shown on a larger scale on Chart (Fig. 5), it will seem astonishing

how locally restricted the fish can also be here. There is shown on this chart an oblique

quadrilateral which bounds the place on which spawning cod could be chiefly caught during the

experiments of 1902. From the many figures representing the investigated stations at which

Fig. 5

no cod were taken, it appears that energetic investigations were also carried on outside the

quadrilateral.

The appearance of the fish shoals is also determined to a certain extent by hydrographical

conditions, the cold currents especially causing the fish to seek deeper layers. On the other

hand, the fish seem to come much nearer the coasts in very warm years. Thus in 1903, the

occurrence of the cod shoals on the Malangs ground was essentially different, the fish were

then found even in the fjords ; and the whole coastal waters had a temperature (up to 6°)

distinctly higher than the average temperature for the season in other years.
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Similar investigations were afterwards made over the entire region from Tromse to as

far as Eomsdal bank.

It was shown therewith, that the various small coastal banks were different; on some,

spawning cod were found, on others not. It seems that the depths from 54 to 136 m. are

preferred by the fish for spawning in the Norwegian Sea, and only the hanks with flats of

54—72 m. and placed very near to the coasts, seem certain year by year to be "skrei"-banks.

On the western coastal banks of the Norwegian Sea^, at Iceland and the Faeroe Isles,

similar investigations of the pelagic cod eggs and of the spawning of the cod shoals, were

made during 1903 and 1904 and the result was, that no cod eggs could be found beyond the

coastal banks and the 180 m. line. All the eggs are therefore spawned in the neighbour-

hood of the coasts and carried by the currents not far from the coasts. The distribution

of the eggs on the Icelandic coasts is most interesting and important. From the chart (PI. X.)

it is seen that the cod eggs were distributed in April 1904 along the south coast of Iceland

from Westerhorn to Reykjanes and along the west coast to Cape North, on the east and

north coasts however, no cod eggs occurred. Along the western part of the south coast, from

the Westmann Islands to Reykjanes, they were found in great quantities. In the cold water

of the north and east coasts the cod eggs were practically not at all spawned.

The experiences of the fishermen confirm these facts. On the south coast, they catch spawn-

ing cod in spring, mostly in March and April, and especially on the stretch from the West-

mann Islands at Reykjanes, somewhat later on the west coast also, especially on its southern

part, whilst the conditions on the north and east coasts are different. Here the fishery, which

is carried on in the summer and autumn months, consists of younger and spent fish.

At the Pseroes also, pelagic cod eggs have been found in April and beginning of May, but

only over comparatively small depths (down to 180 m.).

In the North Sea, as mentioned above, the conditions are distinctly more complicated.

The investigation of the pelagic cod eggs is so difficult because many eggs of other species as

well as the cod occur there and their determination, at least in the earliest stages, is only pos-

sible by artificial rearing. Nevertheless, large collections of pelagic eggs and young larvae have

been made and are at present being worked at in the different countries; tliey will enlarge

our stock of knowledge concerning the occurrence of the spawning cod.

Numerous fishery experiments gave important and full material also concerning the distribu-

tion of the spawning cod, but this at present is undergoing thorough investigation so that it

would not be right to give a detailed description concerning it now. It may only be said that

the numerous fishery experiments in tlie deeper, northern part of the North Sea have shown that no

spawning takes place there during the spawning period of the cod of the Norwegian Sea (Feb-

ruary—April). The conditions on the coastal banks, where great masses of cod collect to

spawn in the winter months, February—April, are however different. This is especially apparent

from the representative statistic of the different countries. The German, English, Scottish, Nor-

wegian and Danish statistical data and journals of catches received by Committee A, show

this with great certainty. Thus, the statistics worked out by Henkln g give the following:

Henking distinguishes between coastal banks and the deep-sea banks. The coastal banks

have a depth of 20—40 m. and extend from the Dutch coast to the Skager Rak. The deep

' Schmidt, 1. c. S. 56—59.
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70 cm. It may be taken that fish of this size represent the first spawning year. The size

may vary in the different years and within the different shoals which arrive, just as the

maximum may be different on neighbouring banks. Almost all the fish of the shoals spawn,

though some are sterile. The smallest size at which the spawning cod of the coastal banks

are sexually ripe, lies between 50 and 60 cm. as a rule, yet very little under 60 cm.

At Iceland the spawning cod are larger than at Norway. The maximum of the curve

showing the ripe cod lies about 90 cm. in July (see Table PI. IV), and the smallest sexually

ripe have a size of 66 cm. All smaller cod were immature, according to the comprehensive

investigations of Schmidt.

Holt has investigated the maturity of the cod in the North Sea. According to his in-

vestigations, some mature males and females occurred already at 55 cm., but the majority of

the cod were first mature at 70

—

Ö0 cm. Fulton has found mature cod of only 52 cm. on the

east coast of the Shetlands, but only exceptionally. From the numerous measurements made

for Committee A, a large "Skrei"-group can be distinctly detected in the North Sea. Whilst

the hauls of the investigation-steamers in summer gave sizes of 30—60 cm. principally and in

considerable numbers, cod of 65 to 100 cm. appeared in winter.

Whilst an approximate agreement, with certain fluctuations, seems to rule from the northern

Norwegian Sea to the North Sea with regard to the size at which maturity is attained by the

spawning cod, different relations appear in certain Danish and Norwegian fjords.

G. 0. Sars long ago found and studied ripe cod of both sexes of ca. 30 cm. in length in

the Christiania Fjord. This has been more exactly confirmed in recent years and in several of

the fjords of the Norwegian east coast, where spawning cod of only 27 cm. in size have

been found.

In the comprehensive number of measurements transmitted to Committee A by C. G-. Job.

Petersen, quantities of ripe cod of both sexes occur at 30 cm. in length, some even less

than this.

In this connection, it is of great interest that the sizes, which are characteristic of spawn-

ing cod in the North Sea and Norwegian Sea, are quite absent from the Kattegat and Danish

Belts. The question then arises, whether the smaller size at which these fjord cod attain maturity

means, that they belong to a special race. We can only discuss this after we have treated

of the natural history of the various age-groups.

2. The natural history of the cod in its first year

In previous pages, we have seen that the cod-eggs spawned in spring, are found exclus-

ively • on the coastal banks. During the months of April and May these eggs develop

to larvae and later to young fish. We shall now consider their fate in the difi'erent regions

during development, more closely.

In the years 1900 and 1901, the distribution of the eggs and young fish in the seas of

northern Norway has been investigated at various times, the upper layers being fished with

large nets at a large number of observation-stations.

The drawing on the Chart (Fig. 6) has been based on the results of these investigations.

The curve Nr. 1 shows the distribution of the floating cod-eggs, and this corresponds to the extent

of the coastal banks shown by the dotted lines of depths. The other cui'ves (II and III) show

Appendix G 5
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the distribution of the quite small young fish in the sea, Nr. II in June and July 1901,

Nr. Ill in August to September 1900.

In June to July 1901, the small fish at a size of from 0.9 to 3 cm, could be obtained

everywhere from the coast to the slope shown by curve III. Along with them were found

numerous larvae of such animals as spawn in the neighbourhood of the coast, chiefly small

medusoids and jelly fishes.

It is seen that curve II lies distinctly beyond the coastal banks, and curve III,

showing the distribution of the young fish in August to September 1900, even more so. The

young cod had then a size up to 9.5 cm. ; they were distant from the coast as far as to

12(1 nautical miles, and were found along with larvae of animals of the coast. Whilst the

small cod are distributed

fairly evenly in June, and

their ability to swim is

only used in floating, they

begin to collect into small

shoals in July and can

be observed in quantities

on the coastal banks, where

they are chased by preda-

tory fishes (especially the

green cod, Gadus virens).

At this time also, they

begin to seek the coast

and the bottom, and still

more in autumn when there

is everywhere a great

movement of the water-

masses and of floating ani-

mals towards the coasts.

From consideration of

the three curves, it appears

that the larvae and young fish are carried away from the coast in the course of the summer,

and the hydrographical observations carried on at the same time, showed that this movement

is connected with a movement of the coastal water.

The investigation of the distribution of the first bottom-stages revealed the important and

interesting result, that the small pelagic fishes are carried by these currents, not only away

from the coast, but also in a northerly direction along the coast. For this reason, we find

nowhere on the Norwegian coast so many small cod on the beach as just in the northern part

of Norway, in Finmark, where they can be taken in hundreds in summer along the region

of the strand, with fine-meshed nets. Yet no eggs or at most but a few, are spawned there;

the small cod of Finmark are thus not born at that place but much further to the south.

The investigations of Joh. Schmidt at Iceland agree with these results. In June the

pelagic young cod swarm in great quantities in the Icelandic coastal waters, but only on the

Distribution of the floating

eggs and young of the

cod at different periods of

the year

{

Pig. 6
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south and west coast of the island as is shown in the Chart (PI. X). This distribution of

the pelagic young cod in June agrees, as the Chart shows, with the distribution of the coastal

water containing a salinity of about 35 ''/oo and a temperature of over 5° C. ^ In July, many

already began to seek the bottom and were found there on the south coast e. g. in depths of

47— 72 m. Very many however, still remain pelagic and can be fished, e. g. in July, along the

north coast of Iceland. In August, the most have sought the bottom here, where they are to

be found in the fjords in enormous quantities. In agreement with the hydrographical conditions

in the Icelandic waters, the young cod are not however, carried away from the coast into the

open sea, but move with the great coastal current in the direction from the south to the

west coast, from there round Cape North to the north coast, and towards the end of August

they begin to appear even on the east coast of Iceland and in September in the fjords there.

It is therefore interesting, that practically no cod are spawned on tliis east coast nor on the

north coast and that, for example, no cod of the same year occur in July. This was

proved by numerous hauls at all depths, pelagic as well as on the bottom. Thus, whilst no

cod of the same year (the 0-group) occurred in the fjords of the east coast in July, over 12,000

cod of the previous year (the I-group) were taken in only 6 hauls on the 23rd of July. From

September onwards, the 0-group is found in increasiog numbers and at the beginning of the

following year, they are on the east coast, where none are born, perhaps in greater quantities

than anywhere on the coasts of Iceland.

During 1903 and 1904, extensive investigations were made in the North Sea by the various

investigating steamers. Search was made for the young fish of the various gadoid species at

several hundred observation-stations over the entire region, on the bottom and in all depths of

water with large nets and flne-meshed trawls. It has thus been shown, that the young cod in

the North Sea give up the pelagic habit and seek the bottom at much younger stages than

happens in the Norwegian Sea. Only very few young cod of over 2 cm. in length were found

after the first of June, before that, however, they occurred in great quantities, especially in the

neighbourhood of the coasts. It appears that their distribution is determined from the begin-

ning by the fact, that they are born on the coastal banks and that the currents of the North

Sea also help to keep them at the coasts or to carry them there. In the great

northern part of the North Sea, there seems to be a relatively resting mass of water into which

they are not carried. Accordingly, if we investigate the first bottom-stages of the 0-group

with fine-meshed trawls, we find, as is well sJiown by the existing material, that they occur in

great quantities along the coasts, in the neighbourhood of the large estuaries, on the coastal

banks and on the more southerly banks as far as the Great Fisher Bank. Further north in

the deeper part of the North Sea, where the same temperature (6°— 7° C.) rules the whole

year round, they are not to be found or only in single examples. These conditions cannot be

carried further into detail, as the whole large material has not yet been completely worked out;

it may nevertheless be said, that the international investigations of the last two years have

attained the important result of determining the distribution of the 0-group in the North Sea

with certainty, whereby one of the most important conditions for understanding the natural

history of the cod has been fulfilled.

> Schmidt, 1. c. p. 72—76.
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Tlie Norwegian fjords, the Skager E,ak, Kattegat and the Danish Belts and fjords stand

in close relation to the North Sea.

Hjort and Da hi have already found from earlier investigations, that the cod also

spawned in the Norwegian fjords; they found pelagic eggs there, hut as a rule only very few

larvae, and the young Cod of the 0-group appeared first in autumn (September, October). In

our opinion they had wandered in there.

The Danish Biological Station has during recent years continued the investigations on the

biology of the cod, carried out previously by C. Gr. Joh. Petersen. (Eeport XI, 1900 and

1901.) The essential results of these investigations, which confirm the earlier, are:

1) that numerous cod spawn in the Kattegat and Belts;

2) that the pelagic eggs and larvae of the cod are caught in the Belts, but that as a rule

3) the Danish waters are in summer very poor in representatives of the 0-group, with

exception of some few places and with the reservation that the quantitative occurrence

is somewhat different in different years. Thus, for example, more young cod were

taken in 1902 than in 1901 and 1903.

4) the 0-group first appear in late autumn in the same quantity as the I-group.

A comparison of these relations in the years 1902 and 1903 is of importance.

1902. During the spawning time of the cod, pelagic eggs were found in the Kattegat

and in the Belts in February, March, April even to the 14'^ of April. In May, the larvae

and young fishes also began to appear, and at the end of May a quantity of pelagic young

fish was found in the Little Belt. Pelagic cod appeared, though only in small quantities, in

the Belts all through June, and in the latter half of June bottom-stages appeared, even of 2 cm,

in length. In July and August, relatively few cod of the 0-group were found, in spite of

numerous searches in the Baltic, waters of Smaaland, the Sound and Ise Fjord; whilst in

September many specimens of the 0-group, in length from 7.5—12.5 cm., were taken in the

zostera-vegetation down to 36 m. deep, north from Pyen.

Although the quantities of the 0-group found, cannot be called large altogether, the number

was distinctly larger than in the earlier observed years, and this year is thus an interesting

example of the change the quantity of young fish may experience in different years. It was

quite different in the year 1903. In March and April, spawning cod (of the Il-group, from

31 cm. on) were in the Great Belt. In April, the pelagic young cod began to appear, on the

surface as in the middle layers, in the Great Belt and Kattegat, especially in the waters on

the north coast of Zealand. In May, not a few cod of the 0-group (2—8 in one haul of the

sand-eel net) were caught in the Little Belt, in the middle layers at least 20 m. deep. In the

Kattegat a large quantity of pelagic' young cod was found in the middle layers ; once about

50 were taken in a haul with the sand-eel net, as a rule 2—5. Their length measured from

0.5—2cm, mostly 1cm. and under; some had still the yolk-sac attached. In the Great Belt,

some single specimens were to be found pelagically. In June, there were still pelagic cod in

the Kattegat, the largest 2 cm. long, as a rule 1 cm., some just hatched larvae were only

0.5 cm. long. In the Great Belt only a few were taken, yet some single pelagic young cod

occurred still in July, even on the 2°'i of August. In July, they began to appear on the
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zostera, though not so numerous as the I-group. With exception of some few places

with resting water, extremely few specimens of the 0-group were taken on the bottom

throughout the entire summer. The 0-gronp was eagerly sought for through the whole of

autumn in Nyborg Fjord on the Great Belt, but found extremely rarely. Even in December,

only a few specimens under 19 cm. were observed. The steamer "Thor" investigated all

depths in the Kattegat with trawl and sand-eel net, both the middle and the bottom layers,

but could not find any mentionable quantity of the 0-group.

From all these investigations on the natural history of the cod during the first year of

life, we can conclude that the distribution of the first bottom-stages is dependent above all on

the influence of the oceanic currents during the free, floating stage. According to the change

of these currents in the different geographical regions and in different years, the distribution

of the small yoiing cod will also change. It is clear, that all practical considerations of at

some time influencing the stock of the cod and of fishes related to it, must reckon with these

important conclusions.

As said above, experiments have been made in Norway in accordance with these experiences.

Pelagic cod larvae are being set out in some fjords, but not in others as nearly as possible

similar. The quantities of the bottom-stages in both are to be compared later by exact inves-

tigations.

In this way, we hope after some years to win trustwortly material for judging the question,

whether the setting out of cod larvae is of use or not.

3. Rate of growth, migrations and tlie fisheries of the cod

In all the countries which have joined our common investigations, a number of measurements

of cod have been made in the course of the last two years, partly at the fishing-ports, partly

on board the research steamers. A rich material of measurements, relating to the rate of growth

of the cod in accordance with the method described in Section II, has tlius been collected both

from the Norwegian Sea and from the North Sea.

From these it appears chiefly, that its growth is very different in different regions. We
saw above, in the section on the spawning of the cod, that the first spawning group had an

average size of ca. 70 cm. in northern Norway whilst tlie corresponding size at Iceland was

70 to 80 cm. Similar differences appear m the present material, perhaps in all groups.

For this reason, it will only be possible to display the results of the measurements made

when they have all undergone a thorough comparative examination, which up to the present

has only been done in part. As a description of the results, moreover, would require a minute

treatment of the matter, we must restrict ourselves here to a reference to Section II where the

conditions at Iceland have been more closely exemplified.

The information regarding the place of capture, obtained at the same time as the measure-

ments, gives an insight also of the habitats of the various size-groups during the different

periods of the year, from which again, conclusion may be drawn regarding the migrations of

the fishes.

At Iceland, the occurrence of the cod at all depths from — 630 m. could be ascertained,

though ordinarily in small quantities only, deeper than 270 m.
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At Norway and on the steep slope towards the basin of the Norwegian Sea between

West Norway and Iceland, cod were found down to 360 and 540 m. deep.

Prom his investigations at Iceland Schmidt, has worked out the following table, which

shows the distribution of the cod according to size (age) and depth, within and outside the

fjords of East Iceland.

East Iceland, 24*1'— 28*" July, 1903

Representation of the distribution of the cod according to size (age) and depth.

Length

of the cod

in cm.
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conclusions on many experiences, observations and marking-experiments, as in the case of the

plaice; we are chiefly dependent on a summary of the results of the many fishing experiments,

which have been made at all times of the year and in the most different regions of the sea.

With regard to the North Sea, Henking has given Committee A some time ago,

numerous statistical data which he collected with regard to the catches of trawlers of the Ger-

man fishing port, Geestemiinde, and he has added to his material a manuscript, in which he had

made a summary of the results to be obtained from the data, according to his opinion. He distin-

guishes between large and small cod. The large have a weight of 2.5 to 8.5 kg, on the average

4.8 kg, and a length between 65 and 99 cm. The small cod weigh between 0.12 and 2.8 kg.,

on an average 0.6 kg; the length, 26 to 68 cm. On the off-banks with depths of 40— 70 m.,

the difference in the number of pounds per day of voyage is relatively small the whole year

round. In the six months of winter, the average number amounted to 275 ft per day. In the

six months of summer it was somewhat larger, viz. 341 fî per day.

The relation is different on the coastal banks with depths of 20 to 40 m, namely 465 fb

per day in the six months of winter and only the half of this in the summer six months.

Also, if we consider the relation between large and small cod on the banks at the different

periods of the year, a movement of the fish-masses towards the banks becomes evident. On the

deep banks, the average proportion by weight between large and small cod is 1:1 in summer,

whilst in winter it changes to 2.2 : 2, on the Dogger Bank even 6:1. Still more impressive

is the proportion on the coastal banks, it is 1 : 1 in summer, which in the later months of

winter, increases to 12 : 1 in the special spawning places.

The Scottish statistics chiefly represent catches from the north-western portion of the North

Sea, thus supplementing the statistics of other countries. They have been worked out in detail

by d'Arcy Thompson, especially for the coastal banks of Scotland. With regard to this region

of the North Sea, it may be said that a distinct tendency to form two maxima can be

detected, one during the spawning-time and one during the months of July and August. The

latter maximum coincides with the appearance of the herring-shoals.

These changes in the occurrence of the various sizes of the cod, can also be shown from

the numerous catches of the research-steamers. They are specially clear in the catches of the

English steamer "Huxley".

This must occur to even greater extent in the Norwegian Sea, as the cod forms there the

most important portion of the catch. The variation in the appearance of the cod-shoals there,

has for a long time astonished both fishermen and scientific investigators alike.

What chiefly determines the fisheries of the Norwegian Sea are the migrations of the

cod, and it is characteristic there, both in Norway and at Iceland, that the cod are cauglit

in geographically different regions at different periods of the year — during tlie spawning time

and in the summer.

If we investigate the stock of large cod in the Norwegian coastal waters out of the

spawning time, e. g. in the summer, we find but very few cod along tlie whole stretch from

Tromso in the north, down to the North Sea. Thus, fishing with several millions of hooks on

the Romsdal banks in summer, only one cod to 700 hooks was taken. Up to the present,

there has never been so great a fishery on this long stretch in summer, that any trade worth

mentioning developed from it, apart from supplying the market in the small towns and the
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daily requirements of the few dwellers on the coast. On the other hand, the fisheries of Fin-

mark are carried on in the summer, to the north of this region where the spawning places are.

And at this time and place, both large quantities of medium-sized cod as well as large spent

fish are taken. It has been shown by the Norwegian and Russian research-steamers how the

cod-shoals in the Barents Sea, migrate in early summer with the advancing warm Atlantic

water-masses towards the east and later, in autumm or winter, return again. Many years ago,

G. 0. Sars described how the fish-shoals undertake great migrations in the region between Spitz-

bergen and Norway, whilst pursuing their food, especially the Arctic Mallotus villosus. Above

all is the result important, that the medium-sized cod (ca. 50 cm.) occur nowhere along the

Norwegian coast in such quantities as just where none of them are born.

Schmidt has now found the same at Iceland. Here, the greatest fisheries take place

in the summer and autumn on the north and east coasts, where fish of 50—70 cm. especially

are caught in great quantities, though all are born on the south or west coast of the island.

These migrations undergo great variations from year to year, and it is just these changes

which give us an insight into their origin. Thus, in the Norwegian North Atlantic expedition,

G-. 0. Sars described how the cod sought the fjords and coasts of Spitzbergen in great

shoals in the seventies of last century, and an important catch of fish was then made. He

relates that all the cod taken were large, adult fish and that the smaller occurred nowhere.

From this he concluded, that the cod must have been born on Norwegian coasts and wandered

across there. During his investigation of the fjords of Spitzbergen in 1901, Hjort found not

a single large cod. The seal-hunters who occasionally engaged in fishing, had the same

experience. It is not yet possible to answer the question with certainty, where the large shoals

which frequent the coastal banks at the spawning time, migrate afterwards. Henking puts

forward the hypothesis for the North Sea, that the large cod which spawn in winter on the

coastal banks, are pelagic in summer over the deeper North Sea banks. Hjort's investigations

in the years 1900—1903, prove that the cod are not confined Only to the coastal banks but

may migrate also far into the Norwegian Sea. Both west from the Lofotens and north from

the Fseroe Isles, large cod have been taken on floating long-lines and with drift-nets; the

bottlenose whale fishers and the herring fishermen have also reported upon similar catches.

. To the east of Iceland (66° 15' N, 12° 13' W) over 640 m., S chmi dt obtained a considerable

number of cod at 34— 252 m. from the surface, viz. 50 specimens of a length of 75—110 cm.

(none smaller) on 300 hooks.

It always appeared during these captures of pelagic cod, that they were following pelagic

animals, herring, Mallotus villotus or Crustacea. As it has now been shown, that such pelagic

animals as herring and ink-fish wander into the Norwegian Sea in considerable quantities, it

does not seem beybnd possibility that the pelagic wanderings of the cod have their own

significance.

On the other hand, it must be specially remarked that only by further observations and

above all, by experiments with marking of the cod, can trustworthy information be obtained

concerning the sphere and extent of the migrations, and especially of the pelagic wanderings.

The Committee A will accordingly endeavour to carry out such experiments as the oppor-

tunity oifers, and these have already begun in various countries, without sufficient results

as yet however, that mention can be made of them here. In our opinion, the most important
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task in the study of the natural history of the cod in the near future, is to be seen in just

these experiments, from which the first survey of the distribution of the different age-groups

will be obtained for the whole region under investigation; and it may perhaps, be considered

as a propitious result of the cooperation, that a comprehensive material has already been col-

lected for the accomplishment of this task.

These investigations on the migrations stand in the closest relation to important fisheries

questions. Thus, in the Norwegian Sea, the great fluctuations in the catches of fish have played
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the value of our present communication lies, not in the explanations, but in the exact descrip-

tion of the existing conditions.

In this connection, we might refer to the great importance of fishery statistics as an aid

to the comprehension of the fisheries and the natural history of the fishes. For the divisions

of the Norwegian Sea, detailed statistics are essentially easy to obtain, as only the cod, or

principally the cod, is taken in the entire fishery, and the fishing grounds are restricted to the

small banks. Accordingly, a good survey of the great fluctuation at the various fishing grounds

can be obtained in Norway, for example, from the beginning of the statistics in 1868. As an

example of such fluctuations we give here (flg. 7) a graphic representation of the Finmark cod

fishery during the years 1868—1900.

In the North Sea the matter is different, chiefly because the statistics up to the present,

have given no information regarding the fishing grounds. Accordingly, the data of the cod

landed contained the fishing at Iceland, the Fseroes and west coast of Scotland as well as

from the North Sea. How little worth, for example, the English statistics have, with regard

to the quantities of cod landed from the North Sea, is shoA'STi in the following example.

For some Grimsby steam-trawlers, who were asked for information regarding their voyages

during the months of September to February, it appeared that 17 voyages were made in the

North Sea, 11 on the west coast of Scotland and 5 to Iceland.

If we look closer at the quantities of cod taken in each of the three regions, and landed

from these 33 voyages, we have the following figures:

in the North Sea 476 cwts, 31 "/o of the total catch

on the west coast of Scotland . . 455 —
, 29.8 °/o — — —

at Iceland 600 —, 39.2 "/o — — —

The relation between the different sizes is as follows:

large cod:

from the North Sea .
. . 18 °/o

from the west coast of Scotland 34.5 "/o

from Iceland 47.5 °/o

small cod:

from the North Sea 80 "/o

from the west coast of Scotland 13 "/o

from Iceland 7 °/o

It appears from these figures, how necessary detailed information regarding the fishing

grounds is, in order to profit from statistics in studying a given area of the sea, and that

the statistics up to the present, giving only the data of the quantities landed, are not sufficient.

It is accordingly, very agreeable that great improvements have been made during recent

years in the statistics of the different countries, and that endeavours are being made so to

arrange the statistics that the data may be compared one with another. It is well to remember,

however, that this end will not be attained in the near future.
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Meanwhile, we must be content to use the available statistics for the nearest approxima-

tions, and for a comparison of the catches in the different countries. Committee A has also

endeavoured to utilise the data of the statistics in this way for some chosen years. The

constantly increasing importance of the cod in the more northern parts of the region under

observation, and the increasing catches of large cod in the winter months have been determined

from such a compilation of the statistics.

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES AND FIGURES

Plate I. Chart of depths, over the whole region under investigation.

Plates II and III. Chart of the North Sea, with data of the depths.

Plate IV. Table showing- the size-groups of cod caught at Iceland.

Plates V—VIII. Four charts showing the distribution of the larvœ:

Table V of Gadus callarias.

— VI - — virens.

— VII - — aegleflnus.

— VIII - — merlangus.

Plate IX. Chart of the Baltic, showing the distribution of the plaice.

Plate X. Chart of Iceland, showing the distribution of the eggs and young of the cod.

Red spots signify eggs of cod present, number according to size of spot.

Blue spots signify no eggs present.

Stations are numbered 1 (April 14th 1904) — 42 (April 27th 1904).

Fig. 1, p. 6. Hydrographical section across the Fceroe-Iceland ridge.

— 2 & 3, p. 10, 11. Hydrographical sections of the North Sea.

— 4, p. 28. Chart of the banks, Lofoten to Tromse.

— .5, p. 30. Malangs bank.

— 6, p. 34. Distribution of tbe floating eggs and young of the cod, at different periods of the year.

— 7, p. 41. Graphic representation of the Finmark fishery.
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'^9' Botlom slages smalbr, pelagic larger Ihan 2 cm,

I (S) Bottûfn stages larger, pelagic smaller Ihan 2 cm.

27 One of the Stations betöre June 1st,

28 One of llie Slalions after June kl.
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Chart Nr. 4; Gadus merlangus 1900-1903

'-' Pelagic young fishes, larger Ihan 2 cm.

O Pelagic young fishes, smaller Ihan 2 cm.

• Bottom stages, larger than 2 cm.

i • Bottom stages, smaller than 2 cm.

(§) Bottom stages smaller, pelagic larger than 2 cm.

(§) Bottom stages larger, pelagic smaller than 2 cm.

27 One of the Stations before June 1st.

28 One of the Stations after June 1sl.
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~- Eastern limit (approximately) for the pelagic eggs
for the pelagic young^—^-^-^-^— for the young (bottom-stages) of the first year

/\/\/WVVX^ for the fullgrown fishes
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At the request of the Bureau of the International Council for the study of the sea, and

with the assistance of the members of the Committee, I submit a provisional summary of the

work of Committee B, so far as this concerns the natural history of the plaice {Pleiironedes platessa).

In preparing this report I have endeavoured to restrict myself as much as possible to an

objective summary of the facts placed at the disposal of the Committee. In places where I

have departed from this attitude aud expressed any personal opinions, it should be understood

that such opinions have been advanced for suggestive purposes alone and not in any way to

pre-judge the conclusions which the Committee may ultimately adopt in regard to the matters

under discussion.

The primary object of the Committee is to make so thorough and profound an investigation

of the natural history of the plaice and other trawl-caught fishes that it may be possible to

apply such knowledge for the increase of the food supply dependent ïipon the trawling industry.

The scope of the Committee's work is therefore sufficiently great and the responsibility no less

serious.

I trust that the present report upon the natural history of the plaice may be taken as

evidence that the Committee have realised the magnitude of their task, and that they have

confidence, with a continuance of the present means at their disposal, in their ability to bring

it to a successful conclusion.

In the collation and revision of tlie data dealt with in the present report I have been

greatly assisted by my colleagues at the Lowestoft Laboratory, especially by Mr. J. 0. Borley

and Mr. E.A.Todd.

A. Experiments with marked plaice

1. Introduction

Up to the end of December, 1903, successful experiments with marked plaice had been

carried out by the investigators of Sweden, Denmark, Germany, Holland and England. Parti-

culars have been received concerning the liberation of 6,239 marked plaice, of which 890 had

been caught again by the fishermen up to June 30, 1904. The details for eacli country are

given in the acompanying table.
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Table I, showing the number of plaice marked and liberated to the end of 1903, and recovered

to the end of June 1904

Country
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smaller fishes. There is other evidence also that the labels tend to di'op off the smaller fishes

after a certain lapse of time.

Experiments have been made by the German investigators with the object of discovering

another form of label which might expedite tlie process of marking at sea, which, by Peter sen's

method, naturally requires a considerable amount of time when large numbers of fishes

are being dealt with. In the German experiments two forms of label have been tried in

succession, namely (1) an aluminium ring piercing the flesh shortly in front of the tail, and

(2) a sliarp vulcanite stud stabbed through the fish in the same region. Interesting as these

experiments have been, I gather from Dr. Heincke' that he is inclined in part to attribute

the low percentage of recoveries in the case of the German experiments to the relative

unsuitability of the labels employed, especially in the case of the smaller fish. The slovver

rate of growth of the German marked fishes tends to support this opinion. For the present,

therefore, it seems desirable to exclude the smaller German fish from any consideration of

the problems of rate of growth and intensity of fishing as shown by the marking experiments.

The still lower percentage of recoveries in the case of the Dutch experiments cannot be

attributed to the method of marking, since the same methods were employed as in the case

of the Danish and English experiments. In this case the paucity of the recaptures appears

attributable to two causes, firstly, to the high percentage of very small plaice marked in

several of the Dutch experiments, and, secondly, but chiefly, to the vitality of the fishes dealt

with having been impaired by the great weight of the total catch of fish on those occasions.

The highest percentage of plaice recovered has been attained by tlie Danish experiments, which

have been carried out by means of a small trawl (50 ft. otter) usually dragged for a short

time only (half-hour to two hours). Under these circumstances, the plaice in the Danish ex-

periments would be received on deck in a healthy condition. In the English experiments,

although the trawl used was the full-size commercial trawl (either beam or otter), it was kept

down as a rule for a short time, about one hour, the total catch of fish on those occasions

rarely exceeding 60 kilos. The Dutch experiments were made usually after two-hour-hauls of

the large otter trawl, and tlie weight of the total catch rarely fell below 100 kilos., exceeding

200 kilos, in several cases, and attaining nearly 400 kilos, in experiment no. 17. In view of these

facts it appears fairly certain that the low percentage of Dutch recoveries is attributable in

the main* to injuries sustained by the fish in the act of hauling the trawl, which lead ultimately

to a high mortality.

After these preliminary remarks I may proceed to describe the general results of the

marking experiments. The latter fall naturally into two groups, according to the season of

the year in which they were carried out. All the Danish experiments and some of tlie Swedish,

German and English experiments were cari'ied out in the spring, from March to May. These

show the summer migrations of tlie fish. The remaining experiments were carried out in the

second half of the year, from July to December. These throw light chiefly upon the winter

movements. Two charts (PI. I and II) have therefore been prepared on which the general

features of the plaice migrations observed have been grapliically represented.

Rapporta et procès-vorbaux des Roiuiions. Vol. II. Report of the mooting of Committee ß at Amster-

dam, p. 34.
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2. Summer migrations

A few words as to the metliod by wMch the migration charts have been constructed will

probably lead to an easier comprehension of the results there displayed. Particulars have been

forwarded to me by the members of the Committee as to the exact locality of capture of each

fish as reported by the fishermen. For each experiment the positions of recapture were first

separately indicated upon large charts, the date of recapture and size of the fish beiug repre-

sented at each spot. In the case of large experiments, e. g., Da 2, 3 and 5, it was then possible

to draw a contour line around all the positions of recapture in each successive month. The

successive positions of these monthly contour-lines give a correct representation of the directions

in which the fish gradually spread themselves as the season advanced. In other cases the

general direction of migration could be shown by drawing a contour liue representing the entire

range of migration during the summer period, e. g., E 4 and 6. Adjacent experiments, the

results of which were substantially the same, have been amalgamated in the reduced charts

now published. In other cases the number of recoveries did not permit of the adoption of the

contour method. In these cases (e.g.. Da 15, D 13) the positions of liberation have been

indicated on the chart, as well as the separate positions of recapture, the latter being connected

with the point of liberation by a line. It is of course impossible to state how far the lines

drawn upon the chart approximate to the real lines along whicli the fish migrated. The number

of the experiments carried out by the Danish investigators in the Skager Eak, in conjunction

with the restricted area of the experiments, has rendered it impossible without causing confusion

to distinguish the exact range of the inshore migrations corresponding to the different experi-

ments. On this account a single contour line has been drawn around the positions of recapture

during April, May and June in the case of the Danish experiments 7, 8, 9, 10, 16 and 17.

The positions of recapture after the month of June have been separately indicated for each

experiment, and connected with the point of liberation in each case. With this explanation I

hope that the charts will be easily intelligible.

The Swedish experiments in the Kattegat, strictly speaking, do not represent the normal

migrations in that area, since the fish were caught west of Skageu and transplanted to the

thi-ee positions around the island of Orust indicated upon the chart. The number of recoveries

is too small to permit of any generalisations.

In the Skager Eak the plaice from the Danish experiments were recovered during May

and June within the coastal waters with one exception. The general tendency of migration

during this period was westwards and southwards. Several of the fish from experiments 9 and

10 (6 on the chart) wandered as far south as the entrance to the Lim Fjord. One was caught

iu June near the northern boundary of the Horn Ueef Grounds. This fish, as in many similar

cases, was one of the largest recovered from this experiment, the length on liberation having

been 33 cm. During the later summer months the fish from these experiments were mostly

recovered in the offshore waters, and showed a general tendency toward the Holmen Grounds.

An eastward tendency was shown during the spring months by the fish marked offshore in

experiments 11 and 6 (2 and 4 on the chart) and one small fish from experiment 7 (5 on the

chart) was recovered in November in the Aalbek Bight east of Skagen.

West of Jutland the general tendency was directly westwards or north-westwards towards
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the Jutland and Holmen Outer Grounds, the larger fish showing the northward tendencj^ in a

pronounced manner (of. experiment Da 4, —9 on the chart).

Experiments Da 5 and 2 + 3 (10 and 1 1 on the chart), north and south of the Horn

Reef respectively, showed the same general tendency of migrations in a north-westerly direction

towards the Horn Reef Outer Grounds, which were reached in some cases during July and by

the preponderance of recaptures in August and September. Two non-migrant fish were recovered

in Graa Dyb in November, but the few remaining captures during the winter months (December

and January) were taken offshore in a more southerly latitude than was shown by the great

majority of recaptures during the autumn months. The fish in question were of small size

(21 to 23 cm.), and it is possible that they had migrated directly westwards from the point

of liberation; but in view of the experiments shown upon the winter chart, it appears more

probable that they had first migrated in a north-westerly direction and had then partaken of

the general southward tendency during the winter months as shown by the German experiments

to be described below.

The German experiments in the Heligoland Bight showed a northward tendency on the

Sylt Grounds in the spring months (experiment 13, —12 on the chart), but a distinct north-

westward tendency during the later summer and autumn months. The fish marked off Heligoland

were recovered during May and June in the neighbourhood of the island, but during July to

September in two groups, an inshore group in the neighbourhood of the island and an offsliore

group extending from Clay Deep to the Southern Mud Bank. It is conceivable that the fish

recovered in the offshore area had first migrated northwards in accordance with the tendency

shown by experiment D 13 (12 on the chart), and then westwards from the Horn Reef Grounds;

but it is more probable that the lack of continuity between the inshore and offshore areas of

recapture is due to the small amount of fishing which takes place on the intervening ground,

which is unsuitable for commercial trawling (Oyster Ground). As is shown by the results of

the international trawling experiments, a distinct lowering of the average size takes place

over this area in the autumn months, coupled with a marked increase in the abundance of

plaice, which are obviously migrating at this season towards the offshore grounds. In October

and November the recaptures from the German experiments were limited to the area south-east

of the Dogger Bank. The winter recoveries are limited to three fish recovered during March,

1904, two in the neighboui'hood of Norderney, clearly non-migrant fish, and another west of

the Dutch coast, off Scheveningen. Whether the latter fish (28 cm.) had migrated westwards

along the inshore grounds or had migrated southwards in the winter from the Clay Deep region

must remain for the present uncertain.

The English experiments in the southern part of the Flemish Bight (14 and 15 on the

chart) showed an exclusively nortliward tendency, the fish being recovered during the summer

months on the Brown Ridges and Leman Shoals. Prom Winterton Shoal (experiment 10 on the

chart), the fish were found westwards and northwards within a limited area during the summer

months; but one fish (31 cm.) was recaught on the Shoal of the Dogger Bank in the following

February. In the Leman Ground experiment (17 on the chart) the fish remained in the same

region during the whole of tlie summer, some tending slowly in a northerly direction, others,

especially the smaller fish, distributing themselves among the Leman Shoals west of the

Swarte Bank. Two outlying fish were reported during June and Jnly from grounds North
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West of the Dogger Bank and off Tersclielling respectively, but the significance of these reco-

veries must for the present remain doubtful. In the following winter period, January to March,

the fish were all recovered off the east coast of England, north-west of the original point of

liberation, the largest fish (33 cm.) reaching the trawling grounds off the mouth of the Tees

in January. This north-westward tendency of the plaice off the English coast north of the

Wash in winter time is shown by other special experiments shown in the winter chart.

3. Winter migrations

In the Kattegat experiments were made by the Swedish investigators in July and September,

1903, the fish being captured near Anholt and transported to the Swedish coast near G-oteborg

in each case. In the first experiment (no. 2 on the chart) the bulk of the fish seemed to have

migrated during the autumn months directly across to the Danish coasts, four fish having been

recaptured on Hertha's Elak during the last three months of the year, and two others during

the same period near the original place of liberation. From January to May of the following

year most of the fish were recovered in the neighbourhood of Laesö, one near Anholt, and

three along the Swedish coast south ofVarberg.

In the second Swedish experiment carried out in September (no 1 on the chart) none of

the fish were i-ecovered on the Danish coast during the remainder of the year, but were distri-

buted along the Swedish coast south of G-öteborg. In the following spring, January to April,

fish continued to be recovered in the same area, bnt a considerable number were also taken

on the Danish fishing grounds near Skagen. Possibly the period of migrations of plaice from

the Swedish to the Danish coast is determined to a large extent by the hydrographie or weather

conditions prevailing from time to time.

In the North Sea experiments were made by the German investigators on the Great

Fisher Bank and the Northern Mud Bank during September and October, 1902 and 1903 (nos.

17 to 21 on the chart). The recaptures in the winter months immediately following all show

a pronounced southward tendency on the part of the fish in this region at this season of the

year. The same feature is shown by the Dutch experiment 18 (no. 23 on the chart) on the

Tail of the Dogger Bank. Plaice marked at this spot in July at first showed a northward

tendency in their migrations (VII to IX), which was reversed, however, with the onset of

winter, when the fish joined in the general southward migration. The German experiment no.

4 (22 on the chart) and the English experiment 26 (26 on the chart), which were carried out

in October, 1902 and September, 1903 respectively, show, it is true, a resultant eastward

movement on the part of the fishes recaptured in the following November. It is, however,

exceedingly probable that these fish began their migrations in a northward direction, which was

subsequently reversed into a south-eastward movement.

The German and Dutch experiments on the Horn Eeef Grounds during July and November

(3, 4 and 5 on the chart) are chiefly of interest in showing the inshore tendency of the fishes

in this region during the spring months. Owing to the absence of recaptures in the winter

months, the actual direction of travel cannot be certainly indicated. The experiments in ques-

tion, together with the German experiment 13 (12 on the summer chart) render it probable,

however, that the great abundance of plaice on the Horn Reef Grounds during the spring

months is largely due to return migrations of plaice from the offshore grounds.
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On the Ameland Gronnd experiments were carried out by the English investigators in

December, 1902 (no 9 on the chart). In tlie three following months the fish were recaptured

along the whole length of the Dutch and Belgian coasts from Ameland to the Hinder. In

April and May they were recaptured in two groups, one near the original point of liberation

and another in a distinct band between Yarmouth and Helder corresponding with the fishing

grounds known as the Texel Ground, the Brown Bank and the regions near Smith's Knoll.

In July to September the separation between these two areas of recapture became still more

evident, the one group being distributed over the Terschelling off-grounds as far northwards as

Clay Deep, and the other in the region between the Brown Ridges and the Leman Shoals.

The size of the fish on liberation recaptured in the Terschelling area was distinctly smaller

than that of the fishes found off the English coast. The explanation of the facts is fairly

clear. In January to March the largest fislies travelled the greatest distance from the point

of liberation, so that the general size of the migratory fish iji the southern half of the area

was higher than that in the northern region. The English experiment no. 4 (14 on the

summer chart) has already shown that the tendency of the plaice in this area during the

spring time is in a northerly direction. Thus the plaice recovered between the Brown

Bidges and the Leman Shoals in July to September are to be regarded in part as fish which

had reached a more southern point during the preceding winter and gradually congregated

in the north-western part of the area. Doubtless a considerable number of the fish had also

migi-ated directly offshore during the spring months from the Egmond Grrounds and the

Broad Fourteens. On the other hand the small fish recaptured on the Terschelling Grounds

during July to September are to be regarded rather as fish -which had merely sanded themselves

in the same region during the previous winter, to begin their offshore migrations in the fol-

lowing spring.

Experiments carried out on the Leman Ground (no. 11 on the chart) showed the same

southward tendency of the majority of the plaice during the winter months, although a certain

number migrated short distances to the northwards. The Leman ground is, however, on the

line of division between two different natural areas, for along the English coast from the Wash
to Berwick a northward tendency of plaice in winter clearly preponderates (cf. experiments 12

and 16 on the chart).

Speaking generally we may thus say that in the eastern and southern parts of the North

Sea the plaice evince a distinct southward tendency in the winter months, which becomes reversed

into a northward offshore tendency during the spring and summer. On the other hand the

tendency on the western side of the North Sea, north of latitude 53°, is distinctly northward

in the winter time.

4. Intensity of fishing

Owing to the fact that many of the plaice liberated in the course of the mai-king experi-

ments were scarcely of marketable size, and in consequence of the fact that the smaller plaice

are more liable to be injured by the process of marking than are the larger fishes, it is

desirable to exclude tlie smaller fishes from consideration in any use that may be made of the

marking experiments to determine the intensity of fishing under modern conditions. The limit

of 25 cm. has been adopted in the present case, and the subjoined table shows the percentage

Appendix H 2
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of marked plaice of 25 cm. and upwards recovered by the fishermen within one year from the

date of liberation. Tlie coastal grounds are first treated from east to west and then the more

Table II, showing the Number and Percentage of marked Plaice of 25 cm. length and upwards

recovered by the fishermen within one year of the date of liberation

Grounds where the I'ishes

were liberated
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Table III, showing the annual Percentage of Marked Plaice recaught in various groups of experiments,

distinguishing different sizes of fish, and the two half yearly periods

Experim ents

Place of libération, Date etc.

Liberated

Original

length

S
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(near Helgoland) from May, 1903 to May, 1904 mclusive, 97 were taken by sailing trawlers,

and only 11 by steam trawlers, i. e., 90 per cent, by the former, and 10 per cent, by the

latter class of vessel. The excess of captures by sailing boats would be seen to be still

greater if we were to omit from consideration those fishes which were recaptured outside the

20-meter contour line.

A similar result is shown by the English records of marked fish recovered in the southern

part of the North Sea, between the coasts of England and Holland.

In interpreting these figures some allowance must be made for the greater facility with

which marked plaice can be detected on small boats than on steam trawlers; but, whatever

allowance be made under this head, it is fairly clear that the sailing boats capture at least

as many small plaice as do tlie steam trawlers.

Fuller details concerning the percentage of recoveries for all sizes of the fishes marked

are given in the accompanying table (Table III, p. 11).

5. Rate of growtli

So much diversity has been revealed by the international experiments in regard to the

rate of growth of plaice, not only of different size, but also on different grounds, that the full

treatment of this problem must be reserved for the definitive report of the Committee. A large

amount of additional information based on a study of otoliths and of frequency curves will then

be available in addition to the evidence of the marking experiments.

In the English and Dutch areas, adjacent grounds show very marked differences in

regard to the rate of growth, and, as the fish migrate successively over the whole of this area,

the monthly averages of growth which have been calculated from the existing data show con-

siderable fluctuations. For plaice between 20 and 30 cm. in length the annual rate of growth

appears to be about 7 cm.

On the eastern grounds of the North Sea the Danish experiments provide abundant

material for showing the normal rate of growth for marked fish of this size. The year's

growth on the Horn Reef Grounds lies between 4 and 5 cm., without making any allowance

for the normal shrinkage of the fish after recapture and death.

In the Skager Eak the Danish experiments show a higher rate of growth than that on

the Horn Reef Grounds, the average growth appearing to be about 7 to 8 cni. in one year.

B. Transplantation experiments

In the spring of the present year (1904) the Danish and English investigators, taking

advantage of the differences in rate of growth already revealed, carried out special experiments

to determine the effect of transplanting a large number of small plaice from the coastal grounds

to the offshore waters.
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Among' other experiments the Danish investigators transplanted 600 plaice from the Horn

ßeef South Grounds to tlie Skager Eak (57°12'N. to 57°21'N.; 8°45'E. to 9°17'E.) on

March 1, 1904. All tlie specimens had a length of from 19 to 32 cm. at the time of libe-

ration. The rate of growth of the transplanted tish corresponds fairly closely with tliat of

the lish normally found in tlie waters of the Skager Eak. The average increase of four specimens

recovered in July was 4'8 cm. This growth is at least twice as great as the average growth

of plaice on the Horn Reef Grounds.

In April and May the English investigators transplanted about 1,600 small plaice to the

Dogger Bank from the English, Dutch and Danisli nursery grounds. During the voyage from

tlie Dutch coast, however, heavy weather was experienced, and most of the fish in the trans-

plantation tanks were so injured by the movement of the ship that they were all moribund at

the time of liberation. The other experiments were successful. On the 13'^ April 441 plaice

were transplanted from Bridlington Bay to the Shoal of the Dogger Bank, and on the 2b^^ and

26"i May 706 plaice were transplanted from the Horn Eeef Grounds, and of these 362 were

liberated on the Tail of the Dogger, and 344 upon the South Shoal.

The fish liberated on the Tail of the Dogger have grown at a slower rate than those set

free on the South Shoal, but the number of recoveries is too small to show the average

increase from month to month. Two flsh recaptured in October showed an average growth of

8"2 cm., which represents the growth on this ground in four and a half months. The results

with regard to the remaining experiments are shown in the accompanying table, in which the

average growth is shown from month to month for each experiment. The average growth of

plaice upon the Horn Reef Grounds, based upon the Danish marking experiments, is also shown

in the same table.

Table IV, comparing the Rate of Growth of Marked Plaice after transplantation to the Doggerbank,

with the Normal Rate of Growth on the Horn Reef Grounds
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The growth of the Bridlington Bay fish is directly comparable with that of the Danish

fish on the Horn Eeef Grounds, since the fish in both series of experiments were marked and

liberated during April. Six months' growth had been attained in each case by October, when

the average increase of the Danish fish was only 2"0 cm.^ whereas the average growth of the

transplanted fish was 11 '9 cm. In November the average growth of the Danish fish was only

3-0 cm., whereas that of the transplanted fish was 13-7 cm. The growth of the transplanted

fish on the Shoal of the Dogger is therefore between 4 and 5 times as great as on the Horn

Eeef coastal grounds. In six mouths they had already exceeded the normal growth of two

years on the coastal grounds.

The plaice transplanted to the Shoal of the Dogger from the Horn Eeef G-rounds had

six weeks' less growth at the beginning of the period than those transplanted from Bridlington
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Pig. 1. Diagram, illustrating tho Rate of Growth of Marked Plaice (1) under normal conditions

on the Horn Reef Grounds and in Veno Bugt (Lim Fjord), and (2) after transplantation to Thisted

Bredning (Lim Pjord) and tho Doggerbank

Bay. In spite of this the average growth of seven fish by October was 11 '4 cm., and of

'three fish in November ITS cm. If allowance be made of about 1-5 cm. for the growth from

April 13* to the end of May, it will be seen that the growth of the Horn Eeef fish on the

Shoal of the Dogger was approximately identical with that of the Bridlington Bay fish on the

same grounds.

In the accompanying diagram the normal growth on the Horn Eeef Grounds and in Veno

Bugt is shown by means of curves, and the growth after transplantation to the Dogger Bank

and Thisted Bredning is also shown for the sake of comparison.

As is well-known the Danish experiments with marked plaice in the Lim Fjord in 1895

showed a greater increase in the less populated waters of the Thisted Bredning than in those
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of the outer Broad known as Veno Bugt. It is also well-known from Dr. Petersen's classical

account ' that the Danish fishermen have been enabled to carry on a profitable industry for

many years by transplanting small plaice from the outer waters of the Lim Fjord, or from

tlie adjacent parts of the North Sea, to Thisted Bredning, taking advantage of the difference

in rate of growth shown by Dr. Petersen's experiments. It will be seen in the diagram that

the difference between the normal growth of plaice on the Horn Eeef Grrounds and that of

plaice transplanted to the Dogger Bank is still greater than in the case of the Lim Fjord

experiments. The increased rate of growth on the Dogger Bank continues for a longer period

of the year than in Thisted Bredning; and although the increase is not so great on the

Dogger Bank in the summer months as in Thisted Bredning it greatly exceeds it during the

later months of the year.

The interest^ and importance of these results is unmistakable. On the one hand it is

fairly clear that the plaice on the Horn Eeef Grounds are unable to attain anything like

their maximum potential growth. They are living practically in a half-starved condition,

probably in consequence of great overcrowding (see below). On the other hand if these same

fish can be transplanted on a commercial scale to the rich feeding grounds on the Dogger

Bank where the population of plaice is very small, not only will the fishermen in the fall of

the year be enabled to increase their catch of plaice on the latter ground, but the repetition

of such transplantation work from year to year must contribute appreciably towards the re-

stocking of this once prolific but now exhausted area. One condition necessary for the success

of this work is that the fish should not be caught too soon after transplantation. It is for-

tunate in this respect that the intensity of fishing on the Dogger Bank is very low during

the summer months and reaches a maximum during the autumn and early spring. If plaice

were transplanted there during the month of May, a sufficient number would survive in all

probability untill the autumn months to appreciably increase the fishermen's catches. In order

to substantiate this statement it will be necessary to provide an approximate estimate of the

population of plaice on the Dogger Bank. This point will be dealt witli further on in connection

with the results of the trawling experiments.

C. The vitality of trawl-caught fish

Reasons have already been advanced above in connection with the marking experiments

in support of the view that tlie vitality of small trawl-caught fish is considerably impaired

whenever the total weight of fish caught in any haul becomes considerable. The weight of

the catch depends on the length of the haul and still more on the abundance of fish. The

relative success of the English marking experiments upon plaice on the Ameland Ground, as

' Petersen, Keiioit of the Danish Biological Station, 1896.
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compared with those of the Dutch investigators in tlie same region, can only be attributed to

the fact that the English experiments were carried out in the winter months, when the abun-

dance of fish in this region is at its minimum, while the Dutch experiments were carried out

in July, when the abundance of flsh was practically at it's maximum — since the nets employed,

the duration of the hauls, and the methods of marking and liberation were practically identical

in the two cases.

A certain number of experiments especially directed to an investigation of this point have

been carried out by the English steamer. On the Texel Ground in April the "Huxley" trawled

for three hours, making a total catch of 84 kilos., chiefly T^laice {P. platessa), AaJos {P. limanda),

grey gui'nard {Trigla gurnardus), and whiting {Gadus merlangus). The total number of plaice

caught was 496. Upon hauling the trawl the fish appeared to be perfectly healthy. The sea

was smooth; the sunshine was continuous but not hot, the air temperature being 13-6° C.

After three hours' exposure on deck the vitality of 215 of the plaice was determined by

placing them in tanks of running water. The total mortality was 95 per cent., all the small

fish below 20 cm. being dead. The fish were left two hours in the tanks.

In May on the Sylt Grounds the "Huxley" again trawled for three hours, the total weight

of the catch being 152 kilos. The plaice numbered 708. The plaice immediately after hauling

appeared to be ç[uite healthy, the vitality of 63 being tested in the tanks. After an hour's

exposure on deck 29 per cent, of the small plaice below 20 cm. were dead, and 16 per

cent, of the total catch were dead. Next morning, after lying on deck for seven hours, all

the plaice were dead, the vitality of 165 being tested as before. This was a night haul, the

trawl being hauled at 1,30 a. m., and the deck was wet with showers of rain and some spray.

Dr. Petersen accompanied the English naturalists on this occasion.

Off Ymuiden in August another experiment was made, the trawl being kept down for

four hours, resulting in a total catch of only 35 kilos. On hauling, a great mass of jelly-

fish (Chrysaora, Cyaneaj was found to be mixed with the fish. The total catch of plaice was

307, and, upon testing their vitality ten minutes after hauling, 77 per cent, were found to be

dead. After twenty minutes' exposure on deck 153 plaice were tested, and of these 151 were

dead and the other two moribund. In this case the mortality of the fish was mainly attri-

butable to the injuries caused by the stinging of the jelly-fish.

Again, on the Broad Fourteens in August a seven-hour-haul of the trawl resulted in a

total catch of 84 kilos. The plaice numbered 364; the other kinds present were soles {Solea

vulgaris), gurnards, dabs, viea,\ers {Trachinus/, and thornback r&js (Baja clavata). Immediately

after hauling, the vitality of 73 plaice was tested and of these 21 (29 per cent.) were dead

and 17 moribund. After exposure of one hour on deck 92 per cent, of the plaice were dead.

The air temperature was 25.5° C; sunshine was regular throughout, but weak, owing to

hazy weather.

Although these experiments are few in number, they tend to show that under the ordinary

conditions of steam trawling few of the small plaice could be returned alive to the sea by the

fishermen, since the men would rarely attend to this point immediately after the hauling of

the trawl, even wlien the fish were received on board in a fairly healthy condition.
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D. Trawling experiments

From the beginning of the international investigations considerable importance has been

attached to the necessity of a thorough scientific exploration of the fishing grounds in the North

Sea, in the course of wliich the various hauls of the trawl should be accurately analysed, the

fishes counted, measured and weighed, and the general conditions of the experiments accurately

noted. As mentioned in the Christiania programme the object of these experiments should be

to provide material by whicli accurate charts might be prepared showing tlie distribution

of the various species of fish in all stages of their growtli. Although this ideal cannot be

attained in a short space of time, I have made a preliminary attempt to generalise the results

of the trawling experiments hitherto carried out. in order to show on the one hand what

progress has been made towards the attainment of this object, and on the other liand to

show which parts of the international area require increased attention from the steamers em-

ployed. It should be understood at tlie outset, however, that although scientific experiments

are able to throw light upon many of the same problems as those witli which fishery statistics

properly speaking, have to do, these experiments in no way replace the desirability of instit-

uting a uniform organisation of fishery statistics, since a Ijnowledge of tlie total quantity of

fisli landed at the ports is of primary importance for a coi-rect understanding of the resources

of tlie sea. On the other hand tliere are certain equally important matters upon which the

most perfectly organised fishery statistics can never tlirow the same amount of light as properly

conducted scientific experiments. Since tlie efficient regulation of tlie fisheries requires a proper

understanding of the life histories of the fishes concerned, it is clearly of importance that

investigations should be carried out in regions wliere the fishermen rarely fish as well as in

regions which the fishermen most habitually frequent. Moreover, on the coastal fishing banks,

where the intensity of fishing, so far as the plaice is concerned, attains its maximum, it is

notorious that the fishermen do not invariably retain the whole of their catches, but frequently

throw overboard a large proportion of the small or unmarketable fish. Fishery statistics and

mai-ket measurements throw light on the quantities and sizes of the fishes landed, but scien-

tific experiments on the fishing grounds alone throw a clear light upon the actual proportions

of large and small fish in different parts of the area under consideration.

The steamers employed in the international trawling experiments are not all of the same

build, but with the exception of the "Thor", employed by the Danish Commission, all the boats

carry an otter trawl of practically identical si.^e and form, as reported on a previous occasion'.

The net in general use is a 90 foot otter trawl. The English steamer in addition carries a

43 foot beam trawl and a similar net has been employed by the Belgian Commission. Although

the catching power of an otter trawl of this size slightly exceeds that of the beam trawl in

question, the differance, so far as plaice is concerned, is very small, so that the results of

the various experiments are fairly comparable one with another, with the exception of the

smaller 50 foot otter trawl normally used by the Danish boat, and occasionally by the German

steamer "Poseidon".

' Rapports et Procè.s-Verbaux ties Réiuiioiis. vol II. (Amätei'dam meeting. Appendix ü.)

Appendix H ^
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The results of the trawling experiments carried out by the internatianal steamers have

been analysed up to June 30"^ 1904, and charts are appended to the present report which

show the preliminary results of these investigations ^

The methods by which these charts have been drawn up are as follows. In the first place

the position of all the individual hauls was indicated upon special large-scale charts for each

successive season of three months^. By the side of these positions the average size of the

plaice caught, the catch of plaice above and below 30 cm. length for one hour's fishing, and

the percentage of plaice below 20 cm. length was indicated'^. A study of the individual data

thus charted showed that on the offshore grounds the conditions and results were very uniform

over extensive areas. In most of the countries concerned fixed stations for the trawling ex-

periments were not adopted at the commencement of the investigations, but a large number of

the Scottish experiments have been carried out at fixed stations month by month. A comparison

between the results of the Scottish investigations from April to June in 1903 and 1904, as

carried out in the Moray Firth, revealed a very striking uniformity at most of the stations

during the corresponding periods of the two years. In order, therefore, to compensate for the

small number of steamers specially engaged in scientific work, it was found possible to dis-

regard the yearly differences in the preparation of the charts, the main object of which is to

show the normal or average characters of the different fishing grounds irrespective of yearly

fluctuations. The great number of experiments carried out by the research steamers renders

it impossible, however, to show the results attained at each haul of the trawl in a graphic

manner upon small charts suitable for publication. The international area has, therefore, been

divided into a large number of small areas, (see the chart PI. Ill), the average characters of

which it appears to be possible to determine by means of the scientific experiments within the

five-year period specified in the Christiania programme. In sub-dividing the North Sea in this

way, attention has been paid to the depth of the bottom, the distance from shore, and the

character of the ground. Wherever possible also an attempt has been made to make the

boundaries of the lines coincident with boundaries known to be observed by the commercial

fishing vessels. Henking's ^ chart of the German trawling grounds and Olsen's Fishermen's

Chart of the North Sea have both been considered in this connection. And although I am well

aware that any attempt to sub-divide the North Sea at the present time into statistical areas

must be of a purely provisional character, I trust that the scheme adopted in the charts appended

to the present report will be found acceptable as a working basis.

' The eight large charts appended to the M. S. of the present report could not be reproduced in redu-

ced size. As the report has a preliminary character and as it was desirable to publish it as soon as pos-

sible, it was thought better to omit these charts and to replace them by.

a. a chart of the North Sea with the 100 grounds into which tlie author lias divided the North Sea (PI. HI);

b. a table (Table V, p. 28) summarising the localities where the hauls with the trawl were made over the

100 grounds in the different seasons; and

e. a table (Table VI, p. 32) summarising for each ground, in the different seasons, the number and the

average size of the plaice caught, the catch per hour and the percentage of those smaller than 20 cm.

The General Secretary P.P. G. Hoe

k

= See Table V, p. 28.

' See Table VII, p. 34.

* Henking, Die Befischuug der Nordsee durch deutsche Fisohdampfer. Mitteil. d. deutsehen Seefischerei-

Vereins. 1901.
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The experiments carried out in the areas defined are separately enumerated as far as pos-

sible in Table VII at the end of this report, and the sizes, numbers, and abundance of fish

are separately distinguished for each experiment. In the case of areas where a large amount

of fishing has taken place in the same season of the year, it has been convenient to combine

a certain number of the hauls. This applies particularly to the narrow waters of the Scottish

JFirths and to a certain number of the Danish and English experiments,

In order to generalise the results for each area in a form suitable for graphic represen-

tation upon the charts, the average characteristics of each area have been calculated numeri-

cally from these data for each quarter of the year. The results of these calculations are contained

in a special table (VIII), and the average features previously mentioned have been entered upon

the charts ' for each area separately, and for each quarter of the year. Although it cannot be

pretended that at the present stage of the investigations the figures so displayed are in all cases

thoroughly representative of the areas in question, it is possible by reference to the figures in

Table VII, which shows the range of fluctuations observed in each area, to determine the repre-

sentative or other character of the average figures displayed upon the charts. The object of those

charts at the present time is not to claim anything like a final character for the figures in questioi\,

but to demonstrate such results as are of a representative character and to show that the

whole plan if carried out completely will in a short term of years yield a reliable represen-

tation of the sizes and distribution of the different species of fish over the international area.

Although the collation of the material forwarded by members of the Committee may

perhaps be regarded as a sufficient task at the present stage of the investigations, I may

perhaps with advantage draw attention to some of the chief results shown by the treatment

of the data adopted in the present report. A comparison of the quarterly charts showing the

statistical averages in the different areas reveals certain marked contrasts in regard to the

size and abundance of the plaice at difterent seasons of the year. Taking the chart for Jan-

uary to March as typical of the winter period and that for July to September as typical of the

summer quarter, it will be seen at once that over the whole area between the Dogger Bank

and the coastal grounds the average size of the plaice captured is markedly higher in the

winter than in the summer quarter.

Neglecting the most inshore grounds as necessarily subject to considerable fluctuations,

according to the depths investigated, it is apparent that in the winter quarter the average

size of plaice in the area under consideration rarely falls below 30 cm., the sizes from 32 to

40 cm. predominating over the greater part of the area. In the summer season, on the other

hand, an average size of 30 cm. is very rarely manifested, the average for the most part

varying from 24 to 29 cm. Taking the group of grounds from the Horn Eeef to the Dogger

Bank a diflerence of 10 cm. is shown to prevail in each of the four grounds into which this

region has been sub-divided. In the spring quarter (March to June) the average size approximates

to that in the previous season, but in general is slightly smaller. In fact over all the grounds

mentioned, between the Dogger Bank and the coastal grounds, the average size attains its

maximum in the .winter quarter and its minimum in the summer. Un the Dogger Bank, on

the other hand, although the northern half of this bank is not well represented in the figures

' Replaced by Table VI in the present }jublication.
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abundance dui-ing the July to September quarter. Taking again as an example the series of

grounds from Horn Reef to the Dogger Bank, and proceeding from east to west, the catch

per hour of the small plaice during the J^t quarter on the four grounds numbered 30 to 33

inclusive is 75, 2, 1, and 0'6 respectively. Even the frequency of. the larger plaice is rela-

tively insignificant, being 18, 3, 2, and 2 on the same four grounds in succession. These

figures contrast markedly with the abundance of the small plaice on the same grounds during

the summer quarter, when the catch per hour of the plaice below 30 cm. is 906, 664, 63

and 32 on the same four grounds. Other instances of the same character are to be found

in the charts, and the explanation clearly resides in the offshore migrations of the small plaice

during the summer months, as previously displayed in the description of the experiments upon

marked plaice.

Another point which is clearly revealed by the figures upon the charts is the far greater

abundance of small plaice, even in the same depth of water, in the eastern than in the western

parts of the North Sea. If the areas numbered 55, 56, 67, 68 and 69 be taken into con-

sideration it will be noticed tliat not only is the percentage of tlie smallest plaice higher off

the Dutch coast than off the English coast, but the actual abundance of the plaice below 30

cm. is still more strikingly in excess on the eastern than on the western grounds under con-

sideration. These results are also in entire agreement with the results of the marking experi-

ments previously described, from which it was apparent that the plaice on the Leman Ground

and Leman Shoals (nos. 68 and 69 on the charts) were largely derived by emigration from

the Dutch nursery grounds.

The figures in fact, so far as they are based on a sufficient number of hauls, are so

consistent with one another and with the experimental data previously discussed, that there

can be little doubt as to the great progress already made towards a correct representation of

the conditions which prevail upon the more important North Sea trawling grounds. These

results are limited to the data yielded by the scientific experiments during the year

and a half prior to June, 1904. It may be reasonably expected that the gaps which

exist on a certain number of the grounds will be filled up in the further course of the

investigations.

In order to facilitate a comparison between the average figures sliown in the charts and

the separate figures resulting from individual hauls of the trawl, two groups of sections have

been provided upon which the characters selected have been separately displayed for each haul

of the trawl and for each of the four quarters of the year. Tlie sections follow two lines :

(1) From the north part of the Dogger to the Horn Eeef Grounds (Eig. 2—5, p. 20) and (2)

Prom the English coast north of the Wash to the Dutch coast south of Helder (Eig. 6—9,

p. 21). These sections have the advantage of showing more graplücally the relation which exists

between the average size as well as the abundance of small plaice and depth and distance

from shore.

In any future edition of charts concerning the trawling investigations it would be

exceedingly instructive to add also figures showing the average weight of fish per hour

and the average weight per fish in each of the areas finally adopted. As, however, the

material on this point, at present placed at my disposal, is limited to the weight determined

during the Dutch and English experiments, it has not appeared profitable to place these figures
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lipon tlie charts on the present occasion. In tlie accompanj'ing diagram, Pig. 10, however,

tlie average weiglit per flsli for hauls of plaice of different average size has been graphicallj' re-

presented. The figures at-

tached to the individual

points upon the black curve

of observed data represent

the number of hauls from

whicli the averages have

been derived. On the same

diagram a curve' is shown

wliich represents the nor-

mal increase of weiglit for

individual fishes of suc-

cessively greater size. It

will be observed that in

the case of hauls in which

the average size of plaice

is less than 30 cm., the

average weight per fish

corresponds very closely

with tlie normal weight of

individual fishes of corre-

sponding size. But from

30 cm. upwards the ave-

rage weight of the fishes

at eacli successive average

size tends to exceed appreciably tlie normal weight of individual fishes at the same size. This

phenomenen is easily intelligible owing to the fact that the weiglit of the fish increases pro-

' A single average c\ii"vo, Kcioi'i^lb' apiilicable over the whole North Sea area, appears to be impossible

of attainniciit in the case of the smaller tishos, which show marked local as well as seasonal ilitlerences.

The curve here presented is the mathematical curve, varying as the cube of the length, and based on the

assumed datum that plaice of 20 cm. length possess an average Weight of 90 grams. It corresponds with

the observed data that have been published by Fulton (XII"' Report Scottish Fishery Board, pp. 141—205)

and Meek (Rejiort of the Noi'thumborland Soa Fisheries Committee for the year 190n, pp. 40, 41) as regards

the weight of tlie larger fishes, but somewhat exceeds tlio average woi.i:;hts given by these observers for plaice

of less than ?>0 cm. L'ngtli. The difference is slight by eomparisou with Meek's data (about 5 per cent.),

but somewhat greater by comparison with Fulton's (about 10 jier cent.). The excess is greatest of all

(about 20 per cent.) by comparison with Archer's data concerning fish from the Sylt and Horn Reef (îroiiiuls

(Report from the Select Committee of tlio House of Lords on the Sea Fisheries Bill, together with minutes

of evidence. London 1004, p. 80).

These local deviations from the ideal curve in the case of small fishes present a problem for further in-

vestigation. Although other factors are doubtless concerned, it appears probable that the exiihination is to

be sought chiefly in the bibornatiug habits of small plaice in winter, winch aro thenisolvos dependent on

the minimum temperature and its duration. During this period the fish do not feed, and conscipiently

lose weiubt. The hydrographie investigations of the last two years (cf Bulletins for February Tt'M'-) and

1904) show that the winter temperatures are much lower on the Eastern grounds than elsewbere in the

Fig. 10. Diagram, showing the relation between Average Size (cm.) of

Plaice and Average Weight per fish (gr.) for the number of hauls of the

trawl enumerated (Dutch and English observations). The curve without

figures shows the normal relation for indiviilnal fishes.
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portionately to the cube of the length, so that in mixed hauls of fishes on the offshore grounds

where the average size represents the mean between the sizes of fish of very different weight,

the average weight deviates increasingly from the individual curve.

Increased data wil render the curve shown in the present diagram more smooth and

reliable. As an example of the use to which this curve of average weight may be put, I

may refer to the question previously raised as to the possibility of drawing an approximate

estimate concerning the population of any given area.

The statistics recently published by Dr. Eedeke^ concerning the catches of Dutch steam

trawlers during the last year, include figures showing the weight of plaice per hour captured

by tlie commercial fishermen on the different fishing grounds in the different months of the

year (Table IX). Converting Dr. Eedeke's monthly averages to the quarterly averages adopted

Table IX, showing the average weight of Plaice caught per hour on the Dogger Bank by Dutch
steam trawlers, the average size on ground 53, the average weight per fish, and the resultant average

number of Plaice per hour, together with the average number per hour based on

the trawling experiments, for each quarter of the year

Months
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less than on the south part of the Dogger Bank. It is interesting-, however, to observe that

botli methods of enquiry lead to the conclusion that the abundance of plaice on the Dogger

Bank is greater in the six last months of the year than in the first six.

An otter trawl of 90 foot headline is usually considered to have a spread of about 60 feet ^

and thus covers about 1/40*^^» of a square sea-mile or about l/12th of a square kilometre per hour,

assuming the rate of towing to be 2'/2 sea-miles per hour. Taking the average catch of

plaice per hour on the Shoal of the Dogger at about 15 fish and the area of the south part

of the Dogger at about eight thousand square kilometres, it thus appears that the whole of

this area, if once trawled over, would yield ^,
= 1,440,000 fish. We do not at

present know either the total quantity of fish which is landed from the Dogger Bank for any

portion of the year, or the total number of voyages which are made by fishing boats to the

same region ; but if we assume that three or four millions of plaice represent the maximum

total catch of plaice on the south part of the Dogger Bank, in the course of a year, we shall

obtain a figure which, though exceedingly rough, will probably serve for our present purpose.

The intensity of fishing on the Dogger Bank as shown by the Dutch marking experiments

(See table 2) was 13.9 per cent, per annum, say 14 per cent, or V?*'' of the total population.

Taking '/s''' as probably more closely approximating to the real intensity we may conclude that

the total population of plaice on the south part ot the Dogger Bank is not more than 15 or

20 millions. The annual addition of 5 or 10 million plaice by transplantation to the Dogger

Bank would thus appreciably increase the catches of the fishermen on tliat ground, and would

enable the transplanted fish to attain marketable size and weight far sooner than on the in

shore grounds where their growth is arrested by the great density of the population.

E. The protection of undersized fish

Though not expressly stated in the preceding sections of this report, it must be apparent

that the investigations in progress have been devised very largely in order to throw light

on the various biological factors necessary for the scientific treatment of the "undersized fish

question". Before it is possible to recommend a special size-limit, or even to admit the pro-

tective value of size-limits at all in the case of trawlers, it is necessary that we should be

sufficiently informed upon the following points concerning the life-histoi'y of the plaice:

(1) the localities where small plaice are particularly abundant;

(2) the extent and position of the offshore areas supplied from these "nursery" grounds:

(3) the size, age and seasons at wliich the small fish migrate from the inshore grounds;

(4) the rate of growth on the inshore grounds;

(5) the rate of growth on the various offshore grounds.

' cf. Fulton, XX th Annual Report Sbottish Fishery Board, p. 118 et seq

Appondix il 4
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The Migration Experiments and the Trawling Experiments together have already thrown

a large amount of new light upon all these points; but they have shown that the deficiency

of the rate of growth on the inshore grounds is much gTeater than was ever anticipated. It

is impossible to avoid the provisional correlation of this difference with corresponding local

differences in the abundance of plaice, — the rate of growth being remarkably deficient where

the population reaches its maximum, and being remarkably high on some of the more distant

grounds where the population is relatively low.

This being so, it is scarcely a self-evident proposition that the protection of small plaice

on the inshore grounds would lead to an increase in the quantity (weight) of plaice available

for capture on the offshore grounds. According to my interpretation of the present evidence,

a material increase in the numbers of small plaice on the inshore grounds would still further

retard their rate of growth; and it is a debateable question whether this result would be to

the general advantage of the fisheries, since it is now generally admitted that the problem of

the impoverishment of the trawling grounds is one which depends more on a decline in the

size and weight of the fishes caught than on diminishing numbers.

The method of otolith-examination has, however, afforded a reliable means ef determining

the age of individual fishes. The analysis by this method of the sizes of plaice on different

grounds will in a short time yield a great amount of new information as to the rate of growth

in specially selected areas. It will then be possible to determine the precise law or relation,

which exists between density of population and rate of growth on grounds of uniform character.

These questions have further to be considered in relation to the intensity of fishing. The

results already attained suggest that this intensity is much greater inshore than offshore, in

consequence of the operations of the sailing fleets, the influence of which requires simultaneous

consideration with that of the steam trawlers.

I hope by these remarks to show, on the one hand, that the investigations in progress

have a direct bearing upon the special problem at the head of this section, and, on the other

hand, that the time has not yet arrived for definite conclusions to be drawn. In the meantime

the results of the transplantation experiments are exceedingly encouraging for those who believe

that the supply of fish in the sea can be increased by a rational exploitation based upon

scientific experiments.
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Tables V-VIII

G-eneral Remark : For each country except Scotland the method adopted in the measurement of fishes was

by centimeters, the fractional parts being omitted; thus, 20.2 cm. and 20.9 cm. were both recorded as 20 cm.

The Scottish fish were measured to the nearest centimeter-, thus, 20.2 cm. was recorded as 20 cm., but

20.9cm. as 21 cm. The Danish averages were furnished to me by Dr. Petersen. The true average sizes

are therefore to be obtained from the calculated average sizes given in the tables by the addition of 0.5 cm.

in all except the Scottish and Danish data. In the charts (represented in this publication by Table VI)

the calculated averages have first been amended by the addition of 0.5 cm. when required, and then expressed

bv the nearest whole numbre.

Appendix H
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Table Y, summarising the distribution of the hauls with the
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tpawl over the 100 grounds (Np. 1—100) of the ehart PI. Ill

H =^ Holland, S= Sweden and Sc = Scotland

July—September October—December

1902

Nationality

and Number

of Hauls

Datum

1903 1902 1903

Nationality

and Number

of Hauls

fH 2

'd 2

iE 3

Datun

Nationality

and Number

of Hauls

17. -19. vm
16. vni
13. »

Da
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Table V

T3
C
3
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(continued)
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APPENDIX H'

THE DISTRIBUTION

OF THE PLAICE ON THE DUTCH COAST

PEELIMINAET NOTICE

BY

H. C. REDEKE

WITH 4 FIGURES IN THE TEXT

(Translated from the German by H. M. KYLE)





1 he plaice, Pleuronectes platessa L., is never absent from the hauls made on the introduction

shallow sandy grounds of the North Sea extending eastwards from the 3° of longitude and

south of the 54° of latitude into the German Bight. It is one of the commonest inhabitants of

the West-Frisian "Wattenmeer" and of the estuarine region of the Dutch North Sea provinces.

Differences occur, however, according to the region and time at which the plaice

are taken. They are larger further from the coast and on the same grounds, larger

plaice on the average are taken in spring than in summer. This depends upon the well-

known fact, that the plaice is a migratory fish which always moves further from the

coast as it grows older.

This characteristic distribution was known to the fishermen of old and has also been

commented on by the older Dutch authors (van den Ende, Venema, Schlegel).

Later Holt, Cunningham, Mc. Intosh, Petersen, Hjort, etc. have made the

same observation and studied the matter more in detail. For the Dutch region, Hoek
was the first to give some considerable examples. The smallest plaice were taken

quite close to the coast, whilst those taken about 60 Eng. miles off had the largest

average size.

During the last two years, our investigations, which were devoted principally to the Material and

study of the habits and habitat of the plaice, have already led to a preliminary, yet, I

believe, a tolerably comprehensive insight into the pecuUar and for the practical fishery

highly important distribution of this fish on our coast. The material for these investig-

ations was collected by the research-steamer "Wodan" on twelve different cruises in the

North Sea and by smaller boats on numerous excursions in the neigbourhood of Helder

and in the Zuydersee. It has been proved therewith, that the investigation of some

fixed, well-chosen observation-stations formed an excellent method of studying the periodic

fluctuations in the occurrence of the fishes.

In accordance with the directions given in the Christiania program, the method of

the investigations consisted in a complete as possible analysis of the entire catch of each

haul, which generally lasted two hours, regard being taken for the number, size, weight,

age and ripeness of the fish. Graphic representations, frequency-polygons, constructed

according to Petersen's method, were then employed to demonstrate the results.

The measurements required for the determination of the average length have been

based on material consisting of more than twenty thousand plaice. This number is

quite sufficient for some of the questions considered here. It has thus appeared — as

already observed by earlier naturalists at other places — that the characteristic distribution

methods
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of the plaice on our coast depends very closely on its mode of life and can only be

understood by a detailed study of the phenomena accompanying its growth.

The plaice of our region, of the North Sea south of the 54° of latitude, has many

years ago been shown to be a distinct race by Holt, Cunningham, Kyle, Duncker
and others. This race is distinguished in general from the plaice of the northern North

Sea by its smaller dimensions. It was to be expected beforehand, therefore, that our

plaice do not pass beyond the southern part of the North Sea but remain there during

their whole life, in other words, that this part of the sea forms their "dweUing-place",

and that there must be a close connection between the habits of our plaice and

the special biological and physical conditions of this dwelling-place.

So far as investigations extending over two years entitle one to form conclusions,

this seems actually to be the case.

Eggs and iarv£E As everywhere else, the plaice in our region spawns in winter. It is impossible,

however, to state the exact limits of the spawning period as yet, especially as the

principal spawning time falls in diiferent months in the different years. Nevertheless,

most of the plaice eggs were obtained in February and March of both years and chiefly

in the southern part of the region under survey. We have never taken them in very

great quantities, however, nor have we succeeded as yet in finding very large shoals of

spawning plaice. It appears as if the fish do not seek out any true spawning-places, but

spawn their eggs more or less in scattered fashion, preferring in this the most southerly

part of the southern North Sea as far as the entrance to the English Channel.

The eggs spawned here develop in the relatively warm (7°— 8°) and sahne (> 35 °/oo)

water coming from the Channel into the North Sea and are carried slowly by the stream

in a north north-westerly direction a considerable distance along the Dutch coast. As soon as

they reach the bottom-stage, the larv« must consequently fall to the bottom for the

most part in relatively deep water (25 to 35 m.) some distance from the coast (30 to

éo miles).

First It is generally beUeved, that the small plaice reaching the bottom in such depths and
ottom-stages

^^ ^^^ ^^.^^_^_^ ^^^ coast niust perish, because they are never found on such grounds, even

during their first year, and because it is considered impossible for the quite small fish

to be able to travel actively the wide distance which divides them from the littoral zone.

It is certain, however, that this does not quite hold for the southern North Sea, at least, in

its eastern portion. Firstly, because we have taken (September 1904 and again in November)

small, first year's plaice, 70 to 80 mm., in water of 30 m. depth at 50 to éo miles from the

coast. These were doubtless born and had grown in this deep water. Secondly, the

small plaice on our coast must certainly travel great distances, as they are found in

quantities, for example, in the innermost parts of the Zuydersee where the plaice never

spawn, and where no current exists which could carry them there.

The plaice of Jn the brackish water here, the little fish do not all seem to find favourable condi-
ihe first year

^^^^^ j-^^. ^.^^j^ growth, as they grow but slowly.

Their average size in July amounts to about 50 mm. and only about 60 mm. at the

end of January. This small increase in growth may however be in part due to the fact,

that the largest of these plaice in their first year, i. e. of the O-group, as it is usually

called, find their way out of the Zuydersee towards the end of summer, and betake
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themselves to the cooler water of the true "Wattenmeer", i. e. the waters around and

between the Frisian Islands.

The chief resort of the smallest plaice of this year is in the "Wattenmeer" on the

shallow sand-banks moderately warmed in summer. Thus, they are found in great abund-

ance on the shallowest parts just below low-water mark along the whole Dutch coast.

Finally, they have been found to occur in the Oosterschelde where similar conditions

prevail as in the "Wattenmeer".

In April, the little fish of the Scheldt had a length of 14 to 30 mm., in June from

22 to 76 mm. In July, 94 plaice of the O-group taken at Helder measured 35 to 69 mm.
(M. = 50), the majority 47—53 mm.; at other places, they had a length of 50 to 85 mm.
In September they had grown to 54 to m mm. (M. = 65) and in October to 55 to

114 mm. (M. = 76). In the following February, these small plaice had grown to 8—9 cm.
;

but they are now of the I-group and no longer of the O-group.

The plaice of this group, now in their second year, are found in the shallow water '^^^ p'"'''* °^

.
1 t 1 r 1 r

the second year

durmg summer and autumn together with those of the previous year, but more fre-

quently on somewhat deeper grounds in the neighbourhood of the coast; in spring,

they are as close to the coast as 10 to 15 m., in autumn and winter they are tolerably

far out to sea, about the 20 m. line.

They seem to grow but moderately in the spring : from January to June only about

2 cm., as their length in the latter month only reaches 10 to 11 cm. on an average.

In June and July, as soon as the water of the Wattenmeer and shallow coastal zone

of the North Sea begins to be greatly warmed, the I-group travels back into deeper water.

The majority of these plaice, especially the largest, have now left the Wattenmeer and

moved into the open sea, where they dwell in the coastal edge down to depths of about

20 m. They grow better here, as their length, which is about 1 1 cm. on an average in

July, reaches to 15 cm. on an average in September.

Again, it is very striking, that plaice of the same age taken in the Zuydersee at the

same time show a length of only 11 cm. on the average, thus considerably less. A good haul

of young plaice (240 specimens) was made in the Zuydersee on the 17"' of September-

It consisted of specimens of the O- and I-groups, as was proved by investigation of the

otoliths and can be seen from the accompanying percentage frequency-polygon (p. 6 fig. i.)

The continuous line refers to this haul, the broken line to a haul with the otter-

trawl covered by finer netting (647 specimens), which was made in the North Sea at

the island of Vlieland on the 20''' of September, thus 3 days later.

The difference in size mentioned can be clearly seen from the curs^es without further

explanation.

The plaice of the I-group seem also to grow little in winter, as we found the

average length at Vlieland to be always 15 to 16 cm. from November to March, and at

other places, at Egmont, 14 cm. This was in March: they were thus no longer of the

I-group but belonged to the Il-group, i. e. they were at the beginning of their third year.

The plaice of the Il-group frequent the coast to about the 20 m. line in spring; up The plaice ot

T.I , 1 , , , , r ^ A
the third year

to July, they grow about 2 to 3 cm. and have then an average length or 16 to 17 cm. At

this time, they occur though rarely on the true fishing-grounds in greater depths. In

summer, however, they move in great shoals from the coast into the deeper water, and

from this time onwards are found in numbers on the grounds just mentioned, their
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The plaice of

the fourth year

place in the shallower regions being taken up by the next generation as described

above.

From this it appears, that a great migration of plaice towards the deeper waters

takes place each year in summer and autumn, sometimes earlier, sometimes later, and

probably also not at the same time everywhere. The well-known fact, that the smallest

plaice are taken on our fishing-grounds in summer and autumn, can thus be explained.

The Il-group now mixes in the deeper waters with the Ill-group, which predominates

there in spring and is the objective of the energetic trawl-fishery carried on especially in

the months of March to May. In September 1904, we found the II- and Ill-group mixed

together almost everywhere

in deeper water. Larger

shoals of the Il-group are

constantly arriving, however,

until this group finally predo-

minates everywhere in the

central part of the region

investigated during Novem-
ber, and the November hauls

on the true fishing-grounds

consisted almost entirely of

plaice of this group.

The accompanying figure

2 (p. 7) which refers to hauls

made on the Brown Ridges,

one in June and one in No-

vember, is one example out

of many which may illu-

strate what has been said.

In autumn, the average

size of these plaice varies

between 18 and 23 cm., and

is different on the diff'erent

fishing-grounds, in such a

way, that the largest speci-

mens on the average are always taken on the most distant grounds (e. g. on the Brown

Ridges), the smallest on the grounds nearest to the coast (e. g. at Terschelling lightship),

thus exactly as is the case with the preceding generations.

In autumn and winter, the pkice at the end of their third year thus form the

chief component on our trawling grounds.

As is well-known, the plaice are mature at this period. That is, for our region:

some of the males and exceptionally also some females become ripe in the next

spawning-season. These belong then, however, to the Ill-group, i. e. are in the begin-

ning of their fourth year.

Most of the males of this group noticed to be mature had a length of about 20 cm.

In January, however, we fairly frequently took males of lé and 17 cm. with running milt.
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Ripe females of this group were only taken in a few instances. We cauglit some

which had a length of 25 cm.; these were quite the smallest ripe females which have

as yet fallen into our hands. The majority had a length of 30 to 32 cm. and were in

the beginning of their fifth year.

I may remark incidentally, that these results confirm Kyle's observations, which

likewise indicate, as is well-known, that the male plaice are in general mature a year

earlier than the females.

If we return to the Ill-group, we see that the fish of this group constitute the main

portion of the plaice on our most important fishing-grounds in spring, and that among

these there is a relatively considerable number of mature males.

At this age, it is extremely difficult to ascertain the average size of the plaice, quite

apart from sexual differences which are very important from the third year on. In this

group, the phenomenon al-

ready often mentioned is

specially well-marked , na-

mely, that the individuals

of the same age are larger

the further they are taken

from the coast.

In March 1904, for ex-

ample, plaice ofthe Ill-group

taken atVlieland were mostly

19 to 21 cm. long, those on

the Broad Fourteens 23 to

25 cm.; again, in June, those

taken near the coast were

21 to 22 cm., those in the

central part of the region

25 to 27 cm. In September,

19 20 21 22 23 H 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35Ceohn).

Fig. 2

Percentage frequency-polygons of two hauls of plaice made on the Brown

Ridges. — The continuous line refers to a haul made in spring (June '04)

this group has almost en- ^„j consisting chiefly of the Ill-group, the broken line refers to a haul

tirely disappeared from the made in autumn (Nov. '03) and consisting chiefly of the Il-group.

coast; those taken in the

open sea varied greatly in length, as the catches consisted chiefly of a mixture of the

Il-group and small specimens of the Ill-group, obviously late migrants during the summer.

In addition, larger specimens of the Ill-group (up to 31 cm.) also occurred.

In November, lastly, it is only in the hauls in the central part of the North Sea,

that the Ill-group occurs somewhat abundantly. It is replaced everywhere, however, by

the Il-group, which at this time is distributed over the whole region.

The female plaice have now also reached the age when the majority are ripe for

the first time. How large their number is and the proportion of males in this group,

have not as yet been definitely determined and must remain uncertain for the time being.

The plaice belong now to the IV-group, i. e. they are at the beginning of their fifth
,]^fpP'^"'"J^^

year. From this time on, when the size of the majority lies between 25 and 35 cm.,

they suddenly become comparatively scarce. Plaice of the IV-, V-, VI- etc. groups belong

in general to the rare occurrences in the hauls on our coast and are taken almost ex-
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clusively on the distant trawling-grounds. This peculiar phenomenon, which has also

been similarly observed with regard to other fishes, is explainable on the hypothesis that

the fish die in great quantities at the spawning-time. How far this occurs also for our

plaice can only be determined by further investigations. At present, we still lack the

necessary material to be able to give certain data regarding the rate of growth and distri-

bution of these older plaice.

General The survey given here indicates only the main lines of the life-history of the plaice
remar s

^^ ^^^ coast. It must bc admitted, that the conditions are not quite so simple as might

appear from the description above. Above all, it has only been incidently remarked, that

the plaice may also develop far from the coast; these consequently do not take part in

the general, periodic migrations or only slightly. So far as we can judge as yet, how-

ever, this occurs but exceptionally.

On the other hand, a relatively large number of individuals of one generation remain

behind, when the others migrate. This has only been determined by a careful compari-

son of the results of the hauls. It is always the smallest specimens of a group which

are found together with the next younger, and the determination of the age from the

otoliths has especially enabled us to draw limits where the ordinary graphic method is

not sufficient to show the two diff"erent year-groups, just because the one year's group

is always but imperfectly represented in the hauls and is as it were fused with the other.

This method of determining the age, whose worth, it appears, is not generally recognized,

has shown itself to be quite indispensable and practically never a failure in investigations

under such conditions as prevail on our coast.

Nevertheless, the picture just sketched of the distribution of the plaice is complete

and correct, so far as can be judged at present.

Uniformity of jf -^6 leave the small exceptions out of regard and consider by themselves the

dominant groups on the diâ"erent grounds of our coast and their respective average lengths,

a surprising uniformity appears in their distribution. This becomes very apparent if we

draw lines on a chart connecting the places where plaice of the same average size were

caught.

These lines, for which I would propose the name "isomegalins", show a course

which runs in general parallel to our coast.

I have constructed such isomegahns for the condition as regards the plaice in spring

and autumn in the region under our survey (about JMay—^June and November—December).

These give, as the accompanying figures show, a clear view over the dilferences between

the distribution of the plaice in the seasons referred to (see figs. p. 9).

The dotted curves are the isomegalins, the Roman numerals indicate the respective

age-group, the Arabic the average length (rounded to 5 cm.) of the plaice living on the

grounds concerned. The contours outlined show the boundaries of the fishing-grounds'

in the region fished by the Dutch steam and sailing trawlers.

These show how the I-group in spring keeps quite close to the coast and how the

Il-group also frequents only a narrow zone. The population on this littoral region is

I A= Broad Fourteens and Brown Ridges. B = Texel Ground (or Haaks Ground). C = Terschel-

ling Flat.
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thus very dense ". The Ill-group, which on the inner edge has an average length of

20 cm. and 25 cm. in the central part, is now distributed over the entire region from

about the 20 m. line outwards. (Compare the number on p. 7).

In autumn, the position has quite changed. The I-group, which has now grown

from 10 to 15 cm., has become distributed out to sea, and the Il-group of about 20 to

25 cm. now predominates in the central part of the North Sea.

The distribuât ion thus appears to be a function of the size and is so

uniform, that one can almost sa}' the plaice on our coast are so many
centimeters long when the depth in 'which they are taken is the same
number of meters.

Spring-isoraegalins for the plaice

on the Dutch coast.

Fig. 4

Autumn-isomegaJins for the plaice

on the Dutch coast.

Concerning the causes of the migrations of our plaice, we know as yet very little.

In the first year, they probably depend chiefly on the food, to the extent that the

majority and certainly the larger plaice go away from the regions where the food is poor;

thus, the largest of all can travel the furthest and those left behind in consequence of

their slight nourishment grow but little.

The salinity of the water seems to have no influence at all (except on the develop-

ment of the eggs), as the plaice (and other fishes also, as is well-known) can change with

the greatest ease from water of ca. 17 %o through all intermediate stages to water ot

double that salinity. They probably possess some regulating apparatus, by means of

which they are able to suit themselves to the altered salinity, somewhat as the homœo-

thermic animals can adapt themselves to temperature-changes. It is of more importance,

however, that the conditions of salinity in the region display very slight annual variations,

Causes of the

migrations

I In March 1904, for example, we caught over 10,000 plaice belonging mostly to the Il-group (mixed

with I-group) in a one hour's haul at Egmont.

Appendix H' 2
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SO that they can scarcely account for the great periodic changes in the distribution of

the plaice.

It is different with the temperature of the water. We certainly cannot detect the

causal relation without experiments, but we can certainly recognize a parallelism between

the annual changes of temperatui-e and the periodic migrations of the plaice.

As already mentioned above, the eggs develop in the central part of the North Sea,

that is, the warmest and also distinctly the region of greatest salinity in winter and

spring.

As they travel northwards, the temperature of the water gradually rises, so that in

April and May the coastal region and the central part of the North Sea have almost the

same temperature. From this time onwards, the temperature of the coastal region and

the Wattenmeer rises quickly under the influence of the warmth from the mainland, until

in midsummer it may mount to over 20°, whilst the central part of the North Sea

remains relatively cool and only gradually reaches its maximum-temperature of 16° in

August and September.

We thus see, that as soon as the temperature of the coastal water begins to rise

over about 15°, the plaice in their second and third year travel seawards into the deeper

and cooler water. It appears as if the warm coastal water did not suit them. The plaice

is not the only fish which shows such a so to speak "dislike to heat". The flounder

does the same, as they are known to leave the warm littoral region in midsummer and

migrate far out to sea.

In autumn, the temperature in the neighbourhood of the coast and in the Watten-

meer rapidly falls, whilst the deep sea still retains its relatively high temperature far into

October. It is in January and February, that it first reaches its lowest temperature and

this is the time when the larger plaice frequent, as is known, the deepest parts where the

water is always some degrees warmer.

Concluding That we have been able to reach the results described above, has only been possible,

I believe, because we have fished as uniformly as possible on fixed stations, and have

endeavoured constantly to compare the changes in the population of the bottom which

appear in the course of the year.

As we chose the stations so that the majority are in the centre of the principal

fishing-grounds of our region, whilst others are near the coast where the fishery for prac-

tical reasons is not carried on or only exceptionally, and as we have also taken the

Wattenmeer into consideration, this small report may contain, even as it is, a not un-

important material to assist in the preliminary orientation of the occurrence of the plaice

in the southern North Sea and the fisheries questions regarding Holland which stand in

connection therewith.

Our results will only be able to attain real value, however, if and when they are

shown to be in agreement with the observations of our neighbours who begin their

work where we leave off.
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I. Sweden

Ihe Swedish fisheries of the Baltic have already been dealt with by Try bo m and

Woiiebsek (see 4). In the following, only the west coast fisheries in the Kattegat, Skager

Rak and North Sea will be considered. This includes the entire fisheries of the provinces

of Bohus and Halland, and the Kattegat fisheries of Malmöhus. As the Swedish statistics

are on a social rather than a commercial or scientific basis, the information to be gained

from them is somewhat limited.

The Swedish fisheries may conveniently be considered under three divisions : the ubank« Fisheries of the

or deep-sea fishery, herring and mackerel fishery, and the flat-fish fishery. Each has its

distinct mode and region of fishing and even type of boat.

The deep-sea fishing is carried oh usually from March to September by the boats of B"'' Fishery

Bohuslän. Some of them remain in the Kattegat and Skager Kak, fishing on the banks

near the Skaw, others go further off to the Jutland Reef and the banks off Stavanger and

Bergen in Norway, and others again to the north of Shetland and even to Iceland. The

main products of this fishery are the cod and ling, and long-lines are the fishing-instru-

ments used. Each boat has from 40—44 lines ("backom), each line being 360 fathoms

long with 60 hooks. Within recent years, the old type of boat, the bank-sloop, of from

40 to 70 tons burden, has given way almost entirely to EngHsh fishing cutters. During

this deep-sea fishing and also in the winter fishery in the Kattegat and Skager Rak, haddock

and whiting are taken on the lines, but not in any great quantity.

In the herring and mackerel fishery, nets are employed in four different ways, either Herring

, « • / 1 \ ^^^ Mackerel

as seines (nvadarn) to enclose a narrow stretch oi water, or as purse-seines (nsnorpevadaru) Fishery

after the American fashion or as fixed gill-nets («sättgarn») i. e. driftnets moored to the

bottom, or as «driftnets» (itdrifgarnn). So far as the herring is concerned, the second method

Works of reference:

1. TiiYiioM, 1\; laktüigclsor vid sillfiskeriot iBohnsliiii, 1880—81-82, from «Nordisk Tidsskrilt for Fiskeri«.

2. — ; Fisket i Halland; (1883) 1885 ot seq.

3. — ; Atgärder for i'iskerinäringcir. Landtbruksstyrelsens borättelse iör âr 1902.

4. — and Wolleb^k ; Uobersicht über die Seefischerei Schwedens ; Publications do Circonstance,

I'd A, International Bureau.

5. Malm, AH.; Beriittelse ofver Göteborgs och Bohus läns hafsfisken: 1886 et seq.

ti. LiiNDiiEitG, ß. ; Meddelanden rörande Svoriges Fiskcrier, I—11, 1883— 1888.

7. -
; Fishery and Fishery-Industries of Sweden: Catalogue, Bergen 1898 Exhibition.

8. —
; Svcn.sk Fiskori-Tidskrift 1802— 1902, by E. Lonnbekg, 1903 ct. seq.

9. —
; Atgärdor for Fiskeriniiringen : Laiidtbruksstyrelsens beriittelse for ar 1901.
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is nowadays the most remunerative, and is employed chiefly during the great winter her-

ring fishery on the coast of Bohuslän, from off Gothenburg to the Norwegian boundary.

The fixed gill-net («sättgarn») is also employed during the winter fishery, but to a much
less extent.

For the autumn herring fishery in the east Kattegat and southern part of the Sound,

drift-nets are mostly employed. The drift-net is also used in the mackerel fishery, which

is carried on in the Skager Rak and northern Kattegat, from May to the middle of July.

Seines are likewise employed for the mackerel at a few places in Bohuslän, during the

summer. Later on, from July to September, whiffing for mackerel with ndörj» is carried

on in the Kattegat by the small decked boats of the coast, and in the North Sea by the

large deep-sea cutters. A great part of the mackerel taken in the North Sea is sold in

Norway, chiefly in the south-western province of Mandai, at the towns of Christiansand

and Arendal.

H lat-ftsh Fishery Thc flat fish of most importance within the region considered, are the plaice, turbot,

sole and halibut. Other species taken are brill, long-rough dab, common dab and lemon

dab. The chief fishing grounds lie in the Kattegat on its shallow western flats, and the

boats from Bohuslän and Skaane go to fish there along with the Danes. The boats mostly

used now are of the so-called okvassen-type, that is, a cutter with 5 to 7 men and of some

5 to 20 tons, provided with a well in which the plaice are brought alive to market. These

boats are now adopting the dsnurrevaad» or so-called plaice-seine of the Danes. Formerly

however, the chief method of fishing was the gill-net, and this along with hooks and

lines, is still employed along the deep and rocky coasts of both Halland and Bohuslän. The

halibut is obtained on th» lines of the deep-sea fishing boats, in the deep water of the

Skager Rak and northern Kattegat, but in relatively small quantities.

In addition to those mentioned, several fisheries are or used to be of considerable

importance. Until within recent years, green cod (Q. virens) were taken by the Bohuslän

fishermen during the summer, and a certain though never very great amount of hake

[M. vulgaris^ but these are now omitted from the statistics. Until 1899, the hake was

taken at certain places west of Orskär, but in that year the fishery was a failure and the

fishermen have apparently not since returned there.

Of more importance are the salmon, lobster and sprat fisheries. (See Table I.)

Statistics

The Swedish statistics for the region here considered, i. e. Kattegat, Skager Rak and

North Sea, are found in the annual reports on the fisheries of the districts of Halland and

Bohus. Each district has a small separate publication for itself, in the one case (Bohuslän)

as a report to government (governor of the province), in the other (Halland) as a report to

the provincial board of Agriculture of Halland. These reports are quite independent of

one another and likewise from those of other provinces.

Within the last two years, however, a general summary of the value of all the

Swedish fisheries, so far as known, has appeared in the government inspector's report

which forms part of the annual report of the Board of Agriculture (3). Since 1890, this

Board has had the administration of the fisheries in its hands, and the chief inspector of

fisheries. Dr. T r y b o m , is one of its members. During 1904, the whole of Sweden was

divided for the purposes of fisheries administration into 6 districts, each with its fisheries
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intendant or inspector, and the west coast provinces of Halland and Bohus, which have

hitherto been somewhat independent, are now taken together as one district.

Information from the statistics

Only in a few instances, is it possible to state the quantities of fish landed, in most

cases only the values are given and several species are combined together.

The total value of all the Swedish sea-fisheries in 1902 was at least 5,531,000 Kroner, ^ai^e of the

Swedish west

and of this sum ca. 3,500,000 Kroner came from the fisheries in the Kattegat, Skager Kak coast fisheries

and North Sea. Of the latter sum, ca. 1,300,000 Kroner came from the deep-sea and

mackerel fisheries in the Skager Kak and North Sea, the remainder from the Kattegat and

immediate neighbourhood of the ßohuslän coast. The following table will give a general

notion of the value of the several fisheries.

Table I. Value of the Fisheries on the west coast of Sweden '

(Bohuslän and the province of Halland)

Year
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The statistics for Halland give the cod, haddock, whiting and flounder (P. flesus)

combined; the flounder, however, is in insignificant proportion.

The cod etc. is thus a heterogeneous collection. Further, the winter fishery carried

on by the large Bohuslän cutters in the Kattegat and Skager Rak, might have been included

under the same heading. The chief species taken are the ling, cod, haddock and halibut.

The herring is chiefly the winter-herring of Bohuslän, which is taken by seines and

fixed gill-nets. It is of interest to note that this fishery can be traced back some centuries,

and like the herring fisheries elsewhere, has been subject to great fluctuations. From the

beginning of last century to the decade between 1870—80, the herring seem to have been

absent, at least, the fishery was of no importance. Then, within the course of a year or

two, there sprung up a great fishery which, with considerable fluctuations has continued

to the present day. The cause of these fluctuations has been closely investigated by Scan-

dinavian scientists, who have come to the conclusion, that the presence or absence of coastal

bank-water, coming from the North Sea, with certain characteristics of plankton and salinity,

determines the presence or absence of the herring. When this bank-water penetrates to

the shores of Bohuslän, there is a fishery there. It may be also, that the modes of fishing,

restricted as they are to the immediate neighbourhood of the shores, have something to

do with the fluctuations in the quantities of herring captured. The maximum period was

from 1890 to 1895, and of recent years the fishery has fallen off considerably.

On the other hand, the drift-net fishery during autumn, which is considered quite

distinct from the other, has somewhat increased during recent years. Whether this is in

part due to the extension of the fishery into December, thus overlapping the great winter

herring fishery, so that the drift-nets now share in the catch of the winter herring, cannot

be determined from the statistics.

The herring-fishery of Halland, which is included in the above table, is considerably

less than that of Bohus, but of recent years its value has remained above the average of

former years, being at present ca. 100,000 Kroner. This fishery, like the drift-net fishery

of Bohuslän, takes place in the autumn.

As the quantities of herring captured are stated, it is possible to give the following table.

It may be mentioned here, that the total value of the herring fishery in Sweden, i. e.

including, in addition to the above, the fisheries in the Sound, southern Baltic and the

«streamling» of the Baltic, so far as known, amounted in 1902 to 1,810,307 Kroner.

This represents ca. 200 million herrings ^ During the period 1890—95 however, the

Bohuslän fishermen alone, must have annually taken as many herring several times. This

quantity does not represent either the total for all Sweden, as only for 2 (out of 13) of

the Baltic provinces are particulars forthcoming.

The mackerel season begins early in May for the Kattegat and Skager Kak, and

drift-nets are then used. Later on in the summer, the fishing with "dorj" takes place in

the same regions, and the deep-sea fishing btjats also use this latter method off the west

' The quantities are given in valar, kilogrammes, hectoliters and tons. Aiiproximations, based partly

on Dutch and English measurements, are:

1 kUo. = 8 herring

1 hectoliter = (JhO- 700 — = 80 kilo.

1 ton = 1000—1200 — = 100 kilo.

1 val = 80 -
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Table II. Swedish Uerrliig-Flsber; of Bobusiän nnd the Kattegat,

Year
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The lobster fishery is greatest along the Bohusiän coast and is increasing in value.

The average price of late years has been from 12 to 13 Kroner per score, and the best

lobsters may obtain as high as 24 Kroner per score.

The salmon fishery referred to here, is only the strand- or sea-fishery, the river and

lake salmon-fisheries not being included. It is of greatest importance in the province of

Halland.

In addition to the above, the oyster fishery of Bohusiän is the only one separately

distinguished in the statistics. It is of but small amount, from 3 to 10 thousand Kroner

annually, and of recent years has been nearer the lower than the higher valne.

Boats, average jß the accouut glvcn byLuudbcrg of the Swedish fisheries (6,11), data are found with
p""' ^'°'

regard to earlier years than those taken here, though only for the fisheries of Bohusiän.

From this we find, that for the period 1859—1868, the average number of boats engaged

in the bank or deep-sea fishery was 124 and their average annual earnings, 2835 Kroner

from this fishery alone; during the period 1869— 1878, these numbers had increased to 143

boats and 4682 Kroner; for 5 years of the next decade, the numbers were 182 boats gaining

on an average 3932 Kroner.

In 1891, the number of boats engaged in the deep-sea fisheries beyond the Skaw was

91, but it has increased steadily since then and ca. 130 boats are now engaged. Of these,

more than 80 are of the English cutter pattern. These averaged in 1901 about 38 tons

each, and carried on an average 10—11 men. The average yield of the fishing in that year

was 126 Kroner per ton or 500 Kroner per man.

There are also about a 100 boats of similar type, which fish mostly in the Kattegat

and seldom go beyond the Skaw. In 1901, these numbered 124 with an average of ca. 12

tons. They only carry from 6 to 8 men, and the average take for that year was 122 Kroner

per ton or 230 Kroner per man.

This fishery, as stated, takes place in the beginning of summer. Later in the year,

most, if not all, of the same boats take part in the winter fishery of the northern Kattegat

and Gulf of Bohusiän. To ascertain what these boats actually earn in the year, it would

be necessary to include the product of the mackerel fishery. This cannot be done however,

as the information is not sufficient.

The ling is the main product of the deep-sea fishery at Shetland and the average

price for this fish, which is sold in the salted or dried condition, varies between 1 and

2 Kroner per fish. The average price of the cod from these deep-sea fishing grounds

cannot be made out from the statistics.

The average price of the cod obtained in the Kattegat has varied very little since

1891. In that year it was ca. 18 6re per kg., in 1902 it was 20 0re per kg. having

varied between 12 -0re and 35 Ore in the intervening period (90 Ore = ca. 1 sh.)

It may be mentioned here, that a Swedish company in Gothenburg started steam-trawling

in 1901 with one steamer, which is intended to fish in the North Sea. Further, some of

the deep-sea cutters are now being fitted with motor and auxiliary screw.

The first attempt at trawling made by Sweden, was in 1898, when a fishing boat, fitted

with steam-motor and auxilliary screw, began trawling in the Kattegat and Skager Rak.

Herring So far as thc herring fishery is concerned, the records are fairly complete. In the

Bohusiän winter herring fishery, the number of boats engaged in the fishery with seines is

not stated, but the total value of the apparatus and the number of men are given. We
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thus find that, for the eleven years 1891—1901, the average annual value of the apparatus

used (seines, gill-nets and boats) amounted to ca. 1,292,000 Kroner and the number of

men on the average, to 5041. The average catch was 1,231,100 Kroner, or ca. 95 "/o of

the value of the apparatus. The best years of this fishery were 1894, 1895 and 1897 when

the gross income was over 160% of the value of the apparatus. The worst year was 1899

when only 33 % was obtained. It will be noticed that, so far as the quantities taken per

man or per 100 Kr. capital are concerned, the fishery has been, comparatively speaking, a

failure since 1896.

The number of boats engaged in the drift-net herring fishery from Halland and Bohus,

has increased within recent years, being now about 250 in all, and the number of men

likewise to over 1300. The average catch per boat has also increased. The reason why

the value of the catches, per 100 Kr. of capital, is much less here than for the seines, is

that the season is much shorter, being about 2 months as against 4 months.

Table III. Average gross earnings or (he autumn and winter herring-fisheries of Bohusiän



2. Norway

The fisheries and fishery statistics of Norway form a striking contrast to those of

the other countries considered here. There is, comparatively speaking, no deep-sea fishing

and yet the fisheries are of great value. This is due to the open nature of the Norwegian

coast, and the peculiar hydrographical and other physical conditions prevailing there. The

statistics are likewise peculiar, as they are remarkably detailed and accurate for several

kinds of fishing, but do not exist for others.

Modes of fishing There are three chief modes of fishing in Norway: by nets, long-lines and hand-lines.

The hand-lines, of course, date from time immemorial; the long-line, i. e. line with many
hooks along the bottom, seems to have appeared in Norway in the first half of the 17th

century; and the nets, i. e. gill-nets, about the second half of the same century. So far

as the cod fisheries are concerned, far more boats and men employ the simplest forms, i. e.

long-lines and hand-lines, than the nets, the proportion using the latter having decreased

during the last 30 years.

Official Publications:
Beretniuger om Norges Fiskerier, 1868—1875.

(issued 1870—1877 by >Departeraentet for det Indre».)

Statistik over Norges Fiskerier, 1876—1878.

(issued 1879— 1880 by «Det atatistiske Centralbureau».)

Tabeller vedkommende Norges Fiskerier, 1879 et seq.

(issued 1881—1900 by "Det statistisko Centralbureau»; 1901 et seq. by «Norges Fiskeristyrelse».)

Aarsberetning vedkommende Norges Fiskerier, 1894 et seq.

(issued 1894 et seq. by «Norges Fiskeristyrelse».)

Works of Reference:
1. Der Ertrag der norwegischen Fischereien und die Teilnahme . . . nebst der Ausfuhr ... in Ueber-

siohten dargestellt. Stalistik over Norges Fiskerier i 1878.

2. Statistics of the Sea Fisheries of Norway during the year 1881 etc.; published by «The Central

Statistical Office». Christiania 1883.

3. Eeport on Norwegian Marine Investigations 1895—97.

4. Report on Norwegian Fishery and Marine Investigations, vol. I, 1900. Johan Hjort and Knut Dahl.

5. «Les Pêches» in «La Norvège, ouvrage officiel publié a l'occasion de l'exposition universelle de Paris

1900.. Christiania 1900.

6. Fiskeri og Hvalfangst i det nordlige Norge; .Iohan Hjoht, Borgen 1902.

7. Die Seefischerei Norwegens. Bericht von W. Decker, F. Heincke, H. Henking. Abhandl. d. deutschen

Seeüscherein-Yereins. VI, 1901.
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A further characteristic of this cod-fishery, and indeed of most of the Norwegian

fisheries, is that the majority of the boats are quite open and of the old viking type. The

broken nature of the coast, with its many fjords and sheltering islands, renders the use of

such boats possible.

The gill-net is from 25—30 m. long (80 to 100 ft.), with a mesh of 7 to 9 cm. (3 to

3V2 in.) on the side; 24 to 40 of these may be joined to form a long chain, and they are

fixed either near the bottom or near the surface. In the cod-fishing of the north, however,

(Finmark) the mesh is smaller. Similar nets are also employed for herring, but the usual

mode of fishing for this species, as for the mackerel, especially in open waters, is with the

drift-net. Another method of procedure is, to «barricade» the herring or mackerel into a

corner, by means of a sweep-seine or series of nets placed across the opening of a small

cove or part of a fjord.

The most peculiar form of net is the «synkenot» or cnotlag», a square piece of net

some 80 m. by 80, which is let down flat to the bottom and connected at each corner to

one of four boats. It is evidently of great use in the herring fishery, particularly of the

fat or summer herring.

Trawling of any kind is practically unknown to the Norwegians, though some steam

trawlers have appeared within recent years under the Norwegian flag.

As might be expected from the modes of fishing, the principal species of food-fishes Fishes of

for the Norwegians are the round-fish, e. g. cod, herring, salmon and mackerel. Other iJ'l°tance

species of less importance are the haddock, ling, torsk, Norway-haddock (Sebastes), green

cod, halibut. The cod however, is by far the most important, contributing from 40 to 60 '*/o

or even more in some years, of the entire product of the fisheries.

Inasmuch as the fishermen remain for the most part at fixed places along the coast,

it is evident that the fisheries must be chiefly periodic according to the habits of the

fish. Thus, the cod-fishery takes place almost entirely during the first half of the year,

mostly March and April, when the cod appears near the coast to spawn (Lofoten) or to

feed (Finmark). The herring-fishery is in early winter and spring, when the herring are

spawning, and also in summer when they are said to be feeding. The mackerel fishery

again is also in summer, and so on.

Whilst the broken nature of the Norwegian coast, which extends ca. 1,800 miles measured riswng-grounds

along a line just outside the islands and fjords, öfters opportunities for a local fishing of

some sort everywhere (home-fishery), the principal coast fisheries are carried on at certain

fixed places, and have for the most part remained the same for centuries.

The principal cod-fisheries, for example, are over definite banks of a sandy or muddy

nature, 30—100 fathoms in depth, which are separated from the rocky precipitous shores

of the mainland by deep channels, and lie close to one or other of the many islands off

the coast. The chief of these banks are in the Lofoten archipelago of Nordland (Norwegian

Sea) between 68 ° and 69 ° N. L. and about 450 nautical miles north of Bergen. From

these, the banks extend northward to Vesteraalcn and the Malangsbank off Tromso. The

fishing there is in depths under 50 fathoms. South of the Lofotens, at the same time of

year, an important fishing for cod takes place on the Sondmere banks oft' the province of

Komsdal, ca. 120 nautical miles north of Bergen. These fisheries are of full-grown spawn-

ing cod («Skreiii).

Another fishery for cod takes place a little later in the year, on the far north coast

2*
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of Finmark (Arctic Sea). This is second in importance only to the Lofoten fisheries. The

cod (Lodde-cod), however, are not of the same kind, being smaller and non-spawners. They

are then feeding on the ucapelan» (Mallotus villosus), a salmouoid which is supposed to

come from Arctic waters in order to spawn near the coast. There do not seem to be

definite fishing banks in this case, and the fishery is somewhat variable from year to year.

The herring-fishery takes place all round the Norwegian coast, between the islands

and in the fjords, but at diiîerent places at different times. In spring, it is mostly on the

south-west coast (North Sea) along the provinces of Stavanger and Bergen, and more

especially in connection with the towns of Stavanger and Haugesund. The winter-fishing

for the large herring (Storsild), is carried on further to the north (Norwegian Sea) along

the provinces of Romsdal, Nordland and Tromse, whilst the summer-fishing (fat-herring)

takes place in the same regions, and in some years further to the south in Christiania Fjord.

The mackerel fishing, and the salmon and trout fishing, are of much less value than

the two previous. They are carried on for the most part along the North Sea and Skager

Rak coasts, though there is also salmon-fishing in the north. The summer-fishing for

ling, halibut, green cod etc. is chiefly carried on in the northern regions (Norwegian and

Arctic Seas).

In addition to the above fisheries (called the coast-fisheries), a certain amount of

fishing goes on beyond the islands and banks, i. e. beyond the territorial waters (deep-sea

fishing). Cod-fishing is carried on in the Skager Rak and beyond the territorial limits off

Sondmore. A considerable fishing for ling and torsk also takes place in spring and

summer on the deep slopes of the Norwegian Sea, north from Sandmare. Further, the

fishermen of Finmark and Tromse go as far north, in the summer time, as Spitzbergen and

Jan Mayen' in their search for cod.

Of greater importance to Norway than these latter are the walrus and whale etc.

fisheries. These are carried on at the Faeroes, Iceland and in the northern waters between

Nova Zembla and Greenland, and engage a large fleet of boats (over 150), many of them

being steamers.

Statistics

The Norwegian statistics, published in the «Norges Officielle Statistik», go back to

1870 (for the year 1868), though data also exist for much earlier years, and have been

characterized from the beginning by the amount of detailed information they provide. As
they are specially trade-statistics, the species represented in the tables and the modes of

classification are such as are used for commercial purposes. Further, the quantities

exported are given in detail, but the amount of the home-consumption in Norway itself is

not stated. The difficulties connected with the collection of fishery statistics, on account

of the extensive coast-line and many inlets, is perhaps greater for Norway than for any

other country.

The manner in which the statistics are collected is not mentioned in particular, but

in addition to the officials charged with the supervision of the fisheries and who furnish

reports to the government, there are regular governmental bailiffs with several assistants,

at the more important places. By these means, the reports give not only the details with

regard to quantities and values of the fish landed, and number of boats and men, but also

a good account of the progress of the fishing, the conditions at the fishing-places and so on.
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The report on the statistics is divided into two main divisions: the first part giving

comparative tables for a number of years, the second part giving the details for the year.

The form taken in the first part, is first of all, to compare the value on landing, of Di"«i»°ä »f ">=

. . Norwegian

the (coast) fisheries for the year with the corresponding values for the six previous years. coast

The value of the fisheries according to region is then given, the whole Norwegian coast

being divided into four main regions, viz.

Skager ßak (from the Swedish boundary to the Naze),

North Sea (from the Naze to Cape Stat),

Norwegian Sea (North Atlantic from Cape Stat to Ser Island in Finmark),

Arctic Sea (from Sere to the Russian boundary).

The numbers of fishermen engaged in the principal fisheries are then stated and com-

pared with those for a period of years (to 1876). Then the values of the several fisheries

are dealt with, the comparison being taken for six years.

Whilst these deal with the fish landed and the market-values, another set of tables

give the quantity and value of the fish exported. The various species are given according

to the trade-divisions, e. g. herring as fresh, salted, smoked etc. A final table shows the

average export-values of fish over a period of years.

In the second part of the statistical tables, the details are given on which the above

summarising tables are based, and given in the most thorough manner. In Table 1, the

number of fishermen and the market-value of the different fisheries are stated: (I) accor-

ding to governmental distrists ("Amter"); (2) according to parishes ("Fogderier")
; (3) accor-

ding to places ("Herreder").

In Table 2, corresponding details with regard to ^the cod-fisheries in particular, are

given of the number of boats and fishermen in the difi'erent provinces etc. The various

modes of fishing, net, long-line and hand-line are separately distinguished and likewise the

amounts of the various products of the cod-fishery: liver, roe, heads. In Table 2 b, the

average prices in the different regions are given. In Table 2 g (1902), the manner in

which the cod is disposed of (as salted or dried fish etc.), is stated.

Table 3 gives similar details for the summer (fat-) herring fishery and Table 4 for

the mackerel fishery. In T&ble 5, these details are given for the other kinds of herring,

for sprat, salmon and sea-trout, and lobster. In the report for 1901, the data given in

the tables over many years, are gathered together in graphic representations serving the

same purpose as curves.

It may be mentioned finally, that the form of the Norwegian statistical tables has

remained practically the same since the year 1876 (report published in 1879).

General Information from the statistics

From what has been said above, it will be evident that the statistics of Norway, though

not quite complete in one or two ways, furnish an important body of facts whose definite-

ness and accuracy cannot be surpassed in any other country. What is specially commend-

able in them, is their uniformity over a long period of years and the clear and precise

manner in which the information is given. In the following tables for example, the total

quantities and values of the most important species, and also their average price, can be
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seen over a period of nearly 40 years, though the records previous to 1876 are admit-

tedly imperfect.

A little further explanation may be given on various points.

Cod fishery The cod fishery is for the most part of full-grown large cod ("Skrei"). The Finmark

fishery, however, which is the second in importance of the Norwegian cod-fisheries, consists

chiefly of smaller non-spawning cod, as already mentioned. Hjort, in calculating the weight

(kilograms) of cod from the numbers, uses 4*8 as the factor generally, and this has also

been employed here.

Table lY
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lowest. Nevertheless, considering the enormous numbers involved, the fishery has remained

remaritably constant.

The great fluctuations undergone by the cod fishery are well shown in the following

curve, representing the course of the Lofoten fishery since 1872.

The fisheries at the different parts of the coast vary somewhat with respect to one

another, but the Lofoten group of islands stands easily first with some 40—50 % of the

total, Finmarlc second with about 25—30 "lo and Romsdal (Sendmer) third with about

10—15 "lo. Within recent years, an offshore fishing beyond the islands in Tromso pro-

vince has also sprung up and seems to be of increasing importance.

C\J lO -T lO »O SC; as <n o —
CO to uj (X> m CTîoaoios ebenen OqOo

Table

1903

y. The field (number of cod In millions) of Ibe Lofoien FIsber; during the ;ears IH72 to

(for the jears 1872-1808 from ^ort and Dabi, 4, p. 182) for the years 1899-1903

from the official statistics)

The herring fishery embraces several different sorts of herring. The summer (fat-) Hemng fishery

herring and the spring (spawning) herring fisheries are of similar proportions and value,

but the winter fishery of the large herring (Storsild) is relatively more valuable, though

less in amount. The sprat and small herring fishery of the North and Norwegian Seas is

of considerable amount and value, though less than the others.
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The salmon and sea-traut fisheries here taken account of, refer only to the coast-

fisheries, the river and fresh-water salmon fisheries not being included.

"Other species" are chiefly the green cod, halibut, ling, torsk etc. They form the

main species of the summer coast-fishery and have increased greatly in value (probably in

quantity also) within recent years. The quantities are not given. Comparing the total

value of the Norwegian fisheries, as shown in the last column of the Table IV with the

values for these species, we see that the increase in the total is in great part due to the

increase in these species.

Though no record of it is kept, the plaice is probably included amongst these species,

and a few words may be said concerning it here. The plaice-fishery has been carried on

from time immemorial in the southern part of the country — in the north, only during

the past fifteen years (4, p. 138). Although the Norwegian coast is not suited for plaice

and the quantities taken, so far as known, are small in comparison with those taken

elsewhere, yet the possibilities of an occasional plaice fishery seem to be considerable. Accor-

ding to Hjort and Dahl, some 200,000 kg. (4,000 cwt.) passed through Trondhjem alone

during 1897. These plaice are of the largest size (from 50 to 70 cm.), and as many as

50 fish weighing 1 tende (ca. 220 Eng. lbs.) can be taken in one haul. The spring is the

season when they are most taken and is said to be the spawning-time (March, April).

The fishing is prosecuted by means of spears and nets (gill-nets with mesh S'A in. from

knot to knot).

Fisheries in the The relative proportions of the fisheries in the different coastal regions, together with

diifercnt coastal
j.jjg ^jjjgf figheries lu cach, are approximately as follows:

regions

Table Ti. Principal Norwegian Fisheries

Eegion Chief fisheries
Proportion of

total fisheries

Skager Eak

North Sea.

Norwegian Sea

Arctic Sea

Mackerel 30 »/o ; Salmon, 13 »/o

Lobster, 24 «/o ; Herring, 120/0

Spring and mixed Herring, 40—50 "/o;

Mackerel, 3—10 "/o

Summer (fat) Herring, 0—10 "/o

Sprat and small Herring, 12 "/o

Cod ("Skrei"), :>-9%; Lobster, 4''/o; Sal-

mon, 5—9 "lo ; Summer fishing of Green
Cod etc. 10 %

Cod ("Skrei"), 50—60 "/o

Summer (fatl Herring, 13—20 "lo

Winter (large) Herring, 10—13 "lo

Summer-fishing of Green Cod etc. 15 % .

.

Cod ("eapelan" or "Lodde") 70— 74''/û. . .

.

Summer-fishing of Green Cod etc. 20—24 "lo

3- 6"lo

. 15-20 "lo

.55—65 0/0

. . 14—19 0/0

osFshore Fishing The fishlug bcyoud the fringe of fjords and islands is kept distinct in the statistics

from the main fisheries. The following table shows, that these off'shore fisheries are of

considerable importance and value.
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Table VII. Deep-sea Fisheries of Norway

1900

Quantity

kg.

Value

Kr.

1901

Quantity Value

kg. Kr.

1902

Quantity

kg.

Value

Kr.

"Dorj"iishing- for Mackerel in the North Sea

Bank fishery (Ling, tusk, green cod, had-
dock and halibut) from Romsdal

Herring drift-net fishery in North Sea

Fishery of Greenland Shark from Finmark
(Laemargus microcephahis = Scymnus
glacialis ?)

Various from the Polar Regions (Walrus,
bears, reindeer etc.)

Whale fishery at Finmark

Whale fishery at Tromsö

Whale fishery at Iceland and the Fœroes...

Seal fishery at Jan Mayen and between Ice-

land and Greenland

Fishery of beaked whale (Hyperoodon rostra-

tus

Total...

1,384,222 639,.516 1,931,000 674,000

680,000

40,281

»
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Boats etc.

It is clear from this table, that the average price of fish in Norway, taken as

a whole, has not increased within recent years. In the case of the cod, for example, the

maximum price was reached in 1874. Within recent years, the price has certainly been above the

average and this has been accompanied by a less amount of fish caught. At the same time

also, the number of fishermen has decreased, and the question is whether the numbers of

cod taken have decreased because there are fewer fishermen, or vice versa. In the report

for 1902, the latter possibility is suggested, i. e. that the largest cod-fisheries at Lofoten,

Vesteraalen and Finmark are now yelding a less number of fish. According to Hjort and

Dahl (4), this phenomenon is in accordance with the many fluctuations which the fishery

has undergone, ever since information regarding it has been forthcoming.

The mackerel and herring display considerable fluctuations, probably according to the

fishing. The remarkable point is the very low price for herrings: less than Kr. 5 (about

5 sh.) on the average, for ca. TOO herrings.

The salmon and lobster, on the other hand, show a most distinct rise in price within

recent years. In the case of the salmon, this increased price is associated with an increased

total quantity, so that the increase in price is most probably due to an increased demand

and competition. In the case of the lobster, however, the increase of price has been asso-

ciated with a decrease in quantity caught. The latter might alone account for the former

without any increase in the demand, but it is probable that the demand has also increased.

It is only for the cod-fishery, that the number of boats is given in full; for the

summer herring and mackerel fisheries, only those using drift or gill-nets are stated.

Where the boats are almost all small and the fishing seasonal or periodic, it is obviously

very difficult, especially on such a coast as the Norwegian, to obtain exact records of the

boats actually fishing.

On the other hand, the number of fishermen engaged in the chief fisheries has been

kept for a long period of years, and is as follows (1902, p. 3*):

Table IX. Number of Fishermen engaged In
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If we contrast the number of fishermen with the total values of the fisheries, we find

that the average take per man has varied for the years mentioned: for cod, from Kr.

145—175; for summer herring from Kr. 90—205; and for mackerel from Kr. 90—207.

It has to be remembered, so far as the cod is concerned, that the numbers of fishermen

and boats are probably a little too high, and for all three that the fisheries last only a

few months in the year. From the above and the average quantities of the cod, we find

that the average take of the fishermen is from 500 to 800 cod. Hjort (p. 370) gives the

average annual take for the Lofoten fishery alone, to be from 900 to 1000 cod per man.

The net daily earnings of the fishermen is on the average about Kr. 1-50, being greatest

for the hand-lines and least for the long-lines. If we reckoned this to go on for a year

of 300 earning-days, we see that the average annual income would be only about Kr. 450

(£ 25), but this low value, it should be noted, is entirely due to the low price of fish in

Norway.

3*



3. Denmark

Danish coasts

into districts

The Danish fisheries of the Kattegat, Belts and the Baltic have already been dealt

with in a recent work by Petersen and Otterstrom (3). In the present paper, attention

will be directed mainly to the fisheries beyond the Skaw, that is in the Skager Rak and

North Sea. The line of division between the Kattegat and Skager Rak runs from the

Skaw to Vinga off Gothenburg, and is in many respects a natural one, but it appears from

the recent Swedish experiments on the marking of plaice, that these fish at any rate do

not recognise the boundary, and may migrate from the Swedish coast to the west of the

Skaw. The fishermen of Fredrikshaven and other ports of the Kattegat, respect the boun-

dary just as little as the plaice, and fish indiscriminately in the Kattegat, Skager Rak

or North Sea. An endeavour to obtain an accurate measure of the quantities of fish

caught in the Skager Rak and North Sea is thus frustrated, for these cutters bring a

considerable portion of their catches back to the ports of the Kattegat. An estimate of

the value of these catches is given each year, however, so that for all practical and present

purposes, the information obtainable with regard to the Danish fisheries beyond the Skaw

may be regarded as fairly complete.

Division of For statistical purposes, the Danish waters are divided into three main regions :

I. West coast or outside the Skaw, i. e. Skager Rak and North Sea.

II. Inside the Skaw, i. e. Kattegat, Belts and Baltic.

III. Lim Fjord.

The relative importance of these regions may be judged from Table X.

It appears therefrom, that the fishery on the west coast, that is, outside the Skaw, has

increased of recent )'ears and now takes second place, above the fishery of the Lim Fjord.

This becomes more evident, when we take account of the quantities caught outside the Skaw,

but included under the region within the Skaw. We then have for the total value of the

fishing outside the Skaw :

1900: Kr. 1,109,000

1901: » 1,370,000

1902: » 2,013,000

Official Publications:

Piskeri-Beretning, 1889 (1888) et seq.

Works of Reference:

1. Drechsel, C. i\ : Oversigt over vore Saltvandsfiskerier. 1890.

2. Petersen, C. G. Joh.; The Biology of our Flat-fishes : Report from the Danish Biological Station, IV, 189Î5.

3. Petersen, C. G. Joh. and Ottbrstr0m A.: Uebersicht liber die Seefischerei in den dänischen Gewässern

innerhalb Skagons ; Publ. de Circonstance, Nr. 13 A.
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Table X. Yalue of the Danish Fisheries'

APPENDIX J: DENMARK
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by the Kattegat cutters, especially of Fredrikshavn, along the west coast of Jutland, and

the rise of Esbjerg as a fishing port.

Table il. Danish Fisheries on the west and north-west coast of Jutland

a. 1895

Cod
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Before going into the details of these occurences, a few words may be said regarding iViodes of «shing

the modes of fishing. As might be gathered from the species taken, the chief method is

a form of trawling. The usual forms of trawling, that is with the beam or otter-trawl,

are prohibited in Danish waters and though two steam -trawlers were employed but a few

years ago for the deep sea fishing, they were withdrawn in 1901. The method commonly

used, is that of the "suurrevaad" or so-called plaice-seine. This is practically the same as

a ground or long-haul seine, and is used as such in North Jutland near the Skaw, but in

the offshore fishing is worked from a cutter instead of the shore. The hauling-in ropes

are of great length, each 600—1200 fathoms, and the net with wings ca. 80 fathoms long,

is thus able to cover a considerable extent of ground. In shooting, the cutter is usually

anchored and its small boat carries out the net, which finally is hauled in on the cutter.

According to an old account, otter-boards used to be attached to the net and the cutter

towed it when the weather was favourable, exactly like the otter-trawl of the present

day. The size of mesh is about 2 inches from knot to knot in the wings and bag. From

the size of mesh and the mode of working, it will be understood that this net is

specially useful for the capture of flatfish, such as plaice. Of recent years, the efficiency of

this mode of fishing has been enormously increased by the introduction of motor power,

not only to the cutters but also to the small boats which shoot the net.

Another form of net much used for plaice, is the fixed gill-net, i. e. a net similar to

a drift-net but anchored on the bottom. The size of mesh varies; 'in the southers parts where

the plaice are smaller it is about 2V2 inches from knot to knot, in the northern parts,

3 inches. The meaning of the net is, that the fish should become enmeshed, and quantities

of plaice are taken in this way, especially in the Kattegat.

Hooks and lines, and especially long lines, are used for the cod and haddock fishery

along the coast from the Skaw to Esbjerg.

Drift-nets are employed for the capture of herring and mackerel, but the value of

these species landed on the west coast, shows that the fishery is of relatively small im-

portance.

Returning now to the course of the fishing on the west coast of Jutland, the following Progress of

table of the quantities of the chief species landed, together with the previous table showing
^ôlstTf^"^»1

the values, shows how the fishing has altered during the last ten years. In 1895, the main

products of the fishery were haddock and cod, and the main fishing was carried on in the

Skager ßak and north of Horns Reef. Previous to that time, Esbjerg, which is situated

in the south of Jutland on the North Sea and is the main fishing port outside the Skaw,

was of little importance as a fishing centre, having only 18 boats, mostly small, in the

beginning of 1894. The fishing also was mostly with hooks and lines. At the end of

1895, the boats numbered 30, of which 26 were welled and 19 had auxiliary motor. The

"snurrevaad" was now practically the only method of fishing used. At the end of 1898,

the Esbjerg fleet consisted of 46 large cutters, all provided with well and auxiliary motor.

In the beginning of 1903, the number was 55. The average gross tonnage of the boats

in 1894 was 12-7, in 1898, 31-6 and in 1903, 37-6.

This table shows further that the fishermen have really concentrated their attention speciaiizaüo,,

,^ 1 ' n 1 ^^ '^^ plaice
on the plaice fishery. „^^ery

The quantities of cod and haddock captured in 1902 and the years immediately

preceding, are less than 30 »/o of what they were in 1895, whilst the quantities of plaice
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Table Xil. Quanlitles of Cod, Haddock and Plaice landed on the West Coast of Jutland over a period of years '
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Tablf XIV
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not exceed 10 îf and was often as low as 8 ft per score. From all accounts, it appears

that the plaice taken south of Horns Reef, are just on the borderland of the limit (9^/4 Da.

in. or 25-6 cm.) below which, the Danish law forbids the sale of plaice.

Average weight For the sake of comparison, we may state the average weight of the plaice landed by

pTaicrîrthe *^ß Danish fishermen from the Kattegat. During the three years mentioned, it varied

Kattegat between 12-2 and 13-8 ffi per score, i. e. each plaice weighed a little more than V2 îfc.

This average, however, varies a great deal according to the ground. In the deeper water

and towards the Swedish coast, it is from 15 to 16 ÎÏ per score.

The average price again, is slightly higher on the eastern than on the western side of

Denmark. Thus, as regards the plaice and cod, the average price per pound in 1902, for

the fish landed at ports within the Skaw, was 14 Ore and 9 0ie respectively, whereas on

the west coast the prices were 8-7 and 7-7 -Ore.

Total quantity An approximate estimate can be made of the total quantities of plaice captured by the

"tlrl'd'ol "the
Danish fishermen in the North Sea and Skager Rak. We must add to the quantities already

west coast givcn, the amounts landed at the Kattegat ports and at Hamburg.

With regard to these amounts, the reports give simply the total values of all species

taken together, but practically all the fish are plaice. The tables containing the returns

of the fishery in the Skager Rak and North Sea by a number of Kattegat cutters ' show,

that the value of the species landed other than plaice, is barely 2 **/o of that of the plaice.

Again, some quantities of plaice are included both in the Kattegat and west coast statistics

(for Esbjerg). Deducting these amounts, we obtain the quantity and value of the plaice

caught on the west coast but landed at Hamburg or the ports on the Kattegat.

Kr. Q Danish

1900 132,000 1,375,000

1901 324,000 3,304,000

1902 396,000 4,541,000

The quantities are calculated in round numbers from the average prices for the re-

spective years. If we add these to the quantities given in Table XII, we have:

'S Danish

1900 6,102,000

1901 8,556,000

1902 13,839,000

These amounts represent the leas.t quantities of plaice taken in the North Sea and Skager

Rak. As over 90 °/o of these plaice were taken south of Horns Reef, we should not be

far astray in taking the average weight to be ca. V2 ffc (Danish), so that the number taken

in 1902, for example, would be in round numbers about 28 millions, and the average size

not above 11 inches.

Lim Fjord A furthcr addition might be made to the numbers of plaice taken annually on the

west coast of Jutland. As is well known from Petersen's researches, the plaice captured in

the Lim Fjord, a series of salt water lakes or fjords in the northern part of Jutland, do

not reproduce there, but migrate in when young from the North Sea. The total quantity

of plaice taken annually amounts to over 2,000,000 S on the average. The average weight

' vide BeretQing for 1902—1903. pp. 146—147.
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of these, according to Petersen, is about 11 ÎÏ per score, so that the total quantity of

plaice taken from the North Sea and Skager Rak by the Danes in 1902, was at least 15

million pounds or 30 to 35 million specimens.

A summary of the boats belonging to the west coast of Jutland is given in Tab. XV.

The numbers for the years 1889—1892, represent the deep-sea fleet of boats fishing in the

North Sea from ports inside the Skaw as well as from the west coast. The steamers were

apparently trawlers — one registered at Esbjerg, the other at Copenhagen. The figures for

1895 onwards, represent the boats registered on the west coast only. So far as the deep

sea fishing for plaice is concerned, the fleet consists of the first two classes, cutters and

decked boats.
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Table IVI. Data of the fishlug of Frederlkshavii Cutters during 1903

No. of boats



4. Germany

I. Sho rt review of the sea-fisheries '

a. The principal fisheries

The German fisheries in the North Sea and coastal waters, may be best divided as

follows:

1. Great herring fishery

2. Deep-sea fishery of sailing boats and steamers

3. Coast fishery

1. The great herring fishery of Germany is a very ancientindustry. An interesting Herring fishery

description of its history has been given by Lindem an in his "Beiträge" (3); valuable

notes are given by Dittmer (8) concerning the mediaeval markets of Skaane, the herring-

' In the annual reports published by the Deutsche Seefischerei-Verein, from which the details for the

following review have been chiefly taken, the sea and coast fisheries are always referred to separately. The

fishery in the Baltic occupies a separate section in these reports, but is not considered hero, nor is the

fishery in the Arctic seas under which, Dittmer (8) includes whales, seals, walrus, polar bears, reindeer,

water-fowl and other animals.

Works of reference:

A. Publications of the Deutsche Seefischerei-Verein:

1. Mitteilungen des Deutschen Seefischerei-Vereins (der Sektion für Küsten- und Hochseefisherei des

Deutschen Fischerei-Vereins 1885—1893). Jahrgang I—XX. Berlin 1885—1904.

2. Abhandlungen des Deutschen Seefischerei-Vereins. Bd. I

—

VII. 1897 1902.

Bd. I. Pischerfahrzeuge mit Hilfsmaschinen u. s. w. 1897.

Bd. V. Garneelenfischerei. 1900.

3. LiNDEMAN, M., Beiträge zur Statistik der Deutschen Seefischerei. Berlin, 1888.

also, in: Mitteil, der Sektion für Küsten- u. Hochseefischeroi. IV. 1888.

4. Pischerei-Gründe der Deutschen Bucht der Nordsee. Ein Kommentar zur gleichlautenden Karte.

Hamburg, 1904.

5. Deutscher Seefischerei-Almanach. Jahrgang 1898—1904. Hannover und Leipzig, 1898—1904.

ö. Herwig, W., Die Grosse Horingsfischerei Deutschlands und die Mittel zu ihrer Hebung. Mitteil. d.

D. Seefischerei-Vereins. XIH. 1897.

7. Henking, H., Die Befischung der Nordsee durch deutsche Fischdampfer. Mit Karte.

In: Mitteil. d. D. Seefischerei-Vereins. XVII. 1901.
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fishery closely connected therewith and also the commerce in salted fish, carried on at the

southern extremity of the present-day Swedish province of Skaane; an impartial represen-

tation of the great importance of this fishery for Germany is given hy Herwig (6).

Emden has always been and still is the chief port for the German deep-sea herring

fishery. Passing over the earlier history of this fishery, we find that this industry was

restarted from Emden in 1872, after having ceased for some years. This revival was due

to the transference of a Vlaardingen firm, in the possession of a German hy birth, from

Table XVII. Review of the Geniiaii herring flsher;,
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that town to Emden with a fleet of six vessels (so-called luggers) of the newest construction.

Since that time, the Emden herring fishery has not only maintained itself but even increa-

sed; the six vessels of 1872 have become a fleet of 65 luggers and 2 steamers in 1903.

These vessels belong at present to three firms settled at Emden. Four other companies

founded in other towns also carry on the herring fishery, viz. one in Glückstadt (1894)

with at present 14 luggers, one in Bremeu-Vegesack (1895) with 24 sailing vessels and

one steamer, one in Elsfleth (1894) with 15 luggers, and one in Geestemiinde (1898)

with 9 steamers.

A summary of the number of vessels and the results of the fishery since 1872, may

conclude this sketch (see Tab. XVII).

2. Deep-sea sail fishery and steam trawling. The most important division of the Deep-sea «sbery

deep-sea sail fishery has always been that of the so-called "Ewer", which has been in
°!,„7'Jj7amerr

existence on the lower Elbe and on the Schleswig-Holstein coast since the 18 th century,

and is still carried on there. The principal fishing apparatus of these vessels, also, of the

so-called "Kutterewer", of the cutters and other deep-sea sailing boats, is the beam trawl

("Kurre"). Next comes the fixed gill-net. Those vessels belong also to this category which

fish with hooks, and likewise finally, those which employ drift-nets during the herring

season but the trawl during other months.

The oldest notices of the "Ewer" fishery date, according to Lindeman(3), from 1787,

and are concerned with the fishing village of Blankenese from which, at that time, the

sea fishery was proseceuted by 140 "Ewer". These Blankenese vessels fished, however, with

trammel nets, not with the trawl. The trammels float vertically in the water, close to the

bottom, and the fish entrammel themselves as in a pocket, and it was ascribed to this

mode of fishing, that the Blankenese fishermen were able to compete successfully with the

Dutch, and even to export their fish to Holland. "For the Dutch fish with a kind of

pocket or purse net about 50 feet in length, and having a mouth 16 feet broad by 3 feet

high. With this net, which is called a "kurr", the fish are not seldom killed, damaged

or made unfit for preservation."

This sea-fishery of Blankenese began in March; during the spring, the fishing was for

the plaice, on grounds not far from the Dutch coasts of the islands of Terschelling, Ame-

land etc. After Easter, the "Ewer" fished more in the open sea, in depths of from 20 to 25

fathoms, for soles, large plaice, turbot, as well as for haddock and lobsters. This sea-fishery

was carried on until the autumn weather put an end to the operations.

For how long the Blankenese fishermen persisted in this trammel-net fishery, does

not seem well known. It is also not known, whether the Finkenwärder fishermen, who took

up this sea fishery later, likewise used this net in the North Sea. According to Lindeman,

the Finkenwärder fishermen began the sea fishery when the herring shoals appeared again

at the Elbe, which has been the case since 1800. Further, we know, that there were 15

sea-fishermen in Finkenwärder in 1819, who fished for herring with the purse net, and

that they employed the "kurre" for the capture of sea-fish, including without doubt flat-fish.

There were also other villages along the banks of the Elbe, which took part in the

fisheries at the beginning of last century — the Elbe fisheries with yawls, the sea fisheries

with" Ewer"; but only Blankenese and Finkenwärder seem to have remained as important

fishing places until the second half of the 19th century. For 1871, it is stated that

there were:
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1. in Finkenwärder, Hamburg portion, 74 "Ewer" with 222 fishermen

2. - — Prussian — 5 — — 15 —
3. - Blankenese 60 — — about 200 —

Altogether, there were 139 Ewer and about 437 fishermen. How these numbers have

increased during the years 1880—1888, and later decreased, is shown in the following table:

Table
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thn companies, althouoh these had had no financial siucoss), on the ground of the fishery

being an object worthy of attainment and as a means of procuring food for the people, as well

as a school for the navy.

The concluding data in Lindeman's book, concerning the further development of

the German deep-sea fishing industry, are connected with the introduction of steam power,

with which the fish-auctions, instituted almost at the same time, stand in tolerably close

relationship. For the sake of completeness, the following brief notice on the fishery with

sailing vessels may be given first of ail. The numbers are taken from the summaries,

published in the "Mitteilungen des deutschen Seefischerei- Vereins", of the vessels engaged

in the deep-sea fishery of the North Sea.

Table XIX. Sailing vessels engaged In the North Sea fisheries beyond the coastal waters and which do not fish

exclusirel; with drift nets
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1. Sept. 1. Sept.

1901 1902

Mouth of the Weser (Blexen, Brake, Bremerhaven, Elsfleth, Geestemünde,

Grossensiel, Strohausen) 23 22

Jade Bay (Westacumersiel, Wilhelmshafen) 3 2

East Frisian Islands (Wangeroog, Spiekeroog, Baltrum, Norderney, Borkum). 34 30

East Frisian coast (Bensersiel, Neuharlingersiel, Norddeich, Greetsiel) 20 18

Ems (Leer, Terborg) 3 3

(Baltic ports: Dievenow, Greifswald) 19 19

Total... 102 94

No details are to hand concerning the fishery of these vessels, viz.: in 1901,

22 cutters, 20 "Ewer", 56 sloops, 2 "Aak" and 2 yachts; in 1902, 22 cutters, 19 "Ewer",

50 sloops, 1 "Aak" and 2 yachts. The trawl (or the "kurre") is the chief fishing apparatus,

lines and hooks coming second; the fish caught are chiefly landed at the fish markets at

the mouth of. the Weser (Geestemünde and Bremerhaven).

This branch of the German deep-sea fishery is gradually decreasing in importance, and

this may doubtless be ascribed in the first place to the advance of the deep-sea fishery of

the steamers, to the description of which we may now proceed.

The first steamer began to work from Geestemünde in 1885 and sale by auction was

started a little later (in Hamburg and Altona in 1887, in Geestemünde in 1888, in Bremer-

haven in 1892). At the same period, in 1885, namely, a separate section for the coast

Table XX. DeTelopiiient of Ih« Oeriiian steam Ashing fleet from 1885—1903

(N.B. The numbers in brackets refer to the steamers which do not fish with trawls: thus 59(1) means

58 steamers fishing with the trawl).

1885, Ist of January

1887, - -

1889, - - -
1891, - - —
1893, - - —

Steamers

2 -
10 —
22 -
59(1) -

1895, 1st of January

1897, - - —
1899, - - -
1901, - - -
1903, - - —

72 (1) Steamers

103(1)

126 (5) —
122 (8)

-
135 (11) —

Table XXI. DeTelopment of the flsh-auctlons at the four principal markets: Hamburg, Altona, Geesteiuiinde

and BremerhaTen

(N.B. For the years 1887—92, the numbers are taken from the annual report for 1893—94, (1), 1895,

p. 110, for the later years from the regular Annual Reports).
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and deep-sea fisheries was established in the council of the German "Fisherei- Verein", and

this has also been of extraordinary importance for the development of the German deep-

sea fisheries. Whilst in the years from 1870—1885, for which no annual reports or

statistical summaries exist, the German sea fisheries remained in the condition of a small

industry, the year 1885 saw the beginning of the deep-sea fishery as a great enterprise.

This is seen, both in the rapid increase in the number of steamers and in the business

done at the auction-markets. The Tables XX and XXI will show this more clearly.

By far the most important part of the fish sold by auction comes from the steamers

fishing with the trawl. As mentioned above, however, fish are landed at the same markets

by a small fleet of trawl sailing boats, as well as by some liners, both sailing boats and

steamers. During the last few years also, trawl fishing has been carried on outside the

North Sea (at Iceland etc.) and a portion of the fish landed for those years comes

from there consequently, and not from the North Sea. This will be mentioned further p. 48.

To conclude this section, a short notice on the line fishery may be given. As in the une-ashery

neighbouring Holland, a fishery has been carried on from ancient times on the East Frisian

coast, and especially from the island of Norderney, with the so-called "Beug" (haddock fishery

by means of hooks and lines). According to Lindeman (3), it was originally a coast fishery

in the full sense of the word for Norderney; it is simply mentioned here with the deep-

sea fisheries, because it must in any case be reckoned with the products of those fisheries.

Apart from Norderney, the haddock and cod fishery was also carried on from some other

of the East Frisian islands, Borkum, Spiekeroog etc. and from other ports (Neu-Hailinger-

siel, Carolinensiel etc.). The fishermen from Heligoland also took part in this fishery some

time ago, and likewise finally, some from the west coast of Jutland.

The fishery was always carried on in 8—15 at most 20 fathoms depth and during the

period, from autumn to spring, when the haddock approached the coast. Although 38 vessels

are still mentioned as taking part in the lining industry, in the official list for the 1st of

January 1904 of the German fishing vessels which fish in the North Sea, this fishery

seems to have so far declined, that it has at present little more than historical interest.

It is stated in the last published report on the German sea fisheries, that the line fishery

had been so little remunerative, that the majority of the fishermen had abstained from

the fishery.

The importance this fishery has had, and its gradual decline is seen from Table XXII,

giving a list of the vessels taking part in it.

The results of this fishery may be judged from the figures given in Table XXIII, which

refer exclusively to the haddock and cod taken (probably some other species, e. g. rays, were

also caught). The backward movement which the fishery has displayed for a number of

years, is also clearly seen in this review.

Within recent years, long-line fishery in the deep sea has also developed in Germany.

It is carried on, both by some of the trawlers as well as by some of the drift-net fisher-

men, in addition to their ordinary methods. According to the state of things on the 1st

of January 1903, the number of German North Sea vessels which carried on both trawling

and lining was 11, and of these 5 were steamers; one drift-net vessel, likewise a steamer,

also employed lines. In 1895 three "loggers" (from Emden) were used, during the autumn,

for the line fishery after cod in the North Sea.
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Table XXII. Number of boats engaged in the line-fisher;
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difficult to give a summary of these fisheries. A sharp division of the river fishery on

the one hand, and of the fisheries in the lower parts as well as in the mouth of the river

on the other, is hardly possible; according to the Prussian law of 30th May 1874 ^ the

following belong to the coastal fisheries:

a. the fishery in the North Sea within the three mile limit, measured from low water mark

along the entire stretch of the coast of the land and neighbouring islands and banks;

b. the fishery in the bays; and

c. the fishery in the mouths of the rivers and lower parts of the rivers; the upper

limit of this part is determined for each province by special ordinance.

The species of fish which fall within the coast fisheries, are very numerous: they

belong in part to the real North Sea fishes, in part to the migratory and only in part to

the brackish and freshwater fishes. The chief methods employed in the different regions

are, according to Lindeman (cf. "Beiträge" of 1888), as follows:

a. East Frisian Flats, Dollart and Mouth of the Ems. Limit of the coast fishery

on the Ems is the line which runs transversely across the river at the junction of the Leda.

Trap-nets ("Kül") fishery: for herring and smelt, anchovy, garfish, salmon, flounder,

plaice, shrimps, eels and lampreys.

Stake-nets ("Argen") fishery: for eels, fiat-fish, herring.

Shove-net fishery: shrimps.

Fishery with eel-traps ("Schütten and Fuken") : for eels.

Seine fishery (lower Ems): for salmon.

Sturgeon-net fishery (lower Ems): for sturgeon.

b. Oldenburg sea coast. To this must be reckoned, in addition to the sloop

fishery (with lines) from Carolineusiel and Wangeroog, the shrimp ("Granat") fishery in

the surroundings of Jade Bay. These are carried on either with pots, fixed nets (hemp traps)

or with shove nets.

c. Lower Weser and Mouth of the Weser. Limit of the coast fishery is the

mouth of the river Ochtuin, lying 56 km. above Bremerhaven.

The apparatus is the same as that mentioned below for the lower Elbe and mouth of

the Elbe, with exception of the shad nets (pots) which are peculiar to the Weser. The

most important fisheries are for the eel, lamprey, smelt and shad. Stop-nets are specially

used for the smelt, lamprey and flat-fish. Herring are fished with purse-nets, used as

trawls, from Weser down to the mouth. In the summer months, drift-nets and set-nets

are employed for fiat-fish and trap-nets for eels.

d. West Coast of Schleswig- Holstein, Lower Elbe and Mouth of the

Elbe. The coast fishery begins at the mouth of the Ilmenau (130 km. above Cuxhaven).

Drift-net fishery ("Pümpel"-nets): for sturgeon.

Drift-nets, trap-nets and tuck-nets: for smelts.

Basket-nets (of willows), pots with net-work, trap-nets and hooks : for eels.

' Under coast fisheries, in the sense of this law, are to be understood, those which are being carried

on in the parts of the North Sea and Baltic under the control of our Majesty, in the open bays of the sea,

the gulfs and in the largo rivers at their entrance to the sea.

The iuland fishery, in the sense of this law, is those fisheries which are carried on in the remaining

waters, in the rivers as tar as the point where the coast fishery begins.

The limits of the coast and inland fisheries are determined for each of the participating provinces

by special ordinance, after consideration by the provincial council.
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Drift-nets ("Buttgarne"), fixed nets and trawl: for flat-fish.

Stop-nets: for lampreys, sprats and herring.

Shove-nets: for Crustacea (shrimps).

Traps and dams: for plaice, herring and garfish.

In the annual reports published by the "Deutsche Seefischerei-Verein", the products of

the coast fishery are also dealt with. The first notices are for the year 1885 and are

restricted, like those for 1886 and 1887 — so far as the North Sea coast fisheries are

concerned — to the fisheries on the lower Elbe. From 1888 onwards, the entire North

Sea coast fisheries are taken account of in these reports.

In these annual reports, the data are given according to the principal species considered ;

the same procedure will be adopted in this summary and the quantities of the principal

taken, will be briefly indicated.

Sturgeon (Acipenser sturio). In 1885, 6500 specimens were taken on the lower Elbe, in 1887,

9900 specimens; in 1901, 1413, in 1902, only 1278. On the Weser, the highest number was

38 in 1892, in 1901, 11 were taken there, in 1901, 4 and in 1902 none at all; on the Ems,

the numbers decreased fairly evenly from 250 in 1888 to 59 in 1902. In the years 1890—96 the

steamers fished in the North Sea from 400 to 1000 specimens each year; they seem to have

been mostly small sturgeons: the 600 landed in Geestemiiude in 1895 weighed barely 20 kg.

each. In 1900, 38, in 1901, 91 and in 1902, 178 sturgeon were caught by the steamers.

Salmon (Salmo solar). Salmon are caught on the lower Elbe, the lower Weser and lower

Ems. The quantities seem to have remained fairly constant in recent years; in 1902, 2261 were

taken on the lower Elbe, 717 on the lower Weser, 278 on the lower Ems.

Shad (Clupea fintaj. The so-called "Maifisch" of the Elbe, Weser and Ems has turned out

to be the twaite shad. The number taken has rather increased than decreased since 1885. In

1902, 180,800 were taken on the Elbe, 330,000 on the Weser, 24,000 on the Ems.

Smelt (Osmerus eperlanusj. The numbers of the smelt taken on the Elbe have very greatly

decreased (to judge from the figures in the annual reports). In 1886 and 1887, 4,572,000 and

2,700,000 kg. respectively, were taken on the lower Elbe; in 1901 and 1902, 450,000 and

480,000 kg. respectively. For the lower Weser and lower Ems, there are statistics since 1891.

During this period the shad fishery has remained practically constant.

Lamprey (Petromyzon fluviatilisj. The numbers of the lamprey taken on the lower Elbe

(since 1886), and on the lower Weser and lower Ems (since 1891), have remained practically con-

stant; it is only on the lower Weser and lower Ems that one can detect a decrease since 1899.

Eel (Anguilla vulgaris). Statistics exist for the lower Elbe since 1886, and for the lower

Weser and lower Ems, since 1888. The figures show great fluctuations but do not seem to have

greatly decreased.

Flounder fPleuronectes flesus). Statistics exist for the lower Elbe since 1885, and for

the lower Weser and lower Ems since 1888. The figures show no backward tendency.

Plaice (Pleuronectes platessa). Some figures have been published for the coastal waters of

East Friesland since 1890, concerning the production of the plaice fishery. The numbers are too

scarce to draw conclusions from. One may say, however, that great fluctuations occur and no

distinct decrease is evident.

Sprat and small Herring are taken at the mouth of the Elbe and included together in

the statistics. The reports give the quantities caught in the Elbe since 1888, at the mouth of

the Weser (Geestemünde) since 1891, and for the Eras and Dollart since 1898. The numbers

show great variations, but the product of the fishery in general has not decreased. This is the

case also with the herring fishery on the East Frisian coast, on the lower Ems etc. The annual

reports give the total quantities caught since 1891.
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Anchovy (Engraulis encrasicholus) . The anchovy fishery has but little importance for the

coastal fisheries of Germany. lu 1884, some shoals seem to have wandered into the Dollart, and

in 1890 (when the Dutch obtained 200,000 kegs, so-called "Anker", of this species in the

Zuidersee), 350 "Anker" were taken in the Dollart. Such a large catch has not been taken since.

Coregonus fCoregonus oxyrhynchus). These are taken in the lower parts of the Elbe,

Weser and Eras. According to the figures in the .'annual reports, this fishery has greatly decreased
;

in 1891 and 92, 60,000 and 80,000 specimens were taken on the lower Elbe, in 1901 and 1902

only 4000 and 2600.

Mackerel (Scomber scomber). It is only in later years, that this fish has been mentioned

in the annual reports. For 1895, it is stated that the results of the fishery were only moderate,

for 1897, that 2000 were taken at Heligoland, for 1898 that 2800 were taken there. For 1899,

the catch at Heligoland was small, but the steamers caught about 8000. For 1902 it is stated,

that 400,000 specimens were taken at Heligoland and that the catch on the East Frisian coast

was also very successful.

Eays (Baja clavata). It is only during the latest years, that attention has been paid to

the rays in the coast fisheries. Statistics of this fish only exist for quite recent years; in 1897,

4000 specimens were caught; in 1899, 10,000 at Heligoland; in 1901, 4700 at Heligoland,

3000 at sea and in the coastal waters and 7000 in the Dollart and East Frisian coastal waters.

For 1902, it is stated that 12,000 specimens were taken in the last-named waters.

Garfish (Belone vulgaris). The annual reports give few data concerning this fish. In 1890,

there was an unusually large catch of garfish on the East Frisian coast; in 1897, 4000 specimens

were taken there, in most years however, the catch was unimportant or the fish has been quite

absent. On the Schleswig-Holstein west coast also, very renumerative catches of this fish were

made in some years, in others it was unimportant, or only some specified catches were made : in

1898, 5000 specimens at Sylt, in 1900, 2000 specimens etc.

Shrimps (Crangon vulgaris). The shrimp ("Granat") fishery is greatest on the East Frisian

and Oldenburg coast, and also on the Schleswig-Holstein west coast. In 1887, the annual take

of "Granat" on the flats in front of Dangast and Varelerhafen (Jade Bay), was reckoned by

Heincke to be 5—600,000 kg., whilst the amount of the Ems and Dollart fisheries (1899) was

reckoned by Ehrenbaum at 300,000 edible shrimps. The product of the shrimp fishery varies

considerably from one year to another; yet, these fisheries do not seem in general to have decreased

during recent years. Thus in 1900, the total catch of shrimps on the German North Sea coast

was estimated at 4 million liters.

Lobster (Homarus vulgaris). It is only the lobster fishery of Heligoland, which has any

importance. The yearly production of this fishery is very variable. For 1894, the total catch

was estimated at 40— 50,000 specimens, in 1896 is was only 8500; in 1900 it was 90,000, in

1901, 12,000 and in 1902, 40,000.

Mussels (Èlytilus edulisj. Attention began to be paid during recent years to the mussel

fishery on the East Frisian coast. In 1898—1900, the yearly product was fiom 30 to 35,000 kg.,

in 1901 60,000, in 1902 80,000 kg.

Some brackish- and fresh-water fishes, caught within the region of the coast fisheries of

Germany and mentioned in the annual reports, still remain. They are as follows: Ide (Leucisous

idusj, Bream and "Zärthe" (Abramis brama and vimbaj, Euff (Acerina cernua), Burbot
(Lota vulgaris), "RnfÎQu"(AspiusrapaxJ, aniFike-Ferch (Lucioperca sand7-a). Of these fishes

and the quantities taken, however, no description need be given here.

Lastly, the oyster fishery on the Schleswig- Holstein west coast is also reckoned by

Lin dem an with the coast fishery. In 1888, there were 53 Schleswig oyster banks, 26 in

the neighbourhood of Fano, Rom, and Sylt, further at Föhr, Amrum and the "Hallige" (25).
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Thp positions of the oyster beds alter as a result of the changes the streams cause ;-

in general , they lie on the outskirts of the deeper channels of the "Wattenmeer"

(shallows). The banks are crown property and are leased from time to time to various

tenants. In 1865, the leases brought in 90,000 marks and about 60 families on Ârarum

lived on the catch. In the year 1881—82, 53^/4 marks were paid as rent for a ton of

oysters, but in general, only 534 tons of 700 oysters each were fished by the tenants. In

the working period, from autumn to spring, the fishery (1881—82) was carried on by

14 vessels, each carrying 2 men. "Since the spring of 1882", says Lin de m an (1888)

"the old beds have not been fished."

It was the general opinion, that the banks were overfished in the years preceding 1879;

according to the tenancy-contract concluded in 1879, the government took full control over

the supervision of the banks and this was employed (in 1882) to stop the fishery for 10

years: the government banks "rested" until 1891 and were again opened only in the

autumn of that year.

Their condition and value on reopening was, however, not satisfactory (winter 1891—92).

Winter 1892— 93. The government banks gave but a small yield.

Winter 1893—94. The oysters come almost exclusively from the wild beds, as the govern-

ment banks are little productive.

Winter 1894— 95. No information concerning the government banks on the Schleswig

west coast.

Winter 1895—96. The government banks on the Schleswig west coast have not revived

in spite of the long rest; a small quantity was fished, showing very good condition.

Winter 1896— 97. On the government oyster banks on the Schleswig west coast, only

24,000 oysters fished.

Winter 1897— 98. On the government oyster banks on the Schleswig west coast, only

300 tons were fished in the spring.

Winter 1898—99. 100,000 oysters brought to Sylt were laid down on the government

banks. Take at Hallig beds was rich.

1899. On the government banks on the Schleswig west coast, about 350,000 oysters were

broken.

1900. The government oyster banks on the Schleswig-Holstein west coast are again, according

to report, almost exhausted; it is expected, however, that the warm summer of 1901 will

cause a good fall of oyster spat.

Some notes may be briefly given here on the wild banks, in addition to the information

concerning the government banks. In the annual report for 1891—92 it is stated;

«It is remarkable, how the oyster fishery has increased in extent on the wild North

Sea banks, which lie northwards from the East Frisian islands.» For 1891—92, the total

catch amounted to more than 1 million oysters at 3—4 marks per 100. In the winter of

1892—93, a number of the larger cutters were again busy on these banks, and the total

product was estimated at 1 million oysters.

In the following years, the production was sometimes smaller, sometimes more successful.

In the winter of 1899— 1900, there were 30 of the largest cutters on the Elbe at this fishery,

and about 2,260,000 oysters were taken and landed. These made about 2-2 to 2-5 pfennig

per oyster at auction. The same number of cutters, in the winter of 1900— 1901, brought

in 1,910,000 oysters, which sold for 2-50 to 4-50 mark per hundred. In the winter of

1901—1902, the take of oysters decreased owing to the stormy weather of the spring:

altogether, only about 1,573,400 oysters were lauded.
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b. The principal Fishes

1. Great herring fishery:

Herring (Clupea harengus).

2. Deep-sea fishery of sailing vessels and steamers:

(N.B. The percentages are reckoned from the figures for the Geestemünde and Altona

markets for the year 1903).

Haddock (Gadus aeglefimis) 33—45 %
Cod (Gadus morrhua) 14— 1 9 -

Plaice (Pleuronectes platessa) 6—13 -

Lemon sole (Pleuronectes microcephalus) 9—10-3 -

Sole (Solea vidgaris) 4—11-8 -

Turbot and Brill (Rhombus maximus and laevis) 6— 8-4 -

Coal fish (Gadus virens) 3 -

Halibut (Hippoglossus vidgaris) 0-5- 2 -

Gurnards (Trigla gurnardus and hirundo) 1— 1*4 -

Hake (Merluccius vulgaris) — 1 -

Ling (Molva vulgaris) 0— 1 -

Dog fish {Acanthias vulgaris and other species) and cat fish

(Annarrhichas lupus) — 1 -

Various Fishes (Weevers [Trachinus draco]. Angler [Lophius

piscatorius] etc.) — 2 -

3. Coast fishery.

The fishes of this division, already briefly dealt with (p. 42), may again be enumerated:

a. Sea fish: Mackerel (Scomber scomber), G?iïûsh (Belone vidgaris), Eemng (Clupea

harengus). Sprat (Clupea sprattus). Anchovy (Engraulis encrasicholus), Rays

(Raja clavata etc.). Flounder (Pleuronectes flesus), YUice (Pleuronectes platessa)

and Smelt (Osm,erus eperlanus).

b. Anadromous migratory fishes: Salmon (Salmo salar), Sd.\vaon trout (Salmo

trutta), Coregonus (Coregonus oxyrhynchus) , Shad (Clupea finta), Sturgeon

(Acipenser sturio), and Lamprey (Petromyzon fluviatilis).

c. Katadromous migratory fishes: Eel {Anguilla vidgaris).

d. Freshwater fishes: Perch (Perca flitviatilis), Peicii-'pike (Luciopercasandra),

Ca.rf (Cyprinus carpio). Tench (Tinea vulgaris). Bream (Abramis brama), Ide

(Leuciscus idus), )ire2i.ra (Abramis vimba), B.aïï (Acerina cernua). Burbot (Xoto

vulgaris), « Rapfen n (Aspius rapax) and Pike (Esox lusius).

e. Shellfish: Lobster (Homarus vulgaris), Shrimps (Crangon vidgaris). Crabs

(Cancer pagurus, Carciniis maenas etc.). Oysters (Ostrea edulis), Mussels (My-

tilus edulis).

c. The principal Fishing-Grounds

1. The German herring fishery is carried on at the same places in the North Sea as

the Dutch, so that reference may be made to the section on Holland regarding them.

2. The German deep-sea fishery of sailing vessels and steamers.

Appendix J ö
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The few German linerfs and the sailing vessels fishing Avith the trawl keep more in

the neighbourhood of the coast; their fishing grounds scarcely extend so far as those ot

the steamers. According to Henking (7), who describes the grounds frequented by the Ger-

man steamers in a preliminary paper, these places lie, for the most part, in the neighbour-

hood of the German and Jutland coasts, and the grounds lying to the west of the Great

Fisher Bank are relatively little visited by the German fishermen. The large grounds near

the English and Scottish coasts are not at all fished by the German trawlers. The parallel

of 58° N.L. forms the northern limit of the territory most frequented by these fishermen:

to the east, the territory extends into the Skager Kak and Kattegat, between Frederikshavn

and Gothenburg. North of 58° N.L., there are only the fishing grounds in the Murray
Firth, those in the centre of the North Sea at -t:58°20',

59°15' and 61°10' N. L. and those

at Iceland. A chart is given with Hen king's preliminary paper, which shows these fishing-

grounds. To the south, the fishing-grounds extend almost to the 54 th. parallel and pass

beyond this only so far as the series of islands Terschelling to Wangeroog extend.

3. The coast fisheries are carried on, not only in the true coastal waters within

3 nautical miles from low water along the mainland and islands, but also in the German
portion of the Doliart, between the islands and the mainland of East Friesland, in the

Jade Bay, and in the lower parts of the Ems, Weser and Elbe. For the upper limits of

the coast fisheries region in these rivers, see above p. 37.

II. Statistics

a. The period for which they exist

The first comprehensive survey of the German statistics was that made by H en s en (10).

The material refers to the year 1872 and shows the number of fishing vessels and fishermen

engaged in the German sea and coast fisheries. «The Results of the observation-stations

on the German coasts n published by the «Kommission zur Untersuchung der Deutschen

Meere ! continue the data given by H en s en. They are concerned mostly with the Baltic;

as regards the North Sea fisheries, they contain information concerning the plaice-fishery of

Ellenbogen and concerning the haddock, cod and oyster fisheries of Heligoland up to 1884.

According to Dittmer (8), «further» information was published regarding Prussia

under the title: «Beiträge zur landwirtschaftlichen Statistik von Preussen für das Jahr 1883.»

In 1887, by order of the «D. Seefischerei- Verein n (then still the 'Section for coast and

Deep-sea Fisheries' of the «D. Fischerei- Verein»), Lindeman worked out the available

statistical material of the German sea fisheries, and his work was published in 1888. Of

the tables accompanying the publication, the following refer specially to the North Sea

fisheries :

Table 1. Number of the fishermen in 1872.

— 2. Summary of the fishermen employed in the fishery according to their occu-

pation, for 1882.

— 3. Statistics of the Elbe fishery, so far as this belongs to the coast fishery, and

of the west coast fishery of Schleswig- Holstein for 1883—84.

— 4. Coast fishery in the magistrate's district of Stade for 1883—84.

— 5. — - — - — Aurich for 1883—84.
— 6. Deep-sea fishery of the west coast of Schleswig- Holstein for 1883— 84.
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Table 7. Fishing vessels, which fished in the North Sea beyond the coastal waters on

the P' of January 1886 and 1887.

— 8. Product of the Emden herring fishery for 1872—1886.

— 9. Summary of the results of the sea fishery carried on from the Elbe and

Schleswig-Holstein west coast, from the returns of 28 vessels, for 1886.

The remaining tables are concerned with the German import and export of fish, the

sale of fish and so on, but these fishery products do not exclusively refer to the German

fisheries. Only the Tables 21 and 22 are exceptions:

Table 21. Statistics for the year 1887 of the returns of fresh-fish etc. as shown by

altogether 1579 landings from Finkenwärder vessels.

— 22. Summary of the monthly returns of the most important fresh-fish and

shell-fish for the St. Pauli market at Hamburg 1887.

B'or the later publications regarding the German sea fisheries, we are indebted almost

entirely to the «D. Seefischerei-Verein.» The following list contains the most important of

these publications.

1. The annual reports published since 1888 in the «Mitteilungen» (1).

For the years 1886, 1887 to the end of March 1888 and from the P' of April 1888

to the end of March 1889, the annual reports deal with the fishery on the German
coast and in the coastal waters. The report for April 1889—90, as well as the later,

deal with the German sea- and coast- fisheries. From 1886—1898, the reports were

worked out by G. Havemann, from 1899—1900 by Dr. M. Lindem an, and from

1901—1903 by A. Schal 1er. As already shown in the first portion of this work, the

annual reports give information on many points of the German sea fisheries; naturally,

the figures given are for the whole year.

2. The summaries, published likewise in the "Mitteilungen", of the German vessels

which fish in the North Sea beyond the coastal waters. According to Dittmer (8), the

Home Office is responsible for the publication of these annual lists.

These summaries continue the data given in Table VII of Linde man's "Beiträge"

and begin with the "condition on the P' of January 1901". They contain the number of

vessels, their gross tonnage, crews and the kind of fishing engaged in by each. The number

of steamers, engaged in the several fisheries, is also given each time.

3. The figures, published in similar manner in the "Mitteilungen", of the catches made

by the fishermen who are assisted by loans and means from the government and states

funds. These figures refer to the years 1892— 1902 and are especially of value for the

results of the herring fishery.

4. The "Seefischerei-Almanach" for 1898 and following years, published by the "Deutscher

Seefischerei-Verein", in which, amongst other things, a list is given of the Gorman sea and

coast fishing vessels.

5. The yearly statistics drawn up by the auctioneers of the fish sold by auction.

These are printed and distributed amongst the people interested. They exist:

for Altena, since 1887,

- Bremerhaven, since 1897,

and - Geestemiindo, since 1889.

So far as Hamburg is concerned, the statistics likewise began in June 1887, for the fish-

market at St. Pauli. These were not regularly printed, however. Copies of the statistical

6*
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returns of Auctioneer Platz mann could be utilised for the years 1894 to 1903, and those

of Auctioneer Köser for the years 1896 to 1903.

6. The business-reports given by the fishery companies. Of such reports, only those

of the Emden herring fishery company for the years 1886—87 and 1900—1901, have been

at the disposal of the author of this present summary.

b. The manner in which the statistics are collected

Mention has already been made of the work of Hen sen and of the "Ministerial

Kommission zur Untersuchung der deutschen Meere" ; since that time, the "Deutscher See-

fischerei-Verein" has always considered it as one of its duties, to collect and publish the

statistics of the sea fisheries, so that one is for the most part indebted to this Verein for

the statistics at present available. The statistics, however, are not collected for their own

sake, but only in so far as they are found necessary for the solution of the scientific and

other problems connected with the sea fisheries.

The statistical summaries published by the "D. Seefisherei-Verein" in the "Mitteilungen",

are almost exclusively statistics for the year: by order of the Verein, they are collated by

a specialist at the end of a year and published yearly. Monthly summaries are given in

the annual reports of the fish-auctions at Geestemünde (1889—1903), Altena (1887—99)

and Bremerhaven (1897—1903). These are prepared by the auctioneers.

The summaries of the number of vessels, which fish in the North Sea beyond the

coastal waters and which are published in the "Mitteilungen" of the "D. Seefischerei-Verein",

are "taken from official statistics". The lists of the registered German fishing vessels

(sail and steam) which appear in the Seefischerei-Almanach, are prepared by the managers

of the German Lloyd. Along with these, the Almanach also contains lists of the non-

registered vessels of the sea and coastal fisheries. These are arranged in the order, from

east to west along the coast.

c. Forms of publication

So far as the form, in which the statistics of the German sea-fisheries are published,

is concerned, it can be said in general, that the most important figures are given by the

D. Seefischerei Verein in their annual reports. For the vessels and fishermen, reference may

be made, to the summaries and lists mentioned on p. 52, 53. For the fish landed, the data

in the annual reports show the results of the herring fishery, and the annual auction-

statistics are specially important for the fresh-fish.

By far the best and most detailed tables are given by the auctioneers of Geestemünde

(D. E. Müller and L. P. Schultz). Some 50 different species (and shellfish) are distinguished

in the tables ; of these, various divisions are (at present) made according to size, 5 for the

haddock, 3 for the cod, and 2 for each of the following: plaice, soles, turbot and brill.

The tables give the total weight and the selling price of each species for each month, and

also an annual summary of the weight and value, as well as the average price for each

fish per pound, i. e. per V2 kg.

The annual statistics prepared by the Bremerhaven auctioneer {W. Syassen) since

1897 are similar to those for Geestemünde, but the number of species separately distinguished

is much smaller in the Bremerhaven tables.
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With regard to the Altona market, Auctioneer J. Cohrs has prepared tables giving

the monthly returns up to 1899. Since 1900, the annual statistics still contain only the

year's returns for the Altona steamers, for the Altona sea- and Elbe-fisheries, and for the

fish brought from the interior as well as imported, according to the quantity and total

value; along with these data, the average price per pound i. e. per \/2 kg., is also given.

The tables of the Hamburg auction are not published. There are two auctioneers; the

one (Hr. PI atz mann) sells the catches of the Finkenwärder sailing vessels and also (up

to 1899) those of some steamers; the other (Hr. Köser) sells the catches of most of the

steamers bringing their fish to Hamburg (since 1900). Through the friendly aid of Hr.

Liibbert, the fisheries inspector at Hamburg, the Bureau has been able to see copies of

the auction- books, for the years 1894—1903 for the sales of Hr. Platzmann and for the

years 1896—1902 for those of Hr. Köser.

Both auctioneers, however, sell large quantities of fish which are not brought direct

from the sea but from other towns (from German fishing ports and also from foreign).

Regard has been taken, in preparing the following summary of the German statistics, only

for the fish brought direct from the sea to Hamburg.

III. General information from the statistics

a. The quantities taken during the period 1892—1903

1. The great herring fishery. The available statistics give excellent data concerning the

quantities of herring landed in 'tons'. Where the quantities are given in so-called

"Kantjes" ('tons' packed at sea), they have been changed to tons of land-packing on the

proportion of 17 "Kantjes" = 14 'tons'. As for Holland, the quantities arc calculated in

kilograms from the numbers of herring: 8 fresh herring being taken to weigh one kilo-

gram. The number of herring in a 'ton' (land-packing) is taken at 865, so that the total

number of herring is ascertained from the total number of 'tons'. The first column of Table

XXIV gives the product of the so-called great herring fishery, calculated on this method;

for the years 1895—99, some small items amongst the 'tons' sold at Altona are salt-herring

landed by Altona fishing vessels, and these are included here.

2. Deep-sea fishery of sailing vessels and steamers. The available statistics arc those

of the fresh fish sold at the auctions in Altona, Bremerhaven, Geestcmündo and Hamburg.

The quantities of each species are given yearly in pounds = Vs kg.

Geestemiinde brings all the fish together on one list; the total quantities of each

species are given in pounds, except oysters and crabs, which are given in numbers. These

latter are, in this summary, changed to kg. on the proportion that 10 oysters or 20 crabs

weigh one kg. In the tables for the year 1901, it is stated that an important quantity of

fish (4,406,238 kg.) was brought from Iceland. This has been divided between the haddock

and cod, on the proportions given for 1902 and 1903.

For the years 1902 and 1903, the class IV of haddock is placed bore with the whiting.

Sturgeon, salmon, sea-trout, shad and smelt are taken togctber. Herring, sprat etc. are

taken with "various fishes". In the year 1902, the fish brought from the Atlantic Ocean

are also included under "various".

For Geestemiinde, the available statistics are for the years (1889) 1892—1903.

Altona gave a special list of the fish lauded there from Altona fishing vessels, for
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the years (1887) 1892—1899. From 1900 onwards, these lists are divided into 3: fish from

Altona steamers, fish from Altona sea-fishing vesssels, fish from Altena Elbe fishing boats.

Lists are also given for all the years, of the fish received from inland and from foreign

countries (for the years (1887) 1892—96, this fish was designated "fish sent from Scan-

dinavia"). The last mentioned, and the fish landed from the Elbe are not taken account

of here.

The total quantities of each species are given in pounds; but, for shellfish in numbers.

The latter are changed to kg. by means of the proportions, 10 oysters or 5 lobsters or

20 crabs weigh one kg.

In the tables for 1892^99, the brill and lemon-sole are taken together; these are

divided up on the proportion that Vsrd of the weight is brill and ^/ards lemon-sole.

In the same tables, the dab is taken with the plaice, but no attempt has been made

here to separate them. Further, cod and hake, rays and dogfish are taken together. The

first are counted here as cod, the latter as rays.

The Altona statistics available, are for the years 1892—1903.

Hamburg. In the annual reports on the most important fishes (plaice, soles, turbot,

haddock and cod), published by the D. Seefischerei-Verein, figures are given of the value of

the fish sold by auction in Hamburg, for the years 1892, 1893 and 1894. The quantities

have been calculated from the values, on the assumption that the average prices of fish at

Hamburg agree in general with those at the other ports.

The statistics received by the Bureau (see p. 45), distinguish the following: soles,

turbot, brill, plaice, haddock and cod; then lobster and other shellfish; the remaining

Table XXIV. Quantities of the ?ai'lous species landed In Germany, In kg.

1892—1895 1896—1900 1901 1902 1903

Salt-herring

Plaice

Sole

Dab

Witcli and Lemon-sole

Turbot

Brill

Halibut

Haddock

Whiting

Cod

Saithe & Pollack

Hake

Ling

Gurnards & Weovers

Rays

Dog-üsh and Cat-flsh

Various

Lobster, Oysters, Shrimps

Total

3,568,800

3,442,200

274,900

13,600

106,200

285,300

69,600

21,400

11,582,900

90,800

2,912,600

105,600

307,600

126,900

299,900

323,000

79,600

588,500

53,000

8,372,400

2,984,100

340,500

36,800

741,200

388,800

128,700

69,400

12,089,200

877,300

4,131,500

1,554,900

418,100

237,700

522,500

655,000

249,100

1,677,800

96,100

24,252,400 35,571,100

14,616,200

3,002,600

284,400

134,100

1,189,300

318,200

163,600

105,500

8,575,700

2,735,800

6,117,900

1,346,100

420,900

327,600

738,500

788,800

269,600

1,370,400

71,900

18,415,400

3,760,400

264,500

192,600

1,303,900

335,400

198,000

79,400

10,565,900

4,587,900

7,408,800

1,799,900

419,100

335,500

663,800

850,500

83,500

21,585,100

2,770,300

275,800

198,500

1,424,700

396,200

197,600

103,400

12,394,900

6,931,600

8,887,500

1,491,600

234,900

365,800

532,700

1,015,000

220,500

4,394,900

84,700

42,577,100 54,060,200 63,505,700
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species are oronped under 'all other'. An estimate of the values and quantities of all

the species brought direct to Harriburg has been made (with the assistance, where neces-

sary, of the known figures for Geestemünde and Altoua), so far as it was possible.

Bremerhaven. For the auction at Bremerhaven, the annual reports for 1893—95

and also for 1897 and 1898, give information concerning the total value of the most im-

portant fish landed there. As the price of these species per pound was also given, it was

a simple matter to calculate the quantities for these years. For the years 1899—1903, the

published annual reports are available, and give both the total quantities as well as total

values of the various species. For 1892 and 189G, the quantities have had to be calculated :

the total value was known; this was distributed over the various species by help of other

years, and thus — by comparison with Geestemünde and Altena — the probable quantities

were calculated.

The quantities shown in Table XXIV result from the summation of the separate quan-

tities for the four auctions. So far as the haddock and cod are concerned, the quantities

obtained by the line fishery of East Friesland are included. Of the coast fishery, only the

quantities are included which were brought to auction.

b. The value of the (North Sea) üsh landed during the period 1892—1903

Table XXV (p. 48) endeavours to give a summary of the value of the principal species

of the German sea-fisheries in the years 1892—1903.

The following may be useful for a comprehension of the Table:

The value of the herring fishery published in the annual reports, contains (as in

Holland) the value of the barrels, as well as that of the salt used in curing. The number

of the barrels, however, is known for each year; from the total value of the cured herring,

the total value of the herring caught has been estimated on the basis, that the barrel plus

the salt is equal to 4 marks; the total values given have been reduced by this amount.

The total value of the line fishery on the East Friesland coast and at Heligoland,

has been calculated with the aid of the figures given at various places of the annual

reports. For the latest years 1901— 1903, the data are wanting for the East Friesland

coast, and only the quantities of the haddock, rays and cod taken by the Heligoland sloops

(perhaps exclusively with lines?) are known.

With regard to the value of the trawl fishery of the sailing vessels and steamers,

the figures are available for the fish landed and sold at Altona, Hamburg, Geestemünde

and Bremerhaven. In Table XXV, the figures are for the most part taken from the auction

returns for the places named. As very important items are included in these returns,

which are not concerned with fish coming direct from the German sea-fisheries, the total

returns are not taken here, but only those which give the value of the fish brought

from the sea.

Altona. One-third to one-fourth of the total value is for the fish brought to market

by the Elbe fishermen, from inland, from foreign countries and by Altona dealers. The

values given for 1895—1899, with regard to the salt-herring brought to Altona, are added

to those of the other salt-herring.

Hamburg. In 1892, about 80^% (probably) of the value of the fish sold at the Ham-
burg auction came from the sea fishery and 20% from elsewhere. In 1896, the proportion
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Table XXV. Total value of the German sea-lisherles (Hmih Sea), In marks (= shillings)
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Table X&VI. Value of the various species lauded In German;, In marks !== shillings)

1892—1895 1896-1900 1901 1902 1903

Salt heiTing

Plaioft

Sole

Dab

Witch & Lemoii-sole

Turbot

Brill

Halibut

Haddock

Whiting

Cod

Saitho & Pollack

Hake

Ling

Gurnards & Weavers

Bays

Dog-fish & Cat-fish

Various

Lobsters, Oysters, Shrimps

Total

670,600

677,100

506,400

1,500

64,500

386,600

46,300

13,800

2,303,900

8,600

528,800

24,100

68,800

23,900

36,600

55,800

11,000

286,300

27,600

1,904,400

764,700

703,400

4,600

303,100

522,300

86,300

53,100

2,662,300

141,000

779,100

100,800

89,700

38,300

68,800

100,100

38,900

369,900

45,400

3,204,600

742,200

702,300

16,700

513,800

514,000

128,800

94,300

2,612,000

432,200

1,146,300

221,300

108,400

58,900

99,500

121,000

48,900

307,400

34,800

4,506,900

830,300

585,100

24,600

554,600

455,«)0

143,200

70,400

2,754,100

602,300

1,308,000

298,500

112,700

55,400

94,600

130,200

40,500

380,200

32,600

5,742,100 8,776,200 11,107,400 12,979,600

? 4,000,000

724,700

622,800

27,800

677,900

494,900

152,100

92,600

2,616,400

751,200

1,474,800

225,200

69,200

50,900

72,400

144,800

42,2a)

403,300

36,000

12,679,200

Table XXVI gives a summary of the values of the various species landed in the years

1892—1903.

With regard to salt-herring, the figures correspond with those of Table XXV, except

for the years 1895—99. For the remaining species, what has been said regarding the

quantities, holds in the main for the values. The value of the so-called coast-herring, small

herring and sprat, is included in the list under "various" (also, those of the Cuxhaven

market).

c. Number of fishing-vessels

The German fishing vessels are divided as follows:

registered sailing boats

— sailing vessels (trading)

— sailing vessels for special purposes.

— steamers.

— steamers (trading)

unregistered sea and coast fishing vessels.

On the 1" of September 1903, the nature and composition of the German North Sea

fishing fleet was as shown in Table XXVII i.

The registered vessels are those which, in accordance with the law of June 22°'' 1899,

are entered on a ships' register. They come under the conditions of the international agree-

' From the lists of the D. Seefisherei-Almanach for 1904.
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ment of May 6* 1892, concerning the police regulation of the fishery in the North Sea

beyond the coastal waters. The registered vessels may all be regarded as pertaining to

the North Sea fisheries.
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The division of the German fishing vessels into registered and unregistered took place

after the introduction of the law of June 22°* 1899. It agreed, in the main, with the divi-

sion which had existed previously:

A. Vessels for the fishery in the North Sea beyond the coastal waters.

B. Vessels for the fishery in the coastal waters.

Whilst the available data scarcely suffice to trace the development of the coastal fishing

vessels during the period 1892— 1903 (for 1883—84 a survey of the Elbe fishery, of the

fishery on the west coast and islands of the west coast in the province of Schleswig-Hol-

stein, of the fisheries in the magistrates' districts of Stade and Aurich, with details of the

numbers of vessels, is given in Lindeman's work), this can be made out clearly for the

fishery in the North Sea beyond the coastal waters, by help of the statistics published by

the D. Seefischerei- Verein. Table XXIX gives a summary, from which the increase in

numbers of the steamers as well as the increase in size of the sailing vessels can be seen.

Table XXX gives a good picture of the development of the herring fishing fleet. The

tables are sufficiently clear to require no further explanation. Between the figures given

in these tables, which are "based on the official statistics", and those to be found in the

Fischerei-Almanach there are small differences, which probably arise from the fact that

the first represent the condition on the l* of January, the second, those of the Almanach,

the condition on the P' of September of each year.

d. Type of boat

1. Great herring fishery. For this, sailing vessels and also (since 1899) steamers are

employed.

The sailing vessels are almost exclusively the so-called "loggers", and are constructed

and rigged out quite after the Dutch pattern. The size varies between 200 and 250 m^

brutto, 158 and 200 m^ netto, or (in registered tons) between 57 and 70. There are some,

however, which are smaller than 200 m^ and larger than 250 m^ brutto.

For a logger of 200 m'' brutto the length is 21-5 m., the breadth 5-9 m., the depth

3 m. ; those of 250 m^ are 23.5 m. long, but have almost the same breadth and depth as

the shorter.

Most luggers are provided with steam winches, some with auxiliary engines.

The steamers of the great herring fishery belong to the Geestemünde and Deep-Sea

Fisheries Company and are so-called steam-loggers. The size of these vessels varies between

513 and 588 m^ brutto (189—215 m^, 67—76 net registered tons). The length of these

steamers is from 37—39 m., the breadth from 6—6-6 m., the depth from 3-24—3-39 m.

2. Deep-sea fishery with steamers and sailing-vessels. The steamers are mainly built

on the English pattern of steam-trawler. The size varies between 374 and 630 m^ brutto.

The largest steamers are 10 in number, belonging to the German Steam-Fisheries Company

"Nordsee" of Bremen (Nordenham) and are from 620—630 m^* brutto, 207—219 m" netto

(73—77 net registered tons). These steamers have a length of 37-2 m., breadth 7 m.

and depth 3-6 m. The average size of all the steamers is, at present, about 460 m^ brutto

(= 125 m3 netto or 44-3 registered tons), in length ± 33-5 m., in breadth 6-3 m. and in

depth 2-5 m.

The sailing-vessels are of very different types, of which the "Ewer", cutters and sloops

are the most important.
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Table XÎX. Niiniber or German boats engaged In the drlft-iiet fishery
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The sloops are small sailing boats: most are of 20—30m^ gross capacity; very few

are smaller than 20 m^, about a dozen are larger than 30 m'': 4 had (in 1902) a capacity

of 46 to 50 and one even 56-4 m'*.

A sloop of 21*8 m'* brutto is of 14"9 m" netto capacity, equal to 5'3 net registered tons

— - 31-8 m3 — — — — 11-3 —
. _ . 56-4 m» — — 53-6 m» — — 18-9 —

3. The unregistered vessels of the German sea and coast fisheries are in part decked,

in part half-decked and in part open boats and skiff's; the sailing boats are "Ewer", sloops,

cutters etc., the boats are all small. A list of these vessels is given in the German "See-

fischerei-Almanach", but details are wanting as to their size.

e. Average catch per boat, according to quantity and value

1. Great herring fishery. Up to 1897, this was carried on by sailing vessels only,

from 1898 onwards, also by steamers. The following figures show the catches of the sailing

vessels and steamers, so far as they can be made out from the available material.
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2. Trawlfishery. The annual statistics for Geestemiinde and Bremerhaven do not

distinguish the fish landed by sailing vessels and that landed by steamers; nor is the

total number of boats mentioned, nor the number of the voyages. These statistics cannot

be used, therefore, to ascertain the quantity and value of the fish landed per boat.

For Geestemiinde, Hen kin g was able to utilize the material collected and partially

worked out by Harbourmaster Du ge concerning this point, for his work on "Die Befischung

der Nordsee durch deutsche Fischdampfer" (7); he calculated for a series of years (1893—97)

and for each month, the quantities taken per day of the most important species. The data

used for these calculations are not yet published and are therefore not available for

the present summary. The following list is taken from Henking's work and shows

the average catch per day (of voyages) for the Geestemiinde steamers, for the above-mentioned

years 1893—97:
Number of voyages

forming the basis of

Year the calculation

1893 1093

1894 1345

1895 1362

1896 1504

1897 1251

Average catch per day

of the voyages in

kilograms

989

1126

1113

907

821

Henking also gives a table showing the average catch per day of the most impor-

tant species landed by the German steamers at the Geestemiinde fishmarket during 1893^97,

arranged according to fishing-grounds and for summer and winter. In this table, the figures

for the years 1893—97 are taken together; it shows the differences beween the different

fishing banks chosen by Henking, as well as the difference between the catches in summer

and winter, but does not show the actual differences between the catches for different years.

The earlier statistics of the Altena auctions give, indeed, the number of the vessels

landing fish, and distinguish for each month, the number of sailing vessels ("Ewer") from

the number of steamers, which have landed their fish in Altona; as however, the quantities

are all taken together, it cannot be ascertained exactly what quantities should be ascribed

to the steamers and what to the sailing-vessels. Since 1900 however, Altona has published

a special table, showing the quantities brought by the sailing vessels and another showing

those landed by the steamers. The number of vessels, over which the total quantities might

be destributed, is not stated however, but only the number of the voyages made by these

vessels. With the aid of these figures, the following Tables XXXIII and XXXIV have

been constructed.

Table XXXIII. Fish landed In Altona from sailing vessels, dnring 1000—1903

îear
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Takle XIXVII. Quantlt; In kilograms, per year and |ier vo;age for Hamburg steamers



5. Holland

I. Short review of Sea-fishing '

a. Principal modes of Fishing

The three main branches of the Dutch North Sea fisheries industry are:

1. The herring fishery with driftnets

2. The cod- and haddoclc fishery with long lines

3. The trawl fishery.

1. The Dutch herring-fishing with driftnets is a very old industry. Beaujon (2) says

(p. 8) "fishermen von Kampen and Harderwijk, being two small seaports on the Zuidersee,

used to fish for herring "off Sconen" i. e. on the shores of the Baltic, before the end of

the twelfth century, and the trade must have been carried on for a considerable time

before so far developing itself as to be exercised at such a distance from home." The

same author ^ values (p. 64) the number of Dutch salt-herring "busses" above 2000, at the

time of the fishery's greatest expansion, i. e. in the first half of the 17'" century. It is

not certain how long this golden period of the Grand Fishery lasted, but it is well known

that the disastrous wars of the second half of that century greatly affected the herring

fishery. When, after the peace of Utrecht (April 1713), an era of peace again dawned upon

the Dutch Republic, her herring fishery was broken down, it presented at the time but a

shadow of its former greatness! In 1736, only 219 herringships and 31 seal-hunters sailed

from the Dutch ports: this being the first instance of herring statistics during the trade's

decline. For the period 1750—1794, the number of busses which sailed from Dutch ports

for the grand or cured-herring industry is known: it went down during those years from

' North Sea (and North Atlantic) -fishing, no Zuidersee-, Rhinemouth-, Scheldt-fishing.

^ A good deal of the historical information contained in this chapter has been taken, here and there

verbally, from Beaujon's precious book.

Literature:

1. Verslag van den Staat der Nederlandsche Zeevisschijeren, 1857—1863 in 8", 1864—1903 in 4", (Annually

a "Verslag" or Report.)

2. Beaujon, A., The History of Dutch Sea Fisheries. London, 1883.

3. HoooENDYK, Jz., A., De Grootvisscherij op de Noordzee. Haarlem, 1893.

4. Wetgeving betreffende de zee- en zalmvissoherijen, verzamelt en bewerkt door Mr. H. van der Hoeven.

Leiden, 1897.

5. Mededeelingen over Visscherij. Maandblad. Helder, 1894—1904.
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249 (in 1752) to 120 (in 1783), and was 196 again at the end of that period. In the period

1794—1813, when Holland was Batavian Republic first and actually annexed to France

afterwards, "there was virtually an end of the Dutch sea-fishery for some years"; in the

years after 1813, it soon reached again something approaching its status of the latter part

of the former century. Under the ancient system of fishing regulation and protection that

was restored and which lasted till 1857, the herring-fishery of Holland did not reach how-

ever, anything of its former flourishing condition: 98 "busses" sailed in 1814 for the

"grand" cured-herring fishery and 92 in 1853, from Dutch seaports, the highest numbers

on the list for the long series of years being 169 in 1819 and 173 in 1830. The vessels

from the coast villages of Scheveningen, Katwijk and Noordwijk, do not form part of these

numbers. They were engaged in the fishery of salt herring for smoking (Steurharing), and

the number of these vessels shows a nearly regular increase from 35 in 1823 to 118 in 1853.

A true revival of the Dutch herring-fishery only took place after the new law of

1857—59 had substituted fishing liberty for fishery regulation. Since the introduction of

that law, the Dutch fisherman has been free to fish when, how and where he finds conven-

ient; since that time, foreign sea-fish can be imported in Holland duty free; since then,

the assays of herring are facultative, no more obligatory as before. In no branch of Dutch

fisheries, has the said revival been so apparent as in the herring fisheries. To show this, an

abbreviated survey of the Dutch North Sea Herring Fisheries, from 1853 to 1903 may be

inserted here.

Table XSXIX. DeTelopiueiit of the Dutch herring flsherles since 1853
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The total number of Dutch ships that practised the herring-fishery in 1903, amounted

to 784.

2. The cod-, haddock- etc. fishery with long-lines, belongs also to the oldest branches

of the Dutch fisheries-industry. One part of the business was the cod-fishery off Iceland,

another that in the North Sea and on the Doggerbank especially. The latter is still carried

on, the former has historical importance only.

Vlaardingen and Maassluis were prominent in the Iceland business, long before they

became "herring towns" of importance. Iceland fishery always was a separate business;

it could not be combined with herring fishery, as the seasons for both were tho same.

There exists hardly any literature on this branch of Dutch fisheries; we only know that it

was flourishing at the end of the 16*'' and that it was continued during the 17'" and IS"-

centuries. We dispose of some statistics for the period 1781—1790 only. A few figures

suffice to show its extent at that time.

Table XL. Iceland Cod Fisher; of Holland in the 18th centur;

Years
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to the Doggerbank, for the cod-fishermens convoy; in spite however, of Government pro-

tection, this fishery was subject to severe losses by war, so a contract for their mutual

insurance against damage by sea or foemen was passed in 1622, between the shipowners

of the towns of the Maas concerned in the business. It is quite impossible to establish a

notion as to the importance of the Dutch cod-fishery in the l?*"" century. We only know
that the salt or dried produce of this fishery was constantly exported on a considerable scale.

The ships used for this trade were called hookers, and though, for the first time in 1777

only, mention is made of hookers with a well, such well-boats (hoeker met bunnen) must have

been in use from early times downward ; for without them, it would scarcely have been

feasible to carry fish caught on the Doggerbank to the Friday-markets of the Catholic

provinces unsalted. There seems not to exist any statistic of this trade during the IS""

century either, it has been of some i'mportance during that period, but we do not know

what political difficulties (the "embargo", a general sailing prohibition, laid upon all Dutch

shipping by the Government) brought the cod-fishery to a full stop in January 1781. Though

taken up again in the following years, these experiments were not attended with success:

before the final overthrow of the Dutch Republic (1794) the cod-fishery had virtually come

to a close.

In the period 1794—1813, cod-fishery like the other branches of the Dutch seafisheries,

can hardly be said to have been practised at all. In the first years after the restoration

of independence, no efforts were spared to promote a speedy rising of the national fisheries

and the North Sea cod -fishery also reached soon something of its former importance. A
premium of 250 was held out (in 1825) to every boat from the province of Holland which

should fish in the North Sea with hooks and lines ("beug- of hoekwant") between

November 15. and February 15. of any subsequent year, and this system of premiums was

maintained till 1853, a few years only before the fishery-law of 1857 abolished all protec-

tive measures. But the statistical information regarding this branch of fisheries (which

might enable us to judge of its importance) is nearly totally wanting. We only know
that, from 1844—1853, from 26 (in 1851) to 41 (in 1844) ships practised the North Sea

hook-fisheries in winter. The annual reports published by the Board of Sea-fisheries since

1857, enable to judge of its extent in the second half of the 19"" century. What remains

of the once important "beugvaart" is exercised by vessels of different types: some herring

ships (mostly luggers) continue hook-fishery between herring seasons; a steadily increasing

number of steamers fish also with the long-line in winter and with the herring nets in

summer and autumn. From a few Dutch fishing-harbours (Middelharnis, Pernis) only this

branch of sea-fisheries is exercised, but it cannot be said to have shared the increase of

the other branches. The maintenance of prohibitive tariffs on foreign salt-cod in France,

the difl'iculty of finding always sufficient and cheap bait for the cod-hooks and the greater

profits arrived at in the other branches, have checked the progress of the long-line-fishery

(and that of the salt-cod industry especially) in the Netherlands.

At present, there are about 20 Dutch ships which practise long-linc-Ushery exclusively.

In winter, they land mostly fresh-fish, in summer and autumn salted fish. About 40 Dutch

vessels, belonging to the herring- fleet, fish with long-lines (or hand-lines) in winter and

spring and bring their fish to the market, partly in fresh and partly in salted condition.

They are, as a rule, furnished with a well and they are to a large extent steamers. In

1903, not less than 28 so-called "ateam-beugers", steamships from Vlaardingen, Maassluis
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and Ymuiden, exercised the long-line-fishery in the winter- and spring months. As a rule,

they brought their fish in fresh condition to the Ymuiden market.

3. The trawl-fishery is a very old Dutch industry also. The name used for this net

in the oldest placard (1653) in which mention is made of this fishery is "corde". It is

described there as a net kept open by a beam and burdened with stones or lead, which is

dragged along the bottom of the water behind a fishing vessel. The name "corde" is an

equivalent for the now common word "Schrobnet", which is used for the first time in a

placard of 1676. In that year, all such proceedings as were reputed obnoxious to the pre-

servation of certain fishes, were prohibited (plaice nets (driftnets) were made upon a chip

of the size of a full eight and twenty: nets composed of narrower meshes and trawl-

nets ("schrobnetten")were both prohibited by the said placard). An exception to this law

was made next year, in favour of those who fished for shrimps within the sand-bars with

a so-called "ligte sayingh" or "corde", a net probably of about the same pattern as the

shrimp-trawl of present days.

The placard against the trawl has been of no great use to all probability; the pro-

hibition was very ill observed. In 1689, it was given up again, chiefly because of the

impossibility of enforcing it. Since that time, no new law against trawling in Dutch waters

has been in use before 1820, when a statute of this nature was once more set up; this

time also, without being of great use.

From what has been told on the lack of statistics, with regard to the more important

branches of Dutch fishery, it will be easily understood that, of the fresh fishery with trawls

no statistical accounts at all have been kept. Much more than the other branches, the

trawl-fishery in Holland always has been a small industry in which no capital was invested,

of which no book-keeping took place, about which no statistics were collected. It has

been of some importance in the 17 "^ and 18*'' century, but it suffered even more than the

other branches from the wars and the political difficulties occasioned by them. The

catholic provinces of the Austrian Netherlands were one of the principal markets for fresh

fish and when this market was virtually closed by the protective duties of 1725, the Dutch

fresh-fish industry was the principal sufferer. In the course of the IS*' century, this trade

went down more and more. That it was quite insignificiant towards the end of the Repub-

lic, may also be deduced from the fact, that of all the several branches of North Sea

fishery, it is the only one which never was encouraged by a bounty!

There is hardly any talk on the Dutch trawling- industry in the Dutch fishery-litera-

ture. It always has been an industry not cared for by the government and despised by

the ship-owners and fishermen of the other branches. Till of late, the patrons of the ves-

sels exercising this branch of the trade were, to a large extent at least, owners of their

vessels. These vessels were mostly small boats of 20—30 tons, with the exception of the

herring-boats from the coast villages (Scheveningeu, Katwijk a. o.) part of which practised

the trawl-fishery during winter and early spring. The small vessels, exercising this fishery,

were mostly from Holder, Enkhuiseu, Urk, Volendam and some others ports of the Zuider-

see ; they were not built originally for the North Seafishery and they were too small to go

far from the coast. They were (and are still) all well-boats, and the fish they land is not

only fresh but to a large extent living fish.

In some ports, in Holder especially, in the second half of the ID"* century, little com-

panies of ship-owners tried their luck with the trawling-business. They used the same
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small vessels from the Zuidersee-ports, experimenting occasionally also with a little cutter

built for the purpose, with smacks bought in England etc. For several reasons, mostly

in consequence of the particular condition of the commerce in fresh fish in Holland, these

enterprises till of late never have been successful. A revival of the trawl-fishery of Holland

is of very recent date only: with the opening of the new fishing-harbour of Ymuiden, a

new area began for this branch of the Dutch fisheries. Larger ships, part of them steam-

ships, are now used for this trade. The Dutch fishing-industry has been extremely slow in

adopting steam as propelling force. In 1884, for the first time a steam trawler was used

by a Dutch firm; it was a ship built in Germany, bought by a firm from Schiedam.

The enterprise was no success: the steamer was rented to a herring-firm of Maassluis a

few years later and was resold to Germany afterwards. A new experiment was started

with a steamtrawler built in Rotterdam about 1894. This steamer sailed from Helder

and remained for several years the only Dutch one. Since 1898, only a regular increase

of the fleet of steamtrawlers, sailing from Ymuiden, has taken place; their number was 20

in 1899 and 32 at the end of 1903.

The whole number of ships, at the end of 1903, exercising the trawl-fishery from

Dutch ports, may be estimated as follows:

Steamtrawlers, fishing with the trawl the whole year 32
Steamers, fishing with the trawl in winter and spring only 12

Keeled vessels (luggers etc.), fishing with the trawl in winter and spring only .... 118

Bumboats (from Scheveningen, Katwijk and Nordwijk) fishing with the trawl in

winter and spring only 127

Keeled vessels (cutters) from Ymuiden and Terneusen fishing with the trawl the

whole year 17

Small coast-fishing boats (partly keeled vessels) fishing with the trawl the whole year J^ 515
Very small coast-fishing vessels (Shrimp-trawlers) -j- 222

b. Fishes of greatest importance

1) Herringfishery:

Herring (Clwpea harengus)

2) LonglineHshery:

Cod (Gadus morrhua): salted and fresh (living and dead)

Ling (Molva vulgaris): — • — ( — - -
Haddock (Gadus aeglefinusjj — - — ( — - —
Halibut (Hippoglossus vulgaris): — - — ( — - -
Coalfish (Gadus virens) : — • — ( — - -

Hake (Merluccius vulgaris): dried

Whiting (Gadus merlangus): fresh

Bays (Raja clavata and other species^: fresh

Skate (Raja hatis):

3) Trawlfishery:

According to the statistics of the Ymuiden market, the fish caught by trawl and landed

in Ymuiden belong to the following species. The percentage is that of the value of the

different fishes, sold in 1902 and 1903:
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1902

Plaice fPleuronectes platessa) 28-9 "/q

Haddock (Gadus aeglefinus) 22-1 -

Sole (Solea vulgaris) 17

Turbot (Rhombus maximus) 8-9 -

Cod (Gadus morrhua) 7

Dab (Pleuronectes limanda) 5 -

Red gurnard iTrigla hirundo) S-*! -

Rays (Raja clavata and other species) 2

Brill (Rhombus laevis) 1-9 -

Whiting (Gadus merlangusj 1-6 -

Weever (Trachinus) and Grey gurnard (Trigla

gurnardus) 1*1 -

Flounder (Pleuronectes flesus) 0-4 -

Smear-dab (Pleuronectes m.icrocephalus) . .

Ling fMolva vulgaris)

Skate (Raja batis)

Halibut (Hiffoglossus vulgaris)

Eed mullets (Mullus surmuletus)

Coalfish (Gadus virens)

Sturgeon (Acipenser sturio)

Mackerei (Scomber scomber)

Horse Mackerel (Caranx trachurus)

Lobster (Homarus vulgaris)

Salmon (Salmo solar)

190?.
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called Haddock-grounds from tue western part of the Doggerbank; here the fishery takes

place in early winter (November and December) especially. In February and March, the

fish grounds to the north and north-west of Doggerbank are preferable. Towards the end

of March and in the course of April, the Great and the Little Fisher Bank are visited.

The latter Fisher Banks and the sea to the north of the Little Fisher Bank, till about

58° Lat. N., form at the same time the principal fishgrounds for the summer longline-

fishery of the ships of Middelharnis, Fernis and Zwartewaal. In old time, these ships

exercised the longline-fishery in summer much more to the north and even went as far

north as Iceland. The hook-fishery off Iceland was quite given up, only of late a few experiments

were made to reestablish it. Not so very many years ago, in Holland, longline fishery

took place as coast-fishery with very small ships from coast-places like Helder. This fishery

in later years has been given up, in consequence of the bad results that were obtained with it.

3) Trawl-fishery. The Dutch trawl-fishery is partly coast-fishery and partly high-

sea-fishery.

As coast-fishery it is practised:

a. by Bumboats (from Scheveningen, Katwijk and Noordwijk),

b. by the small vessels from Helder etc. and

c. by the shrimpers from Flushing etc.

As high-sea fishery it is exercised:

d. by the steam-trawlers,

6. by those steamers which fish with the herringnets in summer and with the trawl

in winter and spring and

f. by sailing-ships (cutters etc.) from Ymuiden and ter Neuzen, as also by luggers

from Scheveningen and Katwijk.

a. Some of the bumboats from Scheveningen, Katwijk and Noordwijk fish with the

trawl in the North Sea from the end of January till about Easter. As a rule, they remain

in the neighbourhood of the coast, the principal region for their trade being from the

Dutch coast till upon and slightly beyond the Broad Fourteens. In former times, they

went to the Doggerbank in early spring, there to catch large plaice and haddocks; of late

this has been given up, as the profit does no more pay the trouble.

b. The fleet of "betters", "schokkers", "blazers" etc. fishing in the North Sea from

the mouth of the Maas, from the harbours of Ymuiden and Helder, but also from Ter-

schelling and from some coast-places in Friesland, fishes on the banks along the Dutch

coast: the Texel ground, the Terschelling and Ameland grounds etc. Only in summer, the

larger ones go from the coast slightly further: beyond the Broad Fourteens, outside the

Terschelling Lightship etc.

c. The shrimpers from (Arnemuiden) Flushing, from Goedereede and from some other

coast places, fish to a large extent in the estuaries and also (those of Scheveningen, Kat-

wijk etc.) in the immediate neigbourhood of the coast.

d. e and f. The larger Dutch ships fishing with the trawl in the North Sea, spread

more or less over all the favorable trawling grounds of that sea, varying their fishing

ground according to season and the special aim of their fishery. Only exceptionally, they

go to fishing grounds outside that area: to the fishing ground near the Faeroe islands, near

Iceland etc. In 1903, from March till September, 5—10 Dutch steam-trawlers in varying

number have been fishing off Iceland.

Appendix J 9
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IL Statistics

General ÔBserv'àtion. 'The statistics of the Dutch Northsea-fisheries .are, for the

different branches of that fishery, of unequal exactness, completeness and value. The herring-

fishery has always been considered as the "great" fishery, the most important not only of

all, but also as the one really worth to care for. Only very recently, this state of

affairs has changed and the opening of the harbour of Ymuiden has had a good influence

in this regard also. '

.
'

. . •.
'

There exist excellent statistics for the Dutch herring-fishery, rather good ones lor the

salted products of the longhne-fisheries and less complete ones for the other branches of

Dutch sea-fisheries, for the trawl-fishery especially. The Dutch statistics in general are

not fishery-statistics in the true sense of the word, but rather commerce or market-statistics.

"[ 1) Period for which the statistics have existed.

""'a. Statistics of the Dutch herring-fishery exist since many years. In 1892, the Board

of Fisheries for Holland published a statistical table of the herring-fishery centennial period

1792— 1892 ^ The numbers of ships sent out by each port and the total catch per annum

are given in that table. Moreover, in the annual reports published by the said board since

1857, full accounts over the herring-fishery and the herring-trade of the Netherlands have

been pubushed every year.

b. Statistics of the Dutch long-line fishery are not quite so complete. Since many years

the Board of Fisheries publishes annually (1) an account of the product of this fishery

landed in salted condition in Vlaardiugen and Maassluis ^, as also of the quantities of fresh

fish landed in these ports. But as a more important portion of the fresh fish caught

by hooks was landed in other ports (in Holder partly till about 1894, in Ymuiden after-

wards) and as that part in the market statistics was mixed up with the product of the

other fisheries, it is impossible to calculate the exact product of this branch of Dutch

fishery. Since 1899 only", we know the quantities of fish caught by long-lines and brought

to the Ymuiden market in fresh condition.

c. For the Dutch trawl-fishery, the statistics are more incomplete still. The product

of the Dutch North Sea trawl-fishery is brought to different Dutch markets, of which the,

principal are:

1. The market of Helder. Statistics of this market exist since 1865.

^;2. ; — - Ymuiden. — . _ _ _ _ 1896.
,^

'"b. ' — - Scheveningen, Katwijk and Noordwijk, for trawl fish caught in thé

', '/months ' January—April. These markets existed already in 1870. A fourth one

of the same kind was that of Zandvoort, a fifth that of Egmond, but theise have,

lost all their importance since many years already.

'4. The market of Rotterdam. Statistics exist since 1878. This market sells fresh fish

landed there for the first time by Dutch fishermen, but also fish bought on other

markets (even foreign markets) and sent to Rotterdam to be resold. Whence it is

, ' Eor the. period 1750—1794, Beaujoa (2) gives an account of the number of ships that saUed from

Dutch harbours for the Grand or Cured Herring Fishery. He. does not give, the. number of lasts or tons

of herring caught in these years, however.

* Since 1881 in Vlaardingen only.

'More exactly, since 1908. In the years 1899—1902, a part of that ' product was sold in a private'

auction, of which no statistics are available. s
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not well possible to compare the statistics of the Rotterdam market with those of other

markets which work with fish landed for the first time only.

(For the products of the shrimp fishing, there exist no regular markets. Either the

shrimps are sold privately, or they are sent by the fishermen on their own risk to foreign

markets).

2) Manner in which the statistics are collected.

a. For the product of the fishery and its value.

Nearly all the statistics on the products of the Dutch sea-fisheries are market statis-

tics, and as a rule they are collected by market officials. In Holland, no fishery-statistics

are collected for the sake of statistics only: though there exists an official "Bureau of

Statistics", no special care is taken for the fishery-statistics. The figures and tables to be

found in the publications of the Bureau of Statistics are mostly reprints from the annual

reports of the Board of Sea F^isheries.

The principal and most reliable fishery-statistics of the Netherlands, as far as the

North Sea fishery is concerned , which are annually published by the Board of Sea

Fisheries, are:

1. Statistics of the herring-fishery.

2. — - - long-line fishery for so far as the product is landed in salted con-

dition in Vlaardingen.

3. — - - fish landed in Ymuiden.

The statistics of 1. and 2. are provided for, since many years, by a firm of shipowners

well-acquainted with the march of the fishery as also with the commercial aspects of the

article. To forward these statistics to the Dutch Board of Fisheries is considered by the

said firm as an honorary task.

The statistics of 3. (the fish landed in Ymuiden) are collected through the care and

under the control of the Director of the Fishery Harbour. He is a government official

and the collecting of statistics belongs to his duties. As all the fish landed in Ymuiden

practically passes through the auctioneering, the statistics of the market represent statistics

of the catches at the same time. The director sends in annually an official report giving

the statistics in full, and this Report is printed as an appendix to the annual report of the

Sea Fishery Board for the Netherlands (1).

Since about ten years, the quantities of fish landed daily in the harbours of Helder,

Ymuiden, Vlaardingen and Maassluis have been published in the form of monthly tables

in the "Mededeehngen over Visscherij". The statistics used for these tables have been

collected for the most part by persons at the fish-markets of these places (as market-

masters or auctioneers) and an honorary is paid them for that extra trouble.

b. For the number and size of the fishing vessels.

The sea-fisheries bill of 1881 prescribes that, by the care of the "Burgemeester" of the

commune where fishing vessels are at home, a register shall be kept of these vessels each

with its number, mentioning at the same time the name of the vessel and that of its owner.

These registers enable the said "Burgormeestcrs" to report annually to the Board of Fisheries on

the number of the ships sailing from their harbours for fishery purposes. With the aid

of these reports, the Board publishes annually a list of the fishing-vessels of the Nether-

lands as an appendix to the Board's report.

The fishing- vessels for the North Sea form a special division of that list. According
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to it, the fleet fishing in the North Sea on the 1. of March 1903 was composed of 1538

vessels of an aggregate tonnage of 158,928 m^ measuring each on an average 103 m^ and

manned by 12,152 fishermen. As in several communes where fishing vessels are at home,

the ambition to register new boats is greater than that to blot out the ships that are lost

for the fishing-industry, it is easily understood that the number of ships of the official list

is slightly higher than it is in reality,

3) Forms of publication.

The statistics on Dutch Sea-Fisheries are not published as such, but only to illustrate

the annual reports. They can hardly be said to have been put in a distinct form, giving

summaries only of monthly or yearly landings in a special harbour or at a special market.

III. General information which may be deduced from the statistics ^

1. Value of fish over a period of years

General remark. As the statistics foi the value of the fish landed in Dutch har-

bours are more complete and perhaps more reliable than those for the quantities, and as

the only way to give figures for the quantities in several cases, has been to calculate them

from the figures for the value, the tables for the value and a short discussion of the way

in which they have been arrived at are given first. The division of Dutch fisheries in

Herring-, Longline- and Trawlfishery has been maintained in this part of the review.

a. Herringfishery. The value of the herringfishery in each year is to be found

in the «Verslag.). This value represents that of the cure-herring, together with that of the

salt-herring landed by Dutch ships. That of the cure-herring includes the value of the

barrels and the salt, which together have a value of f. 2-25 (on an average) for each barrel

of cure-herring. The total value for each year as given in the "Verslag" has been diminished

with the amount of n x f. 2-25, n representing the number of barrels of cure-herring

landed in each year. Of this amount, f. 1-85 comes for the barrel and f. 0-40 for the salt.

The so-called "steurharing" (salt-herring) is prepared with salt but not packed in bar-

rels. Its value has been diminished with that of the salt only and this represents a value

of f. 0-50 for each 1000 herrings.

b. Longlinefishery. The fish caught with hooks is landed partly in salted, partly

in fresh condition.

The salted fish is landed in Vlaardingen (the main part), in Maassluis, and some

other places. The "Verslag" gives annually the total quantities for the different species of

fish and the prices which have been paid for it pro "ton". A barrel of salted fish (cod)

contains about 35 fish, dehcate parts of which (so-called "kibbelen", "keelen" and

"lippen") are removed and put in special barrels: 40 tons cod (1400 fishes) yield moreover

4 tons "kibbelen" and 1 ton "keelen" and "lippen". A barrel of salted haddock contains

about 180 fishes (without heads). The value of a barrel of salted cod or ling or haddock

comprises, as in the case of the herring, the cost of the barrel and that of the salt. The

cost of the barrel is again f. 1-85 (on an average), for the salt, f. 0-50 is to be reckoned

pro ton; so the value of each barrel of salted fish (cod, ling, haddock etc.) has been

diminished with f. 2.35 to find the value of the fish in unprepared condition.

' I think it is unly fair to state here that I received, iu working out tliis summary, valuable assistance from

different sides and especially so from Mr. Hubr. K.ikkort, Vlaardingen and Mr. J. M.Bottemanne, Ymuiden.
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The fresh fish caught by long line is mainly landed in Ymuiden: till 1894, a part

of it was landed in Beider ; smaller quantities are occasionally landed in other places :

Rotterdam, Vlaardingen, Maassluis etc.

For Held er, we have no figures of the value of the fresh fish caught by hooks and

landed there. The fish was not sold by auction, but "uit de hand" i. e. directly to fish-

merchants and no figures about that transaction were published. We only know that the

number of line-fishing boats landing their fish in Helder was important, till about the

year 1890, that it was still of some importance in the years 1892—94 and that after that

year, all the ships brought their fish to Ymuiden. The amount given for the value of the

longline fish landed in Helder in the years 1892—94, is an estimation.

For Ymuiden, reliable figures are at hand to begin with the second half of 1896.

Till the end of 1898, the tables published in the "Verslag" represent the totality of the

fish landed in that place. In these tables, the fish caught by longlines and that caught by

trawl have been combined; as, however, the cod and haddock caught by trawl are placed

in separate columns and as the other fishes for the main leave no doubt as to the way
in which they were caught, it has been possible to separate each table into two: one for

the long-line and one for the trawl fish. The following fishes, in consequence, are consi-

dered as long-line fishes; Cod and Haddock (for so far as not stated that they are

caught by trawl). Ling, Coalfish, Halibut and Skate; moreover V4 of the Kay landed

(an estination based on comparison writh other years). For the years 1900— 1903, the

"Verslag" gives separate figures for the long-line and for the trawl fish.

To begin with 1899, the tables given in the "Verslag" represent a part only of the

fish landed in Ymuiden: the part which was sold at the Government auction. As the

total value of all the fish landed in Ymuiden in those years is known, the items for the

different fishes could be calculated on the supposition that the official auction has received

an equal proportion of all the kinds of fish. From the second half of 1902, all the fish

landed in Ymuiden, practically, is sold again at the government market.

A small part of the fish caught by long-line and landed in fresh condition, is sold at

other places: Vlaardingen, Maassluis, Rotterdam etc. It is estimated to amount to 5 %
of the quantities landed in Vlaardingen, Ymuiden and Helder which is not too high probably.

It might have been quite left out and it must be considered as a "pro memoria" item only.

This amount, like that for Helder in the years 1892—94 and for Ymuiden (partly') in the

years before 1896, has been divided over the different fishes in the same proportion as the

mean for the three years 1896—97—98.
c. Trawl fishery. The yearly "Verslag" gives the figures for the total amount of

fish caught by trawl and sold at Helder, Ymuiden, Schoveuingen, Katwijk, Noordwijk, Zandvoort

and Egmond. In the two latter places, no, or practically no, trawlfish was landed after 1898.

The amount given for Holder includes (for the years after 1895) the amount of some

fish (anchovies, herrings etc.) not caught by trawl but sold along with the trawl fish, at

the municipal auction.

For Ymuiden, the total amount of the fish landed was to be divided in two parts:

one for the long-line, one for the trawl-fish. For the years after 1896, this has been done

' The •Vorslai?" givus the qiiantitios uf sovui'al Mslios as Uimlcil in Ymuidou in tlic yoiira 18112—94.

The long-lino Hahos uro represented in tlieso lists b> the Cod, Haddock, Ling and Halibut, the trawl-lishes

by the Plaice, Sole and Dab.
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Table XLII. Talue nf the different flshes In Dutch guilders

N.B. 1 Diitoli fiiiilder.= Ish.Sd.

Species of Fish 1892-1895 1896—1900 1901 1902 1903

Herrins' .

.

Haddock .

Cod

Ling

Coalfish

Whiting ;

Cod, Ling, Coalfish, Whiting (Trawl)

Plaice

Sole

Dab, Lemon-Dab, Flounder

Turbot, Brill, Halibut (Trawl)

Halibut (LongUne)

Eay (LougUne)

Skate (Longline)

Ray and Skate (Trawl)

Gurnard, Weever, Mackerel

Herring, Sprat, Anchovy

Different fishes

4,422,900

529,900

507,800

41,800

6,900

56,900

399,300

549,900

99,900

94,000

28,900

7,400

4,700

112,800

34,200

8,200

23,800

5,052,100

529,800

474,200

38,900

8,000

43,800

497,600

601,700

135,800

124,600

29,700

5,700

5,000

70,900

46,800

48,300

39,700

6,199,000

682,900

264,900

37,800

8,000

156,700

700,700

613,300

202,900

193,000

31,900

9,700

102,500

70,200

112,800

30,500

9,653,100

1,038,900

285,500

41,000

7,800

8,400

227,300

825,200

618,200

178,600

294,200

28,900

14,500

10,400

80,500

130,100

68,600

19,700

6,740,300

1,137,000

239,9(X)

26,800

3,300

5,000

224,400

638,000

579,300

173,000

264,400

32,400

11,500

9,500

78,000

136,200

43,300

12,700

Total Value 6,929,300 7,752,600 9,416,300 13,530,900 10,355,000

in accordance with the figures published in the "Verslag"; for the years 1892—95, the

same has been done, partly by comparison with the following years, partly by estimation.

The fish sold at the municipal auction of Kotterdam is partly trawlfish landed in

Rotterdam for the first time, partly fish sent to that market to be resold from Scheveningen,

Ymuiden, Geestemüude etc. Half of the total amount is considered to represent the value

of fish landed in Rotterdam directly from the sea.

The value of the fish caught by trawl and landed in other places in the northern

part of the country (Harlingen, Groningen, etc. specially) is not known. It is estimated

at 2 % of the value of the fish landed in the places of the list. This percentage is no

doubt too low for most years, perhaps not so much so for the very last ones of the list.

The sum does not include the value of the shrimps caught by Dutch fishermen (especially

from the southern provinces) in the North Sea'.

For Helder (from 1892), and for Ymuiden (to begin with 1896), the total value could

be divided over the different fishes with the aid of the figures that have been published.

For Ymuiden (1892—95)^ and for the other places for which the total amount is known
only, the divison of the sum over the different fishes has been performed by comparison

with the values known for Helder and Ymuiden.

For the Ymuiden tables 1899—1902), published in the "Verslag", the same correction

was necessary for the fish caught by trawl, as was applied to the figures for the long-

line fish. (See Table XLI, p. 70 and Table XLII.)

' The shrimping is done partly in the mouth of the rivers, partly in the sea. The shrimps are not

sold by auction, but are either sold to merchants on landing, or sent to foreign markets directly by the

fishermen. No statistics are available, in consequence.
' See note at the foot of page 69.
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It need hardly be said, that it has been impossible to f^ive , with the statistical

material at hand, really trustworthy summaries either for the value, or for the quantities

of fish caught by Dutch seafishermen. Though the data are more reliable for some fishes

than for others — the merit of relative exactness is the only one they claim.

Here follows a table of the value of some of the fishes, calculated for the same unity:

the kilogram. For the herring and cod the value is given pro ton also. In both cases,

the price is that of the fish only: without that of the barrel and the salt.

Table XMII. Value pro ton and kllograiu of diBerent fishes

N.B. 1 Dutch guilder = 1 Sh. 8 d.
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that weight with that of the barrel and of the salt, has given for the weight of the salted

fish 93 kg. on an average. The number of herrings in a barrel being 865 on an average,

the result of this calculation would be that a herring weighed V9 kg. From direct weigh-

ing of fresh herrings it was found, however, that (on an average) 8 herrings weighed

together 1 kg. So this number has been used to calculate the weight of the fish as caught

in fresh condition.

B. Longline fishery. Calculating the weight of the salted fish caught by the

long lines, the result was that the weight of the cod (and for the ling and the halibut, it

is about the same) filling a barrel is 110 kg. This weight, however, does not represent

that of the fishes as taken from the sea : 40 x 35 fishes (cod) filling 45 barrels, each

barrel contains about 31 fishes. This would represent a weight of 150 kg. fresh fish for

each barrel, the fish being estimated to weigh slightly less than 5 kg. (4*8 kg. more

exactly) on an average.

For the barrel of salted haddock may be reckoned, 180 fishes as an average.

Calculating the average weight pro fish to be l-l kg., the weight of the fish when living

tilling a barrel would be ::l3 200 kg.

For the fish caught by long line and landed in fresh condition, to calculate the weight,

the following estimations have been used:

Cod. The average weight for the big ones is 5'5 kg., for the small ones 2 kg. The latter

weight, however, is not used, as the small cods have been landed and sold in baskets of 25 kg.,

or (in 1903) in boxes of 30 kg.

Haddock. Big haddocks weigh 1"5 kg., small ones 0'5 kg. (Sometimes three sizes are

distinguished, big ones 1"5 kg. middle-sized ones 0-66 kg., small ones 0.33 kg.) A basket

of haddock contains 25 kg.

Ling weighs on an average 6 kg.

Coalfish, weighs on an average 4 kg.

Whiting is sold in baskets of 25 kg., in boxes of 30 kg. (in 1903).

Halibut weighs on an average 9 kg.

Skate weighs on an average 13'6 kg.

Ray is sold in baskets of 25 kg., in boxes of 30 kg. (in 1903).

C. Trawl fishery. The weight of the different trawl-fishes has been calculated as

follows :

Plaice. A Weight ("wichtje") of plaice (Holder) is equal to 50 kg., a basket (Ymuiden)

to 25 kg.; a box (Ymuiden 1903) to 30 kg.

Sole. 100 soles of different sizes weigh 21 kg. On an average, 100 soles are composed of

17 big ones at 0-6 kg 8-5 kg.

23 middle-sized ones at 0'23 kg 6'5 -

60 small ones at O'l kg 6-0 -

together... 100 fishes 21kg.

Dab, Lemon-dab, flounder. Like Plaice.

Turbot (in Helder) weighs 5 kg.; (in Ymuiden) a basket contains 25 kg., a box 30 kg.

Brill (in Ymuiden) a basket contains 25 kg., a box 30 kg.

Halibut weighs 9 kg. on an average.

Ray weighs 2 kg.; a basket contains 25, a box 30 kg.

Skate weighs 14 kg.

Haddock caught by trawl weighs 1 kg. on au average (Helder). Those landed in Ymuiden

are sold in baskets containing 25 kg., or in boxes (1903) containing 50 kg.

Appendix J 10
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Cod caught by trawl weighs 3 kg. on an average. The smaller ones are sold in baskets

containing 25 kg., or in boxes (1903) containing 30 kg.

Coalfish and Ling, like Cod.
Whiting is sold in baskets containing 2.5 kg.; or in boxes (1903) containing 30 kg.

Gurnards, Weevers and Mackerel weigh on an average 0"15 kg.; they are also sold in

baskets containing 25 kg., or in boxes (1903) containing 80 kg.

Herrings, Sprats and Anchovies. Of the herrings landed in Helder 8, and of the

anchovies, 36, are supposed to weigh a kg. A basket of sprat contains 25 kg.

Different fishes. Of these the value only is known; it is converted into kg. by supposing

that f. 1 represents the value of 5 kg. fish.

With the aid of these estimations, the following summary of thé quantities of the

fish landed by Dutch fishermen has been calculated. There need hardly be repeated that

the absolute value of this summary is a very doubtful one; it is — as the same weights

were used for all the years — a relative one, for the main.

Table XLIY. Product of the Dutch sea-flsherles In kilograms, for the period 1802-1003

Species of fish 1892-95 1896—1900 1901 1902 1903

Herring

Haddock

Cod

Ling

Coalfish

Whiting

Cod, Ling, Coalfish, Whiting (Trawl),

Plaice

Sole

Dab, Lemon- Dab, Flounder

Turbot, Brill, Halibut (Trawl)

Halibut (Longline)

Ray (Longliue)

Skate (Longline)

Ray and Skate (Trawl)

Gurnard, Weever, Mackerel

Herring, Sprat, Anchovies

Dififereiit fishes

Total Weight. . .

.

57,017,270

3,129,500

2,448,110

239,640

102,660

163,110

6,283,650

628,680

4,167,270

135,550

77,060

39,880

71,310

319,830

397,730

158,300

118,750

44,595,210

2,637,460

2,365,920

229,410

103,840

224,970

5,423,380

370,940

1,627,600

150,820

72,350

28,930

75,850

203,210

450,910

836,720

198,400

58,189,440

2,379,810

1,113,580

231,820

84,070

1,209,150

7,224,840

271,840

2,842,680

209,570

89,880

197,780

209,750

570,130

1,293,890

152,500

81,482,600

4,780,160

1,243,190

289,590

108,430

132,300

1,821,950

9,256,210

359,430

2,916,780

339,710

73,900

50,900

162,680

179,790

1,173,190

1,343,900

98,500

75,498,300 59,595,920 76,270,730 105,813,210

91,317,570

5,791,200

984,650

141,610

51,730

70,880

1,672,840

6,445,880

411,870

2,951,140

321,580

68,240

83,130

119,310

406,360

1,131,880

1,144,190

82,600

113,196.660

3. Number of boats

With the statistics of the number of boats used in the Dutch North Sea Fisheries,

the same is the case as with the other statistics: only those for the herring-fishery are

really reliable. For the ships used for the longline-fishery, the number of those used for

that industry only, is well-known; this method of fishing, however, is also exercised in

winter and early spring by a part of the vessels (steamers, luggers, bumboats) which in

summer and autumn fish with drift-nets for herrings. Of the latter, some are used for the

longline-fishery during 3 or 4 months, others during two or one month only. Some of

them execute one "beugreis" longline-voyage only; when their catch is not very rich they

change their method at once and begin their herring campaign during the sara e voyage.
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Another part of the boats, fishing herring in summer and autumn, practice the trawl-

fishery in winter and early spring. They are bumboats from Scheveningen, Katwijk and

Nordwijk, and luggers from Scheveningen, Katwijk and Ymuiden.

Of those fishing with the trawl the whole year round, the number of the steamers is

well-known of course; then there is a small number of larger sailing boats (kutters) and a

rather great number of smaller sailers (botters, schokkers, blazers) which make short

voyages only and in consequence, when fishing as a rule do not lose sight of the coast.

As this fleet of small sailers is composed of ships which are to a certain extent used on

the Zuidersee also, and as part of them change their "field of operation" according to

circumstances, it is impossible to give exact figures for their number in the different years.

Finally, there is a number of very small boats fishing for shrimps in the mouth of

the Scheldt and Maas (Rhine) rivers, outside the estuary in the immediate neighbourhood

of the coast, on Texelstroom etc.

In Table XLV, the number of boats is given, divided according to the main branches

of the Dutch North Sea Fisheries for the years 1892—1903; in Table XL VI, the numbers

of the boats are given regardless of the use, but with the size.

Table XLY. Number of boats used In the main branches of the Dutch North Sea Fisheries

1892— 1895-
1894 1897

A. Herring fishery:

1. Steamers

2. Keeled vessels

3. Bumboats

B. Longline fishery:

4. Steamers of the herringfleet fishing with hooks in

winter and spring

5. Keeled vessels fishing with hooks the whole year.

.

6. Keeled vessels of the herring fleet fishing with hooks

iu winter and spring

C. Trawl fishery:

7. Steamers, trawling the whole year

8. Steamers of the herring fleet trawling in winter

and spring

9. Keeled vessels of the herring fleet trawling in

winter and spring

10. Bumboats of the herring fleet trawling in winter

and spring

11. Keeled vessels, trawling the whole year

12. Small coast-fishing vessels (botters etc.) trawling the

whole year

13. Very small coast-fishing vessels (shrimpers)

234

311

48

73

34

240

11

595'

157'

1

262

323

47

59

54

234

17

680'

175

1

1898

1

294

320

1

42

58

12

70

199

26

570«

185

1899

2

311

307

1

38

65

21

1

76

193

35

565'

190-

1900

3
320'

296

3

33

65

24

2

89

196

44

545'

200'

1901 1902

346 =

389

5

30

50

29

10'

93

158

42

525'

205'

26'

371'

280

12

34

36

28

14-

99

153

24

520'

215'

1903

45»

468*

264

28

21

25

32

13

118

127

17

515"

222'

bumboats with a kind of keel.

' One of these is a motor-sloop.

' One of these is a so-called "loggerbom".
ä Two of these.

' Five of these are so-called "loggerbommen'
' These numbers arc not quite sure.

« These immbers are not quite sure; they have been estimated with the assistance

the Fishery Harbour of Ymuiden.
' The same as with the numbers of the "small keeled vessels".

of the Director of

10*
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Table XliTI. Number of boats nf Dutch North Sea fisheries, regardless of the use, with the size (gross tonnage)

Tears
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5. Average catch and income per boat

1. Herring fisliery. Tlic following table gives the necessary information for the

different types of boats (bumboats, loggers, motorboats and steamships) that are used for

this fishery, for the period 1892—1903.

Table XLTll. flerrlng-fishtir; 1892—1903, average Income per b»at, In guilders

NB. 1 Dutch guilder = 1 sh. 8 d.
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For the salted fish caught by Middelharnis ' sloops, we know the total income as wel

as the total catch for each year: so both could be calculated for each ship that in any

year took part in this fishery. The following table contains the figures for Middelharnis

for the period 1891/92—1902/03; they could not be given for calender-years, as the so-

called winter fishery covers the months from November or December till April and the

summer fishery those from May till October:

Table XLTlll. Longline-Fishery IHlddelharnis, average catch pro boat

1 Dutch guilder = 1 sh. 8 d.
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For Vlaardingen, some figures could also be compiled into a table. For the same

reason as given for Middelharnis, the quantities of fresh fish caught during the winter-

fishery cannot be given : for that fishery the income pro steamer, motorboat or lugger

could be calculated, for the luggers since 1894—95, for the steamers and motorboats from

the beginning of their being used. For the salted fish caught by Vlaardingen ships the

total catch in kg. could be calculated and the number of boats being known, the average

catch pro boat also.

Here follows the table for Vlaardingen, for so far as the figures are available.

Regarding the other places (Maassluis, Pernis, Zwartewaal etc.), from which lougline

fishery is practised, the information is too scanty, to use it for the purpose of calculating

the average catch and income pro boat.

3. Trawlfishery. The information to be deduced from the statistics, with regard to

the average catch and income pro boat, for the trawl-fishery is hot very important. It

must be given separately for Holder, for Scheveningen, Katwijk and Noordwijk, and for

Ymuiden.

For Holder, we possess figures of the fish landed, and of its value since the begin-

ning of the period 1892—1903. We know the total value and we know the total quanti-

ties of the different fishes; the number of voyages made annually by the whole fieet is

given, but not the number of boats over which the whole catch might be divided. It has

been possible, therefore, to calculate the income per voyage, as also the quantities of the

principal fishes: Haddock, Plaice, Sole and Dab, caught per voyage. The boats lauding

their fish in Holder are small ones; they are not from that place exclusively or for the

mainpart, but from different harbours. The same ships practice, to a certain extent, the

Zuidersee-fishery also and do not always bring their fish to Holder, but to Ymuiden and

Rotterdam also.

Table L. Trawl fisher; Beider, Average incoiue and catch per To;age, In guilders

1 Diiteh guilder ^ 1 sh. 8 d.

Years
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For Ymuiden, calculations of the income and catch of the trawifishing boats are

possible for the years 1900— 1903 only. The items for the years 1892—1894, are of no

use: they are rough, too rough estimations. For the year 1895, no figures have been

published. For the years 1896— 1899, figures are at hand; they inform us about the total of

the fish landed. But as this total is partly composed of trawl and partly of longline fish

and as the ships which landed the fish are partly longline fisherboats and partly trawlers,

but as no division is given, a c-alculation of the catch and the income pro boat has been

impossible for the said years.

Table LI. Trawling in winter and t-arl; spring with buml)oats (Schevenlngen, KatwUk and Nordw^k)

N.B. 1 Dutch guilder = 1 sh. 8 tl.
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6. Belgium

I. Short review of fishing

a. The principal modes of fishing

The sea fisheries of Belgium can be divided as follows:

1. Herringfishery with driftnets,

2. Codflshery with handlines.

3. Trawlfishery with sailing boats and steamers, and

4. Coastfishery (or shrimpfishery).

1. The herringfishery with driftnets is no doubt a very old Belgian industry. Like

their neighbours from the low countries, the Flemish fishermen from Nieuport and other

ports visited the coasts of England, Scotland, Denmark and Norway already in the 12"' and

IS"" century, there to catch the herring with their driftnets. Flemish herring was renowned

in those days; the barrels with the mark of the port of Damme were considered to be

the best of all. In Gravelines and Dunkerque (France), in Nieuport, Damme and Osteiide

a large part of the population lived on the salting of herrings and even grew rich on it,

especially when Edward III, King of England, authorised the Flemish to sell their fish in

his kingdom and to export the money they received for it.

In that time, the herrings often visited the Belgian coast in enormous quantities and

when they did not come, the Flemish fishermen, like their colleagues from Zealand, searched

them in the whole North Sea, going as far as Norway and even as Iceland, if necessary.

The Flemish practised the salting of the herring on board their ships as early as the Dutch.

In the 16"" century, Flemish marchands sold for 500,000 guilders herring a year.

At present, there is only one fishing-harbour in Belgium, from which herring-fishing

is still in a somewhat larger style exercised. This must be considered as a coast-fishery

and, in the official publication on statistics, is indicated as the "petite pêche du hareng".

It is La Panne, a small village, now developing into an important sea resort, which owned

2 or 3 cutters (chaloupes) in 1830, 16 in 1872, 24 in 1883, 74 in 1898 and 78 in 1902.

Literature:

1. Rapport de la commission charge de faire une enquête sur la situation de la pêche maritime ou

Belgique (chambre des représentants). Bruxelles, 1866.

2. Bulletin mensuel de l'association maritime, industrielle et agricole d'Ostende. Ostende, 1891—1903.

3. Forêts, chasse et pêche, Exposition internationale Bruxelles-Fervueren , 1897. Catalogue détaillé et

illustré. Bruxelles, 1897. (Quatrième partie: Pêche maritime, p. 635—694).
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In that year, 71 sloops from La Panne and 6 from Coxyde have been engaged in the

herring fishing. These boats fish with driftnets, but their fishing is not to be compared

with the cured herring industry of the other nations. In 1902, the 71 Belgian boats landed

together for a value of 123-975 fr. of herrings: for each boat also about 70 £ of English

money. The same sloops fish with trawls in the other months of the year.

Nearly related to the herring fishery is the sprat fishery, which is also a notable part

of the Belgian seafishery. It is exercised chiefly by the small boats of La Panne, but

also by the open boats of the whole coast. The sprats are often preserved in oil, like

sardines, (Ostende) as they are sent in large quantities to Germany, especially to Kiel.

2. Cod-fishery with handlines. The cod and haddock fishing with line and hooks

has once been an important branch of the Belgian sea-fisheries. It was practised at a

greater distance from the coast (Doggerbank) etc., but in winter near the coast as well.

The fishermen from Ostende, Anvers, and Nieuport practised the hook-fishery for salted

cod in summer, those from Nieuport went to sea also in winter and landed the fish in

fresh condition. Whereas, in the neighbouring Holland, the fishermen always used the

long line (beug) and the handline (kol) as well, the fishermen from Ostende and other

Belgian places fished with handlines only.

Even in 1872, a number of 162 sloops and cutters went to the North Sea, there to

fish with hooks: 9 went from Anvers, 141 from Ostende and 12 from Nieuport. In 1880,

these numbers were 7, 120 and 15, in 1890 3 from Anvers and 46 from Ostende, in

1900 Ostende sent out 21 sloops still to fish with hooks but in 1902, only 6 of these

practised this branch of fisheries. They caught not quite 4000 kg. of fish each, the greatest

catch recorded being that for the year 1873, viz. nearly 13,000 kg. per boat on an average.

These boats from Ostende go to the Doggerbank, there to fish with lines about the month

of May. The fish is landed in salted condition.

3. Trawlfishery with sailing boats and steamers. This is by far the principal branch

of the Belgian fishery-industry. It seems not to be well known, at what time the trawl

was first used by the Belgian fishermen. They say it has been of English origin and it

was introduced to take the place of the so-called "seine", the net used at the Dutch coast

also in former times.

The Belgian sailing boats (sloops and cutters) use a beam-trawl of about 40 feet beam,

the steam -trawlers at present use so-called otter-trawls, the open shrimp-boats use shrimp-

trawls with a beam of about 12 feet. The trawling-business is exercised from all fishing-

places (towns and villages) of the Belgian coast : Ostende, Nieuport, Oostduinkerke, Coxyde,

Blankenberghe, Heyst and La Panne (Adinkerke). At the end of 1903, there were in all

433 Belgian boats fishing with this gear (moreover 184 open boats, fishing in coastal

water only). These ships were divided over the coast in the following way :

Ostende 21 steamtrawlers, 127 sloops, 29 small sloops 177

Blankenberghe " — 50 — " — — .... 50

La Panne » — 88

Heyst » — 63

Oostduinkerke « — 27

Coxyde « — 16

Nieuport » — 12

Together 21 steamtrawlers, 383 sloops, 29 small sloops.

63

27

16

12

433

11*
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Ostende is by far the most important fishery-harbour of the Belgian coast; it has

good accomodation for the repairing of the fishing boats (dry dock etc.), and one of the

larger markets for the sale of fresh fish on the continental North Sea coast. The value of

the fresh fish sold in Ostende in 1903, amounted to 4,823,050 fr. or about 192,922 f st.

Seven eighths of that value was landed by Belgian boats, one eight by foreign (most of

them French and English boats).

Blankenberghe has a harbour also; it has no steamtrawlers and its sailing boats are

smaller than those of Ostende. Whereas those from Ostende are called sloops (chaloupes),

are furnished with deck all over and measure from 36—41 tons, those from Blankenberghe

are called dandy-cutters, old fashioned boats measuring from 11—25 tons and half-decked

only. The boats of Blankenberghe land their fish to some extent in Ostende, there being

a fish market in their own town also.

La Panne has no harbour; the sloops use the harbours of Ostende or Nieuport, and

are obliged when visiting their own village to [land on the sand. The ships from La

Panne are small, from 5— 15 tons only.

Heyst has no harbour either; in case the fishermen want one they can use that of

Blankenberghe, which is very close by. The size of the sloops varies in Heyst between

8 and 24 tons. The new sea-port in construction at Zeebrugge includes a good fishery-

harbour, which is likely to absorb the whole fishery industry of Heyst and partly that of

Blankenberghe.

Oostduinkerke and Coxyde are very small villages without harbours. Like those from

La Panne their fishermen are obliged to use the harbour of Nieuport, when they want

shelter. The sloops of these villages are small: from 3—12 tons each. Nieuport has a

"port de refuge", but it has no great importance from the fishery point of view. It has

only a dozen sloops and these are small ones from 3 to 12 tons.

(Anvers has once been a very important fishing place, but the long distance from the

sea has obliged it to give up all competition with the harbours at the coast. Its last

sloop "La Maria" was sold in 1897).

4. The coastfishery of Belgium is often called shrimpfishery, the shrimp being the

most valuable object of the catch ("pêche aux crevettes"). It is practised in the territorial

waters and as a rule with small open boats. There is also some handfishing still going

on along the strand (kruiwers). The shrimp-fishery takes place nearly along the whole Bel-

gian coast and has a rather great importance. Shrimps from Ostende are in great demand

at Paris.

In 1903, Ostende made use of 168 and Blankenberghe of 16 open boats, the main

industry of these boats being the shrimp fishing.

b. Fishes of greatest importance

These are the same as for the Dutch fisheries:

for the herring fishery: the herring (Clupea harengus) and the sprat {CI. sprattus).

- hand line fishery: the cod {G.morrhua), the ling {Molva vulgaris), the coal-

fish {G. virens) and a few other Gadidae.

- trawlfishcry: the plaice {Pleuronectes platessa), the dab {PI. linianda), the

sole {Solea v^dgaris), the turbot {Rhotnhns maxitnus), the brill {B. laevis),

the halibut {Hippoglossus vulgaris), the cod, the haddock, the ling, the coal-
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fish, the whiting {Gadiis merlangus), the red and grey gurnard {Trigla gur-

nardvs ^ hirvndo), different rays {Baja), the Skate {Baja hatis) and a few

other fishes of less importance,

for the shrimpfishery: the shrimp [Crangon vulgaris)

c. Fishing-grounds at present time

The steam trawlers visit the grounds along the Dutch coast: Schouwenbank, Texel-

grounds, ïerschellingbank; they fish on the Silverpits, the Doggerbank and Fisherbanks,

some of them go as far as the Faeroes and Iceland. Some of the steam trawlers, at pre-

sent, visit the Bay of Biscay and the coast of Portugal, regularly.

The greater sloops fish in the southern part of the North Sea: from the North- and

Westhinder along the Dutch coast to the east, and the English coast, the Falls, the Cab-

bard, Yarmouth, Cromer and Flamborough Head to the west. The smaller sloops and

cutters as a rule remain in the neighbourhood of the Belgian coast and do not go farther

north than Westkapelle on the Dutch coast.

The very small cutters and the open boats remain in or near the territorial sea.

As was told already p. 83, the principal fishing ground for the cod-fishing in spring is

always still the Doggerbank — but the number of boats going there on that purpose has

greatly diminished.

The herring fishing of the fishermen of La Panne and Coxyde is a coast fishery. The

sloops go out for a single tide as a rule.

IL Statistics

a. Period for which they have existed

As far as could be made out, no statistics on the Belgian sea-fisheries have been

published going father back than 1872.

Through the courtesy of the Minister "de l'Industrie et du Travail" in Bruxelles, the

Bureau on its demand received the pages 472—474 of an official publication containing

statistical information regarding the seafishery (pêche maritimes) for the period 1872— 1902.

These pages contain two tables (tableaux) on the Belgian fisheries, both for the said period.

The first table gives for the three main branches of the fishery:

Cod-fishery (pêche de la morue)

Coast-herring fishery (petite pêche du hareng) and

Fresh-fish fishery (pêche de marée),

the number of the boats and the harbours from which they sailed as well as the total

catches they made. For the cod-fishery, the catch is given in kg., for the other two

fisheries its value is given in francs.

The second table gives the number of "boats sailing from each harbour, the size

(tonnage) of these boats (for each harbour, one figure for all the boats together) and the

number of the men engaged in the fishery (also one figure for each harbour). Moreover,

the number of the sloops lost at sea during each year is given.

Since 1882, "l'association commerciale maritime industrielle et agricole de l'arrondisse-

ment d'üstende" (Chamber of Commerce) publishes a monthly bulletin, one page of which

every month gives a table of the sale of fresh fish sold at the Osteudo market during the
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foregoing month. For each month, the total value of the fish landed by the Belgian

steamers is given, that of the sailing vessels as well. The number of the steamers and

sailing boats which landed the fish is not mentioned, however; the number of fishings

(pêches) for the steamers and the sailing boats together, is given. The total value of the

fish landed by foreign fishing boats is published at the same time: one item for the Eng-

lish, one for the French, one for the Dutch and one for the German ships. The quantities

of fish landed are not given, neither totals, nor for the different species which compose

the catches.

With regard to prices as paid at the fish markets of Bruxelles and Ostende, lists of

these prices for different fishes in kg. have been published since many years in local

papers, and also on the cover of the Belgian monthly "Pêche et Pisciculture".

b. Manner in which the statistics are collected

With regard to the official statistics published by the government, the tables on the

seafisheries, mentioned in the foregoing chapter, have been composed out of data furnished

by "M. M. les commissaires maritimes à Anvers, Blankenberghe, Nieuport et Ostende".

The figures published by the Ostende Chamber of commerce are sent in monthly by

the Director of the Fish-Market.

In the smaller harbours of the Belgian coast, the quantities of fish landed seem not

to be registered, or at least, published in a regular way. '

c. Forms of publication

The only statistics which have been published in a distinct form are those mentioned

p. 85. About the form in which they are published nothing need be added here.

III. General information which may be deduced from the statistics

a. Regarding the quantity of fish caught by Belgian fishermen over a period of years

About the quantities of fish caught and landed by Belgian fishermen, the available

statistics give no information, the only exception being the cod fishery. For that fishery

the table published by the government gives the quantities in kg. caught in each year,

since 1872 (see Table LIV).

b. Regarding the value of the fish landed by Belgian fishermen over a period of years

The official statistics give figures regarding the value of the fish caught by Belgian

fishermen in separate tables, for the so-called small herring fishery (petite pêche du hareng)

and for the fresh-fish that is caught (pêche de marée).

For the fresh fish (marée), the table gives for the years 1882— 1902 for each of the

fishery-harbours Anvers (until 1895), Ostende, Nieuport, Coxyde, Blankenberghe, Heyst and

La Panne (Adinkerke), the number of fishing boats and the total value of the fish caught

by the fishermen from each place. As the difference in size between the boats from the

' Through the efforts of the Director of the Belgian section of the international exploration of the

sea, the statistical work has been greatly improved. In future, the number of baskets of each kind of fish

and of the different sizes will be recorded and a private service of information, concerning the origin of the

catches, is already acting.
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Table LTI a. Value of the fresh fish caught b; lisherineii from Anvers, Osteiide, NIeuport and Oostdulnkerke

(N.B. One franc = 10 d.)
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caught by Belgian fishermen are greater than in any other country. (Compare as an

example, the figures given for Nieuport, Oostduinkerke etc. for 1895 and 1896 with those

for 1901—1902).

The following table gives the total value of all the Belgian seafisheries for the years

under consideration. As the value of the cod fishery was not given in the Belgian stati-

stics, it has been necessary to give an estimation of that value. This estimation is based

on a comparison with the value of the cod caught by Dutch longliners: fr. 0-60 pro kg.

by all means not too low a price.

Table IVll. Tola! value of the Belgian seafisheries (N. B. One franc = 10 d., 25 fi-ancs = 1 £)

Years
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Table ITIII. Value of the Ash sold at the Ostende market (N.B. One franc = 10 d., 25 francs = 1 £)

Years
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Table LIX. FIshlng-boats of the different Belgian harbours



7. France

The Fisheries of France are very important. For the year 1900, the following figures

are published in the official lieport "Statistique des Pêches maritimes", Paris, Imprimerie

nationale, 1902:

The fleet of fishing vessels numbered 24,677 ships

the total tonnage of which was 171,341 tons \ France

the total number of fishermen 91,336

moreover 1,244 ships

of 4,194 tons ^ Algiers

number of fishermen 5,077

Fishery afoot was practised by 61,979 persons

of which in Algiers ... 18 —
The total value of all the products (with vessels and afoot) of the fisheries of France

and Algiers combined, amounted to 106,200,300 francs.

The value of the products of the fisheries afoot alone amounted to 6,274,000 francs.

Moreover, fish, molluscs and Crustacea were cultivated in ponds or parks near the French

coast ; the value of the products raised and sold amounted in that year to 20,755,000 francs.

So, the sale of the products of the sea, either caught or cultivated in 1900, has given

' to the French fishermen and owners of coast-establishments a total amount of 126,955,300 francs.

The above named official Report over the year 1900, which was published by the

Marine Department in the year 1902, has been the last but one which was published as a special

report. For the years 1902 and the following, triniestrial papers only have been published

in the "Kevue maritime", as also in the "Bulletin de la marine Marchande", both journals

pubhshed by the Marine Department. For the fisheries in the North Sea (Cod- and

Herring-fisheries), the year 1901 has been the last one for which figures of the quantities

has been published: to begin with 1902, the tables give figures for the value only.

Reference Literature:

1. (Statistique des pêches maritimes (et de rostrcioulture), publiée par le ministère de la marine (et des

colonies), pour l'année 1875—1900. Paris, 1877—1902.

2. Rendement de la pêche et de l'ostréiculture eu Franco ut en Algérie, pendant l'année 1901; Idem pen-

dant l'année 1902. (Par trimestres). La Revue maritime ot coloniale. Année 1903. Idem Année 1904'

Published also in: Bulletin de la Marine Marchande. iThe last report published is that for the second

trimestre of the year 1903.)

3. J. Légal, Documents sur les pèches cotières. 1869.

4. G. Roche, La culture des mors en Europe, 1898.
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Only a small part of the total amount of the French fisheries must be considered as

the product of French North Sea fisheries — though, with regard to some branches of

the open sea fisheries, some doubt remains as to the localities where the fish hnded has

been caught. In most reports, figures are given for the quantities of fish landed, their

value, the number of boats, of the fishermen etc. pro district (quartier) and pro harbour

(port) without any indication of the places where the fish has been caught. A second set

of tables divides the quantities, the value etc. for the years 1892—1894 over the Great

Fishery (Grande pêche), the Coast- Fishery (Pêche côtière), the Oyster-culture, Mussel-culture

and the Ponds (Réservoirs); for the years 1895— 1900 over:

Fishery afoot (Peche à pied)

Oyster-culture

Mussel-culture

Other Molluscs etc.

I. Great Fishery (Cod) V.

II. Open 8ea Fishery (Pêche hauturière) VI.

III. Coast Fishery (Pêche côtière, pêche VII.

en mer) VIII.

IV. Pond Fishery (Pêche en étang)

Of these, the only ones that are at least partly of importance for the North Sea

fisheries are the Great fishery or Codfishery and the Open Sea Fishery, i

With regard to these two branches, the following information has been taken from

the official statistics.

A. Great Fishery or Cod-fishery

For the years 1892— 1894, the products of the fishery near Iceland and of that in the

North Sea are given combined in one table only. For the sake of comparison the same

combination is applied to the other years in the following table.

Table LX. French Cod-fisher; near Iceland and In the North Sea (combined)

(N.B. 10 francs = 8 shillings)

Years
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Table LXI. French Cod-fisher; near Iceland and In the North-Sea (separately)

(N.B. 10 francs = 8 shillings)
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The French mackfirol fishery is partly open sea-fishery, partly coast-fishery. The same

boats, which are used for the herring fishery from June—December, fish for mackerel in

March and April. This fishery, however, is not exercised in the North Sea, but in the

sea to the south of Wales and to the south and west of Ireland. As coast-fishery, the

catch of mackerel in France is practised, moreover, along the Channel and Atlantic coast

as well as on that of the Mediteranean. To the North Sea fisheries, neither the mackerel

nor the coast-fishery of France can be reckoned: they are passed over in silence here.

The following table combines the quantities and the value of the two branches of

French sea-fisheries which are exercised in the North Sea. In this Table, the Cod taken at

or near Iceland is included in the amount for the North Sea:

Tabic LXIII. French North Sea Fisheries

(N.B. 10 francs = 8 shilling



8. England

Information with regard to the fisheries of England is contained, not only in the

official publications showing the statistical data, but also in various reports of parliamentary

subcommittees and commissions. The statistical data, indeed, have many shortcomings, up

to 1902 at least, so that conclusions regarding them have to be tempered by the contents

of these various reports. Further, these official publications deal only with certain aspects

of the fisheries, so that to be conversant with the whole, one has further to consult special

works. This want of coordination, which is probably due to the lack of a definite depart-

ment of fisheries in England previous to 1903, makes it difficult to gain a connected

account of the English fisheries at the present time.

Modes of Flailing Thc EugUsh modos of fishing are described by Holdsworth in the report of 186ß and

in the work cited, of 1874. Except in one important regard, the methods are essentially

the same now as in those days. They may be arranged as follows:

I. Trawl nets IV. Sean or seine nets

II. Lines V. Trammel and set nets

III. Drift nets VI. Bag nets

As the last three, the seine, trammel and bag nets, belong to the coastal or estuarine

fishing and are of comparatively very small importance, they need only be mentioned here.

Separate statistics of the quantities taken by them, of the species with which we are here

chieüy concerned, viz. the plaice, sole etc. do not exist, at least, have not been published.

Trawl Fishing The most important method of fishing, when Holdsworth prepared his account of the

fisheries of Great Britain, was the trawling — just as it is now. At that time, however,

the beam-trawl — which was employed in England in the 14"" century — was the only

Official Publications:

Report of the Commissioners. 1866.

Keport from the Select Committee on Sea Fisheries. 1893.

Report on the Sea Fisheries Bill. 1900.

Report on the System of collecting Fishery Statistics. 1902.

Annual Keport of Inspectors. Vol. I, 1886 et seq.

Statistical Tables and Memorandum relating to the Sea Fisheries of the United Kingdom. 1886 (1887) et seq.

Report, Sea Fisheries Bill (H.L.). 1904.

Works of Reference:

Holdsworth, E. W. H. : Deep-Sea Fishing and Fishing Boats. 1874.

Holt, E. W. L. H. : Examination of the Grimsby Trawl Fishery. Jour. M. B. A. HI. 1895.

CuNNiKGHAM, J. T. : Marketable Marine Fishes. 1896.
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one in use amongst professional fishermen, the otter-trawl being used by amateurs. The

shape of the opening in these two nets is very Jift'erent, but the size of mesh and the

structure of the net are essentially the same in both. Near the opening, the size of mesh

is 3 inches (7-6 cm.) from iinot to knot, or 9 square inches (58 sq. cm.) in area. At the

closed end or cod, it is IV2 inches from knot to knot or 2V4 square inches (14'5 sq. cm.)

in area. The smaller beam -trawls have a slightly smaller mesh.

Deep-sea fishing with the beam-trawl as now used, seems to have begun in England

during the IS* century, but it was not until the beginning of last century, that the great

fishing-grounds of the North Sea began to be exploited, and that by the trawlers from

Brixham on the south coast of England. The development of trawling on the east coast

may be divided into three periods.

During the first period, embracing the first to the third quarter of last century, the

fishing was carried on entirely by sailing smacks and the principal advances were then

made. The fishing ports of Lowestoft, Yarmouth, Grimsby and Hull became great trawling

centres at that time, in the case of Grimsby from practically nothing. Although used by

the liners for some years previously, Grimsby became a regular port for trawlers in 1858

only. In 1872, there were 248 trawlers fishing from it, all of the largest type; and in

that year, about a 1000 sailing trawlers in all were regularly fishing in the North Sea

from the east coast ports.

The second period saw the introduction of steam as propelling power. The exact date

at which it was first employed for trawlers, seems uncertain. It was used for many years

previously on the liners (about 1860), but in 1874, according to Holdsworth, its value for

trawling had still to be proved. The expense of working steamers was the chief draw-

back, and but few steam-trawlers were at work previous to 1880. In 1883, there were

only 181 steam fishing vessels in all England, and many, if not the most of these, were

liners. Previous to 1890, the average annual number of steam fishing vessels, trawlers

and liners together, was less than 400, whilst the number of sailing smacks, mostly

trawlers, exceeded 3000.

From 1890 to 1895, however, the annual increase in the number of steam trawlers

was about 50, so that they had become fairly established by that time. The saiUng

trawlers, on the other hand, were decreasing during this period even more rapidly than

the steam trawlers increased.

The third period in the history of the North Sea trawling began in 1895, when the

otter-trawl was first seriously employed in deep-sea fishing. This proved a great success

on the steam trawlers within the space of a year, and their numbers now increased annu-

ally not by 50 but by a 100 until 1900. The greater efficiency of the otter-trawl in the

capture of round fish such as haddock , and for fishing in deeper waters , added to the

•other advantages of steam over sail, proved too much for the sailing trawler. In 1893,

the number of the first class sailing trawlers was over 2000, in 1902, it was but little

more than 800, whilst the steam trawlers increased from 495 to 1,106 in the same period.

Line-fishing in England as elsewhere, is one of the oldest forms of fishing, but it une-Kishmg

does not now play such an important part in supplying the fish of the country as formerly.

The North Sea was exploited by the large liners at least a century before the trawlers

appeared, Harwich being then the head quarters of the fishing. Welled-smacks, for keeping

the fish alive, were first introduced there early in the IS"" century.

Appendix J xO
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Steam was first introduced by the liners about 1860, but the number of steam-liners

has never been very great. In 1893 there were 56, in 1902, 67. In addition to the

steam-liners, there is a considerable number of sailing smacks engaged in lining, either

with hand-lines or long-lines, unfortunately, the English statistics do not separate liners

from trawlers, so that one has no accurate data concerning their relative importance in

supplying the fish of the country, but, judging from the relative numbers fishing, the

quantities landed by the liners now form less than 10 "/o of those landed by the trawlers.

Whether the line fishing is decreasing or not, cannot be learnt from these statistics.

Drift-net Fishing rpj^g
drift-net fishing is second in importance only to the trawling, and during recent

years, has increased enormously owing to the great development of the autumn herring

fishery on the east coast. In former times, there was also a considerable spring and mid-

summer fishing in the southern parts of the North Sea and, though of very little impor-

tance, it is still carried on.

Other drift-net fisheries of importance are carried on in the English Channel, chiefly

at its western end on the coast of Cornwall. The mackerel is the chief species there, but

herring are also taken during the winter, and pilchards in late summer and autumn.

The progress of the drift-net fishing within recent times may be judged from the

increase in the number of steam -drifters, i.e. steamers specially engaged in drift-net

fishing. For 1894, no mention is made of these in the Inspectors Annual Report, in 1902,

there were over 150 engaged on the east coast alone.

Food-Fishes The principal species in point of value are the haddock, herring and plaice. These

three species together constitute over 50 "/o of the quantity and value of all the fish landed

by the English fishing boats. Next in order come the cod, sole, mackerel, halibut, hake,

turbot, skates and rays, whiting, lemon soles, ling etc. (See Table LXIV).
Fishing Grounds Tjje Separate grounds, which have received names from the fishermen of England, are

almost as numerous as the ports from which they sail. The North Sea and English

Channel have been explored from one end to the other and very little trawlable ground in

these waters, is now left untouched throughout the year. In the earlier days of trawling,

it was possible to signal out the Terschelling and Borkum Plats, the Leman Shoal, the

Pits and south-west corner of the Dogger etc. as special grounds to be visited at certain

seasons, but the constant fishing of later years has had the effect of depressing great

reputations and of making a more common level everywhere. Fish tend to congregate

together, at seasons and on particular grounds, just as they use to do, but nowadays they

are more sought for before they get to those grounds.

Since the otter-trawl was introduced , trawling has been regularly carried on to the

northward right to the 100 fathom line, and in more recent years, southward in the Bay

of Biscay and even on the coast of Portugal. In the west, the Irish coasts have been

more or less explored, and likewise the slopes of the Atlantic further to the north as far

as Rockall. The Fseroes and Iceland were known to the line-fishermen long before the

trawlers and a considerable amount of fishing is still carried on at both places.

unfortunately, the statistics up to 1902, make no distinction between the different

fishing-grounds inside or outside the North Sea, so that no information is as yet to hand

concerning their relative importance.
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Statistics

The statistics of the fisheries in England and Wales, began to be collected systematic-

ally for the first time in 1885. The statistics have appeared in the "Statistical Tables

and Memorandum etc." sent out by the Board of Trade, the first of these annual reports

appearing in 1887. In this report of 1887, it is stated, that the statistics then published

are "believed to be the first tolerably complete statement as to the value of English

Fisheries". This statment shows: firstly, the total quantity and value of the fish returned

as landed on the English and Welsh coasts; secondly, the total quantity and value returned

for the east, south and west coasts respectively ; thirdly, the quantities and values from

these coasts during each month of the year; and fourthly, the total quantities landed at

each port or district in England and Wales.

In the reports for 1887 and 1888, the following species are distinguished:

Turbot Haddock

Soles Mackerel

Prime Fish, not separately distinguished Herrings

Salmon Pilchards

Cod Sprat

Ling All other, except shell fish.

In a note appended to the 1887 Tables (p. 12), it is stated, that "Prime Fish, not

separately distinguished, includes turbot, sole, plaice, whiting and haddock."

In the Tables for 1888, plaice are distinguished for the first time. In the Tables for

1890, brill is added to the prime fish, and halibut to the others. In those for 1891, the

salmon is omitted and the hake added.

From that time on to the report for 190] , these tables remained the same. In the

Tables for 1902, the number of species was increased from 13 to 19, conger eels, dabs,

gurnards, lemon soles, skates and rays, and whiting, being added. Further changes have

been introduced in the Tables for 1903, but these will be discussed later.

The method of collecting the fishery statistics in England and Wales, is stated in the

Keport of the "Committee on Fishery Statistics" 1902 (p. VI). Coastguard Officers were

employed mostly, also officers of the Board of Trade, officers of Customs and in some

cases private individuals. From the statements made before this Committee it appears, that

the record of fish landed could only be regarded as approximate, and this more parti-

cularly at the important ports of Hull and Grimsby. In 1902, however, additional collec-

tors were appointed to these ports, and improvements made at the other chief centres on

the east coast. The results of these changes will be discussed later.

The responsibility for the fisheries data rests, therefore, on the officials mentioned, who

have now to send in their returns each month to the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries.

In addition to the data with regard to the quantities and value of fish landed , the

"Statistical Tables", as the years went on, began to publish information on the number of

boats and men employed in England and Wales. This information, however, made no

distinction between steamers and sailing boats, or between the different modes of fishing.

For that, we must turn to the Annual Reports of the Inspectors. Since 1899, each of the

latter has contained a summary of the boats fishing, with their tonnage, and distinguishing

between steamers and sailing boats, trawlers and other boats. It is thus possible to follow

13*
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the increase of steam -trawling, but as the quantities landed by trawlers, drifters and liners

have not been distinguished in the Statistical Tables previous to 1903, the utility of this

information is limited.

These same Reports, during recent years, have contained valuable discussions on fisheries,

data relative to the question of overfishing etc. Reference will be made later to the position

taken up in them, but attention may be drawn here to the tables and diagram in the

XV* Annual Report for 1900. These show the annual quantities of fish landed at:

(1) Hull, Grimsby and Boston,

(2) North Shields, Sunderland, Hartlepool, Scarborough, Yarmouth, Lowestoft and

Ramsgate.

If is stated, that (1) are the ports at which practically all the fish from places out of

the North Sea are landed, and that (2) are the ports supplied from the North Sea; London

is omitted in both cases. The nine most important species, as shown in the following

table, are considered, and the period chosen extends from 1891 to 1900. It is clearly shown,

that the quantities landed at (1) have increased for almost all the species, whilst those

landed at (2) have on the whole decreased or remained stationary. This is the nearest

approach, yet attained, to accurate data concerning whether there has or has not been a

decrease of the fish supply in the North Sea. It is unsatisfactory, however, apart from

minor difficulties, in that the quantities landed at (1) include the quantities landed from

the North Sea as well as those from other grounds. The majority of the Hull and Grimsby

trawlers still fish in the North Sea, and the increase in the quantities landed there, may

be due in part to the increased centralisation of the fishing to these ports.

General information from the statistics

The information to be gained from the English statistics might be of the greatest

value, scientifically as well as practically, owing to the enormous quantities of all species

which are landed month by month and year by year. It is not too much to say, that the

English statistics practically dominate all conclusions which may be formed with regard

to the fisheries of the North Sea, though errors might arise if the statistics of other

countries were omitted.

In the following tables, the quantités landed on the east coast are given separately,

then the totals for all England. The years considered are divided into quinquennial

periods and only the averages for those periods, up to 1900, are stated. This is inconvenient

for some things, but has the advantage that one is not tempted to lay more stress on the

figures than they will bear.

The period 1886—1890 is the one for which the statistics are most unreliable and'

should indeed, except for one or two species, as herring and mackerel, be omitted. The

species recorded were few in number, and the brill, halibut and plaice were not given for

all the years, Consequently, the species grouped under "fish not separately distinguished"

were somewhat numerous as well as mixed in character.

Thus, "prime fish not separately distinguished" contained brill, sole, turbot, cod, had-

dock etc., i. e. considerable quantities of the most valuable fish remained undistinguished.

Improvement was made during this period, and from 1890 — when the brill was first

separately distinguished — on to 1901, the uniformity of the figures for brill, soles and
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Table LXIT. Quaiidlies of Fish landed In England, In ewig.

(1 cwt. = 112 lbs. = 5Ü-8 kg.)
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Table LXT. Tanle of Fish lauded in England, In pounds sterling

(f 1 = 20 Shillings = 20 marks)

East Coast

1886-90 1891-95 1896-1900 1901 1902

Brill

Soles

Turbot

Other Prime Fish :

Cod

Haddock

Hake '.

Halibut

Herrings

Ling

Mackerel

Plaice

Sprats

Other Fish

Shell Fish

Total..

28,777'

303,863

155,186

229,188

170,855

597,992

143,003"

415,431

40,510

18,763

524,935'

8,600

792,632

224,088

36,877

405,973

221,985

66,117

232,544

1,023,039

9,690

176,855

380,984

53,699

35,192

696,040

6,021

433,120

215,561

34,730

389,785

207,196

103,981

327,534

1,461,548

11,939

203,529

561,449

43,397

53,387

787,350

77,683

485,111

238,861

33,499

338,111

173,432

61,532

407,389

1,674,501

18,040

190,982

814,805

46,066

32,238

861,400

5,581

580,133

209,003

3,651,823 3,993,697 4,917,480 5,446,712

42,202

252,631

169,105

20,033

602,436

1,234,357

35,347

248,897

1,037,057

51,611

28,307

955,551

6,374

474,572

199,952

5,358,432

All Coasts

Brill

Soles

Turbot

Other Prime Fish

Cod

Haddock

Hake

Halibut

Herrings

Ling

Mackerel

Pilchards

Plaice

Sprats

Other Fish

Shell Fish

Total.

36,928'

417,170

182,006

266,498

196,037

599,770

143,075'

468,437

54,101

243,310

30,965

583,803'

12,308

1,014,416

307,808

4,556,632

45,945

532,362

259,075

97,656

273,632

1,039,236

102,270

178,151

437,928

68,574

330,177

23,150

772,302

10,376

640,780

339,255

5,150,869

53,369

566,328

264,284

107,517

378,261

1,499,891

161,881

207,524

615,237

63,535

285,793

22,221

870,774

14,211

779,105

360,692

6,250,623

51,219

560,859

228,995

61,532

437,940

1,699,723

195,979

193,494

892,637

64,322

263,008

24,304

934,474

11,472

903,565

324,669

6,848,192

60,491

496,294

221,485

20,033

631,871

1,263,768

233,972

252,722

1,094,963

72,421

286,958

33,429

1,034,482

10,889

783,108

319,489

6,816,375

' The averages for these species are not for the whole period 1886-

or one year only, 1890; plaice for the three years, 1888, 89 and 90.

1890. Thus, briU and turbot are
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turbot seems a sign of their general accuracy. The great fall, in 1901 and 1902, of the

quantities for the east coast under "prime fish not separately distinguished" would imply,

however, some uncertainty with regard to the returns of prime fish for previous years. It

is possible, that is to say, that the quantities of prime fish were really greater in those

years than recorded, and in any case, it does not seem probable than they were any less.

With regard to the species other than "prime" i. e. the "offal", it has first to be re-

marked, that the separate enumeration of the plaice began in 1888 and of the halibut in

1890. Consequently, the quantities given under "other fish" are very large during the

period 1886—1890. Even when these two species and the hake were separately distinguished,

the quantities of "other fish" still remained considerable and greatly increased up to 1901.

During 1902, further species were separated out from this group, viz. conger-eels, dabs,

gurnards, lemon soles, skates and rays, and whiting. For the sake of comparison, the

quantities and values of these species, for 1902, have been still retained with "not disting-

uished fish" in Tables LXIV and LXV, but separated out, they are as follows:

Table LX.TI. Quantities (in cwts.) and values (in £) of the nained species, landed In England during 1902
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Average price

of fish

The dficrease in the quantities of haddock landed in 1901 and 1902 is noteworthy.

The most marked increase is that displayed by the herring, and this increase has been

entirely on the east coast. It may be mentioned here, that the greater portion of the

increased landings of herrings within recent years, has been due to the fishing of the Scot-

tish boats in English waters (see p. 120).

The other species captured by drift-nets, viz mackerel and pilchards, are not taken in

any quantity on the east coast. They are mostly taken on the south coast at the mouth

of the English Channel.

The values of the fish landed show the same tendencies as the quantities. On the

east coast, the prime fish, sole and turbot, but not the brill, show a decrease in value.

Taking all coasts the decrease is not apparent, for the reason that the values of all three

species, like the quantities, have greatly increased on the south and west coasts.

With regard to the remaining species, the tables show a general increase and for

almost all the species. For 1902, the value of some of the species, and more particularly

of the haddock, is somewhat less than for previous years, but if we take 190î and 1902

together, the increase is maintained. Of the separate species, the cod, herring and plaice

show the greatest increase.

The shell fish, whose total value is given in the table, are crabs ca. 20 %, lobsters

ca. 9 ''/(), oysters ca. 40 %, other shell fish, including shrimps, cockles, mussels, periwinkles,

escallops etc. ca. 30 "/q of the total amount. The crabs {Cancer pagurus) and oysters are

mostly taken on the east coast, the lobsters {Palinurus und Homarus), mostly on the

south and west coast.

The value of fish depends, of course, on the average price, and some interesting points

are displayed by an examination of the average prices paid in England since the statistics

began. The data for the earlier period, from 1886—1900, are uncertain in some details,

as already shown, but the probability is that the average for all the fish together is fairly

accurate. It thus appears, that the average price for all fish increased slightly during the

period 1886—1895, but has remained practically constant since that time. There has been

a decrease in 1902. This constancy of the average price has accompanied a very great

increase (over 50 %) in the total quantities landed in the country. It would therefore

appear, that the supply of fish has, on the whole, just kept pace with an increasing demand.

When we remember, that the quantities of the more valuable "prime" fish have not

increased, we should almost expect that their average price had increased. As a matter of

fact, this expectation is only partially realised. The average price of all three species has

increased gradually up to a certain point, thereafter it has become more constant.

The following figures will show this more closely.

Table LXTII, Average price (in pence pr. lb.) of brill, sole & turbot Id England, since 1898
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Table LXTIII. Average Price of Fish landed In England, In pence per pound (lb.)
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irregularities, already referred to, prevent the subjoined table of the average monthly quan-

tities over the period from 1890—1902 being of the great scientific value it might be,

but, even as it stands, it is a good example of the form in which statistics might be

published.

The statistics for most of the species are confused, because other areas, e. g. Iceland,

Faeroes and the Bay of Biscay, are also represented to a great extent, but in the case of

the herring and mackerel, such a table shows unmistakeably when these species are most

abundant on the east coast of England.

Table LXIX. Average uionthi; quantities of fish landed on the east coast of England during the years 1800—1902

(in cwts.)
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It may be remarked, that "other nets" probably mean drifters or herring boats.

"Various" refers to the boats engaged in dredging or in a variety of employments, as

trawling, lines etc. It is worthy of remark, that the second-class boats have varied but

little in the years mentioned.

The average net tonnage of the steam-trawlers has increased since 1893 from 39-6 to

56'3, but that of the sailing trawlers has decreased from 57'4 to 40-0.

As no distinction is made in the English statistics of fish caught by trawl, line and

drift net, it is impossible to estimate the earnings of the various classes of boats.

Table LXÎ. Table sbowing the number and nature of einploywent of the first class (i. e. 15 tons and upwards)

and second class (less than 15 tons, navigated otherwise than by oars only) lishlng-boats in England, In 1893,

1890, 1900, 1901 and 1902

a. Steam Vessels



p. Scotland

The modern period of the Scottish fishery statistics, and therewith, of the Scottish

fisheries, may be said to have begun in the year 1882, when the new Fishery Board was

constituted and empowered to take cognisance amongst other things of "the Coast and

Deep Sea Fisheries of Scotland". Previous to that year, there had been a similar Board,

with a similar constitution that is, which had had its origion as far back as 1809, but

its duties, so far as statistics were concerned, were restricted to one branch of the fisheries,

namely, of the "cured" fish. The species taken account of were: herring, cod, ling and

hake, and of these only the quantities cured; statistics of the fresh fish or of the quantities

landed had not been undertaken. It was only after some years also (1885), that the new

Board was able to begin the publication of statistics dealing with the quantities of fish

actually landed, and it was not until 1889, that the herring, cod etc. i. e. the cured fish,

were brought under the same system.

With regard to the fisheries, this same period, between 1880 and 1890, marked the

beginning of a long struggle between liners and trawlers. Previous to 1882, beam-traw-

ling had been carried on for several years in the Moray Firth by a few saihng smacks,

and for a still longer period in the Clyde, but steam trawlers from England had but

recently begun operations. The great majority of the boats were then small, under 30

feet, many of them undecked, and the common methods of fishing were long-lines or hand-

lines for the cod, ling, plaice etc. and drift-nets for herring. The fishing was carried on,

consequently, near the land for the most part, though some of the larger boats went regu-

larly as far as Iceland in the north and occasionally to Kockall in the west.

With the appearance of the steam-trawler — the sailing trawler does not seem to

have been a success in Scottish waters — the Scottish fisheries began the modern period,

and the twenty years which followed 1882, saw a constant increase in the numbers of

steam trawlers and in the quantity and value of the fish landed by them, whilst the

same years saw, on the other hand, the gradual decline of the line-fishing. It was not

until 1899 and 1900, however, that trawling finally showed itself to be the principal

Official Publications:

Annual Reports of the Fishery Board for Scotland, 1882 (1883) et seq.

Work of Reference:

Mo. Intosh, W. C, "The Resources of the Sea", 1899.

FuLTOK, T. W.: "North Sea Invastigations" etc. Scot. Fish. Board Reports, XX, XXI & XXII for the

years 1901, 19Ü2 & 1908.
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method of fishing on which Scotland could rely for fresh fish. It may be said also, that

the struggle for supremacy was practically given up by the liners themselves, who found

it more profitable to pursue the herring fishery more vigorously than in previous years,

and thus reduced the attention the line-fishing had formerly received.

The herring fishery has always been, and still is, the most valuable of all the Scottish

fisheries, and it is of significance, that the expansion of the trawling and the herring

fishery have gone on hand in hand, at the expense in many cases of the line-fishery.

The number of boats has certainly decreased, but the total tonnage and consequently the

average tonnage has increased. This means that the boats are much larger and, judging

from the greatly increased capital, much better equipped. Where formerly the coastal

fisheries were almost the only fisheries, nowadays the principal fishing, whether by drift-

net or trawl, is in the open waters of the deep sea.

The chief modes of fishing are thus: drift-nets, trawl and lines. Of the two forms «odes of
'-' ' risntng

of trawl, the otter-trawl, which was introduced in 1895—96, and is of the same form and

size of mesh as that used in England, is practically the only one employed at the present

time. In the Solway Firth on the west coast, a number of sailing boats employ the beam-

trawl, but both the boats and the trawls (mostly, if not all shrimp -trawls) are of a small

type, and the quantities they bring in are insignificant in comparison with those landed

by the steam-trawlers using the otter-trawl. The advance in the trawling industry, has

taken place almost entirely on the east coast and is associated with Aberdeen, which,

being nearer the northern fishing grounds, has a great advantage over the southern ports.

With regard to the line-fishing, hand-lines are still employed to a considerable extent,

especially for the flat-fish (halibut), but the long-lines, i. e. lines with many hooks laid

along the bottom, are of much greater importance. In former days, this was the chief

method of obtaining the fresh fish for the country, and according to the Keports of the

Scottish Fishery Board, which follow closely from year to year the course of the fisheries

and endeavour to ascertain the causes of their fluctuations, there seems little doubt, but

that the line-fishing would be of greater dimensions had the line-fishermen not found the

herring-fishery more profitable. On the other hand, the number of steam-liners, i. e.

steamers using lines, has considerably increased of recent years, but this seems to be due

to their being employed in the herring fishing with drift-nets as well as in the line-

fishing.

In addition to the drift-net fishery for herrings, which as stated above, is the most

valuable of the Scottish fisheries, various other forms of nets e. g. the seine for the salmon,

sprat and (formerly) herring, stake-nets for salmon, stop-nets for sparling, are also em-

ployed, but they are of little importance in comparison with the methods mentioned. Of

some scientific interest is the recent revival of the gill-net on the east coast.

The most important species of food-fishes according to value are, in order: herring, food üshes

haddock, cod, ling, whiting, plaice, halibut etc. Their relative importance will be ascer-

tained from a perusal of the tables appended.

As already indicated, the fishing-grounds have completely altered during the past ''"'''''?"«""""'»

twenty years, and it is only in a very wide sense, that one can say there are definite

grounds nowadays. Formerly, the fishing was carried on everywhere round the coast,

though more especially on the eastern side, and only a few grounds here and there, such

as Smith's Bank in the Moray Firth or Ballantrae Bank in the Firth of Clyde, could be
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signalled out as being iu their season of special richness. With the advent of the steam

-

trawler, the grounds regularly fished on were extended out to the 50 fathom line and

later, on the appearance of the otter-trawl, to the 100 fathom line. It can only be said,

therefore, that the fishing grounds of the Scottish boats lie auywhere within the 100

fathom line round Scotland, the banks round Iceland and the Fseroes in the north, and on

the west coast, as far as St. Kilda and Kockall. The herring boats pursue the herring in

the southern parts of the North Sea, as well as in the waters all round Scotland. Some-

times, they take part in the fishery on the Cornish coast in the English Channel, and

many boats go each year to Ireland for the herring fishery in the Irish Channel.

Statistics

The present system of Scottish statistics has been the product of many years' growth,

slowly developing according to the condition of the fisheries and the need of the times.

In earlier years, before the new Board was formed, it was considered sufficient to obtain

information with regard only to the more important fisheries such as herring, cod etc.,

of those, namely, which formed Ihe basis of the curing industry and the export trade.

These comparatively simple statistics date back nearly a hundred years. For some years

before the formation of the new Board, however, the fresh fish trade of Scotland had

become of great importance, and the struggle between liners and trawlers had already

begun. Definite information with regard to the points iu dispute was quite lacking, and

it became one of the first duties of the Board, to arrange for the collection of all data

relating to the actual quantities of fish landed and the fisheries generally. Statistics of

the fresh fish landed in Scotland were first published in the year 1884 for the year 1883.

For the first few years, the older and the new systems were published side by side i. e.

the statistics with regard to the fish cured were kept distinct from those dealing with the

fresh fish. In 1889, however, the division was done away with, and the statistics of all

fish caught and landed were included in the same tables.

One legacy of the greatest importance for the collection of statistics, left by the

previous Fishery Board, was the organisation of selected fisheries officers round the coasts

of Scotland, each having a definite district under his supervision. These districts have

been maintained as before and number 26, embracing the east and west coast with Shet-

land and Orkney. The 26 districts are now grouped together into the three divisions,

namely, east coast, west coast and Shetland and Orkney together. By means of these

fishery officers and the powers granted it for the control of the fisheries, the Scottish

Fishery Board has been able, to bring its statistics to a high standard of scientific value.

Changes have been introduced as the years went on, but disregarding these, a brief sketch

may be given of the information contained in the tables of the 1902 Report.

The various tables are published as Appendixes to Part I of the Keport. In Appendix

A, the boats, their tonnage, the kind and extent of apparatus used and the values of each

and all are given for each district. Thus, the steam-trawlers are distinguished from

steam-liners and both from fishing boats employing sails; sailing trawlers are distinguished

from steam -trawlers, and boats from England or elsewhere, landing their catches in Scot-

land, are also mentioned separately. In a further table, the course of the fishing for the

year, number of boats and men etc. are given for each fishing place or creek round Scot-

land, the trawling vessels, however, being omitted.
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In x\ppendix B are given the details with regard to the quantity and value of the

several species of fish landed in Scotland, the different regions and the different modes of

fishing being distinguished, each species and the various methods of cure being mentioned.

Details with regard to the herring-trade, its progress during the last century, the amount

of quantities exported, and the number of men engaged in the various branches etc. are

given in further tables.

In addition to the fishery officers, who are responsible for the statistics mentioned,

and each of whom furnishes annually a separate report on the fisheries within his district,

there are two inspectors, who supervise generally the work of the fishery officers and give

general reports annually on the condition of the Scottish fisheries.

General information from the statistics

The quantities and values of the Scottish fisheries are shown in the following tables.

As with the corresponding tables for England, five-yearly periods are considered , though

the greater accuracy of the Scottish statistics give the figures for the year a higher value,

and make them more worthy of record. The five-yearly periods, however, serve the

present purpose. The yearly data for the most important species will be considered in

the second portion of this work.

A few notes may be made on the various species mentioned in the tables.

Statistics of the herrings sold "fresh" began only in 1883. Previous to that time, "Nets"-fishery

there were only records of the herring cured. These go back nearly a hundred years, to

1809. From the report for 1902, we find that the number of barrels of herrings, cured

annually in Scotland, has increased gradually and regularly from 90,000 during IBlO to

over 1,800,000 barrels in 1902

Comparison of the total quantities is difficult, until we come to 1889, when the quan-

tities were all given under the same measures, crans or hundred-weights. From that time

onwards, it appears from the table, that the total quantities have steadily increased except

during the period 1896-1900.

With regard to the proportions of herring cured and those used in a fresh condition,

it is evident, that this depends from year to year upon many variable factors, such as the

condition of the fish, the demand etc. In general, however, only about one-fifth of the

quantity landed is used in the fresh state, about 80 per cent, being cured, chiefly for

exportation. Within the last few years, the proportion of herring sold fresh has increased.

Since 1896, the different periods of the herring fishery have been separately disting-

uished in the statistics, into: winter fishery from P' Jan. to .31" March; early summer fishery

from 1" April to 30* June; and great summer and autumn fishery from 1" July to

31^' December. Of these, the latter is the most important, having from 60 to 75% of

the total qnantity and value of the entire fishery. The early summer fishery amounts to

15 to 20 "/o and the winter fishery to 5 to 10 "/o of the entire fishery. The winter fishery

is pursued on the east and west coasts and is entirely estuarine. The greater part of the

early summer fishery is carried on at the Orkney and Shetland Islands and on the west

coast. During the third period, from P' July to the end of the year, the fishery gradually

extends to the south and is prosecuted along the whole east coast from Shetland to the Thames.

Herring
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The west coast fishery during this period is also greater in the southern than in the

northern waters, the main fishing taking place in the Firth of Clyde and Loch Fyne.

Within recent years, an increasing number of Scottish boats have proceeded to the

herring fisheries off the east coast of England, after the close of the Scottish season in the

autumn, and to those off the Irish coasts in the spring. It may be said, that at some

place or another the Scottish boats are engaged in the herring fishing all the year round.

The sprat and sparling fisheries are entirely estuarine and are pursued chiefly on the sp'"'' sparung
° 'and Mackerel

east coast, only a small proportion, of the sparling, being taken on the west coast. The

mackerel, on the other hand, is of greater importance, as a rule, on the west coast than on

the east. There is little or no regular fishing for this species, the fish being mostly taken

in herring nets.

With regard to the remaining species, i. e. the so-called round fish and flat fish, taken Tra^vl ana une

as a whole, it is of interest that the Scottish statistics are so arranged, that the different

modes of fishing, by lines and trawl, are distinguished. In the introductions to the Eeports

for 1901 and 1902, a general comparison is made between these different forms of fishing.

It is shown, that in general the trawl fishery has greatly increased, whilst the line fishery

has decreased. In 1891, the trawl brought in less than one fifth of the catch of the lines,

but in 1901 the position was almost reversed, the trawl catching more than double the

lines. As the value of the trawled fish, on the whole, has always been much higher than

that given for the fish caught by lines, the change of place has been even more conspicuous

with regard to values.

The decline of the line fishing, however, is not universal. It is most marked in the

case of the round fish and most of all for the haddock. The quantities of cod, saithe,

ling and whiting taken by lines have also been decreasing rapidly, but the quantities of

tusk and conger eel, which are almost entirely taken by lines, have rather increased.

This would indicate that the line-fishing for those species which show a decrease, has not

been so much pursued of recent years, and it is stated in the Keport that the successful

herring-fishery is accountable for this, in great part at any rate. The fishermen who

formerly engaged in the line-fishing for cod, haddock etc. now do so to a much less

degree.

With regard to flat fish, however, it cannot be said that the decrease in the returns of

the line-fishing is so apparent. Taking all the species together, the quantities landed have

remained very constant since 1891. On the other hand, the quantities of these species

landed by the trawlers have almost doubled in the same time. The halibut and skate are

mostly taken by the liners, whilst the turbot and the lemon-sole are almost entirely taken

by the trawlers.

Apart from the herring, the haddock is the most important species for Scotland, con- """'"' '''"''

tributing from 40 to 45 "/o of the total quantity and value of all fish taken by line and

trawl. As shown in the table, the quantities taken have greatly increased since 1886, and

this increase has been going on since the present system of taking statistics was begun

(1883). Of the total quantity of haddock, about 60 "/o is annually consumed in the cured

(smoked) state.

The codfishery, which comes second to the haddock-fishery, reached a maximum in

the years 1896—97, and the lowest minimum for a long period of years in 1900. About

Appendix J X5
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25 to 30 "/o of the cod landed are cured, i. e., smoked or pickled. A considerable propor-

tion of the ling, tusk and saithe are also cured.

The species included under "other fish" or "unclassified fish" are hake, gurnards,

bream, cat-fish, sillocks * etc. The hake is the most valuable of these species and is caught

in considerable quantities during some years. It is included with the cod and ling under

"cured fish", but is unfortunately not separately distinguished.

Flat Fish The quantity of turbot landed in Scotland is not great, comparatively speaking, but its

high value makes it of considerable importance. The largest quantities are brought in by the

trawlers on the east coast; on the other hand, the small amount of turbot landed on the west

coast is brought in by liners. The average quantity of this fish landed has been somewhat

greater in recent than in earlier years, more particularly on the east coast. The same

may be said of the halibut and lemon-sole, which come close together, both in quantity

and value. The increase in the catches of these fish is a sign of the extension of the

fishing into deeper waters, as will be mentioned more particularly in dealing with the

following species. Whilst the lemon-sole landed is brought in entirely by the trawlers of

the east cost, the halibut is chiefly the property of the liners and a considerable amount

is lauded in the western isles. It is probable, indeed, that much of the turbot and halibut

recorded for the east is really obtained on the west coast.

The mode of recording the remaining flat-fish (excluding skate) forms the "Achilles"

heel of the Scottish statistics. Within one column are included flounder, plaice, brill,

witches, megrims, dabs and probably long-rough dabs. In earlier years, this did not matter

much, as megrims and witches were then of little account on the markets, and the other

species negligible in comparison with the plaice. During the years following 1896, how-

ever, the otter-trawl revolutionised the trawling industry and the fishing-grounds became

rapidly enlarged from within 50 fathoms to the 100 fathom line. The changes produced

thereby and the consequent fluctuations in the statistics for the past 6 years, have been

described in detail by Wemyss Fulton in the XX* Report (Part III, p. 80 et seq.).

Quantities of Without entering too deeply into these details, the matter may be illustrated by

on threasTcolst showing the difficulty of obtaining an account of the quantities of plaice landed in Scotland,

of Scotland The spocics mentioned as included with the plaice in the statistics, are taken both on

the west and east coasts of Scotland. So far as the west coast and Orkney and Shetland are

concerned there is but little difficulty. The quantities are relatively small and the greater

proportion is obtained by lines. It is probable, therefore, that only the dab, in addition to

the plaice, is taken in any appreciable quantity, and judging from the proportion of dabs

landed at Aberdeen on the east coast — to be presently mentioned — 90 % of the total

quantity landed would be plaice. A similar proportion would apply also to the fish landed

by the liners on the east coast. There would be no great error in these approximate

results.

The greater quantity of plaice etc. is landed, however, by the trawlers of the east

coast. Previous to 1896, this amounted to ca. 60"/o of the total quantities of these species

landed in all Scotland, since that year, it has mounted to between 75 and 80 "/o, and this

relative increase has been due to an increase landed by trawlers, not decrease by the liners.

' "Sillocks" is given by Day (British Pishes p. 294) as a local name for the saithe, G. virens. As the

returns for this fish are presumably given separately under saithe, perhaps "sillocks" refer to the pollack,

G. pollachius.
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The probability is, that this increase has been made up entirely of the deep-sea species,

witches and megrims, and that the quantities of plaice actually landed by the trawlers

and therefore in all Scotland, have remained constant or slightly decreased.

This can be shown from the data given by Fulton for Aberdeen (1. c. p. 85).

Table LXÎ.IT. The quantities of plaice etc. landed In Aberdeen

Plaice Dab Witch a. Megrim

1890

1891

1892

1893

1894

1895

1896

1897

1898

1899

1900

1901

1902

27,964

31,359

26,297

82,089

35,006

35,304

38,001

25,868

23,484

22,741

20,964

21,522

26,243

1,182

1,383

2,171

2,678

1,996

2,035

cwt.

5,620

4,158

3,647

4,633

4,118

3,774

5,186

6,436

9,593

21,746

36,383

52,741

36,369

The quantities for 1902 have been added from the XXP' Keport, p. XLIV. The quan-

tities of dab are clearly of little account, being on the whole, less than 10 % of the plaice.

The brill has been disregarded altogether, as the landings of this species amount to barely

2% of those of the plaice alone.

It thus appears, that the quantities of plaice increased from 1890 to 1896 and then

decreased until 1902, when they suddenly increased. During this period, the quantities of

megrims and witches remained practically constant, forming less than 20 % of the plaice

landed, until 1896 when they began to increase pari passu with the decrease of plaice,

and rapidly exceeded the quantities of the latter. As pointed out by Fulton, the increase

in' the witches and megrims occurred with the introduction of the otter-trawl and the

extension of the fishing grounds beyond the 50 fathom line. The increase of plaice in

1902 was due, again, to the partial return of the trawlers to the older fishing grounds

under the 50 fathom line.

The other ports on the east coast, from which trawling is carried on to any extent,

are Leith, Montrose (Dundee), Peterhead and Fraserburgh. The total quantities of plaice

etc. landed at these ports taken together, amount to ca. 20 "/o (in recent years) of ail the

trawled plaice etc. lauded on the east coast. If we could assume, that the course of the

trawling from these ports had been the same as from Aberdeen, we might deduct from

their returns proportionate amounts for the witches and megrims landed, but it does not

seem possible to make this assumption.

Again, the quantities of plaice brought from Iceland and the Faeroes are included in

these returns and the witch etc. are also obtained there, but from information given in

the XXII ""^ Keport, it appears, that these quantities are almost negligible. The Aberdeen

15*

Change of

ftshing-ground

affects statistics
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trawlers bring only small quantities of flat fish to market from these regions, preferring

the round fish.

If, for the moment, we deduct the quantities known certainly to be other than plaice,

i. e. the witches etc. landed in Aberdeen, we have for the quantities of plaice landed on

the east coast of Scotland, liners and trawlers included:

1897 48,146 cwts.

1898 48,300 —
1899 57,732 -
1900 52,995 —
1901 57,333 —
1902 58,147 —

This is the nearest approximate we can obtain from existing data, but from what has

been said, the quantities are certainly too high, and whether we should take more from

the first years or from the last cannot be determined. Further, if we wished to ascertain

the quantity of plaice landed from the North Sea only, we should have to be content with

the same figures. Errors in this case would also arise from the small quantities brought

from the Fseroes and Iceland, as already mentioned, and the quantities from the north and

west coasts of Scotland which are landed at Aberdeen or elsewhere on the east coast.

The shellfish, whose total value is stated in the table, include oysters, mussels, clams,

lobsters, crabs and other unclassified shell fish. Of these, the most valuable at the present

time are crabs, (C pagums) and lobsters, forming over 70% of the total value. The

lobsters are taken most abundantly on the west coast, the crabs on the east coast. Oysters,

mussels and clams were formerly more abundant and of much more value than they are

Table LXS.V. Average price of flsh landed In Scotland

in pence per pound (lb.)
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at present, and it is almost entirely due to these forms that the value of shell fish on the

east coast has decreased.

Regarding the fisheries as a whole, it appears, that the total quantities and values vaiue and

have steadily increased during the period considered, except as regards quantities during """/Lh""
1896—1900. The decrease noted here is entirely due to the diminution in the average

quantities of herring landed during 1896—1900. It is noticeable also, that the increase is

entirely due to the expansion of the fisheries on the east coast.

The decrease in the average quantity during 1896—1900 was not accompanied by a

decrease in the value, on the contrary, the total value had increased more during that

quinquennial period than during the previous one. The average price of fish had therefore

increased, and this is shown very clearly in the accompanying table. The average price

of practically all species has gone up considerably since 1886, and the increase is specially

marked in the case of the more important species, e. g. herring, haddock, cod and the

flat-fishes. Since the total quantities have greatly increased, the higher value must be due

to greatly increased demand.

The progress of the fisheries is displayed, not merely by the quantities and values of Boats ana Gear

fish landed, but also by the fishing-vessels. The general trend of the fisheries may, indeed,

be better illustrated by the character and size of the boats than by the fish landed. This

is especially the case with Scotland, where the fisheries have greatly changed during the

last 20 years. In agreement with the fact, already stated, that the quantities of fish landed

by the trawlers had gradually overtaken and surpassed those landed by the Hners, we find

that the number of trawlers has increased greatly whilst the sailing-boats have decreased.

The tendency to utilise steam for propulsion is further displayed in the increasing number

of steam-liners and steam-drifters. In the Keport for 1903, Appendix P, p. 256, it is

shown, that the number of sailing boats engaged in line-fishing has decreased from 5,715

in 1898 to 4,884 in 1903, whilst the number of steam-liners has increased from 39 to 91

in the same period.

Many of the steam -liners also engage as drifters in the herring fishery, and it is

practically impossible to separate them. The two classes are therefore combined in the

accompanying table.

The number of all sailing-boats has decreased by one third since 1886—90, but the

tonnage has increased, so that the average is now nearly 12 tons, where formerly it was

but little over 8. Most of these sailing-boats are engaged, like the steam -drifters, in the

herring fishery. As the value of the boats and gear has also greatly increased, it is

evident that the tendency of the Scottish fisheries is towards larger and more expensive

boats and equipment, and corresponding to this, the fishing is pursued further to sea and

for longer periods.

It is worthy of remark, that the period 1896— 1900 seems to have been the turning-

point when the tonnage and number of men employed were at their lowest. This corre-

sponded with a period of depression in the quantities of herring landed. As the value of

fish greatly increased, however, during the same period, the fishermen were enabled to

replace the older and smaller boats by newer and larger.

From the data given in the Scottish statistics, it is possible to obtain an approximate Average Gross

average over a number of years, of the amounts earned by the fishing boats. It has to be »"'»k'

remembered, that the quantities obtained depend on the weather conditions and the amount
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Table LXXTI. Total number, tjpe and value of the boats engaged In the Scottish flsherles
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port. Some foreign trawlers also occasionally land their catches in Scotland, but their

quantities are relatively small (to the value of f 6,813 in 1903), and probably do not

counterbalance the amounts landed on the west coast of Scotland by the east coast

trawlers and not included here.

The otter-trawl was introduced on to the Scottish boats in 1895—96, and its effect is

displayed in the increase of the average catch from 1896 onwards. From what has been

said on a previous page, however, part of this increase in the average catch is due to

fishing on different grounds and more especially in deeper waters. This has to be taken

into consideration in comparing the fishing capacities of the beam and otter-trawl from

statistics.

An exact estimation of the average catch and earnings of the boats engaged in lining

and drift net fishing is very difficult, owing to the fact, that many boats engage in both

pursuits at different times of the year. The Scottish statistics give two separate accounts

of the number of boats engaged in the herring fishing. In one, which is joined with the

quantities and value of the fishing, the average number of boats fishing from the various

ports is given for each of the three main seasons during which the herring fishery is

carried on. It is possible, that the boats engaged in the great summer fishery represent

the total number of boats throughout the year, but this is by no means certain. The

second account gives the largest number of boats engaged in the fishery from the different

ports at one time. A comparison with the other table would indicate, that this means

the maximum number at any time throughout the year. In the first account, the number

seems to be too low, in the second too high. In 1903, for example, the boats engaged in

the great summer fishing on the east coast, including Orkney and Shetland, were 3996, but

the maximum number for the same region was 4897.

It is possible of, course, to consider only the great summer and autumn fishery by

itself, but this would not give the total value of the herring fishery to the east coast

fishermen. The whole fishery has therefore been taken into account, and the average earn-

Liners and

drifters

Table LXXVII. Progress of the Hue and drlH-net fisheries on the east coast of Scotland
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ings calculated from the maximuca numbers. The average catch per boat is therefore

too low probably, but every year suffers similarly, so that the comparison over the years

given here should be a fair one.

It has been mentioned on a previous page, that a large number of Scottish boats

pursue the herring fishery in English and Irish waters. The quantities taken there, espec-

ially during the past few years, have been very considerable. With the exception of 1894,

when only the values were given, the quantities of herring taken outwith Scottish waters

by the Scottish boats have always been given in the introduction to the Annual Reports.

They are included here in estimating the average catches.

A more scientific method of comparing the average catch of fish over a period of

years might be, to estimate the average catch per mile of net, seeing that the square area

of the nets employed is given in the Reports.

It has to be remarked, however, that the average catch per mile of net depends also

on the depth of the net. This is taken here to be 16 yards in depth on the average, but

it may be a little less, in which case, the length would be greater and consequently the

average per mile less. B'or the larger boats, the depth of the net is 16 yards, according

to the data given in the 1903 Report (p. LXV), and this is the same as the Dutch herring

nets, but in the older nets, the depth was from 9 to 10 yards (see Holdsworth 1. c.)

It is of greater consequence, that the fishing boats always have one or more spare

nets, and though not stated, the probability is, that the area of the nets given in the Re-

ports includes also these spare nets. The net-area actually fishing throughout the year is

therefore unknown, but probably less than one half of that employed to calculate the

averages given.

Table LXXTlll. Average gross amount (quantity and value) taken annual!; b; the flsberinen on the east coast of

Scotland (Including Orkney and Shetland).
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The averages calculated from the statistics as they now stand, are consequently indef-

inite both as regards the earnings of the boats and the take of the nets. ' Supplementary

information on these points is given in the 190o Report with regard especially to the

steam-drifters. The gross earnings of a number of these boats amounted to over f 2000,

but these cannot be taken as even indicating what the earnings of the sailing vessels

might be.

Similar difficulties are met with, in estimating the earnings of the liners. Many of

the liners take to the herring fishing during a great part of the year, consequently the

length of lines given in Table LXXVIIl was probably not once in operation throughout the year,

and even though the total number of boats engaged in line-fishing is given in a special

table of the Reports, it is certain that many, if not most of them, have been at line-fishing

only a small part of the year. For example, if we calculate the average catch for the

east coast per mile of line, we find that it was 20 cwts (£ 11) in 1903, 18 cwts (£ 10)

in 1902, 18 cwts (£ 10) in 1901 and so on, not once exceeding 40 cwts. (f 14) since

1893, when separate statistics are first available. These averages are obviously of little value.

In the 1903 Report, it is stated, that the gross earnings of the steamers engaged

exclusively in line-fishing varied between f 2000 and £ 3300.

To gain an approximate notion of the earnings of these Scottish boats, it is necessary to

combine the liners and drifters and estimate the earnings in terms of some factor common
to both. Since the number of men, the number and tonnage of the boats, and amount of

gear are excluded, we have left only the capital, and an estimate is therefore given of the

average gross earnings per £ 100 of capital. It is probable, that this would be the simplest

and most accurate method of comparing the catches of boats of different kinds and different

countries. It is of interest,. for example, to notice, that the line and drift-net fishing is

much more successful than that of trawling.

In estimating the gross earnings for all boats and fisheries, the value of the shell-fish

taken on the east coast is also included. As the quantities of various kinds of shell-fish

are given in numbers, however, and it is difficult to convert these into weights, the shell-

fish have been omitted in estimating the number of hundredweights per £ 100 of capital.

' In addition to the causes of error stated, the east coast drifters and liners also land a portion

of their fish on the west coast of Scotland. For the drifters, the quantities are probably of no importance,

not so for the liners however.

Appeadix J \^y



SUPPLEMENT

THE FISHERIES ON THE MURMAN COAST (NORTH RUSSIA)

By L. BREITFUSS

arnlheries'
^^^ ^^^^ climatic conditions in the northern parts of the province of Archangel

permit the culture of the land to but a very small extent. The people of those parts —
especially of the town of Kola and the so-called "Pomoren" living on the coasts of the

White Sea — are thus driven to the Murman coast, where the southern parts of the

Barents Sea are always free of ice. From this coast, they carry on a fishery under great

difficulties in the inhospitable Arctic Ocean.

At the present day, the Murman fishery plays a very important role in the life of

northern Russia, as a large portion of the inhabitants of the districts Onega, Kem and

Alexandrowsk in the province of Archangel are engaged in the actual fishery, and a

second portion in transporting the fish to Archangel and St. Petersburg in their small

schooners. About Vsrds of the annual catch, which amounts to between 500—600 thou-

sands puds* is brought to St. Petersburg and Baltic parts, and only about Vard of the

total goes to Archangel and ports on the White Sea. This means that only an insignif-

icantly small portion of the entire consumption in the north is supplied; the main supply

for the northern provinces, of Archangelsk, Wologda and Wjatka, comes from Norway, and

amounts to 1—IV2 million puds.

The import of Norwegian fish is aided to the extent, that it can be landed in Arch-

angel free of duty if brought in Russian ships; this is not permitted, however, in the

Russian ports on the Baltic. The reasons for this are, on the one hand to encourage the

shipping in the north, and on the other hand to protect the relatively feeble Murman
fishery from competition.

Age of the fishery 'pjjg Murman fishery is of very ancient date. The old chronicles of the IXth century

tell of the voyages of the Russians in the northern Arctic Ocean. In the XVth and XVIth

centuries, the Russians not only engaged in the cod-fishery on the Murman coast, that is,

the northern coast of the Kola peninsula, but also carried on a not inconsiderable fishery

on the coasts of Finmark. In a report dating from 1774, the number of Russian fishermen

was estimated to be 1300 at that time, whereas the number of fishermen's families settled

in Finmark was only 300. In the report of the district-officer for 1775, we read: "the

Russians have without doubt fished more than the subjects of his Majesty the King of

' 1 pud = It) kilograms = 35'3 Eng. lbs.
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Denmark"; and in 1770, a trader in Vardö wrote to his principal in Bergen: "it is not

only that the Kussians are supplanting the inhabitants at the fisheries, but they even go

round the fish-naarkets to buy up and barter for the fish; this they can do much more

easily than we can, as they pay double the price permitted us by law" (Norsk Fiskeri-

tidende, 1900. 4. Hefte, p. 510).

At that time, the Pomoren were accustomed to undertake venturesome voyages, even

to Spitsbergen and Nova Zembla, in their archaic "Schnjake" in search of seals and the

white whale.

In the second half of the XVIlIth century, however, a great change took place in the

economic conditions of the northern provinces of both kingdoms, due to a rapid devel-

opment of the northern parts of Norway, and a decline in the trade and industry of

Archangel, all to the advantage of Norway.

The fishery on the Murman coast is carried on in the period from June to October.
J*;.^fj^'p,=^^

The most important species is the cod {Gadus callarias L.), which contributes far more

than the half of all the fish taken on the coast and is of double the value (1 to 1-20

roubles' per pud of the haddock (Gadus aeglefimis L.). The latter comes second in

importance, then the saithe (Gadus virens L.), and in smaller quantities the halibut

(Hippoglossus vulgaris Fiera.), cat-fishes (Anarrhicas lupus L., A. minor Müll, and

A. latifrons Steenstr.), Norway haddock [Sehastes norvegicus Asc), plaice (Pleuronectes

platessa L.), flounder (Pleuronectes flesus L.) and others.

The fresh-fish industry is not carried on here at all, from lack of good communi-

cations with other parts. Apart from the quantities used for home consumption by the

fishermen, the entire catch is salted.

According to the official statistics, which are somewhat defective, unfortunately, the
^f^^^JJ|;

"'„^

number of fishermen and the dimensions of the fishery during the period from 1880—1902, "^""^'^5,^°/^.
""

were as follows:

Year Fishermen Quantity (piuls)

1880—1883 2987 749,875

1884—1887 3836 486,883

1888—1891 3053 504,320

1892 3099 777,520

1893 3084 639,847

1894 3988 779,886

1895 3774 839,165

1896 3640 548,845

1897 4030 650,027

1898 4232 501,094

1899 4018 474,263

1900 4241 499.541

1901 3662 610,382

1902 3293 402,831

In these figures, only the sea-fishes, practically only the cod and haddock are included.

The salmon fishery, which is also somewhat important, is not taken account of here.

' 10 rubles (gold) = £ 1-11—8.

Iti*
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Number of boats According to the official statistics, ttie number of fishing boats during the period 1893

-1902 was as follows:

1893 769 boats

1894 997 —
1895 963 —
1896 948 —
1897 945 —

1898 1062 boats

1899 908' —
1900 964 —
1901 967 —
1902 922 —

Type of boat The boats on the Murman coast are all open and of four different types:

1) Schnjaken with ca. 240 pud capacity

2) Troiniks - - 130 -

3) Nordland-boats - - 100 - -

4) Karbass - - 75 -

In a very few cases, decked cutters are also used in addition to these. Each boat

carries 2—4 men. Long-lines are the chief methods of fishing, hand-lines to a less degree.

The 988 boats of 1899 were distributed amongst the various types of boat as follows:

Schnjaken 453 or 45-9 "lo

Published
statistics

Troiniks 154

Nordland-boats 190

Karbass 118

Larger decked and undecked boats . . 73

15-6 -

19-2 -

11-9 -

7-4 -

988

1864

The following publications have appeared in the Russian language:

Annual Reports of the Statistical Committee of the Province of Archangel,

et seq.

Statistical Investigations on the Murman Coast in the years, 1900, 1901 and 1902 (no

fishery statistics). Vol. I— IV published by the Committee for the support of the

Pomoren of North Russia. St. Petersburg, 1902—1904.

' 988 boats, according to the statistics of the Committee for the support of the Pomoren of North Russia.
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INTRODUCTION

1 he first portion of this work has given an account of the present-day condition

of the fisheries in the countries bordering on the North Sea. At the same time, the

sources of information general as well as statistical have been displayed, and the actual

information which the statistics of each country yield has been subjected to a preliminary

critical review. Some notion has been given thereby of the value of existing statistics,

and the way has been cleared for the general summary which has to bring the principal

data together.

The importance of this general summary must be evident to all who have had

occasion to search for statistical data with regard to fisheries. What is, however, of equal

importance in the present instance, is the manner in which such a summary is made.

On the one hand, there is an enormous mass of statistical data in widely varying degrees

of accuracy, and on the other, there is a number of theories and ideas just as difficult

to coordinate as the data. The data may be summarised in almost any order; of far

more vital importance is the rank or value given to the various factors, which have at

one time or another been taken to indicate overfishing and decrease of fish.

It has been maintained, for example, that statistics of the average catch per boat

were alone sufficient to prove the existence of overfishing and coming exhaustion of the

fisheries'. The point was overlooked here, that the average catch, whether per day or

per annum, is but a minor factor, depending entirely for its worth on the total catch

and total amount of fishing.

Again, the practical problem of overfishing has been unnecessarily connected with

the problem of decrease of fish. In a recent paper ^, Dr. Petersen of Denmark has

based his discussion of overfishing on the assumption, that a decrease of fish has been

shown to have taken place. Further on in the same essay, however, he indicates that

overfishing can be conceived as occurring, even when the numbers of fish are increasing

(1. c, p. 590, note). In an earlier paper^ also, he had shown the converse truth, namely,

that a decrease of fish was not necessarily overfishing. In later pages it will be shown,

that overfishing may occur even when the quantities of fish remain practically stationary.

1 Garstang, W., «The Impoverishment of the Sea>; Jour. Mar. Biol. Ass. vol. VI. igoo. The author

has now withdrawn from the position he took up in that work (see Evidence on the Sea Fisheries

Bill (H. L.), 1904. p. 115).

2 Petersen, C. G. Joh.: '<What is Overfishing ^
; Jour. Mar. Ass., vol. VI. 1903.

^ Beretning fra den danske biologiske Station I. 1890— (91).
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These two instances will perhaps suffice, to show the necessity of a critical res ate-

ment of the general ideas involved in the problem of overfishing, more especially as,

except for a few special purposes, the interpretation of the statistics, available at the

present time, depends more upon individual experience and breadth of view than upon

their own intrinsic worth.

The aim of the present portion of this work is therefore twofold; firstly, to criticise

and arrange in their relative order of importance, the general ideas connected with the

problems of overfishing and decrease of fish; and secondly, to examine the existing

statistical data with regard to the principal species of foodflshes caught in the North Sea.

In order to carry out this aim, it is advisable in the first place to go away from the

North Sea, and consider two less complicated regions, where the course of the fishing

throws considerable light on the problems concerned. The first example is taken from

the Norwegian fisheries, where the physical and biological conditions are so different from

those found elsewhere, that the effects of severe fishing stand out in marked contrast to

what has been observed in the North Sea. The second example chosen is that of the

Kattegat, where the conditions are more akin to those of the North Sea. In both cases

we have to deal with the plaice.

A discussion of these will show the advisability of regarding overfishing (for the

time being), as a practical and economical problem, which has to be measured not in

terms of quantity but in terms of value, i. e. of the capital employed and the income

earned. Theoretically, it seems possible to measure overfishing by means of the quantities,

and if all the factors were known — the amount of the fishing power, the reproductive

fertifity, rate of growth and mortality of the species concerned and the total quantities

taken for man's use per annum — a good mathematician might be able to calculate the

precise point where overfishing begins. Practically, his calculation would be waste labour,

if the average price of fish rose or fell, in the meantime, by but a fraction of a penny.

On the other hand, the decrease or increase of fish, either in numbers, quantity or

quality, is a special scienfific problem which can be solved if certain factors are known.

If the physical and biological conditions, surrounding a species on a given region, remain

practically the same over a period of years, and the amount of fishing to which it is

subjected is maintained practically at a maximum throughout, then for a species which

spawns once a year, the principal factor is the total quantity (by weight) taken per annum.

For practical and economic purposes, however, it is not sufficient to know that a species

is maintaining itself on an area so far as total weight is concerned. It is of more impor-

tance economically that the large fish, or rather, the fish which have the best market-

value, should not decrease. Even if the total weight has remained practically constant

over a period of years, the question has still to be considered, whether the size and quality

of the fish taken have likewise remained constant. For economic purposes, therefore, the

average size or weight of the fish taken has also to be considered.

The available statistics of the plaice fisheries in Norway and the Kattegat will enable

these positions to be exemplified. The statistical data for the fisheries of the North Sea

are unfortunately more imperfect and complicated, so that the conclusions are more of

the nature of probabilities than certainties. The difficulties in the way will be pointed

out later. Meantime, it is of importance to mention the assumptions which are made, in

using statistical data for the solution of the question of decrease or increase of fish. It
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is assumed therewith, that the quantities taken by the fishermen can be considered as

representing the fish-population of an area. This means in general, that, if the annual

quantities landed remain constant or decrease over a sufficiently long period of years,

then it can be concluded, that the actual fish-population has remained constant or decreased.

The extent of this assumption cannot be determined until further information is forthcoming,

with regard, especially, to the fishing capacity of the apparatus now employed. There is

no doubt, for example, that the fishing apparatus is differential in its action, so that the

quantities taken of certain species e. g. the whiting, dab and sole, are not so represen-

tative as those taken of others, as the haddock and plaice.

If it can be shown, that a decrease of fish has occurred along the lines indicated

above, namely, decrease of total quantities or decrease of the average size, the practical

considerations arise, whether it is advisable and if so, what are the methods to help

maintain the supply. These are not considered here. The main point placed in the fore

front of the present investigation has been, to ascertain whether the statistical data could

and did show a decrease of fish, and wherein exactly the decrease lay.

A. PLAICE FISHERY IN NORWAY

From a general description of the fisheries in Norway by Hjort and Dahl, it appears,

that the plaice fishery has been carried on for a long time in the southern part of Norway

and only for about 15 years in the northern parts. The condition of things in Norway,

the modes of fishing and the fisheries themselves are markedly different from those ob-

taining elsewhere; further, scientific information is scarce, so that one cannot make any

close comparison between the Norwegian plaice fisheries and those of the Kattegat and

North Sea. By way of contrast, however, the observations of Hjort and Dahl are of

interest and importance.

With regard to complaints concerning overfishing or decrease of fish, the authors

state: "in those parts where the fishery has been carried on from time immemorial, the

fishermen, as a rule, have not known the fish to be more numerous than at present.

The younger the fishery is, the more frequent are the reports that a greater quantity of

fish was found there in earlier times (with exception, naturally, of the places where the

fishery is flourishing)."

The younger fisheries are, as mentioned, in the northern provinces of Norway, and

two instances are given of fisheries springing up and then dying out within the space of

a few years. The statistics of the actual catches do not exist, but the quantities sent to

a fish-merchant at Trondhjem are considered to be good representations of the course of

the fishing. They are shown by the following curves (p. ö).

The explanation given of these phenomena is simple. It is considered, that there was

but a comparatively small ''accumulated stock" of plaice of the largest size (50 to 70 cm.)

on the grounds originally, and that this was very soon fished up. The number of the

medium-sized plaice left was not sufficient to make a regular fishing profitable.
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The fishing up of the larger plaice is a phenomenon well-known for other fishing

grounds, in the Kattegat, North Sea or elsewhere, and the phrase "accumulated stock" is

very descriptive of the condition of things on a new and comparatively untouched fishing

ground. The reasons why the fishing ceased, so far as commercial purposes were con-

cerned, when the accumulated stock was fished up, are directly traceable, according to

Hjort and Dahl, to the physical conditions which are found along the Norwegian coast.

The areas suited to the plaice are small in extent and, like oases, surrounded by great

depths of water in which neither the adults nor the young live. Further, the strong cur-

rents which prevail there, scatter the eggs and pelagic young far and wide, and it is

only a small chance that, when the pelagic stage is safely passed, the young should find

Fig. I. Plaice-fishery in Norway.'

themselves on any shallow sandy ground suited to their growth. Whether .the stock on

one of these isolated grounds be large or small, there is but the remotest chance of any

of the young returning there. Consequently, if a ground is rapidly deprived of its "accu-

mulated stock" it will take many years before it can recover. Meantime, the stock of

medium-sized plaice is not sufficient to maintain the fishery.

The differences between these examples of the Norwegian plaice fishery and the

plaice fisheries of the North Sea and Kattegat, lie on the one hand in the physical con-

ditions, and on the other in the quantities of medium-sized plaice available for maintaining

a fishery. The whole of the coastal areas round the North Sea and Kattegat are suited

to the young plaice, and the chances are strongly against the currents carrying the eggs

and pelagic young into depths where they cannot live and grow. As a consequence of

this, the younger stages of the plaice, the undersized fish, are present in great multitudes

I In place of Iröien, read Fröien.
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on the shallow flats of both seas. And it is the medium-sized plaice, which constitute the

staple support of the plaice fisheries in both the North Sea and the Kattegat.

In contradistinction to the "accumulated stock", which consists of large fish, it is

convenient to call the medium-sized fish the "current stock", whilst those under the

general marketable size may be called simply "undersized fish". The problem for the

North Sea and Kattegat, so far as it concerns the plaice, is centered round the current

stock; further explanation of this term may be postponed until the present condition of the

plaice fishery in the Kattegat has been described.

B. THE PLAICE FISHERIES OF THE KATTEGAT

The plaice fishery, which is by far the most important fishery in ihe Kattegat, is

carried on (i) by steam trawlers of English and German nationality, (2) by the Danes,

(3) by the Swedes. Information concerning the quantities taken by the first is absolutely

wanting, but we can safely say that they, have fished in the Kattegat more since 1890

than in the years preceding.

With regard to the Danish and Swedish plaice fishery, very complete information is

to be found in the various reports already named in the first part of this work, and a

valuable picture can therewith be obtained of a fishery, which has been entirely dependent

on the "current stock" for a period of at least twelve years, and shows as yet no signs

of exhaustion.

As the Danish fishery is of greater importance than any other we shall begin with

it, but first of all, it is necessary to say a few words concerning the physical and

geographical conditions in the Kattegat.

As is well-known, the Kattegat is the meeting place of two large expanses of water

of very different character. On the one side, is the Baltic with its low salinity or com-

paratively speaking fresh water, on the other, is the Skager Rak and North Sea with a

relatively high salinity. The nature of the Kattegat water depends upon these two influ-

ences, but as it lies more open to the Skager Rak, it has on the whole more of the

characteristics of the latter. The Baltic stream and the currents from the Skager Rak

are, however, in constant conflict and the range or area, over which the conflict is waged,

varies greatly in different seasons and different years. In short, the physical character-

istics of the Kattegat, the direction and strength of its many currents, both on and below

the surface, and so on, are very variable. Without entering into details, it may be said

that these variable physical conditions must have a profound influence on the distribution

of the young of fishes, such as the plaice. In some years, the pelagic young may be

carried into the Baltic or on the other hand into the Skager Rak, more than in other

years. It is probable, therefore, that the abundance of the adult plaice is aff'ected in this

way over the whole Kattegat, and the fluctuations in the abundance might even show

themselves in the statistics of the annual quantities taken by the fishermen.

The boundaries of the Kattegat employed here, are the same as those used by
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Petersen and Otterstram in their work on the Danish fisheries. They are: a line

drawn from the Skaw to Vinga off Gothenburg, dividing the Kattegat from the Skager

Rak; lines drawn from Hasenore in Jutland to Gniben in North Sealand and from Copen-

hagen to Malmö in Sweden, dividing the Kattegat from the Belts and Baltic ^

The plaice fishing within these boundaries is carried on for the most part in

less than 30 fathoms. If we take 44 fathoms (80 meters) as the extreme limit of the

fishing, we can readily ascertain the total area fished over. This amounts to ca. 5430 sq.

nautical miles or ca. l8,6(X) sq. kilometers 2. The greater part of this area is of a sandy

nature and lies in less than 20 fathoms, from the Jutland coast out to Laesö and Anholt

in the centre and across the southern half of the Kattegat. Beyond the 20 fathoms, the

bottom has a muddy character. The Kattegat is thus well-adapted to the plaice and to

the plaice fishery. There are no rocks on the Danish side, only a few patches of stones

which do not disturb the Danish snurrevaad so much as they would the trawl. On the

Swedish side, the bottom is more rocky and a different mode of fishing for the plaice,

i. e. with gill-nets, is employed.

I. Danish plaice fishery in the Kattegat

The condition of the plaice fishery in the Kattegat was investigated by Petersen

some years ago and his report, published in 1894, has been generally considered, and

rightly too, one of the most valuable contributions to the problem of overfishing. The
conclusions he arrived at, though dealing only with the Kattegat, are of general and wide

importance, and the description he has given of the progress of the Kattegat plaice

fishery, its rise to a maximum of output or production and then its apparent decline,

agrees in essentials with many descriptions of the plaice fisheries in the North Sea and

elsewhere. What is of greatest value in the report of Petersen is, that he was able to

observe the fishery exactly at the time when it had reached its apparent maximum or as

Petersen calls it "culmination", and with ten more years gone by, it is fortunate that

we have this report as a basis for comparison.

It appears from Petersen's report, that the plaice fishery of the Kattegat was

practically in its infancy previous to 1876. The chief fishing grounds were close to the

coast and the fishing was carried on by gill-nets. Deep-sea fishing was then but little

practised, and there were consequently few fishing cutters. During the decade from 1880

to 1890, the importance of the plaice fishery increased by leaps and bounds. The large

boats increased in number and size, and the fishing grounds were extended to the whole

of the Kattegat and even already to the Skager Rak and North Sea. It was at the

beginning of this decade also, that the famous "snurrevaad" or so-called plaice-seine was

introduced, and its introduction necessitated larger boats and improved gear.

The alterations which occurred in the fishing, up to the time when Petersen wrote

his report, may be summarised under the following headings.

(1) "the fishing grounds have become several times larger, than 15 years previously."

(2) "the fishing power is certainly 20—40 times larger", and the number of hauls

per day more numerous.

1 Two small villages lying within this line on the Jutland coast, have also been included.

2 This has been calculated with the friendly assistance of Mr. Martin Knudsen of Copenhagen.
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(3) the culminating point, or the year when the greatest success was apparently

reached, was 1890. Thereafter, the signs of a crisis or turning point became unmistakeable.

(4), in spite of the great improvements in vessels and gear, and extension of fishing-

grounds, "the market was not so well supplied as formerly".

(5) there was "a diminution in the number of saleable plaice, which a cutter can fish

in one day on formerly good grounds".

(6) "large plaice (grown up) have become rare in the Kattegat", and "the average

size is smaller".

The general conclusion arrived at from a consideration of these phenomena was,

that the plaice fishery had decreased, "and this was considered due, not merely to over-

capitalisation of the industry, but also to decrease in the stock of plaice in the Kattegat".

The decrease further was not general, but only in the quantities of large plaice; the

smaller plaice were present "in multitudes, perhaps even in greater numbers than in

former years, when there were more large ones to take up the room".

The position thus outlined was reached by Petersen not so much from statistics,

as from personal experience of the fisheries. Statistical data was quite lacking to show,

for example, the truth of the statements contained in (4), (5) or (6).

Since 1894, a great mass of information has been collected in the Danish Reports

bearing on the various points mentioned, and it is of the greatest importance, for the

problem of overfishing in general, to review this evidence and to ascertain how far, if at

all, the plaice fishery in the Kattegat has further decreased. It may be said here, that

the statistics have to be used with caution and that a few gaps occur in details. Never-

theless, the main facts can be made out quite clearly, when we make the same broad

survey of the matter which Petersen made in 1894.

It will simplify the comprehension of the data, if we follow the same order as is

indicated above.

I. Fishing grounds and fishing apparatus

In 1890, the whole Kattegat, so far as it was suitable, was already exploited by the

Danish fishermen, so that we cannot expect any change to have occurred in this respect

since that time. Then as now, also, the large cutters of the Kattegat were accustomed to

fish during the summer months in the Skager Rak and North Sea, and it does not appear

from the statistics, that the number of Kattegat cutters fishing outside the Kattegat has

increased since that time'.

It is certain also, that the intensity of the fishing in the Kattegat itself has not dimin-

ished. So far as one can determine, the number of boats fishing there has increased,

and likewise the fishing power. The published statistics, unfortunately, help us very little

towards an exact estimation of the number of boats. Those of the largest type, i. e.

over 15 tons (brutto), are employed in the plaice fishery almost exclusively, and their

number, for the whole of Denmark, has increased from 195 in 1889 to 392 in 1904. Of

this increase, ca. 80 boats must be ascribed to Esbjerg and one or two smaller towns on

I According to the reports of the inspectors for the west coast, the number of Kattegat boats

fishing in the North Sea, has been as follows; 1889: c. 93; 1890: c. 102; 1891: c. 120; 1892: c. 125;

1895: c. 129; 1896: c. 76; 1897: c. 100; 1899: c. 103; 1900: c. 74. The fishing boats of Skagen are not

included in these Usts. (From information received later, it appears that the figures given for 1889

to 1892 are not reliable, being certainly greater than they should be.)

Appendix K 2
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the North Sea. The remainder of the increase, about 120, has occurred inside the Skaw
and chiefly in the Kattegat itself. If, however, we ascribed the whole of this increase to

the fisheries outside the Kattegat, i. e. that these 120 boats all fish in the Skager Rak,

North Sea, Belts etc., there would remain for the Kattegat the same number of boats as

in 1889. But in 1889, a considerable number of Kattegat cutters were already' fishing in

the North Sea; consequently, the amount of fishing in the Kattegat must have increased.

If we allowed for this dubiety, however, and simply considered, that the number of

Danish boats actually fishing in the Kattegat has remained constant, i. e. neither increased

nor decreased, we can still conclude that the fishing power and amount of fishing have

increased. Motor-power has been introduced, not only to the large cutters, but also to

the small boats which help in shooting the net (see Part I, p. 24). The rapidity of making

the hauls has thus become greater, and more hauls can be made. The lines of the

net ("snurrevaad") have also been lengthened, and may be over 1000 fathoms long.

The increase in the fishing power, from 1890, has probably not been so great as the

advance made in changing from the gill-net to the snurrevaad (about 1880), yet, any

improvement in the boats or methods of working the nets, must clearly have led to an

increase in the fishing power.

The interesting questions now arise; if the year 1890 marked the culmination of

the plaice-fishery in the Kattegat, and a decrease in the stock of plaice was noted in

1894, how can the continued increase or even the persistence of the fishery be explained?

Why has the condition, described above for the Norwegian plaice fisheries of Smölen

and Fröien, not been reached? Is the 10 to 15 years period, after the culminating point

has been attained, not sufficient to reduce the fishery (or stock of plaice) to the stage

at which the working of these fishing grounds no longer yields a profit?

The answer to these questions must depend on the quantities of fish which are

taken annually and on the value of the fish. It is of importance, therefore, to ascertain

what information the statistical data can give on these points.

II. Quantity and value of the Danish plaice fishery in the Kattegat
since 1890.

The estimation of the exact quantities of plaice landed by the Danish fishermen

from the Kattegat is not an easy matter. The statistics enable one to separate the Kattegat

from the other waters without much difficulty, but the quantities taken by the Kattegat

cutters in the Skager Rak and North Sea are included in the statistics for the Kattegat.

For the years previous to 1895, the official reports offer no means of separating these

quantities. From 1895 onwards, an estimate is always given of the value of the fish taken

annually in the Skager Rak and North Sea, but landed in the Kattegat. These values

represent plaice, almost exclusively. An examination of the returns made by a number
of the cutters shows, that ca. 2 % of the totals represent fish other than plaice. By
deducting this 2 % , and then deducting the remainder from the value of the Kattegat

plaice fishery as given in the reports, we get a very near approximation to the actual

value of the Danish plaice fishery in the Kattegat alone.

The value of the fish taken annually, since 1895, by the Kattegat cutters outside the

Kattegat, but included in the Kattegat returns, are as follows:
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1895 475,000 Kroner

1896 362,000 —
1897 314,435 —
1898 l8o,ooo(?) —
1899 367,000 —
1900 209,000 —
1902 600,000 —
1903 671,000 —

A similar' deduction should be made for the plaice which are caught in the Belts,

but included in the returns for the Kattegat. As the value of the quantities is small, about

20,000 Kroner annually, and has probably remained practically the same over all the

years considered, it has not been considered. Further, the value of the plaice fishing

in the Kattegat by a few cutters from the Lim Fjord, has not been included for 1898—1900,

as it is not given in the statistics. This amount is also small, comparatively speaking,

and like the first, has no effect on the main conclusion to be drawn from the values

shown in the table.

Table I. Plaice fishery of the Kattegat : Danish fishery

1 890

1

18911

1892

1

1893"

1894

1

1895 .

1896 .

1897

1898 .

1899

1900

1901

1902

1903

Value

kr.

Average
price

per score

983,754

1,004,853

954,786

1,060,426

955,923

1,119,162

732,000

969,300

992,400

1,431,500

1,162,700

1,156,400

»

1,162,200

1,164,600

1-4

1-4

1-6

1-5

1-5

1-4

1-35

1-6

17

17

17
2-3

»

175
1-9

Quantity

kg.

5,093,500

5,402,800

4,315,500

5,153,400

4,451,300

5,430,600

3,659,900

4,038,600

3,816,800

5,505,000

4,471,810

3,317,400

4,447,500

4,150,600

3,882,800

Factor for

converting
scores to

kg.

7-5

7-5

7-25

7-25

7-0

7-0

"677
6-75

6-5

6-5

6-5

6-5

6-5

6-25

6-25

It is evident from the table, that the value of the Danish plaice fishery in the Kattegat

has greatly increased. The figures for the years 1889 to 1894 include the value of the

fishing beyond the Skaw, as already mentioned. For the sake of comparison, we may
deduct at least 300,000 Kroner annually from each of those years, for the fishing outside

the Kattegat 2. We then see that the increase in total value has been on the whole over 60%.

1 In the years 1889—94, are included the quantities and values of the plaice landed at the

Kattegat ports from the Skager Rak and North Sea.

2 This estimate of the value to be deducted is based on a comparison of the number of cutters

fishing in the North Sea (see footnote, p. 9) and the values earned there for 1895, T896 and 1897

(see above).
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This is obviously a sufficient reason for the persistence and even increase of the

Danish plaice fishery in the Kattegat.

It is possible, however, that this increase in total value is entirely due to a great

increase in the average price, and it is therefore necessary, to enquire if such has been

the case.

The third column of the table gives the average price of plaice per score, as cal-

culated from the statistical data for the Kattegat.

It should be noted, however, that the inclusion of the values of the large quantities

of plaice not caught in the Kattegat has probably some influence on the average price

of plaice taken in the Kattegat. This has not been allowed for here, as there seems a

wide enough margin for any effect these quantities may make'.

From the figures given, the increase in the average price has, on the whole, been

less than 6o %. If we now compare this with the result obtained above for the total

values, we see, that the increase in the average price can account for the increased value

of the fishery, only if the quantities taken have, on the whole, remained constant.

This conclusion will be understood more clearly from the quantities. These have

been estimated from the total values and the average prices stated, and the results are

shown in the fourth column of the table.

It will be remarked, that the quantities here are stated in kg., not in scores, as is

usually the case in the Danish statistics. The reason for this procedure is, that, accor-

ding to the statement of Petersen already quoted, the average weight per score may
have decreased during the period considered. Further, what we most wish to ascertain

is whether the total mass or weight, not the numbers, of the plaice has decreased or not.

Fortunately, a considerable amount of data exists for the conversion of scores into

kilograms. The Danish Reports for 1897 to 1900 give in tabular form a series of obser-

vations showing the average weight of the plaice in the Kattegat. These are as follows:

I The exact influence, which the inclusion of the quantities taken outside the Kattegat, makes

on the average price and total quantities, has been worked out by Dr. A. C. Johansen for his forth-

coming work on the investigations carried out by the S. S. "Thor" in the Kattegat and North Sea.

He has kindly permitted me to give the results he arrives at. The annual total values naturally,

are practically the same, but the total quantities are different.

Quantity in kg.

1895.

1896.

1897.

1898.

1899.

1900.

1901.

1902.

1902.

1903.

ca. 4,400,000

ca. 4,900,000

4,000,000

5,900,000

^5900,000

3,100,000

4,400,000

4,400,000

Remarks

Flounder and
dabs included

3,400,000

3,400,000

Plaice only

The figures exhibit greater fluctuations than those shown in Table I, but the general conclusions

to be drawn, are the same as given above.
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of 154,404 scores, the average weight was 12'2 Danish lbs. in 1897

- 126,152 _ - _ — - 13-8 — - - 1898

- 79,851 — - — — - 13-0 — - - 1899

- 56,632 — - — » — - 12-8 — - - 1900

- 45,554 — - — — - 12-28 — - - 1901

- 82,321 — - .— _ - 12-97 — •- - 1902

The average weight per score was higher (12 to 16-7 lbs.) for the northern Kattegat

and round Anholt, lower (10 to 14 lbs.) for the southern Kattegat ^

Starting from these values as basis, and allowing for a gradual decrease since 1889,

we may employ the scale shown in the fifth column of the table. It should be noted,

however, that we have absolutely no statistical evidence regarding this decrease. Petersen

admits this lack of evidence in his report, and we are simply relying upon his experienced

judgment in accepting it as a fact. As is shown in the table, a decrease of 1^/4 kg. or

272 Danish pounds is allowed for in the average weight per score over the period 1889

to 1903. This gives an advantage of ca. 800,000 kilograms to the first years.

An examination of the table shows, having thus made all allowances, that we cannot

say there has been any decrease in the total quantities of plaice landed in Denmark from

the Kattegat during the period 1889 to 1902. There have been fluctuations up and down,

but for the years showing the Kattegat alone, viz. 1895— 1903, the mean or average has

been but little below 4 million kilograms. It is evident also, that the quantities for 1889

to 1894 have rarely, if ever, exceeded this amount.

We come therefore to the conclusion, that the Danish plaice fishery of the Kattegat

has remained practically constant, since it attained what Peters n regarded as its culmin-

ating point in 1890, and this, in spite of the fact, that the amount of fishing and the

intensity of the fishery have become several times greater at the end of the period than

at the beginning. We are plainly in view of a new phase in the problem of overfishing.

Already in 1894 it had been pointed out, that the plaice fishery of the Kattegat was over-

capitalised and more keenly pursued than the stock of plaice would stand. It was

pointed out also, that the stock had deteriorated, probably decreased, and that certainly

the maximum productivity and value of the fishery had been overpassed. Ten years

later, we find, that the capital invested has increased, that the fishing is pursued more

keenly than before and yet, that nature has somehow struck a balance and the quantities

taken annually remain practically as they were.

We shall consider the possible explanation of this phenomenon, when the Swedish

plaice fisheries of the Kattegat have also been reviewed ; meantime, several interesting con-

ceptions, expressed by Petersen in the report mentioned, may be dealt with here, as they

are of importance for the general problem of overfishing.

') From the scale of weights given by Archer (Report on Sea Fisheries Bill [H. L.j 1904, p. 180)

for the North Sea, the average size of these Kattegat plaice would He between I2 and 13-5 Eng. inches

(30-5 and 343 cm.), therefore, somewhat larger than that of the plaice taken bj' the Danish fishermen

in the North Sea (see Part I, p. 26).

The data for 1901 and 1902 have been provided by Dr. A. C. Johansen.
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m. Average catch per fishing day.

This conception, under various guises, as, catch per hour or lOO hours, average

catch per boat etc. has been employed in different countries to illustrate the problem of

overfishing and decrease of fish. Although but little reflection is required, to show it is

practically worthless to prove either, we may examine its merits here by the light of the

material contained in the Danish Reports.

The data is shown in the following table. Aalborg Bay is a wide expanse of the

western Kattegat in the province of Jutland. It is one of the oldest plaice fishing grounds

on the Danish coast, and the plaice there are relatively of small size, about 11 Danish

lbs to the score. Laese is an island in the northern part of the Kattegat, off Aalborg

Bay. The plaice here are of larger size and the fishing takes place in deeper water

than in Aalborg Bay. North Sea probably means the Skager Rak and north of Horns Reef

Table II. Plaice fishery in the Kattegat and North Sea from 1880—1896
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work on the Danish eel fisheries'. "It is not sufficient proof he says "that a fishery

is suffering from overfishing, because its condition throughout the year is not so rich,

nor the fish so large, as they were at periods when, on the whole, there was little fishing
;

but if the total quantity of each and all of the fishings decreases steadily over a series

of years, then overfishing is taking place — unless the phenomenon is due to other

reasons".

Further, if we take into consideration what has just been shown with regard to the

quantities of plaice annually landed from the Kattegat, namely, that they have remained

practically constant over a long period of years, we can look at the evidence given by
the average catch of a number of boats in a new light. The constancy of the plaice

population of the Kattegat leads to the conclusion, that the most strenuous fishing under

present conditions does not permanently affect it. An increase in the number of boats or

fishing days would simply mean, that, in general, each boat and each day would have less

to show for its work than formerly. Overfishing would then arise when the average

catch had so diminished all round, that it no longer paid the fishermen to work in the

Kattegat. The question is, therefore, as stated in the introduction, more of values than

of quantities, of the most economical boat, gear and mode of working, as well as of the

demand for fish in the country. Following the same line of thought, we see that a form

of overfishing may occur, though the total quantities landed each year were increasing.

These considerations will again be taken up later; they are merely mentioned here, to

show how small is the importance that can be attached to the average catch per boat

or per fishing day, when taken by themselves.

2. SAvedish plaice fishery in the Kattegat

When we turn to the Swedish side, we find the remarkable phenomenon of a fishery

which, though relatively small in extent, has sprung up and increased, after the Kattegat

had been said to be already overfished and its stock of plaice decreasing. Previous to

1893, the Swedish plaice-fishery in the Kattegat was entirely along the coast, and it is

mentioned in one of the reports about that time, that this coastal fishery, like that on the

Danish side of the Kattegat, was believed to have deteriorated. Nevertheless, a deep-sea

plaice fishing in the Kattegat was started in that year by the Bohuslän fishermen and

has gone on increasing ever since.

In the description of the Swedish fisheries given in Part I of this work, it has been

shown, that the fisheries of the Kattegat are participated in by the three provinces of

Bohuslän, Mailand and Malmöhus. It appears from the Reports, that the plaice fishery from

Bohuslän as well as from Halland is carried on almost entirely in the Kattegat. At the

present time, the "Kvasar" fishing i. e. with welled motor boats and Danish -'snurrevaad",

is of greatest importance. The main fishing grounds lie between the Skaw and Laesa.

The Halland and Asperö (Bohuslän) fisheries are carried on mostly with gill-nets. It is

stated, however, that there is also a fishery for plaice along the Bohuslän coast which

is not entered in the statistics. This may be taken to counterbalance the small quanti-

ties of sole, turbot and dab which are included with the plaice in the Halland statistics.

In addition to these, a considerable plaice fishery by means of "kvasar" and snurre-

' Beretning for 1890—91, p. 161.
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vaad is carried on in the southern Kattegat by the fishermen from Malmöhus. For 1895,

the value of the plaice caught there was 50,508 Kr. ; for 1896, 71,551 Kr. ; and for 1902,

56,336 Kr. If we take 55,000 Kr. as the average since 1895, we should have to add

ca. 200,000 kg. annually to the quantities stated below.

The returns for Halland are given in kilograms, those for Bohuslän in numbers.

These have been converted the one into the other on the same systetn that has been

employed for the Danish statistics.

The rapid increase in the "Kvasar"-fishing is somewhat remarkable. In 1893, there

was only one boat of that type, since then, the progress has been as follows: 1894, 6;

1896, 14; 1897, 19; 1898, 21; 1899, 23; 1900, 25; 1901, 27; 1902, 27. There are also

about a dozen of these boats fishing in the southern Kattegat from Malmöhus.

Table III. Plaice fishery of the Kattegat: quantity and value of the Swedish fishery

i

Bohuslän

Asperö
Kvasar-
fishing

Halland 2

Total

Quantity Value

Average

price

per kg.

iSgo

1891

1892

1893.

1894,

1895

1896

1897

1898

1899

1900

1901

1902

numbers

?

40,000

35,000

30,000

30,000

41,000

72,500

62,500

60,480

58,000

65,000

58,000

58,000

numbers

13,000

153,860

362,000

727,300

902,700

889,240

1,071,920

1,407,500

1,530,610

1,610,532

kg.

23,390

21,185

82,600

115,300

115,230
-\- 1,4.00 sc.

136,800

75,600

123,700

125,470

179,700

95,700

94,660

179,000

35,700

95,300

144,000

189,400

272,800

345,500

437,400

434,100

546,900

574,300

591,100

700,400

9,a»s

11,183

25,220

32,260

51,058

63,945

84,517

106,762

100,355

124,538

147,565

178,775

213,055

kr.

0'3I

0-26

0-27

0-23

0-24

0-24

0'23

0-23

026
0-30

0-30

The table shows the actual details of the progress made by the kvasar- fishing

of Bohuslän. In 1892, it did not exist, in 1902, over half a million kg. of plaice were

landed by its means. The quantities are relatively small in comparison with the Danish

figures, but they are of importance in that they show a flourishing and increasingly

important fishery.

The average price of the plaice in Sweden has been very much the same as in Den-

mark, since 1895. In that year, the quantities landed by the kvasar fishermen began to

affect the market probably and made the prices fall. Here, as in Denmark, it is evident

that the increase of the average price in later years is due to an increased demand for

the plaice and not to any decrease in the quantity.

1 The Kattegat plaice fishery from Malmöhus in the south of Sweden is not included here.

Its value since 1895 has varied between 50,000 and ca. 70,000 kroner. This would mean an addition

of ca. 200,000 kg. annually to the total quantities.

2 Sole, dab and turbot are also included with the plaice in the HaUand statistics, but are

relatively unimportant in amount.
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The average catch per boat and further points concerning the Swedish fishery, will

be more conveniently dealt with, when the Danish and Swedish statistics are taken together.

3. Plaice fishery of the Kattegat: the Danish and Swedish statistics

When the evidence, shown in preceding pages concerning the Danish and Swedish

plaice fisheries, is summarised, the lowest estimate is obtained of the quantities of plaice

taken annually from the Kattegat. As already mentioned, it is not possible to give the

quantities taken by English and German steam trawlers, and it has been necessary also,

to omit the quantities taken by the Swedish fishermen of Malmöhus. These omissions

more than counterbalance the small, inevitable irregularities which arise from imperfect

information, and which might tend to make the total quantities less than stated. These

irregularities have been pointed out as they arose, and the endeavour has been made to

obtain, so far as the statistics allowed, a fair representation of the present condition of

the Kattegat plaice fishery relative to what it was in 1890.

It has been shown from the Danish statistics alone, that the quantities of plaice landed

annually by the Danish fishermen cannot be said to have decreased. It has also been

shown, that the amount of the Danish plaice fishing, and the amount of capital invested

in it, have greatly increased since 1890. These are not signs of a decreasing fishery,

and even though the average price of plaice has increased and the fishing is therefore

Table IV. Plaice fishery of the Kattegat : Sweden and Denmark

Sweden Denmark Total

18892

18902

18912

18922

18932

18942

18953

1896 .

1897 .

1898 ,

1899 .

1900 .

1901 .

1902 ,

kg.

144,000

189,400

272,800

345,500

437,400

434,100

546,900

574,300

591,100

700,400

kr.

32,300

51,100

kg-

5,093,500

5,402,800

4,315,500

5,153,400

4,451,300

5,430,100

63,900

84,500

106,800

100,400

124,500

146,500

178,400,

213,100

3,659,900

4,038,600

3,816,800

5,505,800

4,471,800

3,504,200

4,447,500

4,150,600

kr.

983,800

1,004,900

954,800

1,060,400

955,900

1,119,200

732,000

969,300

992,400

1,431,500

1,162,700

1,156,400

1,162,200

kg-

4,595,300

5,620,000

kr.

988,200

,170,300

3,932,700

4,384,100

4,254,200

5,939,900

5,018,700

4,078,500

5,038,600 j

4,851,000
I

795,900

,053,800

099,200

531,900

,287,200

,304,000

' The Malmöhus plaice fishery in the Kattegat, with ca. 200,000 kg. annually

here, nor is the fishing of EngUsh and German steam-trawlers.

2 In the Danish statistics for the years 1889— 1894, are included the quantities and
the plaice landed at the Kattegat ports from the Skager Rak and North Sea.

3 If the quantities given by Dr. Johansen for the Danish plaice fishery (see footnote,

taken, we have the foUowing for the total quantities of the Danish and Swedish fishery:

1895 4,672,800 kg. 1899 4,446,900 kg.

1896 5,245,500 — 1900 3,674,300 —
1897 4,437,400 — 1901 4,991,100 —
1898 6,334,100 — 1902 5,100,400 —

Appendix Iv 3

375,300

is not included

values of

p. J 2) be
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better paid, this is not sufficient to account for the increased fishery and its greater value

in igo2 than in 1890.

When we add the Swedish results to the Danish, the position thus arrived at is very

much strengthened. The Swedish plaice fishery of the Kattegat has practically sprung

up since 1890, and though the quantities taken by the Swedes are much less than those

taken by the Danes, the evidence is unmistakeable. The quantities taken by the Swedes

have decidedly increased.

The total quantities of plaice taken annually in the Kattegat by the Danish and

Swedish fishermen are shown in Table IV.

The method by which the quantities have been expressed in kg. has been described

in dealing with the Danish statistics. It is only necessary to mention again, that it has

been used throughout for all the tables.

The figures in the table show the impossibility of concluding that the quantities of

plaice taken annually from the Kattegat have decreased.

Average catch per boat. Some consideration has already been given to the

question, whether the average catch per boat or per fishing day is or is not of impor-

tance in determining overfishing and decrease of fish. The evidence given by these

factors, it has been pointed out, is quite illusory unless the data is representative, and

when the data is representative we should rely upon the total quantities landed annually

and not on the average catch. Further, if we wished to employ the average catch as

evidence for overfishing, we should use the values and not the quantities.

An example from the Danish statistics has already been given. That shown in the

following table is, however, more definite.

From the returns of the cutter fishery in the Danish reports, it is possible to estimate

the average annual catch of plaice in the Kattegat for a number of boats. The number

of months each boat has been fishing in the Kattegat is stated in the statistics, and only

Table V. Plaice fishery of the Kattegat; average catch of Danish and Swedish boats

Denmark

Number
of boats

Total
Gross

Tonnage

Average catch

kg. kr.

Sweden

Number
of boats

Average catch

kg. kr.

1889.

1890.

1891.

1892.

1893.

1894.

1895.

1896.

1897.

1898.

1899.

1900.

1901

,

1902.

netto tonnage.

10

7

2

5

7

9
20

23

6

9

5

12

118

43

94

125

233

477

664

168

226

(78)'

(168)1

13,920

22,710

26,636

23,752

27,905

30,202

22,233

27,479

21,160

14,971

23,927

23,776

4,445

6,116

5,143

5,944

8,402

5,457

8,444

7,167

6,160

6,692

6,715

6

10

14

19

21

23

25

27

27

8,975

12,220

17,533

15,441

13,762

15,147

18,300

17,715

18,641

3,506

3,620

4,379

3,9"

3,126

3,957

4,452

4,872

5,050
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those which have been fishing for lo months or more are included in the table. Until

1900, the gross tonnage was always given and this is stated in the second column.

It will be seen from the table, that the number of Danish boats, whose records can

be given, is small in comparison with the total number fishing, so that the averages given

cannot, without further evidence, be considered representative of the Danish fishery. The
reverse is the case with the Swedish boats, for here we have the total quantities of

plaice taken and the total number of boats for the "Kvasar" fishery of Bosuslän. It is

evident in this case, that the average catch has increased with an increase in the number

of the boats.

If now, the average catch is employed as an index of the decrease of fish or even of

overfishing, what conclusions could be arrived at regarding the condition of things in the

Kattegat ? From Table II, showing the average catch per day in Aalborg Bay, we might

take the decrease to 1893 as a sign of overfishing and decrease of fish in Kattegat. From
the Danish portion of the present table, we should conclude that the average annual catch

per boat in the Kattegat was on the whole fairly constant, whereas, the evidence of the

Swedish boats, finally, shows the reverse of a decrease of fish.

These three cases all refer to the Kattegat plaice fishery and the opposite conclu-

sions they lead to are surely a convincing proof of the uncertain evidence offered by the

average catch per boat, when taken by itself.

Average catch of plaice in the Kattegat per square km. or per square
mile. The main factor on which reliance is here placed for a just conception of a

fishery, such as the plaice fishery, is the total quantity (weight or mass) of fish landed

annually from the region under observation. When this is obtained, minor factors can

be determined from it according to the information to hand, such as the average price,

average catch and so on. One of these factors may be further mentioned here, viz. the

quantities taken per square mile or km. The exactness with which this can be determined,

is probably greater than that of the average catch per boat, either per day or year, and

it therefore forms a useful method of comparing the abundance of fish and amount of

fishing on different areas, and the condition of the same area at different periods.

To ascertain the amount of the plaice fishing in the Kattegat by this method, we
may rely for the total quantities upon the results given in Table IV.

The total area of the Kattegat is, as already stated, approximately 5430 sq. sea miles

or 18,600 sq. kilometers. The amounts taken per square mile or kilometer of this area

Table VI. Average annual catch of plaice in the Kattegat per square mile

and per square kilometer over the period 1895—1902

(a)

per square
mile

kg.

kr. .

814

212

per square
kilometer

(b)

per square
mile

238

62

1221

318

per square
kilometer

357

93

are shown in (a); as the actual area fished over is probably not more than two-thirds of

this total area, the amounts are also calculated for the two-thirds in (b).

3*
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Evidence from marking experiments. A second method of investigating the

amount of fishing and abundance of fish on an area, is by means of marking experiments.

When a large number of fish are marked, the percentage returned has been taken to

indicate the intensity of fishing. It has to be noted, however, that this method has also

a certain amount of unreliability. For example, if the numbers returned are small, this

may be due to irregularities in marking, to the fishermen not returning the fish, and so on
;

if the numbers returned are large, this may be due to the fish having been replaced on

grounds particularly well-fished, so that the percentage returned would not be representative

of the whole area.

The results of the plaice marking experiments in the Kattegat are not yet published

in their entirety. From Trybom's experiments,^ it appears, that 13,7% of the plaice marked

in July 1903 and 17"5% of those marked in September 1903, were recovered up to June

1904. These were marked on the Swedish side, and many of them were retaken on the

Danish side of the Kattegat, especially at the Skaw. According to Petersen^, 80% of

the plaice marked in the north-western portion of the Kattegat were returned within four

months.

Without further information, it is obviously somewhat difficult to say, which of these

percentages best represents the intensity of the fishing in the Kattegat as a whole.

4. Summary and conclusions with regard to the Kattegat plaice fishery

When the matter is regarded from a broad point of view, the main conclusion which

the Danish and Swedish statistics show, regarding the plaice fishery of the Kattegat, is,

that the total quantities of plaice taken annually from that region have not decreased

over the period 1890— 1902, in spite of the fact that the fishing power has greatly

increased.

An endeavour must be made to reconcile this conclusion with the observations of

Petersen in 1894, that the Kattegat plaice had reached its "culmination" about 1890 and

thereafter or even earlier had begun to decline. It is necessary to attempt this recon-

ciliation, as many may think the two conclusions quite opposed to another, whereas the

opposition is more apparent than real.

In the first place, it has to be remarked that Petersen laid more stress on the

overfishing aspect, and only put forward the view, that a decrease in the stock of plaice

had occurred, somewhat hesitatingly. As explained in the beginning, the two problems

are here separated, because this enables us to concentrate our attention upon the biological

or scientific aspects of the matter.

From the scientific standpoint, the most important question is, how can we, on biolog-

ical grounds, explain the persistence of the plaice fishery in the Kattegat, in a condition

not far from its maximum productivity, for a period sufficiently long to display its exhaustion ?

Of the phenomena described by Petersen: the decrease in the average catch per

boat can be readily explained by the largely increased number of boats, and the decrease

in the quantities of large plaice is a phenomenon similar to that exemplified by Hjort

1 Biologiska Undersökninger, 1901— 1904. Ur Svenska Hydrografisk biologiska Konimissionens

Skrifter. Haftet II.

2 See Appendix G, p. 17.
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and Dahl in the Norwegian plaice fisheries; it marks the decrease and even disappearance

of the "accumulated stock".

The continuation of the fishery since l8go, at its maximum intensity and high produc-

tivity, can only have been possible because the young plaice annually grew sufficiently

rapidly and in sufficient numbers to replace the quantity (mass or weight) of the larger

plaice, which previously had formed the basis of the fishery. This so to speak second

supply of plaice, which maintains the fishery after the disappearence of the accumulated

stock has been called the "current stock". It is well represented in a diagram contained

in the Danish Report for igoo (Plan III, p. 86), and as this diagram may be taken to

represent the actual condition of the fishery, it is worthy of reproduction here (see p. 21).

The line AS is drawn to represent "the original or accumulated" stock of plaice,

the dark lines are the "current stock".

It will be remarked, that the general course of the curves agrees well with that drawn

by Petersen' for the imaginary species "P" and called by him III b. To a certain

extent also, the line AS drawn here corresponds to his curve III a, representing the accu-

mulated or "orginal stock of all P." Petersen, however, makes his III a group include

III b, whereas the line AS, representing here the "accumulated stock", cuts across the

lines of the "current stock".

This difference represents an important difference in view. Petersen has drawn

his curves on the assumption, that "statistics prove that the weight of "P" (his "hypothet-

ical species") annually is not at present so great as formerly". The present curves are

based on the data just shown with regard to the plaice fishery of the Kattegat. If the

line AS were drawn, as Petersen has it, to include all the other curves, this would

clearly be opposed to the conclusion the statistics show, namely, that the quantity of

plaice taken annually from the Kattegat has not decreased over the period of years, for

which statistics exist.

This explanation of the persistence of the Kattegat plaice fishery is, in the light of

known facts, more than a mere supposition. If the quantities of the largest plaice have

decreased, the quantities of the smaller and medium-sized must have increased, in order

to maintain the total quantities taken annually at the same constant level. This is a

conclusion which, in slightly different forms, has already been put forward by other ob-

servers. Thus, Mc Intosh and Masterman, in their work on "British Marine Food-

Fishes" (pp. 99, 100) point out, that one effect of "overfishing a district, will be that of

multiplying the numbers", meaning thereby, that the removal of the large fish gives

more room and sustenance to the smaller. The same idea has been expressed by
Petersen in the essay cited and we have further evidence from his observations that,

"in the region round Horns Reef, where the young plaice are very numerous, they grow

but slowly, from 4 to 5 cm. yearly, whereas further north in the Skager Rak, where the

number of plaice caught per hour is much less than at Horns Reef, they grow much
faster, ca. 8 to 11 cm. per annum" 2.

Finally, it has to be noted, that the natural tendency of the Kattegat plaice fishery

to remain at a fairly constant level is aided by the mode and conditions of fishing. The
size of mesh used in the fishing apparatus is larger than that in the narrowest parts of

"What is Over-fishing"; Jour. Mar. Biol. Ass., vol. VI, 1903.

2 Manuscript not yet published.
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the trawls used in the North Sea, being 5 cm. from knot to knot as against 3-8 cm. at most.

Consequently, the smaller plaice have a better chance to escape. Secondly, the Danish

law forbids the sale of plaice under 25'6 cm. (10 Da. inches). Both these circumstances

must have some influence in maintaining the numbers of the medium-sized plaice.

C. THE FISHERIES OF THE NORTH SEA

The two cases, just described, throw considerable light on the problems of the North

Sea fisheries. In the first example, that of certain Norwegian plaice fisheries, the course

of a fishing on a new ground has been shown. The outstanding characteristics of such

a fishery are, that the fish are very abundant and very large; they constitute what has

been called an "accumulated stock" i. e. the product of many years' peace and growth.

According to all reports, the abundance and large size of fish have been, and are, charac-

teristic of all new fishing grounds, and it may be said further, that the fishing-out of

this stock has often been mistaken for the coming exhaustion of the fisheries. What is

of particular interest in the Norwegian plaice fishery is, that the accumulated stock was
fished out within a few years and that the quantities of medium-sized or smaller fish

were not sufficient, until a long period of rest had intervened, to make the fishing a

paying concern. Under the physical conditions which prevail on the north-west Norwegian

coast and islands, the only plaice fishery possible is that which is dependent on "accumu-

lated stocks".

In the case of the Kattegat, the area is much larger and the physical conditions

more equable and less destructive to the early fish-life than those existing on the Norwegian

coast. The plaice fishery in the Kattegat seems to have also gone through the stage

when the "accumulated stock" was being fished up. The peculiar characteristic of the

Kattegat plaice fishery, as contrasted with that in Norway, is, that the fishery did not

cease with the disappearance of the accumulated stock, but has persisted since that time.

It has been shown, that the persistence of this fishery at practically the same level cannot

be due to the increase in the price of plaice alone, but is mainly due to the stock of

plaice remaining undiminished. The "accumulated stock" of large fish has certainly no

chance of reappearing, but its place has been taken by a stock of smaller medium-sized

fish, which seems quite able to meet the demands of the fishermen and yet maintain the

quantifies of the species at a fairly constant level. This second supply of fish has been

called the "current stock", to distinguish it from the "accumulated stock", on the one hand,

and the undersized fish on the other. Since the total quantity by weight taken annually

has not decreased, it follows that the "current stock" must be composed of greater

numbers than the "accumulated stock". This is explained by the theory, based on

plaice-marking experiments, that the smaller plaice now grow much faster than formerly.

Lastly, two main differences between the plaice fishery of the Kattegat and that of the

North Sea have been noted; firstly, that the size of mesh in the nets used is larger, and

secondly, that fiie Danish law forbids the sale of plaice under 25-0 cm.
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The contrast between these two examples may also be interpreted in terms of over-

fishing. It may be said, that the Norwegian plaice fisheries show the final effect of over-

fishing. In the case of the Kattegat plaice fishery, it may be said, that the amount of

fishing has been practically ovei fishing, or at least on the borders of overfishing, for

a number of years. In other words, overfishing may result in a decrease of fish and a

cessation of a fishery, or it may not. This shows the advisability, as stated in the

beginning, of ascertaining first of all, whether a decrease of fish has or has not taken

place and what the decrease really consists in.

The value of the various factors which, at one time or another, have been taken to

indicate overfishing or intensity of fishing, namely, average catch of the boats per day

or per annum, decrease in the average size, percentage of marked fish returned etc., has

been sufficiently discussed in describing the Kattegat plaice fishery. It is unnecessary,

therefore, to consider the fragmentary evidence of a similar nature which has been brought

forward with regard to the North Sea fisheries.

The order to be followed in considering the North Sea fisheries may be put in the

form of questions.

1. Do the fisheries of the North Sea resemble the cases of the Norwegian plaice

fishery cited, or the plaice fishery of the Kattegat?

A brief comparison of the physical conditions will show, that the North Sea is on

the whole more akin to the Kattegat. Further, both are what may be called self-contained

areas biologically for most of the principal species, that is, the young grow up within

the regions, though not necessarily at the same places, where the adults live. The course

of the fishing in the North Sea should therefore resemble that of the Kattegat, and from

what is known of the fishing, it may be taken for granted, that the first stage has already

been passed, namely, that the "accumulated stock" of the principal flat fishes and perhaps

also of the round fishes, has practically been fished up. The problems to be faced are

therefore :

2. Is the "current stock" able to meet the demands of the fishermen and yet to

maintain the species at practically the same constant level; in other words, have the total

quantities (weight) taken annually, of the species to be considered, remained constant?

3. 11 so, what is the composition of the current stock? What is the average size

of the fish taken and the proportion of small to large?

In addition to these, there are also subordinate questions to be considered, such as

the amount of the fishing in the North Sea compared with that in the Kattegat, the amount

of fishing as measured by the boats etc.

To answer these questions, information has been taken from the statistics of the

different countries with regard to the following species: plaice, sole, turbot, brill, haddock,

cod and herring. The total quantities of all species landed at North Sea ports have also

been estimated so far as that was possible.

I. Physical conditions of the North Sea in relation to the present problems

In many ways, the North Sea is very similar to the Kattegat. Both have their main

entrances opening to the north, and communicate by narrow channels with other large

expanses of water in the south. The circulation of the waters depends, in great part,
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Upon this peculitar formation. The main Atlantic stream in both areas, enters from the

north-west and dominates the character of the water and the direction of the currents

over nearly the whole expanse. In the North Sea, this main stream passes southward

along the east coast of Scotland and England as far as the coast of Norfolk, and then

turns to the east and later to the north. The second stream, entering from the English

Channel, retains its distinctive character for but a comparatively short distance in the

North Sea and has only a special influence, as regards the fisheries, on the south-eastern

corner along the Belgian and Dutch coasts. Of more importance is the fresh water of

the continental rivers, which mixes with the main stream over the shallow flats on the

eastern continental side. In the Kattegat, the second stream, entering from the south, is

comparatively fresh water, so that, where it mixes with the main stream over the shallow

southern and western parts, the resultant water has a much lower salinity than the

Atlantic stream.

The nature and configuration of the bottom are likewise similar in the two regions.

The depth over the greater part of both is less than 44 fathoms (80 m.) and there is a

broad tract under 11 fathom (20 m.) along one side, on the east in the North Sea, the

west in the Kattegat. The bottom-soil is for the most part sandy down to a depth of

20 fathoms, thereafter it is of a muddy character.

So far as is known at present, these two characteristics, of warm shallow sandy flats

and water of reduced salinity, are important factors in the life of the plaice. The great

majority of the young plaice of one to two years old are found in less than lO fathoms,

and the chief plaice fishing is carried on in less than 30 fathoms. Further, the direction

and force of the oceanic currents tend to bring the pelagic young towards the flat sandy

coasts, not away from them, as has been noted in the case of the Norwegian plaice fisheries.

These facts are of importance, therefore, in considering the effects of fishing on the

plaice population of the Kattegat and North Sea. Both are peculiarly adapted to the

plaice and nowhere else do we find such large areas so suited to its requirements ; further,

there is no other of the principal food-fishes so specialized in this way. The real centres

for the sole, brill and turbot lie further to the west and south, and their bathymétrie

range is much greater than that of the plaice. Amongst the principal round fishes, again,

the only species that is specially at home in the North Sea like the plaice, is the haddock.

As will be shown, the condition of the haddock fishery in the North Sea is similar in

many respects to that of the plaice.

The limits of the North Sea are here taken to be: on the west, the British Isles and

a line drawn due north from Shetland to öi°N.L. ; on the north, from this point along

the line of 61° to Norway; on the east, Norway from 6i°N. L. to the Naze and along a

line from the Naze to Hanstholm in Denmark, thence the Danish, German, Dutch,

Belgian and French coasts; on the south, South Foreland in England to Cape Grisnez

in France.

In the Norwegian fisheries reports, the northen limit of the North Sea on the Nor-

wegian side is Cape Stat 62°u'N. L., and this limit is also taken by Krümmel', whose

limits otherwise, are also quite different from those taken here, and by Henking^. The

limits taken here are in accordance with the International Convention of 1882.

1 Versuch einer vergleichenden Morphologie der Meeresgründe. Leipzig 1879.

2 Mitteilungen des Deutschen Seefischerei-Vereins, 1901, p. 3.
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For general purposes, the difference is unimportant, but it makes a little difficulty

with regard to the amount of the Norwegian fisheries, which should be included in the

North Sea.

The total area of the North Sea, defined as above, is c. 144,500 sq. miles or

496,400 sq. km. Within the limits taken by Krümm el, the area is 547,623 sqare km.
The whole of this area, however, is not fished in. The extreme limit of trawling at the

present time is 100 fathoms (182 meters), and comparatively little is done beyond 60
fathoms. Further, within the fishing area, there are large tracts which cannot be fished

on. If the Oyster Bank (see Chart) is omitted, the extent ot the rough ground or untrawl-

able area is about 9% of the whole, but including the Oyster Bank, the untrawlable

area is 13% of the whole'.

2. Statistics of the plaice fishery in the North Sea

It seems appropriate to begin the consideration of the North Sea fisheries statistics

with the plaice, the species most prominent in discussions on the overfishing problems.

As with the remaining species to be considered, difficulties in connection with the statistics

are given in the form of notes appended to the tables.

The estimate of the total quantities of plaice landed at North Sea ports since 1892,

is shown in Table VII. The quantities taken by Belgium are not forthcoming, but their

absence probably makes no more difference to the conclusions one may feel inclined to

make, than the errors actually known to be present in the figures given. It is certain,

for example, that the figures for England are from 2 to 6 million kg. too high, for each

year. This is due to the quantities taken outside the North Sea but landed at ports on
the east coast of England. How far this affects the difference between the first and the

last years is, of course, not known. Again, some quantities of plaice are landed in Germany
and Scotland from beyond the North Sea, and in the Scottish figures the increase since

1898 is referable in great part to species other than plaice. On the other hand, the

figures for Denmark are from 1 to 2 million kg. too low during the later years. Balancing

these against one another, it is probable finally, that the total quantities given are about

5 million kg. too high.

It is not possible to conclude from these figures, that the total quantity of plaice

landed annually from the North Sea has decreased over the years mentioned, even if

allowance be made for the quantities taken outside this area. It seems more reasonable

to think, that the quantities have remained practically constant — just as was concluded

for the Kattegat plaice fishery.

The question then arises, what is the composition of the total quantity of plaice

landed annually from the North Sea? From the number of years the fishing for plaice

has been going on in the North Sea — and the entire area frequented by the plaice has

been fished over for the whole period considered — it is reasonable to conclude, that

the "accumulated stock" has been fished up and that the -current stock" is now the

main source of supply, as in the Kattegat. This is certainly the case for the southern

• Mr. Martin Knudsen of Copenhagen has kindly assisted in making these calculations. The
extent of the rough ground as shown in the Chart is taken from the 1903 Chart compiled by Olsen

and pubHshed by Imray, Loudon.
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and eastern parts of the North Sea, where the intensity of the fishing is probably as

great as in the Kattegat and the plaice are of a uniformly smaller size than in the central

and northen portions. In the latter regions, indeed, the problem is quite distinct from that

of the southern and eastern regions, and if it had been possible, the statistics for these

regions would have been considered separately.

Taking the various regions as one, however, it has to be noted first of all, that the

composition of the current stock is somewhat different from that in the Kattegat. In the

latter region, it is composed mainly of plaice from 25 to 35 cm. (10 to 14 inches) long,

and plaice of 50 cm. (20 inches) are rare. In the North Sea, it is composed of plaice

from 20 to 60 cm. (8 to 24 inches) with 75 cm. (30 inches) as the upper limit. It may

be concluded also, from the extent of the area and the modes of fishing, that the current

stock will always have this composition, if the conditions of fishing remain the same.

There is no data to hand concerning the average size of the plaice taken in the

North Sea as a whole, but it is possible to show for Germany and Holland, that this

average size must have decreased during recent years (see Tables VIII and X).

In both countries, the proportion of large plaice has become less since 1896. As the

total quantities for Germany have not increased during that period, it follows, that the

average size of the plaice landed in that country must have considerably decreased. As

to Holland, Table X shows that the small plaice are in remarkable preponderance. The

quantities of small plaice landed in Holland have increased so much of recent years, that

a fourth class for still smaller plaice has been formed in the statistics for Ijmuiden.

Again, the plaice landed in Denmark from the North Sea during recent years are all on

the borderland between medium and small (see Part I, p. 26). No precise information

has yet been published as to the quantities of small plaice taken by the English trawlers

from the North Sea, but, from the preliminary data given by Archer', they must be

considerable.

There seems no doubt from these facts, that the proportion of small plaice taken

from the North Sea has greatly increased during the period of years considered. At the

present time, probably more than half the quantities (by weight) of the plaice taken from

the North Sea are small plaice under 26 to 30 cm. (10 to 12 inches). If the total quan-

tities landed per annum remain constant, and there is no reason for believing otherwise at

present, this can only be due to an increase in the quantities of the smaller to counter-

balance the decrease in the quantities of the larger. It may be concluded also, that this

is not merely a statistical phenomenon but has actually occurred in the North Sea, in the

same way and for the same reasons as it has occurred in the Kattegat (see p. 22).

It is of interest and perhaps of some practical importance to push the comparison

between the plaice fishing of the Kattegat and that of the North Sea still further. It has

been shown above (p. 20), that the amount of the fishing in the Kattegat is at least 814

km. per square mile or 238 kg. per square kilometer, or if we consider that only ^/, rds

of the area is fished over, 1221 kg. and 318 kg. respectively. The amount of the fishing

in the North Sea may be esfimated by the same method.

The limit of the plaice fishing may be considered 80 meters (c. 44 fathomsi as for

the Kattegat. The extent of the area lying within this line^ (see Chart, Line I) is ca. 92,000

' Report, Sea Fisheries Bill (H. L.) 1904, pp. 14 and 180 et seq.

2 Excluding the Skager Rak.
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square miles or 316,300 square km. Omitting 1902 as abnormal, and making allowances

for the quantities not caught in the North Sea, the accompanying table shows, that the

average catch of plaice over the years considered does not exceed 45,000,000 kg. The

average catch per square mile has therefore been ca. 490 kg., or per square km., ca. 140 kg.;

at Vsfds of the area, the catch has been naturally 735 kg. and 210 kg. respectively.

It appears from this, that the result of the plaice fishing in the North Sea per square

mile is little more than half of what it is in the Kattegat. Several things have to be

noted, however, in this connection.

Firstly, the trawlable area in the North Sea is less than that stated, owing to the presence

of rough or rocky gound. The extent of this untrawlable ground, as shown in the Chart, is

(including the Oyster Bank) about 17% of the whole plaice area. In the Kattegat on the

other hand, the extent of the untrawlable ground is less than 7 %. Making corrections for

this, the amount of the fishing in the Kattegat is ca. 875 kg. per square mile or 256 kg. per

square kg., and that in the North Sea ca. 600 kg. per square mile or 170 kg. per square km.

Secondly, the mode and conditions of fishing are not the same in the two areas.

In the Kattegat fishing, the smallest size of mesh used is 2 inches (5 cm.) from knot to

knot, whereas in the North Sea it is, for the largest trawls, about I'/a inches (3-8 cm.)

and only i inch (2'5 cm.) for the smaller trawls. Further, the Danish law forbids the sale

of small plaice under 10 inches (25.6 cm.). Both these circumstances tend to diminish

the number of small plaice landed from the Kattegat.

Thirdly, the intensity of the fishing on the offshore grounds, by the steam trawlers,

is only a fraction of what it is on the inshore grounds. For one thing, the plaice are

scarcer there ; again, it does not pay the large steam trawlers to fish a ground so intensely

as the smaller sailing trawlers do. The result of this is, that the large plaice have a

better chance of escaping capture than the smaller, and to this is due, probably, the

constant presence of their offspring in such immense quantities on the inshore grounds.

Taking these points into consideration, it is very probable that the fishing on the

inshore grounds, meaning, more especially, the so-called eastern grounds extending from

Horns Reef to the Dutch coast, is as great as in the Kattegat. The plaice found on these

grounds are of a smaller size, on the average, than those of the Kattegat and do not

enjoy the same measure of protection.

The question whether a similar size limit to that prevailing in the Kattegat would be

of advantage to the North Sea plaice fishery, is too complex to be discussed at any length

here. Two points may be noted however. From the Danish researches round the Horns

Reef and in the Skager Rak, it has been found, that the plaice on the former area are

more abundant but grow much slower than those in the Skager Rak (see p. 22). It is

hardly possible to conclude otherwise, than that the abundance has some influence in

retarding the rate of growth. Consequently, any protection of the young plaice would

still further hinder the growth. On the other hand, it is evident from the foregoing

description, that if the plaice fishery of the North Sea is allowed to continue as at present,

the proportion of small plaice will become still greater at the expense of the large, and

if Holland be taken as example, a still smaller size of plaice will have to be brought to

market to maintain the supply.

If the decision lies between these two evils, then assuredly the latter is worse than

the former.
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Table VII. Quantities of plaice (PL platessa) landed at North Sea ports for the years

and countries mentioned, in kilograms

Denmark
(west coast)

German)' Holland
England

(east coast)

Scotland
(east coast)

Total

1892

1893

1894

1895

1896

1897

1898

1899

igoo

1 901

1902

1903

698,000

1,324,000

943,000

i,i8:,ooo

2,160,000

2,313,000

2,566,000

4,423,000

2,282,000

2,688,000

4,070,000

4,065,000

2,945,000

3,453,000

2,957,000

2,638,000

3,305,000

2,567,000

3,003,000

3,760,000

2,770,000

6,243,000

6,941,000

6,599,000

5,352,000

4,466,000

5,519,000

5,528,000

5,748,000

5,856,000

7,225,000

9,256,000

6,446,000

31,544,000

38,542,000

39,311,000

34,054,000

32,312,000

33,503,000

32,049,000

35,159,000

35,579,000

40,205,000

61,600,000

2,864,000

3,158,000

3,404,000

3,331,000

3,396,000

2,853,000

3,020,000

4,161,000

4,690,000

5,703,000

4,919,000

5,183,000

43.339JOOO

52,711,000

53,379,000

46,380,000

44,950,000

45,775,000

44,426,000

50,533,000

51,005,000

58,702,000

83,958,000

Notes on the Table showing quantities of plaice

Denmark: The Danish statistics give the quantities of plaice partly in pounds,

partly in numbers. As the values for each are given, it has been possible to change the

numbers into pounds and thence to kilograms (Part I, p. 24).

The quantities of plaice represented are not the total quantities taken by the Danish

fishermen from the North Sea. A considerable portion is landed at the Kattegat ports

by the cutters fishing in the Skager Rak and North Sea, and a further portion is landed

direct at Hamburg. For the years 1902 and 1903, these together must have amounted

to a further 2,000,000 kilograms, but in earlier years the quantities were somewhat less

(Part I, p. 26). Since 1896, the Danish plaice fishing in the North Sea has been practi-

cally confined to the south of Horns Reef.

Germany: The quantities for the earlier years have been partly estimated (Part I, p. 46).

The quantities given, only include the plaice landed directly and sold at the four

chief ports, Hamburg, Altona, Geestemünde and Bremerhaven. Fish landed and consumed

at the smaller villages on the coast, e. g. from the fishery on the East Frisian coast, is not

Table VIII. Proportions of large (plus medium) and small plaice landed at Geestemünde
(since 1895), and Bremerhaven (since i8gg)

1895

1896

1897

1898

1899

1900

1901

T902

1903

1904

Large
(+ medium]

Small

32 "'" 68 »/o

31 -
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included. Imported plaice, as from Denmark, are also omitted here. Altona is the chief

market for these, and in 1903, the quantities of plaice imported there or sent from other

parts of Germany amounted to over 150,000 kg. In the statistics for Altona, the dab

{P. lùnanda) is included with the plaice. In the statistics for Geestemiinde (since 1895)

and Bremerhaven (since 1899), two classes of plaice are distinguished, large and medium

together and small. The actual limits between these are not stated, but it is of some

interest to show how the proportions of these classes have varied relatively to one another

(Table VIII). These proportions are calculated from the weight not the numbers of plaice.

Plaice from Iceland and the Fœroe Isles are not separately distinguished in the statis-

tics, nor those taken in the Skager Rak and Kattegat. The actual quantities taken from

the North Sea by the German fishermen are therefore slightly smaller than these figures

indicate.

Holland: The quantities given are in part estimates (Parti, p.72 ). The figures in

this table refer only to the plaice landed from the North Sea. In addition to these, con-

siderable quantities have of recent years been brought from Iceland and the Faeroes by

the steam trawlers, as shown in the following table.

Table IX. Quantity of plaice landed in HoUand from Iceland and the Faeroe-Isles,

in kilograms

Iceland

1901

1902

1903

37,300

16,700

24,700

Fseroes

25

750

Total

37,300

16,725

25,450

These quantities from Iceland and the Faeroes represent the fish sold at the state

auction in Ijmuiden.

The Dutch official statistics divide the plaice landed into three sorts, large, medium

and small. In 1903, a fourth division for smaller plaice is given in the statistics for

Ijmuiden. The proportions of these different groups are shown in the following table, the

fourth division for 1903 being taken with the third.

Table X. Proportions of large, medium and small plaice landed at Ymmden and sold at the
state auction.

1896

1897

1898

1899

1900

1901

1902

1903

1904

Large

5 °/o

4 -

4

4
I

07
I

I

2

Medium

9 °/o

9 -

8 -

5 -

4 -

3 -

4 -

3
-

Small

95 %
87 -

87 -

88 -

94 -

95 -

96 -

95 -

95 -

The proportions for 1896 represent only the quantities landed during the last six

months of the year. The proportions are calculated from the weights not the numbers.
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The actual limits between these various groups are not given.

England: The statistics of the plaice landed on the east coast of England include

large quantities brought from grounds outside the North Sea. For the earlier years, these

quantities are not known, but for 1903, Archer (1. c. p. 183) estimates provisionally, that

they amounted to ca. l3°/o of the total quantities of plaice landed in England and Wales.

This would mean between 5 and 6 million kilograms for 1903 alone, but whether the

quantities have been less or more during previous years is not known.

The different classes of plaice, large, medium and small, are not separately disting-

uished in the statistics up to 1902.

Scotland. The "plaice" for Scotland includes: flounder, brill, megrims, witches and

dabs. The increase in the total quantities since 1898 is referable in great part to these

extra species (see Part I, p. 115).

The quantities of plaice brought from Iceland and the Fœroes and landed at ports

on the east coast of Scotland are said to be small (see Part I, p. 115). Further, there is

said to be no plaice of small size landed.

3. Statistics of the sole fishery in the North Sea

The prominence of the plaice in discussions on overfishing has somewhat obscured

the importance of the sole. This has a greater bathymétrie range than the plaice, but

its distribution in the North Sea is more limited and more easily definable. The lower

line (II) drawn across the Chart encloses the maximufn area to the south, where

sole fishing is carried on. As the sole is the most valuable species of the North Sea

fishes and is sold separately, the statistics have a greater accuracy than those of the

plaice. Further, the quantities brought to North Sea ports from grounds outside the

North Sea are relatively small (if any), and negligible in comparison with the numbers

taken within it.

The statistical data with regard to the sole have therefore the greatest value in

studying the effects of severe fishing in the North Sea. The quantities taken by Belgium,

which lies close to the richest sole areas, are unfortunately not forthcoming, but to judge

from the numbers of the fishing fleet (Part I, p. 91) it is not probable, that the quantities

landed in Belgium over the period considered have increased.

Table XII shows, that the quantities of the sole landed at North Sea ports since 1892

have unmistakeably decreased. If it is assumed, that the period is sufficiently long for

conclusions to be formed, there seems but one cause, apart from an actual- decrease of

the stock, which might explain this decrease ; viz. the amount of fishing for the sole is

not so great as it formerly was, i. e. the catches taken are not so representative as they

formerly were. This possibility has something to be said for it. In the first place, it has

to be noted that the otter trawl was introduced generally in 1895—96, and this apparatus

is relatively not so suited to the capture of soles as the beam trawl. Secondly, the

sailing trawlers using the beam trawl have very greatly decreased in all the countries

concerned. Thirdly, if we suppose that the current stock of soles has come to have a

similar composition as that of the plaice, namely, that the quantities of the small are

relatively in greater abundance than formeriy, the decrease in the total quantities may be

in part explained by the fact, that the smaller soles escape more readily from the trawl
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than the young plaice. This would mean that the decrease in the total quantities is due,

in part at least, to the decrease in the larger soles not being counterbalanced by an

increase in the catch of the smaller kinds.

The last possibility is to a certain extent supported by the tables, showing the relative

proportions of the small and large soles landed at certain ports in Germany and Holland.

The Tables XIII & XIV show, that the proportion of large soles has somewhat decreased

since 1895, though not to the same extent as was noticeable for the plaice. The German

statistics give the small and medium sizes together, and but little can be concluded

therefore from their relative increase. From the table for Holland it appears, that the

small are almost in the same relative proportion as the medium, so far as weight is

concerned, but much more abundant as regards numbers. The percentage of small,

however, is not so preponderant as it was in the case of the plaice for the same country

(Table X).

Whatever may be the reason, the fact remains, that the quantities of soles landed

from the North Sea have decreased and this arises from the diminished capture of the

larger kinds.

Table XI. Average annual catch of soles in kilograms per square kilometer, over the years
' 1892—1902

1892—95 1896— 1900 1901— 1902 1892— 1902

For whole area within Line II shown on
Chart

For trawlable area (excluding also Oyster
Bank)

per square kilom.

29

37

per square kilom.

32

per square kilom.

24

per spuare kilom.

26

32

Table XII. Quantities of soles (Soiea vulgaris] landed at North Sea ports for the years and
countries mentioned, in kilograms

Denmark
(west coast)

Germany Holland
England

(east coast)
Total

1892

1893

1894

1895

1896

1897

1898

1899

1900

1 901

1902

1903

760

115

475

30

175

3,000

3,000

14,003

234,000

226,000

359,000

281,000

383,000

283,000

342,000

416,000

278,000

284,000

264,000

275,750

611,000

684,000

743,000

476,000

308,000

555,000

333,000

324,000

335,000

272,000

359,000

411,870

2,689,000

3,056,000

3,147,000

3,122,000

3,043,000

2,725,000

2,608,000

2,577,000

2,381,000

2,162,000

1,795,000

3,534,000

3,966,000

4,249,000

3,880,000

3,734,000

3,563,000

3,283,000

3,317,000

2,994,000

2,721,000

2,421,000

From the total quantities and the area over which this species is fished, it is possible

to estimate the quantities taken per square mile. The total area as marked on the Chart

(Line U) is ca. 39,000 sq. miles or 134,000 sq. kilometres. The extent of the rough or
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untrawlable ground is 14% of this not including the Oyster Bank, but 28% including it.

The trawlable area is thus ca. 33,500 sq. miles or 1 15,^40 sq. kilometers, or if the Oyster

Bank is included in the rough ground, ca. 28,080 sq. miles or 106,480 sq. kilometers.

The quantities taken over these areas are shown in Table XI.

Notes on the Table showing quantities of sole

Denmark. The statistics give the quantities of soles sometimes in pounds, some-

times in numbers. Where both divisions occur, the corresponding values are given, and

from these values, the numbers have been changed to pounds and thence to kilograms

(Part I, p. 24). A small quantity of soles taken by the Kattegat cutters fishing in the

Skager Rak and North Sea, is included in the statistics for the Kattegat, and is not

represented here.

Germany. The quantities for the earlier years are partly estimated (Part I, p. 46).

The quantities stated represent the fish landed directly from the sea and sold at the

four chief ports, Hamburg, Altona, Geestemünde and Bremerhaven. A portion of the

coast fishery is excluded and likewise the imports.

The reason for the exclusion of these is, partly that the actual amounts are uncer-

tain, partly because the same fish may have been entered in the returns elsewhere,

either in Germany or other countries.

The statistics for' Geestemünde (since 1895) and Bremerhaven (since 1899) give the

quantities of soles landed in two classes, large and (medium +) small. The actual limits

between these classes are not stated. The relative proportions of these, calculated from

weight not numbers, are shown in the following table.

Table XIII. Proportions of large and (medium +) small soles landed at Geestemünde and

Bremerhaven (since 1899)

189s

1896

1897

1898

1899

Igoo

1901

1902

1903

Large

83%
76 -

64 -

60 -

68 -

72 -

69 -

62 -

59 -

SmaU 4-

medium

17 °/o

24 -

36 -

40 -

32 -

28 -

31 -

38 -

41 -

Holland. The quantities given for earlier years, are in part estimates. The pub-

lished statistics give the quantities in numbers, and three classes are made, large, medium

and small. The limits betveen these are not stated. The following table shows the

proportionate amounts of these different classes landed at Ijmuiden since 1896.

For 1896, the quantities represent only the last six months of the year, viz. July to

December. The relative proportions by weight have been calculated from the equivalents

given for Holland (Part I, p. 73).

Appendix K 5
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Table XIV. Proportions of large, medium and small soles landed at Ijmuiden, and sold at

the state auction

Large

numbers kilog.

Medium

numbers kilog.

Small

numbers kilng.

1896

1897

1898

1899

1900

1901

1902

1903

44 %
19 -

25 -

23 -

18 -

21 -

18 -

16 -

66 o/„

46 -

48 -

44 -

38 -

43 -

40 -

38 -

28 0/0

10 -

26 -

32 -

30 -

30 -

22 -

23 -

25

15

31

37

38

36

30

31

28

71

49

45

52

49
60

61

v° 9 °/o

39 -

21 -

19 -

24 -

21 -

30 -

31 -

England. The statistical data, with regard to the sole landed on the east coast of

England, may contain some small quantities brought from the English Channel and more

southern waters.

4. Statistics of the turbot and brill

As the turbot, like the sole, is sold separately, and the quantities are readily

estimated, the statistics with regard to it should have the greatest degree of accuracy. It

is probable, however, that a portion of the quantities given in Table XV come from

grounds outside the North Sea. Owing to the extension of trawling within recent years

into the Atlantic, to the west of Scotland and to more southern waters, the probability is

also, that the quantities from outside the North Sea have been greater in later years than

in earlier. If this be the case, it appears from the table that the quantities are hardly

maintaining themselves. The influence which affect the catch of soles (see p. 31) cannot,

so far as is known, have any effect on the catch of turbot.

Table XVI shows, that the proportion of small turbot landed in Germany has greatly

increased of recent years, and as the total quantities have not increased correspondingly,

the quantities of the large must have decreased. The same phenomenon has probably

occurred in other countries, but there are no statistics to illustrate the point.

The quantities of brill are not separately distinguished, except in Germany and

England. Table XVII shows, that the quantities taken of this species are considerably

smaller than those of the other "prime" fish, the sole and turbot, but that a decrease in

the total quantities is not so noticeable.

It is worthy of remark, that the three species mentioned, namely the sole, turbot and

brill, have a greater reproductive fertility than the plaice, and one of them at least, the

turbot, grows much faster.

It is remarkable, therefore, that the quantities of these species are so distinctly less

than those of the plaice.

Notes on the Table showing quantities of turbot

Denmark. The turbot and brill are taken together in the Danish statistics. A small

quantity of turbot and brill is also taken by the Kattegat cutters fishing in the Skager
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Table XV. Quantities of turbot (Rhombtis maximus) landed at North Sea ports for the

years and countries mentioned, in kilograms

Denmark
(west coast)

Germany Holland
England

(east coast)

Scotland
(east coast)

Total

1892

1893

1894

1895

1896

1897

1898

1899

1900

1901

igo2

1903

36

62

1075

247,000

285,000

293,000

316,000

479,000

408,000

381,000

374,000

302,000

318,000

335,000

396,000

114,000

125,000

153,000

151,000

157,000

120,000

147,000

143,000

187,000

210,000

340,000

322,000

2,681,000

2,956,000

3,665,000

3,421,000

3,368,000

2,812,000

2,631,000

2,531,000

2,325,000

1,954,000

2,181,000

195,000

187,000

136,000

159,000

246,000

225,000

287,000

311,000

257,000

261,000

275,000

443,000

3,237,000

3,553,000

4,247,000

4,047,000

4,250,000

3,565,000

3,446,007

3,359,000

3,071,000

2,743,000

3,131,000

Rak and North Sea, but landing their fish in Kattegat ports. The exact quantity is not

known, and it is not known either, how much is taken in the Skager Rak, how much in

the North Sea.

Germany. The quantities given for the earlier years are in part estimates (see

Part I, p. 46). The figures given are based on the actual returns of fish sold by the

auctioneers at Altona, Hamburg, Geestemünde and Bremerhaven. These represent the

deep-sea fishery for the most part, the coastal fishery not being included save in so far

as the fish caught are sold at these chief markets.

The statistics for Bremerhaven (1899 onwards) and Geestemünde give two divisions

for the turbot, large and small. The proportions for a period of years are shown in the

following table.

Table XVI, Proportions of large (-|- medium) and small turbot landed at Geestemünde
(since 1895) and Bremerhaven (since 1899)

1895

1896

1897

1898

1899

1900

1 901

1902

1903

Large
(+ medium)

71 %
64 -
70 —
76 -
69-
57 —
57 —
47 —
42 —

Small

29 °/o

SO-
SO —
24 —
31 —
43 -
43 —
53 —
58-

H oil and. The quantities given are in part estimates. No distinction is made between

large and small turbot in the Dutch statistics, and some brill and halibut are included

under the same heading.
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England and Scotland. It is probable, that some of the turbot landed on the

east coast come in reality from places outside the North Sea. No distinction is made

between large and small turbot in the reports.

Table XVII. Quantities of brill (Rhombus lœvis) landed at North Sea ports, in kilograms

1892

1893

1894

1895

1896

1897

1898

1899

1900

igoi

1902

1903

Germany

52,000

60,000

84,000

83,000

102,000

93,000

121,000

156,000

172,000

164,000

198,000

198,000

England
(east coast)

741,000

767,000

750,000

732,000

727,000

594,000

594,000

632,000

693,000

546,000

840,000

Total

793,000

827,000

834,000

815,000

829,000

687,000

715,000

788,000

865,000

710,000

1,038,000

Notes on the Table showing quantities of brill

For most countries, the brill is not separately distinguished. In Denmark and Holland

it is taken with the turbot, in Scotland with the plaice.

Germany. The quantities of the earlier years are in part estimates. The statistical

tables for Bremerhaven and Geestemünde distinguish between large and small brill. The

proportions of these over a period of years are shown in the following table.

Table XVIII. Proportions of large (+ medium) and small brill landed at Geestemünde

(since 1895) and Bremerhaven (since 1899)

1895

1896

1897

1898

1899

1900

1901

1902

1903

Large
(+ medium) Small

57 %
63 -
68 —
68 —
48 -
46 -
44 —
43 -
40 —

43 %
37 -
32 —
32 —
52 —
54 —
56 -
57 —
60 —

5. Statistics of the haddock fishery in the North Sea

The statistical data shown in Table XIX cannot be taken to represent the quantities

of haddock tished in the North Sea, as the quantities taken from outside the North Sea

are included. P^om the details given below with regard to Germany, it appears, that at
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least 20% of the haddock landed in Germany during igo2 and iyo3 came from Iceland

and the Fœroe Isles. If similar proportions are brought from those places by the English

and Scottish liners and trawlers, nearly one fifth of the total quantities stated for later

years have not been taken in the North Sea. The amount of uncertainty in the figures

is thus very large, but it certainly seems as if the catches were at a maximum in 1895—96,

the years which saw the introduction of the otter-trawl, and that they have since then

steadily declined. If the quantities brought from Iceland have increased since that time,

as the German statistics would indicate, there seems every possibility that the quantities

taken from the North Sea have really decreased.

It is only from the German and Dutch statistics, that any information is forthcoming

with regard to the relative proportions of the various sizes which enter into the compo-

sition of the catches. The data for Holland are the more valuable, because the smallest

class of haddocks is included with the whiting in the statistics for Geestemiinde and is

not represented in Table XX. It will be seen from these tables, that the proportion of

small haddocks landed is very great and has increased within recent years. It may be

mentioned also, that, in the Scottish Fishery Board Report for 1901, note is made of the

large quantities of small haddocks which were being landed in Scotland.

Whether this means that the same process is going on with regard to the haddock

as has been noted in the case of the plaice, namely, that the quantities taken of the

large are decreasing or at most stationary, whilst those of the small are increasing, cannot

be told from existing information with certainty.

Table XIX. Quantities of haddock (G. aegkfinus) landed at North Sea ports for the years

and countries mentioned, in kilograms

Denmark
(west coast)

Germany Holland
England

(east coast)

Scotland
(east coast)

Total

1892

1893

1894

1895

1896

1897

1898

1899

1900

1 901

1902

1903

3,178,000

3,300,000

2,377,000

1,409,000

1,059,000

727,000

511,000

597,000

1,503,000

8,823,000

10,285,000

12,774,000

14,449,000

15,126,000

13,971,000

12,411,000

9,988,000

8,950,000

8,576,000

10,566,000

12,395,000

3,084,000

3,193,000

3,131,000

3,110,000

4,176,000

2,946,000

2,563,000

1,623,000

1 ,880,000

2,380,000

4,780,000

5,791,000

95,680,000

98,135,000

108,573,000

121,103,000

126,879,000

125,976,000

128,875,000

130,350,000

122,805,000

117,763,000

101,115,000

34,930,000

33,638,000

39,975,000

49,175,000

48,274,000

42,677,000

37,092,000

39,194,000

38,157,000

41,774,000

45,220,000

50,076,000

142,517,000

145,251,000

164,453,000

191,015,000

197,755,000

187,947,000

182,350,000

182,214,000

172,519,000

171,004,000

162,278,000

Notes on the Tables showing quantities of haddock

Denmark. A small quantity of whiting {G. merlangus) is included with haddock.

The quantities are sometimes stated in pounds, sometimes in numbers. From the

corresponding values, it has been possible to change the numbers into pounds and these

into kilograms.

Germany. The quantities for earlier years have been partly estimated.

The quantities imported are not included here, and the quantities of the coast fishery
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are only represented in so far as they come direct from the sea to the 4 chief markets.

The fishery of East Friesland, which was chiefly for haddock and cod and used to be

of considerable value, is however included.

In the Geestemünde and Bremerhaven statistics for ig02 and 1903, the quantities of

fish brought from Iceland are separately distinguished, as follows:

Geestemünde; haddock, 1,881,600 kg. in 1902, 2,296,500 kg. in 1903

Bremerhaven; — 1,620,600 — -- 1,855,400 — —
These quantities for Bremerhaven represent all fish from Iceland together, i. e. cod

and haddock at least, are included in the quantities stated. The Geestemünde tables

mention in detail only the haddock and cod as coming from Iceland.

These quantities are included in the present tables. In the Geestemünde statistics for

1902 and 1903, the smallest class of haddocks is included with whiting.

In the Geestemünde (since 1895) and Bremerhaven (since 1899) statistics, three classes

of haddock are distinguished and the relative proportions of these are shown in the

following table.

Table XX. Proportions of large, medium and small haddock landed from the North Sea
at Geestemünde and Bremerhaven (since 1899)

1895

1896

1897

1898

1899

1900

1901

1902

1903

Large Medium

22 0/0

21 -

19 -

17 -

20 -

21 -

19 -

19 -

13 -

18 %
29 -

25 -

26 -

23 -

22 -

17 -

18 -

SmaU

60 °/o

50 -

56 -

57 -

57 -

57 -

64 -

63 -

67 -

Holland. The quantities given are in part estimates.

The figures in Table XIX refer only to the haddock caught in the North Sea. During

recent years however, since the introduction of steam trawlers, considerable quantities of

haddock have been landed in Holland from Iceland and the Faeroes. These are not

included in Table XIX, but may be given here. The proportions used for converting

salted into fresh fish are the same as those given Part I, on p. 73.

Table XXI. Quantities of haddock landed in Holland from Iceland and the Faeroe Isles,

in kilograms

1901

1902

1903

Iceland

55,9°°

170,100

172,700

Faeroes

7,600

8,300

Total

55,9°°

177,700

181,000
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The quantities from Iceland and the Fasroes represent the haddock sold at the state

auction in Ijnnuiden .Whether any quantities of the fish formerly sold at the private auc-

tion came from these places, was not made public.

For 1903, the quantities brought from the Faroes include a small amount, 1375 kg.

of salted and dried haddock. In the fresh condition, these must have weighed much

more, but this has not been allowed for here.

In the Dutch official statistics, the quantities of haddock landed are given under a

number of divisions according as the fish are living or dead, large, medium or small.

The relative proportions of the latter are as shown in the following table.

Table XXII. Proportions of large, medium and small haddocks landed at Ijmuiden

and sold at the state auction

1896

1897

1898

1899

1900

1901

igo2

1903

Large Medium

86 »/o
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Table XXIII. Quantities of cod (G. morrhua) landed at North Sea ports for the years
and countries mentioned, in kilograms

Denmark
(west coast)

Germany HoUand Belgium France
England

(east coast)

Scotland
(east coast)

Total

1892

1893

1894

1895

1896

1897

1898

1899

1900

1 901

1902

1903

1,270,000

895,000

637,000

499,000

618,000

299,000

263,000

309,000

382,000

2,236,000

2,386,000

3,464,000

3,565,000

3,466,000

3,310,000

3,577,000

5,037,000

5,267,000

6,118,000

7,409,000

8,888,000

2,338,000

2,233,000

2,528,000

2,693,000

3,164,000

2,737,000

2,001,000

2,282,000

1,645,000

1,114,000

1,243,000

985,000

94,000

158,000

192,000

304,000

249,000

181,000

109,000

76,000

54,000

32,000

22,000

1,680,000

1,497,000

1,088,000

732,000

983,000

697,000

512,000

534,000

16,290,000

17,472,000

19,233,000

21,788,000

20,935,000

22,082,000

23,346,000

25,508,000

27,637,000

27,097,000

53,255,000

20,760,000

18,849,000

20,702,000

21,419,000

26,798,000

27,266,000

25,010,000

23,552,000

20,002,000

20,878,000

23,525,000

25,603,000

41,718,000

41,098,000

46,119,000

52,719,000

57,004,000

57,301,000

55,274,000

58,056.000

55,601,000

56,014,000

86,297,000

Denmark: The quantities stated are taken almost entirely from north of Horns
Reef. In addition to these, considerable quantities are taken near the Faeroes by the

fishermen of the Faeroe Isles, but these are not included here.

Germany: As with haddock, the largest quantities of cod are landed at Geeste-

münde, and considerable quantities come from Iceland. In 1902, 2,089,60x3 kg. and in

1903, 3,584,100 kg. of Iceland cod were landed at Geestemünde.

At Bremerhaven, 1,620,600 kg. of Iceland fish were landed in 1902 and again

1,855,400 kg. in 1903, but the species are not distinguished. The probability is, however,

that they are mostly haddock and cod.

It appears, that this fishery for cod and haddock at Iceland first began for the

German steam trawlers in 1899, at least is first represented in the statistics of that year.

In the statistical tables for Altona, the hake {Merhiccius vulgaris) is included with

the cod from 1896 onwards. The quantities of hake are not, however, considerable.

The figures given represent the quantities sold at the four principal German markets.

The coast and sea fishery of East Friesland is also included. The coastal fishery else-

where is not represented, except in so far as the fish taken are sold at the four chief

markets.

Holland: A portion of the cod taken by the Dutch trawlers includes ling, pollack

etc. (see Part I, Table XLIV), but the amount of these is relatively small. The figures

given represent the principal quantities. The cod landed by liners is in the salted con-

dition in barrels. The total weight of the barrel is about 190 kg. and deducting from
this the weight of the salt etc., it is estimated, that a barrel is equivalent to 150 kg.

fresh cod.

The cod is also landed in the living and iced condition. For the largest of these,

the average weight is taken to be 5-5 kg. (Part I, p. 73).

These quantities represent the cod landed from the North Sea only. To begin with

1901, separate tables have been given in the Dutch "Verslag" showing the quantities

brought from Iceland and the Faeroes. These are partly brought by trawlers and partly

by liners (from the Faeroes), and the quantities salted and fresh are separately disting-
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uished. Employing the equivalents mentioned in the first portion of this work, we ob-

tain the following table'.

Table XXIV. Quantities of cod brought from Iceland and Fseroe Isles, and sold at the

state auction in Ijmuiden, in kilograms

1901

.

1902.

1903.

Iceland
(trawled)

19,300

342,800

590,500

Faeroes

(trawl &
lines)

5,500

77,900

Total

19,300

348,300

668,400

For 1903, the quantities from the Faeroes include 63,800 kg. of salted and dried cod.

These in the fresh condition must have weighed a great deal more, but this has not

been taken account of here.

Belgium. The quantities given here represent only the salted cod brought in by

the line fishermen. The quantities landed by the trawlers are not stated. The same

equivalents as for Holland have been employed in converting the "salted" cod into "fresh".

France. The figures given represent the quantities taken by the French fishermen

from the North Sea only. Previous to 1895, the returns for the North Sea were com-

bined with those for Iceland.

England and Scotland. The methods are the same for both countries. The

cod are landed in fresh or iced condition. No distinction is made in the statistics between

large and small cod. The Scottish statistics, but not the English, distinguish between

the quantities landed by the line fishermen and those landed by the trawlers. Up to

1902, no distinction is made between the fish caught in the North Sea and that taken

elsewhere.

7. Statistics of the herring fisheries in the North Sea

Table XXV will give some conception of the immense quantities of herring landed

annually from the North Sea alone. A further hundred million kg. may be added for

Norwegian and Swedish herring fisheries, and another hundred for the fisheries on the

west coasts of Scotland and England and in the English Channel. Taking one kg. as

equivalent to 8 herring, we see that during 1902, about 5600 millions of herring were

taken within the region of the international investigations.

Notes on the Table showing quantities of herring

Sweden: The herring fishery of the Kattegat and Bohuslän is not included in the

table, though it seems probable, according to recent researches, that the herring migrate

there from the North Sea and Skager Rak. The value of the fishery varies from one

to three million shillings. In addition to this, there is a considerable fishery for herring

in the Sound and Baltic.

Norway: Norway has a large and increasingly important herring fishery along its

I These figures are taken from the Verslag, and thus represent only the amounts sold at the

state auction. A considerable quantity of fish was however sold by private auction up to 1902, but

whether any of it came from Iceland and the Faeroes was not made known.

Appendix K "
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Table XXV. Quantities of herring {Clupea harengus) landed at North Sea ports for the

years and countries mentioned, in kilograms
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8. Statistics of the total quantities of fish landed for the most part at

North Sea ports

The preceding account of the seven species chosen will have given some idea of

the present condition of fisheries statistics, and also of the value they might have. It is

unnecessary to enter here into the data with regard to the remaining species, as the

shortcomings in the statistics have been sufficiently exemplified and the actual data can

be found in the first portion of this work. The principles which should regulate the

choice of species for detailed treatment in an international system of statistics will be dealt

with in Part III.

It requires but a glance at Table XXVI, of the total quantities landed, to show that

any discussion of a decrease of fish in general is perfectly unnecessary. The figures

speak for themselves and certainly do not give any countenance to pessimistic views

with regard to the future of the fisheries.

Of the total quantity, about 50 % conies from the herring fishery (see Table XXV).

The remainder is the product of the trawl and line industries. Unfortunately, for reasons

already stated, it is not possible to separate the trawl from the line fishery in the statistics,

nor to ascertain the amounts taken in the North Sea alone.

The condition of the North Sea trawl-fishery has accordingly to be judged, for the

most part, from the data with regard to the principal species as shown in preceding

pages. It has been shown, that the fisheries of all these species, plaice, turbot, sole and

haddock have come to what may be called a critical stages and there is no reason for

thinking, that the North Sea fisheries as a whole are in any way different. It is well,

however, to enquire what this critical condition actually consists in, and not to imagine

that it means or ever will mean the exhaustion of the fisheries. The various aspects

of the matter may be briefly mentioned.

First of all, it has to be noted, that the various phenomena usually cited as indicating

the decrease of the fisheries can be viewed in various ways. Thus, any decrease in the

average catch of a number of boats (see Part I; Germany, p. 55 and Scotland, p. 120)

may be due to a distribution of the current stock over a larger number of boats ^ (see

also p. 18). Again, the spread of trawling from the North Sea to the north, south and

west has been taken to indicate, that the trawling in the North Sea had reached a maximum

some years ago. This may be quite true, but it has to be remembered that fishing

beyond the North Sea, by boats belonging to the North Sea, has been going on for

centuries; further, that similar indications occurred with regard to the Kattegat fishery 10

years ago, and yet what is equivalent to the trawl fishery there, brings in as large

quantities of fish now as it did then. What has occurred in the Kattegat would assuredly

be no less in the North Sea.

It is for the most part the hope of greater gain which leads fishermen to seek for

new fishing grounds, but this in no wise means, that the old grounds are deprived of

their usual quantum of fish. It has to be remembered also, that theories with regard to

See, Henking, H: 1. c. p. 16, who refers only to the steam-boats however; also, more particularly,

Heincke, Fr.: "Die Ueberfischung der Nordsee und Schutzniassregeln dagegen"; Mitt. d. deutschen

Seefish. Vereins, 1894. p. 61.

2 See, Fifteenth Annual Report of the In.spectors of Sea Fisheries (England and Wales), 1900;

p. 5 et seq.

6*
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the decrease of fish are of very ancient standing, and though these theories and the

grounds on which they are based have changed their form and character in different

generations and centuries, they have one and all been belied by the persistence and even

increase of the fisheries'.

The increased quantities of new and less valuable species, which have been brought

to market within recent years, have also been taken to indicate a decrease in the quan-

tities of the more valuable kinds. The order of things has certainly changed from half a

century ago, when the haddock and plaice were regarded as worthless species and not

brought to market from the offshore fishing grounds. Yet the condition of things on

land has also changed, and the demand for fish has increased more than a hundred-fold.

The appearance on the market of the present day, of species regarded as worthless but

ten years ago, is explainable in the same way. The removal of the inferior species from

the sea is probably a gain to the valuable kinds, and the fishermen would regard it as

the greatest blessing, if some means were devised for also removing the great pests of

fishing, dog-fish, starfish, jelly-fish, sponges and the like.

The severe fishing which one species undergoes may also be of benefit to others

on which it feeds, just as the removal of larger individuals may be of benefit to the

smaller of the same species. Thus, the large takes by the trawlers, especially of haddock,

possibly also of cod, may account in part for the extreme abundance of the herring

within recent years.

The conception of balance or equilibrium may thus be employed in many useful

ways, when regarding the fisheries from a practical standpoint. It need hardly be said,

that the same conception is of more than mere theoretical importance when applied to

the comprehension of the biology of the fishes, their growth, and their relations to one

another and to the surrounding conditions. Fishes or living things in general, are not

like natural products such as gold or silver, which when removed from the earth cannot

be replaced. There is an instance on record of a fish having been exterminated apparently,

and yet returning after many years in its earlier abundance 2. The great fertility of fishes

enables them to populate the seas in numbers so great, that if counterbalancing forces

were not at work, one species alone, even the least fertile, would within a year or two

supply more fish for the markets than all the species together do at present.

The peculiar way in which the fertility on the one hand and the counterbalancing

forces on the other, work to maintain the various species in a condition of equilibrium,

furnishes the main scientific problems of the fisheries. It is remarkable, for example, that

the sole, with more than twice and the turbot, with more than ten times the fertility of the

plaice, should yet be represented in the fishermens's catches by but a small percentage of

the quantities of the latter. The plaice indeed, seems the most favoured flat fish within the

regions considered. Again, of all the chief food-fishes, the herring has by far the lowest

reproductive power and yet, the quantities brought to market of this species alone exceed

those of all others together. It is in the contemplation of these broad problems, that one

is obliged to remember, that man's influence on the population of the sea is but one of

' Mc. Intosh W. C; "The Resources of the Sea" 1899 p. 224 et seq.; and Holdsworth, E. W. H.,

Deep sea Fishing and Fishing Boats, 1874, p. 266 et seq.

2 The American tile-fish: see, "The Fisheries etc. of the United States", U. S. Com. of Fish and

Fisheries, 1884, p. 360. Report U. S. Com. of Fish and Fisheries, 1900, p. XXIII.
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many factors, known and unknown, tending to reduce the total numbers of a species,

when the life-history of such a species is regarded from the beginning to the end.

These general considerations will, perhaps, counteract any false impression which

might be taken from the statement, that the trawling industry of the North Sea in general

and the fisheries of the plaice, sole, turbot and perhaps haddock in particular, are in a

critical condition. Unless the statistical data are worthless, the critical condition is evident;

this is considered due to the influence of man's fishing — a minor factor, perhaps, in

comparison with the other forces keeping the multiplying tendences of the fishes in check,

yet added to these and concentrated in a special direction — causing a diminution in the

quantities of the large and more valuable fish. On the other hand, nature's recuperative

power as well as the conditions of fishing, will not permit the reduction of the quantities

of fish below a very large minimum — so long as the present physical conditions prevail.

The question, whether man by interfering with the methods of fishing, can help to

keep the stock of fish above this irreducible minimum, does not call for discussion. As

shown above, the possibilities one way or another are too numerous to be calculated;

it can only be solved by well-regulated experiments.

Table XXVI. Total quantities of fish landed for the most part at ports on the North Sea,

in looo Kg.

Denmark
(west coast)

Germany Holland I France
England

(east coast I

Scotland
^east coast)

Total

1S92

1893

1894

1895

1896

1897

1898

1899

1900

1 901

1902

1903

5,309

5,648

4,303

3,348

4,087

3,466

3,608

5,667

4,566

17,864

22,208

27,207

31,637

36,703

33,782

37,610

36,783

38,635

44,806

56,875

66,819

79,853

78,295

76,587

67,158

71,854

51,227

69,061

43,564

62,173

76,271

105,814

113,197

20,874

26,158

23,715

22,898

20,543

21,334

22,736

24,079

259,375

270,286

291,470

304,362

311,158

318,561

322,318

352,007

360,237

356,845

447,137

218,163

254,704

269,616

263.497

269,813

200,123

277,223

212,113

220,881

280,090

301,167

288,832

575,255

625,493

664,880

692,837

721,334

631,711

732,458

669,099

706,724

784,356

940,739

Notes on the Table showing the total quantities

It has to be remarked, that France is included here, as the quantities stated come

from the North Sea. On the other hand, Belgium has to be omitted and large quantities

included in the statistics for Germany, England and Scotland do not come from the

North Sea. At the present time, it is quite impossible to construct a satisfactory table,

showing the quantities of fish taken from the North Sea and these only. This explains

the indecisive nature of the heading to the table.

The quantities given, refer only to the fishes; shell-fish, such as crabs, lobsters,

oysters etc., are omitted. These are mostly given in numbers in the various statistics

and as a rule form a separate subdivision.

Sweden. It is quite impossible to ascertain the total quantities of fish landed

annually in Sweden. In 1902, the total value of the sea-fisheries, i. e. in the North Sea,
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Skager Rak, Kattegat and Baltic, was at least 5,500,000 Kroner, which, at the rate of

10 kilograms for 1 Krone, gives 55 million kilograms. But of the Baltic provinces, only

4 out of 13 are represented in the statistics.

The chief difficulties in connection with the Swedish statistics are, that:

(1) important species are mixed with others, e. g. cod with ling, haddock, whiting etc.

plaice with turbot, sole, halibut etc.;

(2) the same species is given in different ways, e. g. the herring under hectolitres,

kilograms, valar (80) and tons.;

(3) only the total values are given for the important deep-sea and mackerel fisheries,

which are prosecuted for a great part in the North Sea. The quantities of mackerel might

be calculated from the average price given in the Norwegian tables, but this is impossible

for the deep-sea fishery, where several species, cod, ling, torsk etc. are all included together.

Norway. The Norwegian statistics are given in such detail, that the quantities of

the principal species taken in the North Sea can be readily ascertained. Some difficulty

arises, however, with regard to the limits to be taken for the North Sea. In the Nor-

wegian reports, and in Henking's paper on the German statistics (1. c), the limits are the

Naze in the south and Cape Stat in the north. In the present work, the northern limit

fixed by international convention, viz. 6i°N.L., has been taken, whilst the southern limit

is the same.

If the former limits are taken, the amount of the Norwegian fisheries in the North

Sea can be ascertained from the proportions given in Part I, Table V. If the latter are

decided on, the proportions are somewhat smaller.

This is a matter which can only be decided by genera! agreement.

For the present, the quantities taken by the Norwegian fishermen from the North

Sea are omitted. For many reasons, indeed, it would be preferable to keep the Nor-

wegian fisheries distinct from those of the North Sea, and to consider them in a separate

class along with those of Iceland and the Fseroe Isles.

In the Norwegian statistics, only the principal species are separately distinguished,

e. g. cod, herring, mackerel and salmon, and the coast fishery is kept distinct from the

offshore fishery. Further, there is a home fishery in the fjords and amongst the islands,

which is not represented in the statistics.

Some notion of the immense quantities of fish landed in Norway has already been

given in Part I. During 1902, the total quantities must have considerably exceeded 400

million kilograms, but during 1890—96, they must have exceeded 500 million kilograms

several times. This refers to the whole of Norway. From Table XXVI, it wiD be seen,

that England is the only country where the total quantities landed per annum are as

large, and even there, it is necessary to include all coasts (see Part I, Table LXIV).

Denmark. The quantities stated here are only those landed at North Sea ports;

the Skager Rak is omitted, and also the quantities taken in the North Sea by the Danish

fishermen, but landed at Hamburg and ports on the Kattegat. The total amount of the

latter would be, for recent years, another million or two kilograms in addition to those

stated in the Table.

With regard to the Skager Rak, it is evident that the limit drawn between it and the

North Sea viz. from the Naze to Hanstholm, is purely one of convenience, not likely to

be respected by fishes. So far as the round fishes are concerned, cod, haddock and
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heiring more especially, the Skager Rak might be included with the North Sea. With

regard to the plaice, on the other hand, it appears from the marking experiments made
by Sweden, that this species may migrate from the Kattegat into the Skager Rak, whilst

similar experiments made by Denmark have shown that few if any migrate thither from

the North Sea. It would be better, therefore, to include the Skager Rak plaice fishery

with that of the Kattegat than with that of the North Sea.

On account of this double nature, the Skager Rak has been omitted entirely from

the present work. Its relative importance to Denmark can be ascertained from the tables

in Part I (Table XI).

The Danish statistics employ several different methods in stating the quantities of

fish, even the same species, e. g. numbers, tons or pounds (Da.). In the cases where

the values were also given, the numbers have with their assistance been converted into

pounds and thence into kilograms.

Germany. In Germany, as in England and Scotland, the quantities of fish landed

are stated almost entirely in weight.. The convenience of this, in drawing up these tables,

is self-evident. It has been shown in Part I, however, that complete statistics of the

German North Sea fisheries only exist for the last few years and that a regular system

of publication has not yet been made in Germany. For the earlier years, especially

from 1892— 1896, the quantities are in part estimated. Of the 4 principal fishing ports,

statistics are available for Altona and Geestemünde over the whole period considered,

but those of Hamburg and Bremerhaven have had to be calculated from the values

given, for the years 1892 to 1895. Minor difficulties also occur, as all the species, even

the principal ones, are not separately distinguished; e. g. cod and hake, dab and plaice

etc. are taken together in the statistics for Altona.

Within recent years, considerable quantities of fish, especially cod and haddock, have

been landed in Germany from Iceland and places beyond the North Sea. These are only

partly separated in the German statistics, and are all included here in Table XXVI.

Holland: The difficulties in connection with the Dutch statistics have been men-

tioned in detail in Part I (p. 72). It is only for the principal ports that statistics are

forthcoming and only partially even from these. Except for the herring fishery, where

the quantities are as accurate as they can be made, the quantities are for a great part

estimates. The quantities of fish landed in Holland, from fishing grounds outside the

North Sea, are separately distinguished in the Dutch statistics and are not included here.

Belgium: It is only for the cod-fishery with lines, that statistics of the quantities

landed are published in Belgium. These are shown in Table XXIII. These cannot be

considered representative of the Belgian fishery, however, so that Belgium has been

omitted here entirely.

France: The French North Sea fisheries consist mainly of the herring-fishery with

drift-nets and the cod-fishery by means of long-lines, and the total quantities of these

species landed are represented in the table.

England and Scotland: As the quantities of the various species landed are all

given in the same unit, viz. hundredweight (= 508 kg.), it has been a simple matter to

ascertain the total quantities in kilograms. It may be said also, that the total quantities

as given here for England are very approximately accurate, the uncertainties referred to

in Part I concerning rather the quantities of the separate species.

••ifA«»><cC^
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Considerable quantities of several species, especially cod, haddock, ling, plaice, turbot

and halibut, are landed at the North Sea ports of these countries, from fishing grounds

outside the North Sea, and are included in the table above.

9. Statistics of the total value of all fish landed for the most part at

North Sea ports

Table XXVII shows the total value of the fish landed, in too shillings or marks.

The endeavour has been to limit the matter as far as possible to the North Sea, but

for reasons already stated, it is impossible, at the present time, to ascertain the precise

value of the North Sea fisheries alone. An approximate estimate would be 90 % of the

values stated, but this is little more than a guess.

The great increase in the value of the fisheries since 1892, amounting roughly to

f 35,000,000 or 70,000,000 marks, shows that, whether the fisheries are or are not in a

critical condition, the remuneration obtained is sufficient encouragement for their future

prosecution. The question whether man,, by legislative restrictions, could appreciably

improve upon the sums represented in the table, is even more difficult to answer than

the possibility of increasing the total quantities. It may be said in general, however, that

for a fishery and a market approximately stable, an increase in the total value is more

likely to ensue from an improvement in the quality of fish landed than from an increase

in their quantity.

The best index of the quality of fish is given by the average price, to the consider-

ation of which we may now turn.

Table XXVII. Total value of all fish landed for the most part at North Sea ports, in

100 shillings

Denmark
(west coast)

Germany
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As they stand, the figures seem to offer a good basis for comparison of the prices

paid for fish in the ditïerent countries, but it has to be remembered, that the average price

is significant, not only of the quantities landed and the demand for fish, but also, and

more especially, of the quality of the fish. A low price, for example, is not always a

sign that fish is cheap, it often means that the fish is of poor quality. Although it might

seem quite reasonable beforehand, to assume that the quality of fish landed in the differ-

ent countries from the same or similar regions would be the same on the whole, closer

examination of the available data shows, that this assumption cannot be maintained. Not

only is the quality different in different countries, it is very different at different ports of

the same country.

It is well-known already, that different prices per pound or per kilogram are obtained

for fish of the same species but of different sizes. In general, the medium and larger

sizes obtain a higher price per pound than the smaller. This is of the greatest impor-

tance in devising methods for improvement of the fisheries. In the case of the plaice,

for example, the statistical data mentioned previously (p. 26) shows, that no consideration

need be given to an augmentation of the quantities; the problem is simply and solely

how to improve the quality of the fish brought to market. The same holds good, more

or less, for the other species mentioned. Taking the average price per pound, therefore,

as an index of quality, it may be of some practical importance to show the prices paid

for the different sizes of fish, so far as data can be obtained.

Plaice: On the west coast of Denmark (Jutland), which is alone considered, the

plaice landed are all of small size, under u inches (28 cm.) on the average (see Part I,

p. 26). The price seems therefore somewhat high.

In Germany, the statistics for Geestemünde and Bremerhaven distinguish between

large and medium together and small. The exact distincfions are not stated, but pre-

sumably the small fish are on the average under u inches (28 cm.). Since 1900, the

total quantities of the small and large and the average price of each sort, have been

as follows:

1900— 1903; large and medium, 856,000 kg.; average price per kg. 0-56 shillings

small 4,548,000 kg. ; — —, - 0-20 —
For Holland, the difference in the average prices is even more remarkable. As

already shown (p. 30), the great majority of the plaice landed there are small, and this

is reflected in the low average price. The actual data for Ymuiden may be summarised

as follows:

1900—1903; large, 150,930 kg.; average price per kg. 0.8 shillings

medium, 575,700 - ; — _ - - 0-52 -
small 11,239,590 - ; — _ - - o'i5 —

(1903 only) second class of small, 1,557,840 - ; — — - - O'li —
The small plaice here dominate the price of the whole, as is evident from Table XXVIII.

So far as England is concerned, statistics are not yet forthcoming with regard to

the proportions of small and large in the total quantities. Evidence is given by Archer,

however, (1. c. p. 182) of these proporfions on the eastern grounds of the North Sea. The

catches refer to the period from March 1902 to December 1903. The total quantities

and the average prices are as follows:

Appendix K 7
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1902—1903; large, 2,929,700 kg.; average price per kg., o'35 shillings

small, 9,252,400 -; — - - -o-ii —
The average price stated here for the "large" is really, however, for medium. Few,

if any large plaice are brought from the eastern grounds.

The high price obtained in Scotland by the plaice (see Table XXVIII) is due to the

absence of the small sizes.

Reviewing the data as a whole, it appears that one kilogram of medium plaice (pre-

sumably 30 to 40 cm. or 12—16 inches) is worth 3 to 5 kg. of small (under 28 to 30 cm.

or 11 to 12 inches). If the small plaice, therefore, were left in the sea for one or two

more years and but one half the quantity (by weight) survived after that time, it is clear

that the fishermen would be the gainers. In other words, if they took less than one half

the weight of what they do at present, their fishing would be more remunerative.

Sole: The evidence with regard to the sole is somewhat different to that of the

plaice. It is only for Germany and Holland, that a distinction can be drawn between the

different sizes. For Geestemünde and Bremerhaven, the total quantities and average

prices have been as follows:

1901— 1903; large and medium 364,700 kg.; average price 2-8 sh. per kg.

small, 207,600 - — — 1-7 - - -

For Ijmuiden in Holland, three sizes are distinguished. The total quantities of each,

since 1900 and the average prices are as follows:

average price 2'8 sh. per kg.

— . 2-8 - - -

— - 1-7 - - -

1900— 1903; large, 227,645 kg.:

medium, 176,043

small, 145,088

It appears, therefore, that medium-sized soles are as valuable as the large and there

is not such a large difference between the price of the large and that of the small as

for the plaice. Further, as mentioned previously, the proportion taken of the small is

not so conspicious.

Turbot: The data with regard to the turbot give practically the same result as for the

sole. The average price of the smaller fish per kg. is about 60% of that of the large.

The haddock is the only other species that need be particularly mentioned in this

connection. The quantities and approximate average prices for Geestemünde and Bremer-

haven together, are as follows:

average price 0'50 sh. per kg.

— - 0-37 - - -

— - 0-21 - - -

1900—1903; large 3,974,000 kg.;

medium, 4,190,000

small, 13,513,000

At Geestemünde, however, the smallest class of haddock — with presumably a still

smaller average price — is included with whiting and is omitted here. Further, the large

include quantities from Iceland.

With regard to Holland, the following figures show the total quantities and average

prices since 1900.

1900—1903; large, 536,000 kg.

medium, 775,000 kg.

small, 4,653,000 -

average price 0'68 sh. per kg.

— - 0-50 - - -

— - 0-20 - - -
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XXVin. Average price of the principal species of fish landed at North Sea ports,

in shillings pr. kilogram
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able, that the haddock in Germany occupies a similar position to the plaice in Holland

and vice versa.

What has been said above with regard to the plaice obviously holds good here also,

namely, that if the fishermen caught less of the small, their fishing would be more

remunerative.

If the figures given in Table XXVIII be considered in general, it will be remarked,

that the years 1900 and 1901 marked the maximum point reached by the average prices.

Taking this fact along with the information given by Table XXVI, showing the total

quantities, it would appear that the supply of fish has for the time being outrun the

demand. So far as the principal species are concerned, the supply nowadays consists

chiefly of the small classes of fish, as shown above, and this accounts for the decline

in the average prices. We may conclude, therefore, that the demand in all the countries

is for a better quality of fish, not a greater quantity.

II. Statistics regarding the number of boats engaged in trawling

from North Sea ports

The manner in which the fishing boats are recorded in the different countries is

perhaps the most unsatisfactory division of the statistics with regard to the fisheries.

The difficulties in the way of unifying the data with regard to the' boats are indeed so

great, that the task has frankly been given up as impossible for the present.

An endeavour has been made in Tables XXIX and XXX to estimate the number of

trawlers, sailing and steam fishing in the North Sea, as trawling is the most important

branch of the fisheries for the present problems. The boats engaged in the line and

drift-net fisheries may be left for future consideration. Some of the particular difficulties

are menfioned in the notes; the more general may be mentioned here.

The first difficulty arises from the impossibility of restricting fishing boats to any

one particular region. For example, a large number of the steam-trawlers represented in

the table below, do not fish regularly in the North Sea, though they all doubtless fish

there occasionally. To overcome this difficulty, it is obvious that some other system

than the mere enumeration of the boats must be adopted, if any estimate is to be

obtained of the total amount of fishing in the North Sea. Such a system is already to

hand in that adopted by Henking (1. c), namely, the enumeration of the separate voyages

or the whole time away from port. A better system is, perhaps, that of the whole time

taken up in the actual fishing.

The second difficulty is that, even if the total number of voyages of the steam-

trawlers could be obtained, with of course the quantities taken, there still remain the

occasional trawlers and the sailing-trawlers. An attempt has indeed be made to reduce

all the steam and sailing trawlers to one and the same unit, but how this is to be done

in the case of the occasional trawlers has not yet been considered.

The third difficulty is, that the mere number of boats indicates comparatively little.

Further, it is by no means certain that all the boats given in the annual statistics have

really been fishing during the year. The general system is, that any new boats built
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must be registered, but the old boats which have given up fishing are not always with-

drawn from the lists.

The fourth and perhaps the main difficulty is, that the boats of the different coun-

tries, or of different classes in the same country, are not directly comparable with one

another. The tonnage system seems at first sight the simplest way of comparing the

various classes of boats, but on enquiring closer into the matter, we find that different

systems of assessing tonnage are employed in the different countries. In England, for

example, it is usually the "net" tonnage of the boats which is given, on the continent,

it is "brutto"- capacity or "netto"- capacity in cubic meters. If the gross tonnage were

given everywhere, it would then be a simple matter to convert English tons to cubic

meters, but net tonnage seems to vary even for the same class of boats, e. g. steam-

trawlers, in a manner as yet incomprehensible to the writer. Further, in net tonnage, the

large sailing trawlers and the steam trawlers are not far removed from one another, yet

the fishing capacity of the steam trawler must be several times greater than that of the

sailing trawler ; the fishing capacities of the sailing trawlers also, differ in the different

countries.

Other difficulties might be mentioned, but these suffice to show, that any account of

the total annual amount of fishing in the North Sea is quite excluded, from this point

of view.

The question arises however; of what utility for the solution of the problems of

overfishing and decrease of fish, is this information with regard to the boats? The
answer is, that in the case of a decrease of fish or of a stationary condition of a stock,

we wish to know whether the amount of fishing has decreased or otherwise. The im-

portance of such information has already been exemplified in the case of the Kattegat

fishery. If we are not aware by actual data, that the amount of fishing has not decreased,

we cannot well conclude from a decrease in the quantities landed, that the actual stock

in the sea has decreased. It seems quite contrary to general opinion to suggest for a

moment, that the amount of fishing in the North Sea has decreased. In general, there

can be no doubt that it has increased, up to 1900 at least, and for most of the im-

portant species, it has certainly not decreased. Nevertheless, it is worthy of con-

sideration, whether the decrease in the quantities of soles (see p. 31) landed annually,

may not partly be due to the amount of fishing it has undergone having decreased.

This point has been sufficiently discussed previously, it is only mentioned here, to

illustrate the necessity for having good statistics regarding the number and fishing

capacity of boats.

Regarding the matter as a whole, it may be said, that the problem of overfishing

would not be solved even if we knew the total number of boats fishing in the North

Sea, and could reduce them all to the same unit. If 600 fishing units were trawling in

the North Sea in 1892 and 1200 in 1902, this would not indicate that the stock of

fish had increased, nor would the converse mean a decrease. If for example, we had

determined from the statistics, that the total quantities landed had remained constant, any

great change in the number of fishing units, such as that indicated, could only result

from some great change in the price obtained for fish on the markets. To determine

therefore, whether a well-fished area can support a larger or smaller number of fishing

units than it does at any given moment — and this is the practical solution of the
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problem of overfishing — we must take into consideration the value of the fish and the

income earned by the average fishing unit (see Part I, Scotland p. 12 1).

At the present time, there does not seem any pressing necessity for obtaining such

information. The preceding pages have shown, that the statistics, representing the total

quantities of the various species of fish landed, and the average price obtained by them,

are sufficient to show whether a fishery is deteriorating and whether it is being carried

on in a rational manner.

Table XXIX. Steam trawlers fishing in the North Sea or from North Sea ports '
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The gross average cubic capacity of the steam trawlers is 501 m 3, varying from

369 to 637 m 3.

Belgium: The steam-trawlers mentioned belong entirely to Ostend.

France: The number of steam-trawlers fishing in the North Sea is not known.

In the XVIIth Annual Report of the Inspectors of Sea Fisheries (England and

Wales) it is stated, that there were 19 steam-trawlers of French nationality fishing in the

North Sea in 1901, and 3 in 1902.

England: The numbers given in the table are taken from the Report from the

Select Committee on the Sea Fisheries Bill (H. L.), 1904, p. 158. They represent

the steam trawlers fishing from English North Sea ports, but only a portion of them fish

constantly in the North Sea. Reliable data can only be obtained for the years mentioned.

Scotland: The numbers represent only the Scottish steam-trawlers fishing from the

North Sea ports, but a portion of these are often fishing out of the North Sea.

B. Sailing-trawlers

Denmark: The numbers recorded refer to the cutters and large decked boats (see

Part I, p. 27). Their average tonnage is over 20 tons gross. These use the "snurre-

vaad" or plaice-seine, not the trawl. The numbers in brackets refer to the Kattegat

boats which fish for a part of the year in the North Sea.

Germany: The size and type of boat are various. The occasional trawlers

include a considerable number of boats which take part in the drift-net fishing.

Holland: A large number (over 500) of small coastal trawlers have been omitted

(see Part I, p. 75).

Belgium: The numbers given refer only to the sailing boats of Ostend. A large

number of trawlers belong also to the smaller towns on the Belgian coast (see Part I,

p. 91) but they are mostly small coastal trawlers.

England: It is impossible to ascertain the number of sailing trawlers belonging

only to the east coast of England. The numbers given in the Reports of Inspectors

refer to the classes of boats, not distinguishing drift-net boats from trawlers. In the

XVIIth Annual Report, however, a table is given distinguishing the various methods of

fishing, and it is from this table that the present figures have been taken. The numbers

refer, however, to the 1st class boats for all England and Wales (see Part I, p. 107).

Reliable data exist only for the years mentioned.
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D. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The main conclusions arrived at during the progress of this work may be briefly

summarised.

The preliminary discussion showed the advisability of regarding overfishing as mainly

a practical question. The chief problems for scientific consideration — the

theoretical aspect of overfishing — are centered round the possibility of man's
influence effecting some change in the composition of the existing stock

of a species or even causing a decrease in the quantities of the species

These are, therefore, the points to be investigated from the statistics (p. 4).

A discussion of the plaice fisheries of the north-west coast of Norway and of the

plaice fishery of the Kattegat, has shown the effects of severe fishing. In the first case,

the plaice of large size were fished up within a few years and the fishing ceased. In the

second case, the plaice of large size have also been fished up, but the fishing has remained

practically as it always was, though the intensity of the fishing has greatly increased.

These phenomena are explained by reference to the physical conditions. The plaice

live in moderate depths, mostly from the shore to 40 fathoms, becoming rare at 60 and

65 fathoms. On the exposed Norwegian coast, the areas adapted to the plaice are very

circumscribed in extent, and the currents prevailing there are strongly against the young

stages of the plaice reaching a spot favourable to their development. The consequence

is, that the suitable areas on the Norwegian coast receive but small contributions of

young plaice each year, and it takes several years for a sufficient number to collect to

permit of a remunerative fishery. The fishery is thus based on an "accumulated
stock" of plaice. When this stock has been reduced by man, the quantities present

of the middle-sized smaller plaice, are not sufficient to support a remunerative fishery (p. 6).

The physical conditions of the Kattegat, on the other hand, are specially suited to

the plaice. The pelagic young are not carried away from the area by the oceanic cur-

rents, and have a large tract of warm sandy flats on which they can and do grow in

abundance. The removal of the "accumulated stock" of large plaice by man has not

appreciably affected the fishery. The statistics show, that the total quantities taken annu-

ally have remained practically about the same level for a long period of years, subject

of course to fluctuations which can be explained by changes in the physical conditions.

The persistence of the fishery after the "accumulated stock" had dis-

appeared, has led to the conception of the "current stock", that is, a secon-

dary supply, which is approximately equivalent to the "accumulated stock"

in quantity or weight, and thus maintains the fishery, but contains greater

numbers of a smaller average size. The proofs for the existence of this "current

stock" are based partly on the above-mentioned results of the examination of the statist-

ical data, partly on the results of plaice-marking experiments. It has been shown, that

the young plaice grow faster on grounds where they are relatively less abundant than

on grounds where they are more abundant. The removal of the larger plaice of the

"accumulated stock", and also the strenuous fishing, leave more room and food so that

the young can now grow faster than formerly (p. 20).

In discussing the Kattegat plaice fishery also, it has been pointed out, that the mode
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and conditions of fishing there are somewhat different from those in the North Sea, in

that, the size of mesh used in the fishing apparatus is larger, and that the Danish law

forbids the sale of small plaice under 10 inches (25'6cm.) Both these circumstances
favour the small plaice in the Kattegat in comparison with their brethren
of the North Sea.

Consideration of the available statistics of the North Sea fisheries has shown, that

the condition of the Kattegat plaice fishery is paralleled to a certain

extent by that of the plaice fishery, possibly also by that of the haddock
fishery, in the North Sea. In both cases, we cannot conclude from the statistics,

that the annual quantities landed have decreased, nor can it be said that they have

increased, since 1892. In other words, the current stock to all appearance re-

mains almost constant. On the other hand, the composition of this cur-

rent stock has undergone great deterioration. The relative quantities of large

fish landed have greatly decreased, whilst the relative quantities of small have greatly

increased. Since the total quantities have not increased, it follows that the average size

of the fish landed of these species must have decreased. This is in marked contrast to

the Kattegat plaice fishery, where the available evidence for a period of six years (1897

—

1902) shows, that the average size of plaice landed has not appreciably altered.

The chief countries for the sale of small plaice are, in order: England, Holland,

Denmark and Germany. The quantities for Belgium are not known. In Denmark (North

Sea coast), practically all the plaice landed are small; in Holland (Ymuiden), 95% are

small and barely 1% large ; in Germany (Geestemünde and Bremerhaven), the percentage

of small has increased from 68 in 1895 to 84 in 1903 (p. 29). The chief countries for

the sale of small haddock are, in order: England (?), Germany and Holland.

In the case of the "prime" fish, sole and turbot, the statistics show an
unmistakeable decrease in the total quantities of each landed from the

North Sea. This decrease is due entirely to a constant decrease of the large fish,

whilst the quantities of the small have not increased sufficiently to counterbalance the

decrease of the large in the total quantities. The comparative absence of the smaller

kinds, as contrasted with the plaice, must be due to special causes. A still more funda-

mental problem lies in the fact, that the reproductive fertility of the sole is more than

twice, and that of the turbot more than ten times, the reproductive fertility of the plaice,

and yet these species are represented in the catches of the fishermen by a mere fraction

of the quantities of the plaice (p. 34). The quantities taken of the brill do not show any

decrease (p. 36). The condition of the cod fishery in the North Sea cannot be deter-

mined, even approximately, owing to the quantities given in the various statistics, especially

of England and Scotland, including the quantities taken at Iceland, the Fseroes and else-

where, as well as those of the North Sea (p. 39). The quantities taken of the herring

have greatly increased since 1892. They represent over 50% of the total quantities landed

at North Sea ports (p. 42). These are the principal species of the North Sea fisheries
;

the remaining species are not dealt with.

Consideration of the total quantities landed gives no countenance to

pessimistic views regarding the fisheries as a whole. Nevertheless, since the

trawl fishery of the North Sea depends principally upon the species mentioned, viz. plaice,

haddock, (cod), sole and turbot, it is concluded from the evidence regarding these species,
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that this fishery is in a critical position. This has been recognised in Germany as

in England. By critical position is to be understood, not the possible exhaus-
tion of the fisheries, but simply, that the fisheries are coming more and
more to depend upon the smaller classes and inferior kinds of fish.

Theoretical consideration of the many and complicated possibilities, will not suffice to

solve the problem whether man, by interfering with the course of fishing, can help to

improve the fisheries; that can only be solved by well-regulated experi-
ments (p. 45).

Consideration of the average price received on the markets for the various size-

groups of the principal species, shows that the fishing may be practical but cannot be

called altogether rational. The average price obtained by the smaller kinds of plaice and
haddock, per pound or per kilogram, is only one third of that obtained by the larger.

Apart from the question of decrease, therefore, it does not seem rational to base an

industry on a commodity which obtains but one third of the value it might have.

In fishing under natural conditions, it is unavoidable that a certain proportion of fish

smaller than the desired mean-size is taken. The sole fishery of Germany (Geestemünde

and Bremerhaven) may be cited as an example of a fishery, where the proportion by
weight of small fish taken (31 %) is not excessive. In the case of the plaice and haddock

fishery, however, the proportion of the small fish (by weight) is from 84% to 95% for

the plaice and from 60% to over 70% for the haddock. There can be no doubt that

these percentages are excessive and mean a loss in the end to the fishing-population (p. 50).

An important practical conclusion arises from a consideration of the total quantities

and the average prices together. It has been shown, that the former have greatly

increased (Table XXVI) and that the latter, on the other hand, have decreased within

recent years — even for the herring (Table XXVIII). As the increase in the total quan-

tities arises from an increase in the inferior and smaller kinds of fish, it follows, that the

decrease in the average price is due to the fact, that the people in all the countries

concerned are desirous of a better quality of fish not a greater quantity (p. 52). If so,

the present mode of conducting the fishery is doubly irrational.

Finally, it has proved to be impossible to give an accurate and connected summary
of the number of boats and thus of the amount of fishing in the North Sea (p. 52). In-

asmuch as the boats of the different countries are and always will be somewhat different

from one another, and the results of the fishing are dependent upon many more things

than the mere numbers and kind of boats, it is not easy to arrive at any measure of

the total amount of fishing from this aspect. The problem of overfishing, in so far as

it involves the question — is it possible to increase the amount of fishing or number of

boats?— cannot be solved from theoretical considerations. It is the value the fish receive,

which is the principal cause of an increase or decrease in the amount of fishing. Conse-

quently, in dealing with overfishing as a practical problem, it is necessary to consider the

monetary side of the matter, the expenditure in boats and gear on the one hand and

the gross and net income on the other (see Part I, p. I2i). With this practical aspect
the present work has nothing to do, except in so far as the theoretical
discussion of the scientific problems of the decrease of fish may conduce
to more rational methods of conducting the fisheries in the future.
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